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Preface 

In welcoming the delegates the Orga"izing Committee of the Seventh lnternatlonal Spele<>logical 
Congress are pleased to present the papers subn1tted for publication. Some 220 papers were submitted and 
over 80% were accepted, those rejected only being wrned down after scrutiny by at least two of the edito<ial 

committee. 
It is the first ume 1n .seven congresseo that papers have been published before the actual congress and 

thi, ideal has only been ot1alned by a change in policy. Papers were restricted to 1200 words in length and it 
was intended that there should not be more than one page of Illustrations With any paper. For reasons of 
economy the intention was that the papers sh:>1.1ld be of a wmmarv nature presenting the resulu of current 
research, excluding much local detail and lont tables of data. Many contributors do not seem to have 
understood these simple criteria, clearly set out in the Circulars, and some drastic editing has been ne=sary. 
The Committee recommend that this praot11:2 of Summary papers only and pre-publication should be 
followed in future Congresses, as is the practice in many of thacongresses of other science, today. 

The Editor wi,hes to apOlogiz• If the standard of ed1ttng has not been as hlgh as it should have been, 
partly because a brol<en arm prevented his uso,g the editorial pencil at all during a peak period of receipt of 
papers, and partly because some of the rnanu,c,1pts required extensive revision to make them intelligible to 
others. Of the overseas papers submitted, many non·English-,peaking authors had taken the trouble to 
translate their papers, though perhaps more a:lvice could have been sought from colleagues thoroughly 

familiar with the English language. 
Although abmacts in two language• were requested In the Circulars, many papers were submitted 

without abstracts at all, and a few went to the other extreme of abstracts three or four times the permitted 
length of 100 word$, For rea•oru of eeonorn~ and standardization it wa, decided to Include only abstracts in 
English for those papers published ,n other languages. 

The illustrations ,ubm1tted were of ,erv variable qualitV of draughting and materials. Everything 
from clean black drawings on strong white paper to muddy photocopies and poor qualitV tracing paper was 
submitted. Letters requesting improved diagram drawing mostly went unanswered. Inevitably the quality is 

reflected in the reproductions In this volume 
Asoignation to Sections w1th1n the Coni,ess structure has largely been arbitrary. as many authors did 

not indicate a .$8Ction, and some balance WaJ. necessary between the numbers of pa.pers in the different 
sections. Furthermore some papers could equally have been pl1ced ,n two or more sections, In view of the 
difficulties of assignation of papers they are presented herein In alphabetical order of the first author's 
names, and a clas•ifled contents list follows this preface. 

The Editor wishes to thank his nurrerous sub-editors for their willing co-operation, and his proof• 
readers, Mrs Sue Cunningham. Mrs Betty Fo,d and Mrs A. 8oustead for their care in seaoching out mistakes. 
Finally this volume could not have appeared w1thoot the co-operation of the printer., Messrs Hawthornes of 
Nottingham Ltd .. particularly Andy Whyatt and Len Richard>. 
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RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF THE CRACK SURFACE 
SOLUBILITY OF CARBONATE ROCKS OF VAR IOUS MICROSTRUCTURES 

E.M. Abashidze 
ul. Titsidna Tab1dze 41, 
Tbilisi 30, U.S.S.R. 

The prediction of the effects of the increase in fracture width as a result of dissolving the carbonate 
l'OCYs belO'N the water table in a de-finite period of time is a matter of great importance in hydrotechnical con• 
struct on 

Carbonale microsrructures include organogenic-de.brfs or detrital, pseudoolite, crypto· and micro• 
CJY\1.i11,ne glauconite• sandy, sillc:eous. dolomitic limestones and limestone dolomites, of cryptocrysta111ne, 
porot,-yroblas-hc and mosaic structure. Marble and marble-like limestones of crypto· and microcrystalline struc• 
ture ue also met. 

In 1963 and 1972 we studied the solubility of the structures in short 5-10 cm high and 3-6 cm wide 
blocl<s and a crack 3m long In dolomite limestone Nith porphyroblastic texture, 

A brief description of the test methods in both short and long cracks was given in the Proceedings of 
:ie Conference on Karsts held ,n Perm in 1963and the Vlth International Congress of Speleology at Olomouc. 

Ac.c.ord,ng to the experiments the amount ot carbonate removed depended upon the amount of per• 
~1,ng and velocity of the water in the crack. 

Mathematical expressions of the d1ssolv1ng process in short and long cracks were found by the methods 
c! souare mean deviations and mathematical statl$1ics. 

Data on the solution ,n cracks in dolomitt limestones of p0rphyroblastic texture 0.1, 0.2, 0.3. 0.4, 
5m long (1.e, the data on dissolving those parts of a 3m crack~ are given .n this paper on the basis or the expen• 

•s with a Jm crack. 
After comparison of the proce5s 1n short and long cracks we came to the following conclusion: 
In short cracks marble differs by greater ""loe<tY of soluuon. 
The rate of solution of the remaining rocks decreased as in Table 1. 
The above g,ven data warns us to take thEm into consideration in hydrotechnical constructions. 

s fact ,, ,mpo, tant in the prediction of crack widening, During 25 years of continuous water filtration through 
IJifflt cracks (with the Initial open,ngs 0.01-0.025cm wide and the water velocity 0.02-lcm/sec) under the ex

""""""ul cond1t1ons will increase from 0.4 to 4.0 cm and more. 

TABLE 1 

-,:w of Jim~tone 

l'vl)lt 

;z_ Colom t• 

l. Clyotocrystall,ne 

£ Oolo\"1"11 lf 

s '.lo!cm, t• 

G: :&Je0n1 te 

Or;onogen,c 

a ~Ii•• 

.. - -vmg veloci 1y 
- •~er welooty 

Rock Structurt Formula for dissolving velocity 

Solubility in short :racks {6xl0 and 3x5 cm/ 

Mlcrocrys1alllne 

Porphyroblastic 

Cryp1ocrvstalline 

Pseudool1te 
porphyroblastic 
Cryptocrystalline and 
porphyroblast,c 

CryptocryS1alline 

Organogenic detritus 

Pseudoofite 

Solubility in long cracJcs 

Porphyroblastic 

-do-

-do-

-do-

- do-

- do-

1 

ma2x10·1 +1.02x1o·Jx v'· ,. 
m=2x10·1 +1.9x10·1 x y' • 

m=2x10·1 +1.aax1o·•x v' · .. 

m=2x10°' +1.37,r 1 o·s X y'-" 

m•2x10.7 +1.05x 10'' X y1~' 

m=2x 10·7 + 1.09X 1 o·< X Yl.'9 

m~2x 10·1 + 1.01x 10·1 x y'·" 

Crack 
length 
cm 
10 m=2.0x10''+1.01x 10.1 x v"·' 
20 m•2.0x10·1 +1.01x1o·•x v'·' 
30 m=2.0x10·1 +1 .02x 10-'x v'~ 
40 m=2.0x10·1 +1.02x10·1 x v' ·' 
50 m~2.ox10·' +1.02x1o·'x v'·" 
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SACRED CAVES IN STRANDZA MOUNTAIN, S.E. BULGARIA 

Georg, Antonov 
NEK. Sol••• Bulgan1 

Strandia (lm1ndia - V1ld12 Oli'Jtanl 11 a low mounta,n range some 200 km long running parallel to 
the southwest coast of the Black Sea. The grea•er and highest part (up to 1031 m) Is situated 1n Turk,sh terri· 
tory while 111 northwest foothills Ii• m Bulgarian ttrntory, Much of the mountam 1s covtred w,th • kam 
evolved ,n marble and dolom1t;c hmeston•. Alf>ough It Is mentioned at quite an early datt (The V11anov1kata 
cave, Slav01kov, 1891, p. 441 ) un11I 1976 th,s 10g,on rema,ned the last "blank IC)Ot" of Bulgar,an ..,.1eolo9v. 

The So1n11f1c Expec:t111on's Club (NE<) organised an upec:t11ion for adetalled study of the caves and 
potholes of the reg,on ,n 1975 and 1976. Over 60 caves and potholes were found and studied, many of them 
conta1n1ng 1nterest,ng 1,che0,0g,cal finds. 

Over 20 caves ere known ,n Bulgaria bes,des those 1n Slfandf. whid'I prov,de sufficient evidence to be 
con11dtrtd by the local populauon • sacred. CSee Map fig. 21. 

In all of them there was t1lher a spr109, a small lake, water dropp,ng from the ce,hi>g or ooz,ng along 
the wall, all cons,dned to have a,r1t1ve qual1t~s. 

V1s1ted on certa,n Chnstian feswvats these caves were the locat1on of r,to1h performed ,norm fron1 
of the caves whett vot•vt offttnngs, co,n. spocns, food, other objects, clothes, threads of different colours etc. 
were left 

Whit surp,,sed us wa th,, d,sco,,ery ;lunng the txl)«lrtion over I rel111vely small territory of several 
sacred caves where the cult wasst,11 folloW'ldor alive in the memory of the oldtf !1fnera11on or - alre.iy par • 
ually or enwoly forgotten . (Port of the folklore maieroal was g11hored by M. Stefanova & K. Ivanov). 

Among these cave1 ue: 
'SVETA MARINA m ,,,_, /oCM1cy of L YCUDI, locoted 11st of Slivarevo (Kadaro) In I rock ove,hang• 

Ing a buuuful tributary of the Rezovska riv•. It 1s 1n fact a Sl)aaous niche capable of hold,ng 40 -I•. and 
ht by the entrance and the small "wondow" oppos,1e ,1. Water frequently dr1ps from the ce,llng, ooz,ng abun• 
dantly down the curtain between the entrance and the window, f1ll1n9 the rimstont pool, from wh,d'I people 
drank, The villagers of Sfiver1,evo. Kost,, and Gramat,kovo, • well as from the town of Malko Tarnovo, would 
m<1et on tht eve ol the Christian least of the Holy Martyr St. Mar1na (Georg,ev1, 1972. p.160), the local p,,est 
conduct,ng I serv,01. The followers of the et.It would hght candles and drink water on accordance with the be· 
lltf that 11 would promote good heahh, wh1h those who wero 111 would try to let the drops, dnpp,ng from the 
ce,hng fill on the location of their a11menL -he spring was considered to provide wccenful treatment for eye 
complaints. Votive offerings were left at the c1ve. 1uch H coins Ueft in rimnone: POOis). towels or ctotht1 a, 

front of the entrance. After the s--rv,ce the part1ap..,ts would crou over to the terraces cut out In the other 
bank. The elder par11c1pants spent the night on the nearby terraoe, while the younger o,... danced a 'horo" 
dance all night on the w,der terraces 

About 30 years ago the fes11val wa, SIIII popular and was even attended by musllrns - Turk,. At presont 
the caw 1s only v,11ted by elderly people wto go th~re for treatment ; n.o service is held, however, 1t 1s evident 
that the behef in the maig,cal properties of the spring is still ahve for during our v1s1t in the Autumn of 1975 wt 
found vot1'ttt of-fertngs on a vn1fl uee •t thetntr1nc:e of the ceve, obv10\J1ly having been left here quite recently . 
hlndkerch11ls towels, two 1hirts and even ,n expens,ve sllk slip. Some of the ob1ects still had the nylon enve
lopes and the price 1ags. 

F1.9 . 1 . The cave "Halllba.rceto" near the village Brasljan . 
The position of the skulls of wild boar (~ 
scrota) at the end of the cave . 
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F ig. 1. SACRED CAVES: l - "ST . MARUll<A", Ostrata cuka . 2 - "ST. MARINA", Lykudi. 
3 - "ST. TROICA", Gramatikovc. 4 - "BAMBARC£TC", Brasljan . 5 - "ST. TROICA", 
Ceglaik. 6 - "ST. JOAN", Ineada . 7 - "ROSIN l<AMAK", Rusokastro . 8 - "ST. 
PETAR", Ustrem. 9 - "IPIINDI", Mihalic. 10 - "ZMEJOVI DOPKI", Sliven. 
11 - "NIRIC", l<otel. 12 - "KIPlLOV-SKATA" , Kipilevo. 13 - "CARNA", Galabovo. 
14 - "GOLJAMATA", Madara. 15 - "ST. MARINA", Poroiste. 16 - "GLAVA PAflEGA", 
Zla tna Pane<Ja. 17 - "OVNARKA'IA", l<arlukovo. 18 - "ZIVATA VODA", Bosnek . 
19 - "DUHLATA", Bosnek. 20 - "LJULJAKOVIJA VARTOP", Dragoman . 21 - "TEMNATA 
DUPKA", Kalotina. 22 - "TZARKVETO", Breze . 23 - "ST. TERAPON", Tran . 
24 - "SVETATA YODA", Ginci. 25 - "BESOVISKA PEC", Oresec. 

11. "SV/:TA MARIN KA" in the local,ry OSTRATA i:!UKA, situated southeast of Sto,lovo. represents 
a small descending fissure 12 metres long and between 1~5-2.5 metres wide. Three natural steps appHr to have 
been hewn out of the rock. The end consists of a narrow passage amidst rimstooe curtains. reminiscent of an 
altar wrth a $mall shelf on one side where candles were set, amidst rimstone pools. filled w11h water oozing from 
the wall. 

An annual ritual, similar in character w~h that of Sveta Marina, Lycud1 was observed here about 30 
years 1190 wi1h an identical belief in the curative qualities of the spring. 

An annual feast of Sveta Marina. sti II al ve in the memory of most old people from Stollovo and Malko 
Tarnovo was also observed here; however, cenain differences attracted our attention. the service was coodueted 
not In the ca1Je. but outside, In a smaH chapel (now in ruins) some 70 m away from the cave, while a ntual, so 
far unknown to us, was performed ln thft cave itself. Married women used to sweep out the cave and burn in• 

cense. All unmarried youths were allowed to enter and when it was announced that they had left the cave (a 
few would hide in the cavel, the unmarried maidens would enter. On their entering the youths would blow out 
the maidens' candles and, as it was put by the narrator. the maidens were "pinched", in the dark, I.e. the pinch• 
mg was considered as an understatement# for these acts were conrrary to the high moral views held by the 
Strandu populatioo, and would not be tolerated on other occasions, If a maiden came out holding a youth by 
the hand she was considered to have been engaged, therefore avoiding the traditional otticial engagement cere
mony. This did not apply to the remaining participants and the fnvofities in the cave brought brought no other 
consequence$. An old folk song recorded at Stoilovo during the expedition confirms the d&Scription of the ritual 
in the uve and its authenticity. 
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We are therefore justified in asking whether this is not a reminiscence of a certain archaic orgiastic cult 
with a llm11ed promiscuous character, linked with the caves; should that be the case we can claim that they are 
venerated by the ancestors of the inhabitants of Strandra In ancient Thrace down to the present day. 

Ill. "SVETA TROITZA" cave (the Holy Trm,ty), north of GRAMATIKOVO. Its entrance is in the 
centre of the monastery. the church of the Holy Triniw. It is a small cave with two pam, one of which has 
steps made of stones, brought in from outside the cave. The church above the cave has undergone alterations 
!the last In 1875) when flat Roman brici<s wtre used in the mucture. Mouths of medieval amphorae were found 
around the church. Services are still held in the church which is the centre of a gathering, asabor on the day of 
the Holy Trinity, when peasanu light candles and float lights on the water. Howevet, here the peasants believe 
that the dnp.s from the oei hng faU only on a person. free of sins. 

IV. HAMBARCETO, south of Br/lJl .. n (SARMASIK) is a two storey labyrinth close to the remains of a 
dolmen and an ancient necropolis which has not been excavated. No feast or magical acts are recalled here, In 
spite of th,s, the fact that four skulls of a boar (sus scrofal each with a calcareous surfaoa were found at Its dry 
inaccessible end justifies our inclusion of it anong the sacred caves in Strandza, in view of: 

The skulls, without the lower jaw, were carefully arranged (fig. 1) one next to the other In an 
inaccessible plaoa. which can be reached after a difficult crawl. No other bones were found. 
This is the first ootlective find of bonu of Sus scrofB in Bulgarian caves. In the remaining 7 cases 
(Nikolov, 1976) separate specimens were lound. 

- The back of one of the skulls reveals a ,urface showing the result of a blow from a sharp obJect. 
most probably a metal axe. 

- The cave Is dry at present and his been known to have been dry m the memory of the oldefl 
inhabitants which explains the absenoa of any sort of sacred veneration, connected with water; 
the calcarous surface on the skulls points to a considerable age (a sample has bffn sent for C-14 
dating). 

It is evident that the skulls belong to boars killed by hunters and brought in a, a time when the cave 
was: damp so that iacrifices or other ritual acts could be performed (Th& wild boar, an attribute of Arthem1s. 
was venerated by the ancient Thracians as a favoured game and sacrificial animal. (Marazov, 1975, p.40)). 
We have evidence of the existence of other sacred caves In Turkish temtory in proximity to the studied region. 

1. Old people recall that on the feast of the Holy Trinity a large gathering used 10 be held near a cave 
or under an overhanging rock on the south bank of the Rezovska river, near the village of Cegiaic. A song similar 
10 the song about Sveta Marina in the vicinity of Ostrata Cuka, is also recalled. 

2. On the map drawn up for the Russ1an,Turk1Sh war of 1828-1829, by the Russran M1htary Depot 
In St. Petersburg 118531 the only cave given is that of "Svell loan" (St. Johnl at lnneada at the Black Sea. This 
must have been a cave popular with its sacred rituals. 

Conclusions 
Calles which were venerated In antiquity and in some inst..-rces up to the present day, have been found 

in many places in the Balkan peninsula, Asia Minor and the Aegean Islands. However while the author of the 
only systematic study on the subject - Dr. Paul Faure's work on Crete., believes that the cave cults were inter· 
rupted and it was only after a lapse of 1000years that at certain pieces caves attracted a Chnstian population 
because of their sacred na1ure. (Faure, 1967, p. 1481. We believe that the folklore of St,..nd!a has rituals linked 
with caves with interesting remains of a Thracian heritage, apPeaung in the present day in such an ancient ritual 
as the nestinari dance (fire danoa, performed barefoot) (Arnaudov 1971, p. 17-161, Angelova, 19551. 

An analyS1s of the limited factual 1'1ateriat on the Strandia caves allows the following conclusions to 

be drawn:-
1. The ceremonies were essentially fertility cults, linked with the summer. they are connected with the 

popular celebration of rites conneeted with gathering the first harvest. In the case of the cave of Sveti loan. we 
believe that the feast ot St. John was celebr11ed not on the day of St. John, during the winter, but in summer, 
on the day of St. Enio, v, analosous with the Russian lank Kupala. 

2. We have grounds for considering thet the present day patrons and rituals (wnh the exception of that 
of St. John I as the successots of pagan wonhip of a femai• deity for popular behef plaoas the Holy Trinity as a 
female saint with a variety of functions: curative (both caves of St. Marina, the Holy Trinity, C8glaic and pro
bably the Holy Trinity, Gramatlkovo), aderty of marriage (St. Marinka, Omata Cuka and the Holy Trinity, 
Ceglaicl and a deity of hunting or protecto1 of the crops (the sacrifices in Hambarfeto). All these ~cts support 
the hypothesis that the inhabitants of the mountains of southeast Bulgaria identified St. Marina in the venera· 
tion of the Thraco-Phryglan goddess Bendis (Georgieva, 1972, p. 164-1681, a veneration which passed on in 
Greece as the cult of Arthernis-Persephone !Core). 

3. Possibly the absenoa of sacred caves in the Rhodopes is evidence of considerable differences in 
their religious beliefs of the Odrysae {the lrhabitantas of Strandh) and the Bessi and the Oii (the inhabitants 

of the Rhodopesl in ancient Thrace. 
4. Parhapsa study of caves in the ~igh parts of Vildiz Daglari, together with folklore studies could pro• 

vide interesting data on the religion of the Thracians. 
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RADIOMETRIC DATING OF SPELEOTHEMS AND CAVERN 
DEVELOPMENT IN THE MENDIP HILLS, ENGLAND 

T C. Atkln$0n, 
Sd,ool of Environmental Sciences, 
University of Ean Anglia, 
~ich, England. 

R.S. Harmon, 
Department of Geology, 
~idligan State University. 
East Lansing, 
Michigan, U.S.A. 

P. L. Smart, 
Department of Geography, 
University of Bristol, 
Bristol. England. 

The Mendip Hills are a karstic upland of anucllnal geological structure, located 25 km south of 
Snstol, England (Fig. 1 ). The tops of the hilh form a plateau at 250-260 m.a.s.l., mainly underlain by the 
cavernous Carboniferous Limestone. In the cores of the anticlin;,s outcreps of Devonian s.indstone form low 
~reaching to 60 m above the plateau. The surrounding lowlands are separated from the plateau by steep 
flanking slopes inio which deep gorges have been cut by streams which now sink underground. At the present 
day the drainage of the hills i• entirely subterranean, emerging from springs at the foot of 1he flanking slopes. 
The geomo,phology of the area has been described by Tratman ( 1963), Fo<d and Stanton {1968) and 
Docx-,an (1969). In addition detailed studies have ooen made of five major engulfment caves and two 
complex systems of fossil effluent caves (Ford 1963, 1964); Atkinson (1967); Smart and Stanton {1974). 

Gawnorphic History of G.8. Cave 
G.8. Cave ls a cave of engulfment lo:ated at NGR ST 477562 {Fig. 1 ). An up-to-date survey has 

tie.n PUblished by Savage ( 1969) (Fig. 2). The geomorphic history has been previously descril>Gd by Ford 
964; who SlJmmarised tho development of the cave a, occurring in six phases. After an initial phre.atic 

lrCISIOn of small tubes and rih-like passages the cave was drained with the water table stabilizing at about 135 
=.a;s.l. The Ladder Dig and Bat Passage continued to function as phreatic passages close to the water table, 
~ the vadose parts of the cave were greatly enlarged in Phase 2. Next Ford envisaged two phases (3 and 5) 

which widespread elastic fil)s were deposited and capped in places with spreads of thick flowstone. Each 
~ of flownon• deposition was followed by clearance of deposits and ~ctlve stream erosion (phases 4 
mi:l 6), the latter of these being thought by Ford to have occurred during the Holocene. At the start of Phase 
, ~ water table fell to a level at about 120m.a.s.l. The modem level is not known but must lie below 120 
-.....u which rs the altitude of the deepest parts of the known cave. In the nearby Longwood $wallet, the 
~n water table lies below 70 m.a.s.l. Atkinson ( 1967). Both caves drain to the Cheddar spring at 26 
"'U.s.l. (Atkinson, 1976 in prm). 

We have re-examined the stratigraphy of the deposits in the G.B. Cave, including those in newly 
"m.:o."""""""'-ed•sections ,n Bat Passage and at th• tap of the Gorge (Fig. 2). While our stUdies confirm Ford's 
_.r°.Af work to a great extent, we have evideoce of a period fairly early in the cave's history during which 
-,. ll11ck (up to 3 m) flowstone layers werndeposi1ed in many of the Inlet passages. Thi• epi~ode preceded 
Fcr.:"s Phase 3. The <1ra1igraphic evidence is supporu,d by radiometric dateS on speleothems (see below). 
~ore. we have recorded exposures in the Gorge and some of the complex entrance pas,ages ( Fig. 2) 
- suggest that there may have been another phase of Infilling and flowstone deposition before Ford's 
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Phase 3 bot after the thick flowstone just described (see No~ to Table 1 I. This evidence is not conclusive, 
however. and we await further radiometric dates to resolve the matter. 

The detailed cave stratigraphy os too complex to be discussed here and will be publi>hed elsewhere, 
Table 1 >hows our interpretation of the deposits, and a correlation w,th Ford's erosional history. Note that 
we associate vadose stream-laid deposits in Bat Passage with a water table at 120 m.a.s.l. (our Phase 5) while 
the 135 m.a.s.l, is associated with the earlier elastic fill, and flow>tones seen in the upper part of the cave 
(Phase 3). 

'i;.';·· .· 

....... : .......... 

km 

N 

t 

Fig 1 Geology topography and major caves of the central Mendip Hills 
1 Devonian Sandstone 2 Carboniferous Lower Limestone Shale 
3 Carboniferous Limestone . 4 Permo-Triassic calcareous breccias 
5 Later rocks 

300 

Fig 3 Suggested correlations between G. B. Cave and fossil effluent 
caves at Cheddar. 
1 G. B. Cave. 2 Great Oones Hole. 3 Long Hole. 4 Gough's Cave. 
5 Active conduit. 6 Water Table during G. B. Phase 3 
7 Water table during G. B. Phases 4 and 5 
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Radiometric Data from Speleotham1 
We have obtained 2 3 0 Th/2,. U dat01 from five stalagmite and flowstone samples using the method 

described by Harmon or al. (1975). The speleothem ages are presented In Table 2. together with the locations 
of the samples and the phase of Table 1 to which the sample is ascribed. 

The most striking feature of Table 2 is the great age of the Phase 3b speleothems. Ford ( 1964) 
tentatively ascribed the early development of G.B. Cave to the Last Interglacial whereas we must now place it 
before the Pastonian of the British Pleistocen•. that is well before the three major glaciations in Britain 
(Devensian, Wolstonian and Anglian, in order of increasing age). Shackleton and Opdyke ( 1973) have 
presented a Pleistocene time-scale based on pilaeomagnetlc stratigraphy and the oxygen isotope composition 
of foramlnilera from a Pacific deep sea core. Fluctuations in 11 0 con'9nt reflect changing volumes of polar 
ice, periods of 1 8 0 depletion indicating times of interglacial climate and high sea stand. The Pastonian dates 
for the Phase 3b speleothems fall Into St39e 11 of the isotopic time scale, again preceding at least three major 
episodes of increase in global ice volume, 

All the other speleothems dated are from Phase 7c (Table 2). All are stalagmites overlying the Phase 
7b elastic deposits. Taking the data at face valua, and Ignoring the quite large possible errors, it is clear that 
Phase 7c began at least 60,000 years B.P. Thiscorrasponds to the beginning of Shackleton and Opdyke's 
Stage 3, a period of ice volume reduction spanning the range 64,000 - 32,000 B.P. In the British Pleistocene 
there is evidence of two interstad,als, the Upton Warren and Chelford episodes at around 25 - 44,000 B.P. 
and 60,000 B.P. respectively. (Coope, 1975). It is tempting to suppose that sample GB 10 belongs to the 
Chellord, although in Table 2 we more cautiously assign it to the mid-Devensian. The remaining Phase 7c 
stalagmites belong either to the late Devensiar or to the Holocene. 

On the basis of the determined ages we may draw a cautious correspondence between speleothem 
deposition and periods of warm climate during the Devensian and Holocene. Thompson et a/. (1974) and 
Harmon et al. (1975) report a similar result from speleothems from North America. The possible error, 
a$$0Ciated with the age determinations preclude a more definite conclusion, but the idea is supported by our 
observation that geochemical evidence of active calcite deposition today is found at very many sites in the 
temperate zone, but is almost absent in high a pine and sub-glacial caves. 

Discussion 
In G.B. cave itself the earliest speleothems of Phase 7c date from the mid•Devensian. The deposition 

of the cobble and sand fill of Phase 7b would save required a climate with large stream discharge for part of 
the year in order to transport such coarse debris into the cave, aod an abundant supply of detrital materia1, 
far greater than that available today. It is reasonable to assign this fill to the early Oeve.n.sian. during the 
period of deteriorating climate, and perhaps also to a period of full periglacial conditions prior to the blocking 
of the cave mouth by the Phase 7b fill hself. A sparse vegetation would have allowed frost action to supply 
1he debris, while spring meltwater floods could have carried it into the cave. The excavation of the elastic fill 
in Phase 8 would have required a stream of similar discharge 10 the period of deposition, but in a climatic 
context in which the supply of fresh debris by frost action was restricted, perhaps by vegetation cover. Such 
conditions might have occurred when winters were cold enough for a substantial depth of snow to 
accumulate and be released as an annual meltwater flood. Tentatively, we assign the excavation of the Phase 
7b fill to the mid• and late-Devenslan internaoial.s and to the early Holocene. At the present time, excavation 
of sediment by stream action is continuing but at a generally slow rate. It has been accelerated in the put few 
years by the very rare flood of 1968, which unblocked the inactive swallet at the head of the Gorge and 
redistributed large amounts of debris into the active stream course, where it is now being re-worked by the 
normal discharge of the stream. 

In the light of all this evidence, we S"9Qest that the rhythmic sequence of cavern development shown 
by G.8. and other caves in the area is related to fluctuations in climate. Vadose erosion of bedrock occurs 
during interglacial periods and is succeeded by elastic fill deposition under periglacial climates, which 
continues until cave entrances become blocked. Thereafter, full periglacial conditions would be marked by a 
total absence of geornorphie activity in the ea,es, especially if continuous permafrost developed. Speleothem 
deposition may ocair whenever vadose water can percolate through the limestone, but is fastast during warm 
periods when higher partial pressure of CO2 exists in soil air. Where extensive flowstone sheets were formed 
over elastic fills, deposition must have ocourred in the period of climatic warming before surface streams had 
sapped and removed the deposits bloc-king cave entranCM, or alternatively have been confined to sites 
protected from the action of the excavating weam. E><cavation of coarse elastic fills probably occurs during 
intetstadials and late-periglacial periods. It is worth noting that the Mendip Hills were In en lce,.front POSition 
during at least one of tho major ice-advances of the Pleistocene (Hawkins & Kellaway, 1971), so 1hat the 
contrasts in geomorphic activity during periods of different climate are likely to be at a maximum. 

As noted above, the Phase 3b speleothems in G.B. date trom the relatively warm Pastonian stage. 
There are at lea5t three cold stages between the Pastonian and Devensian, namely the Beestonian, Anglian and 
Wolstonian. During the last two Ice was widespread in Britain. Only one episode (Phase 5} of elastic fill can be 
identified with certainty in G.B. Cave during this interval, and so it is impossible to decide to which cold 
period it belongs. Further dating work is required. 

In terms of regional chronology, Ford and Stanton (1968) have put forward a tentative erosional 
history based upon con-elations of water 1able levels between engulfment caves and successively older and 
higher levels of former resurgences in the fossl effluent caves at Cheddar and Wookey Hole. Resurgence levels 
are in turn correlated with knick poinu indicating successive episodes in the deepening of the dry gorges, and 
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.,,,. .os,onal ber>Ches on the south flank of the hills, flought to represent eustatic still-stands in Pleistocene 
- ~ (see Ford & Stanton (1968), Table 3). We no,v suggest a correlation belWO<ln the 120 and 135 
&&.S.L water tables in G.8. and similar levels found in the adjacent Longwood and Manor Farm Swallets, 
r.;,:,.r. & Stanton, 1974). Longwood $wallet also displays a past water table at 90-93 m.a.s.l. while the 
l!ICJdBn wall!t table is below 70 m.a.s.l. Atkinson (1967) suggests that these three past wall!r levels should be 
c:::irre':autd iespectively with the Gou~•• Cave, Long Hole and Great Oones Hole outlets at Cheddar. This 
~ that the 135 m.a.s.l. water table in G.B. Cave also correlates with an active resurgence at Great Oones 
...... 92 m.1.s.l. in Cheddar Gorge (Fig. 3). The Pastonian dates for Phase 3b speleothems in G.B. therefore 
- that the Grut Oones resurgence was active at ,r before that time. This appears to be one of the o lder 
.......,.,.. in the Cheddar sys1em of caves, although fossil caves do exist higher up In Cheddar Gorge, 

~ard & Stanton, 1968). ' 
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Authors' Interpretation of the Erosional History of G.B. Cava 

Phreatic Erosion. Details as in Table 1. 

Vadosa Erosion in Double Pa$$4Qe, Rhumba Alley, Extension Passage, 
upper Gorge, Loop and Oxbow. Water tJlble stabilises at 135 m.a.s.l. 
with phreatic outlet via Ladder Dig and Bat Passage, Overlaps In time 
with Phase 1. 

a. Minor elastic fill in entrance passage, and Double Passage (10 Foot 
Pot) 
b. Flowstone/Stalagmite Deposition in Double Passage (10 Foot Pot), 
upper Gorge and walls of Gorge below Whitsun Folly. 

••• 'Sa below 

Vad01e Erosion in Stream Passage, Oo,e and Mud Passage, Extension 
Passage, White Passage, Rift Passage aocl Oxbow. Main entrenchment 
of Gorge and probably Bat Passage. W,ter table at 120 m.a.s.l. 

1. Clastic deposition in Gorge, Ladder Dig and Bat Passage, and 
probably also in Extension Passage, Loop and Bertie's Pot 
b. Flowstone/Stalagmii. Deposition in Upper Grotto, Double 
Passage, Gorge, Ladder Dig, Bat PaW19e, 

Vadose Erosion In Hall, Oxbow, Lower Gorge, Tenminal Passage. 
Minor excavation of elastic and flowstone depasits in Ladder Dig and 
Bat Passage. Water table below 120 m.a.s.l. 
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Approximate 
Corr8S!)Ondence 
with Ford (1964) 

Phase 1. 

Phase 2. 
(part) 

Phase 2. 
(part) 

Phase 3. 

Phase 4 



Phase 7: 

Phue8: 

• • • Note: 

Table 2: 

Sample 

GB98 

GB 17 

GB1A 

GB18 

G81E 

GB10 

a. Ma11ive rockfall: Great Chamber and Hall dejection cones. 
b. Clastic dOl)Osition: minor fill In Ladder Dig. Lower Grotto, Mud 
Passage, and major fill In Go·ge. Main sinkhole at head of Gorge 

blocked. 
c. Stalagmite/Flowstone DOl)osition: In Gorge, Ladder Dig, Bat 
Passage and elsewhere. 

a. Vadose erosion: excavaticn of phase 7 fill by stream enter•ng from 
present swallet through Boulder Chamber. Erosion in Stream Pass.age. 
b. Local Stalagmita deposition continues. mainly over residual Phase 

7 deposits. 

Deposits of stream-laid fill aid flowstone occurring high on the wells 
of the Gorge may form a separate Phase between Phases 3 and 4 with 
subsequent excavation durlrg Phase 4. 

130Thf34U Ages of Speleothems and Pleistocene Stages 

Phase 6 . 

Phase 6 

Location Pha,e Age (1o'yrs Oxygen Isotope' Pleistocene/Holocene 

B.P. Stage Stave 

Top of 1.5 m flow- 3b 359 + 00 10/11 Boundary Pa.stonian1 

,tone, 10 Foot Pot . 86 
Flowstone, root slot 3b 390+ 00 11 Panonlan2 

near top of Gorge · 70 
Stalagmite overlying 7 11 ± 6 
Phase 7 fill, Gorge/ 
White Passage junction. Late Oevensian3 

Outer shell 
or Holocene 

Same Stalagmite as 7 8 :t 1 
G81A, innershell 
Stalagmite, upper 1 13±3 1/2 Bourn:lary Late Oevensian3 

terrace at Bridge 
in Gorge 
Stalagmite from 7 63± 19 3/4 Boundary Mid Devensian3 

Balcony, overlying 
Phase 7 fill in Gorge 

1 Shackleton and Opdyke (1973). 1 Zagwljn (1975); Mitchell et a/(1974). 
3

Coope (1975). 

RELATIONS ENTRE LA OYNAMIOUE DES EAUX DU KARST ET LES 
PROCESSUS OE KARSTIFICATION 

Michel Bakalowicz 
Laboratoire souterrain du C.N.R.S. 
F.09410 Moulis, France. 

Many hypothebCII mectu1n.l:sms for llmertOf'II 1ru,ck ha..,. been advanced to exptaln the seeming opp01hion btt~n 
surface denudld()n and ceve development Into t111tic acauifers. HoweYtr t-htil mechanilmJ wem to ope,eus Ol'ly loe11lly and 
ere not wfficient tot crnting conduh systems. 

New lnfotmation abOut water cirC\llatlng In kar1clc terrane1 contributes to the understanding of both wac,rdymmlcs 
u'\ the percolation zone end evohltlort rar• ot p~vsic-11nd chemlc1I ,uc:tioos In the C02•H20- ca1ton1i.1vst1tm. Relttlons 
bttween theM two lnduc:e solubility in w1mrlQGged k.lrtt , 

Let nombreaux travaux effectu,, sur la chimie des eerbonates ont mis clairemmit en 6vidence le r61e de 
!'anhydride carbonique dans les processusde karstificatlon (cf notamment les travaux de H. Roques). lls 
montrent tout particulierement !'importance du CO2 d'origine biologique produ it a la surface du karst et devant 
lequel le 00

1 
atmosp~rlque apparait en quantit6 ~ligeable. II s'en suit que l'eau de pluie qui s'infiltre acqulert 

u n maximum d'aggressivitf vis•a•vis des ~rbonates dans las premiers mitres de roche traver~s. Tous las karsto
logues (in M.M. Sweeting, 1972; M.O. Bleahu, 1974) affirment en con~uence que la dissolution meximale de 
la roche cerbonat~e intervient 8 proximite de la surface. Or, toutes tesobservations concourent i montrer que 
la en kantiflcation se manifeste notablerrent au niveau de la zone noy.!e en aboudsunt i l'organisation d'un 
"'seau de drainage qui conduit les eaux souterraines vers les- ffliergences4 

Cette contradiction apparente, souli!J)t!e par A.O. Howard (1964) et J' Thrailkill (1968) • incitt! les 
karstologues II rechercher les rMcanismes pouvant permettte une reprise de la dissolution dans la profondeur du 
karst. C'est ainsi que de tres nombreuses hypotheses ont t!te t!mises. V. Caumartin et P. Renault (1958) suggerent 
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l'i-tarvention de microorganismes. F. Trombe ( 1952), puis JJ. Miserez ( 1973) font jouer un rOle non Mgligeable 
a r.-. • cordensant $Ur les parois des caviies. Pour A.O. Howard (1964), la matiere organlque entraiMO par 
los -,,c pourrait itre oxydlle per des microorganismes, ce qui foumirait du CO2 • Le mime auteur envisage 
..,.. ,·o,cydation de min6raux sulfureux, ce qui auginente le produit de solubllitt! du calcium. P. Renault (1964) 
:x:,sJ. Thrailkill (1968) lnvoquent un refroidissement de l'eau au cours de son infiltration. Mais taus ces me<:a· 
..,,,.. panissent n'intervenir que localement et seulement dans la 20ne d'infiltration. 

Au niveau de la zone noyee, le passage de 1'6coulement d'un regime laminaire a un regime turbulent 
:,art provoquer une reprise de la dissolution (W.B. White et J. Longyear, 1964), de mama que le melange d'eaux 
a:.ria en calcite (A. Bogli, 1964). Bien quo confo,mes aux loisde la phys,que ou de la chimie, ces processus 
~ .semble:nt pas se rfaliser couramment, tc1r les conditions nkessaires a leur r6alisation ne sont en gen,ral pas: 
cossvees, (cf. par exemple les remarques de J. Thrailkill, 1968, et JJ. Miserez, 1973, apropos de la theorie de 
la com•ioo par melange des eaux). 

PRECIPITATIONS 
rain 

! ! ! l l l 

H20+HCOj+Ca • 

+(co!-i 

ZONE 
O'INFILTRATION 

percolation zone 

IH20tCo2,nH2o 1<···· 
. . ZONE NOYEE 

I 
waterlogged zone 

[> H20+HC03+ ca2
• ____r-...._ EMERGENCE .....________ + (CO~-) --V 

VITESSE 

OE REACT ION D' ECOULEMENT 
reactions water movements 
-·--···> LENTE ---[> 

low speed 
........... )> RAPIDE ~ 

high speed 

11 

0 
D 
<> 

PHASES 

GAZEUSE 

LIQUIDE 

SOLIOE 



II semble plutOt que !'organisation d'un rtseau de dreinage dens un aquifer• karstique, phtnomine tout 
i fait gtntral aux roehes carbonattes, ne puiss, proa!der que d'un mfcanisme unique et gtnl!ral, et (10n d'un 
ensemble de mi!canismes dont lu conditions do fonctionnement ne ront pas toujours remplies, a la fois dans le 
temp.s et dans l'espace. 

O'epr6s H. Roques (1969), c'est surtout la variation de la pression partielle de C01 qui est responsable 
des phfflom,nes de dissolution et de pri!clpitation de la calcite. Lars de la dissolution, la vitesse d'evolution 
de la charne dullqullibres des ditterenu rfacunu lntervenant dans les phases gazNse, liquid• et solide de sys
t~me CO2 - H2 0 - caco, est dfterminee par las vitesses d'6volutlon propres a chaque groupe de r6actlons: 

1 l trensfert du C01 i l'lnterfece gaz, lquide, 
2) r6actions chlmique, dans la phase liquide, 
31 transtert de carbonate a l'i nterface liquide-solide. 

Bien que las don~s soient peu nombreuses et que l'ex~rimantation soit souvent 41oign6e des condi
tions r6elles, on constate que la vitesse d'6volutlon du groupe 1 est assez rapide (temps de ~ponse de quelques 
heuresl, celle du groupe 2 est pratiquement intantanee, alors que celle due groupe 3 est nettement plus lento 
(temps de r6ponse de plusieun jours). 

Dans ce,s conditions, la quantite de substances en soludon d~pend du temps de contact de l1eau avec 
la zone superficielle, a pression p81'tielle de CO2 (p co, l 61ev68, est bref (quelques heures), la, r'8ctions des 
groupes 1 et 2 se seront ~alis6es, au contreire de calla du group 3; l'eau disposer a al ors d'une agressivit6 lmpor• 
tante utilisabl• 6ventuellement en profoneur $ las conditions de pco1 ne varient pas. 

En revanche, si le temps de s6jour de l'eau dens la zone a pco1 61ev68 dure au moins une semaine, 
toutes las ~actions pourront s'accornplir danscatte zone; l'eau sera d6s lors satur6e en calcite et aura done 
perdu tovte aptitude 8 disSOYdte la roe:he, sau' si se produit un nouvel accroi.ssement de p co1 . 

Partant d'observations hydromkriques, A. Mangin ( 19741 a 616 conduit a poser l'hypothese de 
l'existence de deux modes de clrculation des eaux, l'un rapide. l'autre lent, danJ la zone d'infiltration de 
l'aquifere karstlque. Cette hypothm a ensuite 6t6 demont~• par 1'6tude th..-mique (C. Andrieux, 1974) et 
g6ochimique des eaux (M. Bakalowicz et A. Aminot, 1974; M. Bakalowicz, 1975; P. Eberentz, 1975). L'eau 
d'lntlltration rapide apparait done com me un agent d6pla~nt las conditions de dissolution superficielle vers la 
profondeur. 

l'6volution de l'aquitire karstique sera done command68 par la pr6pond6rance de l'un ou lautre de 
ces modes d'infiltration. Si !'infiltration !ante pr6domine, les formes de surface 6volueront rapidement; si 
l'infiltration rapkfe est tmportante, un rMeau de drainage s'organi$et8 A p.artir des lieux d'erriv6e de oes eaux 
dans la zone noy6e. 

C'est pourquoi une abondante fracturation de la roche, l'existenee de terrains impermliables favorisant 
!'existence de pertes, !'absence d'une couverture so!dimentaire, mals la prtsence d'une couverture pedologiquo 
avec vigttation, caracteres favorisant a la fois !'infiltration repide de l'eau et le> apports de C01 , paraissent tou• 
jours 116s aux grands restaYX de drainage du k1rst. 
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THE GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF KARST AREAS 

0. Bat6zs, 
H-1366 Budapest 
Postafi6k 12 
Hungary 

The geographical distribuuon of karst areas is determined by the planetary distribution of 
artionate rocks. The proportion of carbonate rocks is about 22 per cent. but they occupy as much as 27 per 
"""' ol the surface (about 40 million km,) as counted by G.A. Maksimovich 11947). These figures seem to be 
Oll1fffl.t1mates 1f both the naked karst areas and the ~uried lowland carbonate areas are included as. for 
~. 1n case of the Moscow basin. 

In this paper we make an attempt to summarize the karst regions ol the world instead of 
~ring carbonate areas in general. The term "karst" presumes the presence of special karst1c forms, 

mes. caves and/or other corrosion features, without regard to their quallty. sfte and age. From this- point of 
....-. this summary considers not only the classical holokarsts, but atso all types of kar'St areas having any kind 

..ant features. 
The author has grovped the-karst areas in two main suucrural types· orogenic karst and 

eoe- ogenetic karst. Orogenic karst has been developing f-rom the sediments of a geosyncline and is strongly 
lo:aed faulted and finally uplifted by earth moverrents. The delimitation of orogenic karst areas is relatively 

e because of their mountainous and high plateau appearance. The epeirogenetic or epicontinental karm 
.-e flu areas emerged from shallow shelf seas, it is often difficult to circumscribe their surface boundary. 

Unfortunately, the compl8"ity and aoc,racy of this summary ls limited owing lo the tack of 
~ry data. Karsts in developing countries have been studied incompletely from the karstolog,cal and 
tpeltologtcal point of view. The karsts of these countries have been determined in this paper by using geologic 
.,,_ and per,onal Information. 

The total karst areas of the world are, bCC<>rding to data available at present, about 5.3 million 
2 ,.e. 4 per cent of the total surtace of the continents, excluding Antarctica. Fig. 1 shows a s,mple 

pretatton of the size of the global karst areas 1n comparison with the assembled continent masses. Fig. 2 
demonstrates the latitudinal d1m1bution of orogenic and epeirogenetic karsts and illustrates the share ot the 
can! re,its in karst areas. Data of F 19. 2 are numerically presented in the following table. 

Tba geographical di1t:ribution of karst areas 

Conunent Area of Area of karst/Thousand km' Percentage of karsts/ 

continen1 orogenic epeiro- total continent= 100% 

million g«1etic orogenic epeiro• total 

km 1 genetic 

UlfO!)C 10.5 528 890 1418 5.0 8.5 13.5 
.....,. 43.9 808 793 1601 1.8 1.8 3.6 

Afrc., 30.3 67 923 990 0.2 3.0 3.2 

North and Central 
A.merica 24.2 760 100 860 3.1 0.4 3.5 

Sou th America 17.9 90 90 0.5 0.6 

Australia and the 
!'1e1flc 8.5 132 250 382 1.6 2.9 4.5 

-otal withOUl 
Antareuca 135.3 2385 2956 5341 1.8 2.2 4,0 

The data show that.Europe is the "most karstic" continent in respect of both orogenic karst 
v.t;,odal and epeirogenetic karst (the vast carbonate plain of Russia). The largest amounts of karst areas are 
cund ,n the following countries: France (about 40% of the total area), Yugoslavia (33%1. Albania {30%), 

;;.,!s..-,a (23%). Austria (17%). 
The most extensive kam regions of Asia are located in South China (about 500 000 km,. 5% of 

.,.,. country's area. The "most karstic" Asian country ls Turkey (150 000 km1 kam areas, 19%). Asia holds 
::>e highest elevated karstic rocks and caves in the Himalayan Mountains. 

In Africa oroganic karsts are found only in the Atlas and Cape Mts., but tabular karsn oocupy 
_, ...,., (Cyrenaica Miocene plateau, 270 000 k1'12 ; Somali Peninsula Eocene limestone, 230 000 km' and 

.brassic 250 000 km1 
). 

In North America most of the large lorst regions belong to the Appalachian Karst Belt. The areas 
of :....,.e United States have a limestone karst propation of about 8% and the other soluble rocks occupy 7%. 

Central Amenca the Caribbean region is very rich in carbonate rocks (Jamaica 66%, Cuba 50%) and their 
mori:Jhology 1s one of the most variable and scenic karsts in the world. South America is the poorest 
c:orrt.1nent for catt>onate rocks with the e.xception of Venetueta, where the existing karst areas have been 

studied intensively. 
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In Australia the semi-arid Nullarbor Plain i1 the largest karst region ( 195 000 km'), and among the 
,= o! the Pacific 1he karst regions of Papua New Guinea are significant (80 000 km1 

). 

Most of the karst areas are distributed in t~e Northern hemisphere (4700 000 km1
, 4, 7% of th• 

hlo,.....ee~~e~, continents) and only 12% of lhe world's areas are tn the Southern hemisphere (642 000 km', 1.8% 
~ Soo::nem lands). 

The share of so-called tropical karst is relatively small in this summary, The well developed cone and 
- lams occupy about 430 000 km' (8% of the total karst area) of which that of South China is taken 

acc:ount with 200 000 km1 . Although the areas of tropical karsts are fimited, their forms are the most 
&r'"ed. an the earth in consequence of the special genetic circumstances such as undisturbed long period of 
&rs::::!.a· on. abundant precipitation etc. 

This paper is only a prel1minary work made by the author to compile a world~1alogue of karst 
.us.. --:,e,efore data should change according to new investigations and improved information in the future. 
;--... au.nor requests the kind help of karst experts cf different countries for completing this compilation. 

THE OPTIMAL GEO-CLIMATIC PROVINCES OF KARSTIFICATION 
by 0. Balats H-1366 Budapest, Postafi6k 12, Hungary 

Tl'e development of kam areas requires two fundamental factors· the presence of soluble rock.son 
.._. ·~ earth surface and a climate suitable to karstiflcation. As a consequence, their coexistence 
~ the planetary distrlbutton of kam areas. Naturally, the kam process also needs the time factor 

• 'nlenced by other natural circumstances, but we discuss only the fir$_t two basic factors here. 

n...,. cut>ooate belts of the earth 
The primary factor is the material: the soluble rocks; no k.artt can exist without them. About 90% 

rodu suitable to karstification are carbonat"' (limestone, dolom1te), so we further use 1he term of 
~:e rocks. Sedimentation of carbonate rocks may occur in two standard ways: (1) by accumulation of 

- cor>ta1ntn9 calcium-magnesium carbonate in geosynclinal deep-water sediments, (2) by deposition 
=t>:Jnat,s on a cont1nental shell or a submerged rigid platform as shallow-water sediments. 

The geosynclinal carbonate rocks uplifted by orogen,c movements are fundamental materia, fo. 
,:-:0=3 'bolo<arst, the orogenic type of karst. The 9eosvnclinal carbonate rocks are usually thick, pure 
.=...:!,:,n,!,, 1.,e~ "e,y suitable to kaf'it corrosion, but .sometimes strong folding, faulting and overthrust 
...,=.._.,.,. complicate their' structure. Geomorphologically o,ogenic karst presents claHical ka,st features 

.. dal ""'· caves etc. 
Much orogenic karst is lound in the Tethys geosyncline raised up by the Alpine orogenic movements 

l!lt phases. I.e. Eurasian Karst Bell, (see Fi~. 1). Here is concentrated about 50% of the well 
r.,,d '1f09'!n1c karst areas of the world. The other large Tertiary orogenic belt is the Cordilleras•Aock1es 

..: "'---des on the West coast of the AmeriCa$i but tiese are deficient in carbonate rocks in consequence of 
~ uructures. 

lmc,ortant karst areas are located in the Hucynian fold belt of Carboniferous-Permian age, especially 
llio-ih -'-menca (Appalachian) and in Western Europe (West Iberian Mts., Central Massif, Voges, Pennines 
A.~). The Middle European region of He,cynian folding (the. Bohemian and Moravian Heights, 

S..:r.oselC.) ,nd the Ural Mts. are relatively poor in carbonate rocks. Sporadic karst regions are found in the 
::..oc,r..-, 'olding area (Cambrian Mts., Mo-i-Aanaetc.) • 

.he other structural type of carbonate areas Is the epeiroganetic karst ("epicontinental karst", a 
.....i by M. Herak, 19721. It consisu of shelf carbonate rocks uplifted by epeirogenesis. Most of this 
t:J'Pf is n $.tffli•arid tones and therefore the karst fea1ures are not impressive-. except those which form 

,....,,......, islands or peninsulas having enough precipitation for special karst development as in the Caribbean 
~•n Archipelagoes. This latter is placed among the neighbouring carbonate belts of orogenic 

• can be seen in Fig. 1, since there is no reason to differentiate one from another in respect of the 
e ::::::-,c- o" carbonate rocks. 

?raperly two large carbonate belts can be circumsC<ibed, one in the areas of North and Centtal 
kzr:ca and the other tn Eurasia along the Tertiary orogenic belt (Fig, 11. 

-Since the 1930s numerous papers have been published on the importance of climate in the karst1c 
-. -;},. IQrst areas were typified as tropical, temperate and cold (subpolar) karst zones according to their 
.:c:~~~dlStr bution. This zonality is due to temperature, but the influence of temperature in karstic 
l rn: • a -,ry complex, indirect and disputable tactor. Possibly the permafrost boundary is the only 
===~ c!i<,,atic dividing line in the karst evolution. 

The most import-ant climatic factor of karstification is precipitation. Its quantity and quality has 
~ ()(I the intensity of karst development, and the annua1 runoff is a basic parameter for ihe 

dmudn,on. 
TI,,f humid areas of the earth do not form any continuous latitudinal tones, though the equatorial 
•• !IJ<f1"1'ally wet and hot, deserts are found around 30•_ The annual world-mean precipitation is 

!SO mm, therefore we can say !hat an annu,I precipitation over 1000 mm is relatively favourable for 
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katstic corrosion in the tropics and temperate zones. The actual karstification is very low In warm regions 
where the precipitation is te.ss than 250 mm and evaporation is high as in deserts and semi-deseru. Most areas 
of the earth befong to the intermediate zone. 

It is possible to circumscribe three major and a few smaller regions where the actual conditions of 
rainfall are optimal (more than l000 mm per year} for karstic development (Fig. 1 ). 
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1Q: f 111110-c:Umatic provinces of karst 
Df1rw,ng !he outlines of me carbonate bola and !hose of the humid regions in the same map, we can 

101,,u:o,ncidence of the basic factors. These areas are called "optimal goo-climatic provinces" of 
~-As Fig. 1 shows, three large provinceswllere these favourable conditions at present exist: (1) 
Cl! A;,oo!x:t,,ar>-Caribbean Karst Province (about 13 million km2 ), (2) the European Karst Province (1.8 
-. i:m1 I one! (3) the South-East Asian and Pacific Karst Province (at least 4 million km2 ). 

According to our calculations, the twO mai, carbonate belts occupy about 14 million km2 

r I .w .,f non-karst areas). The e.xtent of the humid areas is approximately 35 ,nlllion km2 • The total 
aoiocd►onc-:e of th• two factors are prewnt only at an area of about 7 million km1·• There are, of course. other 
::iacla W'he're natural circumstances are similar to thos.e mentioned above, but these form only isolated 
~ On the contrary, there are unfavourable conditions inside the large optimal geo-climatic ~--

KARST OU MONGIOIE (ltalie): UN EXEMPLE TYPIOUE pu KARST OE MONTAGNE 

- IJt , ■ \Od'Aramengo 
S..:.U Sc» t0logica Italiano 

as.too 44, Torino. 

V. Bergerone 
SocietA Speleologica Italiano 
Via Balbo44, Torino 
Speleo Club Saluuo "Costa", CAI 

F. Cossutta 
Societ~ Spelt0logica Italian• 
Via Ba Ibo 44, Torino 
Gruppo Speleologic:o Blellese, CAI 

~ arrhon describe lhe 98091'11Phbl, g,tOlogical Ind spoltologteaJ chartcterlsti.cs of tht Mortglol• {Maritime Alps, 
a :=ot...-f:!;,n showing 11erv intet-ett1ng fnturtt. 

2 Abt'K.1 200 potholes have bffn dltcOYtrtd In 3,6 km ; mo,t of 1hem reprnent a recent surf1e1 k•rs1; 01her caves 
e::a ~ or vedose features and were formed ~fott th latt gfK•etion; ,onw of them were p,obably formed In the Ttr• 
1a"'li' £::a .w:d •iwy hMie been deeepitattd by gl•cl1I ...-osion. 

~ er,,e fAbinoCMi Gruppetti, 221 m.deep, 699 m. long> drains a liUlewater, which joins the "LI Ven,e" eave. 
=ac ~ of th1 massif. Us, to now no explorabt1 connection ha bltn found end It ae1rru that the water ls mainly ab

..-.= ma """la.s.sif through n.1rrow rinures, 

U '4ongioie, bien qu'il soit un mas.sif encore peu connu par les sp6J6ologues, contient des J)Mnomenes 
ca , w •f'ft ramarquablH, surtout pour ceux qui -1iment 6tudier le k.arst de montagne. 

II '"at partie des Alpes Maritimes, 6tant cornpris entnt les vallffs du Tanaro, Corsaglia et El lero. Les ver• 
ia:::. - le ,anaro et la Corsaglla sont tres raid es et probablement lls ne contiennent pas des phllnomenes 
~ ml)Oruntes, bian qu'on n'ait famais fait une vral recherche de grottes. Au contra ire le versant de la 

~ c ..-o est plutbt doux et dans les 3,5 km2 de calcaires qui affleurent on a d6j6 trouv6 presque 200 

C"est dans cette zone qu'on a fait jusqu'A p<6sent 5 campagnes de prospection et exploration: en 1969, 
r. ·371 ya travailb! le G.S.P. de Turin; en 1975 et 1976 le S.C.S. CAI de Saluzzo et le G.S. Bi de Biella. 

~-,es 1969-70-71 avaient pour but principal de cherchar beaucoup de grottes, avec l'espoir de trouver 
~ .-.ec la source de Le Vene, qui 6tait supi:»5de titre la source principale de ce massif. Dans les cam

c:ap,a t1J75-76, bien qu'on ait contlnu4 a charcher :et trouver) des nouvelle, grottos, on a surtout cherchll d' 
• •• 1acarac~ristiques du phllnombne karsti~e. en utilisant les donn<!as g6ologiques (stratigraphie, tee

~. hydrologiques et sp616ologiques qu'on avait. 
:. rreute actuelle ii ya encore des zonH peu prospect6as; on connait aussi des grottes dont l'explora

a:: po&,;1f" e moment barree par la neige qui ferme le$ trous et done une panie des donrll!es que nous alfons 
""""""' ma consid~rer comme provlsoire. 

La succession matigraphique du Mongioie,d'aprb, les 6tudes recentes de Vanossi (5) est la suivante: 

- un JUbstrat impermfable constitu6 par c:1,s porphyroides du Permien et des quartzites du Trias 
m-•trieur. 

- c:alcaires dolomitiques du Trias moyen el supfrieur. 
- c.lc.ires schisteux du Cr4tac6 sup6rieur. 
- Qtl1tes de l'Eoc6ne (ces dernieres sont celles que dans le:s vieilles cartes g6ofogiques on appelait 

4 y.sch .. ) qui recouvrent une partie des c:alcaires et qui sont presque impermhble:s.. 

lfa15 la roche qui affleure le p lus sou vent sur le versant ouest du Mongioie est la calcaire tr~ blanc du 
co; s« ::rouvent presque toutes las grottos. 

Sen qua .e Mongioie soit tres tectonisll, la succession stratigraphique est en general bien conservee, 
~ 11'1 «a.1ches ont rareme.nt une pente supt!rieur 8 30°. Au contraire le massif est int~rsecte, par beau• 
tie t.3ts, lo plupart des quelles a la direction NNE-SSO. Ces failles sont bien reconnaissables parce qua 
~ -..1a1e est toujours plus 61eve Que l'orientale. C'est rare qu'on puisse calculer la valour du r6jet, 
~ la ia .cs mettent en contact des roeh11 mAme age (Malm}, mais probablement ii s'agit d'un 

CONiatnt,le, pulsque ii n'a pas 6te annu116e par l'action du glacier qui descendalt du sud au nord mais 
(Ir a: l rouest, et done en quelque cas devait remontar les failles. Beaucoup de lois les miroirs de faille 

.,,: • :,arta.::s et bien conserws, qu'il parait difficule penser que le glacier ne les ait pas de touches, et done on 
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pourrait supposer l'existence d'une tectonique postwurmienne (ii s'agit naturellement d\1ne hypoth8se qui 
dolt /ma Vl!rifi6e). 

Apropos du glacier, II faut dire q;e la morphologie gtlnlrale du Mongioie est effectivement une 
morphologie glacialre qui s'est bien conser'1!e du Wurm jusqu'aujourd'hui parce que le ruissellement super• 
liciel est pratiquement nut. Mais naturellement la morphologie de detail est karstique: lapi6s, petites dolines 
et ouvalas sont bien repr6sent6s. Le lapiazdu Mongiole surtout a des caract6ristiques vraiment spectaculalres 
qui justifieraient une 6tude paniculiiire pOJr la grande quantit6 de types motphologiques qui y sont repre .. nt6s. 

Les grotte, 
Et voyons maintenant quelles soot les caracterittiques 1!)616ologiques du Mongioia. Jusqu' I, pmsant 

on connalt 190 grottes qui sont toutes dans le versant ouest, le seul qui a 61Al pro$pecU\ plutot bian. Llls 
zones A, B, 0, E ont une densitl! de g,otte1 plus grande que les zones C, F, G, H. Cela est d0 I, des motifs 
contingents (ce sont les zones les plus proll)ectA!es et celles I, moindre altitude, done la neige laisse plus tl>t 
l'entr6e libre) mais aussi & de, motlh li6s i la localisation qui ne sont pas encore completement claires Iii y • 
des lerges 6tendues de roches non karstiliables, surtout p6lites. et pour une bonne partle de l'an~ la tempera
ture est au dessous de o°C). 

La nombre de grottes est grande, mai1 la profondeur moyenne est petite. En effet voice les grottes re
group~• .. ion la profondeur: 

plus de 100 m~tres 
40 - 100 m~tres: 
10 - 40 metres: 
5 - 10 metres: 

2 
4 

50 
134 

Et aussi le d6veloppement est toujours pet1t, puisque la plupart des grottes est verticale: 

plus de 500 mttres: 
100 - 500 metres: 
50 - 100 metres: 

1 (Abisso dei Gruppetti) 
2 
6 

Les autres ont un d6veloppement de moins que 50 mhres et, en g6n6ral, moins que 10 metres. 
{Dans cette classification on a omis la grotte des Vene, c'est 8 d•re Ja re$urgeoce principale du mas,if 

qui est connue pour plus de 3 kilometres, -nais qui n'a pas fait l'objet d'etucle dans cos campagnes). 
Ces grottos ont dills classifides du point de vua morphologique et g6ootique en les regroupant en deux 

grandes catfgories: 

1. Grottos de karst superficiel: 126 
2. Grottos de karst profond: 40 

(M0<photogie douteuse: 241 

La p,em,e, g,oupe comprend lesgrottes de lapiaz at les puits I, neige; ii s'agit de grottos de petite dimen• 
sion. g.4m!ralement inffrieures I 20 mitres et pre$que toujours verticaJes. Nous pensons: que ces cavite1 se soi:ent 
form4es apris le Wurm par !'action de la neige et de l'eau de pluie. Dans le mime groupe nous avons auSli compt4 
beaucoup de formes d'ori.gine excJusivement tectonique mais qui semblent plutbt re!cenw. 

Les grottos de karst profond comprennent des puits cascade at des conduits phr6atiques OU vadoses qui, 
avec deu.x seules exceptions (pour le moment), dans le Mongioie sont toujours fosslles. 

Nous pensons que les grottes du deuxi6me groupe, lorm6es avant le Wurm et quetqu' unes pro~blement 
aussi dans le Pliocene, se soient creus6es quand la surface du Mongioie 6tait beaucoup plus tl6vee que mainten
ant et se soient d6eapittes par 11,rosion gla:iaire. 

Nature.llement cetto classification• beaucoup d1 incertitude et d'approximation; ii ya des formes qui 
sont ditticiles ti lnterp"tar et des autres qui ont des caract.6rist1Que5 de grottes ancienne-s et r~centes ti la mime 
foi,. mais quand mlme on peut avolr une i:lh du type de karst du Moogioie. 

Le circulation souterraine 
Les daux groups de grottes ont une action tres faible sur le drainage sou terrain de l'eau, c'est a din, 

qu'ils contribuent tris peu A l'alimentation de la source des Vene. 
Nou, avons parl~ de deux exceptions: en effet les grottes A3 et A20 ont une circulation permanente, 

mime si le d6bit est tres faible; la grotte A20 {gouffre des Gruppatti) est dans le Mongioie la g,one la plus 
profonde (221 metres), la plus d6velopp6e (699 mitres} et Jus qu'aujourd'hul la mieux 6tudi6e; elle • 416 
creusee en n!gime phriatique (et beaucoupde galeries en constituemdes remarquables exemples) mais sur la 
morphologie primaire s'impose maintenant une morphologie vadose due I, l'eau qui actuallement va de l'ex• 
t4rieur jusqu' au collectuer; ii s'agit quand mftma de petites quantit6es ( 1 - 2 litres/sec en p6riode normale} · 

En conclusion, nous avons vu que, sur une extension de 3,5 km2
, ii ne ya pas de ruissellement super• 

ficiel, lln'y a beaucoup de grones qui repn!sentent un k.lrst Jeune de surface et lln'y a aussi des grottos phmatlQues 
qui avaient constltu' une vie de drainage important•~ mais qui actuellement &ant fossile5, 11 faut done resoudre 
ce problame: comment ast-ce.qua l'eau de pluie et de nelge rejoint le collecteur soutern,ln? II s'agit d'une abso(p· 
tion tr6s diffure, due au fait que la calcaire du Malm tres blanc et trts pure, est bien soluble, avec peu de ruidu 
et se laisse creuser par de petites quantit6s d'eau qui vont sous terre par de petits trous inaccessible-s It !'exploration. 

Sur la Mongioie ii ya aussi des affleurements de B~lite, une roche peu perm6able qui tacilite la 
fotmatlon du ruissellement en surface, mes le contact petite-Malm est tectonique et presque toujours au thal-
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.-.g_ ou naturellement ii ya de l'alluvion, et done aussi dans ce cas les voies de drainage ne sont pas explorables. 
Si on n'a pas encore trouv6 un gouffre qui lie le Mongioie ii la source des Vene, et pas meme un gouffre 

Orf grande profondeur avec de reau, res explorateurs ne $Ont pas sans espoir: certaine.s zones du Mongioie Ont 
m peu prospect6es et surtout on attend ii une anno!e de sechereue dans laquelle on puisse trouver ouverts 
es gouffres qui normalement sont boucMs par la neige memo dans le mois d'aout. 

Pour le moment, pui$QUe on ne connaitpasquelles sont le voies de drainage hypog6, ii taut faire des 
hvPotheses: deux exp6rlences ~ la fluor~sceine nous assurent que l'eau absorb6e par le versant ouest du Mongi• 
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oie ressort dans la valli!e du Tanaro A l1 sou•cede "Le Vena", constitude par deu>< sources disting~es. Les 
exP'riencesde coloretion nous ont donni! des r~ltats dont on croit utile A parter en d6tail, 

Dans la premmre ex~rience la fluo,6scelne a et6e dens la grotte" I Tumpl" qui est la grotte 6 moindre 
eltitude dens tout le massif; l'eau colorl!e est sortie seulement par une du ,ourcesdes Vene lexp6rience du 
G.S.P., 1970), tandls que dans la deuxieme exp6rience I 1975) la fluor6scl!ine, je~e dans le gouffre des Gruppettl, 
est sortie par toutes les deux sources, mais cans une aprl!s deux jours et dans l'autre aprls 4-5 Jou rs. Cela nous 
conduit A imaginer un reseau plutot compl!l1<, ave<: une diffluence trh loin de la source et avec des apports 
d'eau plus en aval quo la diffluence. 11 faudrait certainement faire des autres exp4riences,en i•tantda fluore .. 
cflne en d'autres gouffres, si nous en trouve~ons avec de l'eau courante. 

Puhque dans le Mongioie on voit tres clalrament un systeme de failles parelk!les entre eux qui vont en 
direction de la sourced es Vene, est probable que l'eau suive de prMl!rence ce chemin, avec peut-!tre qualque 
",hunt''. Les futurH explorationsdevront chercherde forcer surtout les grottes qui se trouvent pres des grandes 
failles.' 

• - U-1 tuteurs remerc,ent Jes ""'•du Gruppo SPtleologlco Bitlflle CAI It du Speleo Cll.b S.luuo CAI qui on, trwvalll.daM 
tet catnpagne1 1975•76 pour It collection dft donn6et. lls r•mtrchtnt tuM,l II GSP de Turin QUI• t~n,mia In ratUlt.i1 det c.m• 
Pf19net 1989-70-?1. une Plrtit de:squtls n'evait pat'16 publi •. , 
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INTERRELATION OF SOME FACTORS OF KARST CORROSION 
IN A DOLINE IN THE BUKK MOUNTAINS, HUNGARY 

Ilona Barany and G. Mezosi 
Jozsef Attila Un,vernty, 
P.O. Box 428, Szeged, 
Hungary. 

In eadier investigations rela1ing to the variations in the soll temperature (Boros, J.-Barany I, 1975; 
Barony, I, 1975; Barany, I. Ka)docsy, K. 1976) It was found that the heat levels on the various exposures in 
dolines exhibit differences in their vertical movement and In the temperature extremes. There are also differ
ences with respect to exposure in the soil mo.nure content as a function of temperature. and rn the Inter• 
related microbial activity in the soil, which iJ an additional factor affecting the intensity of karst corrosion. 

Jakucs ( 1971) demonstrated this exPOsure tendency on the basis of the differences in the gaseous 
CO2 levels of soils. He correlated the CO, production in the soil with the characteristic features of the various 
association types covering the soil, and at the same time pointed out that the variations in the C01 le\l'el are 
also Influenced by the fauna and flora living i• the soil, by means of their metabolism. 

In the present paper an examination is made of the inlerconnection of the soil temperat:ure, the soil 
mof.sture and the number of microbes in a micro~area of a Bukk dolines, artd an effort is made too to detect 
differences with respect to exposure. The cfosenes.s and direction of the connections between the individual 
factorl hemperature, microbe oount and soil -noisture} were determmed by correlation calculation. Where it 
appeared justified, the regression lines too we<e plotted. The examination was carried out first on 25-30 data 
points relating to the whole doline. With the increase of the temperature and moisture, the microbe count too 
increases to the optimum. At a depth of 5 cm, the correlation coefficient for the connection between the bac
terium count and the temperature is R = 0.46. The COMection between the temperature and the moisture is 
es.semially weaker at this depth. At a depth o1 30 cm. however, the correlation coefficient for the moisture 
and the bacterium count Is the higher (R • 0.42), the connection with the temperature being very weak here, 
!Both correlation coefficients differ significantly from O.J All this is related to the fact that the development 
of the bacterium population is affected in the soil layer close to the surface by temperature, exhibiting larger 
extremes, and at a depth of 30 cm by the less variable moisture content. 

The regression rurves Un our case straight lines) of the temperature vs. moisture and temperature vs. 
microbe count regrenion functions were dre"" for a depth of 5 cm (Fig. 1 ), This indicates that the tempera• 
ture optimum fOf which development of thE! bacterium populatlon is most certain is found at 23.4°C. At this 
temperature the soil moisture content 1s ca. 20%, and the microbe count i:s 3.9 x 106 /g. The scaner was taken 
into an OPt-imum rang&. This range can be 9ven here with temperature values of 222·24.6°C, moisture con• 
tents of 14-25%, and microbe counts of 3x10' - 6x10 4 /g. The appreciable decrease of the soil moisture at 
a higher temperature has an unfavourable effect on the development of the microbe count. 
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Fig. l. Regression lines of the temperature 
vs. moisture and temperature vs. 
microbe count functions . N (%) • 
soil moisture; B (106/g) = microbe 
count; H (•CJ • temperature . 

Fig. 2. variations of the soil moisture 
and the aeroboc microbe count on t 
the E and W exposures. E1 = W1 = 
doline bottom; E4-E7 : 3, 6 , 9, 12, 
15 and 18 m on W exposure . 

Fig. 3. Variations of the soil moisture 
and the aerobic microbe count on 
the Sand N exposures . S1 =Ni= 
doline bottom; S4- S7: 3, 6, 9, 
12, 15 and 18 m on S exposure; 
Nz-N4: 3, 6 and 9 m on N exposure. 
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Fewer data (in gene,a110} were available for analysis of the differences with respect to exposure. but 
the tendencies can be well demonstrated. Fitures 2 and 3 shCJ'IN the moisture valves and the bacterium counts 
on four dffferent exposures. The mois1ure and bacterium count vary in a characteristic manner on the eastern 
exposure. From the 3 m to the 9 m comour line the soil moisture increases, and above this decreeses. On the 
other exposures of the doline the moisture oontent of the soil decreases from the deepest level to the middle 
of the slope, and subsequently inaeases. At depths of both 5 cm and 30 cm the microbe count is highest on 
the eastern exposure. The exposure-different nature of the moisture content is exhibited undisturbed at a depth 
of 30 an, since the soil moisture is prevented from becoming constant at a given level by the daily convection 
precipitation {in the midday and early afterrinon hours). in the layers near the surface. In the vicinity of the 
surface the moisture also variu mofe rap.dly than at deeper level$ as a consequence of the evapotranspiration. 
The characteristic dally courses ol the temPtrature and the evaporation (early temperature and evaporation 
maxima, In general with lower values than on the western or southern exposure) do not result in such an ex
tensive drying-out of the soil Hon the western or southern exposures. In the course of the bacterium count 
determination, in harmony with the soi I moisture, outstanding data were found for the 9 m contour line on 
the eastern exposure. At a depth of 5 cm, the bacterium count Is 9.1 x 10• /g, but even at a depth of 30 cm it 
is 4.3x10• /g. Oetermlnalion of the bacterium count still requires further control examlnalions, but this ten• 
dency with regard to the exposure must be accepted4 

In the interrelation of t'he bacterium count and the m0i$ture, • similar t&ndef'\cy can be observftd on 
the northern exposure, but here the quantimive P•OPortlons of the bacterium population are moderated by 
the lower nature of the temperature, and presumably by its daily course. 

Both close to the surface and ata depth of 30 cm, the soil moisture peroontage is lowest on the south· 
ern exposure. and this leads primarily 10 a dtcrease in the bacterium counts at deeper levels on this exposure. 

When a study is made of the 5 cm toil layer adjacent to the surface on the various expasures. in addi• 
tion to the correlation of the temperature and the moisture (R • 0.60). there are also close eotrelations between 
the moisture and the bacterium count (R • 0.79) and be1Ween the temperature and the bacterium count {R • 
0.74) on the eastern exposure. At a depth ot 30 cm. these correlations are essentially weaker. The temperature 
optimum of the population here, determined with the aid of the regression lines, is at ca. 18°C; this is associated 
at this depth with a soil moi:sture of ca.30%. 

Although the microorganisms develop under more constant ecological conditions at a depth of 30 cm, 
the characteristics are nevertheless more favourable in the case of the more rapidly varying environmental fao
tors {temperature, precipitation, different imeosities of evaporation) In the vicinity of the surface. 

In the 5 cm soil layer on lhe western exposure. the.re is no correlation be1Ween the moisture and the 
bacterium count, but the value of R = ~0.74 for the correlation coefficient between the temperature and the 
bacterium count indicates an interrelation equ1valent to thar on eastern exposure. In our previous publications 
it was pointed out that the soil is heated up inore strongly here, and on proceeding upwards on the ,lopes the 
maxima are higher than on the other exposures; this leads to an enhanced drying-out of the soil, as a result 
of the increased evaporation. The heating-up is the most prolonged here, which gives an explanation tor the 
lack of a moisture correlation. 

Too few data are available for the southern exposure, and thus the correlation can not be evaluated 
mathematically. 

It may be stated, therefore, that on the eastern exposure, the temperature and the moisture are in close 
correlation with the number of bacteria in the 5 cm toil layer next to the surface. On the southern and western 
exposures the bacterium count is in close co,refation with the tempera1ure. 

In the soil layer adjatffll to the sur~ the number of ,microorganisms is determined predominantly 
by the teml)«ature, whereas at a depth of 3() cm their number depends primarily on the soil moisture content. 

On the above basis, it becomes undtrstandable that the more intensive course of the dissolution pro
ceises is favoured by the characte<istic temperature and moisture conditions of the soil on the. eastern exPOSure, 
and by the microbe population there, which depends on these factors. 

These re>ults are in agreement with experimental data on th• soil atmosphen, compe5ition {morphology 
of karstt) obtained In the Bukk in 1968, and throw new light on these-theses of Jakucs, {1971) relating to the 
morphogenetics of karst dolines with asymmetric ground-plans and varying slopes. 

DAS HOHLENBAD IN MISKOLC-TAPOLCASTEHT IM DIENSTE DER 
THERAPIE DES MENSCHEN 

Jeno Barsonyos 
H 3501 Miskolc 
pf: 361, Hungary 

At Miskolc-Tapolca on the southern •l°"9 of SUkk•Mountains. Hungary,• sp,Jno of 2500--30CX, I/min, w.11, up in 
on• of ,t,. ct\111. The water Is ricli in calcium, magnesium end hvCfocatbonate and it contains aomt ffuorin.t. iocUM, ftM 
c:.rt,onlc .eld end radium emanation. In the cave• bath of 250 m water surface ha been constructed where chTonlc di...._ 
of the f9Sf)iratOfV o,gans art succ:e11fuUv cured end at 1he same time con,pl1ints of neurogen1c origin ere •••o neeted with 
favourable resulu. av further •XPfor1tion of 1he galN"ries extension of the therepeutical area c::an be expected. 
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Aul dem nordostlichen Teil Ungarns, am Rande der Biikk-Gebirge erstreckt sich in einem mahlerischen 
Tai der Erholungscrt Miskoh> Tapolca. Von der lnnenstadt Miskolc's ausgegangen, auf der gut ausllebauter Strasse 
nach einigen Mlnuten Autobusfahrt konnen wirdiesen in besonders schoner Umgebung lieg;,nden Erholungsort 
erreichen. Unter den alten Baumen der gut gepflegten Parkanlage sind schone Spazierwege ausgebildet, wodurch 
die sich nach Ruhe sehnenden Gane genug Gelegenheit haben, angenehme Spaziergiinge machen. Oaruber hinaus, 
fiir Gane, die sich bereit erkliiren, grossere Wanderungen zu unternehmen, bietet sich die Moglichkeit en, auf 
den markierten Touristenwegen zu den verschiedenen Ausflugsorten zu gelangen. Oen Badeaufenthalt liebenden 
Giiste von dem Wener unabhiingig haben Gelegtnheit, van den Frei-, Thermal•, Wannenbader und Badeteich 
zu wihlen. 

Oieser Badekomplex in van besonderer Bedeutung: es i<t einzlgartig in Europa, in eine natiirliche Fel• 
sgrone gebettetes Warmwasserbad, das als ein Kamplex, mit dem Thermalbad und dem Badeteich verbunden ist. 
Am rande des ,m westlichem Teil der Parkanlagi des Badekamplexes befindlichen Kalksteingebirge - entlang 
der geologischen Bruchlinie - direkt nebeneinander kaltes Karstwasser und warmes Thermalwasser in sehr grcn• 
sen Reichlichkeit brechen aus der Erde hervor. 

Die Wasserer9ieb1gke1t der WarmwasserQuelle van der Tempentur 31° C betragt pro Minute 2500-
3000 Liter. Oiese Warmwasserquelle besorgt den ganzen Kamplex mit Badewasser. 

Von den Thermalquellen in Miskolc-Tapolca sei es mit Recht zu vermuten, dass diese bereits van den 
Urmenschen benutzt wilrden. denn wlihrend der Ausgrabungen in einem Schiot des Hohlenbades land man 
einen Hinterhauptknochen einer Frau, und nebeneinander liegend einen Kirschzahn sowie zahlreiche abgesp
lltterten Steinwerkzeuge. 

In einer aus dem 13. Jahrhundert stammenden Aufzeichnung kann man tesen, dass die Hohlen• 
OueJlen in Miskolc-Tapolca weit iiber die Umge)ung als ein beruhmter Kurort bekannt seien. Die Betreuung 
der Krenken in der damaligen Zeit wiirde durch die Klosterbruder des in der Nachbarschaft gelegenen Bene
diktinerorden• Kloster versichert. 

Die heutige Form erhielt das Hohlenbad in den Jahren 1958-1959. Oas Hohlenbad selbst ist eigent• 
lich eine Terassenhohle. Sie unterscheidet sich ,on anderen Hohlen underer Heimat darin. dass dise Hohle 
nicht durch as in horizontaler Richtung bewegliches kaltes Karstwasser, sondern durch die van unten entstei• 
genden Heisswasser herausgelost wurde. Sein bhher aufgeschlassene und in Betrieb gesetzte Gebiet was gleich
zeitig die Wasseroberfliiche bildet, belauft sich ttwa 250 m2

, mit dem etwas korrigienen, aber originellen 
Grundriss. Aul einer der hoheren Terasse der Hohle wurde ein kunstlicher Teich ausgebildet, dessen Wasser• 
versorgung van der Thermalquelle durch eine Pumpe mit der Leistung van 1000 Liter/Mi nut erfolgL Die 
diesen Teich iiberflissenden Wasser werden in Form van Wasserfallen an das untere Niveau gelangen, wobei 
die herabstrOmenden Wasser nicht nur als Ousc,bad, sondern auch als eine natUrliche Massage kOnnen ange
wendet werden. 

Das Wasser der Thermalquelle enthalt Kalcium-Megnesium-Hidrocarbonat, etwas Jod, Brom, Fluor, 
und auch treie Kohlensauere. Oas Wasser in der Hohle hat einen Radiumemanationsgehalt van 0,61 Mache
Einheit, der Radiumemanationsgehalt des hervorsehiessendes Gases aber 3,57 Mache-Einheit. Im Jahre 1961, 
als die Gowiiltigungsarbeiten durchgetohrt wurden gelang es uns, auch die bisher verborgen gebliebenenen 
Schlote des Hohlenbades abzuSPerren, und dadurch die Ausnromung der hailkriittigen Luft und den Ein• 
flug der Fledermaus zu verhindern. Fiir alle Gane, die die Eintrittskarte gekauft haben, ist das Hohlenbad 
zu benutzen, aber die Zahl solcher Kranken, di, zu den Lasten der Krankenversicherung zu Hohle eingewie
sen sind, betragt jiirlich um etwa 40.000, vvobe der Zeck dieser Einweisung ist die Therapie der Kreislauf• 
storungen, der Blutgefass-Erkrankungen und der verschiedenartigen Erkrankungen des Nervensystems. 

Wegen dem Radiumemanationsgehalt, nicht nur das Hohlenwasser, scndern auch deren Luft heil• 
kraftig ist und hat sich bei der Behandlung der Erkrankungen van Atemwege bereits vielfach bewahrt. Die 
eingewiesenen Kranken stehen heute in keiner 3esonderen arztlichen Behandlung, ihre Heilung 1st rein der 
Heisamkeit des Thermalwassers und der Hohlenluft zu verdanken. Bezilglich der Benutzung der Hohle komen 
sich die Kranken einerseiu bei ihrem stindigen behandelnden Arzt und anderseits bei dem Badeam einen 
rat holen. 

Von dem nOtzlichen Ergebniss in der Therapie spricht die Tatsache, dass die Zahl der eingewiesenen 
Kranken im Eroffnungsjahr des Hohlenbades aJf 9227 Persanen betrug, und zur Zeit ist dies• Zahl vervier• 

facht vvorden. 
In nachsten Jahren planen wir unter a,deren, die Erschliessung der trockenen Hohlentelle, wo wir 

die Atemkuren durchmachen mochten. Was die Atemkuren anbelangt, kann man sagen, dass die bisheringen 
Untersuchungen gilnstige Ergebnisse liefenen. Sallte man sogar einen Fall erwahnen, dass sich die Symptome 
der an Keuchhusten/Pertussis/ erkrankten Kinter rapid linderten und bis zur volligen Genesung bless halb 
so viel Zei1 war erforderlich, falls wie solche erkrankten Kinder' sich gegenUbersteltten, die einer Kur in der 
Hohle unterzogen bezeichungsweise nicht untll'zogen warden. 

Die Hohle hatte bereits in den letzten Jahren bei mehrtausend tllenschen dazu beigetragen, ihre 
Genesung wiederherzustellen. Von den geplantan Erschliessungen erwartet man die Erhohung der zur Zeit 
beschrankten Kapazitiit. 
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF THE APPLICATION OF QUATERNARY GEOLOGICAL 
METHODS OF SPELEOGENETIC STUDIES OF A BELGIAN CAVE 

Bruno Bastin 
Laboratoire de Palynologie 
Universite de L®valn, 4, 
Place Crois-du-Sud 8.1348. 
louvain-ta-Neuve. 

Chrinfan Dupuis 
Laboratoire de Mineralogie
Petrographie, Faculte polytechnique 
de Mons, 9 rue de Houdain, 8. 7000. 
Mons. 

Yves Ouinip 

uboratoire de Mineralogie-Petrograph 
Petrographie, Faculte polytechnique 
de Mons, 9 rue de Houdain, 8. 7000. 
Mons. 

Karst frequently contains -.dlments "tlich are contemporary and/or subsequent to hyPOgean cir• 
cufation. Such deposits offer two main interesb: 

1. They show more or leu p .. t hydrodynamics of the karst. 
2. They form protected records of the regional gemorphological evolution. 

Up to now, three type$ of studies have been devoted to karn fills: 

1. detailed studies of prehi.storic horizons loea·ted near the mouths of the aves and disc;onnect.ed 
from karstlc evolution, 

2. geological or paleontogolical studies of fossil karst fillings (bauxites, phosphorites, etc •.. ). 
3. superficial investigations of depositssitlulted far from the entrances. 

Considering the above, our purpose is ta realize : 

1. a multi-field research, using the varlout techniques of Ouaternary geology : stratigraphic ana lysis, 
sedimentology, geochemistry, paJeontoJogy, mineralogy of concretions. thermoluminescence, etc ... 

2. a study of sediments in relation to the karstlc context to elucidate their genesis in the dynamics of 
subterranean networks (sinkt, emergences, etc .•. ) in relation to the morphology (gallery, well, 
room ... ) and tha micrornorphology (scallops, cupolas, flutes, overdeepenings, etc ... ). 

Below are the results of the application to a section ,n the sediments of the main gallery in lhe cave of 
Ep_rave. We have more especially dealt with the s:ratigraphic, palynofogic and sedlmentologic (preliminary study 
of clays and granulornetry) of the deposits. 

Tho Main Context of tho Cave of Epreve (Loorne Basin) 

The cave in the limes-tones of the upper Givetian (Devonian) situated in the downstream side of the com
plex network of on.Jemelle-Rochefort-Eprave (Oefbrouck, 1970). It is a subterranean meander resection (Ouinif. 
19771. Opening 16 meters above the ri•er and about 100 meters from one of the active emergences of the net• 
work, a Veucfusian resurgence at feast 45 meters deep (Premier Colloque, 1972), it is composed of galleries cros-
sing in form of• maze (fig. 11. · 

The cava is an ancient vauclusian resurgence, The gallarles are regular and well calibrated, especially the 
main drain whictl lead, from the entry to the m.-.e. Rock benches, cupolas and smooth walls ere lhe visible 
"fflicroforms". On the other hand no scalloP1 potholes, overd&ep,enings ("microforms" of free surface fluvia 
ftowJ or o ther microforms can be seen.. 

Tho Studied Section 

1. Situation (fig.1) 

The studied s.ectlon is located in the anciient main drain between the maze and the resurgence. Figures 
le and Id show that all or part of the studied -.diments might have been under the p iuometricsurface 
or, at least under water, when the cave was active. 
2. Stratigraphic and preliminary sedlm!N'rologic d8ta (fig.2.1 

The study of the section leads us to distinguish two quite d ifferent assemblies, the first includes t he 
beds 1 to 4, the second tha beds Pl to P4. 

The first, sandy at the base, becomes progressively thinner at the top. It contains. especially in its 
lower part, particular carbonated and feriornanganic concretions and there are abundant tiny modules 
and remains of pedologic origin ( 1 ). 

The MK:Ond assemblage scoured out tho first. It is compOSed of some clay beds with loamy pebble1 
with stalagmitic floors between; a thick nalagmire crust caps these beds and seals a gully . The floort 
show interruption of detrital sedimentation and dewarered phases (mlcro-rimstonet) Bones are included 
in the reworked elements in the clays (ve1tebra, teeth and human remains, goat, hare). Their nature and 
their fossilization deg,.., allow us to assign to the second assemblage a Holocene age (2). The clays 
attract our attention by the presence of interstratified montmoriflonite among argillaceous minerals. 
We presume that the small clay ball levels at the top of beds 2 and 4, indicate sedimentation interrup, 
tion, or even a dewatered phase. Indeed, • similar tac, .. can often be seen on the top of the fill• of 
numerous gaiter-it'$ in Belgium. The minor unconformity between beds 3 and 4 , as well as the gully at 
level 5. are not so easy to explain at prese!'lt. but are discussed Jater. 
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Fig. 1. Location of the studied site. 

la. Situation of the Eprave cave. 
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lb. Map of the cave with situation of the studied section. 
le. Section of the main gallery. 

• 

ld. Situation of the section in the main gallery showing the stalagmitic 
floors and fill. la, lb, le, after P. Vandersleyen (1972) . 

Palynology. {Fig. 3) 

a. Introduction 

In oroor to date the succe.sion of depo$its by palynology, the beds have been sampled in detail (fig.2.) 
In the laboratory pollen was concentrated by a flotation process (8. Bastin, 1971 ). (1, 2) • 

b . Pollen contents of the samples 
Varying from one sample to the other, the abundance and the variety of pollen grains is considerably 
less important in the s.edirnents and the concretions than in the fl0OI'$ and stelagmitic cruns. In the 
latter preservation of pollen grains is much be:1er. So, we think that the pollen spectra of the stal•• 
gmitic floors and crusu are more repre.sentati\e of the vegetation populating the catchment basin of 
the cave than the spectra obtained in the sediments and the concretions. 

c. Commentary on pollen spectra 

Three types of qute different pollen spectra have been obtained:• 

- The pollen spectre obtained In bed l {fig 21 are characteristic of a high tree cover (average 
94%) and by the predominance of Pinus (86%) over other trees among which only Corylus (2%) and 
Picea (0.5%) are present. Among herbs, only the Poeceae {2.5%) and the Fillcales (1.5%) have a sig, 
nificant percentage. The high corrosion of oollen grains suggests that Pinus is overrepresented in these 
spectra, Pinus pollen, being the easiest to recognize even in a much corroood condition. We think that 
those POiien spectra are the reflection of an open vegetation, probably a steepe $trewn with pines .. 
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Fig. 2. Details of the section (Fig.2a) and schematic plan of the situation 
of the sections in tne gallery (Fig . 2b) . 

Fig . 2a. 
A• LOamy sand to argillaceous loam with manganese dentrite-covered cracks. 
B ~ stratified loamy clay. 
C = Stratified more or less loamy clay. 
o s Small argillaceous balls . 
Es Clay with loamy pebbles. 
F • Diverse concretions: in black, ferromanganic and carbonate in hatching; 

principally clacitic. 
G = Stalaginitic crusts. 
B = Stalagmitic floors. 
I• Hilly surface covered by a black coating and lengthening P2. 
J = Bedrock. 
The studied sedimentologic samples, from a tog, are indicated by a circle; 
the pollen samples, from l to 10, by a rectangle. 

Fig. 2b. 

As Sediment in situ against the walls. 
B = Section cut in the deposits. 

Remark: The stalagmitic crusr. sealing the deposits are partiy represented in re 
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Fig . 3. Pollen spectra. 

In ":he 5econd pollen spectrum. there is less than 20% of trees among which Pinus once more pre. 
dorn,nates (10.5%), the herbs are predominantly Anthemideae (65.5%) Poeceae (8.5"). We suppose 

pallen spectrum to be the 1eflectlon of steepe-like vegetation almost without tree$. So we 
s,,ggest that the emplacement of beds 3 and 4 was in a cold climatic period belonging, at least, to 
11,,. last glaciation IWeichsel ). 

- P,:,, en ,pectra 3 to 10 are principally characterized by a high tree cover (average 71%) and by a 
dut predommance of Tilia (52.5%). Among other trees, Corylus (7%1 Alnus (2.5%) and Betula (2%) 
., pr8$0nt throughout Ponus (2"'1 and Ouercus (1%) regularly present, wheieas Hedera (1%). Fagu, 
ID 3%) and Qorpinus ().2%) appear from time to time. Among herbs, the Fllicales (10%) the Poeceae 
.c I. the Anthem,deae {4%) ard Filipendula (2%) are present nearly everywhere, the Cichorieae 

C2.5"4) are regularly present, ard about twenty other herbs appear from time to time. 
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The pollen spectra .show a forest env,ronment with high predominance of lime on the plateau, wnh 
a more dlveNified comp0$ition in the valleys. The expansion of lime forests in weS1ern f=urope 
characterites the climatic optimum of tho Atlantic(500-3000 B.C.). so we consider that the em
placement of stalagmit1c floors and beds 5 to 7 bf:long 10 that period, in the expectation that the 
results of 14c data of stalagmitic floors and crusts3 will con1irms the paleontologic date. 

Prelimlnary. inu,rprerarions 

The observed sedimentation mav be interpreted by admitting that the circulation progressively leaves 
the main drain to utilize rower springs. The decreaw of carrying competence recorded by beds 1 and 2, which 
seems to lead to a first drying out of the galleri, fits this scheme well. On the other hand the gallery probably 
loses its roll of main drain when bed 3 deposfts indicate reduced clrculatjon. 

If the Holocene age of levels Pl lo P4 Is confirmed, the interrupuon of sedimentation berween the 
assemblages can be estimated at least as 15,000 years old but on the other hand a delicate hydrog,,ological 
problem if this requires an important circulation in the caves about 16 meters above the Lomme level. 

Conciusiom 

Although still incomplete, this first approach neveriheless opens new perspectives both in the speleogenesis 
field and Quaternary karstic geology. 

Indeed we have been able 10 outline the complex evolution of a paleo-dra1n first in rhe ~terlogged 
zone, then during a transitive phase in a dry erwironrnent.. So then ii undergoes some viorent detritel discharges 
(as umorphological delta functions.,). The mos~ recent probably occured during the Atlantic phase after a very 
long interruption sedimentation pre-sen,ing a \llre$o1ved hydrogeolog1cal problem. 

The discovery of rraces of an ancient pedogenes1s ii shown by the discovery ot ferrogmanganic and 
carbonated concretions of a hitherto unknown type. WOfk in progress in Belgian caves should in the future 
contribute to extend our knowledge of karsticOuaternary geology. 

NOTES 

1. Study ,n p,ogren by G~ Stoops and e. van Vlet•la11oe. 
Labora1ocy of M,ne~ogy .. M•CtOPedOIOQY (Rljiksuni• 
wr-5.iteit. GemJ 

2. The bone remains have been determined by A Gouthi>er to 
whom M addrm our slnce,e thanks (Geologich lns-tilut~ 
Aij1.suniwrlitelt. Gend. 

3. Srudy in prog,eu by E. Gilot. Labotst°"Y of 4c CU1t1tion, UniverS,tt dt Louvain. 
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ON THE OCCURRENCE AND ORIGIN OF KARREN 
ON GRANO0IORITE IN PUERTO RICO 

Barry F. Beck 
Earth Sciences Dept. 
Georgia Southwestern College 
Americus, Georgia, 31709, U.S.A. 

Carlos Cram 
Div. Rec. Min., Dir. Geol. 
Min. Minas Hidrocarburos 
Caracas, Venezuela 

Karst rs generally associated with soluble rocks. However, silikatkarren (karren features on silicate 
rocks) have long been known {e.g., Branner, 1913). Recently, major drainage features typical of integrated 
solution processes have been reported on silica1e rocks in Venezuela (White. e, al.~ 1968~ Szczerban and 
Urbani, 1974). On thi• basis, •illkatkarren sholAd be included as true karst features (Otvos. 1976). Excellent 
examples of silikatkarren are developed on the San Lorenzo granodiorite in southeanern Pueno Rico. 

The average granodiorite composition in the area studied is: 4B.2% plagioclase (44.8% anorthita), 
21.2% quartz, 12.0% potassium feldspar, 6.6% oornblende, 7.3% biotite, and 2.9% chlorlte, with minor 
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aecessories. The surface of the batholith Is generally covered by a thick saprolite (ca. 60 m) with numerous 
brve res,dual boulders resting on IL The climate he·e is tropical with rainfall averaging 1700 mm and 
:empe-rature 22°C. 

One particularly concentrated area of diverse silikatkarren was selected for study. 13 km south of 
Sal? Lorenzo on Highway ~81 and approximately 1 km east of the highway. Here numerous boulders rest on 
a bfoad alluvial plain. Generally they have irregular almost crenulated. heavily vegetated upper surfaces. with 
s.oes marked by closely spaced, deep grooves or flutes. Randomly IOCJ1ted throughout the area are absolutely 
snooth. featureless boulders. 

Vege1ation varying from mosses and lichens and small grasses up 10 "Elephan1 Ears" (pl. 11 and 
:r..awre trees cofoni2es the tops of the boulders or cny suitable surface il'regularity. The root mass and the 
c,lant debris form a sponge•like mat holding water which becomes highly acidified with CO, and organic acids. 
~ !kt measurements on the black, fettd water in depressions beneath this organic mat yielded pH's as low as 
.t 8 w,th 1empera1ures as high as 28°C. Kamenirzas are commonly developed on these more level surfaces 
_,ever vegetation exim. Where the vegetated surface ,s gently sloping, sinuous troughs roughly 50 cm wide 
i1t"1 30 cm deep, with rounded divides and bottom,. may develop (pl. 3). 

Deep venical flutes separated by sharp diV'ldes are found where the solution basins or troughs 
oerflow the edge of a boulder. They appear to deaease in area downslope like wandkarren. The sequence of 
forms developed here appears analago~ to that de,cribed by Sogli (1960) for limestone partially covered with 

However, some flutes do not appear ro beex1ens1ons of upper surface feamres. On Plate 2, note that 
10me ,mailer flutes appear to originate on 1he slope. Note, in the foreground, that the flutes obviously 
c:..cruse in size downslope, finally disappearing. Plate 3 is a close-up of an area of the upper surface of this 
ba.,lder. Contrast the rounded divides here with th• sharper divides shown on the steep slopes of Plates 1 and , 

The flutes are not always oriented vert,cal y, bu1 th,s is probably due to downslope rotation (Wall 
and Wilford. 19G6, for similar features in Malaysia) Other feature1 here contrast with those in Malaysia. 
. ~t con trol is obvious there (ibid .• p. 463), but WIS not important in the present example. Also, Wall and 
. tord noted that their flu1es became narrower but deeper downslope (ibid. , p. 463) and It is obvious from 
~ •t• 2 that 1his ls nol always 1rue here. Further, they hypothesized their flutes to be due to acid rainfall 

· d. p. 466), whereas these flutes. at leest in part, obviously stem from highly acid "soil" water. 
Field observddons, thin-sections of the weathered rock, and chemical analyses of the water in the 

bmemtzas were combined to delineate the weathe·lng reactions forming these karst features. On high. 
um-egetated areas the granod1orfle ,s dotted with pale green specks. In thin~section they appear as coatings on 
._ plag~oclase grains. These are not seen in the de~ress,ons or flutes. Where mafic rich xenol iths occur. thev 
stafld out as resistant high spoti. The insoluble residue in the kamenitzas is whole rock fragments and finer 
- =al grains which are almost totally dark coloured minerals. The conductivity of the water in 1he 
"-amen,tzas corresponds to a total dissolved solids content of 30-35 ppm. Field tltrations yielded carbonate 
Nrdne~ values of 14-15 ppm as CaCO3• Alkalinities were•~ bicarbonate and ranged from 5-22 ppm. Ca++ 
ind Na each averaged 3 ppm; K+ averaged 2 ppmJnd Mg+ 1 ppm. F•tol. was generally less 1han 0.5 ppm. 

The major weathering reaction occurring here is apparentty the hydrolysis and c,rbonation of 
c:i..,gt0elase. releasing ca•+ and Na+ in solution. On the higher areas. subject only to local wening and 
s..bSeQuent drying, the clay mineral products are retained as a coating which probably impedes further 
1MCt1on. In the bottoms of the kamenitzas and flu1es. however, the water acidified by biogenic CO! attacks 
I."• retdspars much more rapidly and lhe more concentrated water flow carries away the reaction products, 
e.ctt\et ,n solution or as colloids.(The ferromegnesian minerals mus-t also be reactmg to yield the magnesium in 
tolu11on, bu1 apparently less intensely, as evidenced by their resistance). Thus, the presence of water enriched 
• ,., biogenic CO1 is postulated as being a major factor in the development of these features. 

This obviously applies to the kameniuas. which are generallv tilled with various cypes of organic 
dtofis. and it should also apply to the flutes forrned by their overflow. But, does it relate to the smaller karren 
~ •ch do not appear to stem from vegetated areas. such as shown in Plate 2? The rounded character of the 
_, surface of this boulder (pl. 3). similar to rundkarren, may indicate that it was once heavily vegetated. 
-,,"' vegetative cover could have supplied CO, enriched runoff to all the slopes. The fac1 that 1hese flutes 
diwppear downward like wandkarren (pl. 2), and d, not deepen like rinnenkarren. is further Indication that 
i:>tv are related to runoff. By this same analogy, flutes which do deepen downslope, like those noted by Wall 
and Wilford (1966). are most probably related direclly to rainfall, as !hey hypothesize. This may also e, plain 
1'w 'eatureless boulders scane.red among the kars,iiied ones. Field examination and thin-section analysis did 
aor detect any significant differences in jointing, texture, or mineralogy. The only apparent difference ls lhe 
cn,,,nce of vegetation on all the karstified boulders, and 1he total absence of vegetation (01her than lichens) 
c,n the smooth, fea1ureless boulders. This would support 1he hypothesis that biogenic CO, ,s a major fac1or 
., me formation of silikatkarren. 

In conclus,on it ls postulated tha1 lhe solution forms described in a granodiorite rertaln are largely 
~ to the chemical action of water in contact with a vegetative cover and acidified by biogenic CO2 and 
organlc acid$. Further. it appears that the acidified water is preferentially anacking the plagioclase and that. 
on the bouom of kamenitzas or flutes1 the weathering products are carried away in solution or as colloids. 
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Pl. 1 : Heavil y vegetated granodior i te bQulder showino karren. 
Broad- leafed plants are known as ''E l ephant Ears" . 

Pl. 2: Granodiorite boulder with intense karren development. 
Note that t he flutes in the foreground disappear down
ward like wandkarren. 

Pl. 3: Upper, gently sloping, surface of same boulder shown 
in Pl. 2. Note the rounded character of this surface, 
analagous to rundkarren. 
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Field instrum.enta1ion. labor&tory facilities, and 111nting ome W'l!re supplied bv the Geologic and Wattir Reso.,r~ 

0--0,. of the Georgia Department of Natural Resourc&s. Fi_,d enlsta-nce was prOY1ded by Pnrk:ia Beck, Jody Atwood and 
ill'glntl Irizarry. 
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THE SEDIMENTS OF CARLSWARK CAVERN, DERBYSHIRE 

J.S. Beck 
University of Leices1er. Leicester, U.K. 

The caves of North Derbyshire are notorious for their content of ftuvio-glacial sediment which in many 
cases has filled abandoned passages to the roof. Wlile in most cases this has limited the extent to which the 
phreatic complexes can be explored and surveyed, rt has, in a few instances, been of great importance in deduc
ing the developmental sequences of the passages. 

Garlswark Cavern near Stoney Middleton h8$ been known at least s,nce the early 18th Century, and 
repons from that time suggested that it was a cave of very great extent, far greater than it is today. When the 
known cave was extended in 1959. ,twas assumed that the fill of the passages at the north western limlt of the 
1ystem was original cave sediment. A great deal of effort was expended in excavation, but no progress was 
made. 

In 1973, the known cave was again extended, and the well decorated abandoned route known as 
'Gimll's Dream' was entered. This stretch of cave had undergone several phases of infilling and re-working of 
the sedimenu; the sequence was excellently displayed in a chamber 50 m west of the Eyam Dale Shaft en• 
trance (Fig. 1). 

The passage roof Is flat, and has become so by the process of breakdown of the roof of a phreatic 
tube below a prominent bedding plane (Fig. 1 ). The collaP<ed blocks are part of a prominent fossiliferous 
bed full of Giganro producrus sp. The relattve date of the breakdown was fixed by the fact that the collapsed 
blocks- were surrounded and covered by $e\l'eral fining-upwards sequence$ of pebbles. gravel, sand. and sHt 
, Fig. 2). That the collapse had fn some ca,es occurred long before silting was shown by the scalloping of the 
blocks, which was oriented relative to the new positrons of the blocks on the floor. 

The whole sequence became covered by a thick layer of stalagmitic calcite (Fig. 3). The main section 
did not show any lower, thinner layers, but in pass,ges further to the west, unmodified by cavern breakdown, 
!here were several thin layers up to 5 ems apart. 

A trench, up to 1 .5 metres deep, was cut through the whole sequence by a vadose nream which must 
have flOYied for a considerable period in order to oi.1t through this thickness of flowstone; removal of the under· 
lying silt would take place reletively fast (Fig. 4). A large amount of water must have been flowing then through 
the Merlin Streamway, for it never backs up far enough to flow throug_h this stretch of cave now, even in very 
severe floods. 

The blocks of limestone exposed on the floor of th• trench bear evidence of fresh flowstone formation 
mer the retreat of the secondary stream (Fig. 51. The rate of flowstorn, formation in abandoned mines of the area 
suggests that this small amount of calcite is of no very great antiquity, although it is thicker than any in mines up 
to 300 years old. 

Funher to the east. there is far less silting in Carlswark Cavern. The silt diminishes- in QuantitY east of 
the Eyam Dale Shaft. the area of most extensive c1vem breakdown. The process ot silting commenced after the 
large chamber at the bo11om of the shaft had become open to the valley side by holes now blocked, and after 
occumulation of the large amounts of scree which ran into the chamber from the hillside above, which gives a ten
tative relative date for the incision of Eyam Dale to iu present depth. 

The heavy silt deposits in the northwestern area of the cave deterred cavers from digging, and gave rise 
IO dismissal of the old stories regarding the alleged extent of the cave. One north-west•trendi ng passage, silted to 
the roof with loess•like sediment, was exc.avated during 1974/6 for 20 metres to a point Where it Intersected a 
chamber developed on a northwest-trending joint. The dig was abandoned soon afterwards. 

Recent excavations to provide a drainage trench for flood water which enters from the west revealed 
that some of these passages were more than two metres high, and at 1he bese of th• silt, which was up to roof 
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level throughout, a piece of miner,' limberwas found. This proved beyond doubt that when the miner, of the 
early eighteenlh century were working in the eave. a complex network of phreatic passages varying jn diameter 
from a few centimet, .. to nearly three meves extended to the west, and was free from silt. Thi! discovery has 
changed our view of the hydrology of the cave, and recent accurate surveying has revealed that this late silting 
took place after miners' 'deads' had collapsed into the straam channel, active only in flood conditions, 

The effon to discover the main stream passages of the area has redoubled, and It is hoped that restora· 
tion of the original water level, will remove the silt, and reveal the onward route. 

I; Phreatic. 2; Paraphreatic. 

- -- -.... --- .... - - -- --- - - --
... '!!!1':':'--····· -- -- -- --·•·····.. ... . '. . .... .. ' ·-··· -~" • ·••· .... ·· •-...... 

3; Quiescent. 4; Yadose. 

.:::::··· ... ······-··,-· ~::~. ,-... , ............ .. 
• , .. , • . 'TN ••••-••••••• .. ,,,,_,,,:::-"'••-•-• ·-------·-•-.. ,_;· 

5; Abandoned. 

Development phases in Gimli's Dream passage, 
Carlswark Cavern, stoney Middleton, Derbyshire. 
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MORPHOLOGICAL AND GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS ON SOME DOLINAS OF THE SOUTHERN 
MONTE BALDO (VENETIAN PRE-ALPS) 

G. Benvenuiti N. Sauro 
lotilUto di Fisica Terrenre, lnstituto di Fisica Terrestre, 
Geodesia e Geografia Geodesia e Geog,afia 
Fisica dell'Unlversitt di dell'Universit• di Padova, 
Padova, Italia. Italia. 

A large area of the southern part of Monte Baldo, between 700 and 1650 m above sea level, is mor• 
phologically speaking, a "plateau" with respect to the surroundlllQ areas which have hi!li relief energy. 

This area, not covered by the Pleistocene glaciers, is characterized by many karst landforms of the 
dollna type, with diameters varylllg from between 40 and 200 m. These dollnas are grouped in mips running 
N-S. The average slope of the surface along these w,ps with dolinas does not generally e,ceed 15°; in those 
areas with slopes of more than 20°, the dolinas are almost totally absent. 

lnsened in a refief which still reveals well•p,eserved tect0tiic for~S. these karstdepressions have.some 
peculiar aspeets. The dolinas are often aligned according to the principal tectonic lines (N•S and NNE•SSWJ, 
thU$ 1howing the s-tructural control exerted on them very clearly. fn some areas (e.g. 2 km SW of Dasso di 
Naole), close "beehive" groupings of dilinas with roughly polygonal shapes-can be found. Other are hydrograp• 
hically arranged. 

Several small dome-shaped hills rise among the various dolinas. 
Some dolinas of the Creste d i Naole between 1500 and 1650 m above sea level were particularly 

closely e1amined. In this area. most of the dofinas show a flat. horizontal, and very extended bottom, -and a re· 
markable difference between maximum and minimum depth (differences in levet between the highest and lowest 
poinu of the watershed with respect to the bottom of the basin). The diameter of the flat bottom varies between 
10 m and more than 60 m; depths range from more 1han 30 m dO'M'\ to a minimum of a few dozen centimetres 
(see Figs. 1 and 2). 

In some samples e<cavated from the bottoms of the dolinas, we found t level made up of abundant silt 
(lacking in CaCO3 and with neutral or acid PH), containing rather spiky calcareous fragments. Considering the 
local situation. the silt of this level cannot be interpreted either as a dis.solution residue, nor as material deriving 
from erosion of the sides of the dofinas. It is very probably eoltan loess. The catcareous fragments are derived 
from the slopes of the dolinas, probably by gelifractbn processes. This eolian loess, together with the calcareous 
fragments, thus fossilized the dolinas covering and waterproofing them during one or more cold phases of the 
Pleistocene. 

Geophysical methods were used in order to !valuate the thickness of these infillings reSJ)Onsible for the 
flat shape of the bottom of the dQlinas. 

Geophysical survey 

In 0<der to make a quantitative evaluation of the thickness and soil characteristics of the matetial 
making up the cover of the rocky bottom, a geoseismic investigation was carried out, using equipment parti• 
cularly suitable for shallow surveys. (Bison Enhancement Seismograph), This type of investigation was pre
ferred to the electrical method since it gives greater aocuracy In determining the thicknesses of the material 
particularly when dealing with an electrostratigraphicsuccession with resistivities which increase downwards. 

From the seven profiles shown in Figs. 1-2. 1t was POSSible to obtain a serie-s od dromodirons, and thus 
make up the following scale of longitudinal velocities of the etasuc waves (from top to bottom): 

layer wlrh velocity between 400 and 600 m/uc. This was generally very thin - less than 3m. It can 
be identified partly with humus and partly with prevalent clayey depasiu:, there is a relatively thick 
grass-soil layer which does not show up as a fayer in itself but whose effec-t is to give a slower velocity 
in the more superficial comple<; 

layer with velocity between 7()() and 1000 m/StJC. This leve, where present (or rather, where its 
minimum thickness is sufficient for it to show up on the dromochron), is between 3 and 6 m thick -
locally perhaps more. 

These velocity values may be indicative of a rough elastic horizon in which a cJayey fraction is also 
present~ Considering the local situation, this terrain with its relatively low velocity may correspond to 
the calcareous alteration fringe. made up of detritus and calcareous blocks of various size.s 
surrounded by clay. 

layer with velocity between 280() and 33()() mlsec. We consider this layer the substratum, since the 
length of the bases we used turned out to be the deepest marker which the dromochron were able to 
show. 

It is difficult 10 establi&h whether the solid limestones are to be identified with this fast layer, 
whose lower limits are near 3000 m/sec. or whether it can still be identified with a level of slightly 
frac:tured limestones with a very small clave,• content. 

On the other hand, the length of our arrav did no1 allow us to verify whether the thickness of this 
layer was very high (which would support the fim hypothesis), or whether it is reduced to only a few 
metres (which would support the seoond). A$ regards the thickness, presuming that there is a faster 
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terrain at the base (for example 4000 m/sec which could be the velocity in the wild limestone) one 
could affirm that the layer betwffn 2850 and 3200 m/sec Is at least 12-15 m thick. 

As regards the interpretation of the experimental data, it seemed useful to carry this out using Wyrobeck's 
procedure. Seeing the shallowness of the various horizons, we could have followed even relatively small undulations 
of their top surface staning from a calculation of the delay times of each geophone. 

The particular geomorphological problem on which the geophysical survey was used, and the position 
and quantilY of the seismic profiles, suggesud that the best representation would be by means of velocity/depth 
secrions, as $hown in Figs. 3-4. 

Regarding Dollna 1, (tog.3.) it can be seen that the morphology of the top of the fastest horizon is 
rathe< smooth, with a tendency to deepen towards the central pan where it reaches a maximum depth of about 
7-Sm. The superficial layer, Including bolh the humus and a prindpally clayey underlying level, is less than 
2m thick, and ls present over the whole area covered by the profiles. 
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Fig. 1. Topographical sketch of dolina l. This morphology 
is a typical example of a fossilized karst relief 
(see legend of fig. 2). 
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Legend: (1) watershed; (2) supposed fault line; 
(3) supposed fault line, buried by deposits; 
(4) supposed fault scarp, buried by deposits; 
(5) supposed "gorge' cut in solid rock, buried 
by deposits; (6) depression in the flat bottom 
surface; (7) seismic profile. 

In Dolina 2, !fig.4.J the presence of a sharp morphological step can at once be seen. Its vertical throw 
• 1D01Jt 3 m and its strike is roughly N°S. This step in levels ieparetes two compartments in which the morpho
lcr, of !he top surface of the layer is substentially very rOjllllar: about 6-7 m deep in its higher parts, and 
Ibo.at 9-10 m in the deeper parts. 

On Profile C·C' the dromochrons suggest the presence of a narrow depreS$ion of the roof o-f the fast 
...,... !quantitatively difficult to define) which may be related to the nearby buried "PQnor." 

R~rding the cover, it can be seen that the twO layers making up the bottom of Dolina 2 are generally 
,-.,. than the same layers of Colina 1. This can be related to the presence of elastic elements, more or less 
rv:iesous and more or less w..11-defined within a clayey matrix, starting practically from the surface. 
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CYr and e:tr ' - direct and inverse time- distance curves referring to 
profile CC• . 
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Conclusive geomo,pt,ol09ical considerations 

The first geophysfcal data referring to Dolinas 1 and 2 (Fig. 1 ·2), confirm the geomorphological pi"cture 
sketched previously, The following COflSideratic;ns can also be made: 

the data on the thicknesses of the fillings of the dolinas (in pan,cular those of Dolina 1) allow us to 
obtBin preliminary indications on the iiellnation of the "rocky slopes buried by deposits". It seems 
that these buried slepes are steeper than the present active rocky slopes; from this it can be reduced 
that the fossilized karst relief which remained uncovered was subjected to intense attacJt by peri• 
glacial-type processes. 

The "rocky step buried by deposits" in the bo11om of Dolina 2 has the same N·S running 
orientation as the various fault scarps -0f this area, and ,n all probability also represents a small neotec• 
tonic fault scarp burled by the filling materials which preserved it from erosion. 
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ANATOMIE ET SYSTEMATIOUE DES HYDROBIDES HYPOGES (MOLLUSOUES 
GASTEROPODES) DU JURA FRANCO.SUISSE ET REGIONS LIMITROPHES 

R. Bernasconi 
Hotwiestrasse 9 
CH 3053 Munchenbuch<ee 
Switzerland 

Anat0miceJ JtucUe, h.eve shown that H~ff,,,;. of the Fnmch-Swiss Jura and of the Soyth Rhone buin belong to a 
$ingtl specie1, i.e. H. mllklt# tor-,, 18051 with two co,chological forms~ minur., 1.11r. tnd globulin, Palad 1866. 

The rare l(nowk!dge at Syth,o~um's aneto1,w has been extended to B.charpyi tPalld, 1867) and to B.IMM!ttcum 
group. SythiOIIP#um Olnkelberg in the centraJ $Wiss Jura, eserlbed to Vitre/1,1 Mlv"r,c,1 C'9si.n 1882. V.haus:s/wl Clessln 1887, 
t.arr.,;a clttdnJ spiri/la Geyer 1904, and L.susvic.a G.Jvtl' 1905, ere anatomically identical to Byrh1ospeum quenstedtl 
(Wledertllelm, 18731. 

Les 1nveS1igations dont j'ai parle aux dtrniers Congrl!s de Stuttgart et de Olomouc avient pour but le 
recensement des Hydrobides hypoges dans le Jura lranco•suisse et regions limitrophes. Elles avaient permis de 
delimiter la distribution ~ographique des genre, Byrhiospeum et Hauffenia Pollonera 1898 la systemat ique 
,tant limitff aux earactere-s conchyliologiques. 

Les recherches anatomiques entreprises depuis ont permis d'achever ta revision du genre Haulf11nia et 
fournissent les b.lses pour demfler la syS1ematique des Bythi0$p,Jum. 

Etudier aujourd'hui l'anatomie d'espkes decrites unlquement sur des bases conchyliologiques ii ya 
quelques 100 ans pose des probl~mes particulie«. Les coquilles vides des holotypes ou lectotypes depo<es dans 
Jes musees soot evldemment inutllisables. D'aut1e part, ii s'agit le plus souvent de trouvailles d'alluvions de 
fleuves ou de sources oU its ne sont pa.s viables; le locus typicus ou le biotope sent souvent inconnus. 

J'exposerai les n§s.ultats obtenus jusqu' ci. en premier lieu ceux eonc:ernant le.s Hauffenia, puis ceux 
ralatifs aux Byrhiospeum. 

Les Hauffeni• du Jura franco-suisse tltaient prises peur des Valvara minura Drap, 1805 et Valvata globu• 
/ina Palad, 1866 du Sod de la France. Binder montra en 1966 qu'il s'agissait en fail d'Hydrobides. L'examen 
anatomique de nombreux exemplaires du Jura francais et suisse ain$i que du d,partment du Gard a permis 
d'etablir que tous etaient attribuables au genre Hauffenia defini anatomiquement par Bole 1970. (Bernasconi, 
19751. 

L'anatomie comparee des tentacules, de la radula, des organe, pallhux, reproducteurs et digestifs a insi 
que de l'opercule a enfi n montre qu'il n'y a pas de diif6<ence sl)kifique entre Jes formes conchyliologiques 
minuta etglobulina: ce.s fomies, 8tabHes et confirmtkts par biometrie statis-tique, sont done des races g~raph· 
lques d'une mfm• espece A qui revient le nom de Hauffeni• minuca, CettB espece semble inf6odff exclusive
ment eu bassin rhodanien avec la iorme m/nuta au nord et le formeglobuiin, ii ·i•est et eu sud; eile pnlsente des 
affinltes trh marquhs avec la (Nsohoratia) subpiscinalit (Kuscer 19321 Bole 1967 de Slovt!nie, tBndis qu'elle se 
distingue de la s.str. Cellini (Pollonera 18981 Sol• 1970 tlgalement de Yougo1lavie. 
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fique • Sauve, d6panment du Gard. Les 8'{thiospwm du Jura franco-suisse "-t de l'Allemagne m6ridlonale sont 
connus par une cinquantaine d'espkas attribut!es successivement aux genres Paludina, Hydrobia, Vitrella, et 
LarretiJJ. La prernia<e description anatomlque d'un Bythiospeum est celle de Seibold 1904 pour le Bythio
speum quenstedti {Wieder$heim 1873} d\me grotte de la Schwabische Alb. Des donnees fragmentaires sont 
fournies par Boeters en 1971 sur un exemplaire mAle du d6partment du Jura; en 1974 j'ai pu 6tudier l'anatomie 
compl~te des 8ythlo$1)1JUm de la rt!surgence sous-lacustre du lac de Thoune qui dralne I._. grand, massifs karst• 
iques de la Schrattenfluh et des Sieben H1<1gste {Bernasconi 1974)' D'une importance toute particuliere a 6t6 
la d6couverte en 1975 d'exemplalres vivants du Brthlospeum charpyi (Palad, 18671 du locus typicus (Bernas
coni 1976). Acruellement, l'anatomie de deux espllces blen dHinie,, 8. ouensredti et B. charpyi, "5t done 
connue et permet d'y rt!ferer celle d'aunes By1hiaspeum. 

Des recherchas effectut!es den, cesens ont en pour obiet les Bythiospeum du Dinkelberg et du Jura 
bilois et soleurois. attribues par Bornhauser 1913 a Vitrella ht,/,e(/ca Clossin 1882. Virrella haussleri Clessin 
1887, Lartetia clessini spirilla Geyer 1904 ?t Lartetia suevica avec la variite llbnobae Geyer 1905, espece,que 
Bolling 1966 avait reunies conchyliologiquement sous Syrhiospeum acicu/a clessini (Weinland 1883). 
Les e xemplaires retrouvt\$ -vivants dans descours d'eau souterrains des trois ~ions cities ci~essus sont ana~ 
tomiquement identiques. Notamment la fine dentelure des dents de la radula, les tamelles branchiales et les 
g1andes annexes de l'ovlducte proximal desdiff~rents exe-mplaires ne pr65entent aucune difffrence notable. 
Cette anatomie est en outre identique A cele du Bychiospeum quenstedsti (Bernasconi, sous pre.sse). Pour ta 
suite de nos recherches II sera indispen>able de retrouver des exemplaires vivants correspondants i la Vitre//a 
clessini de Francome eta laPaludinaacicula Held 1837 de Bavarie. 

Mais le temps pres.se, la po11ution croissante des eaux 50Uterraines et !'industrialisation sont en train de 
menacer &lJSsi nos Hydrobdes 
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF BISBINO Mt. HYPOGEAN KARSTIC SYSTEM 
IN CORRELATION WITH THE PALEOGEOGRAPHICAL EVOLUTION OF THE REGION 

Alfredo Bini 
Via Ceradini 11, 
20129 Milano, Italy. 

Giulio Cappa 
Piazza 8 Novembre 6, 
20129 MIiano, Italy. 

The present paper is a first report on the investigations of karstic phenomena pertaining 10 the lime• 
stone areas.sorroundin,g Como take (Fig. 1) carried on in recent years by the writer$ in co-operation with Mem
ber~ of Gruppo Grotte Milano SEM•CAI and Speleo Club "I Protei". The authors believe that the conclusion, 
ob<ained up to this time should be comiderld representative of some fundamental problems of many other 
karstic regions within the Mediterranean aru. 

General evolution of the area 
According to the most recent paleogeographieal hypotheses, from Oligocene up to late Miocene times 

a paleo•Adda river fJowed from the Valtellina and Valchiavenna valleys, through a valley conesponding to the 
present Como arm of the lake, carrying to the sea the sediments which presently form the "Gonfohte" fsub
alpine molassel hills, surrounding the town of Como. 

At the end of the Miocene. during Messinian times, the water-table underwent a very important and 
general lowering: this phenomenon was common to the whole Mediterranean area {desiccation model: Hsil, 
Cita, Ryan - 19721: conS4Quently the pall!O•Adda river cut a deep canyon down to 700 (ml below the present 
,ea-level (Finck - in press; Bini, Cita. Gaetail - in pres,) (Fig. 2). During the Pliocene the ,ea-level rose again, 
up to the present lake•levet or even more, 

At the same time (during the Pliocene and, perhaps, part of the Pleistocene) the last important tee• 
tonic evenu took piece: the Pre-alps front aro'8, the Gonfollte sedim"-Ots were tilted along a fault (which joins 
the ba,e of Bisbmo Mt. and the town of Como) end lifted up 10 600 (ml above sea-level. During the Pleistocene, 
at least five main glacial tongues, from Don;u to Wurm, fully removed the Pliocene ,ediments, slightly modi• 
fied the valley sides and obstructed the canyon mouth wfth morainic deposits. On 8isbino Mt. the surfece of the'8 
glaciers, according 10 Pracchl (1954), reached some 840 (ml above s.1. 

As the origin of the Como lake ls d1pendent on 1he,e last modifications it has been In existence only 
since the Plelstocene. 

The karstic oystom of Bitbino Mt. 
The Bisbino Mt. kamic system is fully hvPOgean, with no apprec,able extent of surface phenomena. 

It is mainly composed of four caves (figs. 3, 4, 6), developed at qu,te different he~ts. 
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"Zocca d'Ass" cave (2212 Lo CO), 970 (m) above s.l., is the hfghest: its entrance is presently fossil 
but originally it was a rewrgenoe. The cave is composed by some short shafts joining a few $Uperimpcsed 
horl2ontal passages. Waters flow through an almost vertical branch ending onto a sump. The cave has been filled, 
since very ancient times, with deposits up to the roof of the passages which were later re,opened: the dep05its 
were probably laid down and disturbed several times; their remains are still large. 

These sediments comprise both rolled and urrolled pebbles, locally cemented, coarse and thin sand, 
day; rolled pebbles are mainly calcareous and exotic, easily distinguished from local materlal. 

The passages are cut by many faults: many of them 1how displacements of some centimetres which 
evidently took place after the completion of cave dev,lopment, as they cut both the walls and the dePOSitS 
(flow·stone,, cemented pebbles, etc.) • 
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Section of Lake Como (Crom Finck) . 

Sediments fill the canyon to 500m. 

Th• entrance of "Grorta doll' Alf,6 Madrona" cave (2281 lo CO), 915 (ml above s.l. is only a few 
metres below the former. but this cave has mainly vertical development: after a series: of shafts joined by short 
horizontal passages, near the bottom of th, cave some fair ly horizontal passages branch out for a few hundred 
metru along preferential directions. Tho struoture of this cave is complex; primary Independent s1ream•ways 
w<1re later joined by collapses along faults; a law passages became consequently f°'sllized. Also this cave was 
1ubjected to several cycles of filling up and removal of sediments; it is noteworthy that in some places the 
streams opened new passages Into the rod<, leaving the o ld ones obstructed by sediments. 

The "Buco dolla Volpe" cave (2210 LoCO) 635 (m) above s.l .. was formerly the main rHurgence of 
the system and Its entrance is still pruentlv active after heavy reins. I t is mainly composed by a network of 
horizontal passages, initially developed under phreatic conditions. The following course of events has been 
reconstructed with fair reliability: 

1) First development of the cave systems along a network of phreatic passages. 
2) Further development in vadost conditions leading to engraving of canyons. 
3) Wdening of passages; deposltiM of con,iderable flowstone, up to one metre thick. 
4) Wide-spread cla<1ic deposl1$, )oinu and faults both in the rock and in concretions likely denote a 

period of important tectonic events_ The faults displace both the scallops on the walls and the 
ancient flowstone1. 

5) At lean four concretional phases, alternating with pau$8$ or decalcification events, follow the 
phases 3 and 4. During the intervals, the cave was fil led with exotic sediments, once at least fully 
up to the roof. In many situ remains of deposits of quite different colours, from red to dark 
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grey, are superimposed. The most interesting remains of these phases are pebbles (5· 10 cm max. dia) 
attached to deteriorated stalactites some metres above present floor level: both are covered wrth 
younger speleothems and even helictites. 

6) Lately the cave was mainly emptied: beth clay and pebbles (up to 15 cm} were carried out. Flow• 
stones were deeply eroded. This phase iatill under development, but at a very slow rate. 

"Boeucc d8 /a Val" cave (2142 Lo CO}, 520 (m} above s.l., is presently the active resurgence: water 
comes from an impenetrable sump and is taken Into the municipal aqueduc~ 

Approximately at the same height ,s "Bue, della Volpe", a few other caves have been found, com• 
pletely filled with sediments. They probably belong to the same system: Inside "Bucco della Volpe" soma 
thirty passages are blocked with the same kind of dtposits. 
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Cor,elations betw"n hy-•n and external morphologicel development 
All the caves show evidence of• considerable series of events. which repeatedly affected the system. 

The following considerations have been taken into account in order to present a correlation between this evo
lution and the external geological events, with the purpose of establishing the most likely age. of each stage: 

1) Phreatlc networks are common even at the highest levels; these Indicate that the karstic develOP
ment started when the regional water•table was at least 1000 m above present sea level. This 
happened during the Ter1iarv up to the Miocene. but almost cenainly not later. 

2) During late Miocene (Messianian) the regional water-table dropped dramatically but probably 
not in a single step the development of different superimposed cave levels is consistent with this 
regional evolution. During the whole Pliocene the water-table rose again: consequently cave 
development did not take plice during this period. On the contary the multi-1tage course of 
Glaciations, during the Pleis1ocene, could eMily explain it, but this should involve a very recent 
formation of the thick flowstones, unacceptable on account of climatic considerations (see point 4). 

3) The cemented pebbles found inside the "Zocca d'Ass" cave are above the highest limit of external 
moralnic deposits (Mindell: it is very difficult to explain how glacial flood waters could bring such 
huge deposits in these caves, if we con.sider that streams carrying a great amount of debris usually 
flow at lower levels, at the front of the glacier. More probably these pebbl .. belong to fluvial 
deposits of Paleo-Adda river and were laid down before the Pliocenic uplift, in the caves at the same 
time as the exotic pebbles f cund in Monfenera caves (Fiedmont): (Fedele, 1974). 
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4) The deposition of very thick flowstones requires• long period with a hot climate: this was cer• 
teinly possible during the Pliccene, while during the Pleistocene only the interglacial Mlndel•Riss 
has been sufficiently long and hot to allow their formation: these climatic conditions are con
firmed by the external deposits of "le,retto" (reddish soil only partially altered) and "oeppo" 
(fluvio-glacial pebble-gravel cemented by calcite released by superimposed morainic deposits 
when changed to "ferretto"). During any other Interglacial periods the climatic conditions were 
not suitable, according to pedological analyses of moraines (Nangeroni, 1956; Venzo, 1957). The 
Riss-Wurm interglacial was very shon and "ferreno" deposits which were laid down show only 
initial alteration (Vento, 1957). 

5) The whole region was faulted and uplifted during Pliocene; the morainic deposits show evidence 
of feults too, but not later than the middle Mindel phases (Desio, 1952; Venzo, 1975). 
Tectonic displacements inside the caves took place after their main development and the flow• 
stone deposition: if it were accepted that the age of these laltl!r formations corresponds to the 
Interglacial Mindel•Riss, the age of the displacements would not however conform with the latest 
age of the faults which have been observed out of the caves. 

6) All th.,e events were followed by several cycles of sediment filling and removel, growth and 
degeneration of speleothems, with collapses repeated at di~rent times. These phases can be con• 
temporary with glacial penods: they could belong to different glaciations; i.e. from Gun1 to 
Wurm, or to different sub-cycles of the Ian two periods (mainly Wurm). 
The quite different colour, composition, and degree of calcite cementing of subsequent, sediments, 
make the former hypothesis the most likely: the full picture of all these formations show evidence 
of many different climates: hot and damp, tropical, hot and dry, periglacial, glacial, continental 
and, finelly, Mediterranean-temperate like the present. 

Table I: main characteriatica of the evolution of Bisbino Nt. 
karatic ayatea , ac::ording to "Tertiery Model 11

• 

exteroal internal wa ter cliJDate geological 
events events phases period 

uplifting cave origin pbreatic warm from end o! 
Oligocene to 
upper l'liocene 

erosion canyons cut- vadose WBNI lower Miocene 
ting and fil 
lingo 

acceleratl!d. epeleotbe11 vadose bot Meaeinian 
erosion formation and 

deep cutting 
to of canyons 

transgrea- clutic -pro- vadoae wara Pliocene 
•ion ceases and 
(sea fiord?) active taults 

regreeeioo .tilling phreatic? climatic upper Pliooeno 
due to events alter- to uplifting nancea 

empt11ng vadoae tO W&rll Quaternary 
evente 

glaciations speleotbea 
!oraation 

vadoae cold Quaternar1 

latest clay- vadose cold last Glaciation, 
-tilling 

regional last erosion ■ainJ.1 tro■ tluvio-
water or deposita vadOHI -glacial lluna 
table to to present 
present level daya 
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Table 11: main characteriatice or the evolution ot Bisbino Mt. 
llaratic system ~ according to "Quaternary t1odel 11 • 

internal -water climate geological period 
events phaata 

--- -
cave origin. phreatlc 7 betore f11ndel 

canyone cutting vadoao """" Cluvio-glacial l'lindol 

tilhng 

speleotbe• vedose bot 11indol-Riss 
(flowstone) 
formation -
clestic processee vadoae IUndel-Riss or 

active taul ta vadose Rias 

tilU.ng events pb.roatlc ... ,... c&ta-glac:ial Riea 
and/o, 
vadoae or 

emptying events pbrestlc? cold fluvio-glacial Rias-Wurm 

speleothe• vadoee WSI'III ana-glaeial Rina-Wu.rm 
formation 

la.t-o.st phreatic cold cote-glacial ~ur■ 
cloy-filling to 

vadoae 

last erosion vadoea wanD Crom !luvio-glacial Wurm 
to present 

fn conclusion, the senes of events which have been recognized in the cave morphologies requires very 
long geological time, and• model involving at least part of the Tertiary becomes more and mo,a neliable. In 
this paper bo1h a fully "Ouanernary" (in the anempt to match the ideas of "Ouanernariru"I and• "Tertiary" 
(which is alio panlally Ouanernaryl model of cave development have been proposed (see table, I and Ill b<.n 
on the basis of the arguments reported above the first appears rather unlikely. tt ~n be more reasonably 
assumed that the developmeot of the higtest section of this karsuc system (e.g. "Zocca d'Ass" cave} started 
during lower Miocene (the ln1tial development of the tiuures network took place perhaps in the later Oligocene); 
the lower sections developed as a consequonce of the water-table drop during Mesinian; the thick flowstone, 
were deposited during the Pliocene and Jeter faulted at the end of this period or at the beginning of the Plelsto
cene, The pebble-to-clay deposits belong partly to the Pliocene (upper caves) and mainly to the glaciations, 
during which the caves underwent many cycles of filling and removal of sediment. 
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SOME CONSIDERATIONS ON THE APPLICABILITY OF SPELEOGENETIC AND 
MORPHOGENETICAL THEORIES 

Attredo Bini • Giulio Cappa, 
(Gruppo Grotte SEMI-CAI Milano; 
Scciet! Speleologica ltaliana. 

Following geomorphological investigations on the main kantic systems in the area of Como lake ( Lorn, 
bardy, Northern Italy), e.g. the Bisbino Mt. Hyl)()l;ean complex described in these proceedings, we laced the 
problem of classification of the morphologies acccrding to established theories on the evotutional processes 
of caves. When we started, some years ago, according to fo,mer geomorphological reports the evolution of these 
phenomena seemed rather homogeneous and linear. Our conclusions demonstrate, on the contrary that the 
morphogenetlcaJ procesm are only appan!ntly simple: a careful investigation of geological events (Bini et al., 
in press) has completely changed the paleogeograi:nical picture of the region. These results combined with the 
discovery of very comple>e hypogean feature, h~ led germorphologisu to consider karstic processes tn a 
new way their general picture is oow much more romplex but it gives an interpretation of sing.le hyP09ean 
morphologies. 

Our o~rvations show that the caves dev•loped through poly-cychc events, following substantial 
climatic and hydrogeological vanations, which took place both outside and inside the caves. As a consequence 
of that situation, the interpretation of single mori:1,ologies becomes very intriguing. In this short communi• 
cation we intend to briefly discuss some of 1he results we have attained: namely those concerning the struc• 
ture of th@ passages and the origin of the scallops.. 

,. 

ii. 

iii, 

The distinction between svngeneuc and paragenet1c galleries ( Renault. 1967). while there is no 
objection to the validity of the principle, ,s quite difficult and somewhere even impossible: along the 
same passage ("New series" in Buco della Volpe 2210 Lo CO). some sections show evidence of 
paragenetic flat ceiling channels, then the passage suddenly divides (ng 1) in two superimpased 
tubes of quite rounded section (i.e. of "phreatic" origin): which, some metres further, loin again 
into a single paragenetlc passage, the sectlon of which becomes soon rounded as far as a room where 
the channel continues crossing the roof. then suddently drops down along a wall and finally comes 
out ,horizontally, forming the roof of another lower passage (fig. 2}. There is no continuity on the 
roof morphofogy between such different structures. It has been ascertained that usually the para
genetic celling channels are quite indeperdent from the fissure network: indeed in Bisbino Mt. caves 
a channel meanders freely for a few metres but further on follows the fractures at acute or right angles. 

The only acceptable conclusion is that these passages developed under both very complex and variable 
conditions in which different processes, e.g. phreatic. vadose or paregenetlc, were tied together so that 
it is Quite difficult to tell them apan. 

Generally speaking, we would suggest that a clear dtstinction between paragenetic and syngenetic pro
cesses is possible only ln very restricted crcumstances and we wonder whether these theoriet are 
really maintainable for widespread application. 

The examination of scallOl)S leads to similar oonclus,ons; Bisbino Mt. caves are engraved with scallops: 
near them, in many sites, the passages are filled w.th pebble deposits which sometimes cover the 
scallops or even encrust them with thin~ro-medium debris (scallops lenglh = 20 cm: max diameter of 
pebbles= 15 cm). Renault (1963} prop01ed a theory on scallop origin, involving the action of pebbles. 
and the examples found in these caves cculd be taken as a confirmation. But such a conclusion is not 
reliable. since many cycles have been ascertained in the cave development and a careful investigation 
has demonstrated that, at least in some sites, those scallops were generated well before the deposition 
of the sediments laying today in the same place. 

For the same reason we have been compelled to abandon the reconstruction of quantitative evalu• 
ation of water flows which caused these features, although possible in theory. because we ought to 
assume that such scallops reached their pr .. ern shape and dimensions following a single homogeneous 
stage, which certainly d id not happen. 

Similar cons1derat1on could be made with regard to other phenomena, like elastic and clay deposits 
- particularly dendntic marki - and ceiling features like "cupolae": we have found dome-pits appa-
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rontly caused by eorr0<ion by m xlng of water>, er0<lonal bell-hole>, glyptodanie eupolae, etc., in 
which several different processes are superimposed so 1hat it is not easy 10 say what really.has been 
their origin. 

Fig. 1. Perspective view of one passage ("Gallerie Nuove") of Buco 
della Volpe cave: the single gallery with flat ceiling 
channel suddenly divides into two superimposed phreatic 
tubes, then joins again the former morphology . 

Fig. 2. Perspective view of a room with a semicircular ceiling channel 
which crosses the roof, drops down vertically along a wall and 
goes out through a second lower horizontal passage. 
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The difficulty of gi'Ving satisfactory ans'Mtn to the questions that arise when one tries to reconstruct 
lhe sequence of genetical and evolutional events of complex cave systems, has already been emphasized (Cappa, 
1972). From the examples which have been now ilustrated it can be argued that these difficulties arise even 
during the investigation on apparently very local phenomena. 

It is well known that geological processes are very complex: a lot of experimental data must be taken 
into account and the use of computers is widespread, although the results can be scarcely significant. 

The karst morphology results from complex superimposition of many different events. each follo
wing very complicated laws, and any funher progress in this science ought to require careful investigations 
not only on single phenomena but especially on the combined - and not obvious - effecu of the interaction 
among elementary speleogenetic processes. 

We do not mean that basic theories 0<4>1 to be revised or rejected, but only that their practical 
application must be considered very carefully: ,f, following the initial investigations we soon find evidence of 
proofs In favour of one theory, we must all the same continue and examine the facts more c losely, because 
the signs of other processes, even more pertinent to the case, may still exist although disguised by events which 
were not more important but merely more recent. 

Consequently it becomes cf ear tha1 the stiJdy of a cave requires to take into account the whole karstic 
system. This is fairly easy when many qaves, from ibs0tption points 10 r~urgences, are fully known. but1uch a 
task can become troublesome where some paf'U of the system,, e.g. lheir upper sectOl'S, have disappeared 8.$ a 
consequence of fancbcape evolution. Where the are:1 has been involved in geological evenu, Hke faulting, up. 
lifting, etc., which took place fairly recently, i.e. alter the beginning of the hypogean karstic development -
like in Bisbino Mt. - the investigations on cave mo,phologies require to widen considerably the spectrum of 
the branches ol Earth Sciences to lake into accoun:. 
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TECTONIC CAVES IN SOLUBLE ROCKS: COMPARISON OF 
MORPHOLOGICAL FEATURES 

Roberto Bixio 
Via Pacinotti 5/6, 16151 Genova, Italy 

In thil paper some rem.-ks on the morphology cf teeton1c caves. wht<e karst phenomen• al,o took place, art ,-. .. 
oor1ed. The main feat:ures of d1fferem kindt: or ctvts (c.aves developed mainly bY excavation of 1he pavement; c.avet (feve,, 
oped mainly by eJCeavatfon ot roof channetl; etvtt dlt\ltioped main ly bv upward sofulion by the becking-up of floodwittrs) 

are cons.•dtf"ld. 

Sp&leoo-netic or geologlc as:ptcu are not cona.idcnd here. A compamon (also graphic} rs carried on to tmPhasi:ze 
·~ different morphologic,! features which con possibly be utiltH:d to identltv l l')d dasify the pathways follov.ed by n11urll 
ca¥ts during the it development In soluble. rocks. 

Les Grottes Tectoniques 
La roche calcaire, en raison de, caractl\res lithofogiques et mkaniques qui lui 50nt propres, subit $0Vs 

•effet des forces de l'orogtinise un proces- plus ou moin, intense de fracturation qui est indispensable pour le 
d6veloppement d'un r6seau karstique profond. 

La finuration peut avoir des dimens-iorlS' diff,rentes et telles que dans certain cas le f~nnement des 
cavit6s sera strictsment lif A la circulation de l'eau, tandis que dans d'autres cas les fissures seront des leur nai$
sance des cavith explorables ou !'action de l'eau aura un ettet tout-A-fait secondaire sur le d6veloppement de la 
cavit~. 

L'id6e de caviu!s qui df!rivem d'une action ;implement mk-anfqve, directement par 1'8'cartement d'un 
ioint ou d'une diaclase et dans lesquelles l'action draive de l'eau ast nulle ou n6gligeable, a 4t• exprim& par 
des nornbreu• auteurs, notamment par Geze (1937-1953), Oenizot ( 1939), De Joly ( 1939) et ensuitB reprise 
- Renault ( 19671. 11s ont indique ce type de cavlte par le terme "gouffre tectonique" . 

Dans la suite de ce travail ce terme s.era ftendu au.ssi aux cavittls qui doivent leur origine non pas a 
la tectonique au sens strict mais a des simpl8$ mouvements de versant (fentes de dllcollement ou de rappel au 
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vide - Renault 1961/1967). 
Les grottes tectoniques, i leur naissance. ne seront pas "karstiques" au sens strict du terme.. bien 

qu'il s'agit de cavit5 en roche calealre: du cavit~ du mime type peuvent se rencontrer en principe dans 
n'importe quelle roche coMrente. Dans ene succession h6terogtlne, elles recoupent lndiff6rement couches 
solublH et insolubles (Renault 1967). D•ns le cas qu'une alt4ration chimlque agisse sur ces fissures en terrain 
non kar1tique, on pourra parlor de ph<!nomolnes pseudokarstiques (Anelli F. 1973). 

II ne faut pa.s oublier aussi que dans de nombreau.x cas le remplissage ou !'action de dissolution d'un 
cours d'eau souterrain ou !'erosion Inverse (Maucci 1973), pourront changer d'une facon determinante la 
morphologie originalte de la cavitt\ tectonique qui aura la tendanc.e lJ t\vo1uer vers des formes plus complexes, 
caractt\ristiques d'un proc6s karstique au sens strict. 

11 sera tris utile de pouvoir disl)Oser de ca~t~es de comparaison de• 61ements morphogiques des 
cavit6s dans leurs divers aspects en plan, en coupe longltudinale et en coupe transversale, se rapportant A Maucci 
(1973) pour ce qui concerne les grottes directes et inverses et II Renault { 1968) pour ce qui concern• les grottes 
syng6netiques et parag6lll!tiques. 

Elements de Comparaison 

I) Planlmetrte. 
D'aprH !'allure en plan nous renarqueron, 1'6~ment principal de dit"rence entre le, galeries tectoniques 

er les galeries inverses de Maucci {19731. Ces dernieres derivenr de l'auemblement de plusieurs cavites simple$ 
plus ou mo ins align6es, ~parees par des ltroitures. L' aspect des galeries tectoniques, en plan, sera tout-a-falt sem
blable a celui des galeries directes, c'est-&dire un couloir long et etroit, sans retrecissements ou 61argissements 
remarquables, si hidemment ii n'y a pa, de superposition de phenomenas post6rleurs ;\ la genes• de la cavit6. 

Les galeries tectoniques auront en g6n~ral une allure rectiligne avec des. changements de direction tre5 
secs, au croisement avec les autr.s diacl&as, tandis que Jes ga~ries directes auront une forme adoucie par 1'6rosioo, 
voir m6me ""'endriforme. mais elles seront surtout difffrentes en coupe transversale. 

2) Coupe tr1111sversale. 
Les galeries directes auront unesection transversal• presque elllptlque (par circulation phr6atique ou 

en pression), ou bien a gorge, par circulation libre et 6roslon gravitative. d'ou le contour sera tr8s irr,gulier et 
presentera des paliers Ii~ aux. varat.ion, de niveau des eaux ou des remplisages et aux changement de chimisme 
des eaux. Les parois ne 5el"Ont point pardtetes et concordantes comme dans le eas des galeries tectoniques. Ces 
dernieres, plustOt, pourront pr,senter un prof ii traosven.at semblable .\ celui d6crit plus haut, seulement dans 
leur partie inf6rieure 8 cause de !'action erosive d'une circulation libre sur le fond de la diaclase. 

Le rappon entre largeur et haulllur dans une galerie directe sera d'autant plus sembleble A celui d'une 
galerie tectonique {qui est caract~ris6e par un d6veloppement vertical prl!dominant sur le fond de la grotto teo
tonique aura dure plus longtemps. 

Les mimes consid6rations pOUrront !tte laites pour ce qui concerne les grottes paragen6tiques de 
Renault 11968), bien que 1'6-olution du canyon sou terrain (Bourg,n 1942) se sera d6velopp,!e de bas en haut 
llorra antigravitativa - Paslni 1973), 

En tout CM, les caractires de lavOUte des cavit6s teetoniques et de celles phr6atiques seront trlls dif• 
ftrents. Le toil des diaclases pourra 6tre eonstitue par la .surface plane de la face inf6rieure d'une couche et 
dans ceca, ii serait possible une confusion avec la morphologie de quelques grones parag6netiques de Renault, 
oo la voOte sera "rigoureusement plane" {bien que le point de contact entre voOte et parois dans la cas d'une 
galerie parag6n6tique surcreusoo et complatement d6pourvuede son remplissage originaire (cas assez rare) soit 
toujours assez arrondi par l'erosion por permettre d'eiviter - en mfflle temps que nombreu,c autres caracteres 
typiques - toute confusion), 

Plus fr~uemment, comme nou; avons vu, le ,,toit" sera repr~ent~ par une llgne imaginaire non d6finie. 
puisque la fissure se.ra tellement 8troite qu'elle ne sera pas e,cplorable directement, bien qu'elle ne solt pas 
ferm6e, ou bien elle sera irrl,gutierementd61imitH par du material clastique encast~ A mi-hauteur entre les 
parois. 

En tout cas ii y aura une diff6renoe tres nene par rapport aux galeries gravitatlonellH ou la voute sera 
creus6e dans la roche vive avec la typlque section presque circulaire ou elllptique (galaries syngenetiques -
Renault 1968, et galeries de creusementperipherique - Renault (19581, ou par rapport aux "gallerie d'erosione 
antigravitativa (Pasini 1973) (ou de creusement remontant - Renault 1958) ou, lor.sque le remplissage aura 
atteint le voOte, la morphologfe sera trissemblable a celle d'une galerie svng(ln6tique comblee dans sa panie 
inf6rieure (Renault 19681. 

Molns 6videntes a !'analyse graphique des lev6s topographique, seront le, diff6rences entra les galarles 
tectonlques et cell•• inverses (Maucci 19731 dans le cas que la vocite de ces dernieres ne soit pas visible puisque 
leur section typique, en entonnoir renV1!fs6, pourra itre con fondue parfois avec cello d'une diaclase a parois 
convergentes vers le haut. 

3) C,,upt1 Jongitudinafe. 
Les diff6rences seront au contr1ire bien 6vidente1 i !'examen des coupes longitudinale:s oU, tsndis que 

les galeries tectoniques auront une allure a,sez ri!guliere et linhire de la vocite, sauf quelques interruptions duH 
au mattriel clastique encastr6, les galeries inverses seront le r6sultatde l'alignement d'une s6rie de cheminee, re
montantes, et auront pourtent une allure, et done une coupe, tr9$ accidento!e. 
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us galeries directes (Maucci 1973) poorront ttre tres semblable en prof ii aux galeries tectoniques, 
puisqu'elles auront une voOte assez r6guliire qtJi sera cependant toujours creusee dans la vive roche., 

Le rappon dimensionel ha-uteur-longueur sera au contraira diff6rent, puisque dans les cavitth simples 
des grottes tectoniques aura un d~eloppement vertical predominant sur celul horiwntal, tandis que dans las 
galeries directes ce rapport sera asset bas, puisque la longueur sera toujours tresgrande par rapport a la hauteur, 
mt!me dans lecas de gorges profondes. 
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CALCULATING THE PERMEABILITY OF KARSTIC FISSURED ROCKS BY 
ASSUMPTION OF AN ELLIPTICAL POTENTIAL FIELD AROUND THE WELL 

Tivadar Bocker 
Research Centre of Water Resources Development 
Hungary 

Some remarks on permeability of karnic rocks 
Karstib, fl$$ured rocks aia medium of ground-water flow, possess anisotropy and heterogeneity. Get .. 

ting deulled information on the anisotropy and heterogeneity of rocks is a very difficult and complicated task 
and in most cases it is impossible (Babuskin. Bocker at all 1975). 

Fracture - size occurring within karstic rocks varies within wide ranges. According to B6cker (1971) 
the lower limit of fissure openness (d) is determined as one micron; however, caves of the order of 10 metres 
diameter can be found. Apart from those microfissures, which may be regarded practically as impervious lthat 
is, below 10 microns with a permeability 10~ n/s or lessl flow channels ranging over six order1 of magnitude 
are aviacable for gravity flow: 

1.10·5 < d/m/ < 10 11) 

Permeability, however, may be expressed as 

k • f/d/ (2) 

and It Is evident by equations 1 and 2 that the permeability of karstic rocks may vary also within wide ranges. 
So to determine the permeability of karstic-fissured rocks is not a simple task. but Ith necessal'y for solving 
practical problems. 

A basic study by Lomize 119511 was repeated by Louis 119681. Both re,earch worken made their ex• 
periments on single slot with parallel walls and they found that the permeability of karstic•fissured rocks was 
between the permeability of elastic rocks and cf a single slot. The first hVdreulic space model with different 
slot-sizes was made by Bocker ( 1971 I. It was found that the permeability of a fissure system has approached 
the one of elastic rocks by steps according to the decrease of distances between the slots. 

If the natural karst•tissured rockJ are ,eplaced with theoretical rocks with orthogonal fractures •vs· 
terns an equation can be found among the fissure siie (d) which is hydraulically characteristic for the fracture 
system, the distance between the fissures ILi) and kinematic viscosity of water (VI 

(3) 

where A is a characteristic number for hydraulic Mr1 , M•length, T=tlmel lissuration of rocks I Bocker 1971 ). 
If the dimemions ate used in metres and in seconds. the value of "A" changes between 0.1 and 1. 

Some research worken have studied the permeability of rocks as a tensor. Taking that simple case of 
the possible variations when the lissurations is orthogonal and the hydraulic gradient H) of water flow as a 
seepage is well known, It may be written: 

-t,>-+ .... ➔ 

I = lxi + lyi + 12k (4) 
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when Ix; I ; lk are the hydrauhc gradients in the fissures paralleling with the X;Y;Z plane,. It can be seen 
from equaY,on 4 that in different directions of fis&ures there are ditteren1 hydraulic gradients (Ix; I ; 12 ) and 
taking into consideration that the velocity of waier flow along 1he Ii.sure is Y 

V • I (I) (5) 

there is no doubt thal different water flow velocrries exin in different directions of fissures. 
h comes from the equattons 4 and 5 that studylng the permeability of karstic-fissured rocks as a tensor 
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cated task, and ,n most cases it is impe$$1ble. It is the reason that the methods for 5olving practicaf problems are 
based upon the equations made by OUPUIT, OUPUIT - THIEM, THEIS, or THEIS - JACOB, but it should tM1 
pointed out these equations can 00 used bes,de determined conditions as follow: 

the field of water flow has no arnsotropy and it is homogeneous, 
the aquifer is bounded with horizontal planes, 
the infiltration and the trans::>lration are neglected, 
the radius (R) of the depress on cone is known, 
tho water flow iBteady stat,, except the THEIS' or THEIS -JACOB' methods, 

- the well penetrates the total thickness of the aquifer. 

In practice, however. only one or two of these conditions may be reafised. 

Pumping 
~II 

Observation 
wells 

~ I 5;J~ '1-.62 

-- --
- ---t-·-i-

-
-

- -

w" = vertical component 
of seepage velocit9 

1,,,/y = horizontal component 
of seepage 11elocity 

Figure 2_ Supposed flow field 
around the pumping well 

Assumption of an elllptical potential field 
In mos1 cases the wells do not penetrate the total thickness of rocks when the aquifer is karstic rocks. 

Owing to their thickness of several hundrecj or thousand metres, therefore an equation to calculate the rock 
permeability must consider that:• 

- the homogeneous field of wattr flow which can oo supposed around the well, 
- the original water table is hori:ontal (It also can be supposed t1king int0 consideration the natural 

hydraulic gradients), 
- infiltration and transpiration are neglected during the time of pumping test, 
- the radius of the depression ca,e is not known. 
- the water flow can be supposed as steady state, 
- the pumping well does not penetrate the total thickness of aquifer, 
- there are observation wells beside the pumping well. 

In this case the assumption is that the potential lines form an elliptical field and the flow lines are hyperbolic 
ones. 
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It can be deduced (Bocker 1971) that the POtentlal difference between two wells is as follows 

q 1-s,lr' +/1-s,/' (6) 0 2 -01 -ln • ✓• / I' 4ff 1 - <1 r" 1 + 1 ·S1 • 

where o1 and o 2 are the values of potential in the observation .:.ens 1 and 2; q = ~ (0 = pumping yield fa• 
length of screen). 1 = penetrated length of pumping well into the rock r 1 and r1 ari the dinance of observa• 
hon wells from the pumping well, and s I and s2 are the depression in the observation wells. 

The permeability can be calculated by equation 7. 

(7) 

A Practical example 

To control the theory of ellipucal potential field in practice a field test was made where 

the aquifer was dolomite and the water level was near to the surface, 
the thickness of the aquifer might be be:ween 300 and 500 meters according to geological 
assumptions. and the weH penetrated in 10 the rock not more U,an 50 metres, 
conditions mentioned in Chri,ter 2, were realised. 

The scheme of pumping and observation wells can be seen ,n figure 1. and the data of pumping test are in table 
1. According 10 the data, the mean permeability of ,ery fractured dolomite is 

k • 3.5 x 10·• m/s (8) 

The permeability was calculated by the DUPUIT' m,thod and the result was k • 5,5.10·• m/s. The difference 
between the two values of permeability is one order of magnitude. 

TABLE 1 

Yield 
1000xm3 Is 

0.92 
1.75 
2.50 
3.42 
3.83 

Depression 
lnpumping 
well ,n 

metres 

0.32 
0.62 
1.25 
1.75 
2.27 

Depression 
in observation wells in mecres 
well no. 1. well no. 2 

0.26 
0.53 
0.83 
1.10 
1.29 

0.21 
0.36 
0.50 
0.65 
0.85 

To study the cause of this, the horizontal and vertical components of flow velocity were calculated 
by assumption of an elllpt1cal potential field. The difference In the permeabilities calculated by two dltferent 
methods was that the vertical component of flow veloc11y c-ould not be neglected In the lower part of the 
pumping well. 

The permeability calculated by the DUPUIT' method is larger than which may exist in reality, because 
it supposes hori1.ontal flow only. 
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CHANGES IN KARSTIC WATER LEVEL IN HUNGARY BY 
NATURAL AND HUMAN ACTIVITIES 

Tivadar Bocker 
Research Centre of Water Resources 
Developm.ent, Budapest, Hungary. 

The Transdanublan Mountain Range tFig. 1 t stands out from the Hungarian karstic areas on its eco
nomic importance. This karstlc area is known as an industrial line of Hungary~ because most re.serves of mineral 
resources are within this Mountain Range; e.g. coal, bauxite, etc. More than 50% of the total coal production, 
almost of 100% of the bauxite production is delivered to the surface from below the karstic water level. The 
danger of karstic water intrusion into the mine, and the yield of karstic water pumped from the mines have 
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been very high, The nec.eulty of establishirg an observation network was very ttrong to register the changes in 
the karstic water ,vstem caused by mining activity. to olan the development of mining and to estimate the 
influence of pumped karstic water from mines on the environment in the future. 

The basis of this observation netwt>rk has been developed from the early 1950's in slow steps, but its 
development was very fast betw~n 1968 aoo 1970 based on the author's ideas. At present there are a few hun• 
dred observation wells in the area of Transdanublan Mountain Range, over 2,500 Km' in area. 

Changes in the karstic water level 
Analysing the data produced by the observation network it was concluded about ten years ago 

{Bil¢ker 1969) that the use of the conc,,pt of static water level was misleading, as it coma from a purely 
mechanical approach by which a condition is selected arbitrarily from the continuously changing interaction 
between different factors. It means the kantic water level continuously changes in time, but locally and region• 
ally these chenges can be determined by long term observation. 

Change In karnic water level by natural foctors. 
The natural changes in karst1c water level may be caused by different factors as follows:• 

1) In the c...,of water table in karnic rocks with passages open toward the surface 
a. long-term meteorological effects 
b. annual meteorological effects 
c. tidal phenomena in the earth's crust, 

2) under confined cirQJmstances karstic rocks by impervious formations preventing the development 
of a water table, the pre$SUre conditions within the water system are influenced by 
a. the hydrostatic head controlled by water table fluctuations, 
b. the water temperature in karstic rocks, 
c. the chemical composition of karstic water of which the amount of dissolved gases is most 

important. 
3) Under both water table and corfined circumstanoes the petrographic conditions play a very impor• 

role in water level changes in time. 

Fig. 1 . Situation of the Transdanubian mountain range. 

Influence of long•term meteorological variations on w,ter levet. 
The long-term changes of karstic water level can be caused by the long-term meteorological variation. 

The changes between 1955 and 1974 are shown in Fig. 3. based on a 20 years of data. It has been found that 
the water level sank almost without a break from the beginning of 1957 to 1962, by more than eight metru 
during this period. The rate of sinking was 1.2m/year. A period of rising water level was observed between 
1962 and 1969. The increase of water level was 13 metres and its velocity was 1.86 m/year, I I could be ob
served that the velocity of Increase wa. a lit1fe larger than the decreasing rate. A decrease tendency has been 
restored from 1969 and the beginnings or Increase In water level can again be seen in the last part of 1976, 
and in 1977. 

According to these facts above mentioned, It seems to be a 14-year long period consisting a seven year 
long "dry" half-period and a seven year long "wet'' one. During the time of the total long-term period the 
change in the water level may be in the rang, of 10 metres. 
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.__. c:h1n9e in water level 
Favourable or unfavourable annual precipitation with infiltration can cause an annual change in water 

.-:.., ~ !he long term period. The maximum wa\!!r levels in the observation wells have followed the inlil tra• 
c:,,, od, but their times are diHerent from each other. The range of annual change in water level is also differ 

i:ie Neils depending on the local geological, structural situation around the wells. If the porosity and per
:V of rocks change vertically to a great degree. e.g. they decrease, then there will be a great Increase in 

a,r,ar r.el following the infiltration period (Fig. 4). The increase of water level in wells H.6 was 105 
_,.,. !,om be<Jinning of February to the end of Ma·ch 1970. The velocity of increase was 1.87 m/day. The dis

l'flocity of water cone around thlS well was 0.28 m/day. 

~ 1n water level 
-•• doily change In water level can be caus,d by very fast infiltration together with a relatively poor ="""""' - of rocks around the wells. Their result may be a few metres increase in water level. 
!)~ y fluctuations wilh some kind of time period have been observed by the tidal phenomena of earth 

,o, 1956). To observe this phenomenon Is very imponant for hydrogeologists because of an approp-
~ gives the possibility of calculating the storage capacity and porosity of aquifers. 

~ uaures, caves and cave ms systems on difterent bearings do not all respond uniformly to earth tides 
\a'nic systems. The tests made so far seem to indicate that fracture systems striking nearly N-S are the 

,..,... ,e to earth ude eHects. 
'.>oily changes in some observation wells are shown by Fig. 5. The time period of fluctuations tends to 

--., 2! !lours and it refers to lhe influence of "K" (23"54'4") and "O" (24~49'10") lunar waves. The 
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amplitude ot fluctuations in water levels may be between 2 and 6 centimetres in these cases. 
Each influence mentioned above can be observed in both water table and confined circumstances. 
To study the dianges in karstic water table in space and in time it is necenary to compare maps of 

water levels made at different times. In Hungary, a series of maps showing the situation of karstic water levels 
on the Transdanubian Mountain Range on January 1, of each year has been edited by a working group headed 
by the author from 1969. 

Preparing the map$ of water levels should tak@ Into consideration the inftuence of water temperature. 
because the specific gravity of thermal water is less, and h means the water level is higher than cold water 
would be in the same well. The amount of dissolved gases in karstic water has the same influence on the water 
level as the temperature. One example of a series of water level maps of the Transdanubian Mountain Range 
can be seen In Fig. 6. 

Influence of human activity 

Karst water systems react very sensitively to the influence of human activity, notably mining activity. 
which has been very important in the Tra.n.sdanubian Mountain Range in Hungary. 

Most re-serves of mineral resources have a very ctos.e connection with karst water, e.g. 140 ml of kars-t 
water must be pumped from mines for each ton of bauxite production to keep the mines dry. Presently the 
yield of pumped kam,c water from the rocks is 20% more than the natural infiltration. According to this activity 
the kam water table decreases conbnuously throughout almost the total area of thi, Mountain Range. 

The change in karstlc water level between January 1st, 1968 and 1975 can be seen in Fig. 7. Thede
crease of the water table is more than 50 metres around the mines and. taking in to consideration the total area 
of the Tran.sdanubian Mountain Range, the average decrease in water level is about 15 metres. 

According to this the $lored water resources have decrea.sed at a significant rate. Knowing the average 
porositY of karstic rocks (2.4%). the decrease of stored water resource.s has been about one milliatd m' of water 
from 1968. 

Pumping makes the cost of p1oduction of minerals increase about U.S. S'2.5. 3.5/ton depending on 
the kind of mineral resources. It seems to be useful that the mines receive this surplus cost or some part of it 
bacic by the way ot selling the karst w•ter pumped if it is of drinking quality. Regional water supply systems have 
been based up0n karttic water pumpec rrom mines. Therefore scientific research of karu water, mining activity 
and water suppfy have a very fmponant and useful connection with each other on the Transdanubian Mountain 
Range in Hungary. 

INFLUENCE DU MILIEU EXTERIEUR ET DES FACIES PHYSIQUES DES BIOTOPES CAVEF 
I COLES SUR LE PEUPLEMENT DES ENTREES DE TROIS GROTTES 

J. D. Bourne 
126 La Rippe, 
Sw1t2:erland. 

A comparatrve ecotogic•I survey ol the entrancn of three covet outhnes the influence of epigean habttlts on the eeve 
1ntt1nce feune, as ~own by resulu obt$ined af ttr l4 months of regular observet1on1-. The sp.ecies tt!Jdled ,nclude the majority 
of the seesonal migratory fauna p.anino into •he cevM. 

A dampy rocky e,p1gMn hab1ta111).)e;ltt to limit this fatH\I tntermg the Cormoran eav, (343 fl"aPPed/vear). whit, ... 
lh♦ mueh drier habitat near the Eveque e&v.entr-a.nce ls more favourable for the retreat to cave hlbh1t1 by the same aptci.ts (1 ~ 
13 1rapped/yearL Th♦ Ctnq Cave w,th ,u ep.,ean ne¢bour t.omewhat iruennodtete be1ween the two fonne, cavtt revealed• 
corresoond!ng situation concern,l'\Q the cave ffltnN'ICt fauns (592 trepped/yearl. 

Within 1h1 c.vts, Miwever, e$tt1king Stmilaoty of species dtstributlon relattv1 to habitat conditions hu been reveaftd, 

Dans le cadre d'une 6tude app1otondie des apports foer~tiques alfant du milieu ext6rieur vers le milieu 
hypog6, cette notice aborde quelques a,pects i!cologiques de la faune saisonniere non,par16tale. L'importance du 
mil leu ext6rieur proche des entr6es sur a composition faunistique de la premiire partle des grottos a 6t6 6tudles pa 
CULVER et POULSON, 1970, par GIBERT et col's, 1975 et part BOUVET et TURQUIN, 1976. 

En axaminant de pris trois cavit6s naturelles sltu6e.s dans une limite ~raphique trh restreinte (mtme 
massif), notn avons pu nous rendre COO'pte des diff6rence$ lmportantes de la qualite et de la quantitl! de la hone 
saisonni6re d'une grotte A l'eutre. Nous abo,dons dans ce travail !'influence des caractl!ristiques i!cologiques dll 
milieu exterieur, de l'entr~e et de la premi6re partle de chaque grotto sur la densitl! et la distribution spatiale de 
sept e,peces humicoles. 

R6sume des caractl!rist1ques physiques et ecologiques de trois grottos. 

Grotts du Cormoron Carte IGN Saint-Rambert No.5 - 838, 20 x 105, 42 x 520, ouverture petite et 
abrit6e par v6gEltation et rochert; orientation de l'entr6e N.O.; zone de p,lnombre environ !Om.; milieur ext6rieur 
humide toute l'annt!e A cause d'une source permanente; entrff tres humide, temperature annuelle moyenna pour 
la premiere partie de la grotto • 6.B1°C; grotte semi-active et tres humide. 

Grotts des Cinq Carte LGN Sant-Rambert No.5 - 83B,07 x 105,96 x 480; ouverture large et abrit6e 
en partie par la v6gEltation; orientation de l'entr6e N.E. zone de p,lnombre environ 10m.; milieu ext6rieur humide 
(surtout en hived; entn!e humide, temperature annuelle moyenne pour la premi4re partie de fa grotto : 7-63°C; 
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Grorre de l'EVEOUE Carte IGN Saint-Rambert No.5 - 837,91 x 106,08 x 470; ouverture large et 
libre: orientation de l'enm!e E. zone de p~nombre environ 10m.; milieu extt!rieur sec; entree humide, temperature 
annuelle moyenne • 9, 1° C grone fossil• humide par endrolts. 

Mathodas el materiel 

Seize pil,ges i biere Biere (1 It. plus 10ml. du melange sulvant/ - acide a~tique - 50ml., 
Formol - 20ml., acide lactique - 10ml., Hydrate de chloral - 100g.) furent in$UIMs dans chaque grotte allant 
de l'entree vets le fond (Sa gauche et Ba droite). Des pieges ont ete egalement po~s ~ l'exterieur pour etablir 
une relation evenruelle entre la faune exterieur et celle des grottes. La situation de chaque piege fut choisie au 
hasard et les distances des pieges les plus eloigno!s de l'entree tu rent determino!es en fonction de la largeur des 
couloirs, a'est·i•dire plus de couloir de l'entree est large plus la distance e.ntre le premier et le detnler p;ege 
est courte. Ceci f-au que pour la grotte du Cormoran. la distance t?tudif!e en d6tail e'St de 25 metres, pour la 
g-otte des Cinq de 30 metres, et pour la grotte de l'Evtique de 35 metres!. L•s pil,ges lurent changes chque 
mois et 10 .. de ces visotes des prises de tem~rature et d'humidttt! ont t!te effectuees' Des analyses ptldologiques 
ont tltt! faites qui permettent de deflmr ava: precision les biotopes entou,ant chaque pil,ge. 

Les recherches ont duM d'octobre 1975 a novembre 1976. 

la Faune 

Mis a part les Colfembo1es, fes sept espl!Ces-prises en consideration constituaient environ 90% des nkortes 
par pll,geage des especes versant de l'exterteur. 

lsopodes 
01plopodes 
Chilopodes 
Thysanoure5 
Coreoptltres 

Dipt~,es 

Oniscus asellus L 
l'olydesmus h. helveticus Verheoff 
l.ithob,us cf. ;,gills Koch 
Machi/is sp. 
Ouedws mesome/Jnus Marsh 
Ca tops p,c,pes F. 
C.p;c,pes larves 
lltphiJdobota /ucts,;ens Lunds. 
fSl)ece peu representee. 

(0.A.I 
(P.h) 
(l.) 
(M.) 
(O.m.) 
(C.p.) 
(C.p.l.) 
(N.1.) 

Pour une llste plus complete de la laune des trotS grottes, volr GIBERT et col,s' (1975). 

Resultats 

a} Aspecu ~;sonn1ers. Toutes lesespkes considen!es dans ce travail effectuent des mouvements 
seisonneirs entre le milieu ext.6rieur et tes mtn!es des grottes. Comma nous le verrons. les difftirences observ~es 
entre les trois grottes sont 6troitement life; auz condiuons ec010giques de l'ext6rieur. 

b) Rilcoltes annuelles de chaque espbce en fonction du lacies ecologique de biotopes. la figure 1 
illustre plus clairement la repartition de la faune en fonction de ce milieu. 

cl Influence de l'humiditt! du sol sur la densitt! et la diverS1te de la faune. Dans cette analyse la totalitt! 
de la faune (y compris les Collemboles et les Dipteres humicoles) a ete prise en consideration (relevil mai 1976) . 
L'influence du contenu en eau du sol sur la faune est clalrement demontree par la figure 2. Les biotopes com• 
po~s essent,ellement d'iboulis hum1des herbergent la grande majorite de la faune. Le pourcentage e.n eau des 
sols, effectuil par so!chage a 105° C, ne fut oa, ra,t pour les eboulis couverts d'une pellicule d'eau (p.e.). Pour les 
autres nations d'ilboulis, seule la fraction composee de partlcules plus petites que 1 cm' fut analys<!e. Le nombre 
impo,tant d'individus pour la grotte du Cormoran est du aux Collemboles Tomocerus unidentatus et pour 
la grotte de l'Eveque, aux Collemboles Lepidocyrtus curvicol/is. 

d) Influence du milieu extilrieur sur ta faune des entrees. Les milieux extt!rieurs proches de chaque 
entree se distinguent essentiellement par Ian humidit6, leur ilclairement et le facies physique du sol • 

Ven l'entrte de la grotte du Cor1T1oran se trouve une source qui coule toute l'ann6e. Le sol est car• 
act,rise par un iboul is couvert de mousses et de feuilles en d~omposition. Les nombreu)( ar-bres (chines et 
hl?tresJ assurent une lumi8re diffuse et l'humidit6 au niveau du sol reste ~le~e toute l'ann6e. Ce biotope con
vient aux espkes humicoles qui peuvent se d61)1acer facilement en profondeur parmi Jes blocs pour trouver des 
conditions climatologlques convenables. Bien que les conditions biotoplques de l'entree et de la premiere partie 
soient apperemment celles rechercMes parces especes, leur nombre (selon recolte annuelle) est peur important, 
143 indtvidus, 

Le milieu proche de l'entree de lagrotte de l'Evl!que contraste nettement avec celui du Cormoran, 
surtout par sa so!cheresse. C'est un milieu cl!gage et sec qui recoil un eclairement substantiel. II semblerait que 
l'at trait de la faune humicole pour cene entree est tres important, 1513 individus. 

Nous pouvons considerer la grotte des Cinq comme etepe intermediare entre les grones precedentes. 
L'entree est partiellement ombragee et le s,I plus caillouteux et plus humid• que vers la grotte de l'Evilque. 
Le nombre d'lndividus recoltt!s pendant 1'81lno!e appuyerait une telle constation, 592 individus 

Entin ii est a noter que les variations de la temperarure sont plus etendues dans Jes milieux ex~rieurs 
que dans les entrees. Cependant dens les c,s de toutes ces especes sauf N.lutescens, l'influence sur le peuple
ment des entr~es semble peu importante. la tolilrance eievee I, ce facteur accentue !'importance de l'humidite. 
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Conclusions 

L'influenca des caracteristiques 6cofogic,.ies du milieu ext6rieur des trois grottes sur la composition 
·a,nistique des entrees a 616 d6montr6e. Nous avon,6galement 6voque l'importence du feciis pedologique
comme facteur i!cologique contrOlant las distribulio·n, spatialas des sept espkes li l'int6rieur des !lfOttes. 11 
,..,,blerait qua las milieux 6pig6s d'dboulis humide juxteposant les entrees des grottos tendent li limiter le 
'10mbre des formes trogloxenes et troglophiles pas>ant dans le milieu hypog6. Par contre, las milieu sec 
r,plifleraient ce mouvement d'une faune humicole. 

II reste li ~termlne, li quel point la demite des formes troglodnes et troglophiles influence 101 pop
~ •nons de troglobies (terrestres et aquatiques). Cependant, la pauvret6 relative des apports au milieu hypog6e 
:,or des fissures donnerait li penser que le flux d'e,gergle biodisponible arrivant par les entrees n'ffl pas I 
-.egllger. 
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THE MORPHOLOGY OF THE WATER CHANNELS OF THE SOURCE 
OF THE RJECINA RIVER 

by Srecko Bozicev,c. 4 l000 Za<Jreb, Slunjska 34, Yugoslavia 

Some years ago on the area of Oinaric katst m Yugoslavia. special attenuon was concentrated on the 
detailed in'lestiga-non of some karst sources. Besides an known classical observations of such phenomenon up 
to now we have used divers. Because of the special conditions o f such an investigation the results are not 
always quite complete and therefore in thi case of the source of 1he Rjefina we pumped out water from some 
conduits. 

The history of the investigation 
The source of the Rjet,na ,s an example of a r,s,ng fissure karst source at the bottom of a steep 

limestone cl iff. 
Rainfall on the kam of the Rjet11a in the hinterland of Rileka was too little during the rainless 

summer months and the supply of water was very poor or completely drained. The enterprise "VOPLIN" 
from Rijeka undertook an investigation at the end of summer 1971. pumping out water from the known 
entrance of the siphon channel. 

The spring is regis1er.;i as a speleological phenomenon ,n the first l~nd•registry of this area. In the 
speleological land-registry of the Alp1nist1cal club Rijeka (Club Alpino Italiano, 1928) th is spring is registered 
as a speleological obiect under num. 33 - "Sorgente delta Recma", with a small sketch of the channel filled 
w ith water. Soegan menrions this phenomenon under the num. 685 as " Grona della sorgente de1 Rectna·•, 
with the data that its depth 1s 15 me.tres. 

The attempu of lhe d ivers' Investigation of this spring were carried on many times but without 
vis,ble resuln . At the e nd of summer 1971, pumping began from the obltquely placed channel and this 
disclosed the lateral channel and the widened hall. During a shorter speleological explotation at the end of the 
pumping-out It was ascer1a,ned that a cave system of nar<ow channels passed the Widened Hall. 

Because of the sudden rainfall fu1ther investigations were- postponed and a shaft was dug from a 
ciltf in the direction ol the hall . During th-. summer of 1973. pumping in the system of the spring of the 
Rjet:ina was repeated, but this time the greatest attention was concen trated on the upper s iphon at the end of 
the Widened Hal I Reducing the lavel of w.uer for 16 m we succeeded ,n penetrattng an unexpected network 
of channels of a very complex morphology. 

The Mo rphology of the Subterranean Space 
II we examine the known channels and hollows of the subterraoean space of the spring of Rje¢ina 

the following morphological elemenn are:• 
the lower obliquely placed supply chamel which IS act ,ve for a longer ttme, with 1lS un1nves1iga1ed 
continuation probably of the siphon type. 
the Widened Hall with collapsed blocks. h igh Joints on the ceiling, with smoothed out rocks and pi1e1 of 
gravel along to-days approach. 
the lateral channel which connect> the 'N,dened Hall with the lower supply channel, 
the supply channel of the upper siphon now hydrologically active. which ln its investigated contmuation 
bifurcates In some mterconnected chamels. 

In the 1n1erpretation of the gene51s of th is subteHanean object we must begin from the fact that the 
R1eclna "represents the source connected 'N1th the subterranean circulation concentrated In the upper 
Cretaceous or Palaeogene limestones" 1n '.his case the jo,nt systems have formed with the erosive work or 
water widening channels of tunnel-like type. The ,ush-explosive r1Se of subterranean water {after the first 
pumping) in quant1tY near 50 mJ s~ indicated that there eic.ists a bigger accumufatioo of subterranean 
water behind this spring. 

During its percolation through the subterranean channels water penetrates into all joints and 
dissolves and widen the walls. The mechanical power of water 15 inton51ftod ,n flood tn the underground When 
the pressure and the speed of flow set in motion small or bigger fragments of collapsed or drif ted material, If 
this materlaJ i5 sandy, ta, in the case of Rj!Cina) then the widening of 1he channel ,s much taster, 

Aocord,ng to the observations we have so far, that the channel of the upper stphon with the network 
of the collecting channels ,s the result of previous long activity of this spring on the c liff face higher than It is 
today. The lower supply channel JS the re9.Jlt of the youngest phase of hydrological ac1ivity and of the 
reduction of the subterranean water level in the atea of this spring. 

The Hydrogeology o f the Spring of tho Rj,cina 
The main d irecuon of the inflowing water is now through the lower supply channel and water from 

the upper siphon flows only 1n the period of longer rainfal1. It is interesting. that accumulated water in the 
upper 5iphon d id not run to the supply ch,nnel during the investigation of 1971 but also the accumulated 
wate, in the supply channel in time of puMp1n9 of 1973, did not run back into lower parts of the pumped,out 
channel of the upper siphon. The depth and the connexion between siphons in the collecting area is not yet 
researched in detatl, but II is nouced that :he both pools have nearly the same level. This should be one of the 
mks dur1ng the next pumping-out. In this case it w ill be necessary to determine.the shortest distance 
between the central collecting area and the surface by means of a precise survey and enter through a new 
shaft. 
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Oxidation studies 
The literature provided little by way of explanation of the large hardness increase taking place in the 

cave streamway. Aggressiveness from "soil air" would be included in the original aggressiveness estimates, the 
mixed water corrosion idea (Bogll, 1971', seemed to be less important in an open streamway than at depth 
and percolation water addition might cau><l a hardness of a few percent but not of 300%. 

There are references to possible ero1ion by organic acids including "humic acids" but lfttfe 
experimental work has been done. This was not surprising as the estimation of organic matter in water is both 
difficult and tedious and it is not always clear what is being measured (Holden, 1970), The permanganate 
value/oxygen demand test was thought to estimate "humic acids" in moorland waters (Wilson, 1959) and a 
modification of the 4-hour 27°C oxygen demand ten was used in this study to give an arbitrary measure of 
the easily oxidised organic matter content of the waters. 

For a range of moorland waters in the South Wales caving area it was found that initial aggressiveness 
was a linear function of the oxygen demand (Bray, 1972). An oxygen demand of 1mg O, per litre gave an 
aggres,iveness contribution of 2.7 ppm CaCO3 , while a water of zero oxygen demand could be expected to 
have an aggressiveneu of 7 ppm CaCO3 , a value in good agreement with the anaerobic aggresslveneu of water 
which has been in contact with the atmosphere (Fig. 1 ). Some waters showed high aggressivenes, values as 
they contained free sulphuric acid (as ringed on Fig. 1 ). This result Indicated that further investigation of the 
importance of organic matt.r in limestone erosion should be carried out, in ,phe of the experimental 
difficulties. 
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It is pouible to arrange sampling experimanu throughout a system as extensive as Ogof Ffynnon 
Odu only rarely but these experiments can give valJable information. From such experiments it was 
,pparent that, a, water pas5ed from the Pwll Byfre sink along the streamway to the Ftynnon Ddu resurgence, 
-,e alkaline hardness or that water increased and the oxygen demand {indicating organic matter content) 
.>ecrea5ed (Bray, 1975). 

For each section of streamway it was PO.SSible to calculate the increase in alkaline hardness and the 
~rease in oxygen demand (with allowance being <nade for the addition of very hard but organically "clean" 
..ater from the Cwmdwr Stream). When these changes were plotted a straight line graph was obtained, the 
.:ope indicating that a decrea5e in oxygen demand of 1mg 0 2 per litre would be accompanied by an increase 
,t 21. 7 ppm CaC03 alkaline hardness (Fig. 2). In the cave streamway easily oxidised organic matter seemed 
·o be able to cause reaction with almost 7 times as much calcium carbonate as it could in the initial 
iggreniveness lest. This was a real indication of hO'N the very large hardne.ss increases might be taking place. 
f1e changes along the Ogof Ffynnon Odu streamway are shown in Fig. 3. Percolation water addition will be 
ISt)Onsible for pa" of th050 changes but canno1 account for the full extent of the changes. 

Organic matter in the cave streamway 
A moorland water can be considered to attack calcium carbonate by three routes in the initial 

Jqgress.lveness test. 
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1 J Carbonic acid will anack calcium carbonate 
H, CO, + CaCO, • Ca'+ + 2H 00,. 

but, once this initial anack has taken pl•ce. it is difficult to see how further anack could take place (i.e. 
regenerated aggressiveness) in the cave streamway other than by addition of CO2 , and then the real source of 
CO2 must be identified. 

2) Any free sulphuric acid in the water would react 
2caco, + H,ro. - 2ca2 + + 2Hco1 • + so.1 • 

and, again, it is difficult to 1ee how further aggressiveness could be regenerated from this source. 
3) Humic acids in the wa:er would attack calcium carbonate (the attack is assumed here to be 

by salt formation but a similar argument could be advanced if attack were by complex formation) 
HHumate + CaCO, ➔ Ca2+ + HCO,. + Humate· 

However, humic acids are weak acids of high molecular weight and are easrty oxidised. In the open ttreamway 
of the cave oxidation might be by bacte,ial action to give a variety of produci. Including organic acids of 
lower molecular weight, carbon dioxide and inact,ve fragments 

HHumate oxidation - nHOrg + xCO2 + fragments 
These organic acids might themselves be subject to funher oxidation but they could, together with carbon 
dioxide, exen limestone attacking powe· 

nHOrg •~ nCaCO1 ~ nCa' + + nHCO3 ~ + nOrg· 
and 

xCO2 + xH 2 O + xCaCO1 ~ xCa2 + + 2xHCO,· 
In this way humic acid might be oxidised to give products which, taken together, could exert a greater 
aggres.siveness than was shown by ihe orginal humic acid. The latent aggressiveness from the hum le acid 
would be generated In all sections of the streamwav so the water in the streamway would be expected to be 
slightly aggressive in all sections of the streamway. In an extensive conductimetric study of Ogof Ffynnon 
Ddu waters, 27 of 37 me, in the meamway (I.e. 73"') were found to give waters which were aggressive and, 
of 97 sites visited within the cave system, only 4 sites away from the meamway gave aggressive waters, 
suggesting that positive aggressiveness values are a feature of waters of the streamway (Bray, 1976). 

In view of the difficulty of mounting ex tensive experiments it will be many years before detailed 
studies can be made of the mechanism of these reactions and these will require knowledge of flow rates•• 
different sites along the streamway and of flow 1imes between those sites. 

In the meantime, as the controlling factor in limestone ermjon in the streamway of Btitain's most 
extensive cave system seems to be water-borne organic matter, it does appear that it is time that the role of 
the organic matter should be taken more seriously. 
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RAPID AGGRESSIVENESS ASSESSMENT USING CONDUCTIMETRY 

L. 'G. Bray 
39, High Street, Nonhwood, Middlesex, HA6 lEB 

Introduction 
The ohemlcal study of the waters of an extensive cave system presents several problems. For the 

results to be significant the water samples must be collected within a few hours during a period when water 
conditions in the cave have been steady for some days, and careful organisation of the teams of cavers is 
needed for- sample collection to proceed without confusion. However, if ordinary tltrimettic techniques a·re to 
be used, the analysts can be given so mu:h work that the water samples begin to deteriorate before they can 
be analysed. The technique discussed provides a rapid way of gaining a useful amount of Information from a 
large number of sites,, 

In the cave 
Two samples are needed ot lhe water at each site. One is collected in the usual manner but using a 
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66ml brown polystyrene bottle, and the other is collected in a 25ml white polypropylene tube and about 
0.2g {exce$$) AnalaR calcium carbonate is added at lhe site before the tube is capped. Bottles and tubes carry 
numbers in different series to avoid confusion, and "'ere chosen to accept a dip-type conductivitV probe so 
that sample transfer at conductometric and flame photometric stages may be avoided. About 30 pairs of 
samples can be carried in a medium-sized ammunitlo, box. 

In the laboratory 
An efficient field laboratory is nece-.ssarv and such a unit has been set up at the Penwyllt Headquarters 

of the South Wales Caving Club so that much of the analytical work on samples from Ogof Ftynnon Odu may 
be perfo,med very near to the cave, avoiding unnece.sary delay. 

The pairs of samples are banded together ar,d placed in a thermostat tank to attain the 25° C working 
temperature. The electrical conductance of each sample is measured using a dip-type conductivity cell 
working into a Walden Precision Apparatus CM 25 conductivity meter, the discrimination of which is 
improved by the use of a Solartron 4440 digital multimeter applied to the chart recorder output terminals of 
the CM 25. The specific cooductance of each sample is calculated. The thermostat tank in use can take 30 
pairs of samples and the conductance of the.se can be measured in about 30 minutes once thermat 
equilibrium has been attained. Calibration accuracy is maintained by incl~ding with each batch of samples a 
bottle containing potassium chloride soh11ion of kncwn conductance (Vogel, 1962, p 974). 

For calibration purposes some of the samples not treated with calcium carbonate, and selected to 
have as wide a hardness range as possible, are tttrate<I at pH 10 to establish their total hardness {using EOTA 
and a screened Solochrome Blad< 68 indicator). 

E-ach of the samples not treated with calcium carbonate is analysed for sodium and for potassium 
using an EEL flame photometer with AnalaR sodium chlodde and potassium chloride solutions as standards 
(Vogel. 1962, p 8821. . 

Calibration and calculation 
There are reasonable grounds for assuming that sodium and potassium might have entered the waters 

as chlorides so that, for a given water. the contribution to the specific conductance from the sodium and 
potassium chlorides can be calculated and subtracted from the measured electrical conductance to give a 
corrected electrical conductance. A graph is plotted of corrected electricaJ conductance against total 
hardness for those sample, which were titrated, and the best s-traight line fitted to the points using a least 
squares analysis. From this graph the total hardness can be found for each value of corrected electrical 
conductance (Fig. 1 ). 

A$ the electrlcal conductance of sample treated with calcium carbonate and of untreated sample 
have both been measured the change In electrical conductance caused by reaction with calcium carbonate can 
be found (6Y in Fig. 1) and, from this. the change in total hardness can be calculated (6X in Fig. 1) so that 
the aggressiveness of the water sample can be found. 

In an experiment (Bray, 1976) 107 pairs ot samples were examined in about 6-7 hours of 
laboratory time. The precision of the aggreulvene$$ a•sessment is thought to be good at about ±1 ppm CaC01 

(based on a ±2 precision in the last digit of the meter display) and the precision of the derived total hardness 
values is thought to compare well with titrimetric results {about ±2 ppm CaC03 ). Apart from improved speed 
of working the gain fro,n the use of th is method is an improvement in the precision of the aggressiveness 
assessment. 

Some rMUlts discussed 
An early form of the method led to the recognition of the water in the Cwmdwr Stream as being 

quite unlikL that in the MainSlream of Ogof Ffynnoo Odu (O"Reilly and Bray, 1974). The present method 
gives values fo, total hardness, aggressiveness, sodium and potassium. 

Mon of the waters in the cave are non-aggressive: only 4 sites away from the Mainstream {of a 
total of 97 sites within the cave) gave aggressive waters while 27 of the 37 sites in the Mainstream of Ogof 
Ffynnon Odu gave aggressive waters. 

The water in ~e Mainstream becomes progressively harder as it flows from Smlth's Armoury (first 
appearance in the cave) to the Ffynnon Odu resurgtnce, with a distinct rise in hardness caused by the entry 
at The Confluence of relatively hard water from the Cwmdwr Stream which contributed some 18"' of the 
water leaving the area of The Confluence. In genera the tributaries have waters with hardness in the range 
100-115 ppm CaC03 although those in the Marble Showers area have a hardness of 92-96 ppm caco, 
encouraging speculation that the waters have entered fro,n close to the surface. Some of the waters of inlets 
in the OFO I area are hard (Waterfall 147 ppm CaCO,) and others have rather high sodium and/or potassium 
contents which seem likely to originate from contamination from the surface (e.g. from road salt). In general 
sodium and potassium levels above The Confluence are quite constant {about 4ppm Na • and 0.4 ppm i(+J. (fig. 2). 

The value of sodium content measurements as such is illus-trated in values from the Cwmdwr Stream. 
This has a hardness of about 139 ppm CaC03 in the Jama but only 129 ppm CaC03 at The Confluence but 
there is no evidence of calcium carbonate depositio,. The suggestion that this fall in hardness might be 
brought about by entry of softer water (like Mainstream water but from a source at present unknown) was 
confirmed by the sodium content falling from 13 porn Na+ at the Jama to 10 ppm Na+ at The Confluence. 
(Bray 1976). 
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Limitations . 
As at present constituted the sc.lnning tec~nique cannot deal easily with ac,d moorland waters as the 

•m-moving hydrogen ion would cause a significant contribution to electrical conductance. Measurement of 
:i>! could help 10 $Olve this problem but such a mea;urement would need to be performed after conductance 
ind flame photometer measurements to avoid conumination of the sample t.rom t_he pH electrod~. However a 
>Rry aggressive water will show a considerable increase in conductance on_reactIon w,th AnalaR calcium carbonate. 

It would be very helpful to have a rapid te:hnique for estimauon of oxygen dema~d o_n sma.11 . 
-t'l'll)les of water. In the meantime it is felt that the pres.ent technique allows a more extensive inven19auon 

-e waters of a major cave SV5tem than was poss!bte by conventional methods. 
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TEST METHODS FOR CAVING EQUIPMENT 

Brendon Brew 
Department of Physics, University of Leeds 
Leeds. England. 

As caving methods have become more tect'1nical. cavers have been asking more pertinent questions 
about the equipment and the techniques they are using. These questions can only be answe,ed after a series 
of tests have been carried out. The following paper lists and defines the main equipment tests used and tries 
to explain the actual meaning of the test results. 

Conflicts can easily arise between manufacturers' specifications and equipment test reports it different 
tl!st conditions are used. It is importan t that all equipment test reports state under what conditions the tests 
were carried out. It is to be hoped that published s~ecifications and standatd test conditions for all caving 
equipment will be quickly evolved. 

Static Load Ten 
The equipment under test is loaded slowly and continuously unti l failure occurs (S .S. 3 104, 1970). 

The load at failure is then quoted as the Ultimate Tensile Strength (U.T.S.I or the Breaking Load. The U.T.S. 
or Breaking Load is the maximum STA TIC weight that the test item would be able to support. This test is 
mainly used for compari$0n of different brands of the same type of equipment. Figure 1 shows typical load/ 
extension curves obtained from a static load test. 

The Static Load Test is also used in qualit\' control checks especially for metal items e.g. karabiners 
[Hiatt catal.ogue). This proof testing of equipment i; only of any use when the elastic limit of the item is not 
exceeded. 11 the elastic limit is exceeded then the item would be permanently deformed and weakened. Proof 
testing gives the minimum s1a1ic strength of an item. 

Dynamic Load Tests 
The dynamic strength of an item is always lower than the static strength and is the maximum force 

that the item can just withstand in a shock load situation. There are two types of dynamic foad test: (ii by fast 
moving machines which cause failure in the test item and (ii) a drop test. 

(ii There are very few places which can cafTV out this type of te$1 which measures the dynamic strength 
of an item. Testing of equipment by this method is very limited although it is the most relevant test for caving 
and climbing equipment. 

Iii) The mo<t commonly known drop lest~ the "Oodero Test" (Fig. Has used by the U. 1.A.A. for 
testing climbing ropes. In the "Oodero Test" a 70 l<g. weight is dropped through a distance of 5.0 metres on a 
,ope length of 2.8 metres which gives a fall factor ol 1. 78 (Schwartz, 1974). 

I
F II f _ Height fallen 

a actor - Lengtt- of rope 

The peak force developed in the rope is measured and the following equation applies:

Peak Force= M +/ W2 + 4
~HW 
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Ntiere M • Ma$$ falling 
H = Height fallen 
W Ultimate Tensile Streng1h or Breakhg Load 
L • Length of rope 

See Letheren, 1973: Eavis, 1974: & Edelrid) 
The majority of falls in caving should be of a low fall factor (I.e. 1) and so the "Dodero Test" is too 

severe for testing caving ropes . A svaight drop test using a smaller fall factor would be more relevant. Depending 
on the rope and mass involved in a fall factor 1 situation the peak force created would be in the region of 600· 
1000 Kgs. on the equipment being used. This meaM that there is not a very high safety margin in extreme 
suuations. 

The drop ten method can be used to mea;ure the dynamic strength of items but several tests would be 
,eeded since failure of the Item cannot be guarant,ed in every test. 

Elongation 
Most static load tenlng equipmen t provid,s a load/extension graph which enables calculation of exten, 

~,on under body weight and extension at failure. It can be measured by photographic means in dynamic tests. 
The extension in a dynamic test is smaller than in a static test since the time dependent factor of elongation 
<lOeS not have sufficient time to come i,tito operation. Low extensions in~ropes are required for prussiking whilS1 
.., gher extensions are requ ired for li felines. 

Energy Absorption 
The energy absorption capacity of items such as rope$ depends on the following properties; breaking 

iOKI. extension characterics, I imiting velocity (i.e. rate of transmission of str~ss along a rope (British Ropes 
Pub. No. 555) . The energy absorption capacity is a,proximately the area under the curve of the load/extension 
"'•Dh from a static load test. Mathematically it can be expressed as:• 

Energy absorption capaciw -"' 1/3 x bre•k ng load x breaking extension 

The energy absorption capacity can be found experimentally by performing a series of fall factor 1 
drop tests un1II failure occurs. 

-ABLE 1. Energy absorption capacity of different types of ropes 

Energy absorptlon 
capacicv 

-DW stretch Prussik rope 

_ong staple polypropylene 
'eline rope 

,ylon climbing rope 

m-kg per kg of rope 

1800 

4380 

> 6150 

Energy absorption 
capacity per 10 metre 
length of rope. 
m-kg. 

1720 

2190 

>3690 

Table 1 shows why low stretch ropes are not suitable for climbing and lifellning purposes. There is a fall 
off on energy absorption capaciiy along with nrength through usage. 

-npact Tests 
Caving helmeu are the only item oo the British caving market which always appear to conform to a set 

£M>dard (British Standards 5240, 2826, 2095). These sP(!cifications are designed for industrial helmets and their 
,win requirements are that no undue damacJe shoutl occur to the helmet when a variety of shaped objects are 
:,,cpped on the helmet. A 5kg. object fa lling a distance of 1 metre onto the helmet should not have a deceleration 
" excess of 100g. This latter requirement is proposed so that the risk of neck or spine injuries is reduced whilst 
s: II providing reasonable protection to the skull. 

Abrasion Tests 
Abrasion tests are performed by rubbing tie test items under tension against an abrasive material. This 

"l'pe of test can be performed on items such as ropes, nylon webbing and neoprene rubber. This methOO is used 
a I comparison between different items and is nominally measured by the number of reciprocations against the 
.JbraSive material needed to cause failure, The apparent abrasive resistance of an item depends on the properties 
~ the abrasive material, dampness and temperature of the item, rate of reciprocation, angle of contact, etc. Re• 
"' ts of this type of test should be treated cautiously as a lot of work is required to obtain optimum standard 
CC>lldhions. 
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Conclusion 
The above test along with other types of tests (e.g. chemical resistance, ultta-violet degradation, tlexi• 

bllity, etc.) allow the performance of different brands of equipment to be ascertained, and equipment manufac· 
rurers are now beginning to take note of cavers. specialised requirements. By performing routine sample testing 
along with stringent quality controls manufucturers should be able 10 ensure that no rogue items reach the 
caving public. 

It is e)(tremely 1mPOrtant for mani..facturers and individuals testing equipment to state their test condi• 
tions and preferably use standard test methCKts so that meaningful comparisons can be made. It Is to be hoped 
that In the future all major items of cavers' equipment will be subject to specified published standards. 
These standards couid be set by bodies such as the British Standards Institution or the lntemational Standards 
Organisations with the assistance of cavers, or maybe there is a need for a cevers' version of the U.I.A.A. (Union 
of International Alpine Associations). 

Advantages of equipment tests should be better, safer and possibly cheaper equipment and techniques 
availabl.e to cavers. Dangerous faults in either equipment or techniques should be made known to as wide a 
section of cavers as possible. No amount of equipment testing will remove the human factor and caving safety 
is still highly dependent on lhe individual c,ver. 
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EVIDENCE OF UPLIFT ANO GLACIATIONS FROM SELMINUM TEM - PAPUA 
NEW GUINEA 

0. Brook 
40 Broodgate Crescent 
Horsforth 
Leeds, England 

During the British Speleological Expedition to Papua New Guinea in 1975 a vast system of caves was 
explored and mapped beneath the F1mm Tel Plateau 36 km W of Telelomin (Brook 1976). Four large rivers 
(Feram, Bitip, Kaakil and Finlm) rise on th• shales beneath the overthrust limestone scarp of the Bahrman 
Mountains and at altitude, of about 2,200 m they sink into the Flnim Tel Limestone which forms a tilted 
plateau cut off abruptly at the escarpement of the H lndenburg Wall. Beneath the wall are resurgences and the 
sink of the Flnim River was dy .. tested in flood to the Kam and Kaakil outfalls. 

Associated with the river sinks are 27 km of passages. The Fer am and F inim caves are simple, 
shallow and end In sumps. The Bi tip water also sumps in Immature passages but abandoned tunnels form two 
distinct levels, the higher being 25 m above the present river sink at lhe shale/llmestone boundary. The Kaakil 
enters the most extensive river caves and eventually descends a long vadose canyon to the inevitable sump. Be
yon the last entrance, however, abandoned conduits continue at two distinct levels and the higher development 
is interrupted by a doline before entering the huge deserted cavern of Selmlnum Tem, 20.5 km in length. 

Within Seiminum T em the ancient K-aakil devefOPment unites with passages at a similar level from 
other entrances and forms the main trunk of the cave 30 10 50 m wide. A great canyon IS cut in its floor but 
finally closes up in a mud choked tube. The trunk passage now undulates, the high points being bypassed by 
low level oxbows. Beneath lhe upper passil(!ls are mazes of tubes but no s,gn of the lost river>, all percolation 
water dropping into deep sumps which are over 100 m above the Kaakll Resurgence. Selmlnum Tem is 
terminated by a giant doline 1500 m long and 130 m deep where another great cave 50 m above the trunk 
route is revealed tUpper Cave). On the plateau this same level was encountered once more in Trinity Cave, but 
even more significant are the s1alagmite-enc1usted tubes of the Milky Way Cave at the top of the Selminum 
Dollne and 100 m above the altitude of the river sinks. 

Speleogenosis and Uplift 
The plan of Selm1num Tem indicates lhat its deserted tunnels were once the main drains for earlier 

rivers sinking at the back of the plateau. Even the highest fragments of the Milky Way and Bitip caves mirror 
the course of later. more complete, pas'3QM. Apart from the present river caves, the fossil canyon of 
Selminum Tem and some minor trenches, al the conduits display the phreatic features of Bretz (1942) but 
the red clay of his fill stage ls absent. All sediments are river-borne silts and gravels and It is concluded that 
Selminum Tem was formed under phreatic conditions by rivers powerful enough 10 transport pebbles and 
cobbles through large tunnels tor 3 km or more. Because of the 20" dip to the north the caves run against th• 
dip to reach the resurgences but in spite of 600 m of available limestone the chosen routes have not been deep 
phreatic as envisaged by Bretz. They approoimate 10 Swinnerton's 1932 model and the trunk route takes 
advantage of dip variation to take a low gradient course along the mike. It extends obliquely through the 
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-r beds and dip tubes in the trunk route and Trinity Cave indicate a p hreatic ampl itude of 50 m. 
The elevation of the Finim Tel caves shows the wide extent of former water rest levels thus ruling 

• flood or perched phreas as a major influence (Brook 19771. They were probably directly related to old 
tsurgence levels and are a record of the changes in base level since the region rose from the sea. Hence a 
-«:Of\Struction of stillstands within the general ;pllft is possible. 
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In Pliocene times the Bahrman massif wa$ upfifted above iea level In response to compres.sfve forces 
between the Australian and Pacific plates ISmith 1965). The Finim Tel Limenone became a marine erosion 
surface before uplift continued and a proto-l<aakil River formed the Stage I phreatic conduit of which the 
Milky Way Cave is a remnant. As uplift continued the whole block t ilted northwards and St39e I was rapidly 
abandoned for a St39e II conduit (Upper Cav, - Trinity I to a lower resurgence. A similar lowering of base 
level produced Stage 111- the Selminum Tern trunk route and later Stage IV was marked by the short• 
circuiting of phreatic loops and the opening of the phreatic mazes. Apart from an abandoned tube 70 m 
above the Kaak ii Resurgence the evKfence for more recent stages. awaits further exploration because since 
Stage IV the rapid drop in base level has crea1ed various perched sumps. 

Scarp retreat of the Hindenburg Wall, accelerated by earthquakes, must have played a part in 
lowering base levels but the intermittent uplitt evidenced in the Finim Tel caves is mon simply explained by 
movement of a fault below the wall. This is an unmapped continuation of the fault south of Mount Fugulil 
(Geol. Survey P.N.G. map SB54nJ. 

Rates of uplift in Papua New Guinea have been measured in coastal regions and found to vary from 
1 min 5000 years (Smith 19701 to 1 min 88 years (Gill 1967). Verstappen (19641 considered that the Star 
Mountains west of the Bahrman Range were totally uplifted during the Pleistooene - an overall rate of 1 m 
in 500 yean but in the author's opinion uplift began from sea level in the Pliocene after the emplacement of 
the first instrusions, en overall rate of 1 m in 1200 years. 

Glaciations 
Within the Stage 11 1 conduit are larg• deposits of silt, shingle and cobbles in various states of 

erosion. The pebbles and cobbles are mostly chert and an igneous rock with prominent hornblende laths. 
Similar pebbles occurred in the Kaak ii River a,ct boulders of the same material up to 2 m in size were found 
in the headwa-uirs of the Finim R,ver but non.e were s.een in the Bitip drainage. Boulders of chen and the 
microdiorite were always found to be resting directly on bedrock shale and were covered by a thick clay 
incorporating blocks of local limestones and sltstones. The ribbon distribu11on could be due to an outcropping 
sill but none was found and the composition of the rock Indicates that its source ,s a siteable intrusion which 
has been eroded. The microdiorite pebbles are absent from the Stage I and 11 conduits and their sudden 
appearance in late Stage Ill is best explained ty a glacial event at that ume. This was certainly not the lut 
glacial event when ice descended to an altitude ol only 3100 m in the Star Mountains (Shepherd 1965) and 
the solifluction clays were deposited beneath ~he Bahrman Range. The erratics must date from a more s.evere 
earlier glactauon whose uaces have mostly betn obliterated but dubious ev,dence for such an event has been 
noted ( Lotti er 1972). 

Weathering 
As the erratics are transported by the rivers so they are reduced in size and so maintain an 

unweathered surface. The largest blocks howe,,er are merely exposed to weathering and thus their upper 
surfaces were found to be o,cklised lo a depth of 1-2 cm or mo,e which is some measure of the passage of 
time since their exhumation from the overlyll'Vd clay. M icroc::horlte pebbles above the normal stream level in 
the Kaakil River Cave had an unweathered surface coated with manganese deposit but pebbles from the 
fossil Kaakil high level and Selminum Tern, when sectioned displayed dininct tones of weathering, The 
wnes varied in depth (2-9 mml and the phenomenon is probably a measuro of the time elapsed since 
deposition. A systematic study of the degree of weathering of such pebbles and factors which influence it 
would be worthwhile. 
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THE SEQUENTIAL DEVE LOPMENT OF KARST LANDFORMS IN THE 
NAHANNI REGION OF NORTHERN CANADA AND A REMARKABLE SIZE HIERARCHY 

George A. Brook 
Department of Geography 
Universuy of Georgia, Athens. Georgia 
U.S.A. 

Derek C. Ford 
Department of Geography 
McMaster Univets-icy , Hamilton, Ontario 
Canada 

Discovered In August 1971, the South Nahanni karst region of the Mackenzie Mountains. Canada, 
contains the most complex karst assemblage yet discovered a1h1gh latitude {Brook and Ford 1974, 1976; 
Brook 1976). The karst area, which falls within the zone of discontinuous permafrost, extends for 28 miles 
north of First Canyon, South Nahanni River and is 11 miles wide. The mean annual temperature is 24° F and 
the mean total precipitation ls 22.3 1nchas. Vegeta1ion is northern boreal forest or tundra at higher elevations. 

When the karst was firs1 examined on the ground in June 1972, a series of spectacular landforms were 
discovered. Among these were vertical-walled pond dolines up 10 100 feet deep, intersecting networks of 
~arst meets with irregularly-shaped karst platea 400-600 feet deep and three poljes that later In the year 
were to flood rather dramatically (Brook 1975). 0n Brook and Ford (1916) and Ford and Brook 0976) these 
poljes were called Nahanni, Lafferw an<! Barens. These names have since been changed to First, Second and 
Third respectively), Al first, 1he vanous landforms seemed unrelated and certainly karst rellef is ohen 
.mpresswe because it appears "chaotic". In .science. however, chaos is only in the eves of the beholder for 
eally things are highly ordered. If landforms in a karst are found ,o fall into developmental sequences 
Jennings and Sweeting 1963; Paton 1963; WIiiiams 1966), and if many seemingly different landforms can be 

ihown to be similar. there is order and not chaos. Th is paper out I ines the order that has been found in the 
Nahanni karst and the relevance of this order to theories of karst land form development. 

The 1ize hierarchy of landforms 
Many of the solu11onal landforms ,n the Nahanni that have been produced by water moving along 

7actures and bedding structures in the limestones, display size hierarchies with Individuals ranging from 
..everal inches to several hundreds of feet 1n depth. Forms such as solution piu (Fig. l t. solution 1UnneJs, 
;:rlkes and joint hollows on limestone pavemenu, for example. are the small-scale counterpans of vertical· 
""aUed do1ines (Fig. 2). sub--horizontal caves, karststreets and karst platea (fig. 3 ). Solution pits in limestone 
pavements do. in fact, connect at shallow depth w th tunnels developed in minor bedding plane or current 
bedding structures. Vertical-walled dolines connect w,th sub-horilontal caves located in major open bedd ing 
"""anes. Although they operate at very different $Ciles. both systems function to d rain water from the 

mes tone surfaoe, and both were clearly produced by the same geomorph ic processes. 
In addition, a size hierarchy of closed depre.ssioru has been identified in which Individuals are little 

'""'\Ore than structural basins In limestone that ha·vedevetopoo subsurface drainage routes. These may or may 
,01 be alluviated. On pavement surfaces these depressions, which frequently become kamenitzas. ate 
regularities in exposed current bedding surfaces. EJsewhere, they are basinal structures in the upper surface 

,-+ the Nahanni limestones and depending upon their size and geomorphic history have been variously 
"'lCldified into structural dolin0$, uvalas and poljes (Brook 19761. Fim Polje, which is 1,600 yards long and 
•OO yards wide, is the largest known member of this hierarchy, The opening up of subsurface drainage 
outes preserved the initial geologic structure, whbh has since been aUuviated with s,ediment tfansported into 
• by allogenic streams. It is presently subject to periodic floodmg. 

Size hierarchies of landforms are common in the Nahanni karst because the host limestones have 
"nifar structural. litholog1c.al and therefore, hydrogeolog1cal properties~ at a variety of scales. Vertical•walled 

..andforms predominate because water can pass more.easily along the highly-developed vertical structures 
'°4'1,an it can along the tightly-closed horizontal ones, and also because the limestone is massive enough to 
..spport steep to overhanging walls. The size of th• host structure, whether a joint, fault, current bedding 
_.nmg, bedding plane or structural basin, impose1 an upper limit upon 1he sile of the karst landform that 
;.an develop in it. Grikes, for instance, are rarely more than 5· 10 feet deep - the vertical persistence o f the 
os1 Joint. Karst streets, on the other hand. may be upwards of 500 feet deep where these have developed in 
•tensive faults or fault zonM. 

-,,. sequential development of karst landforms 
Networks of karst streets and karst plate• in the Nahanni and elsewhere are considered to develop In 

-, manner depicted in Figs. 5 and 6 (Jennings and Sweeting 1963). During every stage in the karstificat ion of 
• 'leavily-faulted, massively-bedded, limestone with few open bedding planes, strings of vertical-walled 

ut,on dolines develop as water drains underground via fracture systems (Fig. 2 and 5(A}). These connect at 
0-,,th with sub-horizontal c.ave.s which funnel groundwater to resurgence points. As karstification continues. 
-, dolines enlarge along the fractures so that some of them coalesce (Fig. 5(8 )1. Eventually the landscape 
,comes a natural rock labyrinth of Intersecting karst streets (Fig. 5(C)). some of which are developed in 
~ones still overlain by shales (F,g. 6(A)). 

At this stage of karst development, solutional and mechanical action combine to deepen and widen 
"d,vidual corridors so that intervening ridges are ,radually consumed. Where this occurs with in dense 

r,rworks of karst streets, irregularly•shaped closed depressions called kam platea are formed. Vertical-walled 
.-odual rock towers often project from the floor, of th0$e depressions (Figs. 3 and 6(81). Over mou of the 
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J. Elliptical solution p'ts developed in microfractures filled 
with secondary calcite, Nahanni Plateau, Canada 

2 Eyehole Doline, Nahanni Plateau, with a pond more than 10 m deep 
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m deep 

3 Insel Tower projecting over 50m from the floor of a karst platea. 

S:::~:xi Polje. an alluviated karst platea temporarily flooded 10 m deep. 
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5. Three stages in the development 
of a natural rock labyrinth in a highly 
fractured limestone surface with 
elliptical dolines coalescing (A & B) 
to become vertical-walled karst streets. 

A 

C 

6. The development of karst platea, towers 
and poljes from networks of karst streets in 
limestones still over lain by shales. 

Nahannl region kar$tification has not passed beyond the kar1t platea stage. However, in one limestone area, 
where there is $ubstantial allogenic flow from shales, the landscape has evolved one step further. Two large 
karst pfatea have bffn alluvtated by sediment transported into them from nearby areas of shale and glacial 
drlft. Ou ring the period of alluviation residual karst towers were con,umed further, floors became increasingly 
susceptible to flooding as ponors were choked with insoluble debris and the depressions became small poljes 
(Fig. 6(C)). Second and Third Poljes in lhe Nahanni, 700 and 1,300 yards long r~tively, were formed in 
precisely this fashion (Fig. 4). 

All st.ages in the evolution of a highly-fractured limestone surface to one displaying kam platea and 
poljes have been observed in the Nahannl Kam. Furthermore, the landscape model just outlined, although 
originally formulated to explain the larger karst features in the area, applies equally to small• and large-scale 
forms. For example, the same evolutionary sequence can be observed on limestone pavemenu. He,e grlkes
a,e formed by the coalescence of string, of solution pits, and joint hollows by the destruction of clinu 
within dense networks of grlkes. 

Discussion 
First impressions of the Nahanni kar$1 as a chaotic assemblage of large and small solutional landforms 

were extremely misleading. Subsequent, more detailed examination has revealed a high degree of order. 
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\lo<phologically•similar landforms. varying from several inches to several hundred feet in depth, have been 
.,.plained in terms of the similar hydrogeological properties of the Nahannl limestone at a variety of scales. It 
,. to be expected, therefore, that in a region where tie structural and lithological properties of a karst rock 
,-.y considerably with scale, small-scale solutional landforms will differ substantially from the larger-scale 
'arms. The identification of a developmental sequerc:e that operates at the level of limestone pavements and 
r tile level of karst platea and poljes. Is a further indication that large- and small-scale karst forms should not 
~ considered separately. for many are produced and evolve in exactly the same manner. 

Sweeting (1972) has pointed out that in 1918, Cvijic "supposed a cyclic evolution of karSt 
-forms, from the doline through the uvala to the polje." This, she argues, "both perpetuated an Incorrect 
dea of the origin of the polje and also added to the confusion of the terminology" (p. 192). Today, majorltY 
JO,nion seems to be that most of these landforms are of structural rather than of solutional origin. The idea 
'.!'lat they can form by the gradual coalescence of smaller depressions Is no longer popular. The Nahanni karst 
~m1shes conclusive evidence that some polies are alluviated structural depressions in bedrock and that others 
• • alluviated karstic depressions formed by the gracual coalescence of dolines. This is exactly what Cvijic 
llgUed as long ago as 1918. 
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PRELIMINARY THOUGHTS ON A STRUCTURAL-LITHOLOGICAL 
MODEL OF KARST LANDFORM DEVELOPMENT 

nttoduction 

George A. Brook 
Department of Geography 
University of Georgia, Athens. Georgia 
U.S.A. 

Since the publication of H. Lehmann·• detailed study of karst in the Sewu Mountains of Java (1936) 
and with the emergence of the general concepts of climatic morphology during the 1930's and 1940's, the 
d ,matic variable has been used more than any othe1 to explain ,egional variations in the character of karst 
.ndform assemblages. In general, tropical assemblages are considered to contain a wider variety of landform 

'.Vpei and to be more accentuated than assemblages in colder and drier alpine, arctic, and sub-arctic regions 
·Aiere there is often only limited karst developmenL 

The concept of climatic morphology has so permeated the karst literature since the mid 1930's that 
"he discovery of a complex , hlghly accentuated kar-st landscape in the sub-arctic Nahanni region of northern 
canada In August 1971 (Brook and Ford, 1976; Ford and Brook, 1976; 8rook, 1976) was completely 
-l"t9>Cpected. This karst which is considered to have formed by "normal" solutionaf processes during the last 
200,000 years and is still actively developing today, more closely resembles present-day humid tropical karst 
:errains 1han it does sut)..arctic or even warm temperate regions. The very e>< istenc,e of the Nahanni karst 
QUestions the idea that karst land form morphology and degree of development are climate-dependent. 

"be influence of structure and lithology upon karst landform morphology 
A considerable body of evidence supports the view of Panos and ~telcl ( 1968) that al though 

;r mate influences the intensity and speed of proce$seS lhat act upon a karst landscape. the limestone.s 
'1'\!mselves give rise to basic fundamentaJ forms. In Jamaica, Kegelkarst is restricted to areas of hard, h ighly 
· ssile White Limestone and ls not tYpical of the more chalky and less fissured Montpelier beds (Sweeting, 
'9581. Wilford and Wall (19651 content that the absence.of conical karst in Sarawak is due to the fact that 
.,,e bulk of the limestones have a low primary porosity. In Puerto Rico, Monroe (1964) has found that each 

thologic type of limestone has given rise to a s.pecific group of solution phenomena and few k.arst features 
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seem to be common 10 all lithologies. Verstappen (1964) feels !hat ·•neither age sequence, nor climatological 
differences alone can . ... $3lisfactorily ••plain all phenomena obsen,ed and a third factor .. •• the lilhology 
of 1he limestones, ..•• including their wa1er ,bsorbing capacity and their porosity, deserves more attention 
than it usually gets. Only the combination of all three factors can lead towards a better understanding of the 
origin and development ol the diversified kant phenomena" (p. 40-41 ). 

If karst landform morphology is intimately related to the properties of the host lime>tone, then it 
follows that similar limestones should spawn lhe same landforms even where there are differences in 
prevailing climate. One landform that is certainly not climate-dependent is the solutionally widened fracture. 
the karst street, which has been identified in iub•arc1ic (Brook, 1976; Brook and Ford, 1976). alpine (Croce, 
1964), warm temperature (Cvijic, 1893:Waltham, 1970), tropical semiarid (Jennings and Sweeting, 1963) 
and humid tropical regions (Jennings and Bik, 1962; Wilford and Wall. 1965; Verstappen 1964; Monroe 
1964). If karst landforms such as !he karst street and the doline can develop under a wide range of clima1es, 
!his is strong evidence to sugge$1 that karst landform morphology in general may be related to the muctural 
and lithological properties of the host llmes1cne which impart 10 ii a susceptibility to solution. 

Modelling the solutional susceptibility of a limestone ma.ss 
Tija (1969) has argued that slopes in trOPical kam regions.are governed by the spacing of venical 

joints and faults and horizontal ~ding plan•s for these control rates of solution in these directions. He 
notes lhat mogotes develop where the horizontal planes of weakness are unimportant; while karst cones, 
which have gentler slopes, form in limestone5which possess definite horiiontal planH of weakness. 

Tija (1969) has emphasized !he role of structure, but lithology must also play a par! in controlling 
slopes in carbonate regions. Consider lhe slo~s that might be typical of the end members of a series of 
possible structural/lithotogical limestone types. At one extreme is a c(¥stalline. non•porous, massively-bedded 
and heavily faulted limestone. It has a low pr mary permeability and bedding partings are so tightly closed 
that they permit virtually no groundwater movement along them. The kam landforms that would be expected 
in such a limestone would have a marked vertical componenL Walls would tend to be steep to vertical 
because of fauh control and because the rock is massive enough to retain vertical clifls. The limestones of !he 
Nahanni Karst of Canada have just these properties and here, intersecting ne1works of vertical-walled karst 
streets are ubiquitous. 

At the other extreme. is a porous. tt-inly•bedded limestone crossed by several major fracture, and 
dissected by a multitude of minor open jointsystems. h has a relatively high primary permeabilitY and water 
can move easily ~tong the bedding planes. lt i$ unlikely that vertical-walled solutionel landforms would 
develop in such a rock, first because it Is not 'T'le<:han1catly strong enough to support vertical walls for long, 
and secondly because the more even distribu1ion of solution as waters percolate into the numerous small 
cracks, would favour the formation of shallow, round karst forms rather lhan steep, sharp ones. There can be 
little doubt that the structural and lithologic1I properties of a limenone influence the morphologies of surface 
landforms. Depending upon the limestone, tl"e slopes of karst depressions and hills might be expected to vary 
between almost vertical to alrnon horizontal. 

Many workers have attested to the fact that in a karst area solution proceeds rnon rapidly along 
lines of secondary permeability. Faults and master joints, therefore, represent the weakest portions of a 
carbonate mass and will locate the most inteose sotutionat activity. At Increasing distance from each lra.cture 
the time>tone is less and less susceptible to solution from !he surface down. When a limestone mass is 
subjected to erosion, fractures will become dapressions as they are etched out by solution and the resistant 
blocks between will form hills. Slopes will vary in angle in relation to the physical properties of the host 
lime-Stone. Three of many possibilities are illustrated in Fig. 1 along with simple wave forms which simulate 
lhese hypothetical landscape profiles. 

The solutional susceptibility of any recently-uplifted, horizontally-bedded limestone mass that is 
crossed by one or more sets of fractures can be modelled ii 1he properties of the limestone are known. For 
instance, the susceptibility of a limestone crossed by one set of equally-spaced fractures etched out in the 
manner depicted in Fig. 1 (c) is a sine wave surface with the wavelength equal to the spacing of the fractures. 
The overall weakness of a limes-tone mass, crossed by two sets of fractures which inter~t at 90° , is the sum 
of the weaknesses due to each lraetvre set. That is, it ls the summation of two sine waves (Fig. 2). Similarly. a 
picture of the solutional $U5eePtibility of a lime5tone cross.ed by three sets of fractures, two intersecting at 
90° and the third at 45°, can be obtained by superimposing three sine wave $urlaoe.s, one for each fracture set 
(Fig. 4), Both lheoretical model, (Fig, 2 and 4 ) bear a striking resemblance to present-day cone and mogote 
karsu (Fig. 3). The ,imilarity is particularly marked in the case of Fig. 4 where hill ,ummits and depression 
floors are distributed in a spatially irregular fashion and occur at a variety of elevations. 

The lheoretical solutional susceptibility of a more massive limestone cro$Sed by three sets of 
fractures, that are etched out in the manner depicted in Fig. 1 lb), (Fig. 5) is remarkably similar to spitzkarren 
Funhermore. if it is assumed that the depression floors in this model are alluviated. the re$ult is a three-
dimensional picture of tower karst (Silar, 1965), 

Discuuion 
Although this paper is little more than an interim report of work in progress, early results have been 

encouraging. The simple structural-lithological model of karst landform development presented here appears 
to be a viable alternative to the morphoclimctic theory. That is not to say that climate does not play a part in 
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. A model uf solut1Jnal susceptibility of a limestone mass crossed by two s~ts 
· equally $pac~J fractures intersect:ng at right angles. 

3. A karst cockpit and mogotes, Puerto Rico. 
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4. A three dimensional model of the solutional susceptibility of a limestone mass 
crossed by three sets of fractures. 

5. The model shown in Fig. 4 etched in the manner shown in Fig. l {b). 
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:nestone 

Fig. 1 (b) 

6. A computer simulation of an alluviated karst terrain. 

,e moulding of karst landforms, for there can be no doubt that lt does, but only that in many instances it 
-.,y be less significant than the phys,cal properties of the host lim"'tone. 
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CRYSTALLITE PRECURSORS AND THE GENESIS OF IRREGULAR CRYSTAL 
BOUNDARIES IN RADIAL-FIBROUS CARBONATE FABRICS 

Paul L. Broughton 
Department of Geology 
University of Cambridge 
Cambridge, England 

The majority of discernible formitr growth surfaces in radial-fibrous and soda•..straw infilled carbonate 
stalactites are distinguished by concentrations of linear, fluid-filled cavity inclusions. The'" inclusion patterns 
record ephemeral Cfystalhte growth morphologies (Broughton and Kendal, 1975). Immediate and complete 
crystallite coalescence generates lnclusion,free growth layers. Partial coalescence forms crystals with linear 
inclusions, preserved as the growth lines, wherein the Inter-crystallite spaces are enveloped fluid-filled 
cavities (Kendall and Broughton, 19771. The absence of crystallite coalescence, probably by ionic poisonmg, 
generates crystal splitting with an acicularcrvstal habit. 

Most crystal boundaries In stafacHtic carbonate are generated during crystall 1te growth and 
coalescence. :'he ,rregulanty, commonly v111h re-entrant angles.~is not related to the interaction of the 
mega-scop1c f1brou$ crystals a~the growing surface. but to their crystallite precursors. 

The de-position of carbonate on the growth rurface i:s a compromise between two parameters. There 
is the tendency for precipitated calcite to be aligned in lattice conunuIty w,th its substrate A1$0, there. is a 
tendency to favour growth of those crystallites with c-axes oriented normal to the growth surface. These are 
not in confHct during the growth of narrow fibrous crynats, but during lhe formation of relat1vely wide 
crystals, one of the growth tendencies may dominate. The resultant crystal with favoured lattice continuity 
of the substrate will oo homogeneous and extinguish as an optical unit In cross-polarized light. I Fig. 1A and 
2C) . In contrast, If the growth front is dominated by crystallites oriented radially to the curved growth 
surface, then coalescence between such di:ferently oriented crystallites would generate crystals with 
cons,derable lau,ca curvature and opt1callv exhibit "brush extinction". Observations of stalac1111c carbonate 
with extreme lattice curvature are rare (set Folk and Assere10. 1976}. Compromise between the two growth 
tendencies, ot' shifting equilibrium in the dominance of one type on the growth surface. is responsible for the 
formauon of crystals with diminished lattice curvature. The compromise crystals on normal wkle and curved 
growth surfaces are charac,efiZed by moderate (Fig. 2A) to extensive (Fig. 18) subdivision into subcryst.als 
having patchy optical ex ti net ion. 

Crystal boundary irregulanty mav occur when adjacent crystals possess very Similar crystallographic 
orientat1on4 The crystallographic orientatbn of crystatlites nearest the developing crystal boundaries will be 
influenced by their substrate as well as the orientation of crystallnes of the neighbouring crystal. The calcite 
within such crystatlne will belong to netthel' crystal exclusively at the time of prec1p1tation, and it will be 
arbitrary a5 to whether the crystallites ;o,n the lattice of one crystal or the other. Very faint, generally 
disconttnuous. irregular boundaries within a larger, more defined crystal, will result (F19. 3). Some stalactites 
appear to be composed of very small elongate subcrystals (Fig. 2A). This suggests that sometimes the 
crystallites fail to coalesce completely and maintain their own slightly divergent orientation. Changes in the 
allegiance of crystallites adjacent to e<isting dommant mega-crystals would result 1n the formation of irregular 
boundaries. 

A fibrous cr-ystal will expand at the expense of Its neighbour 1f 1ts crystalhte precursors. adjacent to 
the future crystal boundary, grow faster than those of its neighbours. The imbalance of crystallite growth 
may result from several causes, including h,ger crvs1allite sl?e and d1fferentfal poisoning of neighbouring 
crys1alhtes by 1mpunty ab.sorpt1on. Nurnent destined fo, nelghbounng..smaller or poisoned crystallites woutd 
be captured by the larger or unpo1soned c,ystallitts, promoting differential growth. Changes in environmental 
condlt1om will result In a new sequence of stable configurat1ons between adJaccnt c,ystallltes, and subsequent 
changes in the orientation of crystal boundaries. Some jagged crystal boundaries may be relatively late 
phenomenon. Fracture planes 1n stalactites may divide a formerly strained and curved crystal lattice. A similar 
phenomenon has ooen described by Tucker and Kendall (1973) In limestone fabric. 

Mott crystals tn some stalactite fabrics persist from their origin to the growing surface of the 
sralacti1e. In other mosaics, new crystals appear at almost every growth surface, and are either rapidly cut 
out by more favourably-oriented neighbo1..rs du,ing competitive growth or are terminated at subsequent 
growth surfaces. Various intermediate forms may be observed between the two extremes. 
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Figure 3. Discontinuous partitioning within a crystal by very slight lattice 
mismatch during coalescence of similar crystallographically 
oriented crystallites. This results in a serrated, "pseudo-strained" 
optical effect generated by insufficient c - axes divergence to form 
a normal mega-crystalline boundary . This subdued lattice mismatch 
is generally rare in radial fibrous (A), but lllOre conmon to the 
formation monocrystalline soda- straw infill (B) . Scales are 0.3 mm . 

Scales are 0.3 mm. 

I ntroduction 

LAMINATIONS OR V ARVES? PROCESSES AND MECHANISMS OF 
FINE-GRAINED SEDIMENT DEPOSITION IN CAVES 

Peter A. Bull 
Geography Department 
University College 
Singleton Park 
Swansea. Wales 

The idea that finely lem,nated sediments found in uves result from the ponding of water has long 
been advocated (Llopis Llad6, 1950; Bretz. 1956) and it has generally been considered that this ponding was 
due to chmatlcally Induced flooding of the cave. Sweeting (19501 ascribes ponding to high water tables of 
glacial and post-glacial umes, whil$1 Llopis and Gomez (1949); Liapis and Thomas (1953) and Ullastre 
(1968) attribute it to a semi humid phase of the cave characterised by slow flow and eventual stalagm,tization. 
As has been noted by Masriera (1970), the association of glacially derived sediments being deposited in quiet 
underground lakes has led to the idea that the resultant laminations were varves {Siffre, 1960; Fray, 1961). 
Fur1her 1t has generally been considered that the laminations were laid down in a horizontal attitude in the 
conventional secHmentological manner. Howtver, both principles, that of varve sedimentation ssnsu strlcto 
and that of horizon tal sedimentation. seem inapplicable In the case of the cave sediments studied. 

Reams (1968) first advocated the principle of parallel accreting sediment layers on underlying 
surfaces. Further work {Bull, 1976a, 1976b) has shown that the laminated sediments can remain stable on 
slopes in excess of 70° and even. In some lnscances, on slapes in excess of 90°. These subsequent studies, 
together with other field observations, sugge<t that the process of parallel accretion is the predominant means 
of depos,tion of the lamina1ed sediments in caves throughout South Wales and south-west England. 

Masriera (1970) noted that the lamtnations in caves were not varves in the strict sense as they were 
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not necessarily reflective of annual climatic fluctuations, but he considered that the term varve should b• 
used as it had a more explicit descriptive meaning than any alternatlve terminology. It is this final conclusion 
of Masriera (19701 that this study attempts to qaestion, as it is considered herein, that the term lamination or 
even rhythmtte Is free of t.he underlying connotations of seasonal sedimentation normally ass.ociated with the 
term .,varve''. 

A problem which further com pt icates this resean:h held concerns the precm~ morphology of a 
varve. Conventionally, a varve comprises two I-ayer$ of sediment. termed a couplet, consisting of a coarse 
sprmg-thaw sed1mentanon wnh an associated fine:-grained winter-freeze deposit. Recent work (Peach and 
Perrie, 19751 has shown, however, that detailed ,nalysis of a varve couplet can reveal a more complex 
pattern of sedimentation than has previously been assumed. Fluctuations upon the basic coarse/fine sequence 
(Fig. lbl can be idenufied to be due to weekly or even daily variations in climate. and hence. of the glacier 
ablauon rate. Fig. l b, A represents the coarse material rapidly laid down after the initial thawing of an ice 
mass. 8 represents the gradation of coarse to fine material as summer deposition continue,. C port.fays the 
daily or weekly fluctuations in temperature and .-,ence the variations in the rate of ablation. Finally, D 
portrays the cessation of deposition with the on~et of winter freeze conditions. 

By utiliiing the same analysis 1edln1qu,s of Peach and Perrie (19751 IOuantimet 720 visual computer 
analys1sl it was the aim of this research to mvestgate the micromorphological character of a distinctly 
laminated fine-grained sediment 1den.tified 1n Agen Allwedd, Powys (Bull, 19751, It is hoped that these results 
will shed light on the problem of classlfy1ng sediments either as varves (reflecting seasonal climatic variation) 
or as laminations (which can be indicative of energy fluctuations at any time-scale). This distinction will also 
have lmphcatlons for further studtes concerning sediment sources and the process of cave deposition. 

Sediment studies in Agen Allwedd 
Agen Allwedd (SO 18761586) Is a 21 km. cave system in Powys, South Wales containing sediments 

that are capped by a finely laminated deposit throughout much of the cave. Inspection of this 'cap-mud' has 
revealed a sequence of dark and light coloured layers comprising 196 major beds within a 10cm. thickness 
(Plate 1 ). The layering appears to reflect differential sedimentation rates and grain shape (Bull, 1976b) rather 
than a variation In mineralogical content. Analy$iS of these cap-muds along a 1 km. passage {Main Passage) has 
revealed almost perfect correlation of bed layers and also bed thickness with distance down-pa,sage (+0.92, 
derived from Pearson's coefficient of correlauon, see al$0 Plates 1 and 2}. 

Further, examination of the individual grain sizes of the major sediment units within a cap--mud 
sectton showed an almost perfect correlation w1:h correspond mg sediment units some 5km. away (Fig. lal. 
Withou t the aid of complex smoothing techniqws and correlation computations, 1t appears from Figure 1a 
that the fluctuations may correspond 10 four co11plex vatvo sequences tafter Peach and Perrie, 1975, herein 
F,9. 1b), Alternatively the fluctuations may rei>resent individual sediment fluctuations with four major 
climatic variations superimposed on the general micro-pattern. The mechanism of sedimentation is, then, of 
great importance. 

Discussion 
Examination of the cap-muds in Agen 11.llwedd (Bull, 1975, 1976bl have shown that the deposits 

are exclusively allochthonous, being laid down by parallel accretion in lacustrine conditions which were 
continuou.s throughout the period of sedimentation. Since no discrete sediment feeder could be found 
berween the sample sites (taken at regular inter,als along Main Passage) the high value of r computed above 
would infer one of the following modes of deposition. If single or discrete sediment pulse input were 
advocated, a mechanism of even distnbution th•ough the lake would be necessary 10 account for the 
persistence of laminations without a proximal/distal sedimentary assemblage. This must be considered 
unlikely as flow within the water body would scour and redeposit e~isting sediments. This is not seen to 
occur. If a diffuse sedimentation were ad•ocate~. a process of filtration through the overlying beds would 
account for the even sedimentation, in p laces to the roof (Bull, 1976b). External contrc~I of this rhythmic 
pulsing of sediment would have to be able to regulate micro-sediment inputs through 200 metres of 
Mtllstone Grit and Limestone! Intermediate control, via an overlying cave system. could, however, regulate 
m,cro-sedimentation w ithin the underlymg cave pa$$age. No such cave system is known, nor can 
complementary sedimentologfcal evidence be po,tulated for the existence of such a cave. 

A more posing problem, however, concerns the mechanism controlling sedimentation rates. 
Initiation of the sedimentary pulse can be consdered to be of ex ternal origin. The periglacial and loess·like 
nature of much of the sediment (Bull, 1976b) may further suggest contemporary surface conditions of a 
periglacial nature. Freeze-thaw cycles may t;hen reasonably be advocated as a mechanism of sediment control 
.-.d release, allied to a diffuse-filtration sedimentary process. Thunderstorm activity, together with the 
wultant flood pulses, would alternatively provide rhythmically pulsed sediment. although such a run-off 
.vould follow discrete channels into the cave. This would then result in flow structures throughout the 
cap-mud. These do not ex ist. 

Whether the fluctuations in sediment pulses may be termed varves must for the present remain• moot 
pou,t. The grain-size variations through the cap-mud (Fig. 1a) may represent four varves, or a multiple series 
of pulsed Inputs. The overlying large-cycle trend must then be explained for the latter case. 

The cap-mud may vet be verved, but not as is normally considered. Research continues 10 clarify 
tttese probtems, but for the present the term 'vuve' must be used with extreme caution. 
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SURGE MARKS IN CAVES 
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Originally considered to represent hieroglw,hs or trace fossils (Lesquereux 1884; Newberry, 1888), 
surge marks have now been recognised as sedimentary structures formed as a result of the ponding back and 
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the slopping of water up over a steep sediment bank in response to restricted surging water currents 180yd 
and Ore, 1963; High and Picard, 1968). Surge marks were first termed dsndritic surye marks by High and 
Picard 11968) and considered to be erosional structures from then after (Picard and High, 1973). It has been 
shown (Bull, 1976) that the structures are not however. erosional features and it is the aim of this paper to 
show, equally, that dendritic surge marks are not solely dendritic in morphology. 

Preliminary observations of surge marks (Bull, 1976) have shown that lhese sedimentary features are 
widespread in caves. contrasting their isoh1ted occurrence on the surface. Since the features normallv form 
during a last phase of S'Ubaqueous activity many of the structures have remained untouched by man, or by 
any weathering components, for thousanos of years. Conditions for formation of the surge marks are ideal in 
the c.ive environment. Steeply dipping tine sediment slopes, restricted streamways and a sufficiently 'flashy' 
meam regime are all found in abundance In caves. Together with the excellent conditions afforded for 
preservation, it is not wrprising that these structures are common features of the cave environment. 

Studies of surge marks formed in caves (Bull, 1976) have shown that the branching rills are not 
eroded into the sediment banks but repre3-ent deformed structures in which finely laminated layers are 
parallel to the surface morphology. The p,rallelism decreases with depth, suggesting an external stimulus 
rather than an internal sedimentation effect. The exact formation mechanism of the-se features may well 
represent some degree of combination of the two effects. 

Two main morphological forms of surge mark c.,n be identified in the field; a branching, welt 
devel~ dendrltic pattern (oh.en up to• 4th order network (Plate 1 ); and a finely striated pattern of 
near•straight channels (Plate 2). It appeared on initial inspection that the features did not grade into each 
other to any great degree and that mor-photogical variation was a function solely of the degree of slope on 
which the features had formed. Measurements of these features were then taken In a number of caves in 
South Wales and south-west England. 

Results 
Measurements were taken of the angle of sediment slope and the type of surge mark form that was 

present from areas studied in Ogof Ftynnon Ddu (SN 848153) and Agen Allwedd (SO 187158), the results 
of which are presented in fig. 1. Although specific readings varied, the general pattern of resulu depicted in 
fig. l represent typical assemblages found in alt the caves studied. 

It can clearly be seen that a distinct relatlonship exlm between surge mark morphology and the 
angle of sediment slope from the horizontal (fig. 1). The initiation of low-angle surge marks (Nothing
Branching, fig, 1) is pre<:eded by an erosional phase of rill development sensu stricto (Picard and High, 1973, 
p. 35, fig. 25, for example). A discrete change from eroded rill to deformed dendritic surge mark is apparent 
in every case, although no forms have been recorded that continuously change form downslope. Eroded 
forms increase erosion on steeper slopes 111hilst surge marks change morphology rather than initiate erosion. 
The mechanisms of the two appear separate and distinct. 

The conventional dendritic (or branching) surge marks (fig. 1) also form between distinct sediment 
slope angles. In Ogof Ffynnon Ddu (near lhe 819 Shacks) the morphological change between unaffected 
sediment slopes of low angles and branching surge marks occurred exclusively above 40°. Steep slopes, in 
exc.ss of 60°, resulted in the transformation from the branching form 10 a straight form often in a continuum 
on an increased slope down-profile. Simllu results were obtained from Agen AHwedd (fig. 1) with discrete 
slope angle control over morphological variations to the surge marks. Variations In slope angle-form control 
between the two caves presented can be considered to be a function of localised micro-environment within 
the chambe". Grain ,ize. although considered to be an important restraint for the initiation of surge mark 
development (High and Picard, 1968), appeared to have no apparent effect upon the resultant surge mark 
type. 

Discussion 
Since the early work of Boyd and Ore (1963) it has generally been accepted, by the few workers 

who have reported surge mark structures, that the features have originated along margins of water bodies and 
that continual tran59ressjon and regressiot15 of water over the sediment surfaces erodes the structures into 
dendrltic surge marks. It has been shown before (Bull, 1976) that the features are not eroded, and that now, 
morphology is a direct function of sediment slope. Whether a viable concept can be invoked concerning 
stable sediment slopes (necessarily over 40° and up to 90•). which are affected by repeated flooding of water, 
inducing only deformation of the sediment surface, remains to be proved. Only isolated instances of 
sediment slumping have been identified (draw-down effecu excluded, see Waltham, 1974, p. 160), ard these 
can be shown to be of limited extent cQnsidering the magnitude of sediment surface involved. 

Elsewhere (Bull, 1976) it has be...,· shown that horitontally laminated sediments are depressed rather 
than deformed in areas of surge mark. down.-profile initiation. This would tend to sugge-st external distorting 
pressures rather than penecontemporaneous deposition. Further. it has also been shown (Bull. 1976) that 
micro-horst faulting has occurred in the troughs of the surge mark form, also suggesting applied stress 
conditions of 'external' origin. It would appear, therefore, that a major mechanism in the formation of a 
surge mark ls the deformation of the sediment body by external currents, although this may well be 
complemented to a degree by a supply of silt grains settling out of suspension on the dividers between the 
grooves after each transgressive flood. At present work is underway to a,scertain the micro-sediment 
ctiaracteristJcs within a structure in order to discover the degree of depos-ition or deformation process that is 
initiating the surge mark. 
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Surge marks have been observed by the author immediately after formation in little Neath River 
Cave, (SN912142) and during formation in a tidal sump Otter Hole, (ST5279671, but it Is considered that 
they represent largely fouil structures. preserved, in Britain at least, as a final testament to the higM water 
conditions in caves during the waning period of the last glacial period. 
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-ecticut BOULDER CHOKES AND DOLINE RELATIONSHIPS 

Peter A. Bull 
Geography Dept., University College, 
Swansea, U.K. 

Previous research has related the form to the process ot doline development (e.g. Cvijic, 1893; 
Jennings, 1975) and shown that there is a genetic connection between dolines and shallow cave systems, (e.g. 
Miotke and Palmer, 1973; Palmer and Palmer, 1975). Studies in Welsh interrtratal karst have further suggested 
a limited relationship between different doline forms and shallow cave development (Thomas, 19741 where 
the effect is largely of collapse of the overlying insoluble cap,rock, the MIiistone Grit. 

Debate exists as to the relative importance of solution and, or, collapse mechanisms in the formation 
of dolines both In interstratal karst and in are.as cf 'naked' karst. Both mechanisms operate in selected instances 
(Gams, 1965; Day, 19761 and a solution-collapse'shuffle' may well be the predominant process. It is this 
'shuttle-hypothesis' that is, In pan. considered below. 

The following model attempts to inttodJoe the relationship betw,,en a deep cave system (up to 250 
metres deep) with dollne forms on the surface. T, is research has investigated not the limits of doline formar,on, 
but the limits of doline effect upon lbe evolution and development of the underlying cave, Agan Allwedd, a 
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21 km. synem ,n South Wales (Fig. 1). 

Some Models of Boulder Chokes and Oolirl8 Relationships in Agan Allwedd 
A model of boulder chokes and doline relationships has been formulated (Fig. 2) as a result of exter,. 

sive sedimentolog,cal invenigations undertaken in Agen Allwedd (Bull, 1976a). The model, however, does not 
represent the only relationships that may exst between dolines and areas of cavern collapse tn interstratal kars-t 
areas. but may serve to .show five type, which are only selected members of a continuum. The model is sim,plistic 
In design, considering only vertical developm<!nts, although in nature a more dislocated relationship may exist 
between the surface and the underlying cave. resulting in a stepped profile. 

The model accepts that dolines, inttmally derived boulder chokes and cavern breakdown may develop 
independently (Davies, 1949, 1951; Brucker. 1966), although it allows for a development of these two processes 
contemporaneously or temporally distinct but genetically connected. Often the very presence of a doline may 
ooncentrate percolating water to a specific area which, in turn, may stimulate breakdovvn in the underlying 
cave, with or without a previous breakdown Internally initiated. Sedimentological Investigations ln Agen Allwedd 
(Bull, 1976a, 1976b) indicate that sand-size<> particles have been deposited in the cave originating from the over
lying basal grits of Mynydd Llangattwg, The1e have been transported via a connection be~ween the first and 
second boulder chokes and their respective surface expressions. Figure 1 shows the relationship between the 
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Pwll-y-Rhoc doline and the second boulder choke (200m. vertically). and A 1 pot and Waen Rudd and the first 
boulder choke (100m. vertically). Similar sediment paths can be identified between Cascade Sink and Cascade 
Passage (Fig. 1, 150m vertically). an area of posinvewater connection at the present and also Biza Passage with 
an unknown surface connection (Fig. 1 ), Although no known cave system exists betweoo Agen Allwedd and 
the surface, except for a very small cave developmen at the baie of the unconformity between the Millstone 
Griu and the underlying limestone (e.g., Pwll•y-Pasg. fig. 2, model B). the existence of unknown passages may 
dislocate the connections between the surface and the cave. 

Models A and E represent end members, st1essing the possible interdependency of a doline and cave 
breakdown formation. It is likely that the model A (Fig. 2) repre5ents the situation for those dolines which 
appear only to relate to local shallow sub$idence (Thomas, 1974), or relate only 10 localised lntema)ly stimu• 
lated breakdown (Fig. 1, the third, fourth and fifth boulder chokes). These model forms may also represent 
the Initial stage of a doline/boulder choke relationship and the intermediate models Band C may develop from 
them. The second boulder choke and the Pwll-y-Rhoc dolme suggests such a development. 

Model D (Fig, 2) represents the toral development of the 'shuffle-hypothesis', but It is thought that 
this type of surface-cave relationship can only result from a shallow development (as In the cave of the first 
boulder choke and Waen A Odd - A 1 Pot, fig. 1). Furthermore, the development of such a solution-collapse 
model may necessitate the presence of an active stream below (Palmer and Palmer, 1975) to remove enough 
material to allow collapsed boulders (altllough in some part dissolved I ancl'their void spai:es to occupy the 
same volume as the original rock assemblage. It is proPQsed that stimulation for development o'f the situation 
portrayed in Model D may well have been directed both from below and above. 

Discussion 
Although Thomas {1974) and Palmer and Palmer, (19751 have shown that sinkhole densities and pat

terns need not be valid indicators of specific sub-$ur1ace drainage Imes for both naked karst and interstratal 
karst, It can be seen In this study that doline effects may be responsible for the stimulation of the boulder 
choke formation some 250 metres below the doline 'base" While dohnes may not be mdub11able indicators 
of deep caves. shallow caves may underlie some of tl"e dolines m lhe mternratal karst area studied (Thomas, 
1974) and the funnellln_g eHect and inherent weakness of the country rock below the dollne, both from per
colatlon•solution and collapse and perhaps also accentuated by a fault development, may extend the ione of 
doline influence far deeper than has conventionally been assumed. 

It would seem that the two processes, one of doline formation on mterstratal karst and the other of 
deep cave passage development, are of totally independent origin. Howe11<1r, following the period of phreatic 
development in the cave, vaclose alteration may lnitiue breakdown (Jennings, 1975), itself either independent 
of overlying surface processes (models A and E, fig. 2) or as a response to the funnelling effect of fault or 
dollne weakne$S to the overlying country rock (mod1ls B or C, fig. 2). O,stmct cave passage may, or may not, 
develop between the two. It would seem likely that 1he dohne effect either pre-dated the cave development 
(at least the vadose phase) or was contemporaneous with the cave formation developing both solutton·collapse 
dolines along lines of maximum s1ress within the caV? {for example, at the intersection of a number of passages). 
Model D (Fig. 2) would only have effect in shallowe, cave systems and could then be formed substantially from 
autochthonous solution-collapse with smaller scale authochthonous breakdown from below. The development 
of such a connected relationship between dohne and cavern breakdown would suggest a vadose phase during 
the formation of the structure postulated In model D (Fig. 2). Since in Agen Allwedd It has been shown that 
a major vadose sedimentation occurred perhaps 40,0)0 years B.P. (Bull, 1976a). It would be reasonable 10 sug• 
gest that the doline formation (Waen A Odd and A 1 tot complex) is older than 40,000 years. This would further 
collaborate the ideas of doline antiquity put forward by Thomas ( 1974) although, perhaps, indicating an even 
older develop~nt than he proposed. 

Temporal associations between the deeper sec.end boulder chokes IF ig. 1) on Llan9a11W9 and the 
connecting do line (Pwll•y-Rhoc) cannot be so easily decided. It can be seen above that the two development 
processes are connected, yet initiated independently, ,uggesting that the boulder choke development may be 
accentuated by a pre-existing doline-funnelling eHec1. Internal relative dating in the relevant boulder choke 
areas would indicate. ho1Never, that these areas pre-date the 40,000 year 8 .P. vadose sedimentation and ref ate 
perhaps to the initial cave development (+ lm.y. B.P.1. 

Although the S1mplified models presented have been categorised for the study area, the five variations 
represent only selected components of a continuum •nd almost any combination of them might be a valid 
representation of the real situation in either interstratal or naked karsL It would appear that doline effect ex
tends to a greater extent than doline depth, bul further work is necessary before any positive conclusions can 
be safely put forward. 
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" 
THE FOSSIL FAUNAS OF KARST CAVES ON THE EASTERN SHORE OF THE 

BLACK SEA IN PALEOLITHIC, MESOLITHIC AND MORE RECENT TIME 

N.I . Burchak•Abramov,ch 
V,poloj Prospekl Waza Pshavela 51, Kosp,cs 4 Ouartiez 
IApt) 7, Tb,lis; 380077, U.S.S.R. 

The Karn Caves of the Eastern short of the Black Sea (Abharla, Uegrelia, Krasnodar O,mte1I conta,n 
rich f•mas of foss,I Vertebrat• of P1ltohth1:. mesohth,c and more recent umes. In ux caves (Nav1H$hin cave, 
Ahsh tyrsk cave of Krasnodar OtStrict and In cave Hupynypshahv1, Kva-Char1, Klp-Baga,, Okumi of Abh1Zi1I 
were found 35 spec,es of Mammals, 18 spec:iu of Bords, 2 opec,41 of Ampl11b;1 ond Homo sapiem L. The total 
lost of lhis fwna ,ncludet 57 species. 

Gu/o gu/o subsp. is found in lhe upper Paleollth1c- Me10hth1c cave Hupynyl)Shahv1 and ,n E<>MOhthtc 
cave Kep Bagaz, both ,n South Abhazoa. ~l/ll!arctos spel.,,,,, Rosm. in Abhu,a apparently lived at the begin
ning of the mesollthic, Gilsglls was flm found in Russia In Okumi (South Abhatia) 1n 1975 

CONSERVATION DES CAVERNES AMENAGEES 
RESULT ATS OBTENUS DANSOUELOUES PAYS D' EUROPE OCCIDENT ALE 

V Caumanln 
Laborrto,n, d'hydrolog,e appl,quM 
O,jon, France. 

TM.,,.. .. pru.c·,Qtes have been put forll'W".-d 1n • bookkot preNnted 1n Olomouc:. Tr,e prewn1 peper dHIS with the 
resulu obte1ned from the u .. 1ment of chlorophylll11 end microbl1I com>1,or,. the mod,hc:at1on of !qU•Ptnent end tht 
expe,r1mtnt■t determ1naoon of th• vis•tor flow. 

Les princlpes g6nerau• de conservatiai du cavernes 1m4nag6u ont •~ pr6sentes 4 Olomouc, on 1973, 
dans une brochure ,ntotulH; "La conurvat,ondes cavernes am6nagNs''. 6d,t6e ~• I' A.N E.C.A.T . (A .. ociatlon 
nat ionale des axploitants de cavernes am4neg6u pour le tourisme - France); cene brochure contenait let 
multlts d',tud• fond1mtnt1l11. 

Les apphcations ont donM lieu• uncertain nombre de remarques pratiquts dont nous allons r6s:umtr 
ci-deuous l'essentlel. Elles concarnent les conosions chlorophylhemes It microb,ennes 61imoneft ou stoppeet 
...c succh, les modificauons d'1nstallat1ons deam6es ~ favoroier la conservation, enfon la d6term1nation du 
flux de v1sheurs A admeme. 

LA CORROSION CHLOROPHYLLIENNE 
II s'agit de l'implentat,on di v~i.u• chlorophyll,ens au• endrOits 6claor6s. Cttte flore d69radl Its 

supports wr lflquels elle s'implente; elle est const,tuN, au depart, d'algues et de mousses qu i apparaissent 
presque simultan6ment, enfin, on situation .. trome, de fougen,s 111 est toujours intM11S1nt, d'un point de vue 
purement kolog,que, do din,nguer tes espkes, tarlllblts d'une r'111on • l'autre, ma,s le problime capital pou r 
nous c'est 1'61imonation . 

us mousses sont tes oroanisrMS Its plus faciles • dw-uore. On peut apptiquer en poudrage, ~ tris faible 
do .. (2 g • 4 g au m2J, des produits • base de d uro n. 

Dans ces cond,tlons, wr suppons calcalres, Its alguet d,sparaouent 6gllemtnt ma,s en ca de persisunco 
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on peut avoir recours, tres efficacement, a des solutions de formol neutralise a 1-4%, en pulverisation ou lavage 
et brossage avec une brosse douce en nylon; contrt les fougeres, !'application de desherbants ne se justifie pas; 
on est, dans la majorite des cas, en presence de peuplements tres clairsemes dont on vient aisement a bout par un 
arrachage a la main. 

Ces techniques sont valabhn, bi l'exception du formot aussi bien pour les grones A peinrures que pour 
les grones a concretions. Poor les grones a peinturu et a gravures, les produits a base de dluron peuvent etre 
utilis6s efficacement. mBme ts la dose de s .. s au m2, en dehors des repr4sentations. 

Nous avons. avec succes. procede aux me mes traitements, ii titre preventif, sur tes surfaces eclairees, 
avant t'ouverture de la saison touristiqua. 

On peut avoir recours a d'autres produirs mais II est recommande de s'adresser a ceux qui sont peu 
solubles et difficilement biodegf'adables; dans ces conditions, l'action est persistante aux doses employees et 
les ris.ques de pollution des resurgences et nappes phreatiques sont nuls. La mise en suspension dans l'eau n'est 
pas contre•indiquee mait le poudrage a sec est toujoul'> preMrable. 

Les vegetaux tues brunissent rapldement et doivent ftre. pour l'esthetique, ehmines par lavage avec une 
brosse douce. L'eau de grone ou de resurgence kamlque, qu'il s'agisse de dilution, de mi$«! en suspensions. de 
lavage est la seule qui convienne. 

Ces traitements ne nl!cessitent aucun mat!riel specialise toutefois, pour les grandes cavites et les appli· 
cations au plafond, nous experimentoqJ ac1uellem,nt un materiel portatif ii moteur 41eetrique en usage en 
arboriCi.llture. 

On peut se trouver ~galement en pr6sencede dt\veloppements alg.aux sur des pi&ees d'eau souterraines 
(lacs-, gours, etc .. . ) trBS fonement ~clairee'S; pour les llmiter ou les $Upprimer. nous utilisons avec succes le 
brome ou les d~riv~ brome5; oes produits sont efficaces et parvienl'lent, lorsque c·est le cas, aux resurgences 
sous forme de bromures A concentrations. prat1qoement ind6celables. 

La presence de la vegetation chlorophyllienne est blen en1endu Hee a l'eclairage mais deux facteurs, la 
longueur d'onde de la lum,ire utilisee et le degagement de chaleur, entrent en ligne de compte. 

Ence qui concerne la longueur d'onde, le probleme demeure pour !'instant insoluble car les exploi• 
tants priftlrant la lumi-8re blanche mais dans certains cas, reprfsentations rupestre5 et vestiges pr~historiques ou 
his-toriques, on peut se contenter d'un t!cia1rage intermittent. Pour limiter des d~agemems de chaleur nous 
avons adopt~. avee plein sutces, dans certaines conditions, des 1ampes dites froides en usage pour l\clairer 18$ 
expositions de denr~es alimentaires fragiles (ex: PAR COOL 38 PHILIPS) mais ii ne taut pas oubller qu'elles 
doivent etre montees sur cuk>ts sptkiaux. 

La Corrosion Microbienne 
Nous avons range, dans oette cat6gorie, les di!gait.s caus6s par les bact~ries (y compri.s las actinomyci:tes) 

et les moisiswres. 
Ces deg-au apparaissent toujours en milieu,c privi'6gi6s~ concr~tionS touch~es r~gufl8rement par les 

touriste, zones de condensation avec d6p6ts de mttitre organique (systemes en V - zones tamp0n hauta et 
basse - voir brochure c1t~e ci•dessus en reference~. L'impl-antation de cene micro fl ore est mo ins spectacula1re 
mals on peut facilement la localiser soit par l'odeu, d~gagee, so,t par un examen aux U.V. IV. C.iumartin- 1971 
- Excursion sur les corrosions microbienne$ en grones. Note sommaire sur les techniques de recherche -
Spelunca - Memoires no. 7 - p. 31-37). Au toucher, on repere une odeur caracteristique due a la geosmine 
synthetisee par un actinomyces. Aux ultra-violets, on met en evidence, sur fond en gene'81 violet, des pustules 
ffuorescentes 1i'9s a la pr6sence de colonies microbiennes e.ncrolntes d.e calcite. 

On peut envisage, un traitement au formal~ 1-3% mais II est plus ratlonnel de stopper !'evolution de 
la corrosion: 

- en empechant les visiteurs de toucher-6 tout, 
- en bloquant le fonctionnement des systetnes en Vet des zones tampon par l'adjonction de sas 

b l'entJ~e et a la sortie ou en canalisant les condensations sur une $urface rocheuse non con~ 
credonn~. 

Ence qui conceme le premier point, ii convient s:urtout de disciplfner le public qui a la faicheuse habi• 
tude de toucher 8 tout; certalnes exploitations ont n!usst l emp,8cher de h.Jmer. de ieter des papiers, des gommes 
c\ micher etc . .. les visiteurs, sensibllists par les probl8mes d'environnement, ne sont pas inditterents aux 
observations quand elles leur sont convenablement pr6sentees. 

Pour le second point, une etude cllmatolcgique et microscopique s'impose pour bien localiser les con
densations accompl!!)neas de matiere organique ( les plus dangereuses). 

Mais avam toute intervention, ii est indispensable de s'assurer qu'on est bien en pn1sence, sur les sur• 
faces fraglles (concretions - represen111tions rupesires), d'une corrosion en evolution. Le meilleur moyen con• 
siste lt prendre des diapos1tives en coufeur ~ inter\l&Jles de temps reguliers (deux fois l'an par exemple}. En 
positionnantrigoureusement l'appareil photographique. en r~lant convenablement l'klalrage au moment de 
la prfse de vue, on obt1ent des images significatives: teur examen compar, par projection permet de diagnostiquer, 
6 coup ,Or, les degradations evolutives done actives, 

Les Modifications D' Installations 
L'adjonction de sas permet de limiter les condensations et tes apports organiques qui les accompagnent 

mais ii convient egalement de bannir de la grone 1oute matlere fermentescible et surtout la presence de W.C. 
car Us entretiennent, sur place, un peuplement mio-obien dangereux et d~agent gaz carbonique et ammoniaque. 
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le bois n'y a pas non plus sa place car en pourrissant if propage des moisissures. 
Les mains courantes des pistes amenagees pour les touristes sont souvent en fer et ce metal, au contact 

des mains, s'oxyde. L 'oxyde ferrique ne pre$enre, par fui•mime, aucun danger mais l'entretien des equlpemenrs 
roullles exige frt!quemment l'usage de dkapants ou autres ingnidients corrosifs. II est plus rationnel d'utilfser 
pour les mains courantes. un matl!riau lnalterable. par exemple. un materiau plastique; oelui-ci est par ailleurs 
plus agrbble au toucher et Jes visiteurs ne se salissent pas les mains. Pour fa piste el le-mime. le clment est rout 
fndiqui! car ii se prtre mieux l l'entrehen ce qui permet d'6viter, en particulier, la propagation des souillures par 
tes vistteurs. 

Entin, ii arrive frequemment que les concretions, trop brutalement chauffees par suhe d'un eclairage 
mal adapte, s~chent, perdent leur o!clat et deviennent plus fragiles. En presence d'une telle situation, !'usage des 
lampes froides s'lmpose. 

La Determination du Flux de Visiteurs 
Un des factou" las plus favorablE& a la d6gradation des cavernes amen•~• est l'abondance des visitas 

quand la capacite d'echange avec le milieu exterieur ou la roche est redulte; on assiste alors a un rechauffement 
rapide, une chute d'hygrometrie relative, une accumulation de co, etc ... ; ii faut a tout prix, dans ce cas, 
eviler les surcharges. 

Comment pe<.ot-on dl!celer le phe,omene, done determiner le flux de vrsiteurs a admettre ou du moins 
la limite a ne pas depasser? 

On y parvient par une 6tvde cHmatologique simple, au moyen d'appareils enregistreurs d'hygrometrie 
et de temperature. Dans la plupart des cavit6s, les courbes d'hygrom,trie et de tempt)rature refl8tent, avec un 
decalage de plusieurs heures partois 24 heures et une large amplitude, les perturbations exterieures. Dans la cas 
qui nous pr~occupe, si l'atflux de vislteurs est 1rop important, les variations sont concordantes pour l'hygro
metrle et la temperature mais d'amplitud, inverse et l'l!quilibre se retablit plus ou moins vite, lndependamment 
des perturbations ext.erieures. Ill tombe sous le sens qu'une grotte qui recup,re lentement son propre l!qulllbre 
ne peut etre chargee en vislteurs, qu'une grotte qui ne subit pas de variations brutales est apte a accueillir des 
groupes plus importants~ 

Conelu.sion 
T ous les problemes poses par la eonservat Ion des gr ones amtlnagees sont loin d'etre resolus mais un 

certain nombre d'enne eux, les ptus graves, ont dt1j8 trouvt1, au moins en panie, une solution satisfaisante. 
Nous n'avon.s plus d1excuses de laisser 5e d~triorer les cavernes am8nagfes pour le tourisme. 

SURFACE KARST LANDFORMS ON T HE MOROCCA N HAMADA OF GUIR 

V. Castellani 
Canedra di Astrofisica 
dell' Universita dl Roma 
Casella Postale 67 
00044 Frascati, Italy. 

W. Dragon! 
Societa $peleol011ica ltaliana 
and G.D. "Urri" 

The occurrence of closed drarnage basins on the $Urface or limestone hamadas has been often inter• 
preted in t81'ms of karstJfication. The hamadas In the Saharan regions of Morocco are largely intersected by 
more or less large depressions (roughly ecuivalent to do1ines in more humid climates} whose central regions are 
covered by sands and pebbles. We shall refer to similar structures adoJ)ling the term "daya" from the work by 
Mitchell and Willimot (1974) which gave a general review of the problem as well as an interesting analysis of 
some dayas in the South of Morocco {see also Reading University Rel)Ons 1969, 1971). 

Mitchell 11970) suggested the aerial photography could be a useful device in studying the occurrence 
of davas ln arid regions. In the following we shall report some results of such an inve$tigation carried out 
on the so called "Hamada du Guir" in the l<sar-es-Souk district in the South of Morocco. 

The Hamada of Guir 
The hamada of Guir is a wide ta,le•land, made up by undisturbed Oligo-Miocene limestone sediments. 

It is bounded by a sharp and almost vertical scarp (kreb) about 100 m deep. The morphology of dayas along 
a portion of the ham ad a has been recend( studied by one of us (Castellani 1977); here we will deal with a 
general analysis of the presence of dayasalong the hamada, The aerial cover (1 : 100,000) by the Moroccan 
Institute Geogrephique National aJlows us to elaborate a careful documentation of a p0rtion of the hamada du 
Gulr 2.500 km1 wtde. On the basis of such material we constructed a map of the distribution of dayas along 
the surface of the hamada. It is understood we are using the term daya to indicate the central region of the 
hollows where the surface is covered by sands, silts and, sometimes, by pebbles. 

We registered on the surface of 1he hamada the presence of 2345 dayas with sizes between a few tens 
of metres and more than 1 Km, and depth generally not exceeding 10 m, We can roughly separate three types 
of dayas: 

(i) "Para'''9ayas: dayas connected to form a contlnuoui drainage 1ine, with N-S direction, some.
times reaching the south edge of the hamada, otherwise connected with~ final large closed basin, 
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(ii) L.arge dayas: with sizes up to more than 1 km, largely irregular In shape, with evident inflow 
channels. 

(iii) Small dayas: with a diameter of sone tens of metres, a sub-circular fonm and rare tracks of 
inflow disturbances 

The systems of pan1•dayas are likely linked with structural alignments and original tectonic distur· 
bances. 

Large dayas appear to be mainly concentrate<l close to the edge of the hamada. whereas small circular 
dayas appear to be grouped in peculiar internal regions. 

There is no clear evidence for the origin of differences between large and small dayas. In the assump• 
tion of homogeneous rainfall (from a quantitative as well as chemical point of view) on the hamada surface. 
we can suppose such differences are simply derived by original heterogeneity on the plateau. Otherwise we 
could speculate on possible edge-eff-ecrs in the diS!ribution of rainfall and wind transported sands. As a matter 
of discussion we finally report the exottc possibility that along the edge of the hamada the underground flow 
of water is favoure<J by tbe valley below: in this case tbe recrvstalisatlon of carbonates could be prevente<J 
and efficiency of karstiftcation could rise just along the edges. 

The map in fig. 1 has been explored by means of a computerized Image-scanning device (the "Ouanti• 
met" OOM720 produce<J in U.K. by I MANCO) a1 the Institute of Geo1'ogy of the University Rome. 

The east side of the map was'"flrst explor!d, measuring the ratio of surface covered by day a floors in 
squares of 225 km' . By shifting the square in direction N-S by half its vertical dimension we found 

TABLE 1. 

% of area covered by dayas 5.1 4.6 2.9 3.8 4.6 5.8 3.7 5.3 4.6 

N------------------~ •S mean 

That the ratio of surface covered by the dayas does not vary drastically along the BO km of hamada ex• 
ptore<J, supporting the idea that dayas are a necessary con~quence of climate as well as of rocks. 

A similar analysis performed in d irection W,E, i.e. from the edge of the hamada toward the interior, 
gives the following results: 

TABLE 11. 

% of area covered by day as 10.2 6.5 5.3 5.5 4.3 

W-------------~E 

It follows that large dayas cover a relati..ely large< fraction of their drainage basins. Such a result d is• 
closes dayas do not represent a series of 11homolcgous1

' structure,, in the sense that the space filled by the daya 
soil is strictly proportional to the catchment area: in this case the ratio ot surface covered by day as should de, 
crease with increasing size of the dayas. Also if we suppose that a daya is jun a surface-phenomenon, we would 
expect a constant value for this ratio, so that it isdrtticul t to escape the conclusion that peripheral dayas show 
evidence for a higher efficiency of an undetermired mechanism of formation . 

Final remarks 
We think the flat morphology of the plateau shows that meteorological conditions of the zone did not 

suffer large variations In the past; a continuous aridity or semi-aridity of the region is the only explanation we 
could find for the undevelope<J moderation of the 1plateau. In this context the system of para-day as has to 
be regarded as a rudimentary fluvial system, und,veloped for the scarce rainfall and for the prevalence of karstifl• 
cation on fluvial ero.sion. 

As regards the present conditions of thehamada, the annual mean temperature at Boudenib (at the 
North side of the Hamada) is 19.6°C, whereas the annual rainfall in the region surrounding the hamada is vary• 
ing between 50 and 100 mm/year. 

Also, taking into account the altitude of the plateau can lower the mean temperature down to 18.0°C. 
we find, according 10 Turc (1954), practically all the rainfall is expected to evaporate. This is confirmed by the 
absence at the foot of the hamada of any spring. 

The high mean temperature and the absence of vegetation are both factors depressing the aggressive
ness of water. Assuming only that atma.pheric CO, wa, dissolved in the waur, we expect about 60 mg of 
carbonate can be dissolved by a litre of water (Roques 1972), so that 0.06 x 0.05 x 10• = 3 x 106 gr/km1 of 
limestone can be dissolved each year under the present conditions. and for tha minimum rainfall (50 mm). 
Allowing~ 1.5 x 101 years have been elap$ad from the uplift of the plateau, we find ~4 x 10' ton (~ 2 x 101 

m3 /km1 ) of limestone could have been dissolved. That correspon<,11 to a 20 m thick layer of limestone. Such a 
value likely represents a large underestimate of possible karstification, as there are, on other grounds, some evi • 
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dena,s for an increa.ed humidity In the pan and, may be, of a steppe•like vegetation. 
Nevertheless this value seems high w·th respect to the volume and depth of actual depre .. ions, and 

can be interpreted in terms of a very reduced efficiency of karstification, likely to be connected with the almost 
total evaparatlon of water. On the other hanc, it ,.ems difficult to believe in the development of la,ve under• 
ground casiti .. , there is no evidence of these along the kreb waif, and the morphology of dayas looks peculiar 
as a prevaifing horizontal karst. 
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CAVE RESCUE IN THE UNITED KINGDOM 

e.c. Catherine 
Chairman, Cave Research Council. 
4 Christine Close, Ash, Aldershot, 
Hampshire GU12 6OL. U.K. 

In the United Kingdom the Police are responsibla for the safety of people and property, as part of 
their duties and therefore they are responsible for cave rescues. For more than 40 years this service has been 
provided in liaison with the Local Poflce by cavers living or active in the popular caving areas in view of their 
knowledge and experiena, of the local cases, potholes and minM. 

The cave rescue organisations in each area are completely independent, drawing members of the 
rescue team from local cavers, .arrar,ging their 1rainir,g, electing their officers, providing the necessary equip
ment and arranging their own finance:$. As Public Funds are not provided for the cave rescue service most 
Cave Rescue Organisations rely on donations from people they have rescued or from local cavers. Liaison Is 
maintained with the local Police, who, in view of their resPOnsibilitY. receive all calls for cave rescue and 
then contact the Cave Rescue Organisation In eccordanca with a prearranged scheme. 

By 1966 the increased Interest in cavhg as an activity resulted in more people, particularly younger 
people exploring caves, potholes and old mines and as many of them were not members of local clubs they 
lacked experienced guidance and the number of accidents increased. One incident resulted in delay In calling 
the Cave Rescue Organisation and confusion with I.Deal Polia, and in view of this some Cave Rescue Organis"' 
lions considered it was time for a National BOdy to be formed to obtain national recognition. 

On 24th June, 1967 the Inaugural Mooting of the Cave Rescue Council was held and it was decided 
that thit would be the National Body which would obtain recognition from the Home Office and the Associ,._ 
tion of Chief Police Offla,rs for regional Cave Rescue Organisations but would not control these organisations 
which would remain completely independent. ilec:ognition was received providing the Cave Rescue Council 
would arrange for a servia, to be available for any Polia, Authority Areas where underground accidents could 
arise. 

A study of the 45 Police Authority A,eas, which would be brought into operation In England and 
Wales on 1st April, 1968, showed that cave ,e,.ue calls could be received from 24 of them. Arrangements were 
made for some of the existing Cave Rescue Organisations to extend their areas and for new organisations to 
be established by experienced members of the ,xisting organisations. Cave re,a,e for all Scottish Police 
Authorities continued to be provided by the Soonish Cave Rescue Organisation and for Northern Ireland and 
the Republic of Ireland by the Irish Cave ResCi.e Organisation. 

In 1971 the Home Office advised all Police Authorities to arrange accident insuranca cover for all 
members of the public assisting them in their emergency service,, and all cave rescue teams, providing the 
Police had requested their ..,istance, were given the benefit of this insurana,. The terms of this cover are: 

Death .................................................................... £10,000 

Lou of both eyes and limb, ................................. £10,000 

Loss of one eye or one limb .................................. £5,000 

Temporary total disablement............................... £30 per week for a maximum of 104 weeks 
Temporary partial disablement............................. £12 per week for a maximum ol 104 weeks 
from engaging in any occupation 

Permanent total and absolute disablement from 
engaging in any occupation ................................... £1,000 per annum for 10 years 



Damage to clothing and persoml effects £25 in all but since this cover was provided it has not been 
necessary to make any claims and we hcpe this wil I always be the position. 

The Police are able to refund out-of-pocket expenses to all cavers involved in a rescue call but this is 
only usually claimed when considerable expenditure is involved. 

Since the fonmation of the cave Rescue Council it has been agreed that this body exists to provide a 
cave rescue service and Is not concerned with cave safety as it is considered this is a duty of the caving cJubs and 
the National Caving Association. Membe- Organisations publish an Annual Report and thls gives factual details 
of rescues and is circulated to oil caving clubs in the area in the hope that they will read and avoid similar cav
ing accidents. These reports are also circulated to the Local Police Authority and other cave Rescue Organisa• 
tions. 

In addition to arranging the caw rescue service the cave Rescue Council also arranges for one of its 
member organisations to organise the Nttional Cave Rescue Conference in Its area every other year. The Coun• 
ell also maintains contact with the Mountain Rescue Committee and details of the cave rescue organisations are 
published in their Annual Handbook. 

During 1976 It was reported that a minor cave rescue had occurred in an old mine shaft outside the 
Police Authority Areas covered by the cave rescue sarvice. In view of this the Cave Rescue Council decided 
that the existing service should be extended to cover all Police Authority Areas in England and Wales; follow• 
Ing consultations with the Association o' Chief Police Officeri-arrangements were made for the 13 member 
organisations to provide cove'r for all the 42 Police Authorities now existing, 

On the formation of the Natioral Caving Association the Cave Rescue Council became a member 
organisation on the basis that It was only concerned with iu object of providing a eave rescue service but 
arrangements have nOYI been made for member organisations to provk:le details of accidents Involving equip
ment to their Equipment Committee in order that Investigations can be made and cavers Informed of the re
sults through the Equipment Failure Report sarvice. 

Some of our member organisatons combine cave rescue with mountain rescue and calls are received 
from Farmers to assist in rescuing cattle which have fallen into potholes; at times requests are received from 
the Pollce to aS,Sist in searching for misshg people. 

BEDDING PLANE ANASTOMOSES AS EVIDENCE OF EROSION IN DIFFERENT ROCKS 

Vittorio Castellani and Arrigo A. Cigna 
{Societ~ Speleologica ltaliana) 
Viale Medaglie d'Oro, 285, 1-100136 Roma, Italy. 

It was early recognised that bec:lding planes can play an important role in cave morphology and, in 
51)4!1eogenesis. Bretz (1942, 1956), in stcdying the so-called ceiling channels, fim drew attention to the occur• 
rence of networks of small tubes etched into the ceilings of some caves along old bedding planes: the "bedding 
plane anastomoses". More recently Pasini (1967) revised the argument, giving a careful analysis of celling chan
nels In caves near Bologna (Italy). 

Following Brett's hypothesis, bedding plane anastomoses (BPAs) are expected to be the remnants of 
incipient speleogenesis along a bedding plane which comes to the light when two adjacent rock beds have been 
separated by collapse. Unlike other charnels occurring 1long bedding planes, the typical cross sections of 
BPAs are circular with the bonom just h correspondence to the bedding plane. This has been interpreted in 
terms of phreatlc conditions as well a, of insoluble components of limestones I Bretz} or water-carried clay• 
(Pasini} deposited In the lower portion of the duct, stopping downward erosion. Recently Ford ( 1976) drew 
attention to possible confusion between e'l>As and stylolites, suggesting In some cases anastomosas originate 
as large scale srylolites. 

The limestone of Bisceglia (Italy) 
The large calcareous platform of "Murge" in South Italy, facing the Adriatic Sea, supports a large 

variety of karstic forms (Zeua 1975) Including the well known "Grotte di castellana", among the largest In 
Italy. Near the small town of Blsceglie I Bari). marine erosion on a large bank of fine limestone gives a cross• 
saction of a series of thin limestone bed;, no thicker than 30-40 cm containing networks of well defined 
BPAs. 

It can be noted that the BPAs are scattered along the various beds, so that no preferential beds appear 
to occur, and that they are strictly confned above the bedding plane, the upper face of the lo>ver bed being 
practically unafrected by the formation of the tube. Also along the whole cliff {nearly 1 km long) the only flow
channels are the BPAs. 

As pointed out by Warwick 11975) the formation of such tubes may take most of the water-flow, in· 
h lbi1Jng any further development of the system. In this context the network of BPA, In 8i$C8glie rocks could 
be regarded as equivalent to the "fragmentation" of a large cave into a saries of parallel tubes acting as a whole ai 

a well developed system of drainage. Some collapse reveals meandering ducts like th0<e found in the roof of 
some caves. It rs worthwhile noticing that Zezza (1975) quotes similar structures in the "Pulo di Molfetta", a 
large depression of karstic origin, some 10 km inland from Bisceglle; BP As are characteristic of a large region of 
the Murge Pleln. 
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It Is difficult to have a clear idea of the factors controlling such a typology: epiphreatic or very gentle 
flow conditions have been suggested, though Martini ( 1960) wondered if a mechanism of condensation could 
contribute to similar forms. MlcroscQPic examination showed solution of the rock and deposition of calcite 
crystals in the duct deiling, while the smoother sJrface of the duct noor appeared to be covered by a crust 
composed by small quanz crystals with some calcite. 

The marl of Habbaniya (Iraq) 
The lraqu, plain is mainly formed of sandstone, conglomerate, eval)Orites and alluvium near the Tigris 

and Euphrates rivers. Some 75 km W of Bagdacl, between the Euphrates and the Hannaniya Lake, small beds 
of marl occur In sandstone. Some BPA-llke channels were found In the marl (Fig. 4). Their size and appear.rnce 
is similar to the BPA channels described ,n the limestone of South Italy. Owing to the paucity of channels it 
was not possible to ascertain their development within the bedrock; but they were developed above the bed· 
ding planes and in each case the upper face of the lower bed was practically unaffected by the formation of 
the tube as In the Italian BPA channels mentlon,d earlier. 

Fig. 1 , 2 - Bedding plane anastomoses in limestone 
near Bisceglie (Bari, South Ital~·) , 

Fig . 3 

.. 

- Lower face of a bed in the same 
limestone of Fig. 1 and 2. 



'Fig. 5 

Fig. 4 - Channels in marl near Jlabbaniya 
(Bagdad, Iraq) , Diameter of the coin: 2f mm, 

- Channels in volcanic tuff near S , Maria di Galeria 

(Roma, Italv) . 
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The tuffs of Sabatini volcanoes !Italy) 

Finally, it may be wonh noticing the occurrence of BPA,hke channels in volcanic rocks. The Sabatini 
volcanic group is roughly centered around the Bracciano lake, about 30 km NW of Rome, and fluvial erosion 
h8$ cut a network of small valleys in Ple,stocene pyroclastic flows, tuffs and volcano-sedimentary deposlu. 
Such volcanic rocks have likely experienced a period of phreatic .activity. so that along the walls of the volcanic 
hi lls one can find ,mall channels following the bedding planes, which often closely resemble BPAs. 

In the sides of a tuff formation south or the village of S. Maria di Galeria (Roma), many flow channels 
appear along the various beds. Morphology of BPAs is sometimes completely Slmulated though other ducts 
are etched just in the middle of bed rocks (Fig. 5) or as cla$SiC phreatic tubes along rock fractures. The channels 
are present only in stratified tuffs as well as In a layer of friable sandstone (with the same minerals of t he tuffsl 
of fluvial-lacustrine origin. In homogeneous tuft (lower pan of fig. 51 channels are absent. The walls of some 
channels are covered by an iron oxide flowstone as a consequence of deposition by ferruginous waters. 

Conclusions 
Tho channels here described were found ,n different kinds of rocks and thls phenomenon fits the form 

convergence theory proposed by Eraso (19761. He pointed out that different factors are interrelated during the 
whole karstification proceu and the action of these factor. must be CP.nsidered simultaneously. Therefore the 
variation of a single factor {e.g. the n,ture of rock) is generally not sutlicient 10 modify the end result. 

In the examples here considered. the lltnological contrasts did not affect the morphology of the chan• 
nels, probably allowing only some minor difference in the location of the ducts relative to the bedding plane. 
Changing from the most soluble rock (limestone I to the intermediate one (marl I and to the less soluble tuff, 
the locat,on of the ducts moves from the bedding plane to the middle of the bed. On the other hand the chan
nels were absent in non-stratified rock. It must be emphasized that the cross section of the channels is situated 
above a bedding plane leaving unaffected tt,e lov.er bed. Although the reasons for this fact are not fully deter• 
mined, it seems that the floor of the channel may be protected against erosion by a film of clay (or similar 
material I deposited by the water. Another problem is that two kinds of waters appear to be capable of produc• 
ing the observed forms: epiphreacic, and condensation water. 

A preliminary hypothesis founded on observation of the limestone of Bisceglie suggests that conden
sation water, from the air flowing In summer through the joints or the pores of the rock. could play an impor
tant role in the genesis and growth of the channels. If such an hypothesis is correct the channels should develop 
with an increasing intensity imide the rock up to a maximum where the condensation process has its maximum, 
to decrease thereafter and cease still farther In. Sometimes an eplphreatic flow may be established in the chan
nel network. These Ideas should be considered as a first attempt 10 explain some interesting erosion features. 
Only additional observations will be able to supp)rt or modify such a conclusion. 
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SUR TROIS SYSTEMES KARSTIOUES DE GRANDE AMPLE UR: 
EYNJF, KEMBOS ET DUMANLI (Taurus Occidental, Turkey) 

Claude Chabert 
Speleo • Club de Paris • 7 rue La Boetie • 75008 • Paris 

Ah.stract: Three big hydrologlea.1 systems ere btitfly ducribed. All of lhem are connected with ManaVQGt ,,wr m 
the Tat.iruJ mounta1ns. Turkey. The first. in Cteteeeous limes1one, the Kambol system, is loe&ted on tht teh bank of the 
rlvtr. It Is 1he downsrre~ pen of 8tvifhir l.ake--Yedl N,ver'lar/Oudensuyu ivnem (L - 75 km. 0 • 730 m} with lwtlve 
springs fa• 40 m3/s eel. Al,oon the rigtu bank, the Evnif system, In Cretac.ou, and Miocene limmo,,es. proved by dye-?ett 
(L • 36 km, 0 • 910 mJ begin, at Eynlf p~)t. The rnurgences are 2l apnngs ca• 5 ml/, ca}, The-re is- a stup of Oysch 
between the ,vstem.s, which meant no connec-tion i:s POAible. 

0ft d'te Jeh banlc lit:i th• big spring of Durnanli ca • 50 m3/s). ThfJ $.OUrce-s of l.hi-s svnem are unk.nown vn. Su§Ja 
polje (L • 55 km ca) is s.upposed to be one of them, 

A. btind cave, in conglomerate. THlcller durJenl, leads into Eynif syttem. I ts tpeleological e.,cploratlon was b(,gun jn 
1976 by French caver1. 

Cene note n'a pas d'autre pr6tention qu, de donner un aper,;u des possibilrt~s ~16ologiques du 
Taurus Occidental. Des colorations effectuee, ii~ a neuf et dix ans ont mis en 6videnca des porc~es 
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hydrologiques parmi les plus longues du monde. Elles intt\ressent toutes I• bassin d'alimentation d'une 
riviere: la Manavrt qui, longue de 80 km environ, a un debit important. Lors d'une forte crue, ii a ete 
evalue II 1200 m /s, •lors que sa moyenne annuelle est de 156,8 m3 /s, son etiage 80 m3 /s avec des minima II 
35-40 m3 /s. En hautes eaux, son debit pas,e II 700 m3 /s avec des maxima a 1000 m3 /s. 

La Manavgat rec;oit l'apport de plJsieurs 6mergences kantiques, rive droite et rive gauche, qui lui 
assurent un <Mbit d'6tiage tel qu'il a motiw la dtlcision de bitir un 1,,irrage, aujourd'hul en cours de 
construction, dans les detnieres gorges que traverse la riviltre: le barr09e d'Oymaplnar. 

Le cours de la riviere se confond localement evec le trd d'une faille visible en amont de Slnanhoca. 
Les grandes unites g<!ologiques sont orient!es difft\rement selon qu'elles appan.iennent II l'une ou II l'autre de 
ses rives. 

Rive droite, !'unite tectonique d'Eynif est reprt\sentee par des calcaires et des conglomerats 
miocltnes surmontes p.,r des calcaires cretaces. Elle est compartimentee par des bandes de llysch qui st\p.,rent 
les deux grands systemes hydrologiques de cene rive: Kembos et Eynif. Elle est suivie de !'unite du Yelek da§, 
enserrfe entre deux couches de flysch, oU pn!dominent les calcaires du cretacl. Les calcaires miocines et Jes 
conglomt\rats apparaissent au sud de l'uni~ d'Eynif ou parfois lls s'enchevetrent de f89()n complexe pour 
dlsparaitre totalement sous les calcaires critaces au fur et II mesure qu'on s'avance vers le nord. 

Kembos 
Le systeme de Kembos est la panie aval d'un systeme encore plus grand qui commence au lac de 

Beyl"hir pour se term inar dans 1 .. gorges de la Manavgat aux Y edl M iyarlar et a Dudensuyu. 
Les Yed l Mtyarlar sont de pu1ssartes sources (alt 430 m, Q • 40 m3 /s environ en aoUt 1968. mais 

seulemont 3 m• /s environ en Juillet 1974) allmentees p.,r les pertes du polje de Kembos (alt 1140 m) et 
vraisemblablement par celles du polje de Sobuca (alt 1000 m environ) d'une part et par les pertes du lac de 
Beysehir, Homat Blirnii diidenleri (alt 1130 m) de l'autre. Les emergences sont groupees sur 250 met sont au 
nombre de 12 exactement. Les deux derneres sont de veritables rivieres qui donnent A elles seules un apport 
de 35 m3 Is environ (eti09e de 1968) a la Manavgat. 

Plus vers l'aval, mais situee dans une reculh, la grotto semi-active de Dildensuyu (alt 406 m) forme 
avec les Yedi Miyarlar un vaste "delta" hy)og<!. Le reseau souterraln reliant les pertes du polje de Kembos 
(Bilyilk dilden et Feyzullah diidenil a Diidensuyu, non prouvt! par coloration, est long de 30 km pour une 
d6nivellation de 730 m environ. C'est la sa:onde partie du grand reseau lac de Beysehir (Homat Burnil 
dildenleri)-Yedi Miyarlar long de 75 km ~our une denivellation identique (720 m). 

Sur ce systeme, nous ne connaissons Jusqu'A present, que les deux pertes du polje de Kembos, Bilyuk 
Duden ID • 178 m) et Feyzullah diideni ID= 400 m), la grotto de Diidensuyu, remarquable parses dimensions 
et ses grands lacs etages (D ~ 2000 m), pui1 uncertain nombre de petits gouffres dont le plus profond, 
Karabacak diideni, anoint 122 m de profondeur. La can.e ci-jolnte donne l'empl=ment des autres cavites 
connues {n° 11 a 16). 

II Eynif 
La percee hydrologique d'Eynif presente les memos caracteristiques que celle de Kembos: pertes de 

pol)e alimentant un reseau d'emergences impenetrable,. Leurs cours supposes sont sensiblement paralleles. 
Elles appartiennent a la meme rive. A Eynif, vers I' aval, nous avons une predominance des conglemerats sur le 
calcaire. 

Les sources d'Oymapfnar. M 1 a "'24, torment comme les Yedi Miyarlar un "delta" sou terrain. 
Elles donnent un apport moyen de 5 m• /, environ a la rlviere de Manavgat. Pour leur alimentation, elles 
d6pendentde la partie nord du polje d'Eynif, avec une cavit6 penetrable, Akpinar {alt 940 ml qui a et6 
coloree en 1967 et a rt\v61e un rt\seau de 35 km de longueur pour 910 m de denivellation (les sources Ml· 
M24 sont II 30-32 rn d'altitude) . 

Mais le polje d'Eynif distribue ur autre reseau hydrologique. La coloration, en Janvier 1976, des 
pertes de sa partie sud, les Bey,;ayiri dildenleri, a montr6 une liaison polje d'Eynif - Dudensuyu, soit un 
reseau de 12300 m de longueur pour 534 m de denivellation. D'autres sources comprises entre Dudensuyu et 
les Oymap,nar ont en mime temps et6 color4es: Kemik Doklil (alt 310 m). Sevin~ Moisi (alt 184 m) et aussi 
une source de la rive gauche, Yarpuzlu kavna§f (alt 186 m. D • 14000 m). 

Ainsl le polje d'Eynif occupe une position prlvil~iee dans lo bassin d'alimentation de la Manavgat, 
puisqu'il distribue deux r6seaux hydrologiques paralleles. Cecl se comprend si on admet une discordance de 
ce pMnomene karstique avec la structure geologique puisqu'il est coupe en son milieu par le ftysch assurant 
l'independance des systemes de Kembos et d'Eynif. 

Rattaches au systllme d'Eynif, nous connaissons, outre Akpfnar qui est un trop-plein et laisse 
supposer en amonl un ~seau souterrain encore inconnu qui donnerait au 1ystOO"le d'Eynif une longueur 
superieure, le ponor de Gurlevik oru!)u, Tepekll ma{larasi (P = -147 ml, l'estavelle de Duden (P • --64 m), 
ces dew< dernieres cavit6s etant creusees dans le conglomerat, plus UM S<!rie de petites grones et de gouffres 
profonds de 20 6 50 m (co sont les n° 28 • 32 de notre carte). 

Les explorations de 1976 du Club Alpln Fran~is (Speleo-Club de Paris et Club Martel) Ont reconnu 
sur 2755 m une cavite aveugle, Tilkiler diideni, qui a et6 dtlcouveru lors du creusement d'une galerie de 
reconnaissance dont l'entree se situe au contact des mollasses lmpermeables et d8$ conglornerats (formation 
de Tepekli). Cene cavit4 a le double privi~• de se ~velopper dans le conglomerat {P • 159 1-66, +93) m) 
et d'itre parcourue par un ton. courant d'air. Elle est la premiere grande cavlte d6couven.e dans cette partie 
du Taurus. 6 !'exception de Diidensuyu, et permet d'augurer favorablement des possibilites sp61eologiques du 
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Taurus: on y distingue une zone noyee, pour le moment inaa,essible, une zone semi-active (celle qui a ete 
explo,ee en 19761 et une zone fossile. 

Ill Dumanli 
Avec Dumanli, nous nous trouvoM en pr6sence d'une 6mergence de prestige. Elle se jette rive 

gauche de la Manavgat (alt 60 m) et elle est ta saJle grande source de cette rive, du moins eclipse+elle 
toutes cellos qui ta preddent. Son debit moyen annuel est de 50 m3 /s. En hautes eaux, ii passe ~ 100 m• /s, 
~ l'etiage ii est toujours sup6rieur ~ 15 m• /s (valeur observee en novembre 1964). On connait thforiquement 
son ba.ssln d'alimentation, estlme ~ 2800 km2 (Bakalowicz, 1970). On supp0se qu'elle est alimentee par les 
poljes d'Akseki, de Sadfklar et "'"out par le lac-polje de Su~I• (D ~ 55 km environ). L'existence d'une 
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barriare de flysch & la hauteur de Sinanhoc:• ne rulne pes cette hypothitse car ii est probable que $8 faible 
epaisseur n'interdise p;,s le passage des eaux par l'interm~ialre d'un karst noye. Pratiquement, le mystare 
reste entier: aucune coloration n'est ressortie JI Dumanli. 

Les expeditions de 1966 (Spe"o-Club de Paris, Si>'16o-Club de la Faculte des Sciences d'Orsay, 
British Speleological Expedition to Turkey 1966) se sont efforc6es d'aneindre le cours souterraln qui n'a 616 
entrevu qu'& deux reprises at fort pres de l'!mergence elle-meme, dans les Duman Ii magarasi n°1 et n° 2. Les autres 
cavlles interessantes, Koyungobedi mogarasi (P • -21 O m) et Qayironii diideni (P = -153 mJ m6riteraient 
d'etre color6es. 

Remen:iements: cette note n'aurait jamais vu le jour sans l'amabilite de la Soc:N!te Si>'16ologlque de 
Turqule p!'llsid6e par le doc:teur Temu~in Aygen. 
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THE OGOF FFYNNON DOU CAVE SYSTEM, SOUTH WALES, IN RELATION 
TO THE STRUCTURE OF THE CARBONIFEROUS LIMESTONE 

R ,A.P, Charity 
118 Bradfield Road 
Urmston 
Manchester M31 1PP 

and N.S.J. Christopher 
22 Deva Close 
Poynton 
Cheshire 

The longest cave system in Britain is Ogof Ffynnon Odu, situated in the carboniferous Urne,tone of 
the North Crop of the South Wales coalfield. The limestone outcrops on both banks of the Upper River Tawe 
valley, at altitudes of 300 • 580m above sea level. 

The regional dip is to the south a: about 15° . on the flank of a north easterly continuation of the 
Cribarth anticline, on the east bank the anticline is entirely within the Old Red Sandstone outcrop. In Ogof 
Ffynnon Ddu some 40 km of cave passage, are known, trending generally southwest from the sink at Pwll 
Byfre to the resurgence close to the River Tawe. Previous studies have noted that many passages are related 
to joints parallel to the dip (Glennie 1948, 1950; Railton 1953; O'Reilly, O'Reilly & Fairbairn 1969). Wnver 
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(1 973 and 1975) attempted to analyse the structural pattern of Joints, faults and folding in relation to the 
cave. O'Reilly { 1973) provided a general structural a«:ount including a map which formed the basis of the 
present study. 

Observations of th• attitude of the limeston! bedding in the various quarries and other exposures 
around Penwyllt have shown that the limestone outcrop is traversed by a pattern of North-south folds, which 
plunge more or less down the dip, to the south. In th! Twyn Oisgwylfa and Cwm Owr quarries these are 
accompanied by numerous small faults, some normal, others reversed. Though of small displacement they are 
frequently accompanied by crush or shear zones of b•ecciatad or slickenStded limestone. Geological mapping 

Figure 1: Solid geology and structure of the Penwy ll t area (modi f ied from 

O 'Reilly, 1973 f i g.2). For key, see figure2 be low. 
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Figure 2 : Alignment o f pas sages In Ogof Ffynnon Ddu w i th antic/Ina/ structures 
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has confirmed many of the previously recognised faults; in particular a strong fault trending S.W. from the 
sink et Pwll Byfl'e more or Im along the main line of the cave south of Penwyllt (Figs 1 and 2). The detailed 
observations are being published elsewhere I Charity & Christopher 1977). 

When the plan of Ogof Ffynnon DJu (O'Reilly, O'Reilly and Fairbairn 1969) is superimposed on to 
the authors' muctural map, a striking relationship between the density of pas.sages and the main orientation 
to the structure is revealed. Passage density is greatest in the region of the crests of lhe plunging anticlines, and 
negligible in the synclines. The strong nort~•south orientation of these dense patterns of passages on anticlinal 
crests suggests that they were probably developed In joints opened there by tension normal to the fold trend, 
while joints in the intervening syclines remeined tightly closed at the surf=. 

The second notable relationship b,tween structure and cave passage orientation is seen in the way the 
Main Stream Passage and others swing southwards around the nose of each fold, so as to take advantage of a 
favourable bed of limestone or group of beds. 

The main stream pass-age forms the 50utheastem limit to the cave system, so that the overall direction 
of drainage is oblique to the strike, and a rea,on for this trend must be sought. A possible explanation is that 
there is a hidden SW-NE fold parallel to the Cribarth anticline but immediately down dip (Southeast) of the 
cave. This could explain the lack of phreatic development below the present stream course, and suggests that 
the general trend is in fact along the axis of the complementary syncline - a position analogous to that seen 
in Dan yr Ogof across the Taw-.valley (Coa,e & Judson 1977). Fllrther studies of the attitude of the beds 
along the main stream will be necessary to elucidate this hypothesis. Whatever the structural contro1, it is clear 
that the strong vadose down...c_uttlng seen Ir the Main Stream Passage is a result of the rapid Pleistocene over
deepening of the Tawe Valley with consequent QPening of a former phreatic outlet in the present resurgence. 

The uructural studies are, as vet, in their infancy and the plotting of underground dips and faults has 
barely begun. Doubtless the concepts presented above will have to be modified, but the presence of the anti
clines was unsuspected until this study, anc the relationship of the cllve passages to the ruuctures Is so striking 
that this contribution is put forward in the hope of encouraging further studies both In South Wales and else• 
where. 

We would like to acknowledge the assistance of Dr. T.D. Ford in writing this paper. 
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THE RELATIVE CONCENTRATION OF SODIUM TO POTASSIUM 
IN KARST AND ALLOGENIC WATERS 

N.S.J. Christopher 
22 Deva Close, Poyton, Cheshire. 

It has been known many years that the tendency of the alka1i metals to enter into ion exchange reao
tions with clay mlnerals from aciuous solutions, incre.asu with atomic weight, that is, the tendency increases as 
one passes up the series LI, Na, K, Rb to C1. The classic example is that despite lhe approximately equal geo
chemical abundance of sodium and potassium in primary igneous rocks, potassium ls only present to 3.6% of 
the concentration of sodium in sea water, and marine sediments are rich in potassium relatjve to .sodium. 

The present author has found (C~ristopher 1975) that there is a continuous spectrum of potassium to 
sodium concentrations in fresh waters, a.no that ground waters have lower relative concentrations than surface 
waters. 

The results of further research art discussed here, and they indicate that the relative concentrations 
of these elements are a reliable indlca1or of hydrologic water fYpe. 

Potassium to Sodium Ratio 
Chri$topher (1975) has found th21 a distinct pattern of K/Na ratios exists for surface and ground waters 

in various types of carbonate aquifer. Generally surface waters have ratios In the range 0,2 • 0.3 whereas ground 
waters arf In the range 0.05 · 0.25 although higher ratios have been recorded for both water classes. A recog
niuble bimodel distribution also e>1ists for ground waters with the majority having ratios in the range 0.05. 
0.1 or 0.2 • 0.35; the latter range is similar to surface waters. 
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This distribution is what would be expec:ed for resurgl!<lces discharging ,low percolation water or con• 
duit water with a high proportion of allogenic waier, respectively. 

To evaluate the seasonal variability of the K/Na ratio for surface waters, three small streams draining 
Upper Carboniferous shales and sandstones were sampled regularly over a year. (These rocks are similar to those 
which form the catchments for the all~nic rech;rge streams of the Derbyshire karst). 

The mean. range. and standard deviation ,alues of the ratio$ are gl11en in Table 1, excluding values 
during flood events, which wlll be discussed later. 

TABLE 1 

Table 1 Mean 
Stream K/Na 

West P.irk Gate 0.21 
Todd Brook 0.21 
Pot Shrigley 0.25 

Range 

0.18 · 0.38 
0.12 • 0.38 
0.18 -0.37 

St. Deviation 

0.022 
0.030 
'0.043 

No. of 
Analyses 

17¾ 
13 

20 

These re.suits show that three separate streams, draining separate areas. have very similar relative con· 
centrations of these two elements, and the ranges are almost identical and have relatively small standard devia
tions. A histogram analysis of the results showed tnat over 75% of the results from West Park Gate and Todd 
Brook were in the range 0.15 · 0.25 with a more even spread over the range for the Pot Shrigley stream. This 
confirms the previous findings and show, a season1I stability of the K/Na ratio within the ob5erved variabilitV 
between sites. 

The values observed for these three streaMs are in contrast to the mean values for Derbyshire karst 
ground water which are: thermal waters 0.070; mine drainage 0.090: perched waters' 0.178; and limestone 
waters 0.242 (Christopher 1975). 

Comlatlon of Sodium and Potmlum Concentramns 
The trend recognised on the basis of average: data described above $Uggesu that a linear relationship 

between sodium and pota.ssium concentration should exist, and so a mathematical analysis of available data was 
performed. the data available being the author's and that of Edmunds (1971) . 

The data was grouped Into broad hydrologic group•. the groups being those of Edmunds namely: 
thermal. mine drainage, perched waters, limestone waters, and surface streams off shale and grit. 

The data was then proceS5ed using standard regression analysis, with the aid of a preprogrammed poc• 
ket calculator. The results of the analysis are given in Table 2, and illustrated in Figure 1. 

TABLE2 

Warercy~ Number of Mean R•g,wsion line Correlation 
Samp/1!1 N, K Slo~ (mi inrercept(c) coefficient 

r 

Surface Waters from 
55 7.38 1.87 0.367 -0.832 0.73 Shale and Grit 

limestone (upper line) 31 6.6 1.06 0.379 · 0.654 0.85 
waters (lower line) 26 8 !) 0.74 0.089 -0.030 0.77 

perched water (upper lino) 4 15.3 4.9 0.166 0.167 0.96 
table waters (lower line) 8 8.06 0.48 0.038 0.172 0.95 

Mine Drainage (upper line) 16 6.22 0.84 0.151 •0.094 0.90 
(lower line) 10 12.7 0.69 0.073 -0.236 0.93 

Thermals 8 18.6 1.40 0.070 0.101 0.71 

All lines defined by K = mNa - c 
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5 to mgJ 
Fig. 1. Correlation of sodium and potassium concentrations in five karst wate1 

This analysis has produced correlation lines with acceptable correlation coefficients for all water type 
that fit Into a single uniform picture. 

Figure 1 shows that mine drainage waters, limestone waters, and perched water-table waters have two 
lines. The upper line of the limestone waters is very similar in slope to that of the surface streams. indicating 
that these resurgences discharge conduit water with a rapid flow~through time. The lower limestone water line 
falls into a bracket with the lower Ines for mine drainage, perched water•table waters and thermal waters. It 
would appear that this group of lines characterised the slow percolation water of Derbyshire. The intermadiau 
lines (the upper mine drainage and :,erched water-table waters lines), appear to indicate that these waters have 
a significantly longer flow-through time than the limestone waters of the upper line. and possibly represent 
rapid percolation waters. 

The original information for these graphs was compiled from a variety of data, mainly single simples 
from numerous resurgences, but also a lesser number of repeat samples from one resurgence at different stagM 
of flow. 

From these data points a number of examples arise which show the kind of movement of POtassium 
relative to sodium that is to be expected from Figure 1 if. at low flow. the resurgence is discharging percolatic 
water and. in the case of conduit systems, discharges allogenic or rapid percolation water at high flow. 

TABLE 3 

R~wrgence Flow Hydrolologic Sodium Porassivm 

Stage TYPB mg/1 mg/ 1 

Worrnhlll Springs low Conduit 13.4 1.78 

High 15.2 3.2 

Well Head Low Conduit 4.5 0.45 

Medium 5.1 1.2 

11am Well Low Diffuse 8.7 1.0 
Medium 8.4 1,25 
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Fig. 2. Variation of conductivity , Na and K concentrations during a flood event. 

These supPOrt the classification of these rt$urgences based on observations of the turbidity change 
with increasing flow, and other subjective evidence. 

The Vwiation in Sodium and Pota.sium Concentration of Allogenic Water During a Flood Event 
From the study of a surface stream resultt were obtained during an intense summer storm, when 

50mm of rain fell within an hour, and the flow of the stream being studied lncre ... d almost 200-fold from 0.25 
1/s. to 48 1/s. In 1 ¼ hrs. and returned to 0.32 1/s. in 19 hrs . 

A comprehensive analysis of the samples was made, but only the l)Otassium and sodium results will be 
considered here. These are Illustrated In figure 2, whicti shows that a 50% Increase in the sodium concentration 
occurs as the flood wave p11<Ses, from 8.6 mg/I to 12.5 mg/I, declining to 9.8 mg/I after 19 hrs. The potassium 
concentrations are, however, a complete contrast. A low flow value of 2. 7 mg/I increases to 22.S mg/I and de• 
cllnes proportionately more rapidly to 6.1 mg/I afur 19 hrs. It Is also iml)Ortant to note that the peak 118l1Jt1S 
of total dissolved solids, sodium, l)Otassium etc. slightly precede the peak flow, so the initial effect of precipi• 
tation is far from simple dilution, and a complex response to precipitation is shown by even a simple stream, 

The effect of these changes on the K/Na ratio is spectacular; the ratio incre ... , from 0.31 to a max~ 
mum of 2.23 {close to the obfflved K/Na ratio found in shales) and declines to 0.71 in 19 hrs. 

Concliaions 
This study is part of a longer term study cf the hydrogeochemistry of the Derbyshire karst waters, in 

an enempt to use chemical parameters as indicaton of speleological potentiat in resurgence systems. The re• 
suits reported here show that the K/Na ratio end relative concentration of the two elements are useful and 
potentially accurate indicators. 
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In most of the lglesiente region In Sardinia Jfig. 1 I, the Cambrian succession is exposed to• thickness 
of 2000 m. It is composed of three distinct formations: 

al The Nebida Formation, sandstones with limestone lenses of Lower Cambrian age. 
b) The Gonnesa metalliferous Formation, dolomites and limestones of Lower cambrian age. 
c) The Cabitza Formation, shales of Middle Cambrian ago. 

At the end of the Middle Cambrian deformation an uplift took place in the first movements of the 
Caledonien orogenic cycle JSaipinian phase). No sedimentation isccurred in the Upper cambrlan. After a long 
time-lapse, at roughly the beginning of the Middle Ordovician, the sea began to flow back over most of this 
eroded landscape, The Ordovician arglllaceous sandstone conglomerate, is overlain with limestone lenses of 
Silurian age. In a few small areas. the Ordovician conglomerate passes up into argillites and limes-tones- of th@ 
Lower and Middle Devonian. 

All of these sediments, were involved in the Hercynian orogenic cycle, which was followed by the 
emplacement of the extensive granitic cupolas and dikes of the Arburese, 

In the Upper Carboniferous - LoNer Permian, lacustrine basin, formed in the valleys of the new 
mountains, where erosion products accumulated (S. Giorgio basin). The continental phase of the region, con• 
tinuing into the beginning of the Mesozoic1 Involved 1he peneplaining of large areas:. 

In the Middle Tries lagunal and e.aporltic conditions obtained in the plains close to the sea, and thin 
layers of germanic facies were deposlted JC.,mpumari plateau). 

It was not until the beginning of lhe Middle Eocene that the sea began to cover the land again. But 
even so, it was only for a short while and cnly affected the margins of the land (Sulcis basin). 

In contrast with what happened during most of the Paleozoic, during the Me$0Z0ic, lglesiente, along 
with the rest of the island behaved as a relatively stable plate subject only to minor epeirogenic movements. 

Mineral Deposits 
In lglesiente and Arburese (fig. 1), the most important lead and zinc deposits in Italy are found, whefe 

the Hercynian granitic batholith in Arbure;e is intersected by the hydrothermal dykes of Montevecchio and 
lngurtosu which are rich in mineral deposi:s. The ore deposits of the cambrian carbonate sequence of lglesiente 
vary greatly in mineral assemblage and amngement. Sphalerite and galena abound, the latter sometimes in 
silver-rich deposits, and there are smaller deposits of Smithsonite and barite. The mode of occurrence is in con
formable lens·shaped bodies, ln veins, in disseminated irregular bodies, and In karst cavities. 

The great complexity of these orEbodies has always made It difficult to understand their origins: In 
the past they were thought to be genetically related to the Hercynian granitic bathollth of Arbus and conside,ed 
hydrothermal. However, nowadays the opinion obtains that after a sedime.ntary origin, they were reworked 
during the various phases of emergence affecting the limestone and dolomites. This reworking involved the 
formatjon of karst features in which metaliferous minerals, transported by surface waters_, both as ions and 
debris, were later deposited. Lastly, a remobilization of the minerals by low•temperature hydrothermal solu• 
tions led to the formation of unconformable'veins. 

Kantic cycles 
During its long geological hiS1ory, lglesiente was involved In various karstic cycles, brought to light 

both by geological studies of the surface and by mining activities. 
1st Cycle ICaledonianl correspon1s 10 a period of local emersion that took place between the deposi· 

tion of the "metalliferou," limestone and that of the cabitza shale. 
During the deposition of the nodules in $0me places (e.g. in the new +8 draina_ge tunnel at Monteponi 

mine), an emergence occurred with the to,mation of small cavities and breccia. 
2nd Cycle (Caledonian) is related to the movemenu of the Sardinien tectonic phase preceding the Ordo· 

vician transgression. It is characterized by cavitlff of various sizes that are almost always filled by supergene 
sulphides and barite deposits (Baraga Mine) and fossilized by "quarzltes" (Arenas Mine}. 

3rd Cycle JHercyno-Alplne) cormponds to the peneplanation of the Hercynlan (Sa Bagattu Mine) in 
the Permo• Triassic. It continues during thE Middle Trias (Muschelkalk) with the karstic cavities filled to a 
greater or lesser extent by alternating bar~e and silica doposits with sulphides. The secondary dolomitization of 
the limestone zones covered by shallow seJS led to the formation of "yellow dolomite", 

4th Cycle (Pre-Eocene): Crevasse; opened and were then fi lled by conglomerates, coarse-grained send 
and Eoceno "coal" ("Mohen state" at the· 100 level of Monteponi mine). 

5th Cycle JPresent.(lay) Reactivation of the old karst features of the preceding cycle. Karstification is 
most marked at the upper levels and at sea level (Gran Sargente), and seems to diminish gradually downward. 
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The Trias of Campumari is karstified. 

Superficial Karst 
Rock composition, tectonic features. and arrangement of strata have a great influence on surface karst. 

Kamification is considerable in the limestones, especially th05-e of the Eocene, but slight or nil in the dolo mites. 
Karstification is greater where the strata are subho•izontal rather than vertical or subvertical. In highly fractured 
areas the waters are rapidly reabsorbed underground and surface karst is less marked. 

In the area around the Grona di Oomusnovas, the limestone and dolomite of the Gonnesa Formation 
are crossed by small carbonate quartt veins. These llnle veins stand out from the carbonate mass by only a few 
millimetres, showing how slight the superficial karstic corrosion of this rock was. 
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Geological map of the Paleozoic rocks of the Iglesiente and Sulcis 
regions of Sardinia . 1) post- Cambrian s ediments and volcanics; 
2) granite cupolas; 3) post-Devonian; 4-5-6 Cambrian: 4) Cabitza 
Formation; 5) Gonnesa (metalllferou~formation ; 6) Nebida Formation. 
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Groundwater Flow 
By the 19th Century mining activities reached the water-table, which was then 70 m a.s.l. 
In ord&r to lower the water table, in 1882 the excavation of a drainage tunnel at sea level was begun, 

starting from the impermeable Paleozoic shale and running towards Monteponi mine. v.t>en tha tunnel reached 
the phreatlc water of the Cambrian carbonaticsequence a moderate flow of water ensued, and when it inter• 
sected the "Gran Sorgente" karst shaft, the water flow Increased to 3.6 cubic meters/sec. After five months 
the water flow decreased to 1.4 cubic meters/sec and the water uble had been lowered In the entire metalliferous 
area. 

Subsequently the water level was fu1her lowered by the installation of pumps below sea level: -15m 
in 1927, - 60m in 1935 and -100m in 1955. 

The underground water. have elways shown some salinity, slight in the case of the water drained by 
the tunnel, and greater as it was pumped fror, the depths. up to the present amount, which is about 40% of 
that of sea water. 

The current project for deepening the mine shafts has instigated a study of the overall hydrology of 
the aru. In the higher levels, water flows in karst watercour.es through fractures and reactivated caves. Moving 
downward, there is a gradual restriction of the waterflow to fractures. 

The hydrological features to be invertigated by the study include the origins and drainage pattern of 
the underground waters, their geeo;hemimy and dating, and, in particular, the amounts that must be pumped 
for further deepening of the mines (Civita et. al., 1976) . 

Using information from past pumping of groundwater at Monteponi, a preliminary mathematical model 
has been made, based on calculation of the specific drawdown. From such a model 11 ls possible to make a 
first rough estimate of how much water must be pumped at increasing depths. It is estimated that 1700 litres/ 
sec must l>e pumped at -200m, and about 2000 litres/sec at -300m. 
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THE STRUCTURE AND EVOLUTION OF THE DAN YR OGOF CAVES, SOUTH WALES 

Alan C. Coase 
Thombridge Hall, Great Longstone, 
Bakewell, Derbyshire, U.K. 

This paper Is concerned with two aspects of 1he caves' geomorphology: their relationship with their 
structural environment and, more tentatlvel\i, their evolutionary chronology. 

The caves in question are located on the western side of the Tawe Valley in South Wales and consist 
of two laryje caves, Dan yr Ogof itself and Tunnel Cave, as well as numerous smaller oner. The two principal 
ones have l>een surveyed to approximately 16 and 2 kilometres respectively and both have been commercial • 
ised in their more accessible sections. (Tunnel Cave is now known as Cathedral Cave). 

Exploration commenced in 1912, was resumed very successfully between 1937 and 1939 and further 
major discoveries were made between 1966 and 1970. The latter discoveries inspired intensive swdie,'"8nd 
detailed surveys which have recently been pLblished by the British Cave Research Association (Coase and 
Judson, 1977). 
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Location 

The caves covered in these studies are all related to Dan yr Ogof catchment area which is located in 
the Carboniferous Limestone of the Northern Crop oi the South Wales Coalfield. Figure 1 places the caves 
within their hydrological and structural framework. Apart from the principal caves which are closely associated, 
though not now physically connected, other important sites are at Sink y Giedd, Waen Fignen Felen, and Pwll 
Dwfn. These have all been proved to connect with the Dan yr Ogof resurgence, the f1rst named being the prin• 
cipal input stream. The second, which is led from a large peat bog, provides a considerable input at times of 
heavy rainfall but otherwise Tunnel Cave only contains a small mis-fit nream. The evolution and chronology of 
these contributor systems is considered in more detail below. 

Stratigraphic relationships 
The greate< part of the Dan yr Ogof passages are Situated in the lower part of the Main Limestone ot 

S. age, 106 m thick, though marker beds are few and correlation is rarely possible for more than a few tens 
of metres. Some of the avens penetrate upwards as far as the overlying Honeycomb Sandstone of lower D, 
age. Much of the surface outcrop is of the overlying rtlatively thinly bedded limestones of upper D1 and 0 2 
age. Most of the dolines and the main ,wallet cave, Sink y Giedd are similarly in these higher beds which seem 
to form a stratigraphic b;urler to exploration it not to water. 

To the north lie the long dip-slo"es of the Devonian Old Red San~tone. the main catchment area for 
underground drainage. Ov,,rlying the limestones are tho quamitic sandnones of the Millstone Grit, and part 
of the northern limb of the greater part of the hypot1'etical Sink y Giedd system Is beneath the Millstone Grit. 

Structure 
The structure is generally simple with a southerly dip between ft and 15° except in the south east, 

where there is a complex, ii narrow, belt of folding and faulting. This is part ofa major disturbance and is most 
clearly seen in the Cribarth ridge (Weaver 1972) which forms the southern boundary ot the catchment area. 

Detailed underground analysis reveals that the south easterly parts ot the cave are aligned along the 
shallow Dan yr Ogof syncline which is ,ub,parallel to the line of the Disturbance. In contrast much of the cave 
passages are orlenmed in a markedly north-south pattern. These have developed In a fairly normal down•dip 
relationship butthey are also strongly related to joirn and fault orientations. (Fig. 2 and 3). Recognition is 
given of the two distinct geomorphological units (passages within the synclinal fold and those outside it), and 
the dominance of this primary fracturing is very apparent. Even within the syncline the north-south passages 
are in the majonty whereas in the principal 'input limbs' the dominance Is overwhelming. 

As well as folding and jointing, faulting withn Dan yr Ogof itself ha, been shown to be very extensive 
(Coase 1975) with over 100 separate instances recordod. Although the vertical throw is often very limited their 
importance was clearly revealed when ploning the axi, of the syncline. This reveals very considerable fluctua
tions in orientation, due largely to offsets caused by tear-faulting, although the overall SW-NE trend is generally 
clearly defined. 

The longitudinal profiles of the main input li'Tlbs and synclinally controlled passages are also closely 
related to the lithology of the limestone. Speleogenesi, appears almost entirely restricted to the S, beds and 
only in a few instances has any evidence of cavernous development been found in the overlying D

1 
zone. One 

other impartant exception does exist for the known passages in Sink y Giedd are limited to the o, horizons. 
Access through the underlying D1 beds is one of the major exploratory objective, oumandlng for this should 
permit entry to the S, lrmestone, and the "missing" Giedd pas.ages. 

Close examination of tho profiles ,hows that the relationship within tho S, zone of passages to lithology 
is comparatively limited. The dominant characteristic Is a remarkably even passage gradient which appears to be 
much more closely related to hydrological factors, lns:ead of to specific beds. 

Evolution and Chronology of the Cave System 
,. 

As relatively little work has been done on the surface denudation chronology ot the area only a specu
lativ,, outline speleogenetic sequence can be propased Nonetheless, there is a series of stages recognisable in 
the development ot the caves (or, perhaps more accurately, In the termination ot the develapmont) and these 
have been tentatively related to possible stages in the downcutting of the Tawe and its tributary the Hatfes. 

The basic assumption made is to accept Brown's view (19601 that the Tawe was initiated into its 
present course during one of the earliest inierglacials of the Pleistocene. At this time the Halfes is thought to 
have been a very minor stream and the general pattern to have been a simple one of a series of subparallel con
sequent streams flowing roughly southwards (Fig. 2a). 

These streams probably entered the limestone at an early paint for their aggressive waters would soon 
hav,, initiated cave devel()l)ment. As this proceeded it would have been accompanied by the input of con,ider• 
able quantities of coarse debris with e fairly high Incidence of corrosion. The probable pattern, and Its relation 
to ice advance and retreats. inter1tadials and periglacial conditions, is best seen from Fig. 3. 

As underground development advanced so too did the downcutting of the Tawe and the Hettes. The 
latter appears to hav,, been accompanied by quite repi:l headward erosion and river capture. Ultimately this 
capture led to the beheading ot several of the principal input streams and limbs, such as the Tunnel Cave net• 
work and these were very rapidly abandoned. The present panern reveals that this process has been almost 
completed, indeed the watershed between the Hatfes and the Cig/Giedd Is now a very low one. Backoun,ng is 
continuing with a marked nick point at Sgwd Ddu and a less well defined one higher to the west. 

The largely unknown Giedd limb Is likely to prove ot great interest to both explorers and scientists in 
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Fig. 2. Suggested stages in the evolution of the caves 
and the surface drainage pattern. 
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terms not only of passage length and scalt (Thomas suggested in 1954 that some of the surface collapse fea• 
tures implied "initiating caverns of greate• width than the main chamber of Gaping Gill") but also of differing 
degrees of development. Thus Tunnel Ca\18 shows features of an early stage with small phreatic roof tubes 
and deep but narrow and relatively under-developed vadose gorges dominating most areas beyond the commer• 
cialised entrance chamber (known as Catlledral Cave). However, the main known Input limbs of Dan yr Ogof, 
i.e., the Great North Road/Far North which are fed only by misfit streams and floo-d waters from Ween Fig. 
nen Felen, are quite different. Here the scakl of pass.age siu is far more massive and the phreatic origins are 
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for me most part lost in major meanderings, unden:utting and roof collapse. Faulting, not obvious in Tunnel 
Cave, Is a major contributor here but undoubtedly of greatest importance has been the greater duration of 
attack by highly aggressive and corrasive waters. For this reason entry to the Giedd should be exciting and geo
morphologically rewarding although perhaps also highly dangerous . 
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METHODOLOGY IN THE ANALYSIS OF QUATERNARY CAVE SEDIMENTS: 
A PRELIMINARY REVIEW 

S.N. Collcutt 
Pitt Rivers Museum 
Oxford 

In order to pr'ovide a chronostratigraphic:al and environmental framework for the palaeolithic indus
tries of S.W, England, the author has recently embarked upon an extensive research programme concerning the 
analysis of cave sediments. A preparatory study o' the abundant literature has forced the conclusion that a 
turning point has been reached necessitating a furdamental rethinking of theory. The largely empirical ap. 
proach of the past few decades has proved immen1ely stimulating. However, it ls becoming increasingly evi
dent, as the analytical technique.s are refined, that our conception of the geological processes involved is super• 
ficial and confused. Much basic ,_arch remains to be done, but an immediate reappraisal of methodology 
should clarify the situation. 

In the tield of data recovery, techniques have already been devised to record almost every tangible 
variable in cave sediments, yet much precision is still lost through inadequate mensuration. One of the most 
damaging practices ls the uncritical grouping ot data from an intrinsically continous distribution. For example, 
most N. European researchers (cf. Vertes. 1959; Riek. 1973, p, 74) divide line sediments into four size cate• 
gories only. with• re.suiting loss of information which often renders these figurei quite useless. Divisions of 
at the very most 0 .5 Phi are necess.ary if significant details of sorting, skewne$$, multfmcx:tality, etc .. are to 
be recovered (cf. Brunnacker, 1966; Laville. 1973). 

Another area for concern is the general Lnwillingness to consider lateral and statistical variation in 
sediments. Usually a "typical" column of samples, in strictly vertical succession, is analysed to provide point 
estimates of the variables, a process wh,ch is thouiht to ensure comparable results between samples. T opo
graphical changes (e.g. changes in slope, cliff receision. morphological evolution of the cave interior, etc.), 
only Indirectly linked with climate, can make nor,ense of this approach (cf. Schmid, 1958. who gives some 
consideration to cave topography). 

A major problem concerns the need to a·,aluate extremely complex variables suc-h as shape and corro
sion of limestone particles. At present such variables are subjectively sorted into conceptually discrete classes 
(cf. Brunnacker & Streit. 1965; Laville, 1973), a procedure wh,ch is normally much leu time-consuming than 
any available automatic classification using a continuous scale. Subjective analyses can be partially controlled 
by the use of statistical design (e.g. Latin squares), ~though an increase In the sample size and in manipulation 
time also results. All evaluation of complex variables, whether qualitative or automatic, suffers from the uncer· 
tainty as to what exactly is being measured. In pr1ctice it is notoriously difficult to separate such factors as 
sphericity, rounding, corrosion and friability. Un1il rapid. well defined methods of automatic classification can 
be developed , the results of subjective analyses mi.1st be weighted, as against more exact quantitative estimation 
of other variables, in order to show their lower older of dependability (cf, Riek, 1973, pp. 158-160, who Inter• 
pre ts an entire sequence by round,ng of limestone particles. despite the fact that he has obviously a profound 
understanding of the significance of other variablu). As qualitative classification Involves no calibrated scale, 
the practice of combining the results with figures from scaled quantitative analyses to produce "indices" must 
be abandoned (cf. Vertn, 1959). 

Most disagreement, and error, occurs dU"'ing the primary Interpretation of geological processes, more 
exactly through the underestimation of complexity and muhicausality. For example, one could cite the ten .. 
dency of many N. European researchers to inters:re t the results for each variable separately, thus arriving at a 
series of vague climatic sequences which are made to correspond by further reduction in detail (cf. Verth, 19691 
Brunnacker, 1966). The possibility that me study of all the variables, layer by layer, could prove much more 
valuable is often ignored. One wonders how such expenditure of time and money can be justified, when com
petent sedimentolog,sts (such as Vertes and Brunnecker themselve,) could produce comparable results after an 
hour's visual examination of the sediments in sit,. On the other hand, simple equation of a sediment variable 
with a geological process can produce unwarranttd and possibly spurious detail. For instance, many researchers. 
especially the French (cf. Miskovsky, 1972; Laville , 1973). equate quantity and panicle size of limestone rubble 
with cryoclas-ticism, when it has been known for some time thatsolution along structural planes, cryual wedg~ 
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Ing (cf. Wilhelmy, 19581 and rupture of rock ma$SeS in disequilibrium (cf. Renault, 1968) can also produce 
varying amounu of debris (cf. Farrand, 1975, who makes a valiant attempt to overcome these difficulties). 
Because the contribution of a process cennot as yet be accurately assessed. or can only be assessed with diffi
culty, its neglect is by no means justified. 

Another compllcalion, yet to be examined in detaj I, Is the effecl of one set of components in the secli· 
ment uPOn the elaboration of other components (eg. fo,matlon of a stalagmrtic floor or of dispersed concre
tions depending uPOn the permeability of underlying deposits; inten,ity of secondary cryoclasticism depend· 
ing upon reservoir capacity of the fine matrix; etc). Post-depositional changes in cave sediments are often 
largely denied (cf. Vert~s. 1959), yet in most sequences compaction (with changes In permeability and struc
ture, and with crushing of deposits), vertical migration of fine and soluble material, and erosion (superficial, 
or interior if impermeable layers or bedrock act to channel ground•wetorl have obviously occurred. 

Half the problems are due to scientific nerrowmindedness; if all the possible causes and combinations 
of causes for sediment variation are considered in the light of the growing research Into contemporary sedimen• 
tation under various climates. the problems will not immediately disappear. but neither will they be side-
stepped. 

The last stage of enquiry is the synthesis of results from various sites into a regional schema. Care must 
be taken not to use back-to-front argument at this point. When plotted on graphs, individual "indices" and other 
variables from supposedly conut1nporaneou1 cave layers will sh~ scatters that are almost totally meaningle$S, 
but which tempt the researcher to put more faith in certain variables than in others, depending upon tightness 
of clustering (cf. Vert6s, 1959). All sorts of bies are Introduced at this stage by allowing preconceived ideas con
cerning the "known" regional stratigraphy 10 influence judgement; if POSSiblo, only information from the sites 
in question shovld be used. To establish a correlation between cave seQuences one must first concentrate upon 
those features which, at selected sites, are considered to provide firm isochrons (eg. palaeomagnetic data, "ab
solute dates", fauna! and floral phases, pala?osols, sedimentary unconformities. and, with great caution, cul• 
tural phases). By incorporating informat,onfrom as many different disciplines as possible, errors and circular 
arguments can be great redue<!d - sedimentary enalysis should never be conducted in vecuo. If marked diver
gence between different types of information becomes apparent, there is still time to discover the reason; if 
this is not done. a loss of inforTnatlon is univoidable. 

I have concentrated on the short-mmings of past research into cave sediments because the enormous 
POteotial of the techniques merits the effort. It continental researchers have born the brunt of the criticism. it 
is because they haw undertaken the bulk of the work; to our knowledge, no really detailed examination of 
British cave sediments has ever been published, a situation which I hope to rectify in the near fu1ure. 
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THE DATING OF CAVE DEVELOPMENT - AN EXAMPLE FROM BOTSWANA 

H.J. Cooke 
University of Botswana and Swaziland, Gaborone 
Botswana. 

B. Th Verhagen 
Nuclear Physics Research Unit, University 
of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg 

The Problem 
Thero are many examples in the ~terature of attempts to reconstruct and describe sequences of cave 

development and of others which seek to establish close chronologic relationships between extemal erosional 
end depositional landforms and sub-surface cave development. Where absolute dating by radiometric means is 
possible of either surface or cave deposits, this dating of eithe.- can then throw lighl on the other where a close 
relationship has bee,, established between surface and cave landforms on purely geomorphic grounds. 
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In northwest Botswana a sequence of alternating erosional and depositional events both on the surface 
and underground has been .. tablished which moreover appears to be related to climatic oscillations between 
relatively wetter and drier periods (Cooke 1975). Orotsky's cave lies in Kwihabe hill, the largest of a group of 
six close-set outcrops of ancient dolomite which straddle the Kwihabe valley in lat. 20°03'5 long, 2 1°26'E, 
The valley, which is narrow and gorge-like where it passes through the hills, is e fossil feature and is quite dry, 
The whole area is mantled by Kalahari sand, usually arranged in the form of degraded longitudinal dunes, now 
stabil12ed by a discontinuous cover of scrub and 1ussocky grass. Along the flanks of the valley four different 
calcretes have been recognized on lithological and stratigraphical grounds. Three of these calcretes and the dolo
mite bedrock have been affected at different times by faulting. The two older calcretes are main ly calcitled 
aeolian sands, and show signs of silificatlon. The later two are calcified fluvial gravels, and sands, and the 
younger contains freshwater mollusc shells, Within the cave three d ifferent sinters have been identified. These 
group Into two older and a younger (Ype, the distinction being made on degree of weathering, extent of re
solution, cracking and breaking, and on re.lative p:>s1tion in the cave and to each olher. 

The establishment of a close relationship between the Kwihabe valley end its calcretes on the one 
hand, and the cave and its sinter deposits on the other is not simply a problem of purely speleological interest. 
Caves containing extensive sinter deposits are the result of the movement of considerable bodies of water, 
and normally associated with a humid climate. Their OCCtJrrence therefore in an area which is now semi-arid 
and with the distinctive landforms of.;,ridity, is o' great interest to students of palaeoclimates . 

To attempt to gain an absolute chronolqiy for the cave'• evolution and at the same time to gain 
information as to when probably the climate was wet (i.e. when sinter was being actively deposited on a 
large scale) and aJso to get some idea of the growth rate of stalagmites, samples of the different sinters and of 
the valley calcretes were collected and dated at the Environmental Isotope Leboratory of the Nuclear Phy$1cs 
Research Unit, UniversltY of the Witwatersrand • 

Tho Samplei 
The samples made available for radiocarbon dating consisted of: 

a) Slices cutacross well-formed stalagmites 
b} Fragments of stalactite, flowstone and other cave sinters 
e} Various calcrete fragment&. 

Of these, the stalagmites are the best material to handle as they are solid, with clearly discernable and fairly 
regular growth rings. All other material presents uncertainties in that a regular growth pattern Is not or only 
partly observable and in that material of widely different ages coufd be juxtaposed. 

In the case of stalagmites, dating sampfet were obtained by aiming a coring drill along the axis of 
the slice. These cores show almost flat cross-sectional layers, which sometimes split as a result of sand deposits 
between them. From other materials, a suitably•sized piece was knocked oH or sawn out from a suwosedfy 
representative site. 

Measurement techniques 
The stalagmite samples were finely ground, the others were coarsely crushed and cleaned with dilute 

hydrochloric acid. All samples were then consumed with 50% hydrochloric acid and the resulting co, was 
converted to ethan• gas via lithium carbide. The ethane is stored for 3-4 weeks to allow for radon decay. 
The rediocarbon activity Wai then determined in low~level ga5 proportional counters. Eac:h measurement is 
repeated at least once after about 1 week (2 further hall-lives of radon). 

Results are given as a percentage of modern carbon, the latter being defined as 95% of the activity 
of the National Bureau of Standards oxalic acid standard. The errors stated are one standard deviation oo 
the measurement. Ages are interpreted using a halt-life of 5730 yr. Because of isotopic exchange with ancient 
lim .. tone In the unsaturated zone, the rediocarboi concentration of the organic carbon dioxide dissolved in 
Infiltrating ground water can be reduced from 100% to a probable value of about 85%, which Implies an 
apparent 'ageing' of about 1300 (MUnnich, 1957) This value is subtracted from the conventional radiocarbon 
age. 

Results and Discussion 
The results of the radiocarbon measurements, along with the age Interpretations and bnef description 

of the samples, are given in Table 1. The probablv different stages of cave sinter and calcrete development. 
identified on geomorphological grounds, are indicated in decreasing ages as S1-SIV and CI-CIV, r .. pectively 
(Cooke 1975). 

The stalagmite dates form a highly consi!tent series (Samples C74/8,9, 10). The SIii stage, represent• 
ing an Intensive period of sinter development, seem$ to fall in a fairly narrow bracket of 13 000 to 16 000 yr 
B.P. This coincides with the WOrm Plenlglacial in higher latitudes, which might have displaced the tropical 
high rainfall belt further southward. 

The growth rates (axial) of these stalagmites are fairly high, compared to European cave "nters (Geyh 
and Franke 1970) and range from 0,4mm/yr to OJJmm/yr. A more recent sample (C73/St1 (a,b)), confirms 
the SIV classification and giv"' a similar growth me of about 0,8mm/yr. 

A sample of actively growing sinter (C74123) shows the presence of bomb 14C (;>1000(, modem 
carbon). This implies a t ransit time of less than 20 years for rainwater to reach the cave - much smaller than 
the nuolut,on of radiocarbon measurements. 
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Corrected 
%Modern Age 

Lab. No. Sample No. Sample D1tcription Carbon (YeanB.P.) 
Wiu 164 C74/8 (a) 1 Slice of Stalagmite SIii or $JV 13,47±0,44 15200t300 ,, 165 C74/8 (al 2 s.n.. slice of Stalagmite 13,82±0,36 15100±200 

166 C74/8 (bl Lower slice of Stalagmite 12,30±0,32 16000t200 
171 C74/9 (a) 1 Slice of Stalagmite SIi i or SIV 17,23±0,52 13200:t300 
167 C74/9 (al 2 Same slice of Stalagmite 16,4410,37 13600±200 .. 168 C74 /9 (bl 2 Lower slice of Stalagmite 15,63±0,39 14000±200 
169 C74/10 (al 1 Slice of Stalagmite SIi i or SIV 17,98±0,23 13000±200 
170 C74/ 10 (b) 1 Lower slice of Stalagmlte 17,42±0,37 13100±200 
195 C74/ 11 (bl Slice of Stalagmite SIV 78, 10±0,70 750±100 .. 163 C74/23 (2) Nodule on growing Stalagmite 109,50± 1,50 > 20 
122 C73/Stl (al Slice ot Stalagmite SIV 65,59±0,50 2200±100 
123 C73/Stl (b) Lcwer slice of Stalagmite 62,79:t0,45 2550±100 
306 C75/1 Stalacme section SIi 1,40±0,27 34000±1700 .. 377 C75/ 1 .. .. repeat. 2 ,47:t0,30 29300:l:1000 
309 C76/6 • R,mnant sinter flowstone SI I o. 16t 0,23 >45000 
313 C76/8 Hard o ld calcrete C l I 0, 13:t0 ,25 > 45000 
385 C75/9 Hud old calcrete Cl 1,29±0.29 34700±2000 
315 C75/9 repeat 5 ,48±0,33 22700±500 
307 C76/ 13 Soft calcrete C 111 or Cl V 25,39±0,50 10000:J:200 
375 C75/ 13 .. repeat 25,99±0,33 9800±200 
308 C75/ 16 Sinter floor remnant SI I 0,54±0,25 41900±5500 
386 C75/ 16 repeat 0,97±0 , 18 37000±1700 
310 C75/ 17 Sinter floor remnant SIi 0,15±0,25 > 45000 
314 C77/22 Soft recent calcrete CIV 22,75±0,27 11000±100 
376 C75/22 .. repeat 23,20±0,34 10800±100 

The problem of assaying non-stalagmite material Is demonstrated by the result$ on older sinters and 
calcretes. Apparently similar sections of a sample can give quite divergent ages (cf. repeats, C75/1,9), whilst 
younger calcretes (C75/13, 22), can give good reproducibility. C.lcrete 75/9 has clearly been invaded by more 
recent deposits, the original matrix beins in all probability beyond the datable limit {>45 000 yr), as in 
C75/8. 

Generally, the radiocarbon dates support the age classifications based on geomorphological arguments, 
as well as geoeraf correlations between cave sinter and cateret8$. In particular, the requirement of a fluctuating 
but generally fall ing water•table proposed by Netter berg ( 1969) for the formation of thick layers of calcrete 
could be supported by the dates of 10 000 - 11 000 yr on the soft calcretes (C75/ 13,22), following as they 
do on the SIii high rainfall period . 
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SOME KARST CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RYE HOUSE RISINGS, 
NEAR HELMSLEY, YORKSHIRE 

R.G. Cooper and A. F. Pi tty 
Geography Dept .. University of Hull, 
Hull, U.K. 

The Vale of Pickering, in northofast Yorkshire, extends some 48km from west to east and is about 
13 km broad. Structurally, it lies at the southern edge of the southern flank of the North Yorkshire Moors and, 
to the north and west, Jurassic uplands riie gradually to over 300 m O.D. The southward-dipping Jurassic strata 
are capped by the Cof8lline Oolite Formation (Wright, 1972), consisting largely of alternating calcareous sand• 
stones and im;pure oolitic limestones. Therefore. despite a mean annual rainfall above 900 mm for much of the 
Moors, the River Rye lo~ part of iu surface flow where it crosses this outcrop near Helmsley (Figure 1). The 
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Kimmeridge Clay floor of the Vale and iu extensi,e drift cover of up to 30 min thickness make it difficult to 
comprehend the pattern of underground drainage development. 

From Its sink in Dunscombe Park, the River Rye ls generally thought to resurge some 3.2 km down• 
valley in a string of risings at Rye House in Coralline rock• throughout. Although the risings are only 15 m lower 
in altitude than the sinks, they emerge on tho opposite side of the river from Dunscombe Parl(. In 'order to sup· 
port more precise inference,s about the groundwater pattern and solutionat activity in this toca1ity, water sam• 
pies and temperatures were taken at the six most prominent risings in the Aye House group. Samples were 
collected at 2 - 4 week intervals on 18 occasions between October 1973 and September 1974, and calcium, 
total, and alkaline hardness were determined in the laboratory. 

Hardnen Variation 
E.T. Shuster and W.B. White ( 1971) propo>ed the coefficient ol variation of total hardne5J as an index 

for the characterisation of flow types as approach ng either a diffuse or a conduit regime. The CVs of the Aye 
House risings are given in Table 1, and their relathe posltions are shown in fig. 2. 

TABLE 1.Means (PPM or °C) and coefficients of Varialion (%1 for the Rye House Risings 
Rising RIii R/12 RI/J R/14 R/15 RH6 Rlwt 

M,an CV Meon CV 
• Moan CV Me,n CV Mean CV Maan CV M,1n CV 

Calcium 154 15.37 148 18.42 145 19.96 146 19.91 166 16.04 165 15.72 130 10.98 
H•rdness 

Mc,g,,esium 18 33.49 17 24.34 17 26.93 19 29.85 17 33.04 18 31.56 17 37.91 
Herdnm 

Total 172 16.79 165 18.11 162 18.88 165 19.74 183 15.46 183 16.49 147 8.85 
Herdne» 

All<alloe 130 15.47 121 17.82 117 18.86 117 18.48 138 13.75 137 14.87 103 16.93 
Hardness 

Temperafure 8.7 22.77 8.5 30.24 8.4 33.29 8,5 33.18 8.7 17.34 8.7 17,43 9.7 54.26 

Using Shuster and White's criteria (1971), these results indicate that all the risings are predominantly 
flows of the conduit type, i.e. they show karst deW!lopment. At the point where the river was sampled, just 
upstream from AH6, its water had not been in direct contact with trmestone for over a mile, and its solute 
levels may be assu!Md to have equilibrated with the atmospheric partial pressure of carbon dioxide. 
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The maintenance of variability at well over the 5% cut-off point suggested by Shuster and White illus• 
trates that passage underground in chanmls tends to preserve the variability experienced on the surface. High 
variability at the sinks is to be expected a, at that point most of the river water has recently emerged from 
springs in the Coralline Oolite Formation. 

Sud, indications of active eave pessages suggesu continuing kamic development of a_n a,ea known to 
contain fossil caves. The Rev. William Buckland (1823) conducted a cla,.ic investigation into the deposits of 
Kirkdale Cave, which is 6.6 km from the ~ye House risings (fig. 11; several other small, fossil caves have also 
been found locally (Brook et. al. 1974). 

It is clear from the CV values that the solute levels of the risings do not vary in precisely similar ways 
or to precisely similar extents. This is highlighted by comparing their mean solute levels (Table 1), which show 
that the risings fall into three groups which correspond to their spatial grouping along che river bank. The up
stream risings, RH5 and RHB, have che hiihest hardnesses, while the downstream riJing RH1 ha> intermediate 
hardness levels. The group of three risings, RH2, RH3, and RH4, have the lowest hardness levels. 

The pattern of variation of calcium hardness throughout the year of sampling is shown In fig. 3. All 
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the risings have a similar pattern of fluctuations; t'>e differences in their mean hardness level, are therefore 
a reflection of small differences Which persist throughoot the year, 

Con<:lusions 
The results quoted appear to show that the water issuing from each of the risings is not precisely the 

same. However the similarity of the patterns of fluctuation suggests that the risings do have their major water 
component in common, and this is probably the water from the sinks in the bed of the Rye. 11 is noteworthy 
that the river shares this pattern of fluctuation to, most of the year, but departed from it markedly during 
January, February, March and April 1974, when the calcium hardness levels of the risings were at their highest 
(fig. 3). During the same period of four months, discharge was at its highest level at ell the rismgS. At least 
three additional weter outlets were operating at this time in the vicinity of RHJ, and RH4. Similar high-flow 
multiple-exist systems are a common feature in the Carboniferous Limestone area of N.W. Yorkshire (R.A. 
Halliwell, personal communication, 1974). 

The results of other workers suggeft that the arbitrwy 5% value of CV, which is suggested by Shuster 
and White (1971) for distinguishing diffuse from conduit flows, is not applicable in all kerst an,as. For exam
ple, Pitty (1966a, p. 23) found values varying froOI 3.19% to 9.24% in cave seepages of presumed diffuse 
flow from Poole's Cavern, ln the Carboniferous limestone of Oerbyshir~. with one value as high as 13.19% 
The same writer ( 1966b, p. 238) fourllJ values varying from 14.07% to 25.19% in surface streams in the same 
general area. Ternan (1972) has reported CVs of up to 10.6% on presumed diffuse flow systems in the Carboni• 
feroos Limestone of the Central Pennines, with a mean of 13.5% for presumed conduit systems. Compared 
with wch results, the CVs of the Rye House risings are all above the highest reported value from a presumed 
diffuse flow, and well within the reported range of values from presumed conduit flows. 

The mean levels of solute tend to differ between the individual R\(8 House risings. by more or less 
consrant amounts. This could be due to varying degrees of admixture of a more dilute karst water from a 
hydrogeologically similar area, e.g. water from tht river Ricca!, (fig. 1 ). The complexity of the inter-relation
ships between the risings indicates that there need not be only one such other conduit water source. 

It is possible that the multiple oudets at Rye House represent diversion of the main underground 
water flow by rising$ which are located succes.sively further downstream. In this case the higher solute levels 
of RHS and RH6 could indicate a higher proportion of percolation water emerging from them. 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE MONOGRAPH "THE FOSSIL MAN IN 
THE WORLD AND HIS CULTURES" 

E. Coutallk 
c/o Medical Research Council, Harrow, U.K. 

The Prehistory and the cultural history of the Byci Skala Gave in the Moravian Karst is of international 
n,nown. For the spelaeologist it is Important to know that this was the first cave in the world, so far known, 
whera an expert cartography was performed in 1867. The twO cartographers were E. Mladek and A. Medritzer, 
co-wo<kers in Wankel's team. For the prehistorian is also interesting to know that this was the first cave in 
Central Europe where a skeleton of a f:>$$il man was discovered in 1868. It had a well preserved cranium, man
dible, humerus, radius and ulna, tibia irld supula, together with bones of the bear Ursus spe/aeus. The material 
was presented by Wankel in Vienna in 1870. Prehistory was accepted as an academic discipline since then as 
the existence of prehistoric man had been denied prior to this discovery by many authorities with Rudolf von 

Virchow emong them. 
The Byci Skala Gave, apart from the (statistic.ii) description of l.h• findings, inspired Wankel and his 

grandson Absolon 1.0 introduce a dynanic archaeology and prehistory on a comparative basis. This included 
pal•o-ethnology and palaeo-dimatology with pedology ot the Ouart.ernary, important factors for the develop
ment of life in caves. In other words, t11e interest was in the intellectual abilities of the fossil man. his intelll· 
gence, his psychology as expressed in pa1ntingS on the walls, in sculpture in music or musical fnstrumenu. His 
technical abilities were studied; we know he could produce fire, could hunt, defend himself, could kill and was 
aggreS$ive. He had sexual desu-es and the study of his cult of Venus and of the veil In female fashion of that t ime 
was introduced. He also suffered from diseases as the study of prehistoric bones revealed pathologic changes 
in the form of rheumatoid arthritis, otteoarthritis and POSt traumatic pathology. The dynamism is expressed 
therefore in the complexity of the archaeology rMearch. 

The last work of the late Pro1essor Abs-olon "The FossH Man in the World and His Cultures'' Wa5 
interrupted by death and remains unfinished. The aim of this work was and is to amalgamate all the knowledge 
about the prehistoric man and his mertal abilities. The author's idea was also to trace the surviving ethno~ 
graphical groups of the fossil man, particularly the fossil men who were found and identified as surviving in 

the Arctic, Tasmania, New Guinea and Polynesia. 
In would like to mention witn permission of the Absolon family, the hypothesis of the development of 

the duodecimal system and the arithrretical abilities of the primitive people. 
Professor Absolon's studies In glaciology, the influence of ice on geomorphological changes. the arctic 

conditions In relation to the Great Ice Age in the Ouarternary. the influence of biological adaptations and on 
human life, b<ough him 10 the study cf Eskimoes and their primitive ancestors untouched by civilization. They 
were or are supposed to be an ethnological group surviving since the Diluvlum. These people preserve the habit 
of counting to 4, by using the interdigital spaces of their hand. When they add the lateral border of the wrist 
and the medial border of the hand below the thumb, this makes 6. On both hands added it makes 12. 

The palaeo-ethnographer's conclusion in this unique work i• that when all the mentioned factors are 
taken into account, the use of the duodecimal system is as ancient as the Upper Palaeolithic. 

Reference 
Absolon, K. 

PrehistorickV Yyzkum Jeskyne BV~f sk.ily na Moravf na srovn8Vaclm dkladi. Brno 1944/4S. 
Stude z oboru vlelbecni krMOV6 nauky. 
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A 'LIVING FOSSIL' IN THE TWI LIGHT ZONE: A CAVE-WALL 
BACTERIUM OF UNIQUE ULTRASTRUCTURE 

Guy Cox. 
Electron Micr(lscope Unit, University of Sydney, 
N.S.W. 2006, Australia. 

A study of the photosynthetic microorganisms of the twilight zone of cave entrances (Cox & Marchant, 
this volume) revealed that they are only part ot a complex community. Other members are occasional fungi 
and a wide range of bacteria. The bacteria included both gram negative and gram positive species; some resem
bled common soil bacteria while another species wos identical to that forming large colonies ("wall fungus"I 
in the dark zone {Cox, 1976). One other bacterium, however. was of strikingly unusual appearance. and this 
paper presents a description of this and a preliminary attempt at assessing Its evolutionary position. 

Materials and Methods 
Matarial was collected and prepared for electron microscopy as described by Cox & Marchant (this 

volume). ~ 

Results 
A colony of the bacterium is seen in Fig. 1. Colonies are typically of 6 or more cells, each cell being 

ovoid In shape and mea.uring approximately 1 ;m x 0.6 µm, The cells are embedded in a fibrillar sheath (FS) 
of variable thicknesses; the thickness of the sheJth and the shape of the eel Is seem to reflect the plane of last 
d ivision. The colony as a whole is surrounded by a layer or tubular scales (SC) each scale being between 25 

0 

1 µm 

flg. 1. Colony of bacteria held together by a ccmmon sheath CFS} of fibtllltr material, The colony it C41rtOundld by 
tubular scales (SCI. The chromattn of the nudeoid (Nl shows an organised structure. x 50 000 
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& 60 mm in diameter. A clear layer oeparates each cell from the sheath, though this may simply result from 
shrinkage during processing. The cell membrane •M, Fig. 31 consim of sewral layers of different staining pro
perties, corresponding 10 those seen in a gram--neiative bacterium (Murray, Steed & Elson, 1965). Although 
the gram stain has not been attempted since a pu-e culture has not been obtained, this seems sufficient evidence 
that the organism is gram-negative. The protoplalt is dense. with irregular lighter areas, but no Internal mem
branes or Inclusions are seen. The only notable fEature. and the most striking characteristic of the organism, 
is the nuclear material (N). The fibres of ONA er• arranged in a complex pattern; the form seen depends on 
the plane of sectioning (Fig. 2 & 3), but it seems ro correspond to a spiral of low pitch. An identical pattern 
Is seen in chromosomes of dmoflagellate algae (P'(rrophytal, the most primitive organisms to posoess a true 
nucleus (Dodge, 19711 /Fig. 4). 

Fig. 2 & 3 Bac-ut-ria from another colony, showing tie nucleold (N) '8Ctioned In two s11ghtly different planes. Fio. 3 can 
be ,nttrprtted as a section close to tht .xtS of• spire!, Fig. 2 as d~t1v off 11,us. The ctill me.mbrS'le tM) has 
1 multi-layered llR.IClU,... Both x 110 000 

Fig. 4 . Part of the nucleus of th• dinofl;,gella11 alg, Gymnodinium mlcto«lrlat.lcum. Note the identical spiral structure 
vislbJt In OM chromosotnt (C) . NM - nucleat membrane. x 35 000 

Discussion & Conclusions 
Helical patterns have previously been setn in the nucleoids of bacteria (Fuhs, 1969; Grund, 1974), 

though never so clearly and consistently delineated as they are here. This has led 10 the suggestion that the 
chromosomes of the dinoflageilate nuceus are sofflehow derived from the bacterial nucleoid. The d iscovery 
of the bacterium described here lends considerable support to this hypothesis. The layer of scales surrounding 
the colony is also a most unusual feature, with no counterpart in the bacterial world. To date attempts to cul• 
ture this bacterium have been unsuccessful, so it ::annot be formally named. It is, however, quite distinct at 
lean from all bactedal taxa so far examined in the electron microscope, Whether or not Tl stands in the direct 
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line of evolution of the eukaryote nucleus (an~ this is conceivable) it is important in helping our understanding 
of how the nucleus evolved. It seems that the cave environment has provided a specialised niche, with reduced 
competitive pressure, in which this unusual species has survived • 
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PHOTOSYNTHESIS IN THE DEEP TWILIGHT ZONE: MICRO-ORGANISMS 
WITH EXTREME STRUCTURAL ADAPTATIONS TO LOW L IGHT 

Guy Cox, 
Electron Microscope Unit, University of Sydney, 
N.S.W. 2006 Australia. 

Harvey Marchant, 
Research School of Biological Sciences, 
Australian National University, 
Canberra A.C.T. Australia. 

On a visit to Hennings Cave. Jenolan, N.S.W., a green tinge was noted on cave wall, near the entrance. 
in illumination so low that vi.sion ,equired lengthy dark adaptation. The entrance itself is a bouJder collapse, 
and the chamber within rece.ive.s only indirect illumination. Samples were taken from a site where the lllumina,. 
tlon at midday In briit,t sunlight is around 0.2 Ix (measured with a United Detector Technology Model 40a 
battery•pawered photometer). The r0<:k at this site was fairly soft, and the fragments collected showed a dis• 
tinct green tinge at the outer surface only. Similar green tinges have since been observed in similar light con• 
dltions in other caves, but only Hennings Cave material is presented here. 

Techniques 
Examination of fresh material in the light microscope yielded only limited information, and matedal 

was therefore prepared for sectioning. Samples Nere fixed In glutaraldehyde, with EDTA added to remove some 
of the limestone, postfixed In osmium tetroxide, dehydrated and embedded in epoxy resin, Seclions were cut 
1 µm thick for light microscopy and 0.07 µm thick for electron microscopy. Light microscope sections were 
examined unstained, using phase-contrast optics; electron microscope sections were stained with lead citrate 
and uranyl acetate . 

Rt1u lt1 & OilcuHion 
A variety of organisms is present, both photosynthetic-green algae and cyanophytes (blue-green algae) and 

heterotrophic-fungl and bacteria. The only photosynthetic eukaryote (cell with a true nucleus) is a unicellular green 
alga (Chlorophyta) belonging to the genus Ch/ore/la, and the cell as found in the cave is shown in Figs. 1 & 2. It is 
around 6µm in diameter, with a very thick wall otrather distinctive irregular shape. This wall, up to 1 µm thick, 
presumably protects the cell against desiccation. The chloroplasts of this alga have a most unusual structure, the 
photosynthetic membranes (thylakoids) being packed so closely together that they can only be distinguished at 
high magnification (Fig. 3). Microdensitometer tracings showed 170 membrane profiles per µm; one 'thylakoid. 
the basic photosynthetic element, ts a pair of m!mbranes. so this corresponds to 85 thylakoids per µm. Taking 
the typical membrane thickness as ~6 nm, this [mplies that there is effectively no space between the membrane,. 
Bv contrast, in a typical laboratory-grown Ch/ore/la culture (Fig. 5) the thylakoids occupy only a small part of 
the chloroplast volume, averaging around 20 membrane pairs per µm. Many plants are known to develop more 
thylakoids when grown in low light (Boardman.Anderson, Bjorkman, Goodchild, Grimme & Thorne, 1974; Skene 
1974). The cave Ch/ore/la was therefore taken into liquid culture and grown in Illumination of 500-1000 lx. Aner 
an initial lag it grew readily, and Fig. 6 shows the appearance of a culture-grown specimen. The cell walls are 
much thinner,•• would be expected in liquid c.ilture. The chloroplasu now show abundant starch grains but, 
unexpectedly, the thylakoids remain a, densely packed as ever. It would appear that the cave Ch/ore/la is so 
highly adapted to low-light conditions that it caonot reven to a more normal structure under high light levels 
even though it can grow well in these conditions. 

Several blue-green algal species have be!n found, all unicellular (Chroococcales). Blue-green algae 
(Cyanophyta) are not true algae; they are prokaryotes, allies of the bacteria, with no true nucleus or cell org• 
nelles. Pnotosynthesis i, carried out by thylakoij membrances which are not organised into chloroplasts, but 
ltrlWlged throughout the cytoplasm of the cell. Two patterns of thylakoid arrangement are typically found: 
1) 2 or 3 concentric membrane-pairs running round the cell or 2) whorled membrenes filling a larger part of 
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Fig. 1 M1cro-Qfgannm& ltom Henm~ Cave seen ,n secuon ,n tho hgtu microscOC)t. The green AIQI {Chlonlla ,p.) 
(ge) •• recogn,uble by ,u ir'reg1,1tar shape end ~rger size., X 1 ~ 

F,o. 2 Pen of the same sample in thtr secti<M1 1n the e1e1ron m1crosco,pe. ~veral colonjet of a cvanophvte tcv) 
(Chroococcvs.ip.J are attached to the 1hick wall Cw) of a Chto,111• ctU lg.al. x 11 000 

Fig 3 Part of th• chlo11>tan ko) of• Chlorelfa c:ell from the cave, an high magnlflcatloo, Note how dtf'ltely che 
tMmbranes are pecked w • J)irt of the cell wall. • 55 000 

Ftg 4 P•n of one of 1he cvanophyu colonies lffJ\ In F'9. 2. The thvlako1ds h) are densely pedced, though Im 
to than In lht Chlorella chlor:»Plltt, t - lhearth; CV O lndMduat ~I of the cyanophytl. x 50 000 

the cell. In culture the cyanophyte Chlo1ogloea ftitschii shows the first pattern under high light levels and the 
,econd in low light (Peat & Whinon, 19671 though many specie< show only one or the other arrangemenL Both 
patterns (in different specie,s) were found a·t the Hennings Cave she. However, since the 'low tight' conditions 
of Peat & Whinon's experiment were arcund 200 lx ( 1000x the illumination In the cave!) neither form can be 
regarded as an adaptation to the deep twlight tone. These species could well be strays from better-lit regions 
of the cave entrance. A third species (ter,tatively Chroococcus sp., following Stanier, Kunisawa, Mandel & 
Cohen-Bazlre, 19711, showed a complet,ly new thylakold arrangement (Figs. 2 & 4). This was also thumallest 
species found, with cells 0.5 - 1 µm In diameter arranged in spherical colonies, 2 µm acro<s, enclosed In a 
common microfibrillar sheath. The thyllkoids are arranged in close-packed parallel arrays; not quite so densely 
arranged as In the Chlorel/a, since th• membrane< are noticeably paired, but still reaching 53 thylakoids/µm 
(or 106 membrane cyanophytes, and mLn be an adaptation to a very low light exlm1nce. The Chroococcus has 
not yet ~n isolated In culture. so its response to h.gher light levels still awaits investigat1on. 
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Flg. 6 Clt/0,1/11 py~oklosa l11raJn 211 /86 CCAPl from I laboratry culture. The thylskokh In the d'llotoplm 
{cp) ere much less demel'( packed lhan In the CiYt ChloRII& The chloropJact cont1ans a pyrenold (p) arcl 
na.rc:h gr,eins (1). x 17 000 

Ag.6 Chlorelltt sp. frQm Henning$ cave grown In culture cond1t1ons limilar to thOJe of C. pyrenoido:s, In Fig. 
5. The chlOl'oplast (cp} occupies e 1im llr posiuon ,n tht cell; .a pyrenOfd (p) il vi1ible and starch grttns 
(s) are very much In evjdenee. The th',4akoidt, howtwer, remall"I so densely PKked that. at this magnifice-
tlon, they can barely be distinguished. x 24 000 

Conclusions 
Only simple, single-celled microorganism are able 10 survive photosynthetically in the very low light 

conditions found well inside cove entrances. One Chlorococcalean alga, Ch/ore/la sp., and one Chroococcalean 
cyanophyte, Chroococcus sp., shows a very marked increase in thylakoid density, presumably in adaptation 
to the1e c:onditions. 
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THE STRUCTURE AND ACTIVITY OF THE HUNGARIAN CAVE RESCUE SERVICE 

Laszlo Csernevolgyi 
H-1092 Budapest 
Kinizsi u. 22, Hungary 

The CRS is a social organisation, founded to search, give fim•aid and carry to a safe place those people 
who suffered an acx:ident or Ion tneir way and are in danger of their life in a cave or other inaccessible place. 

The statistics of the 1><1st 15 years more and more confirm the need for the CRS and l)<lrticularly the 
desirability of better qualifications. There were• call-outs in 1960-65; 12 in 1966 to 1970 and 38 in 1971 to 
1975. The persons r9scued in the same period wore 4 in 1960-65, 24 in 1966-1970, and 47 In 1971-
75. 

The members of the CRS are those speleologist sportsmen, who, with several years caving experience, 
good technical ll'ld first-.aid knowledge are up to the aims of the Service. They voluntarily and consciously assume 
the prescribed discipline, the difficulty and danger of this work . 

The CRS is assisted by other organisations, first by the different sections of the Ministry of Interior, 
• they often need the help of the service, the Hungarian Speleological SocietY, the OTvH (Hungarian National 
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Office of Nature Conservation), as the $Upervisory authority of caves and speleological activity, the $1)eleologl• 
cal departtnents of different spons club,, whose members may be interested in rescue, and other rescue org;onl• 
sations. It is an Important task of ,..., <:PS to m,,rdinato with •bov• .,,.M,~ned and with the help of their experi• 
ence, proposals and activity to do their best to prevent cavo accidents. 

The stnJcture of the CRS 

A., The leadership of the Servlre 
1. The labour of the service ls directed by a 3 member leadership - a leader and two deputies. 
2. During a rescue the leader o' that action is the only responsible director of the rescue work. 

8., The structure of the Serv/re 
1. The leader of the Servics - with lhe help of his deputies - direct, the activity of the Service and 

represents it before other 01"9ans. 
2. Operative deputy is the lead,r of the group "A" (Alarm). He is responsible for the arranging of 

rescues. 
3. Technical deputy. He Is responsible to assure the material, financial and technical conditions of 

rescue work. -.. 
4. Official - respoi'lsible for registry and training. He is resf)onsibld for arranging training and practise 

sessions, and to keep up to date the particulars of members and calf-out plans. 
5. Leaders of groups - They a,e directing their groups during the rescue. 
6. The "A" group - This is the first unit of call-out system. Their task ls to find the place, and it they 

are enough to solve the problem to arrange the rescue. If some other members are needed till their 
arrival the "A" group has to do the most important preparations. 

7. Additional team - Second level of the call-out system. These are members of CRS but not of the 
_,A" group. 

8. If it is necessary, the additional supply may be given by all O'ther people who are interested in cave• 
tourism and are skilled in cave communication and are reachable. 

Experience of CRS 
With growing cave tourism, the number of cave accidents are also incteasing. This may be only simply 

losing lhe w~ or serious injury. The acodents happen mouly near Budapest, as in the Buda-hills more than 
100 dangerous caves and clefts can be found. Figures 1 and 2 represent the growing number of accidents. Most 
of these cases happened in the above me,tioned Buda territory. 

The tasks of the CRS are also increasing. Tod~ the well-organised call-out system and the abilfty of 
quick and effective help are bas,c requlnments. 

It is a very important aspect to try to prevent accidents by appropriaw propaganda. This can be given 
by radio, papers and special cave publications. The CRS in the interest ot the more effective work, is sending 
representatives to the meetings organised by UIS Cave Rescue Committee. The knowledge obtained at these 
meetings is very useful for practice work. 

It is a serious problem of our activity, that we have no possibility 10 buy all the modern means of 
rescue work In home trade, so we have 1r1 manufacture or to let them be manufactured for the CRS by crafts· 
men. or industrially. 

Most of the accidents are in connection with this problem, because our caves have still less possibility 
10 obtain the necessary equipment. 

CERTAIN$ CRITERES D'IDENTIFICATION DES RAPPORTS DE PARENTE ENTRE 
LES GENRES DE LA FAMILLE DES NEOBISI IDAE (PSEUDOSCORPIONES, ARACHNIDA) 

Bozidar P.M. Curcic 
Institute za zoologiju, Prirodno-matematicki f-akultet, 
Univerzitet u Beogradu, 11000 Beograd. 
Yugoslavia 

How to determine effinitv Is 1h1 crucial problem in classificetJon; It is of exuemt impomnt in dtJimiting tt. genut 
• Mii 81 In determin1ng the related genera. lo provfc:11 a ,ound •nd stlbS. cl.,siflcetion, it ts nece••rv u, enatvs• the d1t1 on 
the species lhat constit1.1te a gent11 in correlation with the 9'00,raPhic distribution· of members of such• texon. 

If one follO"WJ the assumption that cha genus Is the lowHt among lht higN:r ceregorres and the rowen category tha 
h chantc-terised by ltriCUY comp.,..dve dele, ~h• elm of thlt work has been how to oeterrn1n11ftlnhy bttwten genera on the 
betls of the comparative mOf"Phology of thtlrso«les as well as on the geographic origin of 91ntr1. In that sense, six genera of 
the p11Udotc0rplon farnHy NtobltiktN hev. teen studied; they ere NIObilNm Chamberlain 1930, Novobiiium Muchmore 
1967, Roncut ~. Kodl 1813,Ac.nth«rHIJrh MthMf't 1974, Roncocnt1grl1 Mahnert 1974 and B•lklrJOroncu1 Curck: 1976. 

Prenant en consid6ratlon les b<ses sur lesquelles un genre est fond6, nous avons essay,!, rlans ce travail, 
de d6terminer, l partir des donnl!es mo,phologiques compmes des e$1)6ces, le oegre, de parente antre .rx genres 
de la famllle des Neobisiidae (Pseudosccrpiones, Arechnida); ce sont Neobislum Chamberlin 1930, Novobisium 
Muchmore, 1967, Roncus L. Koch 1873, Acanthocreagris Mahnert 1974, Roncocreagris Mahnert 1974 et 
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Balkanoroncus Curcic 1975. D'apres les resultatsde nos recherches (Curcic 1977) et d'aprtls ceux des autres 
chercheu", on distingue deux groupes de genres. Pour les deux groupes des genres indiqutis on peut souligner 
un complexe de caracteres identiques de nature qualitative surtout, qui indiquent une parente mutuelle entre 
les genres dans le cadre d'un groupe correspondant de genres. 

D'apres les caractfres communs aux esoe<:11s, ii est possible de repartir le, genres etudies en deux group es 
de genres apparentes, notamment le groupe: Ac1nthocre119ris, Bslkanoroncus et RoncocrelJ!}r;s d'une part et le 
groupe: NBObisium, Novobisium et Rone.us de l'autre. Les don~s morphologiques compar6es, c.onsta·1'es chez 
les •~es de ces genres dans les groupes correspondants sont: !'existence, ou !'absence. des chtltas accessoires 
sur les stemrtes abdominaux, forme de g•"• et iorme du flagelle. Les proprietes mentionnees caracterisent les 
esptlces de chacun des groupes de genres cites b partir du stade de protonymphe dejb. Non moins importants 
sont la forme et la position mutuelle des sacs genitaux et le nombre des ch,tes maxillaires, qui caracterisent les 
especes des groupes de genre, etudies, mais au s:ade adulte seulement. 

O'apris les traits mentionnth, on peut d,terminer la position de cheque genre dans le cadre du groupe 
correspondant. Ainsi, par exempte, les particularitb du complexe des ca.racteres metionnt!-s ci-des.sus,. telles la 
presence des chetes =ssoires sur les sternites abdominaux, la forme de galea et la structure du flagella chez 
les e~ces de l'Acanthocreagris placent, selon nous. ce genre A la base du groupe des genres qui lui sont appa
rentes. Les caracterislique• de l'appareil g,lnital male des esptlces de Ct genre en sont la preuve. Par rapport~ 
l'Acanrhocreagris, chez les represen1,1nts du Balkanoroncus les changements qui se sont produits ont ete orientes 
vers la reduction du nombre des chtlll!S accessoi,es, la reduction de ga~a et la reduction du nombre de soies 
flagellaires penniformes et denteles (vers l'augmantation du nombre de soies flagellaires lisses). Ce qui carac
tfrise encore les repres.8ntants du Balkanoroncus, c'est l'elargissement de tous IH trois sacs g&nitaux, 

Entin, les changements les plus prononces par rapport aux deux genres precedents ont hi constatls 
chez les especes du genre Ronco,:ru,gris, surtout en ce qui concerne la structure du flagelle (tousles soies 
flagellaires sont denteles d'un cbte) et !'aspect d,s sacs g,lnitaux lies sacs lateraux s'allongent et le sac median 
racourcit). D'apres tout ce qui vient d'etre expose, et d'apres les caracti!ristiques comparees des esptlces. le 
genre Acanthocreagris est plus primitif que les deux autres genres apparentes. le Balksnoroncus et le Roncoc• 
reagris. II est 4galement probable que le Roncoc.-eagris soit plus eloigne du genre Acanthocreagris qua ce n'est 
le cas du genre Ba/kanoroncus. 

La preuve de la parente et de l'origlne commune llvent~lk! du groupe de genres cites (Acanthocrea
gris, Bstkanoroncus et Roncocreagns) est fournie egalement par la distribution geographique de lours esptlces. 
Ainsi, les es~ces du genre Acanthocreagris (on en connait 24 en tout) peuplent les r4gions septentrionales de 
la Mediterranee, avec deux centres de radiation. Dix esptlces (ou 41.67% du nombre total) sont representees 
dans les r4gions occidentales de la Mediterranee (Espagne. France, ltalie) tandis qu'on trouve 4gatement dix 
espt\ces (41.67% du nombre total) sur la Peninsule Balkanique. Un certain nombre d'especes (quatre ou 17 .66%1 
ont ete constatees en Asie Mineure et en Iran . Lt genre Balkanoroncus. dont on ne connait que deux esp,lces 
Jusqu'b present, provient de la partie orientale d• l'eire de distribution du genre precedent (Bulgariel. tandis 
que le RoncocrBBgris, avec toutes ses especes connues (lo en toutl peuple uniquement la partie occidentale de 
l'aire du genre Acanthocreagris (Portugal, Espagne, Suisse, Grande Bretagne). 

Le Neobisium, le Novobislum et le Rorr.us constituent le second groupe de genres apparentt!s. D'aprh 
les caracttlres id6ntiques qui ont ete analyses chez les esptlces du groupe precedent, dans ce groupe de genres 
on distingue t!galement des diff6renoes au niveaude !'organisation. C'est ainsi que le Neobisium constitute la 
base a partirde laquelle ii est permis de suivre le, changements de !'organisation mentionnee orient6s vers les 
representanu du genre Novobisium et du genre Roncus. Tandis que chez les repn!sentants du Nsobisium, par 
exemple, les sacs gfnitaux sont recourb~s. longs et cylindriques, chez le genre Novobi$ium ceux·cl chang,ent 
en ce sens qu'ils deviennent plus courts et tendent ~ se redresser et que chez fes espec8s du Roncw les sacs 
genitaux sont presque drolts, ou trh peu recourbt!s, et courts. Certains autres caractms (la forme i,t la posi• 
tion des soies ftagellaires, par exemplel presentent des changemenu dlltermines dans le sens qui va des especes 
du Neobisium jusqu'a cellesdu genre Roncus. 11 e,i"evident que le groupe des caracteristiques mentionnes chez 
les esp,lces de ces genres est signe indicatif pour ck!terminer la parente entre les genres. 

La distribution des especes de ce group, de genres est, elle aussi, au profl1 de !'estimation de la parente 
assez proche de-s genres Neobisium,. Novobisium et Roncus. 

R&sumi et conclusions 
D:apres les caraeteristiques communes des especes, on a constate deux groupes de genres: ( 1) Acanrho

crell!Jr/s, Ba/kanoroncus et Roncocrell!Jris, et (21 lveobisium, Novobisium et Roncus. Des traits cornmuns carac
terisent les genres apparenu!s de chacun des grot.pes constates: !'existence, ou l'absenct, de chetes accessoires sur 
las sternites abdomiMux. la forme de galh, la forme du flagelle, la forrne et la position mutuelle des sacs geni
taux et le nombre des chetes maxillaire-s. 

O'aprtls l'organisetion etudiee des espeo,s, on a evalue la position des genres dans chaque groupe de 
genres, A la base du premier groupe se sjtue le genre Acanthocreagris; ses parents, le Balkanoroncus et le Ron
cocreagris ont subi divers changements par rapport au genre Acanrhocrell!Jris. D'apres les memes donnees mor
phologiques comparees des esl)bs. on a egalemtnt constate des rt!gularites dans le rapport mutuel des genres 
du second groupe; le Neobislum se situe a la base du second groupa et ses parents: le Novobisium et le Roncus 
ont subi des changements specifiques par rapport au Neobisium. 

Etan t donne que les caracteristiques g6cgraphiques sont en correlation avec la certitude de la classific• 
tion des taxa superieurs, on a analyse le prob,.m, de l'orlgine gtlographique des genres de cheque groupe de 
genres en particulier. Par consequent, la distribulion geographique des especes de chacuna donne compariso" 
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sur leur r~artltion, les especes du genre Neobisium ont 6te constatees surtout en Europe et en Asie Mineure. 
Cependant, on peut souligner qua sur les 155 es~s connues de ce genre, la majori16 !soil 132 especes ou 
85.16% du nombre total} peuplent la Mo!<literranee septentrionale. Du nombre total des especes connues hab;. 
tant cu ro!gions, 76 especes ou 56.82% so,t end6miques dans les ri!gioru de la Pininsule Balkanique, de sorte 
que l'on pourrait consid4rer cene r-6gion comme centre de radiation du genre. 

Par las $p4kificitti.s communes ~ toutes ses espices, le Novobisium est mis procha du genre Neobisfum 
et, selon toute apparence, ii provient d'ancitre-s apparent6s au Neobisium~ constituant ainsi une branche 
lat6rale isol6e, selon les donnoles actuelles, dans les ri!gions de la partie est et sud•est de I' Am6rique du Nord. 

Cinquante especes du genre Roncus sont connues jusqu'A pr6sent, dont 45 sont r6pandues dans la 
partie septentrionale de la ~diterraree; parmi ces especes, 27 lou 60.00% du nombre total) proviennent de 
la P6ninsule lb6rique et de la P6ninsule des Apennins, tandis que 18 especes lou 40,00% du nombre total 
peuplent la P6ninsule Balkanlque). 

II est n6cessaire de souligner que l'abondance des espices enc:Mmiques des deux groupesde genres men-
tionmis, surtout sur les Peninsules l~rique et Balkanique, est 6troitement lief! lt teur provenance des milieux 
souterrains. C,ertaines espices du genre Novobisium en A~rique du Nord proviennent aussi de stations $outer• 
raines. Un grand nornbre <'le nouvelles asp!ces des genres etudi&s lies especes des genres Acanthocreagris, N= 
bisium, Roncocreagrls et Nwobislum) et miima des genres nouveaux des groupes de genres mentionnes t6moigne 
aussi de leur parent6 et de leuc origine eventuelle !aspect phylog,!n6tique). 

Dans l'aire de distribution du genre Acanthocreagris on ttouve surtout les aires des es~ces des genres 
Balkanoroncus et Roncocreagris. La distribution des especes endemiques du genre Roncus s"ins@re dans l'aire 
du genre Neobisium; a cette d iff6rence pral que les centres: de radiation des deux groupes se troovent dans des 
ro!gionsg6ographiques diff6rantes: du genre Neobisium sur la Peninsule Belkanique surtout, et du genre Roncus 
surtout dans la partie septentrionale de la Mediterranee du Nord. La genra Novobisium, avec ses aspl!ces erd6· 
miques de l'Amerique du Nord, repr6sentt, selon toute apparence, la branche la16rala du groupe de genres 
6tudie, 

Les caract6res morphologiques compar6s des esp,lcas, ainsi que la distribution des especes qui entrent 
dans la composition du taxon su~rieur correwondant, sont d'une importance toute particuli8re pour l'inter• 
prtitation de l'aspect phylogl§~tique de.s taxa suJ)4rieurs, c'est•IJ--dire des genres et desgroupas de genres de la 
famllle des Neobislidae. 
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BREAKOUT DOMES IN SOUTH WALES CAVES .. 
C.W. Davies 
University College, Swansea, Wales, 

Cavern breakdown Is th• term o,iginally adopted by American speleologists to describe the large 
producrs of bedrock collapse found in ca•es. W.E. Davies (1949), working in West Virginian caves, classified 
th• products of breakdown according to ,hape: block, slab, chip and plate. A classification by White and 
White 11969) combined chip and plate breakdown to cover material derived from the fragmentation of a 
single bed. An attempt to explain form and development of cavern breakdown was made by Davies 11951) 
by the application of bas,c engineering principles employed by mining engineers. Celling strata were regarded 
as fixed beams with span equal to the passage width and thickness equal to the bedding thickness. If the rock 
is broken or well jointed cantilever beams mav develop. However, h is assumed that the mechanical strength 
of the beam is stronger than the bedding plane junction. In horizontally bedded rocks, small elastic sags 
separate individual roof strata (Davies, 1951 I; rock fracture in such a sagging ceiling beam, according to 
Davies, is likely to occur at the areas of most tensron, namely in the centre of the chamber and close to iu 
walls. He considered that subsequent collapse of ceiling beds through successive strata produced a dome· 
shaped chamber which is often capped by a thicker competent bed. Detailed observations by White and White 
(1969) in large cavern breakdown areas of the Central Kentucky and Appalachian Mountain Kams reveal a 
range of domes sizes. They are said to vary from 3 metres in diameter, which involve only one or two beds. 
to large chambers such as 'Chief City' in "1ammoth Cave, with floor dimensions of over 30 metres and ceillng 
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heights of nearly 30 metres. The term 'breakout dome' is used by White and White (1969) to apply to features 
of all sizes. 

A debris cone ls a characteristic feature associated with the breakout dome, and appears to vary in 
size from dome to dome. White and White (1969;, suggest circulating water& at the base of the dome may 
reduce the size of lhe debris pile in some cases, t~is may allow further enlargement by progres,ive spalllng of 
the walls. 

Although no large breakout domes of th, tension dome type havl! been recognised in British caves, 
distinctive breakout domes formed in shaly limestones can be found in some caves of South Wales. 

8real<out domes in South Wales 

The writer has identified breakout dome, In some caves In South Wales in the caves of the Llangattwg 
Escarpment near the village of Crickhowell, Powys. The area is situated on the edge of the South Wales coal• 
field syncline, underlain by Old Red Sandstone;1he limestone comprises In the main, a truncated sequence 
of Avonian (Carboniferous! limestones capped by Namurian grits and shales (North, 19551. The Avonian 
Limestone is 140 metres thick, comprising limestone shale (35 metres), an oolite group (40 metresl, a calcite• 
mudstone group (18 metresl and the varied limestones of the Seminula zone (50 metres) (after Lench 19601. 
Structurally, the area contains few faults and the bedding dips gently to. the south (5 - 10°) in accordance 
with the major syncline development of the coalfield basin (George, 19541. 

Many caves are known in the area, the la,gest and most impressive system with over 21 Km of passage 
ls Ogof Agen Allw,,dd. Of the smaller c,,ves, Ogof Daren Cilau approximately 2000 metn,s, is of note here. 

Most of the caves a1 Llangattwg are situated within the Oollte group; few openings an, known In the 
other potentially speleogenetic group in the Semioula zone. Although cave passages are found at all levels 
within the oolite group, many are aligned along the underside of impure ba11ds (about 1 metre thick), of 
dolomite. This appears anomalous as one might e>cpect passages to develop in the limestone lying on top of 
an impervious lever rather than in the limestone Immediately beneath the shale layers, Higher passages occas,on• 
ally develop exposing the grey-green shales of the upper oolite and the calcite-mudstone group. These beds 
are composed of alternating shales and sandy llmettooe, 13·18 metres In thickness, Individual layers of shale 
and lime.stone range from a few millimetres to 0.25 metres, but the distinctive grey-green and purple shales 
are more abundant than the dark brown undy lim~tones. It is at these contact POints in the higher pas,ages 
that breakout domes are to be found. 

Breakout domes are evident In Ogof Agen Allwedd and Ogof Daron Cilau. Agen exhibhs several 
examples, notably in Erse Passage and the Inner Circle Passage, the largest of which, found in the latter passagt, 
is 25 metres across and known as St. Pauls. One breakout dome had been found in Daren Cilau, above the 
approach passage to the final chamber. In figure 1, the plan, profile and cross-section of the above mentioned 
breakout domes is illustrated. 

All the breakout domes are roofed by a broad flat limestone bed, containing a well defined Patlern. of 
irregularly surfaced, closed joints. The faces of pro:ruding beds correspond in alignment with the Joint pamm. 
There ls no evidence to show that percolation of wner occurs through the jointS. 

Three breakout domes are circular in form: the breakout dome in Ogof Daren Cilau, the second break
out dome In Erse Passage and the smaller breakout dome in the Inner Circle Passage. The other breakout domes 
are ellipsoid in form, the longer axis being In line with the passage below for the first and third breakout domes 
in Erse Passage, but at right angles to the passage In St. Pauls. 

In all instances the dome base which lies along the limestone-shale junction is broader in section than 
the underlying cave passage contrary to any domes described in the United States. 

The shaly breakout dome walls, which crumble when brushed, slope inward at angles between 70° 
and 80°. The breakout dome floors, which are litte·ed with shale and limestone debris, slope down gently to 
the underlying cave passages. At either side of several domes of the cave shale-band boundary, shale beds are 
seen to have sagged Into the underlying cave passage, ~ithout collapse occurring. 

Debris piles are common to all the domes consisting of chip breakdown shale fragmenu and small 
limestone blocks. The shaly 'Scree Slopes' of the lrner Circle passage are nearly 20 metres high. The third 
breakout dome at the end of Erse Passage has a debris pile which completely fills the underlying passage and 
only a low cavity exisu below the dome root. Al the far end of th is dome, the roof begins to close down and 
dips below the debris so that the continuation of the core passage is lost. 

Mode of Formation 

It is presumed that the cave passages were fully developed before dome formation began, for dome 
debris piles to be able to fill the cavities beneath. laminated sedimentS extensively depos ited throughout the 
passages give clear evidence that flooding of the c,,ves has occurred (Leitch 1960; Bull, 1976). 

Amongst the debris of the first dome in Erse Passage there is mud and sand together with shale wh,ch 
indicates the higher passages were also affected by the flooding. It is suggested here that sufficient solutronaJ 
erosion at the Shale-limestone interface oca.,rred to weaken the limestone supp0rt beneath the shale. lowttring 
at the water level brought about collapse and a debris cone bullt up in the cavity below. Ceiling collap,_. cusod 
to con tine on reaching a competent limestone bed. Failure In the intermittent limestone beds is thought to 
have occurred along pre-.,xisting zones of weakness 'i.e. joints). Breakout domes walls are steeply inclined, 1t ,. 

suggested, because of the POorer mechanic,,I strength of the shales overhanging the passage, and thus true dome 
shape Is not obtained. Debris piles trapped sediment carried down by draining waters; this is probably the case 
for Erse Passage, where water drained from the completely choked third dome down past the first dome to 
Main Passage (the main drainl. (per comm. Bull 1976). 
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Conclusions 
The factors leading to the developmmt of the Llangattwg breakout domes are summarised as follows: 

1. Cave p.ssages develop on an oolote lomestooe which lies immediately beneath a mechanically 
incompetent rock series. 

2. During one or more periods of fJoochng water stands within sections of the cave passages leading 
to weathering at the contact zone. 

3. Drainage of the passages is followed by collaPSe of the weathered incompetent beds until a stable 
ceiling bed is reached. 

A detailed understanding of the mechanisms of dome collap,a has yet to be reached. The writer is pre
sently undertaking an analysis of the mechan cs of dome. formation in order to find critical stress field relation• 
1hips to ceiling bed thickness. Where domes are elhptical in shape, more complex mathematiC$ are needed to 
account for a three dimens.ional stress relationship. The situa1ion is to be modelled using a two dimensional 
plane strain finite element ideahsat,on. Brief If, the method introduces a network of imaginary lloes to the 
roci< mass surrounding the cave to lorm a number of 'finite elements'. Details of the type of rock, its structure 
and strength properties are ascriDed to each element and a two dimensional stren pattern around the cave is 
re,olved. 
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SURFACE ROUGHNESS IN TROPICAL KARST TERRAIN 

Mocheel J. Day 
Depanment of Geography, 
University College Dublin, Belfield, 
Dublin 4, Ireland. 

One approach to the description of 1errain in unambiguous, numerical terms, within the context of 
what Evans (1972) has tormod general geomorphometry, is the estimation of surface roughness (Dellwig 
and Moore, 1968; Hobson, 1967, 19721, The definition of surface roughness rs somewhat problematic (Hobson, 
1972) the objective being to describe e landscape on the basis of ots surface irregularities or non-systematic 
elevation changes. 

Tropical karst, characterised by surfac~ irregularities, Is amenable to roughness quantification yet 
there exim no PLiblished attempt 10 apply ths or other general geomorphometric techniques to the analysis 
of such terrain, previous morphometric analysis (Williams, 1971, 1972a, b; Day, 1976) being of the specific 
type (Evans, 1972). The following paragraphs Indicate the possible applicatoon of surface roughn"• determ,n• 
tlon to the description and classification of tropical karst nyles. 

P\'ocedure 
Hobson (1972) exam,nes three parameters which describe terrain roughness. These are (1) the com

parison of estimated actual surface area with he corresponding planar area, (2) the estimation of 'bump· or 
elevation frequency distribution and (31 the comparison ot the distribution and orientation of approxim•~ 
planar surfaces within samphng domains. 01 lhese three parameters the third was selected for trial in the present 
context. 

The structure of the sampling design is ctucial to the use of this technique, particularly with ~ 
to the spacong of the samphng grod. Grid spac,ng will have a marked effect upon roughness values in that he•~! 
variation will ,ncrease with increasing number of sampling points ( Figure 1). 

The data required for thlS determlna:ion, an array of regularly spaced elevation wrthin a s.,mple area. 
was derived from topographic maps of various scales. Ten small ( 1 km:) sample areas were selected, coverong a 
range of terra,n types from subdued 'doline' kar51 to impressive 'tower' karst which occur in Central Am1trooa 
and the Qiribbean islands (Table 1 ). These ten sample areas were gridded at 200m. intervals, twenty-five points 
thus being sampled for elevation w,th,n each lkm2 area. This grid spacing wauubjectivefy seleaed as being 
sufficiently f;ne to sample within the majority of topographic locations within each sample area. 
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TABLE 1 Location of surface roughness sample sitn. 

Si1enumNr 
Ja. 1, 
Yue. 1, 
Bar. 1. 
Guat. 1. 
Ja. 2. 
P.R.1. 
Guad. 1. 
Bel. 1. 
P.R.2. 
Ant. 1. 

Approximate location of site centrB. 
3.0 km northwest of Browns Town, Jamaica 
27.0 km eatt of Merida, Yucatan, Me•ico 
5.5 km northeast of Speighmown, Barbados. 
7.0 km so,theast of Flores, Peten, Guatemala. 
3.5 km so,thwest of Stewart Town, Jamaica. 
9.0 km nonh of Utuado, Puerto Rico. 
8.5 km ncrtheast of Pointe-a-Pitre, Guadeloupe. 
19.5 km northwest of Punta Gorda, Belize. 
19.5 km west of Manati, Puerto A ico. 
2.0 km soatheast of Parham, Antigua. 

Hobson (1972) uses a Fortran IV computer program (VECTOR) to calculate vector orientation, 
strength and dispersion using methods defined by Fisher (1953) and described by Watson (1957). In this study 
a slightly modified version of ~rogram VECTOR was used, the basic data input being the array of regularly 
spaced elevation values located at each of the twenty.five sample points wjthin each sample square. 

Sites are simulated"by $et':$ of inters.ecting triangular planar surfac~rs-Which are themselvas defioed by 
groups of three adjacent elevation value, (Figure 2a). Two different sett of triangles can be obtained by chang, 
ing the orientation of the diagonal, (Fi~ro 2b). Normals to the'° planes are represented by unit vectors from 
which vector orientations. strengths and dispersion are calculated. Vector strength ( R 1) indicates the length 
of the resultant sum of the unit vectors and Is obtained by the direction cosine method (Johnson and 
Kiokemeister, 1957). Standardised vector strength (RI, given by: 

R =/ R 12, where N = the number of unit vec:tors, ranges from 0 
N 

where there is no preferred orientation to 1.0 where there is identical orientation. Fisher's dispersion factor (K) 
indicates the variability or spread of the unit vectors in •pace. Vector strength is usually high and vector disper
sion low in areas of "smooth" topograp,,y (Figure 2c) whereas in "rough" areas of non-systematic elevation 
change vector strengths are low and dispersion high (Figure 2d). Hobson (1972, pp,229·230) outlines the cal• 
culation, involved in program VECTOR. 

Ru ulu 
Terrain analysis by the modified VECTOR program was carried out on each of the ten sample squares 

with the result, indicated in table 2. 

TABLE 2. Surfllce roughness and terrain variability values 

Site location K l0g. K. Elevation 
and number range (m) 

North Central 619 2.792 36 
Jamaica (Ja. 1. ) 
Northern Yucatan. 1287 3.110 14 
(Yuc.1.) 

Nonhern Barbados 1096 3.040 28 
(Bar. I.) .. 
Guatemala (Peten) 126 2.100 64 
(Guat.1.) 
Jamaica (Ja.2.) 99 1.996 73 
Puerto Rico (Pr.1.1 114 2.057 81 
Guadeloupe 129 2.111 68 
(Guad.1.) 
Belize (8el.1.) 220 2.342 51 
Pueno Rico (Pr.2.) 208 2.318 48 
Antigua (Ant.1.) 532 2.726 45 

Fisher's dispersion factor (K) is defined by: K ~:~
1 

Variability 
• (m). 

12.9 

4.5 

9.2 

30.5 

36.6 
39.4 
32.2 

21.8 
20.7 
16.5 

Teffain 

IYP• 
I 

It 

II 
II 
II 

111 
111 
111 

Where N is the number of observations !triangles) and Rl the vector ruength. In "smooth" terrain K approaches 
infinl ty becau'° unit vectors tend to the same orientation, thus R 1 approaches N and N-R 1 tends to zero. Con
versely in "rough" terrain Rl tends to zero and thus K approaches 1.0. 

K values presented in Table 2 demonstrate an apparent grouping of the terl'tin types into three classes, 
here termed I, II and 111. These grouping subjectively correspond to 'doline'. 'cockpit' and 'tower' karst. Of these 
type I is the "smoothest" and type II tha "roughest", type Ill being intermediate. Although in all types the essen-
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ti al temiin character is detected by the selected grid spacing it seems most likely tha1 in type 111 terrain the re
sults will be influenced by this sampling factor. Here a wide grid spacing might result in high K values through 
the •omission' of residual hills. · 

Another measure of terrain character is the range of elevation present, in other words lhe relative relief. 
Although this value is not in itself indicative of the nature of 1he surface. for example not differentiating be· 
tween uniformly sloping or hi!tily irregular suriaces. in combination with the roughness factor it provides a use• 
fut indication of terrain variarnlity. Since value, of K range from unity to very large numbers the value of log K 
is used in the calculation of variability which is given by: v • elevation range. 

log K 
Variability (v) can vary from O tor conpletely flat surfaces to values approaching the elevatfon range 

for 't/ery "rough" area5. Values of v for the ten sample.sites are also shown in Table 2, these again reflecting the 
results of the roughness value. Type I areas are lean and type II most variabl<! . 

.Oiscunion 

Results 1n terms of both surface roughness (K) and variability (v) demonstrate that the three apparent 
terrain types, I, II and Ill, are groupings within a terrain continuum. Within each type. particularly within types 
I and 11, there is cx:>nsiderable variation. These •ariations support wijective observations, for example the 
Jamaican type I site appearing "rougher" than those in Barbados and the Yucatan and the Amiguan type Ill 
area having infrequent residual hills giving an impres-sioo of greater "smoothness" than in Pueno Rico or Belize. 

On the basi& of the$e preliminary results surface roughness seems a potentially useful basi• on which 
to differentiate betv,Jeen different tropical karst terrains and on which to base an objective classification. The 
re&ulu here should not be interpreted as representative in that they apply only to ten small sample sites and 
are derived from cartographic sources. Investigation of more extensive areas, using more reliable air•photographic 
sources needs 10 be undertaken. 

The mathematical values K and v have no direct transfation into verbal terms except in the context of 
.. ,ough" and .. smooth" and descnbe the terrain in terms of an objective numerical index. preferable to conven
tional 1ubjective verbal terminology. which can identity major groupings vet has the facility to detect '-lariations 
within these. 
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SURFACE HYDROLOGY WITHIN POLYGONAL KARST 
DEPRESSIONS IN NORTHERN JAMAICA 

Michaol J. Oay. 
Department of Geography, 
University College Oublin, Belfield, 
Dublin 4, Ireland. 

Williams ( 1971. 1972a. b) has indicated that, In the polygonal karst terrain of New Guinea, enclosed 
depressions c:an be considered as " . . . small river basins of a special kind, characterised by intermittant and 
centripetally directed flow down poorly developed. gully-like channels." I 1972a. p. 155). The &olutional action 
of these stream systems he considers to be a most important factor in the subsequent development of the de-
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pression•. In similar toPOQraphy in Jamaica other authors (Sweeting, 1975; Smith and Atkinson, 1976) have 
indicated that these surface channels are either inactive under con temporary hydrologic conditions or are 
absenL Smith, Drew aod Atkinson (1972) and Smith and Atkinson (1976) attribute the lack of ephemeral 
stream channels to the attainment by the limestone of a high degree of secondary permeability. 

Oep<essions within 'dofine karst' tri northern Jamaica have also been shown to possess many of the 
characteristics of small drainage basins {Day, 1976). At times of intense and/or prolonged rainfall surface run
off occurs, water moving along small but d1Stinct channels, accumulating in depression bases and being re• 
moved by subterranean drainage to reappear in valley systems up to 5.0km to the North. 

The objectives of the present investigations were, in the case of a small number of polygonal karst 
depressions in northern Jamaica, to investi1ate the movement of water within the depressiOC"I at times of rain• 
fall, to attempt to trace this water to any external points and to investigate. by basic water chemistry analysis, 
the distribution of solutlonal activity within the depressions. 

Procedure 
The work was undertaken during March-April 1974 in two small areas in northern Jamaica, one an 

area of 'cockpit kam' 6 km south of Clarks Town, Trelawny and the other an area of 'degraded cockpit karst' 
4km southwest of Brown Town, St. Ann in the vicinity of Tobolski in the Dry Harbour Mountains. In the first 
area the hydrology within tw0.:cockplt$' was examined, in the l~ner three 'degraded cockpits' were investigated. 

The nature of such solurional depressions in the Jamaican karst has been indicated by numerous authors 
and the differences between the 'cockpit' and the 'degraded cockpit' form have similarly been demonnrated 
(Sweeting, 1956, 1958: Aub, 1964; Smith, Drew and Atkinson, 1972). The essential variation between the two 
styles is that in the bases of the former there is very little superficial material, and near-vertical shafts are evl• 
dent. In the 'degraded' form the bases are occupied by deposits of bauxitic material, commonly up to 10m in 
depth, the origin of which tS presently undetermined {see discussion ·in Day 1976, p. 114). 

Water traeing within and from the depressions was attempted using Rhodamine B dye, following the 
methods described by Drew and Smith (1969) and used successfully In adjacent ereas (Day, 1976). Prior to 
and during periods of rainfall small quantities of dye were sited at various locations within the depressions. 
During rainfall the movement of water was monitored visually and, after lhe cessation of rain, detectors were 
checked to determine whether dyed water had followed particular courses. Detectors were also located in 
several valley systems, commencing about 5 km distant and leading down to the north coast, in order to deter• 
mine whether water draining underground from the depressions reappeared therein. 

During and after rainfall water wi,hin the depressions was collected and subsequently analysed for 
calcium and magnesium contents by means of E.O. T.A. titration. 

Results 
In the 'degraded cockpits' small channels, similar lo those occurring in depressions north of Browns 

Town (Day, 19761 occur. These are however only present In the basal areas and are cut only In the superficlal 
material, not in the limestone bedrock. Only once, during six monitored rainfall periods, was water observed 
to flow in these channels, this occurring dLrlng a two hour period during which approximately 6 cm of rain• 
fall accumulated In a measuring cylinder. lhis flow eollectad in a small, 10cm deep pond in the depression 
base where it remained for several weeks. On this one occasion dye located in the channels was transported 
rapidly to• distinct basal pond, at all other times this dye, In common with that located on the superficial 
deposits but not in channels, was very sloVlly disper>ed by rainfall, reaching the pond after several days, if at all. 

By contrast, dye located on the upper slopes of the 'degraded' examples was lost to monitoring during 
rainfall, disappearing rapidly into surface rubble or fissures. This dye and the water carrying it was not de• 
tected at other points within the depression and did not reappear in the basal pond. 

In the 'cockpits' the situation was very similar to that pertaining to the upper slopes of the 'degraded' 
examples, dye located on the surface. being 10$1. to monitoring by vertical infiltration. Furthermore. this dye 
made no reappearance within the central vtrtical shafts up to their maximum depths of 9.Sm and 16.Sm. No 
surface flow. either dlsperSed or within channels, was observed In any of the monitoring periods to trave.rse dis• 
tances greater than 20cm. 

In no case was It possible to trace water from the depressions to an external poinL In the cockpits 
there was no concentration of water ·at any outlet point and in the 'degraded' examples attempted traces from 
basal ponds were unsuccessful. In no case wes marked water detected in the north coast valleys. 

Table 1 summarises the results of the chemical analyses with respect to carbonate contents of the water 
sampled from within the two groups of depressions. 
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TABLE 1 Summary of water hardness, resulu within polygonal karst depressions, March-April, 1974. 

Location 'Df!f}rBlied cockp1rs' 'Cockpits' Number.of 
Total CaCO3 MgCO, Total eaco, MgCO3 samples 

Water on bare limestone 58 48 10 53 45 8 5(3,2) 
surface 
Water amongst limestone 84 72 12 86 75 11 4(2,2) 
rubble 
Water flowing in channels 32 25 7 3(3,0) 
on superficial deposits 
Water in basal ponds 124 109 15 4(4,0) 
Water seeping from 147 128 19 2(0,2) 
central shafts 
Rainfall 6 5 5 5 0 2(1, 11 

Values in mg/I CaC03 • Calcium hardness as CaC03 , magnesium hardness as MgCO, total hardness as CaC03 
+ MgCO,. 

... 
Discussion 

The results indicate that, within the o,ntext of the small number of depressions monitored and the 
short time period involved, surface drainage channels such as thosett\l(lied by Williams ( 1971, 1972a, b) are of 
little significance in the Jamaican polygonal karst. They are virtually absant from 'cockpits' and in 'degraded' 
examples are formed only on the superficial cover, even here carrying water only at times of intense and/or 
l)(Olonged rainfall. Observation in adjacent areu suggests that these conditions are prevalent elsewhere too. 

The results also support the hypothesis of Smith and Atkinson (1976) that the limestone possessa suffi
cient secondary permeability to preclude the maintenance of ,urface flow. Jt is pos.sible that channels formerly 
existed end indeed the presence of large, often central, vertical shahs support< this hypothesis. These shafts, 
formerly acted as 'drains' at the foci of 5uch ct>annel, under conditions of either lower secondary permeability 
and/or higher rainfall. At present, except pert11ps at times of exceptionally high rainfall, they are Inactive and 
essentially relict. 

Results of the chemical analyses (Table 1) are in many ways similar to those obtained previously (Smith, 
Drew and Atkinson, 1972: Day, 19761. Using data from Smith and Mead (1962, p. 193), applied previously 
by Trudgill ( 1976), it is PoSSible to predict the amount of calci~%§arbonate which will be dissolved at constant 
carbon dioxide conc:..ntrations using the formula s a 249.998g· where s is the amount of calcium carbonate 
fn solution (mg/I) and g is th-e volume percent carbon dioxide concentration. Atmospheric carbon dioxide at 
0 .03% would be expected to produce a dissolved calcium carbonate content of approximately ,82mg/l. 

That the values recorded on bare limeitone surfaces, amongst surface rubble and on superficial dePoSiU 
are all below this level suggens that in the lirtt two locations the water is moving too fast to achieve chemical 
equilibrium with respect 10 the air-water interchange and that, in the third, there is little contribution to carbo• 
nate content from the bedrock. 

That water in basal ponds has a higher carbonate content suggests that the ponds are receiving water 
which has acquired more carbonate either within the superficial cover o, at the Interface be'tween this and the 
bedrock. The sjmilar values e xhibited by seepage water within central shafts suggests that this has attained 
higher carbonate concentration.s within the upper few metres of bedrock or within surface pockets. 

Con cl us ions 
Surface channels are less important in the Jamaican polygonal kam than in iimilar terrain in New 

Guinea, In 'cockpits' they are virtually absent ,nd in 'degraded' forms they occur only on superficial deposits. 
Only ori those deposits does any surface flow occur under present 'normal' meteorological conditions, else• 
where water infHtrates directly into the llmestcme via surface fissures. Vertical shafts in many 'cockpits' are 
essentially relict features relating to previous conditions of lower secondary permeability and/or increased 
rainfall, 

Contemporary solutional activity is concentrated in the upper portion of the limestone, panicularly 
at the limestone/superficial deposit interface. 
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ON THE AFFINJTIES OF SOME YUGOSLAVIAN TROGLOBITIC SPIDERS 

Christa L. Oeeleman•Reinhold. 
Sparrenlaan 8 
OSM>ndrecht, Holland. 

It was from Carniola, the north-Nestern part of present-day Yugoslavia, that in the early 19th oentury 
one of the earlist reporu was made aboul the existence of underground-living, strongly modified arthropods. 

The numerous itineraries in the early 20th century of the versatile scientist Absolon (Brno. Czechos• 
lovakia) to the Dinaric Kar.t made it clear that the whole area parallel to the Adriatic c0a<t is rich In interest• 
ing cave Hfe. Kratod\vll laid the b .. i, of our knowledge of the cave spiders of this area in a series of studies and 
monographs. 

Over the past 16 years we have prospected caves in the entire Dinaric Karst, resulting in a considerable 
extension of the known species. In the spider families Oysderidae, Leptonetidae, A!lelenidae, Nesticidae and 
Unyphiidae blind forms occur side by sice with taxa with normally developed eyes and with various intermed• 
iate states. 

My study of the phyogenetic relationship, of cave-dwelllng and epigean Troglohyphanres species en
abled me to establish coherent phylogenetic lines, composed of taxa with increasing complexity in homologous 
o.-gans. I have been led to believe that, as sool) a, an underground population is severed from its epigean mother 
population, usually by local extinction of the latter, evolution of phylogenetic characters towards higher levels 
of organisation comes to a standstill, whereas adaptive hypogean evolution sets in leading to reduction of pig
ment and eye size, accompanied by physiological changes. Information gained from relative placing of a species 
into evolutionary sequences according to phylogenetic criteria combined with degree of regression is applicable 
in the assessment of the time elapsed since it became isolated underground . Disjunct distribution may be an 
indication of old age. For such an avalua1ion, a thorough knowledge of the group concemed Is required. Indeed, 
we find a higher percentage of primitive archaic Trog/ohyphantes species among the troglobitic than among 
the others, supporting the proposed view. In the sp1der genus Troglohyphantes I have considered that group 
marqueti is one of the groups with most primitive characters. This group Includes the small, troglobiticcOBCus 
Fage from the Pyrene8', as well as the large troglobitic liburnicus Di Caporlacco from the northern Oinarid,, 
both species limited to a very small area, and possibly also T.pisidious BrlgnoH from Anatolia, of which species 
the male is unknown. A modern off-<hoot imanated from this old stock : the wide-spread epigean and hypo• 
gean species marqueti and close relatives from the Pyrenees. In this species group, the lamella shows an evolu
tionary sequence, in which the external branch is gradually more coiled (fig, 1). The distribution Is disjunct 
(fig. 2). 

Within the predominantly circum•meditenanean family Oysderidae both the Oysderae and the Rhodeae 
include a number of forms adapted to the subterranean environment in Yugoslavia. The rare Rhodeae with a 
trans-mediterranean distribution (fig, 3) are according to present knowledge represen1ad with at least 1hree 
blind species there. Yugoslavia is also particularly rich in blind species of Oysderae. The northern Yugoslav 
genera Stalita Schiodte, Parasra/lra Absolon & Kratochvil, Mesosralita Deeleman and Stal/rel/a Absolon & 
Kratochvil from the central Oinarids are :omposed of mere blind species, all having similar genital organs; 
the genera differ among them mainly In the shape and dentition of the chellcerae and leg armature. These 
genera apparently have no epigean retati,es. 

On the other hand. the blind ca·,e Oysderids in the southem partS of the Oinaric Chain which formerly 
were ranged in the genus Stal/ta, are not related to the northern forms. Two new genera were created to acco
modate these species: Stalagtla and Folkia (Kratochvil 1970, Brlgnoli 1974). However, for a long time blind 
animals seem to have blinded their describers with their pale, weird appearance. Some taxonomists still per• 
sist in their belief that blind cave forms cannot be close relatives of normal-eyed species and they range blind 
species into separatagenera. In a classification system based on phylogeny, In many c.,ses this c.innot be 
maintained. Ample evidence from spiden, other invertebrates and fishes has accumulated, showing that 
absence or pre5ence of eyes alone is no basis for generic splitting and may at best only support such a separa· 
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Fig.4. Male pa.lp of (a) Polkia purkrabeki, (b) Ha.rpactea !!:!!!
cola. Famale spermatheca in lateral view of (c) Folkia 
haasi, (f) Harpac~•a musicola. (a, aft•r Fage- b-.-f--
after Alicata). _J'-~-.. 
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Pig.7. Stala9ti9 herce
govinena1s, (a) m•~ 
palp, (b) vulva 
(aft.er :Kra.tochvil). 

Fi9 . S. Oiatribution of Harpactea &peci~• of 
group a..rguta (squa~es) and Folkla 
(circles). 

Fig.a. (a) Male palp of!!.· forc1piiera, 
!!_. globulifera (after Simon). 

Ft.g.6. Male palp of (a) ~ m:az.eki, (b) tta.rpactea corticalis. 
Vulva in ventral view of (c) F. mrazckl, (d) H. corticalis 
Cb, d atter Alicata). - -
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tion based on other characters. In spiders, species are known within which occur various states of eye reduc
tion ranging from normal development to almost complete obliteration {Nesticus «-emita, Poffhomma Pl'9-
maeum, P. microphthalmum. Centromerus JIICksoni): this phenomenon also occurs amongst others in Ps.!udo
scorpions. Thus, disregarding the eyelessneu of Stalagtia and Fo/kia, we find ourseJv~ in the presence of 
animals having identical chatacters with the circum•medlterranean genus Harpact~a Bristowe. This genus. 
comprising around 40 species is far from homogeneous as regards g,1nital organs. According to criteria 
adopted by Alicata ( 1966) it falls apart in at least 4.5 different groups or genera respectively. Indeed, "Stalag. 
ria" and "Folkia" from Yugoslav caves and "Minotaur/a" Kylczynski from Greek caves are cl0$0r to certain 
Harpactea species than are some Harpacrea 10 each other. Comparing lhe palpal structure of Fo!k,a haasi 
(Reimoser) with that of various Harpacrea species, we find that they are surprisingly similar to those found on 
the group arguta-muscicola-satdoa (fig. 41, h 1he supPQsed relationship also reflected in tho shape of the female 
vulva? The vulva of F.haasi distinguishes Itself from all other Yugoslav Oysderids in that the spermatheca is 
coiled ventrally. Exactly the same phenomenon I found to be present in a female of muscicola Simon which 
I examined in the Musee d.Hjstolre Naturello in Paris and ,t also occurs in arguta Simon (Alicata, 1966: 215). 
The closest relatives of F.hani are F.purkratt1ki Kratochvil (nee. female locality unknown) and F.paucoac.u
leata Fage. Fig. 5 shows the distribution of the epigean SPecies on one Side and the blind species on the other 
side of the Adriatic. , 

Folk/a mrazek, (Nosekl-<epresents another phyletic line of Yugoslav cave Oysderids. The male palpal 
organ never seems to have been pictured in llter-ature. The bulb is pear-shaped, bearing a relatively 1hort em
bolus and conductor, both feebly twisted at the base. The palpal tibia is at least twice as long as the tarsu,. 
This configuration approaches that or one of the simplest Harpactea, viz. the transmediterranean group com. 
ca/is, which includes South Italian, Sicilian, Algerian and Tunis,an species (Alicata, 1974: 24). The bulb 
of F.mrazeki could be derived from these simply by• sligh1 twisting of the base of embolus and conductor 
(fig. 6 a,b). The vulvae of F.mrazeki and H.cortica/is are in reasonable agreement (f;g. 6 c,d). Group mrazelc, 
consists at present of threo South and Central Ofnaric speciM. which differ enormously in size; i1 possibly 
Includes a small eplgean species with veStlgial eyes. 

The species grouped around Stslagri, hercegovinensis (Nosek): S.inermis (Absalon & Kratochvil). 
S.folki Kratochvil, F.purkrabeki Kratochvil (only female) and some unedited species have male pelps chatac• 
terlzed by a spherical bulb, distally bearing a protuberance on which are fnsened at right angles a long, thin 
curved embolus and some1imes a small conductor. The vulva Is provided with a short triangular spermatheca 
and a globular, short-stemmed posterior diveiticulum (fig. 7). The only Harpactea species outside Yugoslavia 
provided with a spherical bulb seem to be the Alg,1rian species H.g/obifera Simon and to a lesser degree H. 
forcipifera Simon (Alicata, 1974), whose palpal organs may represent precursory stages of that of herc,;gov~ 
Mnsis. Unfonunatety, the femaJes of thc-se species are unknown. Relationshjps of this group and those of 
F.mrazeki can be established on a sounder base only when the Harpaccea species from other regions have 
become better known. At the moment, lhe pi:ture emerging from this study is that of close relationship 
of south Dinaric hypogean Oysderids wilh epigean Harpactea from across the Adriatic and the Mediterranean. 

One of the scopes of this article is to demonstrate how the classification along criteria of natural re
lationships can be disturbed by phenomena of convergence through regression, which have profoundly cor,. 
fused taxonomy in the Oysderids. Up to 1970 Stalita and Stalagtia species were united in the same genu,! 
Summarizing results of comparative studies of hypogean and epigean Dysderids, It can be stated that the 
hypogean POPUiations of Yugoslavia include a variety of phyletic lines of different age and ancestry. The 
northern lines Stallta and allied genera, represent a coherent group, which by the absence of epigean relati._.es 
and simplicity of bulb structure is 10 be considered as the oldeSt. This is confirmed also by the firm estab ist,. 
mont of regressive characters. The southern species, in 1970 ranged in the genera Stalagtia and Fo!kia are 
strongly associated with allopauic epigean Ha,pacrea species from central Mediterranean areas on either Side 
of the Mediterranean Sea, and are certainly co,Ql!neric wi1h them. 

The troglobitic species in thjs area are certainly more primlti'ie than are the epigean; this does not 
signify that the epigean derive directly from tte hyPQgean. The hyPQgean species are the heritage of early 
epigean settlements. which in this area became extinct and were replaced by modern stocks from eastem 
origin. 

The eplgean Harpac1ea species in the Balkan Peninsula have highly complex bulb Slructures (fig. 9) 
in contrast to the Wm and Central Mediterranean species (lepidlJ$, saevus, henschii, various Greek species. 
some unedited species), Indicating that a recent wave of diversification in bulb structure in the various lines 
has swept over the area. A few of lhese fonms occur occasionally in caves, but show no area. A few of these 
forms occur occasionally in caves. but show no regressive phenomena. Not only Oysderids, also spiders of 
the genus Troglohyphanres, Leptonetidae and ·,arlous other groups of cave animals such as cave beetles of 
the family Bathysciidae are highly diversified en the Balkan Peninsula. Rather than representing a highly 
aged, relict fauna, these cavernicoles are the teitimony that lhls area has been repeatedly the setting of 1nt•nse 
diversification and creative branching and proliferation in the past of animal groul)S of hygrophilic, cryp; c 
habitats. Whether this area also shelters many old relicts will be revealed only when more data concem,ng 
faunas of other geographical areas in !he world will be available for comparison. 
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LES POPULATIONS D'ARTHROPODES HYPOGES TERRESTRES: EXEMPLE 
D'UN INSECTE (COLEOPTERA BATHYSCIINAE) 

B. Delay 
Laboratoire souterrain du C.N.R.S. 
09410 Moulis, France 

Tarres1riel hypogean arthropods live not only In 119 CavM but •lso in inaccentble c:avltlet of VlfV1ng wkhh. The 
ttudy of• population of SPIH)nomu, longlcorni, with a me,k-and-tecepture method Indicates thM only 1 to 79' o, the total 
population can be s(!!l!f1 in a cave census, and thll 1 "tumo\tlr" exisu from caves to fnacanlble c:evftles. The author deJcrlbe:s 
a method of celeul11.lng this turnattr l:n spa.«•~ Hme. 

Toute r6flexion sur les populations d'invert6br6s troglobios, torrestres ou aquatiques, est un corollaire 
de r6flexions sur la nature des habitats sou terrains. 

La premiere cJassifie3lion du milie<J sou terrain propos6e en 1907 par E.G. Racovitza, distingue " las 
grottes accessibles A l'homme" et "les fences etrohes lnaccessibles a l'homme". En fait, oppOser la notion de 
grotte A celle de reseau de fentes, peut conduire A des confusions sur la nature exacte des blotopes et nous 
consid6rons que le milieu cavernicole est un ensemble de cavites de tailles d iff6rentes, presentant des ressources 
alimentaires, des climats et microclimats difftirents. une partie seulement de ces cavi~s th.ant directement acces
sible done observable par l'hornme. 

Etude des Populations Monospecif',ques 

1. Les populations direcremenc accessibles 
De nombreux travoux portent sur 1'6valuation de la taille des populations terrestres par comptage 

direct dens les grottos; la plupart ont port! sur des Col~ptlres, d'autres etudient un Criquet c,ivernicole Ceu
thophi/us cvnicul•rls et un Ricinuleide Cryprocellus pelaezl,· (Cabidoche 1966; Recovltza 1968; 1971, 1973 
at 1976; Mitchell 1967 et 1970; Barr & Kuehne 1971; Ju berth le 1969; Peck 1976; Mitchell 1967, 1969 at 1970; 

Les r6sultats obtorw.,s sur les col6optsres hypogt!s mettent en evidence des variations saisonnitlres du 
nombre d'individus dans Jes grottos. Les connaissances sur la blologie de certaines formos permettent de penser 
qu'il s'agit de migrations d'individus en tre un volume accessible ii l'hornme et un volume inaccessible constl
tue par le "reseau de fentes" et eventuelle11ent des cavil8s do grande tai lie inconnues; le volume Inaccessible 
abrlte l'ensemblo des individus directement observable<. Los migrations d'I ndividus d'un ensemble vers l'autre 
sont dues, se1on les auteurs ou tes cas '4tudiM. a des facteurs ctlmatiques nutritionnels ou de reproduction. Les 
6tudes actuelles sur les organes sensoriels, le comportement et le m6tabolisme de l'eau des col6optire:s hypogis 
devraient perrnettre de connaitre la nature des stimuli qui entrent en jeu et le seuil de sensibi lit~ dei animaux; 
les r6sultats devraient conduire A prtlciser la nature exacte des factours climatiques agissant sur la denslte des 
populations directement observables. 

Le r61e du facteur reproduction envisage par Jeanne! et qui ferait du reseau de fente le lieu privil~le 
pour la ponte et le dtlveloppement, vraisemblJ,ble pour certaines especes, n'est pas d6montr6 pour toutes. Les 
6tudes en cours sur 1'6cophysiologie de la reproduction apporteront des tlltlments de reponse. 

La valeur mtlme du r~seau de fentes dans !'ensemble de !'habitat de la population n'est pas totalement 
tllucid6o; Racovitza (1974) l'assimllo ~ un espaco de rtl.serve, la grotto 6tant lo milieu normol, alors que pour 
Apha11nops cerberus Juberthie (1969) pense quo les zon .. de la grorte fr,!quent6es correspondent~ une exten
sion du terrltoire occupe lorsque les condi1ions climatiques sont favoriibles. 

2. Evaluation des papulations rota/es 
L'6tude dos probl~mes de la repartition spatiale des Colt!opteres troglobies a rendu n6eessalre la quan

tificotion de ce quo repr6sentent les ensembles d'individusdirectement observables par rapport aux populations 
d'un rMeau, ou ~l~ments de n!seau. Poor cela nous avons utilis6 la mtthode des marquages et recaptures sur 
un• population de Spt1onomut /ongicornis(Bathysciinae) troglobie dont le developpement ne comprend qu'un 
stade larvaire. Les 61tlments composant !'ensemble directement observable de cette population 6taient de 10 
individus en janvier 1973 et de 2340 indivdus en juillet 1973. 

Nous avons tent6 de dtlfinir Jes cond ltions d'utilisatlon de la mtlthode des ma(quages et recaptures dans 
le milieu soutarrain, puis de !'employer daru une cavit6 suffisamment petite ( 150m 1 ) pour earner au mleux 
!'ensemble~ la population directement observable. 

Nous utilisons ici l',!quation de Petersen modifiee par Balley (Roff 1973) 

A M (n + ') 
N = R + 1 
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cu~ est !'estimation de l'effectif de la population 
M est le nornbre des animaux marqu'5 A la p,emi~re prise 
n est le nombre des animaux compt6s las des autres prises 
R est le nombre des animaux marqu~ repris. 
De facon gtl"'ralo, on peut admettre que cette mtthode des ffll'!lUages et recaptures avec l'utillsation 

de l'eauetion de Petersen peut Arre appliqul!e aux populations souterraines ~ condition: 

- que Jes an,maux marques se mtlangent de !aeon homog6ne avec Jes animaux non margu6s 
- que la mortalite des animaux marques soil faible pendant la durh dos experiences 
- que les animaux marquh n•aient oas un comportement paniculier. 

Les erreur$ ftites sur M, n est A sont pOUr chaque facteur toujours dans le meme sens et chacune in• 
duh une erreur toujours dans le mime.sens: 

M est toujours surestim~ entrainant une surestimatior, de N;,.. 
- n est toujours sousestime entrain111t une sousestimation de N,.. 
- R peut etre sousestime entrainant une forte wrestimation de N 

et c'est 16 la principale cause d'erreur. 

Roprenant Jes conc~sion"\ de Roff I 1973) nous devons pr6ciser que la methode des marquages et recap
tures doit voir son utilisation Jimitee ~ la recherche d'un ordre de grandeur plusqu'/1 une estimation precise. 
Son utilisation constitue une premi6re aP11rO<he, indispensable pour l'eslJmation des popu lations terrestres hypo
g6es et l'etude de leur dynamique. 

Trois marquages effectues en mars, juin et octobre ont et6 suivls de reprises successives au cours de 
l'annee. 

Lorsque !'estimation apparart comme la meilleure (12 juillet), !'ensemble des individus en relation avec 
la cavit6 est 6valu6 A 55000 individus; 2000 individus soit environ 4% sont done visibles dens la covit6; si on tient 
cornpte de rintervalle de confiance a 95% ce pourcentage peut varier de I a 7%. 

Au cours du printemps et du debut de 1'6t6 on constate una augmentation progressive de N qui passe 
de 7000 a 52000, II ya Iii une variation saisoniAra qui est comparable a cello den et qui se traduit par un maxi
mum en 6t8 et un minimum en hiver. 

Trois facteurs sont a envlsager pour exp11quer une variation saisonni6re de N: des rythmes d'activit6 
diff6rents, un rythme de reproduction, un plwnoml,ne de migration. 

Les ryd'lmes d•activite peuvent avoirune influence .sur le ''turnover'' des individus entre le volume 
obse<vable et le volume inaccessible; des travau>< recents sur les Coloopt~res hypog6s (Weber in literis) ont 
montr6 que la phase de repos dos cycles d'actvlt6 s'allonge lorsque la temperature s'abaisse. 

Le rythme de reproduction saisonnitr peut 8\IOir une double origine maximum saisonnier de ponte 
et (ou) maximum saisonnier de mue imaginalt induiu par les variations saisonniires de la tem~rature (Delay, 
1974). 

Les migrations peuvent r6sulter de !'extension du territoire occupe, et jouer en modifiant le nornbre 
d'individus effectivement en rapport avec la i,otte, ce qui implique qua rous les individus no soient pas en 
permanence on relation avec la grotte pour des raisons ciimatiques, topographiques ou de dynamique des d6 
placements. 

Les En,embles D'lndividus Dans un Massif 
Los r6sultats pn!c6demments exposes nous amenent • proposer la definition d'ensemble d'individus 

en fonction de la dynamique de leursdeplace11ents, l'espace et le temps etant pris en consideration. 
L'hornme peut, au niveau de la grott&, acceder A certalns groupoments d'individus n 1, n 2 , . .•••• "x 

occupant des biotopes directement observables. L'ensemble de ces groupement> forms "la population" totale 
n observable dans la grotte, .. population" dont la taille varie au cours de.s saisons. 

La m6thode des marquages et recaptures permet de calculer la taille de !'ensemble des individus N en 
rapport avec la cavit6 6tudi" en un temps dO'lntl. Nest forme den (d6j/l d6finil et N' (ensemble des individus 
non dlrectement observables), le faible taux de recapture (moins de 6%) indique un 6change important d'indi
vidu enue net N'. 

La variation annuelle de N, citee plus haut, peut s'e>Cl)liquer en partie par des echanges d'individus 
avec un ensemble S1 dont la taille varie en fonction inverse de N, N etSl torment !'ensemble P' qui est !'en
semble des individus susceptible, d'iltre en rapport wee la grotto dans un laps de temps dome. 

II est possible que S1 fasse partie d'un ensemble d'individus S dont, par hypothese, une partie S2 no 
,era jamais en r,ipport avec la grotto au cours d'un temos donn6; la tallie de cet ensemble S2 qui peut ltre 
vido ne peut pas litre 6valu6e par la methode des marqua99S et recaptures. 

L'ensemble d01 individus Net !'ensemble des indlvidusS formem la population isoll!e Pl qui est une 
des oomposantes de la population globale P du massif karstique. La distinction des populations P1 , P2 , ••• , 

P4 n'est pas fixe dans le temps mals est une image fonction du lal)s de temps consid6r6, Jes populations iso
lees 6voluant.alors 1nd6pendamment 10us l'effat des facteurs ecologiques locaux. 

Conclusions 
Les resultats actuels tur Jes 6tudes dts populations de coleopteres hypog6o nous aminent A proposer 

Jes ooncluslons sulvantes: 
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- le milieu souterrain est susceptible d'ftre peuple dans sa totalit6; la repartition des individus dans 
l'espace disponible hant fonction des capacit~ d'expansion de l'espece, expansion contrOI~ par les facteurs 
du milieu. 

- L'ensemble des indiviclus pr~nts dans la cavit4 I un moment donne est le seul qui nous soit directe
ment accessible; ii ne repr6sente qu'une panie, parfois faible, d'un ensemble plus grand dont une partie nous 
est accessible par la m6thode des marquages et recaptures. 

Des ensembles d'individus peuvent ltre d6finis en fonction de la dynamique de leurs d6placements, 
l'espece et le temps 6tant pris en consideration; des~henge• num6riques important, d'indMdu, existent entre 
l'an5emble des indivldus pr6sente dans la cavit6 I un moment donn6 et !'ensemble des individus en rapport 
avec la grotto pendant un laps de temps donn6. 

L'extention de ce.s notions ii d'autres tonnes terrestres que les col~teres est possible et souhaitable 
mais enconsid6rant toujours la possibilited'existence d'un ensemble irdividus non directement accessible• 
un moment donn6 et en essay ant d'evalun les 6changes entre les d iff6rents en5embles. 

La notion d'abondance d'une population est li6e • celle de densit4, on ne pout done dire qu'un 
animal est abondant ou non que si on precise sa taille, la dynam1que des ses deplacements, son comportement 
territorial sa place dans la chaine trophique et surtout la surface ou le volume 6tudi6; ce demier point est tres 
delicat a delinlr avec exactitude dans le monde souterrain. No~s que cene notion de densit6 est valable 6gale
ment pour les populations de--iroglobies aquatiques ou !'expression d'un nornbre brut pour qualifier l'abondance 
d'une population n'a pas grand sens si onne precise pas le rOle trophique de l'espece et le volume d'eau peup~. 
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SOBRE LA MORFOGENESIS DE CIERTOS CONDUCTOS PSEUDOKARSTICOS 

Andr6s Aguera Donay 
c/o Entenu No. 4, Pral la, Barcelona, Spain. 

FoOow•ng tNI d1wtopnvnt of karsttc solution cl\enntlt btlo.-t tho turf-ece~•he O\llrlylng roe~ collapsed into the ceYes, 
Tht collapse re,ched the surface and a pattem of channels was formed which had Pf.Viously bttn enributed to erosional 
prooeues. 

Consecuencia de incontadas obsErvacionesrealizadas en distinas cavidades pertenecientes a un mismo 
karst, ha sido el hallazgo de ciertos cavernamientos, de dimensions reducidas pero de gilnesis ,umamente inter· 
esante, que participan plenamente en el rttlculo cevernoso dualizando o mixturando la gen6rica morfologia y 
procedencia fenomenologica de los conductos. 

Aonque estamos convencidos de la gen,ntldad del fenomeno, nos hemos de remitir logicamente el 
caso o problema concretamente estudiado, aclarando con toda premura las caracteristicas mas determinantes. 
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Desde un punto de vista morlologica y eipeleometrico, previa aclaracion de que describimos un sec• 
tor no la totalidad del fenomeno, podemos decir qua se trata de conductos de section ortoaxial oblonga, medi
das maxim as 1 Ox2 mts. y seccion transversal lenticular cuyo piano axial buza cntre 50° y 60°. Aparentemente 
se trata de una diaclasa ampliada par to, clasicos fenomenos de karstiflcacion. ya qua se aprecian algun:as mot• 
fologias de corrosion sabre la roca encajante tdolania del Jurasico). Enmascarandolas, se obs.ervan incipientH 
formas qui miolitog6nicas axiales ort~tropas yuna $&dimentacion acumulada en las zones mas bajas com
puesta prfncipalmente por elementos mac.roclastic:>s. Un analisis mas detenido del citado elementos macro
clasticos. Un analisls masdetenldo del citado conducto v las zonas de la caverna directamente relacionadas 
con ,u, nos demuestra clarameme la gran equlvoca:ion cometla en la previa descripcion morfogenetica. 

Es inmarginablo, para ilegar a une compl,ta comprension del fenomeno, la descripcion del contexto 
en su actual situacion evolutiva, ya que como se apreciara uno es consecuencia del Otto. Las ga1erias principales 
presentan un aspecto caotico, consecuencia del proceso subsidente (2) en que se hallen inmersas; el desplaza
miento de inmensos bloques liticos 501icitados por ta gravedad, crea facturas en ciertos puntos de la masa rocosa. 
al no arrastrar en profundidad la totalidad del diafragma $eparador, determinadas por la heterogeneidad del 
conjuncto y efectos mecanicos repartidos con difa-encial potencia. 

Las citadas fractures se desarrollan, aunque a nivel superior, paralela o infimamente oblicuas a la 
galeria principal, entrando en coalescencia con ellt y por tanto formando reduklos diverticulos en algun caso 
dificilmente trensitab1es. • 

Aparece de esta manera un conducto creado con posterioridad a la cavidad, de la cual forma parte 
integrante v cuys procedencia no es puramente karstica, aunque depends directamente de un fenomeno inserto 
en la evolucion karstica hipogea: Estos neoconductos pseudokarsticos aparecen pues asoclados a fenemenos de 
subsklencia, vienen generados por efectos mecanicos de origen hipogeo y no deben condfundirsa con las 
oquedades imerclaslicas que con proliferacion aparecen en este tipo de cavidades. 

Es de hater notar el imp0rtante papel quo desempnan estas forma$ a la hora de abordar el lnteresanu 
trabajo de reconstruction paleomorfologica para la$ cavidades en lase subsidente, se deduce facilmente que su 
medicion, previa observacion de todos sus aspecto1 especiales, puede sernos, en algunos casos, fundamental 
para el conocimiento de la cin6tica de bloques. 

(2) No especificamos el ongen de la ,ubsi:lencia, que puede ,er provocado por efectos tectonicos pos
teriores a la apark:ion de fa cavern.a, o a fenomenm de disolucion jun to al nivel de base karstico cuando el 
paquete calcareo es suficientemente delgado o incoherente, ya que nuastra pretension es plantear el caso lo 
mas genericamente posible. 
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LE SVSTEME DE LA RIVIERE SAINT VINCENT - KARST DE LA PIERRE 
SAINT MARTIN (FRANCE - ESPAGNE) 

Michel Douat 
c/o Lalanne A4 Le Casterot 
64170 Artix - France 

The elm 11 not to describe the many caverns of which the Saint•Vlnoent system is constituted, evef'I thouvh one of 
them 11 the dt_,.1 c.ve In the wof1d . It wtll ,-eiher ttkt ttoclc. of tht mon recent di1eover,e1 and alao show the hopes of the 
members of ARSIP. whic:h was rounded ,n 1966 for• more etfic,t"t explortt,on of on• of the bigoen ktnuvnems known. 

Les lignes qu1 suivent n'ont pas pour but de dkrire les cavitM tdbutaires du systeme de la Riviere St 
Vincent - mime si l'une d'elles est la plus profonde du monde - mais de faire le point sur les d6couvertes 
rkentes et las esp,!rances des ~16ologues de l'APSIP, association cr6e en 1966 pour permettre !'exploration 
efficace d'un des plus grands lcarst connus. 

La Riviere St Vincent est une des 4 grances rivi6res du massif de la Pierre St Martin. Sa r6surgence 
situ~ a 450m d'altitude dens la vall6e de Ste Engrlice (Pyr6m!es etlantiq- - France) a un module annuel 
moyon de 2'37m3 I• correspondam Aun bassin d'•limontatlon de 36 km' 6tagll de 550 6 2500m d'altitude. 
Ello ost la mieux connue et la plus explor6e des 4, cepandant nous sommes persuad6s n'en connaitre qu:une 
faible partie. 

Le bassin d'alimentation de la Riviere St Vincent est d'une remarquable unit6 g,!ologique, constitu6 
d'une assise de calcaires cr~taus de 300 A 450m d'epaisseur presque horlzontale du c6te espagnol et plongeant 
vers 1e Nord cOte francais; comprise eritre un niveau collecteur de schistes primair'M et un bouclier protecteur 
de flysh, Intact par androits mai, totalement dispuu sur la plus grande partie du massif. La fracturation est 
intense en tous sens avec une dominante des faillei Est.Quest et Sud Ouest•Nord Est. 

Tr4s grossifrement, ce bassin d'alimentaton peut Atre d61imite par une surfoce de 3 6 4 l<m de large 
at 8de long, limit<!e ~ l'Est par les pies d'Anle (2504m) et de Soum Couy (2315ml, barrde A l'Ouest par le pro-
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fond ravin d'Ehujarre ( 1200 ~ 550m). Au Sud la llmite est plus approximative car !'exploration de la Riviere 
St George commence seuleument et tes bessins versants respectifs sont encore peu connus dans cette zone. 
L'fncenltude porta sur une bande de 2km1 environ oll sont 'Situff:s les deux seules cavitM donnant :tcce$ A 
des rivieres pouvant ftre de.s ti!tes dt reseau du St George. Dans un ca-s d'extnlme extension vers le Sud cene 
lim ite pourrait done 6tre une ligno passant par la Sierra de Analarra (2355ml, la Toirola f 1824m l et l'extremitl 
Sud du ravin d ' Ehujarro {1200m). Vers le Nord, la lim11e des basstns d'alimentation des rivieres St Vincent et 
Couey Lotge est connu a quelques <entaines de mt\tres pres et la suite de !'exploration du Gouffre B.3 devrait 
lever rapidement les derni~res mcertitudes. On peut nhnmoins edmenre une limite passant par le Pas de I.Osq1 
(1900ml, la Station de Ski de la Pierre St Martin et la vallH de Ste Engrace {550m). 

Un iel sysieme etait 6videment hors de port6 d'un groupa de sp616ologues mime trfs actifs et les 
tondateurs de l'ARSIP ont eu l'ldl!e original• de confier !'exploration du massif a divers groupes qui peu a peu 
s'in~grant a ses structures assurant ainsi le renouvellement permanent de ses organes directeurs. 

L' ARSIP n'est pas un group sp6h!olog1que mais l'organisme directeur 6mmanant de !'ensemble des 
explorateurs du masslf. 

Pendant !es premieres annees de son existance, le but essentiel de l'ARSIP a ete de trier etsyntMtiser 
les informations et d<!couvertes du moment ainsi que celles precedant sa creation; bt!neficiant en cela des 
recherchM et archives du Prof. M. Cosyns, explorateur du._massif depuis 1930. 

MalS depuis quelques annt« I' ARSI P peu1 orienter les recherches de fecon plus pr~ise et les decouve, 
s'accdlerent notablement. On an arrive amsi Aune ~loolog,e pre>que ex~nmentale: chaque decou¥Orte globa 
du systt\me, permettant alnsi de preswntir de nouveaux r6$eaox qui sont d4couverts I postt!riori par des t§quipa 
envoy6es sur place dans ce but pn!ci,. L'ARSJP crie dans une optique de synthase des travaux est auHi devenu 
un champ d'ex~riences pour la conception de !'exploration sp4k!ologlque. 

Ace jour 54.5km de reseaux souterrains onte~ exp(ores (exception faite des centaines de gouffres d• 
20 a 320n de denivellation sans dev~loppement horizontal important), repartis dar,s 8 cavites principales non 
encore reliees entre elles. le point h,ut est sltue A 2043m d'altltude, le point bas atteint en pion~• a 400m 
seulement. En 1966 trois de ce, hu1t cavites etaient comues et totalisalent moins de 15km de developpement. 

Plusleurs rivibres collectoos par le lit de schist• primaire impermhble sont done connues, elles se dirl114 
d'Est en Oum sensiblement parall~I•• a peu de d1Stance. Elles resurgent toutes a la Grotto du Bentla sous ta de 
nomination unique de Rivi~re St Vincent. Le collecteur sou terrain St Vincent n'est ~netrable que sur quelque 
mitres a la resurgence et dans deux petites grottes voislnes, puis atteint de nouveau 2km en amont dans le 
Trou du Renard (altitude 585m). O• vastes puits noyes y ont ete pion~• jusqu'a !'altitude 400m, solt 50m au 
deoous du niveau de la r6surgence uns trouver en amont ou aval une branche remontante. 

Plus en amont, le collecteu, est inconnu pour !'instant. La penetration humaine dans les differentes 
cavit,s tributaires de ce collecruer butte sur un important foss:4 1ectonique dan, lequel les rivi8re1 1•enfouissen1 
apres avoir creve leur lit de schist•. De grandM salles telles que la Verna et la Sty>< sont !es temoins de ces en• 
fouissemenu. 

En amont du loss6, ven l'Est, chaque riviere est done ind~pendante, du moints les cours actifs, car 
tout laisse supposer que des cours fossiles encore inconnus relieront entre elles la plupart de ces cavites. 

La plus connue de oes cave,nes est sans nul doute le Gouffre de la P,erre St Martin dans !equal coule 
la plus importante des riviires a laqcelle nous avons conserv6 le nom de Riviere St Vincent. II possede 4 entree; 
naturelles (Pu its L6pineux, Ute Sau,age, Gouffre Moreau, Gouffre de Beffroil et une artificiello (Tunnel EDFI 
Avec ses 33km de developpement, sn 1332m de demvellatlon, ses salles ghntes et un potentfel spel4ologique 
, peine entam6 ii est d6j~ en sol unedes plus importantes cavernes du monde. Pourtant seul son cours 
act if el ses affluents ont 6te relativement bien explores. Une nouvelle phase de son exploration, en cours actuel 
lement, peut amener des developpef!lents considerables. 

La deuxiM>e caveme d4cowerte no possede aucune entree naturelle, seuls le hasard et un tunnel 
artificiel y ont donn6 acces. 11 s' ag1t de,)a Grotte d' Arphidia oi, coule une rlviire de faible d6bit. Mais l'int6ret 
de ceue grotte est de donner acces et de s'enfoncer protondement dans le toss, tectonique. permattant en 
celi de garder tousles espoirs pour ladt!couverte du Collectour St Vincent. Avec 7.5km de developpement et 
665m de denivellation elle est tout de m4me l'une des plus 1mportantes du massif et pourrait 6tre la cl61 des 
jonctions avec ses voisines puisque e'le n'est sfparee par endrolts quo de 30m avec la Pierre St Martin et 90m 
avec le Gouffre Lonni Peyre. 

Ce dernier gouflre possede blen des poiots communs avec la Pierre St Martin mais A plus petite t!chelle 
Long de 8.5 km at profond de 717m, sa rivitlre (Riviere Lonne Peyrel subit au contact du toss6 tectonique 
(Salle Styx) le meme enfouissement qua la riviere St Vincent a la Verna. C'est probablement le grand gouffre 
du massif le moins connu et le moim bien exptorf, son amont n•a <faltleurs jamais atl! termin,. 

D'autres gouffres donnent ICCfl & des rivi6rM de moindre importance, probables affluent des prece
dentBs. Ainsi le Gouffre B.3, situ6 taut au Nord du bassln d'allmentation St Vincent rec!le une rlviere dfno
mee Riviere de Soudet qui peut !tre un affluent du Lonne Peyr6 ou le d~ut d'une nouvelle grande riviere 
qui alle aussi Ira se perdre dans le fossil tectonique. Long de 2km, d'une denivellation de 305m, II est en cours 
d'axpJoration. 

La derniere coMue en sltuie en Espagne au Sud de la Pierre St Martin, elle coule jusqu'A 330m de 
profondeur au fond du Gouffre Mulekekf long de 1.2km. 

La particu1arit4 de cene riv;ere est d'ftre l'affluent pr&SUm6 d'une autre grande rivim'e encore inconnu 
appellN Riviere X, qui do1t coular rroms d 'un kilometre au Sud de la Pierre St Martin et 6tre collect• t l'Ouest 
per !'accident tectonlque d'Arphidia L'acces, la Riviere X, qui peut &tre un ancien cours de la Pierre St 
Martin, donnera le, Indications les plus pricieoses sur les limltes Sud du bassin d'alimentation St Vincent. 
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O'autres cavit6s approchent ou atteignent les niveaux de schlste Impermeable a des profondeurs variant 
de 250 a 350 mais ne donnent acces a aucune rM~re. Certaines possadent de grandes varucales (la plus impor• 
tante du massif 6tant le Pu its Upineux: 320m): un puits de 220m dans le Gouffrede l'Ours et dans celui du-
Pas del'O,que, un puiu de 240m dans I' Assomoir, un de 196m constitue le Gouffre Sauveur Souchet. D'autres 
verticales de 100 ii 150m sont lrl!Quentes dans tout de mas,if. 

MalS routes oes explorations s'lccompagnent de oesagr6ments dus a la reputation meme du Gouffre de 
la Pierre St Martin at ii son "mythe du record du monde de profondeur". Titre certes enviable meme s'il n'a pas 
grande signification mais qui retarde chaque anneed'importantes d6couvertes, le but avoue de nombreuses 
6quipes etant d'ajouter quelques metres a la denivellation du reseau, d6ployant pour cela de1 sommes consider• 
ables d'ene<gie alon que le potentiel sp41eologique du massif est /I peine entam6, que ca soil au niveau des rerur• 
gences, des immenses tapiau encore vierges ou a l'lnt6rleur mtme des cavit6s eonnues. 

TAXONOMIC STRUCTURE OF CAVE ALGAL FLORA 

• 

Stefan Jord Draganov 
Faculty of BiolOQI(, University of Sofia, 
Bulgaria . 

This paper summarises the results of investigations on cave algae from the end of the 19th century to 
the present. 

A total of 627 taxa of cave algae have been found including 542 species, 64 varieties and 21 forms, be
longing to the following 6 divisions: Cyanophyta, Ahodophyta, Chlorophytf, Chrysophyta, Pyrrophyta and 
Euglenophyta. 

The Blue11reen algae predominate over the other divisions - this division includes over 48.5% of all 
taxa. Orders Hormogonales and Chroococcales as well as families Oscillatoriaceae and Chroococcaceae have 
the greatest numbers. The Genera Oscillatoria Vauch. Phormidium Kutz. and Lyngbya C. Ag. have the greatest 
species diversity; ne)(t rank G/ot1oc.apss Kutz., Chroococcus Nag., Nostoc Adanson etc. The greatest number of 
new species in the division Cyanophyta belong to the new genera: Bsradlsia Palik, Geitleria Friedmann, /alo• 
mitzia Gruia, Palikie/111 Claus and Spe/aeop0gon Borzi. 

TABLE 1. Number of families, genera, spe;:ies, va,ieties and forms of the different divisions, subdivisions and 
onlen of algae, recorded in caves. 

Numb#rol: 
Algae ,:amifn Genera Spacltls VarJ.tl• Fornu 

CYANOPHYTA 16 65 269 21 16 
Chrooca~es 2 14 83 8 1 
Pleurocapsales 1 4 7 
OermocarpaJn: 3 3 6 
Hormogonakl-s 10 34 174 13 14 

RHODOPHYTA 4 4 • 
GonlotriehaJes 2 2 2 
Ntt"f\ltlonatts 2 2 2 

CHLOROPHYTA 22 60 88 7 4 
EUCH LOROl'HYTI NA 19 53 82 7 4 
Voh,ocaJe.s 4 6 5 1 
Te t rasporeles 2 4 8 
ChtorococcelM 7 .. 27 43 6 1 
Ulotrichales 1 7 16 3 
Prnlolefes 1 1 1 
ChHtoph0t1les 3 7 8 
Siphonoclldole. 1 2 1 
ZYGNEMOPHYTINA 3 7 6 
tvtesotaeniales 2 2 
Zygr,emales 2 
Desmldialn 3 4 

CHRYSOPHYTA 19 46 158 35 2 
CHRYSOPHYTINA • 9 18 
Ochromonadal,u 3 8 17 
Chry,_lt• 1 1 1 
XANTHOPHYTINA 7 13 19 
e1eurochloridell11ts 1 1 1 
Mischococa,JK 4 10 14 
Tribon1mat1J11 1 1 3 
V-a"'dlerialel 1 1 , 
BACILLARIOPHYTINA 8 24 121 35 2 
CotclnodisctlN 1 2 6 1 
Fragil1rialts 1 5 11 8 
E-unotieles 1 1 4 1 
Achnenthales 1 2 8 2 
Navlculales 4 14 93 23 
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PYRROl'HYTA 8 9 9 
Gloeodlni1t11 1 1 1 
Gvmnodinla1es 1 I 1 
f>eridin..altt 3 3 2 
Pnvtodlniales 1 I 
CryPtomonadales 2 3 • 

EUGLENOPHYTA 4 12 14 
Rug_llllna)es 2 7 10 
Peranematates 2 5 • 

TOTAL 73 186 542 64 21 

The Diatoms (about 25% of the total number of algae I predominate in the division Chrysophyta in 
which the orders Navlcutales and the family Navlculaceae have the greatest species diversity. The genus Nsvicula 
Bory has the greaten species diversity followed by Pinnularia Ehr., Nitzschls Hass., Cymbel/a C. A,J., Gomph<>
mma Aq. etc. The golden algae and yelloN-green algae contribute only 18 and 19 species respectively. 

The greatest number of Green algae belong to the orders Chlorococcales and Ulotrichales. 
The Euglenoid algae are present•d by 14 species and 1 variety: the Pyrrophyt by 9 spp. and the algae 

by only 4 spp. , 
There ts no doubt th•at the llSt o f cav~ algae will increase u a result of future investigations. 
Acknowledgements: I thank my colleague Or. Ganchovsky for translation from Bulgarian. 

DIE LOSUNGSINTENSITAT VON BACHEN, DIE AUS DEM KRIST ALLIN 
STAMMEN, IN KALKIG-DOLOMITISCHEN KOMPLEXEN 

A. Droppa, 
Geographisches lnstitut der Slowakisehen Akademie 
der Wlssenschaften, Lip!, Mikula,, Ct<!choslovakia. 

In tht cryltalline r'9ion surface w11e,s d isplay linre mineralisation (content le ss than 0.05 9 In litre). however, are 
highly aggr&ssi -.ie (COi content agr, 3 - 4 ,8 mg In Utrt}. When entering fimestone-dolomite comple)(tt thev a:re altered. A 
sudden Increase In cak:lum or calcium-magnesium bicarbonate constilu-tnt i:s 1vkjent. The content of othtr C0"5tttl.Htnts 
incretses tir,rufieantJy, 

Thttt ~t.tlon1 went Slud}ed 11 tht northern side of the Low T1tt1 (Wast Carpaihlans) ,n 1974-1976. The everaQe 
monthly discha,ges and their chtmttll anaJy1e5 were established htre. The speed of diMlullon o f carbonatet by 1urfld1I 
strums dl!pends on their temperature .,d speed of dilCMrge through the karst are.a. The hlghfft lncrea• in Ca h11 been 
shown In tht w inter momh1 (December - MarcM when w1ter temperature dropped to o0c with values of 22,25 mg/I. wh.lle 
lhl least incfffft was the spring montht (April.June) durin,g floods wlth\•1luits of 10,12 mg/ I. 

According to prtMnt results, the intensity of karst com:,•.ion by surfic.ial streems hes been: 

OeminoVlkj dolina valley 
J_,ska dolina vaUey 

y,., 1974 y..,. 1975 

46.7 m3 /km1 52.8 m3/km1 

41.8m3/km2 41.0m3/km1 

y,., 1976 

41. 16m3/km2 

28. 72 m3 /km• 

Die Oberfliichenerinne, die aus dom Krlstallin zuflleBen, sind gering mineralisiert (Gesamtharte unter 
O, 1 9/0, aber hoch aggressiv (3,3 bis 4,8 rrg/1 freies CO2 ). Die Mlnefalisatlon dieser Wasser stammt vorwlegend 
eus hydroltischem Abbau der verschieden,n Sillkate, wiihrend der CO2 • Gehalt von Luft, Boden und Vegeta• 
tion herrUhrt. Beim Eintritt in das Kalk areal reagieren diese Wasser. Ats Ergebnis der Reaktionen steigen die 
gel6sten Kalcium- bzw. Magnesium•Bikarbonate rasch an. Oas Volumen der anderen Komponenten findert sich, 
besonders in Abhiingigkeit von lokalen Bedingungen, wenig. 

Diese Beziehungen wurden auf der Nordseite der Niederen Tatre (West•karpatenl studiert. Aulder 
hydrologischen Erforschung ( 1974-19761 und den chemischen Analysen der ober . und unterirdischen Wisser 
im Oemanow- und Janskatal aufbauend werde ich zelgen, welchen EinfluB die Korrosionsintensitat der Bache 
auf die Denudation des dortigen Karstgebietes hat. 

Das Ouellgebiet der Oberflache"'erinne an der Nordseite der Niederen Tatra liegt im krinallinen Kern, 
der aus Granit und krinallinen Schiefern besteht. Auf beiden Seiten des Zentralkernes befindet sich eine breite 
Zone mesozolscher Schichten, die in zwei Deeken aufliegen. Als verkar1tetes Gestein ist Gutenneiner Kalk der 
Mitteltrias zu nenne, d<lr relativ machtig vorkommL Hier gibt •• auch stark gefalteten, gut geschichteten und 
chemisch relnen Kalk (97" CaCO, I. 

Klimatisch liegt das Karstterrain der Niederen Tana in der kOhlgemiiBigten Region mit einem Jahres-. 
mittel von 5°C. Oas niedrigste Monaumittel hat der Januar mit - 6° C, das hochste der Juli mit 14°C. Ole 
Jahresniederschlagssumme betragt 900 • 1023 mm. Am trockensten sind Januar und Februar mlt 23 mm, am 
teuchtesten Junl und Juli mit 150 m. 

Die hydrologischen Verhiiltnisse dies9$ Kamgebietes sind durch zwei Entwiis.serungstypen zu charak• 
terisieren: Die krinallinen Bereiche der Taler werden nur durch Oberflachengerinne entwiissert, nimlich im 
Oemanovatal durch die drel parallel tlieBenden Bache Oemanovka, Prie~ny und Zadna voda, und Im Jansk•tal 
durch die zwei Bache Stiavnica und Bv,trt Beim Eintritt in das Karstareal enden sie alle an mehreren Schwinden 
(Ponorenl. Unter Tag durchflieBen sie die ciefsten Stockwerke der dortlgen Hohlen. Nach 2,5 km langem, 
unterirdischem Lauf treten sie in einer Sprudelquelle (Vyvieratkal wieder an die Oberfliiche und setzen ihren 
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obertagigen Laut durch Karstareal fort. 
Dor Chemismus der Oberfliichenwauer ist ,on den geologischen Vorhaltnissen abhangig: Die Gerinne 

des Kristallins haben nur sehr niedrige Total-mineralisation (50, 69 mg/I). Im Jahre 1975 hatte die Oemlinovka 
einen ca-Gehalt von 9,6 mg/I und einen Mg-Gehlat ,on 1,75 mg/I, die ~tiavnica hatte einen ca-Gehalt von 12,0 
mg/I und ei nen Mg-Gehalt von 2-3 mg/I. Der Gehaltan freiem CO, wurde bei ihnen mit 3,2 • 4,84 mg/I festges· 
tell!. Der hochste freie CO, •Gehalt war im Mai-Juni (6,6--8,8 mg/II, der niedrigste im Februar (1,3-2,0 mg,1). 
Oen Annieg des gelosten Ca und Mg beim Ourchflidlben des Karstes zeigen die Tabellen 1 und 2. Oanach 
auf!ert sich die Korrosionsfahigkeit eindrucksvoll in den Wintermonaten Januar-Februar in Ca-Wotten von 
28,3 mg/I und Mg•Werten von 9,6 mg/l, wiihrend die Fruhling,monate (April-Juni) mit Ca-Werten von 4, 7 m!III 
und Mg-Werten von 0,65 mg/I am niedrlgsten sind. 

Berachnung der Korrosionsinten1i1at 
In Kar,1gebieten bestlmmt man die Korrolionsintensitiit von Oberflachenwiissern durch Messung der 

abgetragenen Ka Ike und Dolomite in m1 /km1 /Jahr. Es gibt verschiedene mehr oder weniger genaue Methoden: 
J. Corbel 1959, P. Williams 1963, M. Pulina 1968, I. Garns 1969, A.G. Tchikischew 1972 u.A. Genauer liil!t 
sich die Korros,onsintensitat fesmellen, wenn von der Menge der am Ausgang des Karstareals gelosten Karbonate 
(Gewichtseinheit in der Zeiteinheit) die Menge der am Eintrin in das Kar§tareal gelosten Karbonate (ebenfalls 
Gewichtseinheit in der gleichen Zeiteinl>eit) abgezogen wire!. Fur diese Berechnung stellen wir die Formel auf: 

C= 11.68/Vv-Vp/- 10,B7/0v,Op/.R 
p 

C - jiihrliche Korrosion in m3 /km1
, oder In mm/1000 Jahre, 

Vv 
0 

- geloster CaC03 -Gehalt in g/sec am Ausgani des Karstareals, Vv • O.m 
- Abflul! in m3 /sec, m - ge16sler CaC03-Ge,alt in mg/I 

Vp - geloster caco, -Gehalt in g/sec beim Eintrin in das Karstareal, 
Ov - gel&tes MgC03 In 9/sec im Wasser am Au,gang des Karstareals, Ov = O.n. 

- Abflutl in m3 /sec, n - geloster MgC01 -Gehatt in mg/I Q 
Op - gel&ter MgC01 -Gehalt in g/sec beim Eintrin in das Karnareal, 
R Reduktionsfaktor, einzusetzen bei allochthonen Gerinnen, weil zeitweise hohe Abflusse die Harte 

temporir herabsetzen, 
p - Flache des verkarsteten Entwiisserungsgebietes In km1 • 

Nach dieser Formel bring! die beiliagende Tebelle die Korrosion1-lnten1itit der Oberflichengorinne und der 
Sprudeln: 

Ortlichkeit Flache 
Jahr 

Abfluss Ca undMg Abrrag in m• /km1 

inkm2 
"'' hec in mg/I eaco, Totalmm1r 

MgCO, rallsation 

Demiinovka beim 1974 0.330 10,9 3,81 13,67 
Eintritt in das 10,0 1975 0,327 8,08 1,56 8,26 9,16 
Karstareal 1976 0,230 9,0 2, 13 6,66 11 ,61 
1025 m ii.M 

Prle<'!nybach beim 1974 0,090 11,60 4,64 11,57 
Eintritt in das 3,3 1975 0,069 11,66 2,45 7,19 9,73 
Karstareal 1976 0,040 13,08 4,78 5,96 10,52 
920m u.M. 

Zadnabach beim 1974 0,640 11, 15 3,44 11,74 
Eintritt in das 16,9 1975 0,49B 8,58 1,52 6,15 6,44 
Karstareal 1976 0,388 8,58 2,83 7,58 13,90 
907 mu.M. 

Sprudelquelle 1974 0,652 24,87 11,83 65,50 
Oeminovka 10,0 1976 0,641 25,16 7,71 51,97 94,51 
787 m u.M. 1976 0,536 26,00 10,48 45,87 87,13 

Oeminovka am 1974 1,398 23,34 9,06 46,80 
Ausgang des 16,4 1975 1,373 25,91 5,99 62,88 77, 15 
Karstareal.s 1976 0,946 25,83 8,70 41,16 58.89 
715 m u.M. 

Janskatal : 

~tiavnica beim 1974 0,535 10,30 3,42 8,10 
Elntrin in das 20,0 1975 0,579 12,08 2,17 8,77 12,03 
Karstareal 1976 0,383 11,25 3,65 6,30 10,91 
879 m u,M . 

8ystrabach beim 1974 0,232 12,66 4,68 9,55 
Eintritt in das 9,6 1975 0,307 14,33 3,45 14,46 16,35 
Karstareal 1976 0,193 14,00 4,66 9,34 13,56 
870 m u.M. 
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Sprucfelquelle 1974 0,700 18,00 6,12 20,27 
~iavnica 11,2 1975 0,740 18,58 4,35 21,15 35,73 
774m u.M. 1976 0,594 18,33 7,05 20,05 29,60 

~tiavnica am 1974 1,799 28,66 10,28 43,59 
Ausgang des 32,8 1975 1,555 32,16 8, 12 41,03 67,14 
Karstareals 1976 1,022 31,50 10,71 28,72 34,39 
648m0.M. 

Oas Karbonatvolumen Im KantgEbiet enthiilt auch einen Anteil von Kalken und Oolomlten aus der 
Vertikalzirkulation. Um diesen Ante ii abzugrenzen. lisst sich die Korrosion.sleistung von Gerinnen. die aus 
Kristellin kommen, gestimmen. Im Jahre 1976 hat die oberirdische ~tiavnica auf der Strecke des Ourchflusses 
durch das Kastareal, also auf 1 ,8 km Lange, ein Volumen von 9,34 m3 an Karbonaten abgetragen, was in der 
Gerinnesohle/900O m1 /1,03 mm ausmacht. 
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MJCROCLIMATE OF KARST CAVITIES OF THE MOUNTAIN CRIMEA 

V.N. Oubljanski & L.M. SockMa 
Simferopol University, 
U.S.S.R. 

The underground microclimate determines the thermodynamic conditions for kam processes such as 
the formation of cave sedimentations. The hydrogeologic features of the karft massif, the conditions of existing 
speleofaunaes and man's stay under the ground for a long period and the posslbilitles of the economic use of 
caves also depend on the microclimate. In spite of its importance, the problem of the formation of the micro
climate Is one of the less worked out in the theoretical karst science (5,6). 

In the Crimea during the period 1958-1975 over 800 karst cavities, having lengths up to 13 km and 
depths up to 500m were opened and studied. The morphogenetic classification was worked out (3) and the 
hydrogeology and the microclimate were studied (1). Before 1958 only a few examples of the measurement 
of temperature in 12 cave< of the Crimea were found in the literature (4). At the present time about 200 cavi
ties are being observed. More than 2000 measurements ,n cavities, and also more than 7000 daily records of 
the changes of temperature, humidity and pressure of air were made. This gives the possibility to distinguish 
average microclimatic features for cavities of different types and classes (Table). 

TABLE 1. Microclimatic characteristics of the kant cavities of the mountain Crimea (warm period) 

Gem,tic class and morpho-
logical type of cavity 

Corrosivaly-gravitarional 
jointly well, mine 

Nlval/y-corrosit1t1 
well 
mine 

Corrosivttly-erosional 
mine-sinkhole 
ca\le--sinkhole 
laid-bare cave 
cave-source 

Amount of 
studied 
obj~ts 

6 

27 
85 

16 
6 

48 
10 

Average 
t 0 c 

9.9 

10.4 
5.3 

6.2 
6.8 
5.2 
9.5 

c,mmof Hg 

7.2 

8.3 
6.7 

6.8 
8.0 
6.5 
7.8 
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r.% 

97 

89 
97 

97 
93 
95 
88 

I , tima/day 

37.5 

2.0 
3.0 

19.7 
1.4 
1.3 
1.2 

Gaseot/$ composi• 
tion of air 

Equilibrates to 
atmospheric 

The content of CO2 

(to 0.5%) 

The content of CO, 
(to 4.5%); near frac-
ture} dislocations 
10 3% CH, 
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Ths tsmper~rure and humidity of air. In any kaBt cavlw, excluding shallow nival-corrosive wells, there 
are entrance "equilibrating" and "neutral" zones In the "equilibrating" zone the temperature and humidity of 
air vary wid•lv In response to the daily, monthly and seasonal changes of microclimata element> on the surface. 
In the "neutral" zone microclimarie parameter$ a-e stable and they have only a yearly motion. There is a close 
relation (r-0.3-0.91, of the form y=axb + c, between the temperature and vapour pressure of air under the grOYnd 
(y, °C or mm of Mgl and the dostance from the entrance, x. The value "c" determines the temperature or humidity 
in th<! "neutral" zone. "c" is similar for cavities in the same morphological types and situated In similar geomor• 
phological conditions. For example, the temperature distribution in caves - sinkholes with narrow entrances is 
described by the equation y=98X'1 

·
3 + 9. I. For broad entrances the relation ,s: y-9sx·' ~3 + 4,6. So, the temper• 

ture of air in the karst cavities depends not on the value of the aerial thermic stage and the cavity~s elevation 
(5,7), but on its morphology and location's conditions (11. 

The temperature of air In the Hneutral" pan of the karst cavities of the Crimea varies from +6.3 up to 
+10.4° (Table). The corresponding range of mean annual temperatures at the cave elevations is 5.7 - 7,2°. This 
makes it possible to separate climatic subtype$, Yoarm (temperature underground above that on the surface! and 
cold (temperature underground below that on the surface). 

Considerable amounts of snow and ice accumulate at the entrance of cold cavities. Snow and ice in the 
caves play a small role in the water balance in spila of their considerab~ effect on the cave's and mine's micro-
climate. ... 

The high relative humid11y (95-100%) is maintained by the inliltration motsture entering the cavity and 
by the presence of underground channels and re.s,rvoiB. Lowest relative humidity values (88-90%: See Tablel 
occur only in well warmed nlvally•corrosive wells and in small caves with intermfnent channels. Vapour pres
sures vary lrom 6.5 to 8.3 mm of Hg. In warm ca,ities underground is greater than surface while in cold cavities 
underground is less than surface. These inequalities determine whether evaJ?()ration or condensation takes place. 

Movement of air. The changes in the underground atmosphere, being excited by pressure differences 
betmen entrances, are usually rhythmical and th<y respond to the daily, monthly and yearly cycles of th" at• 
mospheric elements on the surface~ In a cold period, when air movement is from lower to higher entrances. the 
maximum speed of the movement of air is observed when the surface temperature is a minimum. The opposite 
effect occuts during warm periods with maximum downward flow at times of maximum external temperature. 

Synoptic relationships of the movement )fair under the ground are often masked or modified by 
the effec1 of the secondary factors - the effect of rarefaction, the difference in the specific might of dry and 
damp air, evaporation and condensation. In comp ex, labyrinthed caves, connected with the surface by narrow 
tunnels, one finds an irregular pulsation of air in speed and direction ("spelean breath"I. 

The speed of the movement of air in karst cavities of the Crimea va,ies over very wide ran9t3s: from 
0.003 to 8.0 m/sec. A new concep1, rhe airchange coefficient is introduced: thEs is the. ratio of the volume of 
air flow over one day to the cave's volume (I). At I< 6 to the dynamic types (Table). The study of the changes 
of the atmospheric pressure on the surface and under the grOYnd gives the possibility of estimating the sizes 
and the character of unknown cavities. 

Ths condensaclon of moisture. Conden5<1tion in the cavities ol all type$ is observed only in the warm 
period (2). The amount of condensationed moisture, forming in the jointy•karst containers, is determined 
from the relation 

Q = V • T . I (p surface - p underground), where 

V - the total volume of cavities, m3 

T - airchange span {in days) 
I - airchange coefficient 

P surface and p underground - absolute humidityot11ir gtm•. About 50 mln.m• of moisture may form in the 
warm period in the upper part of zone of aeration. This would lead to a condensational run-off of 1.8 1 /sec. km2 • 

Condensation apparently play$ a significant role in water balance. It is equivalent to 7.3% of the difference 
between pl'eclpltation and evaporation. In warm periods the run-off is supported by the condensational waters. 
This conclusion is confirmed by balance and hydrological methods for the hydrological region of Krasnopest• 
chezsk. 

The geothermic conditions of the karst fe'Jions. The geothermic field of the mOYntainous Crimea is 
upset by the influence of karstlfication. The depth of occurrence of the layer of constant temperatures is equal 
to 250.300 m, and the configuration of its surface depends Ot\ the rate of Jointing and kartting of the mountain 
rock$. Alf karst caviti&S are sul'rounded by cooled ionet of different width. Microclimatic research gives the 
possibinty to ca.fculate the thermal balance of sepa,•ate katst massifs and to determine the value of the conduo, 
tive component of the th<!rmal stream (8.4.10'5 kkal./cm' .sec.). 

The gaseous composition of air of the kam csvities. It was noted in the laboratory the considerable 
concentration of CO1 up to 0.5%), connected with the decomposition of organic material. This was noted 
by testing of air in 200 cavities and by gas analysis of ~ore than 100 tests. Near the fractural breaks an in
crease of the content CO, (up to 3-7.5%1 is observed. A considerable increase in the content of N2 (from 76 to 
82%) and the appearance of CH. (from traces to 6.7%1, C, H6 • C3 H3 , C4 H10 (from traces to 1.1%), ,s also 
observed. The gas displays of N, ·CO,, CO1 , CO, ·CH4 , N1 -CO2 -CH4 , CH4 -N2 content are probably con• 
nected with the entering of dry streams of gas from zones of fractural dislocations. The pertial pressure CO, in 
air of karst cavities is 10 to 100 times higher than its pretsure in atmospheric ail'. h determines the activity of 
corrosive processes in different parts of the section. 
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The microclimatic conditions of lcam cevities of the Crimea in the whole are favourable for long l!)Oleo· 
logical and medical scientific researches. The degree of discomfort can be datermined by the categories "cold, 
damp" and "cold, very cold" (7). The high content of co, in air may have an influence on the artificial 
isolation of the cave's part for the underground camp or laboratory. 

The main problems of studying the cave's and mine's microcllmata of the Crimea are the creation of 
microclimatic hospitals; the working out of mathematical models of karst cavities of different types; increasing 
the precision of the thermodynamical calculations, possibly using the methods of mining meteorology, and the 
use of diagrams of the humid air's state. 
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Ol!GOCHAETA FROM CAVES IN THE TATRA MTS WITH 
REFERENCES TO ANOMAL!ES IN THEIR STRUCTURE 

Elzbiets Dumnicka 
Section of Underground Alpinism 
Kmieca 20/9, 30-014 Krakow 
Poland 

The fauna of Polish cav•s is very little known. The oldest investigations were concerned with the fauna 
of Sudeten caves. Of the Oligochaeta the 0<curronce of 3 species of the family Lumbriculidae was noted as well 
as 6 species of the family Enchvtraeidae, including 1 species dubia. The data found in the literature are only 
concerned with the occurrence of those species, their biology and ecology being wholly unknown. In Poland 
Chodorowski was the first who noted the presence of Oligochaeta in bodies of cave water. Several species were 
identified by Kasprzak from the Dziura ca"8 (the Valley Ku Dziurze) where he collected samples in a pile of 
fal len leaves. There he found Fridericia ratieli, MesenchytraBUr armatus, Bryodrilus eh/ml and Enchytraeus 
buchholzi. 

In the years 1972-1976 samples wore collected d uring sporting expeditions, organized by the Section 
of Underground Alpinism, with the aim of Investigating the qualitative compesition and distribution of Oligo
chaeta. The investigations were carried out fn the follow1ng caves: Zjmna, Mfatusia, Kasprowa Nizna, Szcze lina 
Chocholowska, Bandzioch, Kalacka and Ge<yczkowa. Table 1 contains shon descriptions of these caves. In 
the Szczelina Chocholowska cave samples were col lected in the underground sector of the Chocholowskl 
stream: in Mietusia and Kasprowa collections were also from water habitats (small pools and a stream). In the 
Zimna and Bandzioch caves samples were a>llected from the bottoms o f water bodies as well as from dry grouncl. 
In the small caves Kalacka and Goryczkowi r>0 constant water bodies occur, therefore the samples were only 
collected from a clay sediment. 

During the investigations in the Tetra caves 16 species of Oligochaeta from 3 families - Naididae, En• 
chytraeidae and Lumbriculidae - were recorded (Table 2). 

Naididae occurred only in an undtrground sector of the Chocholowski stream, in typical cave waters 
no representatives of this group were noted, thus they are trogloxenic organisms which, washed into the cave, 
may live there for a certain period. It seem, that Propappus volki (Enchytraeidae) belongs to this group of 
organisms. 

Two species of the family lumbriculldae also occurred only in the underground stream while a juvenile 
specimen was found In the pool in the Zim,a cave. 

The remaining species are not typical representatives of the aquatic fauna (perhaps with the exception 
of Ounowltoviella tacrensis which has not :>een found in a land environment yet). They are land or amphibious 
species, though some of them occur almostexcluslvely In water. Apart from the Szczelina Chocholowska when 
in two samples as many as 7 species and 2 genera occurred: the number of species is proportional to the numbe• 
of samples. 

In cave water bodies the two most frequently encountered species were of the genus Cemos,itoviel/a: 
C strata and C. ratrensis, end al.so Marionina rlparia. In the water sink of the Zimna cave a new species was 
found: Cernosviroviella parvifeta. J n the land environment the most frequent species were Enchytraeus buch• 
holzi and Hen/ea perpusilla. E. buchholzi I, an exceptionally frequent species in the cavesof Europe. 

The greatest number of species was found in the caves where the samples were collected from water 
bodies as well as trom unflooded sectors of tunnels. The water bodies in the caves lie above the level of surface 
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waters, hence direct "Flowing-in" of animals to the caves is not possible. It is most pronounced in the Band· 
zioch cave. where Cemosviroviella strata wa.s noted, an amphibious .species but closely connected with the 
aquatic environment. This cave has two entrances both lying ouuide the range of stream waters, nevertheless, 
near the upper entrance, situated almost on the ridge, this species was encountered on the bottom of a take in 
a meander. Water in this lake comes from rain wner filtering in from the surfaai. It seems that the population 
of this species is wholly or almost wholly isolated from the surface pepulation. Under such conditions the 
appearance of new forms, sub-species or even species is possible. 

On the basis of material from the caves of Poland and of neighbouring countries (Czechoslovakia, 
Hungary) it may be claimed that the maJority of Oligochaeta species living in caves are common forms, fre
quently encountered in other environments as v.,,elf, Even some new species described from caves were later 
found on the surface e.g. Friden'cia semisetosa. Infiltration rnto the cave is not difficult for soil species, there
fore the fauna of land Oligochaeta is represented by a greater number of species. 

During the Identification of samples originating from Tatra caves as well as from the caves of the 
Krakow - Ctestochowa Upland, specimens with certain deviations from the normal structure were found. 
Most often a reduction of septal glands was encountered, the degree of reduction varying from the total 
atrophy of all pairs to diminished dimensions. mon frequently noted in the third pair (Figs. 1 - 3). This pheno• 
menon was observed In Fridericia sp., EnchytrHJS sp., and E. polonicus. Sometimes cases of the duplication 

!'able 1. 

c .... 

z1 ..... 
Cbocholowab 
Ssc~elioa 
Xalecka 
Ooryoakowa 
lf1ttu1ia 
ra,pro•• 

t'bor\ obar•o\ertltlc,Jo f th• 

1D'fHt1&,IUd OIVt l 

altitude 
... 11. ,. • .•. 1. 

X:oticte111ta 1126 
Cbocboloqka tOSO 

1010 

londrat-0•1 1220 
Ooryozkowa 1260 

llittuata 13~0 

Aaapro•• 1235 

Ft1.1. ~D1All •1tb norMl ttp\al &l•Dd• 

71g.3. ~D.iaal wJtbOut ••ptal alanda 
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hngtb ohange 

( '4 }talr•l 

,ooo +100 

3000 -
360 -
260 -

9000 -200 

1&00 -

Pi&•'• Enobztra1u1 PolOD1oua 

wltb duplicated aper11Atb1ca1 



Tabla 2. Lt, t ot ollcoc batt • ape ot •• found 
to t h• c•••• of Ta &r• Ute 

• ~ otet t 2 3 

.Na idtda• 
Cba1to1at t r ■p . -voa oe,r 1821 ♦ 
: .. a le coawUn11 Ptauet t90& ♦ 

Snobytra,tdae 
Prop• ('[Ut volkt Ct chulae.n 191& ♦ 

1f111achrtratu■ • P• itltn t8T8 ♦ 
'•rno•• tovle!la atr• ~• 

( are t■ChtT} t 903 ♦ ♦ -·- tetr101h 
c£0•1l e• akt) 1916 ♦ ♦ -·- ~•rvheta 
GaddJ1ka 1974 ♦ -·- pp. :aet t t ChrUt 

t.5~ ♦ ♦ 
ll1nlt1 1!:•reu•tlla f'r teod Utt ♦ -"- op. l!tehael• •n 1899 

Buc.hhols1• • E:!endi~l•~• 
Uelhol:{ 1$ 62 

■'"= •P• :.: tcllaclt •a 1t7 
Pri~trtc la buJ Voaa (lose 188T 

- - Mcul•l• Iaatl J 5 
-"- op. uicbt el••• issg ♦ 

lncbx·traeue buchhol &i 
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of organs were observed. The species Enchytraeus polonicus described from Nietoperzowa cave. has two pairs 
of spermathecae, where normally only 1 pair occurs (Fig. 4). 

The occurrenc::e of detached parcel! of seue in the eoetomic cavity was previously noted in some re-
presentatives of the genus Fridericia only. In the material from Tatra and Krakow-Czestochowa Upland caves 
such parcels were also encountered in BuchJ.olzia sp., Enchyrraeus dorr,ini'c# and E. polonicus. The reasons 
for, and mechanisms of, the formation of these parcels ;s not yet explained. therefore one cannot c.onclude 
what contributed to their formation In the 0 ligochaeta occurring In caves. 

Another deviation was the reduction of mature specimens, particularly well seen in Fridericia bulbosa. 
One specimen of this species was bifid for one third of the animal"s length (Fig. 5), this Injury evidently being 
mechanical. 

A few specimens were also noted wth irregular formation of characters significant from the point of 
view of taxonomy. The changes consisted of translocations of indlvfdual organs or of their excessive develop• 
ment, e.g. with some specimens of Achaeta tiseni spermathaecae reach to segment VI II, or even to IX, while 
in typical specimens they end In segment VII. 
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Sometimes tht obsernd irregularities also appear in Oligochaeta from surface water, or soil, but their 
fr-oqU4!ncy ,, many times IHs. The reasons of :he changes d11cussed may be unfavourable environmental condi 
lions ln the cave· undar extreme cave conditions only the hen adapted organ,sms can sun,11111. Thus one !NV 
"'!191n that the obsenrtd irr19ulant1es d,d not dim1n11h the adaptability of the organ,sms, 

ANNUAL CHANGES OF OLIGOCHAETE FAUNA IN A CAVE OF THE KRAKOW• 
CZESTOCHOWA UPLAND 

Elzbleta Dumnicke 
Section of Underground Alp,n,sm 
Kmiec• 20/9, 30-014 Krakow 
Poland 

The numerous caves in the Krakow - Czestochowa Upland are usually small, mostly not excMd,ng 
100m in t.ngth The fauna of these caves was ,nvestigated by Demel, Szymczakow>k1 and Stach, However, no 
data on Oligochaeta ere to be foul'ltl in their v.orks only 01r1drobHn• sp (Lumbricidee) from the Nietoper· 
zowa cave being mentioned by Demel. 

In the present work two caves. greatl•1 differing from each other, were included The Nletoperzowa 
and the KryspinOW$ka cave. In tha Nietoperzowa cave four nat,ons were selected for tha present nudy (F,g. 1 ). 
At all nattons, except No. 1, aggregations of btt excrement, most abundant In the Main Chamber, were notod. 
At stations 3 and 4 much of the walls was cowred by clay and humus, which had filtered ,n with water from 
the surf-. 

In the Krysplnowska cave the sample1 wert collected at severe! points which may be grouped into 3 
nauons (F,g. 2). The bottom II covered w,th uy and ,n some pl1CH a th,n layer of humus occur,, 

In the N1etoperzow1 Cave year-round lm,estig1tion1 were carrted out from November 1975 to Nowm• 
t:.r 1976, the samples being collected at eboutone-month intervals. In the Krysp1nowsk1 cave the samples 
were collected in Ap11I, May and June 1976. 

The occurrtnce of 9 spec,es of Oligodlaetes was noted in the two ca.es investigated: two speces art 
new to sc:itnce, Enchytraeus dom1r1iCMJ and E.iolonicu,, and they have been described elsewhere. The rema,n
lng Ollgocheeta are alrHdy known from the ca,es of Europe. 

On the b8515 of th1 invest1gat1ons it is possible to determine se1ron11 changes and periods of sexval 
reproduction of Individual species. It is 1lso possible to study the 1lleg,1nce of a species to the h1b1t1t. 

In the N,etoperzowa Cave 8 spec,es ofOligochaetes of the family Enchytree1dae and 1 species of th• 
family Lumbric1dae (Oendrobaer11 rubida, det. A. Wtndortfl were found. At stetion 1 the occurrence of 4 
speces was noted: Er1ehytr6'Us domimcH. E buchholzi, Htnlu .entnculosa and Acl>Hta eiw,i. The density 
was low and amounted to 25 • 225 spec1mens/m2

• At nation 2 seven species of Ollgochaeta were noted. They 
wert most numerous in bat excrement. Howeve·, 11 was obsen,ed that not all aggregat,ons of excnment are 
inhabited by Ollgochaeta. In spite of vanation1 orought about by uneven settlement of guano layers, seasonal 
changes were distinctly visible in the numbers o' Ologochaeta ITablo 1). In Novemt:.r and January, whtn a 
decrease in the number of O1,gochaetes wa noted, in some aggregations the occurrence of Oiptera la.rvee wa, 
observed, and in the following months (Februar·,. March, Aprill pupal exuv1N wert found there. Thus, ,t 11 

possible that D1ptera we oompeutve organisms., relatton to Oligochaeta. At stations 3 and 4 a total of 5 not 
very numerous species was found, Fridericia bubosa and Er1chytrMHJs dominicae at stations 3 and 4, Enchy 
trHUs polonicus only II station 3, and at stat,on 4 Achaeta ersen, and Buchholzia 1ppend1eula11. 

Pan of the samples was collected from :he walls of the caw at the height of 1 • 1.5m above the bot• 
tom. Juvenile forms of Enchytrae1dae chiefly occurrtd the<e; thay could ha1111 got there from the surface ,n 
the form of cocoons and found favourable condttions for development. 

In the Krysplnowska Caw the ocrurrtnce of only 4 species of Ohgochates was rtcorded: MarioroM 
af'fl'l'l••a.Buchhofz,111>1»nd1culat1, Achaera eiuni and EnchyttHus dom1n1cae. All tpecunens were also 
found in samples collected In a surface environment. In April 1976 only empw cocoons of Oligoch•tas wt•t 
found in a pool. 

On the basis of the material collected It is possible to claim that the variability and number of Oli~ 
c:haeta chiefly dtpend on the amount of accessible food, and in a smaller meuure, on the distance from the 
entrance. 

Cocoons, juwnit. and adult spec1mans were found throughout the year, thus indou11ng that no pettOCI• 
citY occurred in reproduction. This fHture w• also noted in other group, of animals. At the same time. the 
absance of periodicity suggests that no dtpend....., oecur1 betWffO the caw and surface populatJons, since 
the cocoons found in winter had to be ta1d in the cave, as none might be found on the surface In this season of 
tne year, 

The frequency of species ,n the semplts ,vas calculated (Table 2). In the N1etoper1owa cave Juvenile 
forms (Enchytraeidae Juv.) were mon frequent. The species Frid•rici, bulbosa and immature specimens of 
this genus were fairly frequant (24% of samples). cnchytfWUS sp. w• moct often rtpresented by£. domin,ca,,, 
rarely by £.buchholzl, and the occurrence of E.po/or,lcus was noted thrff times only. 

In the Krysplnowska cave Jwenile specl,_,s were most fr,quently encountered· as wwll n Buchholr,• 
appM>dicul,ra and Buchholr,a ,p. Mariomna ,rgentH was rel91ively frequent, though this specits was not 
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noted in the Nietoperzowa cave. On the other hand, an insignificant share of the species of the genus Frideri• 
cla was observed: neither were representativM of the genus Fridericia encountered in this cave. In a relatively 
large number of samples (40%) Oligoch .. 1es did not occur. while in the Nietoperzowa cave this applied 10 only 
12% of the samples. Thus the fauna of the Kryspinowska cave is poorer and shows a greater proPOrtion of 
small forms, which may more easily live In a habitat rather poor In organic matter. 

In the Nietoperzowa cave the s.imples were collected from 3 habitats: clay, clay with humus and bat 
excrement. The frequency of species and of some selected forms in these types of habitat was calculated and 
differences in their occurrences were de1ermmed {Table 3). Fridericis bulbosa and juvenile specimens of this 
genus were found equally frequently in :he excrement and in the clay with humus, while In pure clay no speci• 
mens were encountered. Buchholzis appendiculsta and juvenile forms of this genus are still more strongly con· 
nected with guano. The species of the gmus Enchycraeus are most frequent in guano, more rare In the clay 
with humus. and only sporadic in the clay. The occurrence of Achaeta siseni and Juvenile specimens of this 
genus is connected wllh clay habitat wh le they were never found In the aggregations of bat excrement. The 
species of the genus Hen/ea also occur in clay only, but since they were only reoorded three times, it is not 
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passible to draw conclu$ions of their allegianc, to this habitat . 
It seems a rule that the larger a specie; is, the more frequently it occurs in habitats rich in organic 

matter. but the distribution of Achaeta eiseni does not agree with this generalisation. Maybe the pH value of 
the ,ediment plays a role here, being distinctly acid in the excrement !Table 4), 

The material presented shows that Oligochaeta are a permanent constituent of the ceve fauna and 
that the next Investigation should lead to the explanation of their role in simple communities living in this 
environment. 

THERMAL PROPERTIES OF ABSEILING DEVICES 

Andrew J. Eavls 
5 Sycamore Close, Selby, 
N. Yorks, England. 

Once the abrasion and strength ad\lantages of keeping nylon rope dry were appreciated, (Eavis 1974) 
the imPQrtanoe of descender tempi;,rature w,s realised. It was decide(j to do a simple series of experiments to 
find the temperature-s involved. Various types of descenders and two different types of rope vvere therefore 
taken to Malham Cove, as well as 300 feet of strong electric cable, a rhermooouple and a box of electronics 
that had previously been shown to give the temperature of a point on a descender to an accuracy of a few 
degrees Centrigrade. The temperature of a poin1 as close as possible to that of maximum heat was recorded at 
five seconds intervals for seven descents. In addition, the caver stopped at the 200 foot mark just above the 
ground, and the temperature was taken every fve seconds for a couple of mlnutos giving cooling curves of the 
device in a rest shuation . 

Although it might not seem immediauly apparent. the curves for each test are essentially similar and 
take the form of Fig. 1. The descending device ls the main element in a system into which heat enters primarily 
from friction with the rope. and exits by transference 10 various bodies. I.e. atmosphere. rope carabiner, cavers.' 
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hands, etc. Now If two cavers of similar weight descend at the same speed using different device$, the same 
amount of heat energy per second i, involvfd, but different dev,oes will reach entirely d ifferent temperatures. 
Not all the heat will be transferred to the d•vice; some will be absorbed in the rope and some will be produced 
by deformation of the rape itself and nay in the rope. Abseiling on a wet rope heats the descender much less 
because the high thermal capacity of the w11er absorbs the heat as it Is produced. In any descent the heat that 
Is transferred to the device is absorbed and radiated until an equilibrium is established where the heat in equals 
the heat out; this produces the levelling of the curve In Fig. 1. The two factors of practical Importance on this 
oorve are the temperature of the equilibrium and the time taken to get to equilibrium. 

The main factor influencing the e<1uilibrium temperature, assuming constant descent velocitY, is the 
rate at which the "hot spot0 loses heat i.e . the efficiency of transferring heat within the device and away from 
the device extremities to air, rope, etc. Obv ously lar9e surface areas, matt black surfaces and materials of hilt\ 
conductivity are advisable, including the rope material. An even rope-to-device force spread over a large area 
is also an advantage in reducing hot spot temperature aod it is much better to have all of a device at a reasonable 
temperature rather than one end red hot ard the other cold. 

The main factor affecting rise to equilibrium time, assuming constant speed. is the thermal capacity 
of the device, so large specific heats and large massM are involved; conductlvitY, rope contact area and device 
shape wi II also Influence this rise time. 

Speed, the factor we have assumed constant above, dramatically edjusts the position/temperature rurve. 
The large scale temperature graph when compared 10 a time/position graph showed remarkable agreement; a 
slight increase in veloaty was coincidently noticeable on the temperature curve. Now the heat energy produced 
compared to speed in not a linear relationship but forms a curve similar to Fig. 2. The equilibrium point on 
the tem~ature graph is increased with velocfiv toe maximum somewhere around 11 feet per second (Isenhart) 
above this because of the reduction of fora on the device due to the effect of weightlessness the equilibrium 
drops until et free fall the breaking effect and hence heat energy is zero. The aetual zero point will be 1he ter• 
minal velocity of a caver in air, say 150 feet per second: to average this the caver would have to be jet a$$istedl 
In general, as speed increases the heat energ,, produced per second increases, but the total heat energy is re
duced, the different in total energy being dissipated either as the caver hits the ground, or, hopefully, in stretch 
In the rope as the caver suddenly stops; in 1his case the heat. is spread through a large volume or rope. rree fall 
or jet-assisted abseils with sudden stops are not to be advocated, however! The Inelastic ropes best for prussiklng 
will produce very large forces on stopping which could produce failure of rope, device or caver and If any slip 
occurs between device and rope during a high $peed stop, high temperature will result producing more dangerous 
heating than• slow, even abseil. 

Fig. 3 shows the results from four descents at Malham using rappel racks. The difference between 1.7 
feet per second and 2.1 feet per second usirg the same rack and rope are •• expected. The different between 
1.7 on Bluewater and 1.7 on Marlow 16 plait probably results from the nylon having a higher thermal capacity 
and conductivity as well as the fact that more bars were required on the smoother rope reducing the hot spot 
effect. The variation in initial temperature on the graphs result from the zero paint being 10 leet from the 
top of Malham to obtain a free 200 feet de,ceot; different lengths of time were allowed for the device to cool 
before commenclng the tests. The Titanium rack at 1.2 feet per second produces a very similar curve to the 
1.7 feet per second steel rack taking starting temperature into account. This Is presumably because the thermal 
conductivity of the titanium Is somewhat less than the stainless steel. 
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Fig. 4 shows the effect of thermal eapacity; the whaletall and figure-of-eight get nowhere near their 
equilibrium. The Petti bobbin has a low thermal capacity without an enormous surface area; the result of the 
speedy abseil produces 130°C. Under these condition• polypropylene rope would probably have failed and 
nylon or terylene b<!en damaged, not to mention the effect on any skin touching it. 

The cooling curves Figs. 5 and 6 . .i.ow the heat losing ability of the device with the caver remaining 
stationary at the 200 foot mark just above the ground. The cooling curves for the racks have undulations pr<r 
bably re,ultlng from the effect of the complicated heat flow from the monitored hot spot through the bar, 
then the rack sides to other bars. The rack en B luewater cooled with a curve slightly diverging from the rack 
on Marlow, so again suggesting fester heat flow to Bluewatar. Although the titanium rack got hotter, it also 
cooled down fa.tar pre,umably b<!causa of tie lower thermal capaaw of the thermally more isolated bar, 

The affect of the ratio of thermal c:epacity to surface area is shown in Fig. 6. The whaletaii cooled 
rather faster than expected, possibly partly due to the large rope to device contact, 

Conclusion 

High thermal capacity gives a slow rise to equilibrium; good conductivity reduces the hot spot effect 
which is g.reatly effected by abseil speed. Large thermal capacity, however. d0e$ produce a lar!19 energy source 
that could enable a rope to be metted throu,ah before th& device cqols and of course tends to incroaso device 
weight. • · h f 

Low equilibrium temperature is achieved by dissipating heat within the rope or transferrmg eat rom 
the device to its surrounding,. 

Speed plays a very imponant role In increasing equilibrium temperature up to about 11 feet per 
second then the equilibrium temperature reduces. . 

' From the accompanying table, thel"llally the best device material is •duralumin having the h ighest 
1hermal capacity and second highest conductivity. If.size and surface area ~re th~n taken onto accou nt from 
purely thermal consioerations a device like awhaleta,I Is best preferably wnh an increased ~rface area. The 
racks with their low equilibrium temperature were I close seeond, reasonably large duralumin bars being 

advisable. . •• h f 
The be•t thermal properties for rope material from the table and expetoments seem to"" t ose o 

nylon. 

Specific Heat 
KJ/Kg°K 

Titanium 0.61 
Copper 0.39 
Bra,s • 0.38 
Ouralumin• 0.88 
Mild Steel• 0.46 
Stainless Steel• 0.51 
118% Ni 8% C,) 

Air 1.00 
Water 4.19 

Terylene + 0.3 
Nylon + 0.5 .. 
Polypropylene + 0.5 
Hemp 0.35 

• Very variable figures for different alloys - as near mean as possible quoted. 
+ Figures particularly variable with temperature. 

Acknowledgement, 

Thermal Conductivity 
J/MS°K 

22 
403 
105 
170 
52 
24.5 

0.026 
0.60 

Melting Point 

0.14 260°c 
o.25 25o•c 
0.21 110°c 
0.21 

Tht •uthor wilhM to thank Bn11ndon B.rtw for hth>ing with Obtainino ecauipment and i~form1t1on. and Jo hn Ford~ 
tOt trvtrwl lbstili. Menv other people were present at Malham Cow: including Sid Perou, Frank Bmnev,' Steve Crabtree, Robin 
Thompson and other m.embers of ULSA - thanks to you all end also to tht people who g.,v,e lnforma,on and ectvlc.. 
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KARST MORPHOLOGY IN SUBARCTIC SWEDEN 

Leif Engh, 
Lunds Universitet Naturgeografiska lnstitutionen, 
Dept. of Physical Geography, Univ. of Lund , 
Solvegatan 13, S-223 62 Lund, Sweden. 

limestone, mostly of Silurian and Ordovician age occurs in many places in Sweden. The largest cor,. 
centrations are situated in the two big islands in the Baltic, dland and Gotland. The karst phenomena here are 
few, and except for the Lummelunda cave (1350 ml only small caves are known. This is also the case in all 
limestone areas: in the southern and middle Sweden. The large limestone areas in the nonhern part o"f the 
country (che mountains excluded} are little investigated and on ly a few caves are known from those areas. 

In the last ten year., members of the Swedish Speleological Society have concentrated their work in 
the Caledonian range, where there are many, but small limestone areas. The mountains are wilder~ss areas 
and the quality of the geological maps is often ·,ery poor. Therefore the exploration, which is made on foot, 
backpacking, fim is concentrated on finding llmenone. Where limestone is found, mostly some kind of karst 
phenomena is found. In this way many new karst areas and a lot of big caves have recently become known. 

The author has been wor~(ng with caw exploration in the mountains during 1968-1974. The work in 
the last three years has been concentrated on the surface morphology of karst areas In the subarctic parts of 
Scandinavia and on Spitsbergen. The invenigation, which mainly deals with morphometrical analyses will be 
finished in 1978. The intention of this paper is to give the reader an idea of the karst morphology in the 
Swedish part of the investigated areas. 

Climate and ve,,ielatlon 
All examined karst areas are sltuatacl-above the timber line in the Caledonlan range, Lapland, Northern 

Sweden. The climate is, according to the c lassification system of Koppen (1936), of the ET(H) tundra type. 
The annual mean temperature is less than .. 2.0°c in all areas, but no permafrost does exist. The annual average 
precipitation varies from 800 mm/year to 1900 mm/year. Most of the precipitation is in the form of snow, 
which oovers the ground from the end of September to the beginning of June. Large and deep karst depressions 
sometimes hold snow all the year round. 

Most of the examined karst areas are situated just above the edge of the timber line, and none is more 
than 200 m above it. This means that all areas <re situated below the ancient timber line of the post glacial warm 
periods. 

Where no thick soil cover exists~ the vegetation is scantv. mostly grass and peat. while there is a rich 
vegetation when soil condjtion, are favourable. 

Karst areas are known below the timber line, but the thick and h igh undervegetation in the birch forest 
during the summer makes exploration difficult. 

Types tnd morphology of korst areas 
According to the claulfication of Sweeting ( 1972) the landscapes are of the Glaeio-Nival karst type, 

subdivlsfon high mountain type. This is true as far as we only consider ,he large scale forms In the landscape 
that have been formed by the ice, But a closer look at some of the karst areas will show that most of the karst 
forms there are true solutionaJ forms. In other areas the surface karst fotms could be built up predominantly 
by frost and fluvial processes. Therefore it wou d not be wrong to use Cvijic's old definition, holokarst and 
merokarst, to distinguish the two main types ol karst landscape in the subarctic parts of Sweden. 

Until 1977 there are only 14 known areas of holokam, larger than 0.5 km2 • The limestone here is 
mostly crystalline and the content of non-carbonate minerals is less than HJ%. All areas are oblong and small, 
none larger than 3.5 km2 , due to the folding of tlie Caledonian mountBins. 

Where a soil oover does not exist. or is thin, karstification is very intense, and joint dolines, enlarged 
kluh.karren, are the most common karst forms. In some areas there can be more than 900 per km1 , and they 
vary in size from 0.5 · 30 min length. 0.2 · 2.7 min width and 0.3 · 8 m in depth. Less frequent are the normal 
solutional dolines and collapse dolines. Along the dividing line between limestone - not limestone, kot lici often 
occur. 

Bacause of the folding, exposed horizontal layers of limestone are rare, bu t where they occur schiehttrep
penkarst with pavements are formed. Bowl-shaped solutional dolines and alluvial dolines are the most frequent 
forms where the ground is covered by till. They seldom exceed JO m In d iameter and a few metres in depth. 
If the carbonau, content In the soil is high and the soil cover is thick (more than 1 m}, surface karst forms are 
rare. Where the soil cover is thick and of glacifluvlal o rigin, the elluvial dolines are the only observed forms. 
They grow to a size of more than 100 min diameter (very big for Scandinavia) and then they tend to form 
uvalas. 

In the holokarst other traditional karrenforms than kluftkarren are rare. Rinnenkarren can occur on 
the edge of Joint dolines or on Inclined rocks. On all exposed rocks, Joints and bedding planes are widened by 
solution. Those voids, "strukturkerren", ere very frequent and they are seldom more than a few cm deep and 
wide, and they seldom exceed one metre in length. 

Hardly any wrf,ace water exists in thCMe areas. Allogenic streams disappear in swallets at the limestone 
limit or Just inside it, and reappear as springs at the downhill limestone lime. Oyetests show that there is not 
normally any homogeneous karst water surface, but in twc areas there are more springs than swallow holes. 
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Olacio- Nival holokarst in the subarctic parts of Sweden 

Glacio- Nival Holokarst in den subpolaren Teilen Schwedens 

Glacio- Nival merokarst in the subarctic parts of Sweden 

Glacio- Nival Merokarst in den subpolaren Teilen Schwedens 

caves have been found In all arees. and three cave systems are explored for more than 1.5 km in length. 
The t.drock In the merokarsr aroai mostly consists of Impure limestone or schistose limestone with 

an almon venical dip. Most of the limestone in the Caledonien mountains ere mixed up with other minerals 
and shows few karst forms. Even if there is no soil cover, the kar<t features are few and small. The frost is 
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the me.in agent and the solutional pl'OC8$ses are of less imPOrtance. Kotlici are the most frequent dolines, 
but Joint and sometimes collapse dolines OCQjr. The dolines seldom exceed 10 m in diameter and a few metres 
in depth. Karren are r.-e except for the above described "strukturkarren". A soil cover more than 1.5 m 
thick is almost a guarantee that no surface karst feature will be seen. · 

Streams and small lakes occur on the surface and existing underground pas- are short, at the most 
a few hundred metres. Oyetests show that each invest igated swallow hole is connected to only one spring. The 
caves in those areas are small and narrow anci mainly developed by streaming water. 

In this type of karst there can occur beds or lenses of pure crystalline limestone, which increase the 
number of karst forms per km2 • Normally there are less than 150 (longer than 0.5 m) per km2 • A common 
feature is an irregular stonecovered surface that is a consequence of the frost action on the limestone. 

IONIC MIGRATIONS IN A KARSTIC ENVIRONMENT 

Adolfo Eraso 
Dpto. de Crislalografi y Mineralogia, Universidad 
Complutense de Madrid 
Presidente de la Comision de Fisico.Quimica 
del Karst (U IS) 

Presentation of the problem 
On the foothills of the Western Pyrenees about 20 km 10 the North of Pamplona there is an outcrop 

of dolomites of Namurian Age, which presents varied chalcopyrite paragenesis. Copper has been mined 
in the past by <he Romans, and we find numerous artlflcial pits and tunnels or caves once used but now aban• 
doned. 

l.n these dolomites a karstic drainag:! net is represented by different caves, generalty of small size, 
except one which reaches a length of 0 .7 km in two sta~s. This cave is named Basajaunetxea (the house of 
the man in the forest rn the Basque language!. 

In Ba,ajaunetxea there are speleothems with very peculia r features, contrasting with these normally 
found rn these latitudes. which form a remarkable exception with a special beauty. They have varied cofoura· 
tions of which the green and blue in different intensit ies are the m0$t remarkable and abundant. Eccentric 
forms of speleothems dominate and seem to defy laws of gravity. More c lassic speleothems are also unusual, 
since on the fractured surfaca we do not find the normal calcite rhombohedrons but a fibre•like texture rather 
like aragonite. 

However, the ecological conditions of Basajaunetxea, characterised by a temperature of 7 · 9°C and 
a relative humidity of practically 100%, are more appropriate for the existence of calcite speleothems. 

Some metres away from Basajaunetxea at a higher level. opens the main tunnel of the Roman mine, 
named Ayerdi IV, about 100 m long, and at its end we can find chalcopyrite fill ing a vertical fissure in the 
form of nodules. These chalcopyrite nodules are subject to weathering by high e,nvironmental humidity and 
on their margins there are coloured concentric aureoles with this $E!qUenoe: brown-yellowish, green-bluish 
and white, very like the colours in the speleothems. 

In order10 estimate the possible interrelation between the proper weatheri ng characteristics of the 
chalcopyrite and the spelaothems, a research programme d irected by the author has been prepared, including 
some M.Sc. theses in the Crystallography and Mineralogy Department of the Geological Science Faculty of 
the Complutense University in Madrid, with the cooperation of the Diputacion Foral of Navarra (administra• 
t Ive body of the aree concerned) . 

The present paper is a summary of th,. results obtained so far. 

Results 
The geological environment ha, been examined by thin sections of the lithologic column studied by 

POiarizing light microscope teehniques. The dominant mineral is dolomite, quartz appears as accesso,y and 
cha/copyrire and graphite in minor quantities. 

The opaaue minerals have been ex...,ined employing reflecting microscope tectlniqufl, and cha/copy• 
rite 1, dominant;goethite is 14CCP~so,v. · 

In both rOCl< samples and spelaothams, X-<ay fluorescence has revealed the following cations: Ca, Mg, 
Sr, Cu, Mn. Fe and traces of Ti. 

langire. 

These cations have been examined quantitatively with the following techniques: 

a) by comple.,cimetry: 
bl by atomic absorption: 
c) by photocolorimetry: 

Ca and Mg 
Mg, Sr, Cu and Mn 
Fe and Ti 

The following have also been detec:ed aragonire, gypsum, brochantir•, malachia,, ca/ciat and POSSible 

Discussion 
The action of weathering on dolomite rock containing chalcopyrite, produces both karstiflcation and 

chalcopyrite weathering. 
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Both processes are simultaneous ln an interrelned way, resulting (1) ,:,dl weathering products of chat• 
copyrite fix selectioely on speleothems, producing the iemarkable colours and (2) that the mineralogical charac• 
ter of these s.peleothems is unusual, since aragonite dorn1 nates instead of calcite, contrasting with other caves 
at these latitudes or with similar climatological condltions. 

The results of this interrelation allow us to establish two main groups of conclusions: 
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Calcium. present in th& rock Viiith an average concentrat1on of 234213 ppm, appears in the .speleothems 
with• remarkable higher average concentration of 395616 ppm. In the speleothems calcium is the only cation 
existent in quantity, whereas in the rock it is comparable with ma9".'esium. 

Magnesjum, present in the roe< with an average concentration of 147320 ppm, appears with a much 
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smaller concentration ,n the speleothems, 38 ppm in those of aragonite and 4240 ppm in those of calcite. Its 
rejection from speleothems, in particular those of aragonite, i5 e\/ident. 

Strontium, present in the rock with an •""rage value of 86 ppm, appears in the speleothems d i lf•• 
rentially as 65 ppm in calcltB and the notable average value of 394 ppm in aragonite. 

Copper, not detected in the rock but locilly concentrated as chalcopyrite is found in speleothems, 
but only in aragonites coloured green and blue, where it appears with an average concentrat ion of 342 ppm. 
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Its concentration is proportional to the colour intensity. 
Manganese, diffused through the rock with an average concentration of 1167 ppm, does not appear 

in any of the speleothems studied. lu geochemical behaviour responds to different laws. 
Iron, present in the rock with an average concentration of 5165 ppm, appears in the speleothems 

about 1000 times less concentrated (55 ppm average), without showing any specific behaviour. Its geochemical 
character could be similar to mar19anese; in any case it d iffers from all the other ions studied. 

Titanium, detected as a rare element by X-rey fluorescence, could not be quantified by photocolori• 
metty. 

Observed mineralogical components 
We appl,ed the X-ray diffraction technique with the following conditions: 

A. Basic minerals are considered those which appear in the diagrams with the major part of their 
peaks, corresponding to the expected intensities, 

8 . Accessory minerals are consid,red t hose with only their main peaks present in the diagrams. 
C. Possible minerals are considertd those which present in the diagrams at least a principal reflection, 
being masked by the principal peaks of the basic minerals. The followed criterion is therefore based 
on the fact, that the existe.nce of these minerals cannot be proved or disproved. 

Alterations in the paragenetic sequence 
The chalcopyrite cores Cs present successive concentr ic aureoles, P3 and P1 are brown and yellowish, 

Ps and P, gll!enand finally P, 9 white. 
In these weathered aureoles gyp$lm hes been detected in any case es a basic mineral and brochantite 

and malachire as accessory in the greenish halos. Also b<ochantlte, malachite and goethite appear as possible 
minerals in the different halos, accompanying gypsum, which proves that in the subterranean environment 
S", Fe-t+ and Cu++ of the chalcopyrite, by weathering, appear stable in the ionic forms of SO,, Fe+++ and 
cu++ respectively. 

Speleothems 
They are a result of recrystalllza:ions of all the dissolved ions, by action of karstic water, on dolomite 

of the rock as well as in speleothems. The statistically dominant mineral is aragonire, independent of its colours; 
but the sensitivity 0( the X-ray diffra<:tion method does not allow detection of the existence of other minerals. 
The speleothem SNS><, with a dark blue colour and high Cu and Sr concentration, contains Jangite as a POlSible 
mineral. 

Other conclusions 
From the foregoing, we can deduce the following conclusions: 

The existence of aragonite as the dominant mineral in the speleothems, in spite of an en\'!ronmental 
t2mperature of 7-9°C, can be attributed to various reasons: 

a) To the presence o f Mg++ in karstic water, s ince this cation pl'events the formation of the calcite 
lettice. 

b) To the existence of Cu++ ar.d/or Sr++ in karsric water, since any of these cations favours the for• 
mation of the aragonite lattice. 

These reasons are well known by mine ralogists and confirmed by numerous experiments in labora• 
tori.,es. HOW'ever, and this Is in our opinion the imponance o f this research work, this is the first time, at least 
as far as we know, that thes.e facts have been proved in nature. 

The tendency of Mg++ for the e1lci'te net aod of Sr++ tor the aragonite net in w,eleothems corres· 
POnding to the fact that the respective carbonatH, magnesite and stro.ntianite, belong to the isomorphic series 
of calcite or aragonite. Therefore we think that these cation> are contained In the respective neu replacing 
the Ca++ cation in some of its positions. 

With regard to the coloured catbns the situation is not as clear. With exception of langire, we cannot 
prove the existence of mineralogical strll(tures with these cations, as to whether they are replacing ca++ ions 
in the aragonite net, or on the contrary aopear only absorbed in it. 
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APPLICATION DE L'ANALYSE CANONIOUE A LA SYSTEMATIOUE DES 
BATHYSCIINAE (COL. CATOPIDAE) 

0. E,cola 
Museu Zoologla 
Apartat 593, Barcelona (5). 
E$pagne. 

C.M. Cuadras 
Seminario Matematico (C.S.I.C,) 
Univ. B"arcelona 
E,pagne. 

The applicetion of canonical analvsfs to the tl)(OllOmy a( B•rhysc.11nae {Col. Catop,daeJ on a sample of 14 tv• 
populatiOll:I thows reasons to dt1cnmtnate, or to Join, sane torms, e.g. S,,.0phllus Ion ti from S.lonti schuw,t· troglocharlnl/$ 
-,,.anal/ from T.#spanoli mate.u, and T. espanoll plnyat«-i and aho SIJ,eophifus schlbil. St,tophilut ki,unw.tttNi and,esl. S,,r,o
pftilu:t patracoi and Trogloeharinu-K hu.sr.cMl. from all thl oc.hON. Remerkeble Is the ,1,ong separation of Troglochorlnut 
fsrrerl from T.famui jeann,11. The forms Speophllus klf.ffnwetterl C#t.flltt-aparai and S, lt/ffw. tanlloreml show a big over• 
lep with S.kitJSIJ.nwattsrl; they can.not be consadered • indepe~nt forms, end this confirms the impttssions of morpholo
gical taxonomy. 

The canonic-al on.alvsis ls a rechnlque method design.Id to distmgui1h groups Of popula11ons 1pptvmg the Mahal• 
nobis statistical d11tance~ relating observable "''''ables arr:t represen1lng 1hem on 2 or 3 canonical axes. 

Bathysciinae sont bien connus a partir Jeamel, 1911, 1924. Apres, un seul travail d'ensemble pour 
faune mondiale (Laneyrie 1967, 1969). On a connu beaucoup de form°' nouvolles. Un probl~me grave dans 
Tr0glocharinus et Speophilus: oo est arrivf A supprimer presque tous les caractires diffbentiels et ii ya des 
forrnes que l'on ne sait pas trop bien situer dans l'un ou t'au1re raxa. 

L'utillte de !'analyse canonique pour la systematique est demont,ee dans quelques travaux recent, 
{Prunus et Lefebvre 1971; Louis et Lefebvre 197 \; Rostron 1972; Petirpiorro et Cuadras 1977). 

Matarial et Methodes 
Exemple de 14 populations (14 taxa: 7 spp. de 2 gen: Troglocharinus Reitt, Speophilus Joann.) de 14 

grotto• de Catalogne (Espagne), provinces de Barmlona (8), Tarragona (T) et Lleida (L). Sou mises ll !'analyse 
canonique. Localisation. taxa et renseignemenu: Appendix et fig. 1. Analyse sur des males (plus de caracteres 
biometrlques: protarse$ dilall!s p.e.). 

On prend 18donn40$ bioml!triques de cl>aqua exemplalre. Echantillons de 20 males. MMure, dans 
fig. 2, prises avec oculaire micrometrique: 

Caracteres G·ossissement Eche//e 
1,2,3,4,5,9, 10, 11 100 X 1 division • 0,015 mm 
6,7,8 40 X " =0,036mm 
12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 200 X " • 0,01 mm 

On n'a p3' pris d'autr8$ caracteres utilisabl°' en taxonomie (forme canlne mesotternale, ponctuation pronotum, 
suiolatlon elytr0$) qui ne sont pas facilement homologable, aux mesuresquantltatives. On r.'a pas trouve de 
earact~res quandtatlfs utilisables dans 1 .. oedeages (nombre de soi"' des styles, etc.) 
Scheme de Catalogue avec situation des stations: fig. 1 • 

..,,alyse canonique de populations 
Technique satatistique destinee ll diffel'eflcier k group°' ou populations, en urilisant la distance statis

llque de Mahalanobis en relation ll p variable, oburvables. Representees sur 2 ou 3 axes canoniqu°' qui doi• 
""t absorber la dispersion maximale entre les populations. 

II est necfflaire pour !'analyse canonique. 1) Les matrices de variances-eovariances I:
1

, 1:
2

, l:
1 

ne doi• 
..,,t pas iitre •ignificativement differentes. Cette hypotht!se se demontre par le test d'homogeneill! de Bartlett. 
;. Si l'on peut accepter l'homogeneiti! et E est ta rtatrice de varianes--eovariances communes, on doit. tester 
tJypothese que les valeurs moyens p--dimensionels Pa • •..• Pk sont significativement difftirents, en utHisant 

• U natistique de Wilks. 3) F inalement, s'II y a ho'l'log,,neit6 et des dif"rences entre 1 .. valeurs moyens de, 
,opul~tJons, oo projette sur IH premiers vecteurs prop, .. de la matrlce l:8 (covariabilit6 entre populations) par 
,pport ~ :t (covariabilit6 dans les populations). Le representation canonique, en 2 dimensions, donne une 
~pr6tation facile de la proximit6 et les diff6rences entre groupe,. 
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u. t.argeur .omm.ec tll:iia ane,r1e1,1u 
14 , Larieur pr...t.er article ta.rae ant4cieur 
15. Lon9eur article VU de 1 • antene 
16 , Lon9eu.r article VIll de l 'antene 
17 . r...rge.u.r ut.icle VUI 4- l '~teM 
18 , tongeur article X de t•~ttne 

Cette technique, adapt6e de !'analyse de corr6lation canonique de Bartlett ( 1938), fut d6velopp,!e par 
Rao (1948, 1952). Un expos6 complet peut litre trouv6 dans Seal (1964), qui explique en plus la facon de trou• 
ver des r6gions confidentielles appro,drr4les pour avoir une vision du degre de coincidence entra deux ou plu• 
sieurs populations. Malgre tout, dans ce travail on a calcul4 les r6gions confidentlelles exactes pour chaque popu
lation. salon la mtthodo d6aite par Cuadras (1974). 

Les r6sultau peuvent atre apprnci6s dans les fig. 3, 4• La diff6renca entre populations fut significative 
avec p <10·•. Les deux premiers oxes canoniques representent le 74% de la dispersion entre les populations. 
Les r~ions confldentielles, repr6sen~par des cerctes, ont 6t6 calcul,!es avec un cofficient de confianca du 
90%. 
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L'analyse canonlque n'est q'une dM Jig~esde recherche de cellM qui permettront, toutes A la 101s. 
la solution du probleme entre IM deux genres. 

R6sultats dans figs. 3, 4. Representation bldimensionelle. (deg,, discrimination 74%). 
Fig. 3 d6mantre que Trog/ocharinus espano/1 Zar. s.str. s6par6, mais pr~. de T. espano/1 mateui 121 

et T. espanoli pinyareti (3). Coincidence avec les r,!sultats morphologiques (mais T. espanoli pinyareri nt peut
itre la plus isollle des 9sspp. de l'espice). 

SplH)philus schibii (4) et Troglocharinus h11srachei (8) nettement •~•r6s. Speophilus fonti Jeann. (5) 
es dlff6rent de S.fonli schuttei Espan. (confirmation validit6 de cette ssp. qui semblait 6tre m ise en d0ute). 
Troglocharinus ferreri Rein, s.str. (7) est separ6 de facon remarcable de T. Ferreri jeanneli Zar. (9). 

fig. 4 d6moritre que Speophilus kiesenwerteri Dleck s.str. (10) se superpose avec le, formes caste/• 
lsaperai Zar. (11) et sanllorensi Zar. ( 12) (ca sembl, confirmer la suppression des deux taxa) . Speophilus kiesen
weueri andresl (13) est plus separe, dans un extreme. S. patracoi ( 14) avec une morphologle qui semble com-

1n 



mencer un timide rapprochement de celte de Troglocharinus, donne un cercle qui chevauche entre S. kie.sen• 
wetted et S, kiesenw. andresir mais avec le 3° axe canonique (qui fait pas.ser le pourcentage accumult de dis• 
crimination de 74% t 88%) on voit que l'on a des vateurs positifs seulement pour Speophilus patraeoi (0.95) 
et pour Troglocharinus f11rreri (5.97) tandis que le reste de Speophilus donne des quantit~s negatives: 

S. Kiesenwerteri 
(S. kiesw. castellsaperai) 
(S. kiesw. sanll=nsi) 
s. kiesw. a.nd~si 

-6.21 
-6.88 
•7.09 
-7.72 

On pourrait aussi 5'parer mieux fes populations en prenanl te premier et troisieme axes canoniques. 
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Appendix 

Sur la ConnaiHanca des Genres Trog/ocharinus Reitter, 1908 etSpeophi/us Jeanne!, 1911 (Coleoptera: Catopidae. 
Bathysciinae) 

L'espic:e lYPI dt SP¥Jphllu1Jea,nrtt1, 1911 ru1 dkrite de 11 Cova del Safitre comm•Adt!lops klennwetterl nAp, Oieck 
(Oitck, 1869) . Ce fut le premier cot6op1:tre awemieole connu de la Catalogne (Esl){G.nt). Reitltr erfa le genrt Plrrinla pau, lui 
(Rtiner, 1885). Le nomdt Perrinia evait 4-ttem~ovf event (par H. et A. Adams pour d6signer un mollusque - TrochldH - d• 
l'Ocfan lndtenJ tt R. Jeanne! est obligf de lesubnituer par celui ~ Spaophilus (nom. nov. 1911) (Jeanne! 1911), 

ZarlQuley '1.udl1 1ft Speoph/Ju1 kitHnwetteri d'un nouveau m•if ( sont Uoi-.nc del Munt, 8) tt cr•a 2 noulo'lllt:1 forrne 
4up. unllortmsi et var. castel/s•n,/J basNS iur la earine ffWsc.temale, earact•re tf'Of) ¥ariable It ta prollffration dt loeeJltN de 
maintenant fait penser de mieu,c supprlmer 1ft deux formn: Sp«,phih.J$ k ltts.e.nwt1tt#ri Oieck (•unllonn1i Zai-., •castellsaptrai 
Zar.}. 

en 1922 ZariQuitY dkrlt S. kl•..,,N#ttHI patrKOI n . HP, (Z.rlquley, 1922) 61t¥ft t orts• sp. lndfpendante (Je81lnel, 
1924 b.). Junnel, 1924 b crff 11 sou.s.genre Sp.ophllu• (Tra,,.rodlru,J sur l'ff!Mce rype $. carrodilf•• Jeann . car8C16rls6; aJlonga~ 
ment, elliptique. e11tres ~ conve•a. tJis att'1'1u6s ..,.,. difficile ou tubJtctlvt. Ffn1l1m•nt ct fut le diltt1tion des taraes qui 
aerv1h pour 16p.arer SptKJphl/t,Js a, nr. (protanes moins larges que I• db1e) et Tr.p,zodiru, (pr-otarses Misti targes QUt I• 1ibla}. 
Met, on dikiouvre S. •,pagnol/ Jeann. qui a let tetses plus larges tire n•a plus de va1ldhf pour Hparer 11:1 d eux ,ous-genres. II nt 
, .. ,, que la forrne corps un peu dlff6rence It peut-ftrt: le ponctuedon tt pubt:1Ctnot. Troglocharlnu, fut dkrlt en 1908 par 
Rtftte-r (T. f,rreri) comme 10us-genre de Tro,Jophyessur des insectu collect4s oar Faura I Sans• l 'Avenc d'en Roca (Ordal• 
G1ttef, B). On d6erlvlt JUJqu'6 S NPP• C'est tne esp6ct: lfltZ: v1rltble, 

Le PfOOl6me i. plus diffiCJll llt r,oN par T. upar,ol/ Zar., 1950 avte 9 UPP, avtc une validit6 que l 'on n 's pas encore 
rMOut, .. 
Gen. Tr011locharinus Reitter 

TrogJocharinu.s Reitter, 1908: 116. Type: T. '•rre.ri Remer, 1908: 116. 
T. flrnrl Reitter, 1908: 118 Type: Av. d'en Roca. Vallirana~ Garraf-Ordat {8) Coll, Mus. 8u 

Type: Cl. de Fou Montlf'ltt. V1lliran1, Gerraf-Ol'dll {8} Cc>'. Zarlquley. Cot. M\1,$. Zool. Barcetona 
ssp. zar~u-yi Jeanntl, 1924: 17. 
Type: A¥. de la Funl01a. Gen-af (E) Cot. Zariqutey, Col. 8io5peologlce, Col. Mus. Zool. Barcelona. 
ss:p. font/ Zariquley, 1924: 17. Type: Av.del Vermell. G11rraf (8). Col. Zariquley, Col. Bfospeologica, Col. Mus. 
Zool. Barcelona. 
ssp, codifJal Zar1quiey, 1917: 291 . 
Typo: Cv. Fotea de Gav6. Gamf Ill. 
Col, Zar.quiev. Col. 8ioweologica, Col. Mus. Zoot. 8ercelon,a,. 
»f>.pallaml Soll6s, t973: 4549. 
Type: Av. can Montmany. La P8'rNde Cervello, Garref•Ord.11 (8}. Cot . Bellet,, Col. Mus. Zoo l. 8•oelona. 

T.hut.tflC.h•I Jeannel, 1911 : XCVI. Type: Font det Gtf. Montsec de Rubles, Vilanova dt Mtl• (U Col. 8iospeologiea, 
T.lmp1/lltlerll hpanol, 1955: 270. Type: O,. Pelomere de Taus. Boumon, Catell.s-Taus (L) Col. Mus. lool. 8.arcelona. 
T.t11p11t>0/i Zariqu,ey. 1960; 19t•202. 

Type: Av, Ancose. Pontons CB> 
COi. Za,tQuJtry, Col . Mu.s. Zool, 8t,ctlona. 
up. pinyanti ZarlQuir;, 1960: 4 . 
Typo: Av. p;nyarou. Montmoll IT) 
Col. Ze,iquiev, Col. Mus. Zool. 81rc:elona. 
ap. ollai Zarlquitv. 1950: 6. 
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Type: Cv. de 1'0111. Montm_,., IT' 
Col. Zariquey. Col. Mus. Zoo I. Barcelona 
s,p.pomiZ..riquloy, 1950: 6. 
Ty,:,e: Cv. Bolet. S.nt Oulnli de Mediona 181 
Col. Zanquiey, Col. Mus. Zool: 8e,alon1. 
ssp. aria/ Zoriquley, 1950: 6 . 
T';'t,e: Av. Arlt. Albinyana tT• 
Col. Zatiquiey, Col. Mil.a-f.. Zool. 8.arctlona. 
ac,. #lo,watul Zarlqui.v. 1950; 7. 
Type: CV. M.andil Ouerol CTI 
Col. Zatiqulev. Col . Mu«: Zoot. S.rce1on1. 
ap. mattuiZariqu~. 1950: 7 . 
Typo: Cv. Garroftt. Ouorol lTI 
Col. Zariquiey. Cot Mus. Zool. Barcelona. 
$$1>, rose/Ii I.agar. 1952. n-ao. 
Type: Av. Foix. Torrefles de Fobt IB) 
Col. Lag;ar. Col. Mus. Zoot. Barcelona. 
t&p. okltdol~i LAga,, 1952, 77-80. 
Type ; A'V. Ol1hdol1. Otitdola (8> 
Col. Ugar. Col. MuJ. Zool. Blirct1ona. 

T. s,tnc,ntl e1eo1•. 1967: 85. 
Type: Oueran1 Grain de P1u1. Monhee di Rubles, Vilanova de Mel6 (U Col. Mus. Zoo I. 81rcelon1. 

T. rovlral Lagar, 1975: 41-47. Type; Cv. Mac"1u$. 8aells (Hu) Col. Legat. 

Gen .. Speophilus Junnol 
Speophl/u1.Junnel. 1911. XCIII . Type: S. kiesenwt1tten Dieck. 1869: 350. 

Plrr/nla Reitter. 1886, 16 Cnom PfMOCC) . 
S. khwflnll#ttttri DHtck, 1869: 360, Type: Cv. del S&lilre: Mont,er,.., {8) (- ssp.anlfOJYMI .Z.riquiitv. 1924: 10. 

Type: CY. Santa Aonln: St. Uorene Munt (8) Coll, Zlriquley, Coll. Biocpec,logiCI, Coll. Mus. Zool. a.-cetona). 
I• ssp. cattel,-•,.; bnqu11y, 1924: 10). 
,sp. •ndrtri EscolA, 1966: 200. Type: Av. Monuerm: S1. Salvador Espose, (B) Coll . Moo. Zool. Barcefona. 

S.p•trllCOI Zatjqujey, 1922: 162. Type: Cv. Patraco: Esparreguere (8) Coll. Zariquiey, Coll. Mu1. Zool, BarcelON 
S. •,pi19f1ol/ Joanne!, 1930: 91 . Typo: Cv. Trac&; cabra d•I Camp (Tl Coll. 8,o,peologica, Coll. Zarlqu[ey, Coll. Mus. 

2ool. Blrcetona. 
S.JllC#i Ltgar. 1966: 29. Type: CY. Aondes: La Llacuna (e) Coll. l.agar, colt. Mus. ZooJ, Bf'fcel-ona. 

S.tchibli Etpanol. 1972: 56-60. Tvpe: Av. SOiana; Pl.a A.noMa, Pontoos (BJ Coll. Mus. Zool. 8aroel-one. 
S.abflnzli Ungar, 1972: 38,39. Type : C,. Xtrolina: Pontois IB) Coll. L..-qar. 
S. /Trap,e.zodirw) Jeainnel, 1924: 169 , Type: S. carrodlll11t1 Jeannel, 1911 : XCIV. 
S. (Tr,pJ. font/ JeanneJ, 1910: CUC Type: Cv. Ormini: Moruaniittf (L) ColL Blospeologica 

ssp.uriquieyi Jeamel, 1924 : 170. Type: CV. Guils: Matt R0$$8, Guils del Canto (LJ Coll: ZaflQujty, Coll. 81Mpd0k>flca 
up. ln/1mu1 Jeenntl, 1911 : 364. 
Typo: Cv. Dlablo. Novn IL) Coll. Bk>,p,o/oglca 
NP, ,chuttBI Espariol, 1955: 268. Type; Cv. font Mtntidora: Bou mo rt, Ortooeda dt la Conca (L) Coll. Mus.. Zool. 
Barcelon;a. 

S. fTrlJP) qu«Jricollls Jeennet, l9 I 1: XCIV Ty~: Lo Grat•: Castell•t. Espluga de Serra {U CoU. Biosp40/ogica 
S. (Trap) Carrod/11# Jnnntl, 191 t : XCIV Type: Gralltra &tedltla: Sa Carrodllla. E.nedHla tHU) Co11. 8ios1»ol01Jlca 
S. (Trap) sub/lJ/Espa,nol, 1966: 5 . Type: Gr-alftl't CtmbrltAv. Oblga Grau: Al,ny6 (L) Co11. Mu1. Zool . Barcelona. 
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1966. Contribucion al oonocimiento de 101 Speophilus del grupio kiesenwetteri Die-ck. Int. 

Joum. Spdtology, 2: 195-205. 
1967. Un nuevo Trogloc.harlttut (Col. OtoPida•J del Prepirineo Catalan. Misc: Zool •• 2 (2• : 

85-87 Barna. 
1969. La conuibucio dell e,peleolegs al conehcement del Qenere Trogloch8rinu$ Rein. 

E'(H,.01#(/, 8. 293-301 6arcolona. 
1970a. Catalogo e-.spe-1e(llogica del Monuec Espeleolft/1, 11-12: 453-538 61rc .. on1, 
197Cb. Coleopieros caviernicolts det Montsec y ronas llmhrofes. ES!H.IM>#f, 11• 12; 639-

541 . 8wcel0na. 
1910c. Algunes dades score el Forat del Ge.I o ··espluge de Correis'' Espeleolefl. 11· 12 . 

542,547. 8..-colona. 
1974. 1.01 BothysclinHde Aragon . Com' IV Simp. Bio•E$fHI. Saratlono: 13-19. 

{En p.-en11► La POblacioneavern,cola pire:naica (coltOl)'teros) entrt e1 Llobregat v 11 
Noguera Rlbegorcaru ICatalunya, E&par,a}. 
Actas VII Cangr. Intern, Est. Pirenait:0&. 1974. Seu d' Urgell , 

1934. Contribu~io et w,eh,emtnt dtls coleOpcers c-avernicoles del mass it de Sant Uore-nc 
del Munt.Arx. Cent.. Excun. T'1rrassa, 16 (91):70-74' Terrcmo. 

1950. Coleop1eros cave.,lcola, hroglobiot} de la provlncla de Tarra90"a, Spelaon. 1 (2J 
41-58. Oviedo. 

1953. Sabre 811thysciit11B iberic01: adiclonts e le ult1ma revision del Prof . .Jeannet I 192..tl 
Spa/Ion, 411} : 37-4& Oviado. 

1954. Los 8arhy,dln .. ca,,iane,.Act II Cong,. /nt,rn. Erud. Py.en. t.3: 109-123 LudlOn
Pau. 
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191 lb. AtVil4on des Bathysciinae. Biospttofogica, 19: Arch. zool. Exp. Gtn •• 1: 1-641 , 
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LES STAPHYLINIDAE (COLEOPTERA) CAVERNICOLES DE LA 
MEDITERRANEE OCCIDENTALE 

F. Espal\ol 
Mu,ee de Zoologie de Barcelona 
Apartado 693, 
Barcelone 3. Spain. 

The Surphylinldae a-re a large and important Qroui> of beetles of which few havt adopted• truty cewmicolous exis
tence. Howev•r. 1n tht Wet"cem MedhetTanean region, nine !lptclts i" five 0tnera reprnentlng two sub•fatnlli" may be regarded 
• troglobites. Illustrated ktv1 fo, their iden1ifiation. notes Oil d istribution, end a bibUooraphy are prese"u1d. 

Les donni!es reunies jusqu'a pro!sent sur les co16opteres cavernicoles de la M~iterrani!e occidentak! 
nous montrent la proportion 61~6 de staphylins troglobies propres a cette r~ion, particularite fort interenante 
car en depit de lour imponance num6rique les Staphylinidao ont donne tres peu de vrais cavernicoles. 

Ces staphyllns troglobios so rangent clans deux sousfamilles: les Aleocharinae avec les genres Csnt11-
brodyres Esp., Apteraphaenops Joann •. Apteranil/us Fairm. f• Antrosemnotus Schee'!).) et Typh/oziras Jeann .• 
et le.s Paederinae avec seulement le genre Domene Fauv., ~tant donnf que certains Lat.hrobium Grav., Medon 
Steph., Parafeptusa Peyer. et gentres voisins qui pt!nitrent volontairement dans les grones appartiennent 
plut6t au domaine endoge. 

Mais voici qua la plupart de ces avernicoles sont fruit de dt\oouvertes recentes et que leurs descriptions 
restent dispersi\es dans plusieurs revues Ce que fait nkessaire une mise au point de 00$ connaissaoces ~ ce sujet 
et justifie la publication de la pro!sente nou dans laquello !'auteur 6numere ces troglobies, prt!cise leurs carac• 
tores distinctifs, leurs localisations g~ographiques et les sources bibliographklu• les concemant. 

Cl6 do dt\termina1ion des Staphyfinidae rroglobies de la M,!diterranee occidentate. 

1 - Antennes inser6es au nivea du bord ant6rie<Jr de la tiito (sousfam. P&ederinae) .......•..•.....•..•.•.........•........ 2 
Antennes inier6es sur le froot (sousfam. Aleoeharin"") ...........•.•••.•......•............•....•........•...........•........... .6 

2 - Long. 5 • 6 mm. Cavernicole pe<J malifi~ ayant Jes caracteres dos espb< end09"5. Espagno •.•....•.•....••.• 

Domene c.ivicola Coiff. 
Long. 10. 14 mm. Cavernicoles tres~oluM (Figs. 1-3) Maroe ................................................................. 3 
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3 - Ute grosse, bien plus large que le prothorax, pedoncul6e; yeux b peu pres nuls; epaules effl!Cffl (Fig. 1) 
................................. Dornene aurouxi E.Jp • 

Ute A peine plus large que le prothorax, non pedoncul6e; yeux petits, aplatis, depigment6s, mais bien 
distincts; epaules arrondies, mais manifeste1 ....................................................................................... A 

4 - Ute lortement r6tr6cie en arriere; prothorax r!treci en avant ...... ........ Domene cantons, Esp. (Fig. 2) 
Ute largement arrondie en arriere; prothorax elargi en avant ............. .Domene camusi Peyer. (Fig. 3) 
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5 - Tarses de 4-4.5 articles ............................................................................................................................ 6 
Tarses de 4-5.5 articles ............................................................................................................................ 7 

6 - Forme g6no!rale parellele; tete aussi large que longue, fo,tement r6trkie en avant, abr6g6e et largement 
arrondie en arr•re; 61ytres et 7bne. tergite de l'abdomen duo carerm. Espagne ............ Cantabrodytes 
vivesj Esp. 

Forme gel'l4!rale 61argie en arriere; Ute allo~e. cylindrique; 61ytres et tergites de !'abdomen du cS non 
car6n6s. Al96rie ......................................... Apceraphaenops /ongiceps Joann. 

7 - Pr4mier article des 18rS<H pas plus long que le deuxieme (Fig. 6) ...... .... Typhlozyrascamusi, Joann. 
Pr6miff article des tarses bien plus longque le deuxieme (Fig. 7) ............................................................ 8 

8 - Long. 4.9. 5, 1 mm. Prothorax ~u retrki en arriMe; elytres ~ cotes mod6r6ment divergents en arrlMe 
et ~ bord sutural aussl long que le bord basal de chacun d'eux; articles 9eme. et 1 Oeme. des antennas 
bien plus longs que larges ..................... Apceranillus rorroui Scheer. 

Long. 3,3 · 3,5 mm. Prothorex tres r6trki en arriere; l!lytres tres courts, ~ cotes fortement dlvergents en 
arriere et A bord sutural bien plus court quo le bord basal de chacun d'eux (Fig. 51; articles !Mme. et 
104me. des antennas A peine plus lon95 quo !argues ........... ........... ApUJranillus ru~ Esp. 

l.eurs locallsatlons geogra.phiquu. Sousfam Paederinae ~. 
Domene cavicola Col'ff' Espagne Prov. Ja6n, Sierra de C&lorla: Cueva Navilla de Fuente Acero. un 6 

sous une grosse pie,-re enfonc6e dans l'argile humide; pris A 80 m. de l'entr6e, v.1953 (Mateu. Espanol leg.). 
Domene aurouxl Esp. Maroc. Grand Atlas Central, region des Ait M'Hamed: Grotte du Caid, une 9 

errante sur les parois hum ides ~•rs le fond do la cavl~. XII• 1968 (Auroux leg.). 
Oomane cantonsi Esp. Maroc. Region des lmouner des Ida Ou Tanan, 60 Km.NE d' Agadir: Grotte 

de Wit Tamdoun, tt Tazentoot, une 9 sur une nappe d'argile humicfe qui reoouvrait le sot pr8s du niveau de 
t·eau. V111·1971 (Cantons leg.). 

Domene camusi Peyer. Maroc. Qp Cantin, N. de Safi a 1.200 m. du rivage et A 40 m.d'altft.ude : 
Grotte de Gorane, un 6 captu re a une certaine de metres de l'entr6e, VI I• 1948 (Camus leg.I. Repris pos• 
t,rieuremenL 

Sousfam, Aleocharinae 
Cancabrodytes vivesi Esp. Espagne. Prov. Oviedo, Me,tas de Con: Cureva del Josu. 3 oo et 7 larves 

6 !'extreme fond de la grotto dans un tas de papier moisl et tout~ fait d6sagr6g6. VI I• 1975 (E.Vives. A. 
Serra leg). 

Apteraphsenops /ongiceps Jeann. Alg4rle. Dept. d' Alger: lfrl Khaloua, grottl! glac6e pres du som• 
met du Djebel Heidzer dans la chaine du Djurjura, cote 2.100; lfri bou-Arab, grotte situ6e au pred de la falaise 
de Heidzer, cote 1.210; Ardjer•ldkh i, grotte creu~ dans un contresford du Heidzer, cote 1.500 (ssp. brevi• 
cornis Peyer.) . 

Typhlozyrss camvsl Jeann. Maree. Versant N. du Alf Occidental: Grotte de Torobeit au NE de Bab• 
Taza. alt. 1 .800 m. env., 2 exemplalres pris a 200 m. de t·entn!e dans une grande salle humide, V•1959 (J. 
ca mus leg.). 

Apceranillus rocroui (Scheerp) t-Ancro.,,,mnotus rotroui Scheerp.). Maroc. Moyen Atlas Septen• 
trional: Grande caverne de la Daya Cl\iker et Gouffre de Frouyato aux environs de Taza (Rotrou et bien 
d'autre,) . 

Apteranillus ruei Esp. Maroc. R~ion presaharienne de Boudenib: Grotte de Kef Aziza pres de 
Tezzouguert, 6 exemplaires entre 1.000 et 1.500 m. de l'entr6e errants sur des banes d'arglle au bord de 
l'eau, Vlll -1968 (Exp. C.E .C. de Barcelooa) . 
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EROSION CRYPTOKARSTIOUE ACTUELLEMENT ACTIVE 
DANS LE SUD DE LA FRANCE 

Guilhem Fabre 
E.R.A. No.282, Contra National de la Rechercho Sciontifique, lnstitut de 
G6ographie, 29 avenue R. Schuman, 13100 Aix en Provence, France. 

In South East of France (Eastern l...a.nguedoc) cryptokantic erosion i1, 11 present. mainly tfficltnt on the pu,. 
U,vonian limestones which ere coveted by tllochtonous ellJviel deposits of the ancient Ouattnlary {and in some places of 
the upper PUoceoe and lower middle Quatern.-y) bearing mongly leulve feniallhic soils .. 

Un lnventaire des types de sols et des p~nomenes karstiques a et6 realise dans le cadre des calcaires 
du Cr6tace inferieurs du Languedoc oriental (Midi !Mditerran6en fran,;aisJ. On a ainsi reconnu: - au niveau 
des prlncipaux sols: des sols mineraux bruts d'6rosion de calcaires et de marnes (sur Berriasien, Valanginien, 
Haut6rivien inf6rieur et moyen, Barr6mien lnf6rieur et moyen), des sols mineraux bruts (sur l'Urgonien). des 
sols bruns calcalres (sur les d6pots losssiques et les placage, sablo-llmoneux des plateaux d'6rosion), diff6rents 
sols tersiallitiques, sans ou 8 r~serves catdques, trH lessivH, plus ou moin·s tronquM (sur l'Urgonien et les 
depots alluviaux allogenes du P16istocene recouvrant les bordures des canyons). - au niveau des phenomenes 
karstiques: toutes les formo. classiques depuis le canyon et la doline jusqu'aux microformes (micros lapies) 
e\, A !'interface toit calcaire-mur des sols, tousles phenomenes cryptokarstiques classiques decrits surtout 
dans lesn!gions"temperees" par M. LAMOUROUX (1972}, G. PEDRO (1972), J. NICOD (1975), M. 
POCHON (1976), I. GAMS (1976), S.T. TRUOG I LL (1976) etc ... 

Dans le contexte morphog~mhique actual, la mise en rapport de CH deux niveaux revela qu'un type 
de sol contribue vrajment activement au d!Neloppement d'une erosion cryptokarstique. II s'agit des sols 
fersiallitlques tres lessivts et plus ou moins tronque,, developpes sur les depots alluviaux allog~nes cevenols et 
rhOdaniens du Pleistooene ancien (et du Pliocene wminal) et souvent du Pleistocene moyen inferieur. Ces 
dtlpots detritiques ravinent essentiellement les calcaires pratiquement purs du facies Urgonien. Les sites d'obw• 
vation, tous situ6s en bordure des grandes rivieres cevenoles drainees par le Rhooe, sont d'anciennes zones 
d'6pandages alluviaux relativement planes et plus ou moins 6tendues. Pami ceux-ci les principaux sont: 

- pOur le bassin du Gard, les m6plats de Eoucoiran, Sautet, Oions en rive droite et caux de Ners, 
Russan, Vic et les Aigadiers en rive gauche; 

- pour le bassin de la Che, les meplats de Rlvieres, Rochegude, Dent du Serret en rive droite et 
ceux de Saint Jean de Maruejols et Momclus pour la rive gauche; 

- pour le bassin du Rh0ne, le plateau situ! au Nord de Rochefort du Gard. 

L'attaque en subsurface des calcairesdepend bien 6videmment d'action, combin6es de nombreux 
agents (vt!getation acidophyle, pluviometrio etc . .. 1 et des propriet6s intrlnseques de ces sols. Elles se resument 
l quelques points fondamentaux toujours pr6sents dan les profils examines: 

la puissance qui d6passe ires souvent I "'· 
la texture, caillouteuse sur tout le profi englobant une matrice sableuse en surface et sablo-arglleuse 
en profondeur qui assure une bonne penetration des racines et de l'eau, et une relative retention 
de cell-ci dons les hori%ons inf6rieurs charges en montmorlllonito gonfiante au so decelent local .. 
ment des marques d'endohydromorphie, comme sur les meplats de Dions et de Tharaux, 
l'acidit6 de !'ensemble du prof ii (ph inll!rieur ! 6,.5) duel !'absence de calcaire et! l'abondance 
de materlaux sillceux presents avec plu, de 95°/• de quartzs (surtout), des schlstes oristallins 
(serlciteux), des gris et des granites pourr" pour les 616ments grossiers et 981' de quartzs pour 
les elements fins, comme le signale par exemple P. DEMANGEON t 1959) i Rivieres. 

- une longue 6volution pedologique, illustree entre autres choses par la tres forte alt6ration, voire 
la disparition plus ou moins complete des el6ments non quartteux. 

Ainsi au niveau de ces types de sols toutes les principales conditions favorables i la formation d'un 
"pansemant humide" corrosif (E. COULET, 1975} plus ou moins permanent au contact des calcaires sont 
requises. Toutefois en Languedoc oriental, la faiblesse relative des prkipitations brutales et s.aisonniBres 
(900 mm de moyenne de 1936 Ii 1965), le ruissellement et surtout la forte evapotranspiration d6passant 
souvent 50%, en partlculler au moment de la pleine activite biologique de la veg,!tation, font que !'erosion 
cryptokarstique actuelle est plus ralentie, et par la, 11oins afficace a bien des 6gards que dans certaines r6gions 
tempel"l!es cornme la Jura ou a plus fortes raisons le karst yougoslave. 
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VARIATIONS DE L'AGRESSIVITE DES EAUX DE SOURCES 
KARSTIQUES PROVENCALES 

Guilhem Fabre et Jean Nicod 
AttacM de Rechercho, Centnll National de la Recherche ScientifiQue, 
21, rue colbert, 30000 Nimos, France 
(1) E.R.A. no. 282, Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique. lnstitut 
de ~ograph,e, 29 avenue R. Schuman, 13100 Aix En Provence, France 

108 waters:tmpltt (1911 • 1976} of iour karR1c spriogs of Provenu (South Een of Francet are •t\.ldltd In reg•rd of 
their egtessivirv (H. ROOue•, cutVN}. All durhg hydrolog,c cyctt they are slightly aggrenlve espe(lillly two springs which have 
~ular dlschetgt (dolomitic buln) .and one "'1 ch h• e great and complex limestone t>asm. Tht w11er aggressivity g,ntrally 
comes up w,th g_reat discharges and on the contrary saturation a,ppean with feeble discharge, especi11tv during spring and 
summer. 

Au Nord dos Mau res, on a effeciu6 108 pr6levements d'eau sur quatre sources des plateaux varois, 
Argens (Seillons) le Pavilion (Ponteves). la Saint Rosalre (Tourtourl et Saint Manin (Cotignac)•. Elles sont 
perennes t !'exception de celle du Pavilion. L'une est tres importante, c'est la sourced' Argens dont le module 
moyen sur les ti derniires annies est de 5661/s. Tous ces exutoires drament de$ impluvioms calcaro -dolo
mitiques, localement gypsifere.5, bois4s e1 recevant en moyenne moins de 900 mm d'eau par an. I ls sourdent 
au contact d'accidents tecton1ques jouanl plus le role de barrage que de drain (failles. bordures de synclinaux 
bourres de maMriwx argilc,.marneux imperm~able• etc .•• ) 

Les operations d'echantilloMagl systematique ont 616 conduites de 1971 a 1975. Parml les different, 
parametres releves on a analySll l'agressivite gentlrale de ces eaux calh ,ur les debits respectifs mesures aux 
griffons. Etant donn6 Que ces sources sont froldes (classification de H. SCHOELLER. 1962), nous avons util ise 
les courbes d'~uilibre de H. ROQUES (1968) qui permettent la mellleure approche tMorique do ce probime, 
auc templiratures relevees. 

Dans !'ensemble et au long du cycle hydrologique, les eaux etudi;!es plarees sous leur courbe respective 
de temperature sont faiblement agressives (pl 1). Le ton regroupement pe<manent des valeurs sur les diagrammes 
dos sources p,!rennes d'Argens, du Saint Rosa ire et de Saint Manin le met bien an evidence. ~tte belle r6gularit6 
apparail dans plus de 90% des 6chantillons ou le pH se situe entre 7 et 7 ,5 et le tH ldegre, francais) entre 28,5 
et 33. Pour le Saint Rosaire et Saint Mar:in elle est liee au tris faible coefficient de variabilite du ii !'existence 
d'impluviums essentiellement dolomitiquH. A I' Argens ou les debits sont plus irreguliers elle s'expliQue par 
!'importance at la complexitt! du reservor plus calcaire que dolomitique. 

Des nuences spatio-temp0<elless'QPservent toutefois. Dans l'espace, la saruratlon intervient gt!m!rale
ment vers l'aval ii l'air libre, a.,,.c !'augmentation de la basicit6 du pH {superieur a Bl conskutive a la disparltlon 
de !'anhydride carbonique dissous dans l'eau. Ce fait est tres net it la source temporaire du Pavilion ~hantillonni!t 
pour des raison, pratiques aux griffons principal amont et secondaires aval. 

Dans le temps, avec les fluctuat ons du d6bit. plus importantes au niveau des sources calcaires et tem
poraire, la saturation est loin d'~tre attel1'te, en paniculier quand ii ya eu de fortes pre&Cipltations an automne, 
un fon gonflement hivernal des rt!servoics aquiferes, et un d6blt soutenu en 6te. C'est le cas que l'on a obwv6 
par exemple A Argens pendant la period, 1971-1972. Par contra sur cette mime source la saturation a 6t6 
fr6l6e en 1964·1965 A la wite d'un stockage hivernal particulitrement d6ficient IJ. NICOD, 1976). 

En conclusion, au oiveau des griffons p6rennes et pour la periode consld~r6e, les eaux sont tMoriqu• 
ment agressives presentement. Toutefois, routes proponioos gerd6es, cene agressivit6 est nettement moins 
etficace dens l'attaque des roches que celle des autres agents 6rosifs. Elle explique peut-etre en partie que la 
morphologie actuelle des exutoiros kamiques est slnguli~rement incipiente compare• a celle des reseaux hypoges 
auxquels elles sont connectees. 

En fait si on s.e place sur un plan zonal et sans tenir compte des difft!rents 61ements intervenant dans 
l'agrasivit6 d'une eau (temptirature, C01 etc . .. } on se rend compte que la "dissolution karstique" est tou~ 
j ours la plus forte avec des nuances dans les zones a pluviomitrie trBS ~levfe, qu•eues soient en domaines froid 
(Nord Ouestde !'Europe), temp4r6 (Yougoslavie) ou troP,ical (Amerique centrale, Madagascar, Chino du Sud)' 
Grande quantit6 d'eau disponible - efficaclt6 de !'erosion. 

•Pfus de reseJ9nement1 et notamment la bibliographie sont donnM dans: J. Nicod (1967. 1976) et G. Fabre, 8 . Hikim e1 J, Nicod 
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FALLING BASE LEVELS, INCREASING PERMEABILITY 
AND CHALK DRY VALLEYS 

J. Fermor 
Dept. of Humanities. Glasgow College of Technology, 
North Hanover Place, Glasgow G4 OBA. 

Chalk dry valleys are ascribed by mrny authorities to higher water tables and perennial springflow 
In past times. The oonslderable fall in the water table is often referred, directly or Indirectly, to the general 
lowering of sea levels through the Pleistocene. That this c.innot be the whole answer is shown by oomparisons 
of valley profiles and water table slopes. 

In the catchment of the Hampshire Tichbome, an area of 50km1 with average water table slopes of 
2m/km in the dry season supports a perennial nream 5km In length at an average slope of 3m/km. If a marine 
transgression submerged part of this catdiment. the water table would be buoyed up under the remaining 
area, and S1ream flow would migrate upvalle\'. However, the length of the stream must shorten since it would 
be fed by a reduced catchment area, and valley gradients reach 10m/km or more even along main valleys. The 
reduction of perennial streams to coastal springs at the mouths of dry valleys Is to be expected long before the 
whole valley system Is submerged'. 

The well integrated valley systems preserved today, require streams of considerable length to have 
existed at eacll stage of marine regression to produce the effect of continuity observed. Not only the height 
of outlets but the slope of the water table mun have been lowered. An increase in permeabilitV could fulfil 
the seoond requirement. 

The permeability of the Chalk todav is often shown from receuion c;urves to vary discontinuously 
with depth. (Thomson, 1931). In the Yorkshire Wolds two layert of high permeability are found. The higher 
is at the present water table white the lower ,eaches the Chalk surface beneath Pleistocene drift deposits, sug
gesting a pre-drift water table. (Foster 1974) 

The Chalk also shows variable permaability in plan, demonstrated by pumping teru and water table 
maps. Mapping reveals two phenomena. First it shows large areas with slopes around Sm/km, separated by a 
sharp break of slope from smaller areas with slopes of 10·20m/km {Figure 1). Significantly these latter slopes 
are comparable with the dry valley floors above them I MacDonald & Kenyon 1961; Headworth, 1972). 

The second feature is the oecurreno, of water table troughs in the areas of lower slopes (Figure 2). 
These are quite shallow, requiring a close network of oboervatlons for their discovery. Pumping tests too have 
demonstrated linear zones of higher permeabilitV in Jhe phreatic zone llr>eson, 1962). 

A static explanation of these featurts would ascribe sudden steepening of the water table to hs 
entering a less permeable horizon, while troughs would indicate fault lines or other permanent fixed features. 

A dynamic view suggests a progress;... Increase in the permeability of the Chalk by solution In the 
phreatlc zone according to the model advanced by Rhoades and Sinaoori 11941 }. This involves the headward 
extension of master conduits by solution, anj the replacement of high water table slopes with markedly 
lower ones. Residual areas of low permeability might be found towards ground•water divides, and a general 
ooincidenca of these with older horizon$ follows fr9m the direct, but subdued, relationship between relief 
and structure usually found within the Chalk. Such a coincidence is not a con,istently exact one. In the sec• 
lions shown, the steepening or the water tab'e in the Ems catchment is attributable to the Middle Chalk, whereas 
similar slope changes in the Meon and Tichbome ~chments involve water tables in the Lower and Upper 
Chalk respectively. 

Many troughs are aligned along the mike, and strike faulting in the Chalk is reported by Brown (1922). 
Groundwater flow across the normal down dip direction is expli~ble fn all cases as a response to particular 
events. In East Kent tho truncation of the Noaj, Downs by the Channel, encouraged flows towards cliff foot 
springs such as Lydden Spout (Reynolds 1947). The troughs disoovered trending in this direction may well 
reflect th• advantage taken of strike faults, but the dev,,lopment of them as conduits and the effective increase 
in permeability they now represent, must ha·,e followed the breaching of the Chalk. 

The uneven retreat of the Chalk-Tertiary Junction has occasioned strike flows south of Croydon 
{Dewey 1915) and west of the Hampshire hchen (Whitaker 1910), to take advantage of tho lowest outlet along 
this junction. Whatever the pee-existing state of strike fissuring, the development of troughs would only follow 
this uneven retreat. 

The troughs In the Hamble catchment locus upon the culmination of plunge of the Forest of Bere 
syncline !Day 19641. The present outlets oc,ur beyond this syncline, a belt of overlying Tertiaries occurring 
In the syncline Itself. Trough directions reflect the general focussing of flow towards the easiest path for oon
flned water under the Tertiaries, a path that will only have been used since talllng sea levels allowed the 
Bedhampton springs, at 8m OD, to become tffective competitors with former springs at the Chalk-Teniary 
function north of the syncline. This suggests a late development for the troughs. 

Troughs reported beneath dry valle•1s (Ireson 1962; Fermor 1969) may result from the widening of 
joints by pressure .release as the valleys are excavat.ed, or may re·flect a common origin u.s1ng a pre-existing line 
of weaknes.s. The Upper Meon folloW'S a syntline so that pre--existing wide fissures are not likely. The coin• 
cidence of a trough with th1S perched river course, is then the more likely to indicate a developing permeability. 

The association, in the Yorkshire Chalk, of higher permeability with past and present positions of the 
water 111ble beart an intriguing resemblance to Sweeting's (1950) correlation of near horizontal cave system, 
and Intermittently falling base levels in the Carboniferous Limestone of lngleborough. The zones of greater 
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permeability are at a lower angle than the dip of the Chalk and can hardly be attributed to pre-existing feature,. 
Troughs, of oourse, might be t,hought of as incipiert caves. Perhaps the Chalk is more like other lime•tone• than 
has been thought. If so, increasing permeability ooupled with falling outlets can provide an effective exploitation 
for the desiccation of the Chalk valley system. 
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KARST AND GLACIATION IN CANADA 

Derek C Ford. 
Department of Geography, McMaster University. 
Hamilton. Ontario, Canada. 

Exposed in Canada are approximately 1.100.000kms' of carbonate rocks and 77,000 kms2 of sul• 
phate rocks, distributed across the land a,d between Lats. 44 and 82° N. Mon outcrops were glaciated during 
the Last (W,seonsinanl Glaciation but so01e in lhe Northwest Territories and Yukon have escaped glaciation 
for >350,000 years. In the Rocky Moun1ains some karsts were subject to Neoglaciation and others are cur• 
rently glaciated. Active and relict kam features occur in zones of continuous, disconrinuous, and sporadic 
permafrost as well as areas without permafrost. Therefore, there are excellent opportunities to study glacial 
effects. karst and glacier interactioo and to c6rrect $Om-e misconceptions arising from earlier work in Europe 
where choice of glaciated terrain~ is smal er and few gtaciers survive upan karst rocks today. 

Modern solution patterns 
From >1,000 water samples of differing origin. it is found that dissolved calcite concentrations 

range <10 to >300 mgl. Very low valuesare associated with ware rs newly contacting limestone or of 'de• 
pleted' types (below). Hi!#) values are associated with groundwater seepage below forest cover, or bog waters. 
This range encompasses published global ranges so that, in general, it is not true to suppose that glaciated ter• 
rains display enhanced or depleted solutbn activity. However, careful comparative study of high quality water 
analyses in North America indicates that solution potential with regard to c,orbonate increases towards the tropics 
and out of glacial range, (Harmon et al . 1975). One class of glacial waters /s distinctive (Ek 1966, Ford 1971); this 
saturates wrt calcite at <25 ppm at rf'c. n.is •depletion' is attributed to closed system evolution of sub-
glacial waters derived from ice depleted in CO2 • Distinctive sub-glaciol calcite precipitates are associated, 
(Hallet 1975). 

Glaciation, kar1t hydrolOgieal synems ard cavos 
In the presence of glacier ice om of three hydrological conditions generally prevails in kem ground• 

water system;-
(i) thermal conditions at ice bast are polar. Karst water circulation ceases. 
(ii) thermal conditions are temperate (water is present at ice base) but thickness of ice significantly 

exceeds the relief of submerged karst ter-ains. Karst hydrologic,ol systems are then minor adjuncts of glacier 
systems, driven by piezoffl<!tric gradients in the ice. Water circulation in the karst is slow to inert. Previous 
vadose caves, etc. may be flooded. Chara:teristic effects are1lulk re-solution of calcite speleothems and daposi• 
tion of vertically discontinuous, varved silt and clay deposits from suspended load. Such conditions prevailed 
over most of lowland Canada during the glaciations; they favour kam suppression. 

(iii} thermal conditions are temperate and the kan-r terrain has, relief similar to or greater than ice 
thickness i.e. the glacier hydrological system Is superimposed upon the karst system to which it becomes 
adjunct. Hydraulic gredients ln tha karn are increased. This condition prevailed only for brief periods during 
glacier advance and, especially, recession in Canada and was normally confined to high-relief terrains. However, 
when it did prevail erosion rates were much accelerated; Individual shafts and galleries were generated in a few 
decades or centuries. 
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- Geogril!lhic relations of karst groundwater flow paths to structure, lithology and topography tn 
glaciated terrains are as varied as they are in extra-glacial karsu although in lowland Canada there is some pr,
dominance of shon, simple paths (e.g. following single, major joints) due to the youth (POSt•glacial) of many 
systems. Paths may trend down-dip. up-dip, to strik@ or aslant-scrike, etc. Valleys may be under-draine~ 
drained along flanks of drained transversely. 

Cave systems an! composed of six type elements (Ford - this volume) which may be amalgamated 
into the three familiar types. ·vactose·, 'phreatic' and 'watertable' eaves. To generatite, the w:uen.able type tS 
comparatively Infrequent in glaciated terrains because of the instability of spring positions in the face of 
frequent glaciation. Springs may be left 'hanging' bf glacial entrenchment, favouring vadose development; or 
raised by glacial aggradation, compelling phreatic development. 

Surface karst landforms and their classification wittl regard to glaciation 
Subjected to net glacial erosion, surface kc-rst landforms may be wholly or partly erased. Smaller 

features (kuren, many dotines and residuals such a, towers, etc) tend to be wholly era$ed by long-duration 
erosion (e.g. majn Weichsel). Caves may be truncaud, plugged or filled but are rarely collapsed by ice loading. 
oontrory to many opinions. Subjected to net deposition of glacial drift, k&rst features may be wholly or partly 
buried. On carbonate rocks the presence of 1.5-2.0m of carbonate-rich t ill, etc., has suffTced to prevent soluuon 
of underlying bedrock during Post-Glacial times unless local hydraulic gradients are excessive. Solution of the 
more soluble gypsum has not been prohibited even where drift mantles exceed 40m in thickness, (Wigley et al 
1973). 

From Canadian experience it appear, that much previous classification of karst forms in glaciated 
terrains has been incomplete but overly detailed and thus misleading, because the field experience has been 
only par,ial. A simple but complete classffication founded uPOn motphofogy is a.s follows:· 

1. Post,glacial karsr forms. Forms are produced entirely by karst and associated processes since the l,st 
glaciation of an area, although their d,stdbution may be guided by glacial ettects. Examples are most karren, 
,offosion dollnes In rill tic. N.B. Limestone pavemetts of Yorkshire, England, and Co. Clare, Eiro, are hero 
cl .. sified as 'post11lacial', not 'glaclo-karstic' as in Williams (1966). Karren dissecting these surfaces are of post
glacial age and owe Httle or nothing of their individual morphology to glacial action. An es~nltal preliminary 
requirement is scour of rubble Or other residuum; in instances cited above the scouring agents were glaciers but 
smaller paveme.nts may be Hen in extra-gfaciaJ areas. where scour is by storm waves, a periodic desert flood or 
even deflation. 

2. Karst/glacial forms are of glacial origin, adapted and/or modified by karst processes during post· 
glacial time. Direct glacier scour has created milhom of closed depressions of varied shape and size In Canada.. 
If on soluble rocks these may be adapted to karst drainage and modified in form. Type examples are over· 
deepened cirques drained through the floor. Vagaries of glacial deposition create funher abundant c losed de· 
pressions which may be drained kustically if supe.r•mposed upon soluble rocks. 

3.Glacioksrstic forms are of kantic orrgin. subseQuently modified by glacier erosion and/or deposmon.. 
There may be re-adaptation to a karstlc function in post-glacial times. Often there is 'chlcken--and-e_gg' diffi
culty In distinguishing then from kamlglacial forms. But unequivocal examples of solution dolines modified 
by Neogleciel ice exist at Mt. Castleguard, A..lbena (Ford 1971 b) and are the type examples. 

4. Pre-glacial karst forms predate all known or probable glaciations of an area and have not ,uttered 
morphological modification by glacial action. Examples in Canada are limited to relict cave systems. These 
have been truncated by glacial action but the morphology of surviving portions owes nothing to ice-contact 
processes. 
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GENETIC CLASSIFICATION OF SOLUTIONAL CAVE SYSTEMS 

ntroduction 

Derek C. Ford, Oepanment of Geography, 
McMaster University, Hamilt·on, Ontario, Canada 

Classical tll•ories of cavern genesis (Martel 1921. Davis 1930. Swinnenon 1932 etc.I conflict uDOn 
~ Question ot wnether so1uuonc11 cave:s develop preterent.1ally tn tne vadose, pnreanc or watertable zones. 
:>,eseatch by the author J1965, 1968, 1971) and Independently by Renault (1967-8) plus publi$hed results 
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of the past 40 years 01 cave explora,ion, exemplified by local studies by Waltham (1970,71) and Palmer ( 1976) 
indicate that (i) caves originating in all three zones are common (ii) it cannot be shown at present that only one 
zonal type is in the majority globall•1 (iii) it is not necessary for a unified genetic theory that any one type 
should be in a majority. This pape.r presents a simple cl•sification of the principal genetic types. It is recog. 
nis«I Ulet there are many sub-types not discusffd here. 

Definition of Solutional Caves 
Curl', well-known deflniticn (1966) of caves as underground spaces of enterable size is rejected as 

non-genetic. A karst cave is a conduit or other void posseuing dimensions large enough for turbulent flow of 
ground,water to occor; minimum d imensions vary 5-16 mm diameter (Howard 1964) under the range of all 
likely hydrologic gradients. Voids that are too small but pau water are in a 'pre-cave' state. Caves are of two 
fundamental kinds - 1) Isolated; th! c8\le conduit or chamber is not continuously connected to any surface 
input or output by other conc:Juiu of the minimum dimensions specified above • ''vugs", etc, 2) Ca11t1 systttmi 
or intBgrared C4W$/ th.ere i.s continuous connection of ;.i., .specified dimensions to input$ or outpUts or both. 
Caves attaining explorable dimension.1 are normally fully integrated between inpuu and outputs. 

Cave systems rgay be sub-classified •• follows:- •. 

A. General cases:• 
1. Phreatic 
2. Watertable 
3. Vadose 

B. Spsclal CBS/I:• 

4 . Artesian (Ford 1971) 

A complete system may be wholly phreatic or watertable or vadose. etc., or a combination of vadose 
plus phreatic vadose, plus watertable, etc. Multiphase systems frequently di.splay all three components (active 
or relict) in differing combinations; thi• is an expectable consequence of aging. 

Differentiation of Phreatlc ""d Watutable Caves: The 'Fow-State Mo$!' 
Whether a phreatJc or waunable eave will develop in a system evolving from the pre-cave • ,ndltlon 

is a function of the frequency (at the scale of the system) of penetrable, interconnected fissures such as bedding 
planes, Joints,and faults - termed 'f1SSure frequency'. The higher the frequency, the more nearly does an ideal 
watertable-graded cave develop. In raality, fissure frequency varies as a continuum between low and hiqh Ire• 
quency conditions. But the continuum may be reduced to just four distinct states producing four different 
cave geometties - Figure 1. 

State 1 is that of minimum frequency, producing a cave that ls a single deep loop beneath the pie• 
tometric ,urfllO! • 'bathyphreatic ewe': type OKamp/11$ - caves of Sierra de El Abra. Mexico (Fish 19731. If 
fissure frequency is tower ,approaching State 0) there can be no cave development in the rock. 

Sr.re 2 of low frequency p·oduces a cave of multiple phreatic loops, upper apices of which come 
to define the piezometric surface as the system enlarges, Type example - H9lloch, Switzarland. 

State 3 of Intermediate frequency is a combination of phreatic lo(!ps and wa1ertable11raded seg
ments (the latter commonly m ike-aligned; Ford 1968). TyM example- Swildon's Hole, England. 

Stare 4 Is of high frequency, permitting development of an ideal watertable cave as in Swinnerton 
(1932). Type example - Dornilai Cave, Czechoslovakia. Higher frequencies (State 5+) cannot produce further 
!iJf!:Omettic variation of resultant cave types; as frequency Increases. flow is Increasingly diffused and cave di
mension diminished until a permanent •pre,.cave• s-tate is arrived at, as in many chalk rocks. 

Systems that are combinatiorlS of two of these four types exist, indicating intermediate sutes of 
fissure frequency. As systems of State 2 or 3 age they may be modified toward higher state by isolated en• 
ttenchment or bypassing of loops (Ford 1965, 1968) or paragenesis (Renault 1968). With pa&Sage of time 
after groundwater circulation is established, frequency ls increased. Therefore, later caves In a multiphase 
system tend to higher state. 

In well-bedded rock$, varying geologic structure may introduce preferential development of particular 
types of system. Where flat-lying (s~tal d ip < 2-5° 1 perching effects frequently favour States 3 or 4. Where 
dip is stteper. quasi-artesian confinement favours States 1 and 2. Intense folding favoun hid', fissure frequency. 
Reef rocks are complex because hig~ vug porosity m1y produce high frequency results although fracture fre
quency Is often particularly low. 

Numerical measures of the different states of penetrable fissure frequency are not yet established. In 
steeply dipping, massive crystalline rocks a link frequency of 10 m may discriminate State 3 from State 4. In 
such strata in the centtal Mendip HIiis of England it appears that a state intermediate between States 3 and 4 
has been attained with aging where, from the work of Atkinson (1975), the modem eff,criv• porosity of the 
whole rock mass is only just equal to 1.m6 and probably only 1/301.h of this constitutes integrated cave pas• 
5-age,$. This implies great difficulty ir d istinguishing states by anaJysis of hydrological output data at sp,ingt. 
rather than by direct exploradon. 

Diffar11ntlation of Vadose Cavu 
Differentiation is shown in Figure 2. Unless fi&Sure frequency is very high (approaching the non-cave, 
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diffuse-flow state), initially there is no vadose zon•. As the zone is progressively created by draw-dow,, of tnt 
piezometric surface consequent upon reservoir enlargement by solution, Type 1 vadose systentt = ''DrW111owr1 
Vadose Dllles" develop. Th8$e largely or entirely follow portions of the Initial phreatic cave eondu11s. Ty,
e,rampkl is G.B. Cave, England, where 90%+ of the volume is attributed 10 vadose erosion but the ,nit,al cave 
skeleton Is phreatic. 

Tyf)B 2 vadose caves develop where new ,:reams are introduced to karst rock already dnuoed (possess• 
ing a vadose zone) as a consequence of earlier Type 1 developments. Such caves are "Invasion VlldOSII Cs.-es" 
TYM e,rample - Spluga della Preta, Italy. This type is common (dominant?) where avulsion evenu such as 
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glaciations re-route Input streams. 
Extent of vadose cave• of either type i• a function of the depth of the vadose zone plus any perching 

effects. Zonal depth is primarily a consequence of relief but fissure frequency is also Important. Magnitude 
of vadose caves (excepting vertical shafts) is a function of duration of erosion and magnitude (order) of input 
streams. Low order streams rarely produce explorable caves, utilising the vadose zone to amalgamate to higher 
orders that may be explorable at depth. Explorable vadose caves are best sought where surface streams first 
attain higher order on non•kars.t rock5. 
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MINERAL VEINS AND CAVE DEVELOPMENT 

T.0. Ford & N.E. Worley 
Department of Geology, University of Leicester, 
Leicester, England 

Many limestone areas throughost the world contain both cave •ystem• and mineral veins but the POS· 
sibilities of genetic association are oft.en overlooked. In Britain the Carboniferous Limestone is the only major 
limestone formation to oontain more than a few minor caves, and many of the outcrops are cut by mineral 
veins containing lead and zinc sulphides. fluorite. baryte and calcite, which have been mined for some 2000 
years. Several of the larger cave systems :,f the Peak District were discovered by miners in such veins. Com
parable areas in Br1tain include parts of 1he Mendip, North Wale• and North Yorkshire karst areas. Outside 
Britain similar associations of caves and mineral veins are widespread In Europe, America and Australia. 

The hydrothermal mineral veim mostly occupy fault fissures; the faults may be normal, reversed or 
transcorrent. though the last category is most common in Britain. Such vetn•faults may give rise to cavities 
resulting in permeability either by the nature of the rault movement itself or by the mechanism of mineraliza
tion. 

Normal faults are ten.,onal in origin and may easily result in open fl•sures If the wall rocks are com
petent. Reversed and transcurrent faults imply tight contacts between the walls by vinue of the lateral pressure, 
but if the movement takes place along a sinuous fault plane it may result in convexities of one wall being brought 
into at least partial oppo$ition to the coovexities of the other wall (Fig. IA). Such parts of the fault plane will 
be in tight contect but those parts of the fault where concavities are opposed will lead to lens-shaped "rift" 
chambers as shown in Fig. 18. Such rifu may develop in series along a fault plane in horizontal, vertical or 
oblique ••ts. Fracturing ot the walls ma~ lead to the cavities being panly filled with a breccia of wall-rock. Thus. 
faulting may lead to the existence of seu of lens-shaped ritt chambers developed in competent rocks and some• 
times filled with breccia. If the wall-rocks are calcareous they are thus ready-made for either mineralization or 
phreatic solution, or possibly both at different t imes. 

If •uch fault plane• have sufficient permeability for mineralizing fluids to penetrate the tight sections, 
the open sections will then be suitable rEceptacles for the precipitation of minerals. Normally these crystallize 
from aqueous solution at moderately higl temperatures. precipitating In descending order o·f crystallization 
temperature. perhaps somewhat modifiej by the proportions of solutes. But in most cases the open cavities 
will not be completely filled as some spa:e must be left for the final demineralized fluid. Also tight sections 
of veins will tend to become sealed by rrineral deposition in the adjoining opens (Fig. 1C). However, in many 
ca,es su~uent to mineralization, or between separate phases thereof, further movement takes place and 
the seals are broken, so that fluid movement can take place along the mineral-lined cavities. 

Faulting and mineralization normally takes place at con•iderable depths, below the usual zone of 
meteoric water movement. though sometimes the mineral fluid may escape to the surface as hot springs. 

The chemistry of mineral fluids I• complex and varied, and there is little doubt that in some cases 
they become acid. so that solurion of calca,&ous wall -rocks will take place as soon as the acid waters enter 
them. Neutralization wlll occur of course but may not be completed if there is enough flow of mineral fluid. 
The result may then be the solution of already deposited calcite in the vein , and of the wall-rock, releasing 
an insoluble breccia of other minerals to accumulate on the floor of 1he rift cavities. 

Solution of wall-rock• may pid< out "favourable" permeable lithologles to the extent of developing 
pre-mineral-depo•ition deep phreatic cave systems. These in turn may become lined or filled by hydrothermal 
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minerals. Later solution may release the.se to accumulate as a brecciat and the mineral caverns so formed may 
then provide links for phreatic drainage between adjacent fissure veins. Such mineral caverns are commonly 
known as pipe-veins in the Peak Dinrict. 

When such an area is uplrfted In subsequent geological periods sufficiently for exposure of the lime
stone by erosion, the fauh cavities, mineral vein a:vities or redissolved minerat cavities may provide at least a 
partially integrated system of conduits suitable for the movement of groundwater. Since most faults or fissure 
veins are vertical or stee~y indined and since the open sections brought about by opposition of eoncavit.1es 
may extend to considerable depths, there arise, th• possibility of deep phreatic flow with attendant slow 
solutional enlargement. 

A,; soon as the erosional regime operating on the surface has allowed the incision of one or more 
valleys into the faulted and veined limestone area a hydraulic gradient may be established via the faults, 
fissure and pipe vein cavities, .,d more effective phreatic flow and solution may take place. When enough 
enlargement has taken place the upper end of the ,vstem may be drained so that vadose processes are initiated. 
Alternatively if suitable bedding plane and joint systems interuct the fault or vein system, phreatic solution 
may preferentially enlarge the former and when th• fall In base-level takes place the bedding plane and joint 
panages may become a part of the vadose zone Wi1h·drainage into the miNtral vein at what is in ettect a deeo 
vertical sump. 

A 

l 
r 

.g 1 Diagrams of a slightly irregular fault plane . A= before movement. 
=after movement has brought bulge against bulge, with lens-shaped voids (rifts) 
between. C= after mineralization has lined voids with crystals, and filled in 
row sectors . 

Drainage through a whole karst massif may, as in the Peak District, become a system of vadose feeder 
channels in bedding and joint caves, terminating in canal•fike sumps in mineral veins, which feed resurgences 
aJso in those veins or in an associated vein network tither at surface or In drained effluent cave,. Vadose drain• 
age may similarly flow into flooded pipe,-vein caverrs. Meanwhile some vein caverns may become dry a, flow 
takes new channels; phreatic solution caverns in or along mineral veins may then be left apparently jsolated. 

The possibility of deep phreatic flow throUgh seriM of vein and fault cavities not only explain• the 
initiation and early development of many cave ,ystems but also offers an explanation of departures from ~
larly graded vadose to phreatic and back to vadose systems in suitable circumstances. Partial sealing by mineral 
deposition can also explain some of the vagaries of profile, while selective solution of wall-rock may help ro 
Initiate phreatic eave development ouuide the vein fracrures. 
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PHREATIC CAVES AND SEDIMENTS AT MATLOCK, DERBYSHIRE 

T.D. Ford and N.E. Worley 
Geology Department, 
Leicester UnivenitY, England 

The caves of the Carboniferous Limestone at Matlock present an unusual combination of features requir• 
ing an explanation based on many differtnt aspects of the geological history, as recently reviewed by Ford (19771 . 

The Matlock area consisu of Carboniferous Limestone folded Into a broad anticline, plunging east-
wards and with minor subsidiary folds on both c~t and flanks. The limestone sequence consists of some 500 m 
of thick-bedded calcarenites, with two basaltic lava horizons, 50 to HlO m thick representing contemporary lava 
flows. These two flows are some 35 m apart and the intervening limestones are broken by a number of thin clay 
seams, from 1 cm to 1 m thick, represenung volcanic dust showers. The lavas are commonly known locally as 
toadstones and the clay seams as wayboords. The core of the anticline is partly occupied by a dolerite intrusion, 
while the flanks are composed of the sandstones and shales of the Millstone Grit Series of Upper carboniferous 
age. The folding culminated at the end or Carboniferous times and by Upper Permian times much of the 1000 m 
or so of Upper Carboniferous cover had °""n eroded off, and the Permian Zechstein seas transgressed the trun• 
cated anticline in such a wav.that magnesium-bearing brines clsutd penetrate into the top of the underlying 
carboniferous Limestone and cause dolomltization. The dolomite-limestone contact so formed, is an irregular 
plane transecting the bedding and rising and falling in joints through the limestones particularly between the 
two lava horizons. Subsequent faulting and mineralization cut through the anticline affecting all the strata to 
varying degrees. 

In Pleistocene timM th& uea was glaciated (probably in the Saalian or earlied and a little till survives 
in patches. The River Derwent draming southwards was also deepfy incised into the anticline forming a gorge 
with maximum depth of some 250 m. The incioion of the gorge was probably rapid as it was the main drain of 
a large catchment area of periglacial run-off from the north. 

Many caves have been found on the western (up-plungel side of the gorge monly by lead miners. 
Several of these were open to tourists hut century but only two survive as show caves. The caves display 
phreatic solutional features with numerous roof pockets along joints and veins as well as wall pockets In the 
bedding, with local anastomoses along the clay-wayboards. The caves are commonly situated along the dolo
mite--lfmestone contact or are in the limestone immediately below where dolomitized joints have been enlarged 
beyond recognition. The phreatic featuns are often superimposed on earlier solutionaf features associated with 
mineralization, as caves with partial mineral linings or replacements of wall-rock are common, and in some 
there are (or were before mining) alluvial concentrates of detached fragments of the mineral linings and replacements. 
commonly galena. fluorite, baryte and calcite, as well asallochthonous laminated silts and muds. Vadose modification is 
limited to shallow channels cut into the illuvial sediments and occasionally through them into the underlying rock. 

The first problem to be explain,d Is why dominantly phreatlc caves rather than vadose should be 
abundant in the walls of a deep gorge, The answer to this is related to the second problem below. 

Many of the caves are now seen to be partly filled with layered sediment or to have passages leading 
off but completely full of sediment. The sediments are of two types; one is the accumulation of de tached frag• 
ment'S of mineral matter, to varying extent sorted out by flowing water as alluvial concentrates, wh lch were 
highly prized by the early lead miners; and, secondly, fills of laminated clays and silts, unmineralized and un
consolidated. These sometimes have shrhkage cracks in clay filled whh silt, and they are often of varved ap
pearance. In fact on the surface one w0<.ld have little doubt in regarding them as of tluvio-glacial pond or lake 
origin. They can be found in caverns from the summit of Masson Hill (330 m altitude) to within a few metres 
of river level at little over 100 m altltudt. 

So the second problem Is how t series of phreatic caverns all round the flanks of a plunging anticline 
can be filled with fluvlo-glacial sedimenu with but minor vadose modification. Clearly the caves must predate 
the incision of the gorge, but if so why were the sediments not removed by vadose streams re-occupying the 
choked caves? 

The answer to the two problems now proposed may be summarized as a series of events or stages 
(see diagram) 

1. Dolomitlzation of the Carbcniferous Limestone down joints and bedding beneath a former cover 
of Permian magnesium-rich marine deposit$ subsequently removed. 

2. Development of early phreatlc solution caverns during the hydro-thermal mineralization phases~ 
probably in Permo•Triassic times with filling and lining by hydrothermal minerals. 

3. In Tertiary t imes, with regional uplift starting, gently moving phreatic waten dissolved limestone 
walls detaching blocks of relatively insolJble minerals which accumulated on the floors. 

4. In 1he late Tertiary and early Pleistocene incision of the modern river synem commenced, and 
phreatic waters began to move under a hvdraulic gradient around the flanks of the anticline, within the lime• 
stone/dolomhe contact zone between th! two lavas. Solutional enlargement of mineral cavities permitted 
funher release and accumulation of deuched mineral fragments. with limited transport and abrasion. Some 
downcutting of the Derwent may have a lowed drainage of the phreatic eave$ with ensuing vadose stopi ng of 
roof blocks along clay-way boards. 

5. With the onset of glaciation most, if not all, solution ceased, though the effect of ice covering the 
area may have given a phase of higher water-table and renewed solution under glacio-phreatic conditions. Under 
waning glacial conditions large quantities of line-grained outwash sediment and derived loess washed in via 
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joints to give laminated fills. 
6. Glacial retreat and melting released large quantities of water and sediment, and contemporary with 

the incision of the River Derwent into its gorge, the run off utiliied the phreatic cave systems. Whi le llnder 
phreatic conditions the sediment,laden wa1ers could flow slowly to any depth and rise again, but once melting 
was complete both sediment supply and h\'Clraullc head would be rut off, so the caves would be abandoned and 
left as choked phreat ic systems. During thil phase there would be little opportunity for vadose mod ification as 
the time available whh free•runn ing streams to be corrosive would be very limited. The sources of the sediment 
were probably the adjacent Millstone Grit country, the till component of the glaciers, and probably periglacial 
loess sheets. (Stages 5 and 6 may have been repeated In succeuive glacial advances). 

The apparent anomaly of the Derwent gorge being incised while the vadose streams were unable to 
remove the sedimentary fill from the caves can be explained if the greater part of that incision were done under 
periglacial frozen ground conditions, while the caves were frozen and inactive. Furthermore the incision would 
have the effect of stripping the marginal shale cover from the limestone flanks of Masson Hill so that with ice 
removal allogenic streams were no longer a,ailable to ftow into the cave systems with result~nt vadose modifi• 
cation. 

Once drained, some of the caves not completely filled with sediment became the sites of speleothem 
deposition, with relatively few pendant stalactites but much flowstone flooring covering the sediments. 

7. limited post-glacial vadose drainage trenched through the sedimentary fills and through the stalag• 
mite flooring in places to reveal sections of stalagmite/, laminated fill/ mineral accumulate, sometimes partly 
covered by fallen blocks from the roof. 

Thus it can be shown that phreati:: cave systems can evolve and be filled with sediments by a combina
tion of local ,tructure, mineralization providing initial pathways, fluvio-glacial outwash and rapid incision of a 
gorge to cause a rapid drop in bue level. 
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CALCAREOUS CAVE PEARLS WITH GYPSUM NUCLEI: AN EX.AMPLE OF 
DISSOLUTION - PRECIPITATION EQUILIBRIUM FOR THE 

SYSTEM CALCITE - GYPSUM 

Paoli Forti 
lstituto Italiano di 
Speleologia 
Via Zamboni 
67-Bologna, Italy 

Giancarlo Pasini 
lst ituto Italiano di 
Speleologia and Laboratorio di Geologia 
Marina del C.N.R., Via Zamboni 
65,Bologna, Italy 

During the exploration of the "Buca del Cacciatore" cave (Monte Corchia, Alpi Apuane, Lucca-Italia), 
more than one thousand of small cigar•shaped cave pearls were found in a splash cup. 

All the cave pearls showed the same dimensions (4.6 mm in length and 0.5· 1 mm In diameter (fig. 1 ). 
A sample of these concretions wa1 taken from the cave for laboratory analysis. In the present work 

the.se analym are des.cribed and the conclusions from the experimental results discussed. 

ObHrvatioru made inside the c.ave 
The cave pearls analyzed were founcht a depth of 300 m in the " Buca del Cacciatore" cave, near the 

cross galleries named "Nodo dell 'Om" (Badino, 19761. 
The cave entrance is at 1640 m a.s.1. near the top of Monte Corchia. The cave, from its entrance to the 

" Nodo dell'Om" is in metamorphosed limEStOI\OS (marbles) of the Lower Lias (Giglia & Paiottl, 19671. 
The pearls were In an elliptic corrosion splash cup, in a large marble block, which had fallen from the 

ceiling of the gallery; the pool ( 20• 15 cml has a flat bottom and a depih oi less than 2 cm and its water supply 
was a few drops per minute (at the t ime of the discovery, September 1976). splashing down from a height of 
3 to 4 metres. 

No concretions were inside the-C\4), but in a corner some pearls were found !inked to each other and 
tO the bottom by a thin film of calcite. 

Experimental 
A 1ample of the sediments collected from the cup and dried at 80°C consisted of over 90% of cave 

pearls, the remainder being fine sand (4>:- 1 mm). 
The petrographic composition of the sand (see table 1} was determined microscopically. 

TABLE 1 - The sand composition 

Minerals & Rocks 

Limestone 
Gypsum 

Forms 

Rounded granules 
Eroded aciClilar crystals 
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Freq. of occurrence 

Many 
Many 

Siu {mm) 
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Some pearls were sectioned to expo,e the or nuclei, All the pearls examined(::: 60) htd the same type 
of nucleus, consisting of equi-dimensional mr.rocrystals, of gyPSUm with orregulat rims (fig. 3), 

Chtm1c.al and m,croscop1c analyses showed that the nuclei consin of one or more gypsum crystals 
elongated along the z axis, which Is also the Ieng a.x is of the eave pearls. 

Longltudintl sections of the pearls (fg, 3) clearly show that the gypsum crystals in the nuclei are 
eroded and that they are very s1m1lar to those present ,n the sand (Tab. 1). 

OiSOJssion 
To understend the genesis of those p,arls it ,s necessary to nart from two Important observations: 

( 1) tht wauor dripp,ng into the cup is not satu11ted with eaco,; (2) all the pearls have the some gypsum nuclei. 

r 

1. Pearls from Buca del Cacciator e cave (x 10). 

2. A section perpendicular to the long axis of a pearl 
(x 40). 
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3. Longitudinal section of a pearl (x 25). 

The first observation is based on the fact that the pool is a typical corrosioh cup and therefore has no 
calcite deposit inside or in the small drainage channel. The formation of the pearls cannot be ascribed to the 
usual supersaturation of the system with respect to CaCO3 , due to loss of CO2 , but has a more complex origin 
which the second observation allows us to specify. It cannot be pure·'coincidence that all the nuclei of the many 
pearls sectioned consist of eroded gypsum Cfystals, while there are many potential limestone nuclei present in 
the sand, which would theoretically be more efficient as precipitation nuclei. The presence of gypsum crystals; 
inside the a.ip explains why calcium carbonate preeipltation takes place only in the observed manner. Gypsum 
(CaSO •• 2H1 0) is much more soluble In waterthan calcite (CaCO3 I and the Ca2 • ion is common to both salts. 
The Mineralogic analysis shows the presence of pyrite (FeS, I in the sand (see tab. 1 I; the limestone around 
this cave is carved contains some of this mineral (pyrite is common in the marbles of the Apuane (Artini, 19451. 
Percolating water, when in contact with pyrite, becomes rich in SO~ 'ions {the solphur being oxidized), and 
then reacts with limestone to give gypsum. 

ft is likely that the gypsum crystals in the cup originate from gypsum flowers growing somewhere on 
the cei ling of the gallery. 

Initially water splashing doV\n carved the cup and caused many small pieces of gypsum crystals to 
collect inside the pool. The gypsum crystals partially dissolved, increasing the concentration of Ca2 + ions and 
thus depressing 1ho solubility of CaC03 and causing it to precipitate. The reactions involved can be expressed 
as: 

caso.------ ea•• I + sof 
'-------~ 

caco, + H, o + co, ---1 ca•• + 2Hco; I 
'-----------"-' 

eaco, 

Th is supersaturation with re,pect to CaCO, must have been localized around the gypsum crystals 
since CaCO3 was only precipitated or these crystals and not on the rim or the floor of the ""P· This can be 
explained if we consider that the concentration of Cal +ions is greatest near the gypsum crystals; even If 
there is diffusion of these ions. the co,tinuous supply of unsaturated water would be sufficient to prevent 
total supersaturation of the solution. 

Also the water supply causes a little turbulence inside the cup which is sufticient to diswrb the smalleS1 
gypsum crystals, so that supersaturation cannot take place around them. On the other hand the same turbulence 
can only just move the largest acicula· gypsum crystals (3+5 mm in length and 0.3+0.6 mm In diameter) which, 
owing to the stJpersaturation cloud around them, become precipitation nuclei. 

Moreover the water turbulence inside the cup evidently prevents precipitation nuclei and growing 
pearls to remain static on the bottom of the pool and consequently they cannot be cemented to the floor. 

The cigar~hape and nearly icentical size of all the pearls follows directly from those facts. 
As stated earlier, some pearl! exactly like the others but linked together by a thin dripstone film were 

found in a corrl<!r of the cup, wh ich was far from 1he drainage channel and only some 2·3 mm deep. This can 
be explained because the supply of unsawrated water to this corner of the cup would be very small owing to 
its depth and distance from the point where the water splashes into the cup. For the same reasons the turbu• 
lence isles, here than in other parts or the wp and therefore only the smallest gypsum crystals can be moved, 
the rest being still on the floor, and, owing to local conditions, cemented to the stone by calcite precipitation. 
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Conclusions 
From the obser.1atlon of calcareous cave pearls with gypsum nuclei in a cave and from mineralogical 

analysis in the laboratory it haJ been possible to show the exinence of a local chemical equHibrium which must 
be common in gyp$um caves but which is difficult to achieve and practically impossible to observe in limestone 
caves, In the present work only qualitative observations have been made because of the difficulty of making a 
large number of sophisticated measuremenu Inside the cave. 
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS ON THE TEXTURE OF LIMESTONE CUTTER 

R. Frank 
Department of Geography, 
University of Newcastle UPQO Tyne, 
Newcanle upon Tyne, England. 

Clitter Is a thin accumulation of looie rock fragments whose angle of rest is determined by the under· 
lying material. The distinction between cliner and scree was made by Tinkler (1966) in a study of these materials 
in a limestone area of North Wales. The term; " shillow" and " shillet" have also been-applied to similar accumu
lations of loose limestone rock fragments on limestone pavements (Sweeting, 1966). 

The underlying distinction between clitter and scree h8$ resulted in a lack of investigations on clitter by 
slope geomorphologists since the form of cliuer slopes is not determined by the properties of the rock frag• 
menu as is the form of scree slopes. This preliminary report attempts to relate the texture of li mestone cliner 
fragments 10 the bedrock stratigraphy and n,ucture in the hope that this will help in future investigations of 
both cliner and scree slopes. 

Initial field work has been done on the Whitbarrow fault block in southern Westmoreland. This is one 
of several easterly dipping blocks of Carbonilerous limestone in northwest England most famous for their west• 
facing-fault scarps and associated scree slopes, but also having exposed limestone on the dip slopes wit h small 
areas of limenone pavement and numerous c itter slopes. The limestone strikes northsouth (353°1 and dips 
easterly at 14° . It is well jointed, with thin lenticular bedding and contains stylolites. 

On six cfitter slopes the length, a,spect and slope angle were measured. The three principal axes of 
100 rock fragments, equally spaced along the length of maximum slope, ¥re meaJured 10 ± 0.5 cm. From four 
of the slopes, the volume of every second rook fragment was me&$ured to± 1 ·cm3 by water displacement. 
Table 1 gives data for the slopes and texture of the cliner fragments. 

TABLE 1. Oa11 from Whitbarrow clitter slopes. 1/ L • intermediate/long axes, S/1 = short/intermediate axes. 

Slope Aspect Minimum Lengtn o f Me811 volume of Mean ratios of 100 
I •, sngle /

0 I slope Im) 50 fragmenrs (cm3 I lragm11nts 
!I L Sit 

1 18 8 3 ,. 32.8 0.61 0.21 

2 32 11 5 63.8 0.60 0.27 

3 125 6 6 24.4 0.62 0.47 

4 32 2 12 0.62 0.34 

5 348 15 8 73.8 0.62 0.41 

6 342 13 11 0.53 0.56 

The mean volume of clitter fragments from each slope shows a close relationship to slope angle. Accor• 
ding 10 Young (1972) this is also generally true for scree slopes and apparently relates to the size-selectivity of 
transport processes. 

Mean values of the intermediate: lorg axes ratios (1/L) on each of the six slopes vary little from 0.6. 
These axes are determined by joim planes and the near constant ratio is probably a result of two major joint 
sets with an angle of intersection slightly greater than 60°. 

The joint geometry was not measured in the field but the rhomboid shape of most of the rock fragments 
adds supPOrt to this suggestion. By contrast, mean values of the short: intermediate axes ratios (S/1) vary con
siderably and this reflects the lack of interdependency between joint spacing and the spacing of bedding planes, 
the short axis being determined by the latter. Mean particle shape for all six slopes is bladed according to Zingg's 
( 1935) claJsification. 
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Figure 1 
Whltbarrow clitter slopes. Means and standard deviations of 100 clitter fragments'!!· stratigraphic 
thickness of bedrock exposed along the slope. Values for abscissa calculated as follows: Apparent 
dip of bedrock in direction of slope aspect read from standard alignment diagram for apparent dip. 
Then, E•L sin(S-A}, where E•Stratigraphic exposure, L• Length of slope, S•Slope angle. A=Appart• 
dip of bedr!)Ck. 

Mean v·alues and standard deviations of the short axes both increase with stratigraphic thickness of 
the bedrock that has been exl)()Hd along the clitter slope. The log-log plot of this in figure I suggests a power• 
law relation but because of the smell number of samples no regression line has been calculated. This relation• 
$hip is a result of both bedding-plane control and joint control. A$ the stratigrll)l,ic exposure increases, more 
beds with different thicknesses are available f0< clitter fragments - hence the general increase in the standard 
deviation of the short axis, Also, as th, angle between the bedding planes and the slope increases, more trag• 
ments will be produced which are two or more beds thick., since jolnt planes run through se¥eral beds - hence 
the general increase in mean size of the short axis. 
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TOWARDS THE TERMINOLOGY OF THE POLJE 

I. Gams 
UI. Pohorskega bat. 185 
61000 Ljubljana, Yugoslavoa 

The 1xisten1 kam gtomorpholog,cat dtfinitiom (Monroe, 1970; Gue, 1973; Slovene kam termino
logy. 1973; P<opc»al for Multtlongual Lexicon. 1973; Gavrilovit, 1964; Rogll6, 1974) contain not only tho 
essential characteristics of the basins which are called poljes but also the typ,cal f11tures. howtvo, they do 
not menuon the minomal extent of the basm or of the flat bottom and thus do no! make it possible to classify 
large basins into blind valleys, karst valleys, poljts and dolines. 

Here is"' attempt to propose• mo,e edequat1 defonotion of the Poli• b-d on an on1lysis of the 
42 most prominent poljes of the Dlnaric Kem. whence the name comes. In the Dlnaric K1rs1 • polje does not 
always occupy I very largo basin. The polj1 of lnootski occupies 385 km' and the potjes of the R. Likl have 
47<4 km2 of 1111 bottom. Below the contour line of 700 m (alutude of the lowest pns Vratnik In Mt. Velebltl 
the basin of the Lika region occupies over 11 700 km2 • The 42 Dlnaric poljes (nearly the same H Gems. 19691 
hive steep end relauvely high slopes, rising shorpy from the bottom on two J1des on average. For other poljts 
in the O,naric Karst the corresponding aver,ge is much lower. On the other hand, the sharp transition from 
polje bottom to the higher surroundings occurs i• limestone only. 

The only qu1lof1cations which uphold• critical analysis are the eX!ensive (closed) basin, kars1 drainago 
and the flat bottom built of Impermeable, semip<rme1bl1 o, permeable sed,ments; these ore e,the, in rocks 
or 1lluv11t1d or covered by ttuvLsols which favour 1n intensive agricultural land use. The bottom may be dis• 
,acted by Quaternary terraces /Garns, 19731) trlg;iering off special geomorphological processes: oroslon and/or 
corrosion -,d denudauon of impermeable sediments, border corr0S1on if the alluv,um is impermeable and border 
and/or ground (1lluv111} corrosion 1f alluvium is s,mlpermeabl1, ground corrosion under the thick colluvial soils 
at the footslope, denudation on the slopes and Cil'IUIQ above the sink, -,d ponor caves. These processes could 
be called polje proausts and they contribute to the progressive towering of the karst landscape. 

The mere quelitatlvt postulates such as luge boiin, flit bottom, s,nking rover, stoep slopes rising sh■rply 
from bottom are not adequate for a dau1f,cationof basim into blind valley, karst valley and great doline and 
even some cenotes in Latin America, since the meaning of "great depres.sion" is subiectjve and related to Othtf" 
karst forms In the home kan1 reg,on. Rather the '1aturts are tYpicat for a 1ma1ter bas,n wh,ch If nill called 
polje 1n practical work 1n the Oinaric Karst. Nevenheles1, a minimal size of the fltt bottom has to be defined, 
this was realised by the first author attempting to define the polje -Jovan O,ijit (1895, p.113) according to 
whom• diameter of 1 km separates the polje frorr a doline. In the NW D1n1ric Karst the width of 400 m of flet 
bottom (used for field, meadow and pas1ur1) in I distoncttve basin is minom1I for• polje. 

Woth regard to the pract,ce in our country, the following defonit1on of potje ,s proposed: 
A poljt isan extensive (closed) basin with a flit bottom, karstic drainoge and stHP slope, at least on 

one side. If the slopes are mo&tly stup. with a break at the transition to the bottom. and• sinking river, the 
flat bottom Is 400 m wide 11 least. 

The poljes can be classified from differen1 aspects (Gams, 1973b) 
1. structural geolog,cal a&l)IC1: gr,ben p. 1~polje), anticline p,, syncline p., horst p., 
2. hydrology: surface inlet and sink-outlet p., spring-Inlet and sink-outlet p., dry p., periodically 

inund ated p., lake p., polje as crypto-depressional hke basin, p. in p,uometric level. 
3. form; bowl•llke p,, kettle-like p., alongned p., vallty•llke p., blind valley 11kt p., uv1l1 like p., 

karat valley like p., 
4. pos1t,on in the surrounding landscape; olottas p. ("Podi·P."), piedmont p., 
6, origin; tectonic p., tectonically preconditioned p ., erosional p., corrosion.I p., poligenetic p., 
6. climatic viz. chorolog1cal aspect. med1ttrranean p., trop,c p., subarctic p,, 
7. Ouaternary development: glacial p., pe1iglaclal p., glacifluvial p., 

The biggest poljes are usually htterogen«>us as regards thltr genesos, hydrology and form in in theor 
different paru. 

The factor exercising tho greatest 1nfluonct on the hydrology, gentsi, and form Is the kind, share and 
position of N lmpermellble sedimems which hold 1he 1urface drainage. Accord,ng to that. the poljes can be 
clau1fied In the following comprehensive types: 

1. Border polje (in sanse of Lehm1nn, 196)). It rs formed (or has remained) on the contact of per• 
meable end impermeable rocks which drain off into the polje, 

2. Overflow polje hes a belt or the whole bottom built of 1mperrn11ble o, semipenmable sediments 
which IC1 as a barrier for karstic water springing on :,ne side end ponorong tt the other side of the bottom. 

3. Peripheral polje. Within the pol)• there I; a large area of lmpermHbie sediments which drain off 
centrifugally towards the bordenng limestone and ponora. Rovers to,m In thl impe,meabl1 sediments or in 
hmes1on1 blind valleys and plains which can be sep.-attd by terraces of hills. 

4 . Piedmont polje Is situated at the footslope of • mountain, from whenoe eroded debris w• dePOS•ted 
m the polje bottom. Impermeable interstr■ta favourtho ong,n of a basin. 

5. Polit In the pitzometric level (Vorflutor o.). This is sust11ned by• river, lake, sea o, by impermeable 
sediments surrounding it in the direction of karst 0U1flow. 

These types are represented In figure 1. 
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NEW METHODS IN PASSING KNOTS IN SPELEOLOGICAL ROPES 

Mfaden Garasic. 
Nova Ve, 73 a, Yu, 
Zagreb, Yugoslavia 
ltranslated by IA.K. Lyon). 

Recently, speleologists all over the word have been regularly exploring deeper and larger $hafts. This 
means that there is a great need for special spele,logical equipment. Today, because of their lightness and great 
strength, ropes of special contraction are usual!~ used in the exploration of shafts in piece of the ropes used 
together with ladders previously. The ropes Use<!: 

al Dynamic ropes, resistant to shock-loading ffallsl with breaking loads in the range 1800 - 2500 kg. 
They are very elastic, with a stretch of 45-50!!.. Their main use has been for free and artificial climbing 
in caves and on mountains. The world-known firms producing these ropes are Edelweiss, Edelrid etc. 
bl Static ropes are made specifically for caving, having little stretch when loaded, but also ha\ling poor 
resistance to mock-loading (falls). The stretch in these ropes~amounts to 3%, the breaking load is from 
2000 - 2500kg, World known firms an Bluewater. Mam mat, etc. 

In the exploration of deeper vertical shafts use of ropes of both constructions is obligatory. (The so
called double rope technique), Dynamic rope is used for descending, and static rope for ascending. During such 

1. Transferring descender to below the knot; 
security provided by shunt on static rope. 
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exploration security is doubled by means ot the two ropes, so that the possibility of accident is minimised. The 
length of the ropes Is usually standardisid (40, 50, 80, 120 and 200 metres). but one can also order specific 
lengths from the rope makers. However, the rope length available is often Insufficient to bottom the shaft to be 
explored. In that case ropes are knotteo together. 

The knots themselves create a lot of trouble in descent and ascent, and a ~ial technique is needeo to 
pass them. Yugoslav speleologists (The Speleological Section of the Mountaineering Club of Zagreb Univer.ity -
called "Velebit") have improved this technique during numerous explorations of very deep vertical shafts, and 
my intention now is to present this tecl\nique to you. The deepest vertical system in Yugoslavia (sink-cave 
8unovac- depth 445m., with the greatm vertical shaft - 280m., has been explored by means of this technique. 
(By speleologists from "Velebit"), 

Once this technique hes been ,ccepted it will no longer be impractical to explore shafts because the 
ropes available are individually too shon. 

In order to make the technique easier to understand the commonest examples are described stage by 
stage. 

A. Passing over knots in descent. 
a) Knot in the dynamic rope ~ 

1. - Stop the descent before the descender comes to the knot (30 cm min.) 
2. - Lock the descender off, attach gibbs via the chest harness. put bloqueur with foot-stirrup on 

the rope. 
3. - Hanging on glbbs, stirrup and shunt, transfer descender to below knot (photo 1), 
4. - Lock descender under knot, pull shunt which is braked. 

2. Ascending: G = Gibbs; S = Shunt; K = Knot. 
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5. - Continue descent (shunt serves is safety measure) 

b) Knot in the ,.tatic rope 
1. - Stop by means of the descender so that the shunt is a minimum of 20 cm above the knot. 
2. - Lock descender, attach gibbs vii the chest harness, put bloqueur on the static rope above tho 

knot. 
3. - Put shunt under knot, take off gibbs. 
4. - Continue descent (shunt serves as safety measure) 

B. Passing over knots in a.scent. 
a) Knot in the dynamic rope 

1. - Ascend until the shunt is under the knot. 
2. - attach the bloqueur above the knot, via the chest harness. 
3. - attach the shunt above the bloqueur. 
4. - remove the bloqueur and contin1Je ascending. 

bl Knot on the static rope (photo 2) 
1. - ascend until the upper gibbs is about 10cm below the knot, 
2. - transfer the upper gi~b• to above the knot (safety pro9ided by gibbs or shuntl. 
3. - transfer the second gibb, to abo,e the knot {safety as before). 
4. - transfer the last gibbs to above the knot and continua ascending, 

Equipment for passing knots in the rope: 

a) for descent: 

bl for ascent: 

"Petz.I" descender 
"Petzl" bloqueur 
''Petti" ,hunt 
"Gibbs" ascender-quick release model 
stirrup (foot•loop) 
"Troll" body harness. 
3 °Gibb$" ascenders 
''Petti" shunt 
"Petti" bloqueur 
"Troll" body harne1S, 

NB. The exploration of verticals greater than 250m. is not recommended because of the great stretch In the 
dynamic rope. Knots on the rope can be passed wth le,s equipment, but this removes the double-security 
needed by the speleologist. 

TRACE ELEMENT GEOCHEMISTRY OF SPELEOTHEMS 

M, Gascoyne, Deparrment of Geology, 
McMas,er Universit:Y. Hamilton. Ontario, Canada 

Few detailed analyses of trace element content of speleothems are reported in the literature. Table 1 
summarizes much of this previous work. It can be SMn that light coloured speleothems are generally low in 
tra<>1 element content but opaque black and yellow-green colorations have been found to be due to large 
quantities of Mn/ Fe and Ni respectively. Differences in crystal texture (i.e. single crystal venus multicrystalline 
growths) may also lead to colour changes. 

The rewlts described below are of a preli-ninary nature and a number of refinements to analytical 
techniques have since been made. Future work should therefore Improve both precision and accuracy of 
results. Additional work (not presented here) on tne panition of trace elemenr. between calcite and aqueous 
phases has been undenaken In conjunction with this study, as part of a general project to identify trade ele• 
ments that may be used as paleotemperature indicators. 

Results 
Trace element content in calcite has been determined for Mg, Sr, Fe, Mn. Pb, Zn and Cu by Perkin 

Elmer 303 Atomic Absorption Spectrophotomete•. Mixed element standards, buffered by 2,000 ppm NaCL 
and 2,500 ppm Ca2 + were used against calcite san-ples dissolved in 5N HCL. 

Analytical re,ults for 24 speleothem samples are presemed in Table 2. Errors quoted are based on re
determinations of some solutions during the coum of analysis and on cenain interfering effects. In many 
cases, they are probably overstated. 
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TAB LE I. Previous work on tr- element 119ochemistry of speleothems 
Ef1rrwnr, 

Author{$} Caw L.«Mion D•t1rmin«J R1su/rs 

Whl ee and Dunn Prin-oeuAl11,e Jlnaice Mn, Mg, Fe. Al, i) white speleothems - low Mn, 
119621 Ctw {Coffee Tl, S., Fe, (0.01%) 

River Cave) Ji} bled: sulactite - 3% Mn, 0.3% F•. 
iii} bl.ck well depOlit- 1°" Mn, >3°" Fe. 

White and van Timpanogos Ullh Mg, Sr, Tl, Mn, i} calcite crystals and flowt1one + 
Gundy (1974 1 CaYe NI, Fe, Si, Al. ca·lcite/1ra9. sta1actite Mn (S-20ppm) 

Nl 1100-300 ppm) Ft (20, 1Cl0ppm) 
Si (400-SOOppml Al 125·200 ppm) 

Ii) yellow cetcite flowttone Mn (20-40ppm) 
Ti (70,100ppml Fe, Ni (400-600ppm) 
Si, Al <> 1000ppm) 

iii I green aragonitt c0111~ Nl (400-
60Qppml 

Beck (19761 Ne tur,1 Bridge Texa Fe, Cu. Zn, Co, Two 'fried' egg samples, bOlh 
Qrvern, Pb,Mn. yellow in centre, white at edges. No 
Bven' Cave • Gtorgia significant T.E. variation teen -

colour, autlbuted to crysta1l0gnphic 
properues. 

Holl.,.det al. Luray Cawrns Vi(glnit Sr, U 1~ calch.o ri111c:11tes end pool 
(19641 encru.$Ultions 2'0<Sr<55ppm 

1H mixed calche aragonhe s1a1ac1lres 
50< Sr < 25Qppm 

iilJ 1~ aregonitt pool crust 
340<s, <J60ppm 

Harmon (1975> Cold Water Cew ,.,.,. Mg, Ft, Zn, Zn 2-66PPm 
Crvnaf CaYt 8er-mud1 Sr, Mg. Cu. Mn 0.12Ppm 

Sr 70.110pom 111200.320,)pm !Bl 
Mg 3000-3700ppm (II 140().3000ppm IB 
Ft 40.280ppm (II 0,3-4ppm 181 
Cu 0,5· 1.Sppm 111 
lntercorrelatlons of T .e:, w1s seen 
but no corivl1t,on found between 
any T.E. and 0.18 content. 

TABLE 2. Analytical resul1S of trace element determination of coloured speleothem samples from different 
locations. 

Mg F1 ,.,, Zn Sr cu Mn 
t..oc:.rfor, Sample No. Colour in pans par mlllion 

N,W,T, 73051 bt,ck• 2280 7.5 60 36 396 1.7 1.5 
(Canada) brown 

76031 yellow• 305 22 77 15 416 2.6 2.7 
brown 

73056 wilhe 1864 2.4 34 4670 46 1.0 1.1 
72034 yellow• 1662 3.9 101 4536 176 1, 1 4J 

9 .. .., 

Canadian 69001 bl•ck• 3733 16 4J 76 505 2.5 2.5 
Rod.i.es brown 

68002 c;lear4'. 3804 5.4 81 38 27 1.5 1.5 
red· 
brown 

70001 bl.ck• 4265 11 54 12 71 1.9 2.0 
t,,......, 

72025 cl,a, 496 2.3 70 16 125 1.2 1.0 
pde 
brown 

Vancouver VM1A with&• 203 56 45 16 28 3.4 6.8 
Island vittlow 

75127 red• 1021 5.1 68 12 28 1.8 1.7 
brown 

75100 d11r + 372 4.0 62 10 24 1.3 1.3 
... nge 

VM1X ~lte• 213 81 121 13 33 3.7 7.8 
VlfllOW 

VE2A whl• 166 71 125 74 65 6.5 10.2 
VE3A w,ite 164 61 53 18 46 139 6.7 
VC6A viii• 490 12 33 11 38 3.0 3.0 

Kentucky 74012 clltr 6243 13 62 132 936 1.6 1,7 
b1own 
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TABLE 2 cont'd 
~ F• Pb Zn Sr Cu Mn 

Location SllmpleNc,. Colour in 1nrrs per million 

Sermud:a 7:1021 brown 990 21 42 6.9 548 3.6 3.1 
BOAi CJtlr 1631 6.8 65 10 55 1.8 1.6 

yellow 

Jamaica JIIA pale 1799 14 37 14 9.2 3.2 3,1 
orange 

JIOA white 3683 9,8 103 8.8 21 2.0 2,1 
J9 whhe 8275 16 73 11 54 14 3.6 
J8B white 163 7.5 72 12 543 1.7 N.O. 
J128 white 913 14 47 11 37 4.4 3.6 
J3A white 1057 24 11 22 22 12 4,5 

Estimated Analytical Error ±10!12°" 20k 20!1 20% 10% '°" 

Discussion 
Mean annual temperature of each location approximately increases with descending order In Table 1. 

There appears to be no significant correlation of temperature with any of the trace elements. Ot note are: 

Ii) two samples from N.W.T. containing very high Zn levels 
(ii) high Sr levels for some calcttes from N.W.T. and the Canadian Rockies (these are unlikely to be 

aragonitJc samples since their Mg content Is high,. Sr and Mg contem appear to be largely a function of local 
geology. 

(iii) sample J88 was found to be aragonita by X-ray diffraction analysis and this is reflected in the high 
Sr and low Mg concentrations. 

(iv) apparently anomalous results such as high Cu in VE3A and high Mn of 72034 cannot be readily 
expl-ained. Genuine local variations may exist or contamination may be the cause. 

(v) there, is no obvious relation betwee!'l colour and trace element oontent. Frequently the white 
samples of Vancouver Island have Fe and Mn le,els equal 10 or In excess of those of dark speleothems from 
the Rockie• or N.W.T. 

The cause of the deep coloration of these latter samples is probably the presence of organics (humic 
and fulvic acids) trapped in the calcite lattice. Evidence for this was seen during the dissolution of these samples 
in hydrochloric acid; an extremely thick froth was formed by the effervescence. 

The froth was very similar in appearance to that seen on peaty, moorland streambeds after a flood, or 
associated with sumps in caves. How the organics become incorporated in the speleothem Is not easy to answer 
since at first sight there is llttle chemical compatibility between inorganic species in solution (HCO,, ca'+) 
and largely unionized, high molecular weight oraanic molecules. One explanation may be that they are moder• 
ately soluble If complex with ca• •,ons (humic acid Is quite soluble in weakly alkaline solutions), An alter
native explanation may rest in the nature of ma,y of these caves; very slow drip-rates and good ventilation 
cause the speleothem to form iargely by evaporation. Incorporation of organics would then be inevitable. 
Humate layers have been observed in pans of Mammoth Cave, Kentucky, where they coat small areas of cave 
ceiling (Quinlan 1967), Previous analysis of saffl)le 69001 by Optical Emission Spectrographic Analysis has 
been reponed as showing the presence of Fe, M, etc. and the brown coloration has been attributed to these 
elements {Harmon 1973), The results from the present study negat0-thls work, and are more comparable to 
those of Beck (1976), who also could not attribute differences in coloration to trace element content. 

A high error margin has been quoted in the anaJytical results owing to the $0mewhat variable ea2 + 
concentration of the samples relative to the stardards, thus causing variable interference with cenain elements 
(e.g. Sr, Zn). Broad molecular absorption bands of Ca {OH), at these wavelengths are dependent on Ca con
centration in solution and so affect each sample differently. These results should therefore be considered as 
preliminary and somewhat qualitative In nature. Accurate st..-idardization of all Ca• containing solutions will 
be done in all future work. 

Conclusions 
No direct correlation has been found between speleothem colour and trace element content; instead 

it is felt that organic, and possibly oprical properties of the calcite may often control speleothem colour. 
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DOES THE PRESENCE OF STALAGMITES REALLY INDICATE WARM PERIODS? 
NEW EVIDENCE FROM YORKSHIRE AND CANADIAN CAVES 

M. Gascoyne. Department of Geology, 
Mc Master University, Hamilton, Ontario. 

Two opposing argumenu have been cited by previous workers to relate the presenoe of stalagmite 
deposits to past climatic conditions. Ont view is that most speleothem deposition took place during cold periods 
when erosional activity by streams and sedimenu was at a miniroom (Waltham, 1974). Alternatively, stalagmite 
deposition should occur mo~ rapidly du-ing interglacial maxima, as evidenced by abundant modern growths. 
Two reasons to support the latter can be cited (Thompson at,. al., 1974): 

i) glacial or periglacial conditions would either reduce or stop groundwater movement due to 
plugging of inputs by debris or freezing of water. 

ii) a certain amount of biologic.11 activity in the soil zone is required to produce CO, to propagate 1he 
CaC03 solution-deposition cycle In forming speleothem. 

Until the advent of radiometrlc dating of cave deposits and additional paleo1empera1ura data gained by 
nable isotope analysis of these deposits, it has been difficult to resolve the problems. 

Stable isotope measurementi can be used in two ways to gfve paleoclimatic data. Fintly, oxygen isotope 
changes in speleothem calcite can be use<! as a general indicator of climate change since 1 

• 0 content in the cal• 
cium carbonate is inversely related to temperature. Howeve.r, since the calcite is precipitated from water then 
the 1 •o conten1 is ultimately moderated by that of the water itself, so that any change in the water composition 
may mask the temperature affect. Secondly if both 1 •o of the calcite and water are determined then the frac
tionation of 1 •o is related directly to the temperature of deposition. For fossil speleothems however, only the 
water trapped in micro,inclusions in the calcite is still presen1, and these must be extracted and analysed before 
the 1 •o fractionation can be determined (Schwarcz et. al .. 1976). 

S!>eleothem results herein are from two glacia1ed regions: Yorkshire (England) and Vancouver Island 
(Canada), 

Results 

a) Vancouver Island 
Speleothem has been successfully dated from two caves on the Island; other samples collected suffer 

from extremely low concentrations of uranium. The date is shown in Table 1 (a). All samples have been dated 
by the 2 3 0 Th/' 34 U method (Thompson, 1973). The caves themselves appear to be fairly recent in age as 
they are often small and in most cases active. A complex sediment infill sequence in one cave (Euclataws) sug
gests that this cave was ful ly•formed prior to the Ian Ice age. 

b) Yorluhlre 
A number of nalagmites and flowStones (usually already broken) were colleeted from important caves 

In the Craven area of Yorkshire during the summer of 1976. At the time of writing, only a few results have 
been obtained but high uranium concentrations (Table 1 (bl) make the samples Studied, eminently suitable for 
age dating and many more results should be available soon. Cross•checking of ages by the 231 Ps!'30 Th dating 
method (Thompson, 1973) is feasible for the samples especially high in uranium. Although of a preliminary 
nature the dates obtained lie within known warm events, especially the ages 100.120,000 years B.P. (the 
Last Interglacial, or lpswichlan stage}. 

TABLE 1 (a) Summary of radiometric •s obtained for speleothams from the caves in Vancouver Island, 
Canada. 

,.ight Ur11nium Th/U 
S.mpl# No. Caw abow base cone. 0(/0 Description 

/cmti. (ppm} (xl(ryr,). 

76002•1 Euelataws 0 0.01 42 ± 10 Piece of rlQINStone on fellen block. 
not in growth position. 

75123·1 Cescade 0-0.5 0.15 55.5± 3 Base layer of fall.n stalagmite 
75123,2A 6·9 0.09 47.0± 4 TC>i> .. 
75125-3 3-5 0.25 33.8±3 Top of In situ stalagmlte/flowstone 
75125◄ 1-3 0.39 44.1 ± 10 Middle 
75125'6 0-1 0.15 50.3±5 e ... 
75125•7 1-2 0.14 42.4±2 t..owtr middle 
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TABLE 1(aJ cont'd 
Height Ur•,;um Th/U 

Sa.mple No. C,,v, abowtb.. cone. llll' O..tcrlptlon 
(cmd (ppm/ (x1tlrttl 

75125-8 Cascade 3-5 0.20 :n.81:2 Toc, of in situ stalavmhe/ftowstone 
76013C-1 0.11 63.2 1: 6 Sub-base layer .. 
75126•1 0-3 0.09 11 .3 ± 1 

Csepareted from 75125 by IOcms sediment) 
Bast of fallen t1ategmite. 

75126·2 .. 15-20 0,07 12.5 ± 2 Top .. 
75127-1 0-2 0.11 15.5 ± 3 Bast of small modern s1alagmlte 
75127•2 2-4 0.09 16.9 ± 3 LOMrmiddJe 
76006·1 7 o.os 67.9 :l: 4 Ont end of fallen flowstone forlentttion 

uncenaln> 
76010-2 1 0.07 69.0 :l:6 Olher end H) oi slmilar fallen flowstone 

stab to 76008. 
76011-1 0-1 0.08 67.7 :t 5 Base of a brown flowstone block 

TABLE Hb) Summary of radiometric ages obtained for speleothems from caves in the Craven district, 
Yorkshire, England. 

76208-1 Gaping 0.42 1.9 ±0.2 T w layer of flowstone base ot brok.en 
Gill fpresumably on~tive} stalagmite 

76121-1 Lancaster 19-22 2,40 
from Stalactite Chamber, Sand Cavern 

117" Tc,pof loose stalagmite from 8111 
Hole Taylors Passage. 

76121-2 ().4 1.50 120• Base of s&me. 
76125·1 0.0.5 1.98 37' 8a,e of short stah,gmite from Sill 

Taylor& Passage 

• These results are p,elimlnarv h1nd-calcul1tld •• {likl!fv •rror ± S,t.). 

Discuuion 
Most speleothem ages quoted in this pap,!r correspond to warm periods occurring during the las·t 

120,000 years, themselves determined from deep.sea core, polar ice core and pollen data etc. The position of 
the last interglacial maximum however, has not been exactly determined by these methods and two schools 
of thought exist at present. The age of a tempera111re maximum at 95,000 years B.P., proposed by Em iliani 
(1971 J has been offset to 120-125,000 years 8.P. by Broecker and Ku ( 1969). Speleothem results from North 
America have placed this maximum at 105,000 years B.P. (Harmon, 1975). It Is hoped thet new data from 
English samples will help to re,olve this problem. In spite of these differences it nevertheles.s seems that 
speleothem grows most intensely during warm events, being largely a function of biological activity in the 
soil zone and unrestricted groundwater percolatiO"I. Increased temperatures: also greatly increase the kinetics 
of reaction, and hence rate of deposjtion. 

In contrast to these theories is the obsenation that speleothem is actively growing in Castleguard 
cave, Alberta, under a thick, permanent ice sheet. Temperature within the cave is +3.6•c (maximum) and 
growth seems to occur all year round. Geothermal heat and the insulating effect of the ice cover have been 
cited as reasons for the high temperatures(Ford e1. al., 1976). Until now, no satisfactory explanation of 
the source of CO2 has been given since the. area is devoid of organic matter. The explanatjon voiced here is 
that CO2 solubility in Ice is substantially greater than N2 and 01 of air due to formation of a CO2 - ice 
clathrate ('cage') compound. The gas is subsequently released when the ice melts and CaCO3 dissolved as 
water (rich in CO2 relative to the atmospherel enters the limestone. 

One aspect of these observations Is that the.temperature reflected by 130 measuremenl$0n speleo
them calcite and its fluid inclusions is not equal 10 the mean annual surface temperature {originally a pre• 
requisite to all speleothem paleotemperature work - Duplessy et al., 1970, Harmon, 1975). Hence the argu• 
ment of s:peleothem growth during glacial events becomes Important. especially when the cave is overtain by 
sufficient depth of bedroct<. 

Conclusions 
In general, stalagmite deposits are indica,ors of warm events in the paleoclimate record. However, 

present-day growth of speleothem in caves in a gl.cial environment serves as a warning that paleotemperature 
data may not directly reflect the true surface conditions. 
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PALEOCLIMATIC SIGNIFICANCE OF SUBMERGED SPELEOTHEMS 

M. Gascoyne, Department of Geology, 
McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, C,anada. 

G.J. Benjamin, Benjamin Film Laboratories, 
247 Rich mond St . E., Toronto. 
Ontario, Canada. 

The classic 'Blue Holes' of ::aribbean Islands have been known for many centuries, the ones off the 
north coast of Jamaica, British Honduras, Florida and the Bahamas being among the best known. More racentl• 
with the advent of theo!jes of glaciation, Blue Ho las becaine recognised as presently-flooded cave and pothole 
systems exactly similar to those found on dry land. They had been formed by normal sub-aerial weathering 
processes when sea-level tell due to ice OCaJmulation on the continents. Recently a Blue Hole at least 140m 
deep has been found about 40 km off the Florida coast and dy&<fispersion tarts have shown there to be a sligh• 
inflow of seawater to the hole. possibly representing a point of seawater intrusion in to the Floridan aquifer 
(Kohout et. al., 1975). 

I twas not until 1970 however, that conclusive proof was obtained of the sub-aerial nature of these 
svnems. A team of divers led by on• of us, Benjamin, explored a horizontal passage leading off from the 
bottom of a 60m deep shaft near Andros Island and after about 400 m of rift passageway a large chamber was 
found, festooned with srala9mites and stalactites (Benjamin, 1970, McKenney, 1972). Since this time many 
other systems containing speleothem have been found and unfortunately damage to the caves by frequent 
visitors has occurred. Recently pans of some broken columns were- retrieved for radiometric dating. Human 
bones and artifacts dated from 7,200 to 10,300 years B.P. have been found in submerged caves off Florida 
at 6 to 12 m below present sea level (Kohout et. al., 1972). 

Previous work on sea-level fluctuations during the Late Pleistocene have concentrated on dating warm 
events when sea4 1evel has been at a maximum. Fossil reef terraces, at present above sea-level, have been ex
humed from their growth position bv tectonic uplift. Dating by uranium disequilibrium methods (13• U/23• U, 
130

Th/2'" U and 
231 

Pe/2" U) has determined periods of high sea-Stand and given a measure of change in sea
level between climatic events. Studies of this type on reef terraces in Barbados (Mesolella et. al., 1969) and 
New Guinea (Bloom et, al., 1974) have shown that sea-level may change more than 120 m between a full 
glacial and interglacial event. The Bahamas are less suited to these studies since tectonic movement is known 
to be slight (about 0.3 m subsidence per 10,000 years), 

little work has ever been done on low sea-stands since most of t he evidence is at present submerged. 
However, a single stalagmite recovered from a depth of abou t 12 m from a submerged cave has been dated 
at 21,900 ± 600 years B.P. (by ••c) and 22,000 :t 350 years B.P. (by Th/UI, (Spalding and Mathews, 1972). 
This age agrees well with other evidence indicating a glacial maximum (Late Wisconsin) between 15,000 and 
20,000 years B.P. Six stalagmites submerged to depths of up to 11.5 m have been dated by Harmon ( 1975) 
and show growth periods of 195-160,000; 130-100,000 and 37-17,000 years B.P. 

In this paper are presented 111sults of dating e speleothem recovered from depths substantially greater 
than in previous work and a further th(ee other samples are presently being analysed. 

Result, 

The sample described here and two of the other samples under Investigation came from 'Cave No. 4' 
of t he Andros Island Blue Holes, recorded and mapped by one of us (Benjamin). It was recovered from a 
depth of approx imately 45 m. The speleothem, 0.3 m long, was heavily encrusted by algal secretions and tesu 
of boring organisms and of the average diameter of 10 cm, only 1 to 3 ems of the original pure calcite remained 
in the centre. 

Two portions of this sample were dated at 130,200 ± 8,300 and 159,500± 16,800 years B.P. Uranium 
concentrations were 0.4 and 0.3 ppm and "

4 
U/231 U ratios were 0.998 and 0.960 reSPOctively - significantly 

different to marine carbonates (between 1,000 and 1,150). Unless the speleothem is a stalactite (which is un• 
likely) t he ages are inverted for normal stratigraphic layering of a n.alagmite. This may be due to Incorporation 
of some of the outer 'crust' when attempting to chip out the calcite. Results of dating the other samples will 
be available shortly and given orally. 

Oiscu,ssion 
The ages obtained above are in good agreement with data from deep-sea cores, continental speleothem, 

and reef terraces and place a minimum age for the development of the Blue Holes around the lllinoian (Ai$$) 
glaciation. The presence of speleothe11 at over 50m depth indicates a sea-level lowering of at least t his amount 
to give vadose condhions in the caves. Future work on the speleothem will include a stable isotope profile of 
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the calcite, although the purity and clarity of the calcite is an indication of the absence of sufficient fluid 
inclusions for determination of absolute temperatures of deposition. 

Conclusions 
Previous work and evidence from this study have shown the importance of presently-submerged 

speleothem in defining periods of low sea-stand due 10 ice accumulation on the continents during glacral 
events. Results presented he,e verify data from Pleistocene reef terraces suggesting large-scale change in sea-
level from glacial to interglacial maxima. One of the goals of future exploration wi II be to try and find speleo
them from greater depths, to determine whether the Blue Holes were ever completely vadose. 
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GENETIC TYPES OF CAVES IN THE SAHARA 

Ousan Gavrilovic 
Belgrade Sv. Markovlca 28 
Yugoslavia 

In the Sahara, one of the mO$t arid regions on the Earth, there have been registered alt karst forms -
from karren and sinkh~es to poljas. However. li1tle is known about the karst and the caves, which is under• 
standable considering the si ze of this desert region and difficult conditions of work there. Pure limestone 
rocks have small extent and karst forms occur most frequently in Tertiary sandy and argillaceous limestones 
and in carbonate sandstones and marls. The caves are met with both in carbonate and in non-carbonate rocks. 
The caves are most numerous in silicate and carbonate sandstones but they occur also in different kinds of 
magmatic rocks. It is obvious that the processes of speleogenesis do not have the same characters everywhere. 

In dependence upon the lltholog,c compasition of terrains and upon the prevailing geomorphological 
processes there have been distinguished three furdamental types of eaves: in carbonate roe.ks, in silicate sand• 
stones and the magmatic rocks. The caves in eartonate rocks have been created by mechanical erosion and 
corrosion of subterranean streams during the yo1Jng Quaternary pluvial periods. The caves in silicate sand• 
stones have been created by salt disintegration of rocks and by mechanical erosion of water at the end of the 
Tertiary and in the beginning of the Quaternary. The caves in magmatic rocks are conditioned by special struc
wral•lithological circumstances which make poss bl<! further action of individual geomorphological agents, 
Except for primary caves, most of them were formed during the last pluvial periods of Quaternary, 

CAVE DEPOSITS AT KOZI GRZ.BIET (HOLY CROSS MTS, CENTRAL POLAND) 
WITH VERTEBRATE AND SNAIL FAUNAS OF THE MINDELIAN 1/MINDELIAN II 

INTERGLACIAL AND THEIR STRATIGRAPHIC CORRELATIONS 
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A very rich fauna in kam deposits was discovered in 1970 at Kozi Grzbiet Hill (20°22'13" long.E, 
50°61.16" lat. N) in the south-western part of the Holy Cross Mts (Fig. 1). The first results of the investiga. 
tlons there were reported by Glazek et II. (1976) and supplemented by Rzebik-Kowalska (1976) and Mlynarski 
(1977), 

Geological setting 
The Holy Cross Mts. as a distin:t geological unit. are the result of post-Cretaceous movements. Since 

the Laramian rise of the Holy Cross Anticlinorlum denudational processes have removed c. 3 km thick Mesozoic 
rover, consequently Palaeozoic deposits come to the surface 1n their axial part. The Laramian rising was largely 
compenuted by profound weathering and erosion, thus this region has never been a high mountain chain 
(Kutek & Glazek 1972). 

The existing variability of kars1 forms here have been controlled by repeatod periods of erosion and 
burial of valleys during the Late Cenozoic due to ven-ical movemenrs and climatic changes. These valleys wtre 
maximally overdeepened and then buried under 30.40 m thick:nes.s of Early Pleistocene deposiu before the 
Cracovian (Mindelian, Elsterian) Glaciat on. The Mindelian sequence of the area consists of the three tills, the 
first of which reached only the northern slopes of the Holy Cross Mts, while the both younger covered almost 
the whole area, and were divided only bi interstadial sands (Lindner 1977). During these stadials, the marked 
hills stopped the Ice-sheet (Fig. 4). and In effect the nunatacks formed, one of which was concave in the axial 
part of the Checiny Anticlin8 and was sheltered by hills along the anticJine lrmbs. Such an "oasis'* was devoid 
of tilts, but filled up to 320 m a.s.l. with silts and sands. The maximal stadia! of the Riss (Saalian) Glaciation 
caused accumulation of outwash sands up ta 265 m a.s.l ., whereas len extended glacial events resulted in 
periglacial and river deposits. 

The Kozi Grzbiet Hill (280 mas.I.) is situated in the northern limb of the Checiny Anticline. the core 
of which ls built up of Lower Cambrian shales. The limbs embrace Devonian carbonates and Buntsandstein silt
stones. the Givetian (1) thick-bedded biosparites, being more resistant to denudation and forming elevations. 

Sequence of karst deposit, 
The sequ.,,ce of kal'Sl deposits, exposed at Kozi Grzbiet Hill, are. subdivided into lithological units, 

some of them containing secondary layers (Fig. 21. The Uppermost Unit 1 consists of yellow glacifluvial sands 
with limestone blocks and flowstone debris. The sands contain admixture of feldspars and a very diversified 
heavy mineral association. Unic 2 represtnts brown, sandy eave loams with bones, snail shells, smoothed debris 
of limestones and flowstones. The heavy mineral association is similar as in Unit 1. The mineralogical investiga
tion revealed, besides quaru and calcite,some smectite, kaolinite. illite hydrated iron oxides and feldspars. The 
Layer 2b is marked for its dark-brown colour. while lsyer 2c by presence of large limestone blocks and slices 
of fine crystalline flowstone crusts, as well as only sporadic occurrence of snail shells. Unic 3 consists of 
crumbled laminated cherry-red clays conJ)OSed of kaolinite, hematite and vermiculite. These clays represent 
the altered top part of underlying depo~ts. Umt 4 consists of a set of layers of cherry-red flne grained clayey 
sands and sandy clays, with smoothed limestone end flowstone debris as well as flakes of underlying .. diments. 
Kaolinite, quartz and hematite are the rr,ain mineral components of this unit. The mineral composition of these 
layers resemble Buntsandstein deposits of the area. Unit 5 consists of brownish-yellow clays tilling lower part 
of the karst form, the niche on the wall and formed slices within overlying unit. Mineral composition of these 
clays is very close to that of the residuum of the neighbouring Devonian limestones. 

Limestone walls of the cave are panly covered with reddish coarse•crystalline flowstone, which also 
supplied much debris in Units 1•4. It is evident that coarse-crystalline flowstone, hod covered the cave before 
or during the sedimentation of Unit 4 . .<>.fter the deposition of Unit 3. fine-crystalline white flowstone, were 
formed, as their fragments were enooun1ered only in Units 1 and 2, 2 and 3 as well as 4 and 5. 

Fauna 
,. 

Cave loams (Unit 2) contain very rich snail, amphibian, reptilian and mammalian remnants. The snail 
fauna consisting of: Bradybaena fruucum, Hehcigona banaclca. H. /apicida, cf. Soosia diodonu,, lsogn<>moscoma 
personatum. Zenobiella vicina, Coch/odina laminata., C. cerata, C. orthostoma, Laclnlaria cans, Ruthsnica fllo• 
grsns, Clausi/is dubia, C. cruclata, lph,gtna cumlda, I. /acestrlata, Acanchinula aculeat:a, Discus rotun<facus, Per• 
polita radlatula, Vertigo angustior, Carychlum minimum and Va/Ionia pulchel/a belongs to hygrophile associa
tion of the culminating interglacial pericd (Banacica fauna, cf. Lofetc 1961). 

The herpetofauna Is represented by: Triturus cf. cristscus, Bornbina cf. bombina, Pelobates cf. fuscus, 
Bufo cf. viridis, Rana cf. temporaria, Pliobacrachus langhae, Anguis cf. fragills, Norrix cf. nstrix, Coronel/a cl. 
austriaca, Elaphe cf. /ongissima and Vip,ra cf. berus, among which Natrix and Triturus predominate indicating 
a deciduous and wet forest environment: less frequent are thermophilic forms, (Pllobatrachus, Elaphe}, and 
steppe inhabitants are rare (Pe/abates). 

The mammalian fauna Includes: Ursus deningeri, Sus cl. scrota, A Ices sp., Beremendia flssidens. CirP!lus 
polonicus, Dicrostonyx simp/lcior, Lemmus /emmus, Mlcrotus ex gr. arvalls, M. ex. gr. oeconomu$, Pliomys lenki, 
P. eplscopalis, Casco, fiber, Glis sp., Mimomys savini, Clechrionomys cf. glareolus, Pitymys gregaloides and 
P. arvalokies, among which castor, C/et~rionomys, Sus and Alces are indicative of a wet forest environment, while 
less frequent are inhabitants of cold ste~pe (Lemmus, Dicrostonyx). 

The frequenoa analysis of stated taxa in differentiated layers shows that the forest forms are frequent 
in all layers, while in the layer 2c the cold steppe as well as warmer continental inhabitanu are more frequent. 
whereas layers 2a and 2b contain more inhabitants of wet environments. 
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The concurrence of Pliomys lenki, Microtus, Pirvmys, Mimomys savini, Dicrostonyx simplicior, Ursus 
deningeri, Beremendia fissidens, Helicigona banatka, Pliobarrachus /anghae indicates the T arko Phase (J6nossy 
1969), Upper Zone (C) of the " Niveau chronologique des Valerou" (Choline & Michaux 19741 and .Younger 
"Mimomvs Savini Fauna" (Koenlgswald 1973). The localities of most similar age are Voigntedt, Sussenborn, 
lower layen in the Cave C 718 near Koniprusy and In the Tarko rock {$halter, all of them belonging to the 
interglacial dividing Mlndelian complex. 

The Bone dating 
A complex fluorine-chlorine-apatite end collagene method, elaborated by Wysocunskl•Minkowicz 

(19691, shows that !he age coefficient FC1/P for 6 samples of bones ranges between 1.01 -1 .28, and points 10 

the period between 0.7-0.55 my. The collagene loss coefficient for 26 bone samples distributed in all the bone• 
bearing layers ranges between 5.0-10.5 and points to interglacial climatic conditions. This coefficient allows us 
to distinguish 3 climatic phases during sedimentation of layer 2c: cold at the bottom (2c, - coll. coet. 5.8), 
passing upwards into the warmett phase In the whole section (2c, - 7.7-10.51, followed by a cool phase 
(2c1 - 7.S.8.2) and next warmer phase (layer 2b and 2c - 7.8-9.4). The,e results explain well the coexistence 
of tundra and temperate forest inhabit..,ts in layer 2c. 

Palaeomegnetic investigations '\. 
Thirty-one samples were' obtained down the prepared vertical face of exposure repreJenting layers 

2b - 4a (Fig. 3). The preliminary results were obtained after 200 Cle a.c. demagnetization. 
It seems to be unequivocal that the !Jnlr 2 belongs to Brunhes normal magnetic epoch, whereas data 

obtained for the lower units enable only to rtgard them as older than the Brunes/Matuyama boundary (0. 7 my 
- Montfrans 1971 ). 

Kam development and its correlation with glacial events of the Middle Pleistocene 
Primary sedimentation of Unit 5 was caused by deep karstification of Devonian limestones and it took 

place in lreatlc conditions. Deposition of Unit 4 was connected with redeposition of older karst clays and sup
plied with material from !he weathering 8untsandstein deposits. Sedimentation of this ooit took place in chang
ing flow regime due to alternating climatic at1d geomorphologic conditions. Primary sedimentation of Unir 3 
was the final stage of sandy-clayey sedimenmion (Unit 41, whereas brecciatlon of these clays was connected 
with erosion and weathering which caused ti-.. origin of vermiculite and may be explained by frost action or 
desiccation. The cave was decorated with fine-crystalline flowstones before or after breociation. The flowstone, 
and cave walls were destroyed by frost action during an older glaciation stage. The Unit 2 contains a rich 
material of glacial provenience which was tra1sponed from the surface in the vadou5 conditions. Oul'ing the de• 
position of the loams the cave was accessible to large animals and must have been partly unroofed, as the shelfs 
of forest snail are numerous in the higher pan of loams. Sands of Unit I were deposited in the destroyed cave 
as a result of the inflow of melting waters frcm the ice-sheet (Fig. 41. 

The chemical weathering of the Unit 3 and decoration of cave with fine-crystalline flowstones may be 
regarded as Early Pleistocene, while the final frost 'M!athering before deposition of Uni/ 2 was clearly connected 
with the Mi ndelian I (Elsterian I). 

The Uni/ 2 was deposited during the Kozi Grzbiet lnterglaciel between two older glacial events of the 
Elsterian. Such conclusions enabled the cornlation of climatic events in north--westem Europe (Hamman & -al. 
1971, Montfrans 1971) ond in the Central Europa as follows : Glacial A~ Elsterian 1/Mindelian I, Cracovian 1/, 
Interglacial "Cromerian ll"M'esterhoven/ • J:ozi Grzbiet Interglacial, Glacial B • first extensive stade of the 
Elsterian 11/Mindelian II/, "Interglacial Cromerian 111", have the nature of inte!'1tadial between two advances of 
the Elsterlan 11/Mindelian II, Cracovian II/Glaciation. The "Elsterian" of Hammen & al. (1971) may conse• 
quently be treated only as the third and maximal advance of the Elsterian/Mindelian, Cracovian/Glaciation. 
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Proglacial caves in Poland 
(AJ - Aret Mic>; te~ - Geological sketch of the vicinity of CheubcMll'd C..Vt; 1. Oxfordi1n to: limHtonM; 2 Wirta Glaclatlon: 
end mOl'1lnes; 3 - OutwMh sends; ,4 - lill$; Late Quattrnary: 5 - terraces; 6 - caves. 7 - sinkholes, 8 - ponon, 9 - roads Md 
vlllege1); (C) - S'ketch map of tM O\IUbOlrd Ctw (1 - na1ural passages. 2 - passages enlarged by limestone exploi1ation, 
3 -quarry •IC8tl>fflents, 1, band c - PMSIQt venl~f 1-tetlons•: (0> - Geological s,ection leaves black, other symbols a In 8); 
(E) - Sketch•map of the Czerwon• Wierchy Mthtf Cl - glaclel cirqu11 end Mm.fin•. 2 - tills, 3 - caves named ln the te•t, 
4 -stated underground w:ater fiows, 5 - Sttte boundlry _.ong the mount1in summits>; ( Fl - Hypolhetjcal section cturlng 
tM WUrm tymbols as In E). 

Some other examples 
Similar, but smaller caves, (e.g. the on, in Kitajka Hill is shown in Figs. B and D) than the Chessboard 

Cave, occur in other limestone hills elevated at»w outwash sands of the Warta Glaciation. 
Very similar to the Saachownica cave is the network of the Na Spicaku Cave in Czechoslovakia (N In 

Fig. A), in the marginal zone of the Riss Glacia1ion; this cave probably developed due to corrosive action of 
Riss proglacial waters, Jennings and Sweeting ( 1959) suggested this kind of origin for the Honeycomb Caves at 
Mole Creek, Tasmania, Many Alpine caws protably originated in a similar manner to that postulated here for the 
Tatra caves. _ •• 

Conclusions 
Among the numerous caves e>cisting in glaciated areas during the Pleistocene. some can be genaticaJly 

linked with the corrosive action of proglacial waters circulating along networks of fissures. Thi$ corrosive action 
may be restricted to the rapid first type of dissolution, that is to ionisation of calcium carbonate and the reac
tions between ions (Bogll 1960). Bulk inflow ol meltwaters connected w1th this rapid solution may be sufficient 
for the development of a network of narrow ca,e passages or shafts. Such caves may be termed prog/acial caves. 
These caves occur In lowlands and uplands in the form of young horizontal passages connected with the surfaces 
of glacial outwash accumulations. They are therefore higher than older caves due to elevatlon of the glacial water 
table. In the high mountains. proglacial caves may begln as gouffres with phreatic terminations. These phreatic 
portion., may later develop into horizontal exsurgence type caves during the interglacial, and/or the Holocene, 
Thus, the older horizontal passages may origlnate during the older glacia1ions as proglacial caves. During following 
glaciations they may be flooded, and subsequently abandoned by water due to the development of younger e)(• 
surgence systems (e.g. present flow to Lodoweexsurgence, present C8$telguard Cave II). 

The proglacial Cl!ves are to be correlated with higher water tables during the glaciations. They exhibit 
no <:tear correlation with river valleys pattern • 
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SIMULATION OF RILLENKARREN 

John R. Glew, Department of Geography, 
McManer University, Hamilton. Ontario~ canada. 

Rillenkarren or Lapie$ are small $Clle features attributed to the solutional weathering of such readily 
soluble rock$ as Carbonates, sulphates and halides. Although Rillenkarren surfaces are distinctive and have b<!en 
described in many different locations throughout tho world, their development remains unexplained. A variety 
of theories have been advanced regarding the rate of development and their significance in terms of solutlonal 
rock weathering. but no attempt to sub<tantiate these ha$ been made in the past (Cvijic 1924, Miot~ 1968, 
sweeting 1972). 

The Rillenkarren surface Is dominated by parallel grooving of a very uniform width. Grooves are 
always aligned down the steepest incline ind develop In ,ets that produce a completely fluted surface. Sharp
crested ridges separate grooves. The grooring or rilling appears 10 be propagated from the highest part of the 
slope and in many examples washes•out at some distance below the crest. 

A series of experiments were designed to provide basic data on Rillenkarren and the major processes 
involved in their development. Rainfall appeared by field observation to be the dominant process. which sug
gested that hardware slmulatign could be used to study the surlaces under laboratory conditions. This method 
proved to be economical In terms of both time and equipment. A rainfall simulatOf' was designed 10 provide 
controlled rainfall similar to that p,evaillng on narur3I rock surfaces. Particular attention was paid to the repli• 
cation of droplet size. droplet sfze distribution. and droplet velocity; this ensured that the kinetic energy deve-
loped at the intercepting $Urface was clost to that generated by a natural rainstorm. For the experiments sub
ffitute soluble $Urfaces of either plaster of paris or salt were selected. Model surfaces were set fixed inclinations 
and subjected to uniform rainfall intensity. At regular intervals throughout each experiment the eroding surface 
WH measured and photographed to provide information on surface form. 16 experiments were conducted using 
rainfall intensitie, from 20 to 40 mm/hour and ,urfaces set at angles from 22½ to 60 degrees from the horizontal. 
Individual experiments ranged from 600 to 800 hours duration for plaster surfaces, and from 6 to 24 hours for 
salt surfaces. 

Collectively, the data from the experiments support the theory that rainfall is the process responsible 
for the development of Rlllenkarren. In all experimental cases rill development was propagated from the upper• 
most edges of the inclined surfaces. The d,velopment of the rilled surfac,i, the cross•sectlonal profile$ and the 
size of the rills appeared closely comparable 10 natural rlllenkarren. For the experiments carried out on plaster 
surfaces a direct relationship between the length of rill and the slope angle of the model surface was determined 
(Fig. 1). Examination of rill cross-,ection development indicated that the deepening rill approached a final 
parabolic form (Fig. 21; the parabola is the optimum form for efficient interception, of raindrops In this instance. 
Rill width is a function of the material ercded. Compared to widths from natural limestone occurrences. ~aster 
rills were smaller and salt rills (artificial sat) larger; rills on natural salt were also larger than those on limestone. 

Rills terminate In the down-slop direction where the thickness of flowing water film attains a critical 
value, which was measured. This implies that ri llenkarren are an "edge effect", created at crest and edge zones 
able to support very thin or no <table water film. 
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Other measurements made during the experiments indicate that original slope angles do not change 
significantly during the development of rilling. Development on model and natural surfeces of an upper rilled 
zone that washes-out into a smooth lower zone is one of ad]unment to the rainfall process, and slope. Such 
a surface once developed undergoes commensurate surface reduction in both the smooth and rilled portions. 

Some of the problems associated with :he formation of the Rillenkarren surface have been resolved. 
The rills themselvH are not micro drainage features. although they are very efficient forms for directing sur• 
face flow; they represent a form developed by impacting droplets of water striking an inclined surface. Such 
a surface is an adjustment to this process and will be reduced by ,otution without funher change in overall 
configuration once it is e.stablished. Viewed as an erosional sutface, therefore, Rillenkarren are mature and 
stable, a product of lengthy exposure to a single dominant process. This is contrary to some earlier opinions 
that explained the Rillenkarren surface as an initial one, a transitional feature that developed quickly and gave 
way In time to larger-scale solutional karren fea1ures. 
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THE SPELEOPHONE .:: A RADIOFREOUENCY CAVE 
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 

R.R. Glover & R.0. Mackin 
We,t Penwith, Over Kellot, 
Camforth, Lancashire, U.K. 

Throughout the history of caving use has been made of a remlcted range of communication techniques 
which haw evolved partially as a result of advana,s in communication technology and partially as a result of 
the Increase in saverity of tt'M, types of caves explored (Glover 1973a}. The most common use of a cave communi• 
cation system has been, and still is, coordlnatjon between cavers ascending or descending vertical shafts and the 
man supervising the lifetlne at the top. A secondary, but not less valuable requirement has risen at a result of the 
exploration of very long and/or deep cave systems, which has necessitated the establishment of underground 
camps. Communication between groups of cavers, the camps and the surface becomes necessary to coordinate 
the activity of various groups within the system. Warning of sudden weather changes is required in some of 
these caves and in the case of underground accidents fast and efficient communication with the surface has prowd, 
literally, vital in organising speedy rescue and treatment. 

Over the years, a number otcommunkadon systems and equipment types have been used for these pur• 
POHS. wi th the telephone in one form or another remaining the principal method. In many cases these have given 
a great deal of trouble, since the equipmenl used Is basically designad for surface operation, and fai Is to stand 
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up to the hostile underground environnent. In addition, the neoo to install a continuous, Insulated cable between 
surface and underground Is experwve and time-consuming. The cable itself is prone to damage by the movement 
of cavers, by falling rocks and by flood water. Location and repair of cable faults is often impossible. 

From time to rime attemptJ have been made to use radio communication technique.s, but very littfe 
success has been achieved, largely due to absorption of the radio signals by the rock overlying the cave. The use 
of magnetic induction fields was first d•monstrated over 40 years ago and the directional properties of the mag• 
netic field generated by loop aerials has proved to be a valuable technique for checking cave surveys (Glover, 
1973b, 1976). A number of equipment designs have been published and the results have justified the theoretical 
promise. However, all equipment so far tested has operated at audio frequencies, and in consequence has required 
large, heavy batteries of very limited duration to obtain the range necessary. Ten years ago the opportun ity arose 
to evaluate the performance of a low power radio frequency Induction system and the results proved very promis~ 
ing (Glover, 19671. Unfortunately, the equipment has been designed for defence pUrpases and was not commer• 
cially available. In addition, the state of the art of transistor techniques at that time resulted in a very complex 
and costfy circuit design. 

In the last 10 years a major shift in semi-conductor technology has resulted in the mass production of 
cheap, small, reliable integrated circuit units, each oontaining the equivalent of many hundreds of transistors, 
but occupying volume. Jess than 1 cm3. The authors have developed, over the last two years, a small compact. 
highly reliable, 2-way voice,sommunication s-ystem, operatfnQ by magnetic induction principles at low radio fre• 
quencies, end utilising small~ easily porUble, u.med loop aerials. Initial tests suggest an effective range in excess 
or 200 metres. The equipment operates in a sophisticated single sideband mode, which is required in order to 
minimise the receiver band width. This has proved to be a neoe-s.sary feature since the system operates at a fre
quency normally utilised by automatic aircraft guidance beacons, which constitute a major source of interfer• 
ence. There ls, however, no danger of the Speleophone system interfering with the aircraft navigation network, 
since the magnetic induction principle implies a very rapid fall of signal strength with distance and the trans• 
mltted power falls below ambient noise threshold at distancH in excess of 300 metres. Nevertheless, a special 
licence is required for operating this type of equipment in Britain, This is otxainabJe from the Radio Research 
and Development Unit of the Home Of6ce. 

Current trials of the equipment have been carried out in the Gaping Gill system with a view to estab• 
l,sh the accuracy of existing surveys. The facilities for establishing both surface plan position, and the depth 
below the surface, of the underground t:ansmitter, which are inherent features or the magnetic induction sys
tem. are proving invaluable in this. respect. 
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A CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF CAVE DEVELOPMENT IN A GLACIAT ED REGION 

R.R. Glover 
West Penwith, Over Keller, 
Carnforth, Lancashire, England. 

Many of the major limestone areas in the northern hemisphere have suffered multiple glaciations 
during the Pleistocene. The advance and retreat of an icesheet over an area of limestone containing caves has 
greatly modified the nature. pattern and type of cave development in these areas. In order to interpret many 
of the features found in such caves it is helpful to have an overall model of the condttions, processes and 
events which may be expected 10 occur during a cycle of glaciatJon. The following conceptual model Is deli• 
berately structured ,n the simplest possible outline and does not purport to encompass the full range of pheno
mena actually occurring. Many of these, nowever, may be inferred by simple modification of the model. 

It is proposed to divide the cycl, of glaciation into four stages, (11 full interglacial, (21 onset of 
glaciation, (3) peak glaciation, (4) glacial retreat. 

Stage (1): Full Interglacial 
At the height of a major Interglacial the overall climate is warm and dry, and resembles that presently 

occurring in the Mediterranean. The treeline may rise as high as 600 meters or more above sealevel in Britain. 
A considerable thickness of soil may covtr most outcrops of limestone. Peroolation water moving through 
the soil acquires high concentrations of c,rbon dioxide and rtpid solution takes place at the top surface of 
the limestone. All drainage is organised vertically and percolation water entering existing caves contains large 
quantities of calcium carbonate in solution. The cave afr temperatures are high and humidity low and massive 
development of stalagmite depo.sit.s take place In the eaves. The most important process occurring in existing 
open eaves during this period ls-therefore one of infiJI by calcite deposition. 
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Stage 2 - Onset of Glaciation 
a). Climatic conditions may be assumed to be s,mltar in Northwest Europe today. The climate would 

be temperate and wet, Most major cave systems will contain active streams and those or1ginating on non-Ume
stone rocks will consist of highly aggres1ive wate:. Both vadose and phreanc development by solution will take 
place. Heavy flO<Xls occur on average once every decade or so. and these result in a major phase of enlargement 
of stream caves by mechanical erosion, excavatia, and co11apse of any elastic mHeriats remaining from previous 
glacial periods not seated beneath stalagmite. The dominant process during this stage it therefore one of steady 
enlargement with occasional marked increases in development as a result of infrequent heavy floods. This stage 
i• in many respects identical with that prevailing In Northwest England at the present time • 

b). The true onset of the glacial cycle in these latitudes Is marked by a slow Increase in th• moan annual 
precipitation, accompanied by a steady fall in mean annual temperatures. particularly the mean winter temper• 
ature. The frequency of floods Increases and the pace of cave development Increases In con$equence. Eventually 
permanent snow fields become established in the upper catchment areas of active stream caves and annual floods 
Of considerable magnitude accompany each spri<9 melL Under these conditions some cave systems are unable to 
absorb flood peaks, and .... rtace streams commence to flow on the $Urface across the limestone, beyond former 
sink points. These may utilise existing dry valley, or may develop new valleys in the direction of highest hydrau• 
tic gradient. Re-occupation of old abandoned sinks may take place. The cave systems associated with the original 
stream sinks return to totally phreatic conditions and many high level~formerly abandoned passages undergo 
a renev.ied phase of both vadose and phreatic dewlopment. 

Stage 3 - Peek Glaciation 
The establishment of icesheets on the h ghest portions of existing valleys and over extensive upland 

plateaux give rise initially to valley glaciers. These may block the entrances 10 former resurgence caves which 
resulu in the return to phreatic conditions of all tributary cave systems. If the glaciation is severe enough and/ 
or tam long enough, the valley glaciers will grow, eventually spreading across the surface of the limestone areas 
between valleys. This is accompanied by major e·osion of valley floors and sides, and glacial stripping of much 
loose superficial material, as well as younger, thin bedded rocks overlying the limestone. Little, if any, rurface 
water enters the caves, which may slowly drain. Truncation of both resurgence and sink caves may take place, 
and the weight of ice may promote collapse in ttose cave passages lylng at shallow depth. C..ve development 
ceases and linte, if any, calcite deposition takes place in the dry, abandoned passages below the 1ce . 

Stage 4 - Glacial retreat 
The end of the glacial peak is marked bv a steady rise In mean annual temperature accompanied by an 

increase in the amount of warm, moi.st air entering the high pressure zone covering the ice sheet. Spring and 
summer melts become rapid and prolonged as the shrinking ice.sheet releases vast quantities of me1twater, heavHy 
tade.n with sedimenu. whose particle size ranges from the finest rockflour to large boul~rs weighing many 
hundreds of tons. Many rock fragments are still angular as a result of mechanical erosion by the Ice. Initially, 
meltwater streams develop on the surface of the limestone, incising deep gorges, particularly where the direction 
of flow coincides with lines of weakness, such asloints and faults. Eventually, such msltwater streams re-enter 
existing cave systems via old entrances or new ones, exposed by mechanical erosion. Open caves on the upper 
surfaces of the limestone may take annual meltwater streams of considerable size. carrying into the caves huge 
quantities of elastic sediments. Resurgence caves may still be blocked by valley glaciers and many cave systems 
therefore undergo a masslve phase of infHI. As the climate. retur-ns to the warm, dry conditions of an interglacial, 
the barren wa1tes of fluvio .. glacia1 material. depoiited by outwash streams or by in situ melting of stagnant ice, 
become colonised by vegetation. Urge areas of bl'e limestone surface, exposed by glacial erosion and which 
were washed clean of the products of this erosion by meltwater streams. being 10 develop classic pavement 
features. Eventually conditions return to those described in Stage 1. 

Many of the features observed in the mojo; cave systems of Northwest Europe and America and in 
particular those occurring in nearby horizontal bedded limestones may be explained in terms of this model. 

MORPHOLOGY OF GYPSUM KARST 

Gorbunova K.A. 
Perm State University 
U.S.S. R. 

The mon widely~spread surface forms of gypsum karst are dolines. The dolines are depressions of 
simple crater-, dish-, cone· or cauldron-shape being up to SO min diameter and 10 m in depth. In five districts 
of the Perm region, amounting to 700 km2 tome 22510 (1,3,5) dolines were found, while in three districts 
of Bashkir republic on a total surface of 1152 km' , 11567 dolines were discovered. (2) . 

On the basis of statistical processing of 2800 doline size data the following classification of their 
diameters jin metres) has been suggested: small <i6, usual (i.e. most widely tpread); 5-25; large, 25-50; very 
large > 50 to 100; in depth (in metres): small < 1, usual 1-5, deep 5-10, very deep> 10-15 (to 25). In karn 
districts of Perm region the do tines of 5-25 min diameter constitute 50-70 per cent and less than Sm deep, 
60-90 per cent of the total quantity. The morphometric indices of the dolines show the Influence of various 
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factors: depth of gyPSum and ae~ydrite co,er, composition and thickneu of overlying deposits, hydro• 
dynamic conditions, stages of karst development. Isolated groups of dolines form so-called fields. The quantity 
of the dolines in the f,eld counted per l km2 is the density (0). Maximum densities (up to 1000 d/ km1 ) are 
found ,n crowns of folds, at the contact of the gypsum, with terrigenous or calcareous rocks, in zones of 
rock fractures, over areas of concentrated subourfaee drainage, close 10 ravines, on slopes and (in slope plac..s) 
on lnterfluves. 

The relation of the total area of dollnes to the area of the field expressed as a per<:Gntage the area 
kamilication ratio - R8 [4,6] . 

The relation of the total volume of dolines to the field area in mm, cm or sometimes in m constitutes 
the karst denudation ratio Rd [3] or the oonditional average decrease of earth surface at the expense of the 
dolines (SJ. 

In areas of gypsum karst there are all genetic types of dollnes (41. but the collapse dolines are the 
most characteristic. Some researchers (4,6] use the stability degree of karstified areas by using the two indices: 
1 J N - the number of collapses originating during a year on l km2 ; 2) T - number of years within which one 
collapse originates on 1 km2 • 

For one of the karstified areas of 1he Perm region, where the number of dotines is 143, these indices 
are: O • 381d/km2 • Ra = 22%. Rd = 1.46 m, N = 2.25 collapses/per year per 1 km1 • This area is rated as very 
unstable. The karst dolines are 'I very important index of the degree of karstification and stability of karst 
districts. 
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EXOGENETIC GYPSUM TECTONICS 

K.A. Gorbunova, 
Perm State University 
U.S.S.R. 

When speaking about exogenetic gtpsum tectonics we mean deformations occurring in gypsum/anhyd
ri-te and the overlying non,karstic rocks under the influence of epigenesis and karst-formation proce$.$es. Depend
ing on the basic cause the exogenous deformations are divided into two types: I - epigenesis or hydration, 11 
- karst or solution. 

Deformation by epigenesis is caused by the hydration of anhydrite, recrystallisation of gypsum and 
by the dissolution of sulphates in karst watm. 

In the opinion of some researchers calcium sulphate deposits in ancient water basins were laid down 
as gypsum. After burial the g',<psum was convwed to anhydrite. When uplifted, the anhydrites come into a 
zone of weathering and reconversion to gyi:sum occurs (10, 12, 14). Depth of hydration is usually 150-300 m 
with considerable variations (4,9, 10). 

The hydration varies depending ut-0n local conditjons. In some cases it occurs without an increase 
In volume; when this happens a part of the calcium sulphate dissolves and is carried away by water (81. In 
many cases the hydration is accompanied bl' an increase in volume of initial rock from 30 to 67 per cent 
[4,9, 10]. The increase in volume creates ad:Htional pressure . With depths up to 150.200m this pressure oan 
exceed the outer pressure of overlying rock; and become the cause of deformation. 

During the hydration process there takes place some increase in thickness (swells) of gyPSum/anhyd• 
rite beds, the formation of dome-shaped structures, gypsum bulges, puckering and little folds in stratified gyp
sum. This affects the rocks contact with them, cau:slng temion joinu. minor faults, breociation of overlying 
rocks or rocks interbedded with the gypsum (4,3,9]. 

Bulging of anhydrite In the process of hydration can be a cause of damage 10 the bottom of artificial 
tunnels [131 . There are cases described of deformation accompanied by sudden uplifts and breaking of rock 
that lie over the gypsum (12] . 

The karstic deformations is the consequence of subsidence or downfall of overlying rocks into karst 
cavities [2,3,5,6) . The solution of gypsum and anhydrites interbeclded with carbonaceous or terrlgenous rocks 
leads to a decrease of rock thickness. When the gypsum dissolves in the roof through Joints, the overlying de· 
posit, are downwarped in the shape of minor synclines. Major synclines up to 30 m In height and extending up 
to hundreds of metres along the strike forrr over areas of concentrated subsurface drainage. Above zones of 
intensive $Olution the overlying deposit, subside in the form of gently sloping depressions(11 I. 
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Joints, minor individual and step faults, 9raoon-thaped subsidences In both solid and Quaternary de
posits appear In the roof of chambers, walls of sirks, on the slopes of blind valleys and karst valleys. 

When the gypsum and anhydrites dissolve, non-karnic carbonaceous and terrigenous rocks collapse 
into karst cavities, breaking and breccieting. Thick kar-st breccias of solution and of downfall are found on the 
eastern and western flanks of die Ufimsky swell in Perm region [ 1,7). 

The processes of hydration and karstificatlon which can proceed simultaneously are accompanied by 
dislocation by folding as well as by dislocation by faulting in gypsum/anhydrite rock masses !see table. 1 ). 

Tabla 1. Exogenetlc dislocations in gypsum/anhydrite rocks and rocks in contact with them. 
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P1.1cktrlng iconug1tJonl 
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Oomt-ihaped folds 
GvpHm bulges 

MIJ0t synclfnes over areas of 
concentnned ,vbsurfece drainage 
Gtntfy doping depreuions Kl<M 
wnes of intensive solution 

Fractures Tension Jolntt Gr.-vitetlonal loinn 
Microfauhs 

$ndiv,dual 
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moohanical [SJ 
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of uplifts 
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N3 • .. 
THE COLLAPSE OF SPELEOTHEMS IN THE POSTOJNA CAVE SYSTEM 

Or. Rado Gospodaric 
Institute for Karst Research, SAZU, Postojna, 
Yugoslavia 

The underground cave sysfems, including water and dry chamois, are mostly due to complicated 
speleogenesis. Specially difficult to explain are ,eweral occurrences of dry galleries, filled by deposition of 
allochthonous and autochthonous sediments. As tn these galleries the n,eleogenetic history is reflected, such 
study is imPOrtant, for comprehension of cave system origin and development in done karst regiCN1. 

Up to now known perceptions about the age of caves on classical kam show that the principal 
speleogenetic processes mre in the Ouaternarv. The principal cave systems among the karst poljes were 
developed in the Lower and destroyed in the Upper Quaternary. The dating of these processes could~ either 
relafiva, using stratigraphic, sedimantologlc, paleoUthlc or palynologic analyses, or absolute, using C14 and 
U/Th speleothem analyses. The speleogenesis of tl1e Postojna Cave System is the best studied (Gospodaric, 
1976). In the upper Quaternary the following processes were going on in the.dry galleries of this system: 

- deposition of allochthonous <edimenu - middle Quaternary, (Riss) 
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- 11Utochthonous sedimentation (travertine) 
- partial deposition of allochthonous and parautochthonous sediments 
- autochthonous sedimentation (tr.avertine) 
- partial deposition of allochthonous clays and partial erosion in channels. 
- autochtonous sedimentation (rubble, breakdown rocks and stalactites) 
- autochtonous sedimentation (travertine) floor subsldence, collapse of speleothems - Postglacial 

- Holocene. 

The deposition of fluvial material, (travertine), deposits and gradual channel degradation are the indicaton 
of destruction proces$8S. The underground Pivka ri~r formed and simultaneoU$ly destroyed the channels in theor 
horizontal extension. while percolating water formed vertical ones. Mechanical and chemical activity of either 
waters caused complete or partial filling up and destruction of undergl'ound channels. In later geological pe'riocb 
the climatic and geomorphologic conditions were changed, therefore they were differently effic,iceous in the 
destruction processes. The infilled gallery could be again eccessible through vertical pits and collapse•dolines 
and passable because of continous ero.sion and because of floor subsidence. 

Flowstone formations are the most expressive indicators for climatic changes and destruction processes. 
Their importance, regarding the speleogenesis inaeases because of either relative or absolute dating possibilities. 

In the Postojna cave system we tied interglacial, interstedial, postglacial, and holocene speleothem. 
Interglacial ~peleotheffls are preserved in erOS1onal terraces on the walls and under and above the filt.s. 

Their age is relatively and partly a9solutely dated. This homogeneous, reddish and yellowish flowstone had 
grown only 1 mm/100 year., therefore its deposition was possible from the pre-Wurm interglacial up to the 
second WC.rm interstadial. In water channels of the Planina cave the underground river interrupted this deposi• 
tion in the lower Wurm, while the growth in dry galleries did not cease until Wurm 3. In upper galleries of 
Postojna cave numerous ample stalagmites have grown, but their growth also has been interrupted by the inun
dation and by deposit of allochthonous cl,ys before the culmination of the last Wurm stadia!. In the last Wurm 
stadia! seepage water through the celling was halted, low average annual temperatures obtained in the galleries 
causing general de.st ruction of the galleries and of their contents. 

In the postglacial period new wattr channet5 were formed. In dry galleries percolating water has 
gathered into rills, displacing the clay sedinents from upper into lower parts. On deformed floors and above 
lnterglecial flowstone new speleothems ha,e been depo,ed mostly between 12,000 - 14, 000 8.P. as have 
shown by the C14 date. Holocene travertine is present in independent slim stalagmites and stalactites and col• 
umns. It surrounds older speleothems fills and breakdown blocks on the floor, on the walls and on the roof. 
In many cases its features depend on pre-Holocene shapes. Still today percolating water deposits travertine, 
while where it corrodes too, and everywhere washes off the clay into deeper karst below river level. The des
truction processes are going on before our ayes. 

The most obvious destruction processes are seen in collasped speleothems. This decomposition pro-
cess is known and several times described in speleological literature, its occurrences in Postojna cave system 
have been partly described by R. Gospodaric (1968) in detail. This contribution has inspired the interest of 
W. Franke and M. Geyh (1971) and they have helped in absolute dating of this collapse, and of B. Schillat 
(1969) who has commented on the col laps, from the earth-quake point of view. 

The different views about the collapse causes have excited further study. Here we give the additional 
information about the speleothems collap,.. in Postojna cave system to get better knowledge and perception of 
this destruction process: 

In the Posto)na cave system the following appearances of collapsed travertive occur: 

broken and subsided travertlnt floors 
collapsed stalagmites and columns rotated around the horizontal axis for 180°, 
columns, displaced from celling 01. from floor for 1 m, 
formations, turned around their horitontal axis showing th@ir slow and continuous movement 
on breakouts and on loam floor, 
fractured formations on the gallery walls, 
broken off ceiling stalactites ard rocks, lying with any order on the secondary g,llery floor, 
several collapsed stalagmites of all generations without regular space orientation. 

We think that these phenomena had been caused by subsidence and by washing off of rubble and 
clay from secondary paS$age floors. This process was going on ln dry, old galleries, which are after their level 
the most distant to the level of sunk cave river. Therefore in old galleries, as are Pisani rov, Carobni vrt, Tartarus 
and Lepe Jame and Velika gor,r are the majority of collapsed speleothems. In lower lying channels near the 
underground river these ph&nome.na are les; common but here also there are a lot of different old speleothems 
and allochthonous sediments. 

A look into a gallery with collapsed speleothems gives the Impression of great devastation. But the Im• 
presslon of sudden catastrophe looses Its sense considering the tacts that 

large stalagmites, 3 m thick and up to 5 m high, of interstadial age are horizontally fractured, 
among the collapsed stalectitesblocks from the ceiling and walls are rate, although at a supposed 
catastrophe (earth-quake) they would surely fall off the unstable roof amidst collapsed speleothems, 
we have seen cases of continuaJs movement of stalagmites and of their fr~turing, 
collapses in different galleries or in groups of nearby galleries ls very different, depending on 
geology, morphology and conttnt. 
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But it is worth mentioning that In two cases the collapse of interstadial (interglacia171 stalagmnes hes 
been absolutely dated to about 10000 B.P. A.we know of several similar situations we can conclude, that at 
this period several great stalagmites collapsed. These syndronous falls could be of earth-quake origin. Mosi pro
bably such jerks have influenced mostly stala11T1ites and columns, which were already fractured and separated 
from the ceiling or walls because of a subsidenced floor. Also weaker earth-quakes could eesily influence them, 
while the stable, non-fractured stalagmites could not be fractured even by great earth-quakes. We can enumerate 
examples of stalagmites which are fractured in the lower third part and a,e still standing and even stalagmites of 
equally o ld travertine which a re not fractured at all. At oe<:urrence of Reneral sudden destruction we would ex• 
pect that all the old formations would collapse and not only some of them. The similar conclusion can be made 
for yoonger speleothems . 

We can conclude that the spe-leogenetic development and destruction processes in galleries or cave svs• 
terns respectively are primary, and eanh-quekes the s«ondary reason for speleothem collapses. In favourable 
conditions, i.e. in the postglacial period, when the subsidence was the most intensive, both reaso115 could be 
duplicated and could simultaneously and several times acoelerate the collapse. Obviously this example also 
appeared in the Postojna cave system. In other places, e.g. in Langenfelder Hohle, (Schillat, 1969) only the 
secondary. earth-quake collapse reasons present a better explanation. 
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A MODEL OF THE DRAINAGE SYSTEM OF A POLYGONAL KARST 
DEPRESSION IN THE WAITOMO AREA, NORTH ISLAND, NEW ZEALAND 

J. Gunn, 
Department of Geography, University ot Auckland, 
New Zealand 

Limestones outcrop over several hundred square kilometres in the south•west of Auckland Province, 
North Island, New Zealand. The karst landscape is dominated by c losed depressions which, when delimited on 
the basis of their (opographic divides, form a cellular network known as polygonal karst (Williams, 1972). Poly• 
gonal karst networks in tropical areas have be,n described by a number of authors (see Sweeting, 1972) and 
research on their hydrology has been undertaken by Williams (1972) and Day (1976). Both of these authors 
noted that individual depressions appear to exnibit characteristics of small drainage basins; similar con~usions 
were reached by Pringle (1973) In New Zealand. In order to understand how these oentripenil drainage basins 
function, research has b•en underuken in an a-ea of polygonal karst near Waitomo (Fig. 11. The results and 
a model of the drainage system of these depressions are presented In this paper. 

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT ,. 
Climate and Vegotation 

The study area has a warm temperate maritjme climate~ rainfall being distributed throughout the ye.ar 
but with a marked winter maximum. Annual ralnfall in the study area is approximately 2500 mm and Coulter 
( 1973) estimates mean potential evapotrenspiration to be scme 750 mm. Thus the annual water surplus is of 
the order of 1760 mm. 

The natural \O!getation of the district is evergreen broadleaf podocarp forest, but this has been cleared 
over part of the area and replaoed by Improved pasture. 

Geology w,d Soil, 
The geology of the district has been discussed by Marwick ( 1946), Barrett (19621, Nelson (19731 and 

Kermode (1975\. Figure 2a shows an idealised stratlgraphle column and 2b illunrat .. the relationship of the 
three main lithological units In the study area. The limestones, which total approximately 100 min thickness, 
are of Oligocene Age. They are characteristically nrongly jointed, flaggy and well bedded, the interval between 
bedding planes being frequently less than 40 an. The Waitomo Sandstone Is calcareous and glauconitic and 
being much less permeable than the limestone is of considerable hydrological Importance. It occurs es to~ues 
of varying thickness within the Orahiri Limestone (Fig. 2bl. Dips in the study area are usually less than 10 • 

During the Plio.Pleistocene the Waitomo area was blanketed with volcanic debris, the most recent 
being the Ma.iroa ash shower. This adnesitic tec,hra has a fine granular structure and weathers to a brown sandy 
loam. The ash cover is variable in thickness from 0-2 m. 
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DEPRESSION HYDROLOGY 

Working Model 
As a flm stage in the Investigation of depression hydrology a working model w"' established ba.od on 

previous research. For conditions in New Guin., polygonal karst Williams { 1972) proposed that water moves 
to the central depression outlet by three main paths: (I) as a thin dlttuse film of overland flow; (ii) es flow 
through organic liner and soil, named subsurfact storm flow by \Mlipkey ( 1965) and throughflow by Weyman 
(1970); and (iii) subcutaneous flow that hes pa!.'led through the upper, most weathered layers of bedrock 
(Birot, 1966). These three paths form the "near surface lateral flow'' components in the initial working model. 
Pi tty (1966) and Drew (1968) emph115ised the importance of water percolating directly 10 subterranean con• 
du its and Gunn 11974) suggested that this percolation water could be divided into two basic types, slow flow 
and fast flow, with different physical and chemical characteristics. These two types form the "vertical flow" 
components in the working model. 

Saml)ling Programme 
The working model forms the basis of a water sampling programme which was designed to test the pro

position that the various flow components may oe chemically distinguished as follows: 
' 

Results 

1. soil water i5 collected In l,ermanent11 located cubes designed to intercept water moving in the upper 
30 cm of soil (Atkinson, 1971); 

2. throughflow water is collected from seepages at the break of slope at the head of vertical open 
shahs ltomos) at the base of depressions; 

3. pipe flow from the sub-cutaneous zone is also collected at the head of tomos; 
4. slow percolation (arbitrarily defined as a mean flow less than one litre/week I is collected in con• 

tainer"S underneath stalactites in cavEs underlying depressions, end 
S. fast percolation (a mean flow great•· than one litre/week) is collected from drip points in caves. 

Results for the first 40 weeks of a 60 week sampling period are presented In Table 1. Analysis for 
ea•+ is by atomic absorption ,pectrophotometr(, It can ba seen ftom the table that waters from sit01 1, 2, 3 
and 4 are chemically distinct, but that waters from sites 3 and 5 are chemically indistinguishable. The differences 
may ba explained as follows: 

Type 1 samples (soil water tubes) represent water which has Infiltrated a shO<t distance Into the soil. 
Hardness values are low (len than 10 mg/1 Ca2 •), but fluctuate according to the availability of limestone frag
ments for solution ln the soil. 

Type 2 samples (seepage outflow) represent water which has moved laterally up to 40 m downslope 
through the soil and has thus had m0<e time and opportunity to dissolve lim01tone particles. 

Type 3 samples (pipe flow) characterist water which has infiltrated into and moved thtough the upper 
layers of limestone. This water frequently emer~es along the top of the Waitomo Sandstone, suggesting that this 
is an important control on the near surface hydrology, 

Type 4 samples (slow percolation water in caves) have lower hardness values than either pipe flow or 
the fast percolation sites. This may be partly due to calcium being precipitated on stalactites before being col• 
lected, although this is probably not the whole txplanation as water collected from hollow stalactites using a 
system designed to prevent contact with cave air {Fig. 3) also showed low hardness values. A more likely ex
planation seems to be that the slower percolation is moving through smalJ, weter·filled cavitie, and thus attains 
'closed system' equilibrium (Garrels and Christ, 1965) which is lower than the 'open system' equilibrium attained 
where there is free (soil) air circulation. 

Type S samples (fast percolation In caws).cannot be distinguished from pipe flow. This is to be ex
pected as pipe flow water has moved laterally through the limestone in conditlons allowing free air circulation 
and fast percolation water has moved vertically through widened fractures and joints. again with free air circula• 
tion. Variation in the ca2+ values may be ascribed to the speed with which the water has moved through the 
limestone, faster flows not attaining equllibriurr and thus having lower hardness values. 

Waters of types 1, 2, 3 and 4 can thus be differentiated on the basis of their calcium hardne5s values, 
the variation in which may be ascrlbed to dltterent flow paths that provide unequal opportunities for limestone 
solution. Detal led geological observations have necessitated modification to the working model as the Waitomo 
Sandstone forms a layer of low permeability. The sub•cutaneous flow route of Williams ( 1972) may thus be 
modified to Include water which has percolated vertically through limestone and then moved laterally along the 
top of a sandstone tongue. Slow percolation may be thought of as having percolated slowly through tho sand• 
stone, whilst fast percolation water has: moved gwiftly through along Joints and fractures. The modified model 
of the hydrologic System of an individual depression is shown in Fig. 4. 

The flow routes described above all lead to subterranean streams the solute load of which and discharge 
hydrograph should thus reflect the relative contribution of each route. The results of 41 water analyses from 
the Mangapohue Stream are shown in Table 1. The mean hardness is in the same range as pipe flow sites and 
slightly higher than the two fast percolation sius. This suggests, firstly, that pipe flow and last percolation are 
the major contributors to the discharge of the Siream and, secondly, that waters arriving in the eave stream may 
,till be slightly aggressive. The stream discharge hydrographs are also being examined to try to isolate the flow 
components described above. 
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An area of polygonal karst nearWaitomo has been described and similarities with tropical areas poi med 
out. Results of a water sampling programme Indicate that the hydrologic system of individual depression& may 
be interpreted by means of a five route flow model. Further research Is being undertaken to determine the 
quantitative contribution of each route ID the discharge of water and solute load by the cave stream. 
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THE HYDROLOGY OF POLYGONAL KARST IN THE WAITOMO AREA, 
NORTH ISLAND, NEW ZEALAND 

John Gunn, 
Department of Geography, 
UniversitV of Auckland, 
New Zealand 

Oligocene limestones outcrop over se,eral hundred square kilometres in the $OU th-west portion of 
Auckland Province, North Island. New Zealand. Wall developed interlocking depressions occur over much of the 
limestone area forming a cellular network kno,vn as POiygonai karst (Williams, 1972}. Within the polygonal 
kam areas there is little perennial surtace drainage and flow is concentrated in conduits in the shallow ground• 
water zone. Many of these conduits are accessible to man and have bean explored and surveyed by members of 
the New Zealand Speleological Society. Polygonal kam has been described in many tropical limestone areas (see 
refs in Sweeting, 1972) and some authors have suggested that a trapical climate is essential for its development. 
However. Pringle ( 1973) has shown that the Mangapu karst in the North Island of New Zealand is morphometrl
cally similar to areas of polygonal karst described by Williams In New Guinea. In this paper, the hydrology of an 
area of polygonal karst near Waitomo Is described and similarities to Jamaican polygonal karst are noted. 

THE WAITOMO POL VGONAL KARST 

Climete and V991tation 
The study area is located about tan kilometres west of Waitomo Caves at an elevation of 300-350 m 

(Fig, 1 ). Two years of records give an annual pri,cipitation of 2500 mm. Coulter 11973) estimates mean POtential 
evapotranspiretion for the area as 750 mm, leaving an annual water surplus of 1750 mm. 
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The nature I vegetation of the district is broedleaf podocarp f0<est, but this has been cleared over much 
of the area and replaced by improved pasture. Research is at present underway to determine the hvdrological 
effects of this clearance. 

Geology and Soils 
An idealised stratigraphic column for the district is shown in Fig. 2a. Within the study area only three 

units are present: the Otorohanga LilT"llstone, the Waitomo Sandstone, and the Orahirl Limestone. The lime• 
stones are biocalcarenites of Oligocen, age and are characteristically strongly jointed, flaggy, and well bedded 
(Nelson, 1973). The glauconitic, calcareous Waitomo Sandstone occurs as tongues within the Orahiri Limestone 
(Fig. 2b). These form important less-permeable bands. 

During the Plio-PleistOOftne the Weitomo area was blanketed with volcanic debris, the most recent being 
the Mairoa ash shower. This andesitic tephra has a fine granular structure and weathers to a brown sandy loam. 

Landforms 
As part of a larger study of the hydrologic and solutional processes in polygonal karst two small areas 

of about 500 m2, one under forest and one under improved pasture, were chosen for detailed study and com• 
parison. The following diSC\Jssion refers only to the area under forest, most of which has been mapped by com· 
pass 1.raverse (Fig. 3) . The.positions of all stream sinks, risin/ls, cave entrances, and vertical shafts are also shown 
on Figure 3. as are the surveyed traces of all accessible cave passages. The enclosed depressions are of a varietV 
of shapes and sizes, though the majority are roughly polygonal, 40.75 min diameter, and 10.30 min ci,,pth. 
Two types of depression may be recognised: those which have some form of vertfcal shaft (tomo) situated at 
their lowest point (Type 1 ), and those with no obvious outlet (Type 2). In all cases so far examined the lip of 
the shaft in the Type 1 depressions corresponds to an outcrop of the Waitomo Sandstone, while Type 2 depres
sions frequently have shallow ponds at their base, suggesting that the sandstone has not yet been breached. The 
shafts vary in depth from 5 to 35 m and the majority are blocked at depth or lead to tight rift caves which can 
only be followed for short distances. 

The Type 1 depressions are ch.en asymmetric in plan. their long axis being orientated in the dir~ion 
of the major fault/joint tr&ees In the area. These depressions are also frequently asymmetric in their long axis 
cross section, the shorter slopes being considerably steeper than the longer slopes. Bare rock frequently out• 
crops on the steeper slopes, showing well developed karren and solutional enlargement along joints. Smith et al 
(1912) and Day (1976) describe areas of Cockpit Karst in Jamaica which would appear to be remarkably similar 
to the Waltomo polygonal karst. 

Hydrology 
The study area is drained by the Mangapohue Stream and four of its tributaries (Fig. 3). Research is in 

progreSi to determine the precise catchment area of each of these streams and the relationship between surface 
and subsurface features. 

Water Tracing 
At the time of writing 17 successful tra~s have been carried out and more are planned. (Fig. 3). In all 

cases fluorescein dve was introduced ,nto water sinking at the base of Type 1 depressions; detection was by 
Charcoal bag, and fluorometer. Detector bags were u5ually removed one week afler dye introduction; thus 
precise flow through times are not available for most of the rraces. tn the case of the traces from depressions 
27, 28 end 35, however, it was possible to observe the dye in the Max's Cave Stream. The calculated straipht 
line flow velocities are 275, 325 and 125 m/hr respectively. Surface streams sink in depressions 27 and 28 su 

that the two high flow velocities probably represent the speed of travel in the conduit system, whereas the 
water from depression 35 probably ptrcolated vertically at a relatively slow rate before reaching an open 
conduit. •· • 
depreuion 35 J>fObably percolated ve'tically at a relatively slow rate before reaching an open conduit. 

All the depression outlets so tar traced drain to only one of the tour streams which suggests that each 
cave stream has a discrete catchment. This is in agreement with conclusions drawn by Day (1976) and Smith 
et al (1972) in Jamaica. 

White the techniques described above have proved adequate for Type 1 depressions with open shafts, 
considerable difficulty has been experienced in tracing water from Type 2 depressions with no obvious outleu. 
lnftial attempts using Pyranine Cone ,cattered around the base of the depression were unsuccessful as were 
attempt> to wash the dye into a joint 

The presence of a sandstone of low permeability beneath the floor of these depre5Sions often result> 
in ponding following heavy rainfall and it seems likely that water from these depressions percolates slow1y 
through the sandstone or moves laterslly down -dip into another depression. Sweeting (1958) ascribed similar 
ponding in the Cockpit Country of Jamaica to the impermeable nature of a residual clay in the bottoms of 
affected cockpits. 

Surface and Subsurface Features 
The cave surveys end dye tracing links (Fig. 3) indicate that the undervround drainage system is den• 

dritic and bears little relationship to 1he surface topography. Since caves may underlie any part of a depression, 
collapse is unlikely to play any part in the evolution of depressions and they must be viewed at solutional tea• 
tures. The vertical shafts in Type 1 dtpressions are, however, almost certainly partly collapse features. Smith et 
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al (19721 draw similar conclusions for Jamaica. Each depression may be viewed as a drainage basin with its own 
drainage system, a major component of which is near surface centripetal flow (Williams, 1972; Gunn, 19771. 
Onoe flow has reached the central outlet i1 moves vertically to a subterranean conduit. From this point the 
direction of flow is controlled mainly by the hydraulic gradient and partly by foints and fractures, It thus seems 
likely that in the area of polygonal karst S1udied the evolution of surface and subsurface features proceeds vir• 
tually independently, 

Conclusion 
The topography and hydrology of an area of polygonal kam in New Zealand have been described and 

the similarities to descriptions of polygonil karst in New Guinea and Jamaica have been stressed. These similari
ties would S8em to throw serious doubt or the idea that polygonal karst landscapes are a unique product of 
humid tropical climates. Surlace and subttrtanean s:urveying and the tracing of water sinking in depressions to 
underground streams has shown that the depressions are not genetically related to the cave systems. A collapse 
origin for the depressions must therefore be rejected in favour of solutional processes. Subterranean conduit 
water follows the hydraulic gradient and has a dendritic drainage system, whereas the overlying surface and near 
surface drainage of the depress,ons has a omtripetal drainage plan quite unrelated to the caves, suggesting inde
pendent evolution. 
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AIR CONDITIONING SURFACE BUILDINGS WITH CAVE AIR 

Russell H. Gurn .. 
231 Irving Avenue, Closter, New Jersey 07624 
U.S.A. 

Alr conditioning as defined toda\ is the control of the atmosphere within an enclosed space. This In
cludes control of temperatun,, humidity, •ir movement and filtration. As a science this is a relatively new con• 
oept. Until the 18th Century air was conside'i'ed by the scientific community as an element. It was only 200 
years ago that it was defined as a mixture of individual elements. 

Perhaps the earliest example of a controlled environment occurred naturally In caves. These chambers 
of uniform temperature. humidity, air mo·,ement and filtration were the homes of primitive man, and they 
become enduring test chambers that preseNed evidences of his work, art and earthly remains. 11 was inevitable 
that the natural environment within caves would be exploited, first by primitive man as shelter, then as storage, 
later an an important step in the aging and curing of wines, beer and cheeses. In recent times artificial cellars 
have been dug and used as storag<1 for vegetables and fruits, simulating the conditions which occur in nature 
in limestone caverns located in temperate zones. 

The development of mechanical 1efrigeration in 1876 permitted the manufacture of ice, leading to a 
revolution in the food-processing industry and In tum affecting the diet and general health of the entire world. 
It had profound social imp.act In industrial nations, as it oermitt~ oreater concantrations of people in urban 
areas ilOd affected devel01>fng nations, as they could export their perishable foods. 

In 1900 Colonel T.C. Northcott, a retired heating and Vl!ntilating engineer. purchased Lurav Caverns in 
Virginia, U.S.A. He had visited the cave in 1899, became intrigued with the possibility of using the cave air 
(which appeared to be extremely healthful) as a means of heating, cooling and ventilating an outside structure. 
The health asp<!Cts of cave air hed been tho subject of several experiments by medical doctors for nearly a hun
dred years. None of the experiments had been successful, when the patients had been located within a cave, 
and Colonel Nonhcon believed that the problem was in the method of housing, not in the attributes of the 
cave air. He approached the problem with a thorough bacl<ground of engineering as it w• known at that time. 
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Luray Call1!rns, discovered only 20 years before, enjoyed a fine reputation as a show cave. There was 
only one entrance; the underground ~ss,ges spread over approximately 15 acres of hillside; and it was estimated 
that the cave had a volume of air of bet>M>en four and six million cubic ree1. The underground year-<ound tem
perature varied only a few degrees from 56° F. and the humidity remajned a constant 87%. 

In 1901 Northcott made plans for the construction of a twO·Slorev building aporoximattlv 45 x 60 ft. 
with twelve rooms suitable for the care of patients. He located the building on land .abo•• the cave and then 
made a survey of the pas.ages below to d!termine where he could sink a shaft to get access to the reservoir of 
cool cave air. 

Colonel Northcott's survey, made by candlelight In the areas of the cave not viewed by the public, 
located the proposed shaft about 800 le« from the entrance. He then returned to the surf-, resurveyed the 
route to find a spot directly above the crosen room below and had a shaft 5 feet in diameter dug through 35 
feet of limestone to the roof of the cave. The ceiling at this point was 25 feet high, making a total distanoo of 
60 feet to the floor of the shaft. Figure I shows a cros, section of the shaft, ventilation system and ductWork 
leading to the structure on the surface. 

The principle proposed by Colonel Northcott was simple but imaginative. He assumed a constant 
source of pure air from the caw, His calcula11ons show that he used an 8000 ftl.per:minute propeller fan to 
draw the air from the ca\11! and discharge it into the house and out through the roof. He meintainod a constant 
vOlume flowing at all times aod controlled the temperature by"means of steam coils at the riser locations In 
the house and by manual by~pass dampers that permitted the air to enter an lndlvk:lual room or be d•verted 
out the roof at the will of the oocup,mt. >le claimed to be able to maintain summer and winter conditions within 
the howe of 70° F, 70!(,relatl•&humidil\'. • 

There it no question that 'he wai able 10 make• dramatic and impressive $(,owing with his system. At 
the time there was .no other ivstem for comparison. The "first mechanical system, installed by Dr. Willis Carrier 

i n the Sackett-Wilhelms Lithograph plant in Brookltn, New York, was not completep until' 1902. Carrier's clas
sic paper "Rational PsychrometiC;c Formulae" wes a dozen years away. 

The feature of the-installation that impressed the scientific community was the purity of the air. Dr. 
Guy L. Hunner of Johns 1-jopkin~ Univ~r,ity Medical School visited the cave and after scientific tests concluded 
that "the air within the sanatorium was practlcalrv tree of bacteria." 

A survey of the house plans (Fig. 2) shdws'lhat Colonel Northcott was remarkably accurate in his heat 
gain and heat loos calculations. Unfortunately the building was destroyed by fire in 1940. making investigation 
of the construction impossible. (One obvious feature which evidently should have been installed were fire 
dampers in the verti9al flues). 

The designer today would prob,bly use partially recirculated ai•, filter all of the supply air, introduce 
outside air to pressurize the tsuikflng. and exhaust sufficient air to give freshness to the rooms. However he would 
a<ri""'at a system which would'dd no more than the original system and use much moro energy. The greatest 
acfv,nce would be in the area of control$, motorized damp,,rs, thermostats, hum1diua1s and timing devices that 
would provido a tc!tal environnient at the flick of a switch. It would deltit,t Colonel Northcott, but probably 
give no better results than heoachieved as"resident engineer". 

The use of qve air !~provide comfort cooling raises serious environmental questions. The removal of 
aooo·fr air per minute from Luray Caverns is the equivalent of changing the entire volume of the cave every 
twelve hours. The cav~ air wo\tld ha\11! to be replaced by outside air and therefore be lnfluenood by the summer 
and winter condltions'that prevailed. At nost times this would have a drying effect in the cave. 

In the 75 years that mechanical ventilation has been used, POOis of water which existed when the cave 
was first entered have disappeared, forrNtions which were wet and growing have dried up and "died", and the 
forood circulation has also introduced pollen and spores of plants and fungus. The 11rtlficial lights have encour• 
aged the growth of these spores on damp surfaces producing a considerable amount of vegetation throughout 
the cave. · 

A serious heelth hazard has been ruggested by recent research by the United States National Park Ser
vice and its studies in government-owned cave1. Findings show that alpha radiation can exist in natural cave air. 
This radiation is produced by the radioactive decay of Radon and Thoron gases, which in tum result from 
Uranium and Thorium decay. The decay products which cause a potential health hazard are their short-lived 
"daughters". This decay yields alpha racfation which has a large ionizing effect on the lung tissues. Continuous 
exposure of many years (five or more) may cause lung cancer. 

At this t ime it is not known that radiation exists in all limestone caves to the degree suggested by the 
Park Service study. Preliminary results irdicate however that smoking within cavils has • contributory effect 
which greatly Increases the radiation health hezard to the visitor who spends several hours in a·cave. Only thooe 
person• who habitually work undergrourd might have sufficient exposure to"be ot concern. This would al~ 
include the air-borne dissemination of ~rticleswhich might be conducted to an out.Ide structure by means 
of a cave air co~itioning system. - " 

Conclusion 
From a technical point of view, ca~• air is, satisfactory and economical wa-, 10 air condition outside 

structures. From an environmental startdoolntihe removal of vast quantities of cave air will alter the conditions 
within the cave and thereby change the i,ow;h of formations and possibly mar the natural beauty of the cave. 
From a health viewpoint, it Is possible that tbe use 01 raw cave air to llfOVide ct>mfort air conditioning might 
provide exposure to radiation contributory tdtausing illneu. In weighing the advantages of the inexpensive 
cooling and filtration obtained from the cave air against the disadvantages, it does not ap~ar that tht use of 
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cave air for air conditioning Is advisable. 
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KARST TYPES IN THE U.S.S.R. AND THE WORLD 
N.A. Gvotdetsky 
(Moscow, U.S.S:R.) 

A classification of karstland, of tha U.S.S.R., based on the combination ot six morphological-genetic 
and fiw lithological types, was suggested by the author (Gvotdetsky, ttl65) at the International Conference 
on Speleology held at Brno in 1964. The classification is amplified in this paper, and also some karst type, 
are discussed here that are not observed in the tErritory of the Soviet Union but are known to occur in other 
countries, mostly in lower (tropical) latitudes. 

Quinlan ( 1966) presented a classificaticn approximating ours, but it is ~sed on a great number of 
criteria. We believe that criteria following the morphological-genetic and lithological factors should be taken 
into aooount only when dividing the types into smaller clas.sificational units, such as subtyr,es or va,ieties, etc. 

The morphological-genetic types dinlnguished by the author differ essentially from one another 
morphologically and genetically in that they conprise diverse superficial (and occasionally subterranean) 
karst forms and their combinations. The reason 'or taking due account of the lithological differences even 
when singling out the types is that th• non-uniform solubility of rocks, the rate of solution and the rapidity 
of saturation of the solvent, d ifferences in the processes of solution of carbonate and non-carbonate rocks 
and their no,,.,.niform changes due to temperatcre (and hence climatic) conditions - all these affect the 
specific faatures of development of karst, its morpho-1ogy and practical (particular-Iv engineering-geological) 
evaluation. 

Tha types of karst obtained from coml:ining the morphological•genetic and the lithological classifi• 
cations are grouped into two classes of lowland and mountain karst (with subch1.1$8$ of low•, mid• and high• 
mountain karst). 

Sweeting (1972) distinguishes only fivetypes of karst : (1) true karst (holokarst), (2) fluviokarst, 
(3) glacio-nival karst, includingkarst of permafrost areas, (4) tropical karst, and (5) arid and semi-arid karst, 
with the latter being discussed in the chapter on the tropical karst and characterized only in respect to Its 
tropical and subtropical varieties. Roogh outlines of such general-geographical classification were suggested 
by us, too (Gvozdetsky, 1954), but It seems to us that tho general-geographical karst types singled out by 
Sweeting are too wide, each of them includi ng several types of oor, more broadly divided, classification which 
takes into consideration not only the general physica'11eographical conditions of karst development, but also 
the nature and thickness of the cover over the kmtifying rocks (while the singling out of one type of fluvio
karst does not do this) and very Important litho ogical features. 

Now we distin11Ui•h the following morphological-genetic types of karst in the U.S.S.R.: (1) buried, 
or fossil, kam; (2) armoured karst; (3) covered karst; (4) soddy karn; (5) half-soddy, or partly soddy, karst; 
(6) bare karst; (7) mogote tropical karst (only r,lict ones in the U.S.S. R.); (8) karst developing under perma· 
frost conditions; and (9, marine karst. 

The lithological types which the morphological-genetic types combine with are as follows: (1) lime
stone karst; (2) dolomite karst; (3) karst In marbles; (4) chalk karst, Including karst In chalk-like marls; (61 
gypsum-anhydrite karst; and (6) salt karst. 

The types of karst obtained by combining these classifications would be termed in the following way: 
bare limenone karst, covered gypsum-anhydrite karst , buried chalk karst, etc., and besides that, each type can 
be ascribed to either the lowland or the mountain class. 

All the morphological-genetic types of karst distinguished in the territory of the U.S.S.R. occur in 
other countries, too. For example, kam related to permafrost is developed on Spitzbergen. 

Mogote tropical karst occurs in Western Europe, as In the U.S.S.R .. only in relict or fossil forms. Re• 
cent mogote karst is widespread in tropical latitudes. It is represented by several sub-l)lpes, namely, tower, 
cone and dome-shaped karst. In some cases mogotes are found upstanding within marginal karst plains, in 
others they may be unrelated to these, and then they are conjunct with numerous depressions (e.g. in Puerto 
Rico and locally in Cuba). Rather unusual is the "labyrinth.karst" in New Guinea, in the lower high-altitude 
zone of tropical karst In the Star Mountains, where PVramid-shaped hills are combined with rounded dolines 
(Verstappen, 1964). 

A transitional type between bare and mogote tropical karsts is that of the tropical karst wfth gigantic 
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sharp karren edges, described in lndo-China /Cuisinier, 19291. Probably similar to it is a lso the famous "Stone 
forest" on the Yunnan Plateau in China, which is regarded also as a surface with karren {Gellen, 19661. 

Rather unusual m0<phological types of tropical karst are those of karstified surfa~s with'continUOU$ 
distribution of deep steep-sided cavities llocally In Cuba and Jamaica) and the karst of low maritime plains 
with waterlogged tunnels and gaps In the surface /Yucatan and Florida). 

Also in tropical and equatorial latitudes there are found to occur such morphological-genetic types as 
have their analogues in the kam of temperate regions. For example, In Cuba we happened to observe almost 
bare mountains, karst in combination with mogote karst, the lowland panly soddy afforested karst, or with 
solutlonal dolines and pans, and lowland covered karst. Though all these morphological-genetic types of karst 
are similar to the corresponding karst types of the temperate latitudes, they should be regarded as specific 
types of tropical karst (Gvo?detsky, 1972). The karst of coral reefs rising above the level of oceanic breakers 
should also be considered as a separate morphological-genetic type of the 1r0Pical kal'St. 

A particular variety of bare karn is found to occur in the sub-boreal zone in glacial drift areas, a bare 
character of the limestone surf= being associated with the drift here. Such bare karst with moss-covered karren 
and limestone protuberances in the form of small residual outcrops is observed on Gotland Island in the Baltic. 
(Gvozdetsky, 1970). 

Bare marine kam is widespread over the Dalmatian coast of the Adriatic Sea in Yugoslavia, which 
ONes its origin to the solvent action of s,a water both above and below high•tide mark {Zenkovich and Kaplin, 
1965), It ocom rarely in theU.S.S.R., e.g. on the Caspian coast /Mangyshlak Peninsula). 

The main types of karst on Eanh are distinguished, like those in the U.S.S. R., by combining the morpho
logical-gt1netic and the lithological classifications. Certain types can be represented only by one lithological variety 
(e.g. karst of coral reefs and probably mogote tropical karst can be only one limestone type). Many types are 
common for both the U.S.S.R. and other countries. The grouping of types into classes of lowland and mountain 
karst also maintains its Importance, as does the distinguishing of sub-classes of karst on the bases of altitudinal 
tonality. A number of types, e.g., marine karst, coral-reef karst, and the tropical karst of maritime plains, are 
not found to occur in the mountains at tll. 
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GENETIC TYPES OF SUPERFICIAL KARST FORMS 

N.A. Gvozdetsky 
(Moscow, U.S.S.R.) 

Superficfal karsi forms Include kaften. trenches {bogaz), dolines, kettles, poljes. mogotes (residual 
outcrops). etc. This paper will deal with karren, doline,, kettles and poljes. 

In terms of genesis, the following types should be distinguished among karren: ( 1) forms that orlgi• 
nated on exposed surfaces of soluble rocts, and (2) forms that developed under a soil-vegetation cover with its 
subsequent removal (Cvijic, 1924). Karren of the second type are known to O<X:Ur in many countries, Englond 
among them. "The classic limestone pa1111ments of Malham and elsewhere in the Pennines are thought to have 
developed under a soil cover which has since been eroded away" (Hanwell and Newson, 1973, p. 148). 

In terms of morphology, karrenare divided into rillenkarren. wandkarren, lunkas (small hemispherical 
hollows). tubular karren (observed only in gypsum), kamenitzas, trittkarren, rinnenkarren. mianderkanen, 
kluftkarren, etc. IB6gli, 1960; Gvozdetsky, 1972). By their genesis, the first and last of these stand out among 
all the othe.rs~ The former, rillenkarren, •e noted for the fact that they are formed solely under the effect of 
atmospheric precipitation, during the lirtt three phases of solution of limestone, according to Bogli, without 
participation of his phase 4. The rest of the karren types are the work of al I the phases of solution. Waters en
roched with b1ugenic CO1 , due to the rain ana snow-melt water coming into contact with the soil-vegetation 
cover. participate in their formation, too. The lane,, klultkarren, differ from the rest in the ways by which the 
solutes are removed. While with the majority of other tYpes of karren the removal is realized solely throu(II 
surface runoff, with the development of ~luftkarren the solutes are removed underground along fissures. 

In our morphological classification of karren there are no sharp spiUkarren and no rundkarren singled 
ou· as such by other authors (Bogli, 1960; Sweating, 1972). The point is that it is only negative surface forms 
that we attribute to karren. whereas here the ridges: separating the furrows or hollows of the karren are dis-
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tinguished morphologically. 
Kotarba (1970), a Polish sc;entist, distirguishes three mafn types of Jcarren in the limestone of the 

Westorn Tat ra, namely runoff, fissure and egutational karren. Development of the latter is related to the action 
of water dripping on to the surface of limestone from the snow covers:. Runoff karren are divided into those 
formed by rain water, snow-melt water. and water infiltrating through the soil-vegetation cover. If the nature 
of the solvent is considered, then some other kanen can be singled out, vit. karren formed by river~water solu
tion and sea-water solution, - marine karren {Sw,,eting, 1972). But In these cases, inadequately studied so far, 
features of the same morphological types often develop. For example, lunka karren are found to occur In the 
near-ehannel karst (Gvozdeuky and Marinin, 1976). They are abundant ii\ marine karst, as seen in the kam 
along the coast of the Mangyshlak Peninsula (Caspian Sea). 

Thus, several geMtic classifications of k1rren are taking shape, that take into account the presence or 
absence of direct or indirect influence of the soil-vegetation cover, the source and the nature of solvent water, 
and the ways of removal of solutes. The creation of a single genetic classification is a matter of further investi-
gation . 

Thero are distinguished three main genetic types of dolines (Gvozdetsky, 1954; Corbel, 1957, p , 487). 
(Nearly the same types are distinguished by Sweeting, 1972). (1) Solutional, or purely corrosional. dolines 
develop as a result of the rock being leached on t'8 surface and removed along underground channels ,n a di~ 
solved state. (21 Collapse, or gravitational, dolines are the result of colhlpsa of cave roofs by leaching karst rocks 
at depth and removal of the material in a diuolved state. (3) Suction, or corrosional-suffosional, dolines are formed 
by lnwashing and saggJng of the loose mantle deJ;osits into cavities of the karst ba5e, removal of the particles 
into the wbsurface channels, and their further re,,ov.al along the channels in a suspended state. A type transi
tional between types 2 and 3 is of common occurrence. 

Besides the three main types and the transitional type, a few others can be mentioned. Corrosion
erosion dolines developing from ponors (sink holis) in the floors of ravines or poljes are genetically rather 
similar to solution dolines. A rather rare type is tiat of the dolines produced by the action of non-gravity 
springs {Gvozdetsky, 1954; 1972). 

Oolines of all the genetic types, upon ccaleseiog with their neighbours constitute double, triple and 
more complicated hollows some of considerable sizes are called uva1as in Yugoslavia. Two main type of uvala 
are distinguished, namely, complex uvalas formed by coalescence of several large dolines {vrta~a), with a num• 
ber of hollows in the floor, and flat-bottomed "kettles". Genetically, " kettles" can be divided into solutional, 
collapse, and suction "kettles", and also these types in combination with other processes, e.g. with erosion. 
Large solution kettles can be formed due to the oorrosive action of melt-water from snow and firn patches 
(Gvozdetsky, 1954). Many of such kettles are an inheritance of the periglacial conditions of the latest ice age 
(e.g., in the Crimean Mountains: and in the Caucasus). 

Poljes were d ivided until recently (Shchukin, 1964) into tho following types by their origin: (1) Tee• 
tonic poljes, (2) Poljes formed by underground mechanical removal of the insoluble rock interbedded with the 
limestones or in contact with them. (3) Polies formed by coalescence of a group of neighbouring dolines and 
kettles {uvalas) upon their enlarging in horizontal direction, and (4) Collapse poljes. In our opinion, large ket• 
ties of purely tectonic origin {grabens, synclinal downwarps, etc.) cannot be considered to be poljes. The 
development of poljes necessarily involves partici,ation of the dissolution and then removal of solutes along 
underground channels. Therefore the first type should 1nclude tectonlc-corrosional and tectonic-corrosion
orosional poljes, where a major part of large poljos in Yugoslavia probably belong. Poljes of the second type 
are widespread. In the Transcaue4'us these are the Shaor and the Akhalsopel Kettles and the Ze-Gvardfi Poli• 
(Gvozdetsky. 1954, 1972; Sokolov, 1962). and in Yugoslavia - the Oaborsko, the Fatnicke and the Plansko 
Poljes (Kosmowska-Suffszynska, 1967). Poljes of the third type, usually small ones and of an irregular lobed 
shape in plan, are known to occur even under pl1tform conditions, in the north of the Volga-land hills, for 
example; and in the Crimea the Beshtekne Kettle (according to A.A. Kruber). Poljes of such type, according 
to Cvijic and V. Barowic, are observed in Montenegl-o. And the Rak Valley in Slovenia represents a classic 
example of a poljo of the collapse genesis. 
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NEW KIND OF KARST FORMS ON THE CHALK AREA, 
LUBLIN UPLAND, EAST POLAND 

Marian Harasimiuk, Andrzej Henkiel 
20033, Lublin, Academika, Poland 

The Lublin Upland, East Poland, together with its northem foreland is built of carbonate rocks of the 
Upper Cretaceous. Slltstones, marls, marly limestones and chalk occur here. A specific type of karst develops 
in places where marls, limestones and chalk occur on the surface or under a thin cover of Pleistocene deposits. 
This chalk karst (Maruszczak 1966) is• complex of exclusively surface forms. The typical forms are small. 
•hallow round or oval dolines. They arf often in the Pleistocene cover. Nume<ous dolines are filled with rede
posited clay, and peat. There are also short and shallow kam valleys and uvalas, created by combining slnk· 
holes. Specificity of Chalk kam of tha Lublin Upland and of its northern fore land is controlled by lithology. 
The rocks contain trom 75 to 95% of CaC03 , and the admixture of clay minerals with a tendency to swelling, 
and very low resistance to mechanical weathering make the development of underground forms impossible and 
induce the development of sinkholes (Maruszczak 1966, Harasimiuk 1973). 

To lhe East of Lublin, in the transitional zone between the Lublin Upland and the lowland of Polesie 
Lubelskie, a different comolex of karst forms was found. The central part of the area is occupied by small hills 
formed from sillttonei. Below these, at an altitude of 180 m there are plains of soft marls, upon which a nor• 
mal type of Chalk karst develops. Within these plain, escarpments occur, which separate the lower level of the 
plains (170 · 175 m above sea level), Al. this level karst forms which were Quite different from tho ones des• 
crlbed so far were found. Those are large depressions, their maximum surface area reaching 0,7 sq.km. In con• 
trast with classic. regular forms occurring on other areas, the depressions of the environs of Milej6w have very 
complex shapes. The border between ~opes and floors of the closed depressions is very irregular. Within the 
floors isolated residual hills occur. Some of the depressions are elongated and tortuous, and resemble anasto• 
mosing channels. The width of the channels reaches 100 • 150 m, their length is up to 1500 m. On the whole, 
the floor area of the depressions occupies up to 50% of the total area. The floors of the depressions are wet 
and often flooded by ground wate<. The present depth of the depressions is 2 • 5 m below the surrounding 
plain. The floor surface is built of peats and mud.s, whose combined thickness is 1,5 • 5,0 m beneath which 
lies unweathered marl. The ridges bet\'\een the depressions are built of marls, covered in some places with 
1 • 3 m cover of residual Pleistocene d<posits. However, some hills have solid Cretaceous rocks only at a con• 
siderable depth, beneath the level of neighbouring depression floors. 

The general morphological situation of the complexes of depressions is that they occur in basins. the 
base of which is of Cretaceous marls. These basins adhere either to the slopes of hills built of siltstones or to 
the escarpments of a higher marl level, and are closed by flat hummocks built of sandy and loamy Pleistocene 
deposits. Under the low hills of Pleistocene deposits there are dt!<!p basins cut into the marl basement. These 
are erosional valleys of over 100 m of depth and of widths reaching a kilometre. So the groupings of the dis
cussed karst depressions occur on isolated blocks of marls and marly limestones confined by faults on one si<M 
and by loose deposits filled with fossil deep valleys on other sides. 

In the light of the above, the genesis of the landscape may be interpreted as follows. Normal chalk 
karst of <he Lublin Upland develops due to vertical Infiltration of rainwater, and the depth of the karst is 
basically limited to the several meters 1hic.k zone of aeration. In spiu of the 5Jow infiltration, morphological 
effects are considerable due to the low resittence of the marls and Chalk. Around Milej6w a special type of 
landscape was controlled by the tectonical•morphological situation of karstified marls and by the conditions 
of ground water move<nents. Abundant groundwater in the strongly fissured siltstone, has hydraulic gradients 
to the North and East. Laterally the water is constrained by nearly impermeable marls. The low permeabilities 
of the ma,ls (due to their litholOiJies} is turthe< lowered due to their position on the downthrown side of faults 
(Liszkowski 1975). Underground water flows in blocks built of marls are mainly connected with subsurface 
tone of fissured weathering type. Fossil valleys filled with permeable Pleistocene deposits play the role of 
underground drainage zones. along which lateral movement of ground water is accelerated . In this way there 
may develop depressions of large latertl size, anastomosing shape and minimum depth. Karst corrosion is slightly 
more intensive in the zones of the contact of karstified rocks with Plei.stocene deposits. This leads to the deve
lopment in these zones of depressions which are slightly larger, deeper and open towards fossil valleys, in some 
ways resembling (in miniature) marginal poljes. 

Lateral lowering of the surfac, of karst rocks leads to the inversion of relief. The upper part of uncon
solidated Pleistocene deposits, originally deposited in deep valleys, now forms hummocks and small hills while 
the marl surface is lowered by corrosion. The upper pan of the lacustrine and river deposits filling these fossil 
valleys is paleobotanically dated from the Mindel-Riss interglacial (Brem 1954). Above these deposits there is 
also a cover of fluviOiJlacial sands and boulder clay, whose combined thickness is up to 10 m and which is dated 
from the Riss glaciation. The development of the described karst forms and the Inversion of relief resulting from 
it must have taken place after the time of the Riss maximum, In the Riss and Wurm lnterstadials, In the Riss· 
Wurm interglacial and In the Holocene. The average lowering of the marl surface due to karst corrosion must 
have been between 5 and 10 metres. 
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FLUVIO-GLACIAL CAVE SEDIMENTS- A CONTRIBUTION TO SPELEOCHRONOLOGY 
(Jama V StrMilu, Julain Alps, Slovenia. Yu110slavia)' 

Janja Hladnik & Andrej Kranjc 
lnstitut za Raziskovanje Krasa, Slovenske Akademije 
Znanosti in Umetnosti, 66230 Postojna, Titov Trg 2-
P.P. 29, Yugoslavia 

The study of Pleistocene ea,.e sediments i.s mostly connected to paleolithic investigations. In Slovenia 
~veral comparable caves were explorod (Brodar, S., 1939; Brodar, M., 1959). At these paleolithic investigations 
mostly autocthonous sediments were studied In detail (Brodar. S., 1952, 1960; Osolo. 1968). The Pleistocene 
allochthonou, sediments. Including l1minated clays, were explored mostly in the Postojna system, in Planina. 
and Krizna Caves (Gospodarif 1976). but they represent alluvial and nor fluvio-glacial deposits. 

The Cave "Jama V Stratilu" has been known from the year 1935, and it was explored in deiail in 1976 
when fluvio,glacial sediments were dl;covered. The entran~ to the cave lies 1,000 m high, at the foot of a rock\ 
wall in an alpine valley (Fig. 1 ). In th, Pleistocene this valley was transformed by the Bohinj glacier. The cave 
is in Nori an (Triassic) limestone with 96% CaC03 • 

The cave is developed as an elliptical pa$$tge 1·9 m wide and up 10 4 m high. The average gallery 
inclination is +18°. being 245 m long with an altitude dlfferen~ of 68 m. 

The cave sediment distribution is as follows: in the entrance part boulders predominate. in the central 
part gravel and sand. and in the final part there is clay with some sand and gravel. 

Clay layers are thick. up 10 2 m. filling the cave up 10 the roof. Sediments were analyzed in detail: 
gravel content, flatness and roundness evaluation, petrographic structure, granulometric analyses, the quantity 
of CaCOl (using solution and carbonate•bomb method). A. Sercelj from the Afchaeological Institute has done 
spore analyses of the upper belt of la-ninated clay. 

The prof lie from the upper caves is shown by figure 2. 
Mostly 2 types occur: 

1. laminated clay 
2. gravel, mixed by rubble and sand, 

cave 

river 

Jama pod 
abjim I Oboffl 

~ 
Fiq. l. Location map of the Julian l\los , Slovenia . 
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Fig. 3. Sediment profile of Jama v Slapcah 

The colours of laminated clay are be1vteen very pale brown (10 YR 8/3) and pale yellow (SY 8/3, 
Munsell). This laminated cart>pnate c lay is comoosed of silt and fine sand (0,2 · 0,002 mm} (89-94%}, loan 
15-7%), and coaru sand fll.05-6%). Carbonates are between 66·86%. In the insolubles, clay, minerals, Quartz, 
barite and mica p redominate. Lam,nateo clay" CG,,,posed by sc.i.-.,ly visible laminae, separated mostoy by 
colou r about 1 mm thick. In the natural profile there ere about 1,500-1,600 laminae. Darker layers occur 
2. 3 cm. The Inclination of laminae is approximately parallel to the cave gallery. In longitudinal direction quick 
changes In the extent of single laminae occur sllowing turbulence. The single laminae were daposited discor
dandy (up to 45°). 

In the upper layer of laminated clay ~reel) has found pine-lree (Pinus) spores, proving deposition 
during glaciation. 

The Gravel-rubble layer is composed by 46% of gravel, 31% of rubbla, 17% of sand and silt, and 6% of 
loam. The gravel petrographic composition is: 97.7% of limestone pebbles, 2% sandstone, and 0.3% quartz. 
The 9 8'!(, of pebbles have polished surfaces; among them ~ 1 % a re rounded, 26% subrounded, and 18% well 
rounded (after Pettijohn). The average flatness (after Cailleux ) Is 2,03 proving gelivation or fluvio-glacial origin. 

The sand from the second layer hes poor sorting with a bimodal histogram. The carbonate rate is 
greater in finer fractions (64-75%) than coarser ones (16-62%). 

Based on granulometric comPQSition tha average water velocity from which the sediment has btt.n 
~posited could be deduced, as well as its Quantity: 
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laminated clays show low water velocitY (0, 1-0,5 cm/=) and small discharge acr= the cave 
(1-90 1/sec.); 
gravel sediment has been deposited from faster flow (0, 1-1 m/sec.) with greater discharge 
(60-800 1/sec.). 

The results show that the lamhated clays have been deposited from flowing water from a melting 
glacier (Embleton & King 1969, 406). Some indications show that this can be also a wind-driven sand and silt 
(Meia & Pochon 1975). Gravel and sand (2nd layer) have been deposited from faster flows. 

In the closer and wider vicinity of Jama V. Stra!Hu (Voje, 8ohinj, Pokljuka) there are numerous 
Pleistooene layers with details similar to those described above (Malik 1930, 1939, 1964). The researchers 
(Melik Ibid.; Rakovec 1948) ascribe them to the Buhl (Amersee) stadia!. Under the cave, in Voje Valley, the 
"lime loam" had been deposited In the time when in the vicinity the land was under the ice. Above the loam 
fluvio-glacial gravel has been deposited n the tim<1 when the ice has retreated from the valley (Rakovec 1948, 
131 ). 

Considering the glacial deposit!' origin from the Jam,i V Stralilu and analogous sediments from the 
surface, the cave development could be reconstructed as follows: 

1. The cave was formed as syngenetic gallery (Renault 1968, 576) in the period before the last 
glacial in a retreat phase. ...., 

2 . In the cold period, during the glaciation itself, in two phases, water from the glacier naw,ated 
in the cave del)05iting the l,minated clays. 

3. Seti.wen the phases of laminated clay deposition, there was a period when across the cave a 
strong water flow deposited gravel and sand. 

4. The flow through the cave ceased in the Holocene and the cave became non-active. The present 
processes are: filling by breakdown. and washing off Pleistocene sedlmenu. 

There -are no direct proofs for the cave's age. but on the basis of deposits and their superposition and 
analogy with the caves in the vicinity it can be deduced. Regarding the anaology of surface layers the lovver 
laminated clays could originate from Amefsee stad ium. More foam in the base of this layer shows deposition 
after a longer warmer period. The Gravel•sand layer could be deposited by the stream during the Allerocf warme, 
period, while during the following cold phase the upper laminated clay had been deposited. At the final retreat 
of the glacier from the valley more wattr could flow across the cave, partly eroding the former sediments and 
opening the cave again. 

This chronological scheme agrees also in comparison with Jama pod 8abjim zobom (Bled), distant 
about 30 km. The cave lie• at the same altitude as Jama V Stralllu, having otherwise similar conditions but 
being fun:her away from the central mountainous massive. By the C14 method it wa.s proved, that in a warm 
period in the middle Wurm (before 44,000-23,000 years I an abundant sinter has been deposited (Gams 1975, 
115). There is no trace of this phase In Jama V Stralilu. The study of procffles in Jama pod Babjim zobom 
show, that the period of Wurm 3 In the caves of this belt represent a phase of Intensive corrosion and erosion. 
It follows, according to suppositions ba,ed on superficial Pleistocene layers, that the accumulations of lami
nated clays originate from retreat stage,. Also the subrecent age of Pinus spores is accordant. 

Conclusions 
This contribution doe, not solve the question about the development and age of caves in the Slovene 

Alps but tries to give a new paint of vieN to these studi•s by analyses of ftuvio-,g1adal cave sediments. 
Jama V Sualilu Is proof that melting water during the cold period did not corrode the rock but filled 

the cave. The water had been without corrosional energy even to dissolve Its own carbonate suspension. 
The recent speleological investigations show that there are several caves with similar sediments. Such 

is Jama v Slapcah (So~• river basin) wher8.1uperposition is similar to those in Jama V Stralllu (fig. 3). 
Th• detailed •tudies of such sejiments and their mutual correlation would possibly add to better know

ledge of speleogenetic procesM>s and conditions in the Plei,tocene and at the same time to the caves' chronology. 

Periods ProceHes Results 

Holocene warm period sediments erosion, actual state 
drying up 

ice advance accumulation upper laminated clay 

Retreat 
Ice reueat 

accumuletion + erosion 
gravel,-sand !aye~ stades of former sediments 

ice advance accumulation lower laminated clay 

Glacial (W3) or corrosion + erosion excavation of rocky 
Interglacial of rock gallery 
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ORIGINE ET ANCIENNETE DE PROASELLUS CAVATICUS (LEYDIG) 
(CRUSTACEA, ISOPODA, ASELLOTA DES EAUX SOUTER RAINES) 

Jean•Paul Her<y 
uboratoka de Biologie Animale et General• 
Universite de Dijon - 6 bvd Gabriel 
F - 21000 Dijon France 

L'lsopode hypoge Proasel/us cavaticus (Leydig) est une des esptces anophtalmes de Proasellus les plus 
ripandues dans las eaux souterraines d'Eur0pe Son a ire de rl!:partition s'ftend sur un vaste territoire qui com• 
prend une grande partie de l'Europ<1 moyenne et occidentale ainsl que le Sud de la Grande-Bretagne. Cette es• 
pece recouvre ainsi ~ la fois les bassins hydrographiques du Rhin, de la Weser, du Danube et du Rhone et s'etend 
dans plusleurs massifs hercyniens et dans le chaine alpine. C'est pourquol, en raison d'une distribution aussi 
vaste, le centre de dispersion de P. cwa,icus n',vjamais pu itre fid avec precision. D'autre part, le fait quo 
cette Ml)ice anophtalme ne prMente aucune affinite a\lec le, ~ces OC\Jlees actuelles de surface soullve la 
question de l'ancienneto! de sa ~n<!tration dans les eau>< souterraines. Entin, sa pr~ence en Grand,,.Bretagne 
po,e le problem• de la datation de sa migration sur cette ile. 

Les recherches quo j' ai entreprises sur l'kologia et la biogoograph,e de toutes les especes du groupe 
cavaticus (Henry, 19761 apportent des renseignemants utilas qui permettent de proposer des hypotheses sati5-
hlisantes sur l'origin et l'ancienate de P. cavatiws et sur la date de son installation en Grande.f!retagne. 

I. Origin• du groupe C8vaticus 
L'alre geographique du groupe C4vatiws, telle qu'elle peut etre d6finie ~ partir des donr,ees sur la re· 

partition de chaque e,pece, est netlement distincte de celles des autres lign<!es du genre; ii s'agit essentielle
ment d'une aire continentale alors que les alresdes principales especes anophtalmes de Proasellus sont toujours 
ll~es ~ une colonisation des terres ayant occupe autrefois !'emplacement de la M6diterran<!e. Dans ces condi• 
tions, II est douteux quo P. cavaticus ait une origine m6s~enne, car aucune trace de sa presence ne subsiste 
dans les peninsules de l'Europ<1 m~ridlonale ou dans les nes actuelles de la M6diterran6e. 

La connaissance bioeographique de chaque es~ce du groupe cavaticus permet d'avancer une hypo
ththe sur la r6gion OU r;1tsProasel/us souterraim auraient pris naiss.ance. En etfet, toutes les especes (P.cavatlcus 
P. strouhali, P. valdensis, P. walcer!J sont presentes sur la bordure externe de l'arc alp in I fig. I l: les unes, 
comme P. va/densls dont ies stations sont localisees sur les chaines subalpines de Savoie et du Dauphine, sont 
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meme strictement alpines; les autres, comme P. CJIVaticus sont plus r6pandues mais sont ni!amoins bien repr6• 
sent6es dans le domair.1 alpin ou le nombre de leurs stations est 61ev6. La densit6 de ces Aselles dans cette 
ri!gion e1 l'end6misme de certain, d'entre eux sont des indices de leur origine pal6ogeographique. On peut 
done avec quelque vraisemblance terir les Alpes occidentales comme le centre de peuplement du groupe cava
ticus. La d6couverte r6cente de deux nouvelles especes du groupe, l'une en Suisse (P. rouchi/ dens les Alpes 
marl times ( Henry, in litt/ tend b d6rnontrer le bien-lond6 de notre hypoth~se. 

<1 
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Pig.2 - Carte montrant la configuration probable des terrea bordant la 

Manche et la mer du Nord a l.' epoque du maximum de l.a glaciation 
.. 

ltiirm.ienne. Le trait en tirete irulique la l.imite probable des ter-

res. Le Rhin re9oit la "amiee et la ~eeer et la 0rande-llretagne 

est reliee au Continent. Lea tlecbes ecnematiaent l'extenaion 

poat-glaciaire de Prcasellua cavaticue. 

II. Anclennete du groupe cavaticus 
L'absence d'une forme 6pig6e actuelle proche parentll des diffirentM especes du groupe empiche de 

connaftre les m6canismes 6volutifs qui ont pr6sid6 b leur spiciation. N6enmoins, on pout consid"er que ces 
Aselles anophtalmes representent lesrelictas d'une faune d'eau douce de surface, ils d6riV11nt par cons6quent 
d'une fo.-me ocul6e r6pandue sur la r!gion alpine et qui serait paSSft de, eaux douces 6pighs dans les eaux sou
tllrralnes. Cette espice primitive n'a pu s'installer sur le bord ex~rne des Alpes qu'aprls le soultvementalpin, 
c'est-a-dire au miocene oo a la fin du tertiaire. 11 est fort probable qu'll y ait eu des cette epoque parml les pop• 
lationsde cette espice, apparition d·undividus d6pigment6s pui• dissociation ecologique entra la forrne de sur
face ocul6e et pigmant6e et la nouvele forrna plus apte A subsister dans le milieu hypoge. On peut Justifiercetll 
hypothese en reppelant les t11ndance, obscuriooles des Aselles 6pig6s aetuels dont de nombreuses populations 
sont infti:od~s aux eau.x souterraines. Majs c"est sans aucun doute les glaciations quaternaires qui ont eu te 
plus d'influence sur la p6netration sruterraine daces Crustac6s. En effet, le changement de clima1, qui fut im-
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po~ par Jes glaciations locs du ph!istocene aux r,!gions alpines, entraina des modifications consid6rables de la 
faune 6p.g& et nomb,e d'e~ces pr~faciaires qui v;,aient dans les eaux de surfeoe en ont ,ti! chas~es ou d6-
truitas. Ainsi le d~veloppement des glaciers, qui au d!but du quaternaire ont envahi les Alpes, a contraint les 
Aselles ~pigt!s A trouver de nouveaux milieu• de vie. Selon cer1ains au12urs, ces animlaux auraient survku aux 
transgressions glaciaires en trouvant localement des mfuges dans le milieu sou terrain; oette survie sous la calotte 
glaciaire parait bien probMmatique. Par contre, ii est plausible d'imaginer que les Aselles, refoulesdans les val• 
hies, 6 plus basse altitude, aient pu subsister en migrant dans les reseaux karstiques ou dans les nappes alluviales, 
et mime poursuivre leur extension 1ors des phases interglaciaires. Les stations actuelles de P. valdenSi$ OU cette 
espece vit dans des eaux froidas (3°C) montrent que ces form es Ont pu supporter une baisse considerable de le 
tempMature et se malntenir par conSl!quent sur le peurtour des glaciers p161stoo6nes. Le lait qu'un certein nom· 
bre de stations de plusleurs especes du groupe soient localisl!es dans des regions recouvertes autrefois par les 
grands glaciers peut s'expliquer par un repeuplemen~ apres le retrait des glaciers, des zones libhees des glaces. 
D'ailleurs cette petiode qui correspond~ une reprisegenerale de l'alluvionnement a et!I favorable~ !'expansion 
des Aselhn hypoges et Jeur repartition actuelle est le plus 10uvent le rt!sultat d'une colonisation post11laciaire, 
comma le montre par example l'etude de l'aire de P. ca,vy1ticus. 

Ill Signification de l'aire actuelle de P. cavaticus 
Parmi les diff6rentes espM:es du groupe, P. cavaticus est celle don, l'ecolog,e est la mo ins specialisee; 

en effet, cet Aselle n'est pas infeode aux reseaux karniques, mais ii est aussl parfaitement capable de maner une 
vie phr6atique: ii se satisfait par exemple de biotopes interstitlels encore tres lies~ la surface du sol et tour 6 
fait independants des regions calcaires. Cette ubiqulu! ecologique lui a perm is de s'adapter ~ uno aire geogra
phique variee et vane en suivant 1'6volution paleo-gqraphique des bassins hydrographiques de la surface du 
sol et de lours sous~coulements hypoges. C'est ainsique cette forme souterraine a profite de l'alluvionnement 
intense qui s'est produit apres le retrait des glaciers alpins au niveau des grandes vallees alluviales pour s'etendre 
et se disperser; les populations installeesdans les masses de gravlers quaternaires des plaines d'Alsace et d' Alle
magne temoignentde ce dynamisme colonisateur de l'espoce. 

Sa prfsence en Angleterre pourrait ainsi s'expliquer par son &><tension dans les alluvions du rdseau hy-, 
drographique du Rhin dont !'embouchure, fl cette periode, occupait !'emplacement actual du haut fond sab
leux du Ooggerbank. En effet, 1._s Aselles ont pu profiter des lia[sons qui se sont etablies entre le Gran~ 
Bretagne et !'Europe au coun de l'~re quaternaire ~ a suite des mO<Nemenu eu$tadques provoques par !'exten
sion et la regression des glaciers. lors du maximum de la glaciatJon wurmienne par nemple, le niveau marin 
s•~tant abalsse de 90 metres, I' Angleterre se trouvait r~•inie au continent et le Rhin, grossi de la Meuse, recevait 
la Tamise et la Weser et se dever5'1it fl peu prtls ~ la latitude de Newca'11e (fig. 21. Au cours de la phase post• 
wurmienne, la reprise de l'alluviomement a permis Its migrations de faune et en pan! culler celle de P. cava
ticus qui daterait done d'une ,!poque plus recente que celle qui est generalement admise (Birstain, 1951; 
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Jefferson, 1969); d'apres ces auteursqul se basent sur !'existence de communications terrestres entre l'Angle• 
terre et le continent au tertiaire, le peuplement de l'Oe se serait effectu6 avant le pliocene. II est 6tonnant dans 
ces conditions qu'aucun ph~nomine de ,pkiation ne soil intervenu p<>ur diff6rencier cette forme.primitive dans 
les eaux sou terrains de Grande--Bretagnesuivant la nature de m milieux de vie, comme c'est le ca, dans les 
Alpes. En effet, las difftrentes populations de P. cavaticus d'Outre-Manche, qu'elles soient install6e1 dam les 
Mendip Hills ou au Sud du Pays de Galles, sont constitu6es d'individus dont las caracteres morphologiques sont 
tris voisins et ne justifient nullement de; coupures sp6cifiques. C'est pourquoi, on peut admettre avec beau
coup de vraisemblance que la migration de P. cavsticus en Angleterre est un 6v6nement recent qui ne s'est 
produit qu'apres la p6riode glaclaire. 

Malgr6 son origine anclenne, !'expansion de P. csvsticus est done relativernent recente. La d6couverte 
de nouvelles stations aux contins de son a ire montre mi:me qu'elle se poursuit encore actuellement. Ainsi par 
exempte, sa pnhence dans le bassin de l1 Garonne, en France, tfmoigne d'une colonisation trM rkente. C'est 
un example int6ressant d'une extension de cette espece qui se dessine ~ 1'6poque ac1uelle vars de nouvelle& nappes 
phr4atiques. 
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FLUVIAL SEDIMENTS AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE FOSSIL BLOCKED 
SPRING OF THE JEOOVNICE BROOK IN THE MORAVIAN KARST 

Ousan Hypr 
Cave Club of Brno 
Svatopluka Cecha 40 
612 00 Brno, Czechoslovakia 

In the spring region of the Jedovnice Brook the fluvlal sediments in the Barova Cave were investigated. 
The Jedovnice Brook's cave system Is the second grealest system developed by underground waters in the 
Moravian Karst. The corresponding swaNets and karst springs are 4 km away. In the swallet region is the Rudice's 
engulfment cave, 3.5 km long IBurkharct, Gregor, Hypr 1975; Hypr 1976a). 

The spring region is divided int, several levels. The brook appears in the influx siphon of the Bull's 
Rock Cav• (length of the cave 1.5 km). After 200 m flow the brook leaves the main 1unnel-shaped corridor 
through the longest and lowest level which has a canyon-like character; it is possible to follow It along about 
150 metras. After another 150 m of unknown course the brook appears in the lowest level of the Barova Cave, 
where It is known to the length of 266 metres. About 100 m farther it surfaces in three springs (about 4 cu.ft/ 
,eel. This level represents a recent blocked spring, and it is charec1erized by its ruggedn8$S, lake sectors and 
frequent siphons. The lake sections are ,eparated from each other by siphons and were not explored until re
cently. 

The upper lev•I of the Barova Cave is a tunnel-shaped corridor (8,5 by 11 metres), known to the 
length of 160 metres. This level is by 90l(,'/illed with fluvial sediments. Some parts of the lower level are in 
the same tectonic elements. and after tre relatively thin partition roof was destroyed the two levels were inter• 
connected in six places and part of the upper levels sediments were washed away, In this way. diagonal pro
files of fluvial sediments up to 15 metres high appeared there. Textures of the sediments have been studied, 
stone analyses carried out, statistical characteristics of grain sizes and association, of heavy minerals deter• 
mined. Based on these (Fig. 1, 2, 3) reconstructions of the fluvial sedimentation development has been carried 
out, and the importanc• and function of the Sarova Cave in the spring region evaluated. 

Fluvial sediments are - accord ng to the age of th• overlying deposits, alluvia and scree from zones 
of vertical circulation - older than Wurm 1/2, possibly Riss/Wurm (Musil, 1959). Determination of the age 
of the whole fluvial sediment complex and of the periods of development, and an eventual classification in 
terms of the develOPment cycles of the Quaternary i, difficult. 

Preceding the sedimentation of the present filling of the corridor a massi11e erosion phase took place, 
during which older sediments mre washed out and even the rocky bottom of the corridor was eroded - a 
canyon-like cut up to 4.5 metres deep resulted. Then an accumulation phase followed, dividing into three 
partial accumulation, and two erosive subphases. Sedimentation took place in the conditions of a blocked 
spring (Hypr 1976b), as defined by Burkhardt 11972). Its origin is to be ascribed 10 the filling of the valley 
below 1he springs by scree, earth from slopes, fluviatlle sediments etc. The erosion phases as well as the partial 
subphases are reactions to the low,ired bases of erosion with regard to the development of the hydrography 
of the region. 

In two places in the cave grave mounds have grown up (Fig. 1 I during the phase, where the cross, 
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section profile of the corridor Wa5 considerablv widened and so the water flow velocity decreased. Psephitic 
material was brought in and deposited In the caw during floods. Otherwise onlv erosive shaping of the surface 
of the gravel banks as well a• of the sediment$ dEpoiited between mounds took place, being followed bv deposiu 
of e more fine grain (psamites - petites). The pstphite gravels are from 70 to 90% built up from Lower 
Carboniferous grevwackes and shales, the rest being pebbles of quartt, quartzite, flint and exceptionallv of 
limestones. The psephites are of middle or fine grain, here and there with distinctlV oriented pebbles. They 
are relat ive Iv monotonous. The finer grained sediments are marked by a considerabla variability and rlchneu 
of textural features. 

Sedimentation was interrupted by two trosive subphases, displayed In an apparent discordance in the 
complex of sediments. During the l int accumulation subphase the grits, and exceptionally also the medium 
grain gravel was deposited; the psephite bodies -..ere of a smaller extent. The sediments outside of the psephite 
accumulation have a positive gradation. Here and there on the floor lie broken limestone blocks. In the second 
accumulation subphase both mounds developed intensively and the corridor was greatly filled up. In the 
course of the last accumulation subpha,e the decrea5e of the flow quantity was •hown strickinglv. Psephites 
were deposited onlv exceptionallv and the sedirrents have a distinct positive gradation. During the previous 
erosive subphase with greatest probability a new communication route began to come into existence in the 
spring reqlon - the Bull'~ Rock cave (Bvci skala~ Towards the end of the sedimentation the contribution of 
material t rom vertical circulation zones oecame evident (scree and washed-Ott masses from chimneys). their 
mixing too~ place and even separate banks of these deposits aroM. After the corridor has ended its function the 
deposits of washed-off masses .,d scree grew and calcite formations formed with possibility of preservation. 

The origin of potholes with profiles leading through fluviatile sediments is bound to the youngest 
stage of the spring region, and this process still proceeds. 
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The heavy minerals (Fig. 3) d d not provide data for differentiation of the accumulation subphases 
and are important only for evaluation of the relation of the fluvial filling and sediments from the vertical 
circulation zones. 

The results of the invenigation of sediments contributed also to the determination of location M well 
as the direction of further prolongation activities. 

The caw of the Rudice swallet (ponor) and the Barova Cave, Bull's Rock Cave and the lower level of 
the spring region belong to a single cava level which is divided into three sub-levels. After the oldest level (the 
Barova Cave) ceased to function the spring region continued iu development on a new level, in the Bull's Rock 
cave. The sediments in the Audia, swallet and in the Bull's Rock Cave are mutually comparable and belong 
10 two accumulation phases. The sediments existing during the period of origin and development of the Bui l's 
Rock Cave were entirely washed out from the spring region, and as far as they exist in the cave of the Rudice 
swallet their relicts are completely covtred by the sediments of the two subsequent accumulation phases. The 
sediments of both phases are separated by an erosion stage and they differ by the content of pebble types and 
by textural features. After the rejuvenati9n of the system by the opening of the lovvest level erosion of th~ 
•diment fill took place, which nowadays is being slowed dovvn due 10 the retarding action of the blocked 
spring, The majority of recent sediment> form mixture of redeposited sediments of the accumulation phases 
mentioned above. 

The investigation of sedimentary filling continues further on, its aim being the reconstruction of the 
whole system end its incorporation into the development cycles of the Quaternary, At present, a detailed and 
complementary documentation is carried out. We Intend also to take advantage of the dating of scree bodiet 
interlayered with the fluvial sediment cor;l)plex by means of analysis of the malacofauna, and ewntually by 
other methods. 
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GENETIC PROBLEMS OF THE HUGE GYPSUM CAVES OF THE UKRAINE 

L Jakucs and G. Mezosl 
Jozsef Attila University, P.O. Box 428, 
Szeged, Hungary. 

The Podolian plateau in the Ukraine is one of the most extensive, interconnected gypsum karsu on 
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the Earth (1, 4, 7). To the north of the River Dnvester, in the region of the towns Lvov, Ternopol and 
Chernovtsi, extending as far as the Pripyach marshes and to Poland, an extensive gypsum karst has developoo, 
undoubtedly the large-st in Europe, its surfEtCe area far exceeding those of the gypsum karsts of Asia Minor* 
the Urals or the Han Mountains of Germany. The central region of the Podolian gypsum kar.st covers at least 
50,000 km', but further research will certainly reveal at present unknown karst processes in the gypsum layers 
of more distant areas. 

The reason why the gypsum karst nature of the Podolian plateau was discovered only relatively 
recently is that the karstified gypsum layers genually lie under the surface, covered by various thicknesses 
(5-25m) of younger layers of non-karst rocks, and by soils formed in part by the corrosion of these and in part 
by Pleistocene loess.es. The karstic corrosion of tile covered horizontal gypsum strata has given rise only to few 
karst forms which can be seen free from the cover. It is only in the fast few years that the considerable Podolian 
eave di5eoverit.s have proved concJusively that the gypsum deposits of the Podolian ridge have undergone a very 
intensive subcutaneous kamification in the course of their subsurface hydr0graphic developmenL 

The plateau-like ridge, which slopes gently towards the south, has a high relief energy, for the various 
rivers (the Stripa, Druzhin, Zbruch, etc), have cut valleys in to the Silurian clay slate and formed small blocks 
some tens of kilometres in size. These blocks enclose the enormous Optimist (109km), Lake ( 103 km} and 
Crystal ( 19km), etc. cave complexes. Numerous gypsum and anhydrite areas are known on the various con ti· 
nents, but it is only on the Podolian,tidge that cive labyrinths several \ens of kilometres in length have formed 
in blocks as small as 1 km2 • 

That part of the ridge between the Zbruch and Seret rivers, with an aVl!rage altitude of 200-350 m, was 
also studied by us: this area stretches north from the Dnyester, right up to the heights of Ternopol. The climate 
of this region is temperate and mildly wet. The annual amount of precipitation ts 700 mm. The average annual 
mean temperature Is 6.8-7 .0°C; the mean temperature for January is -5.5°C, and that for July ls 18.5°C. 

In the central and western sectors of tht Optimist cave the thickness of the gypsum is 60-70 m, where• 
as elsewhere it is generally 25-30 m. The tempemure of the cave in the eastern sector is 7.9•8.2°C, while in 
the central and western sectors It is 9· 10°C (10). 

The differences in temperature between the eastern and western cave sectors can only partially be 
attributed to differential exchange of the cave air with the external atmosphere. The temperature of the eastern 
sector corresponds to the annual mean temperature of the region; in this sector the entrance has been exposed. 
In winter the direction of the draught transports air from outside into the cave. whereas in summer this trans• 
port direction is reversed. On the above basis, th, temperature of the eastern sector must be regarded as normal. 
However, the fact that the temperature of the c1Ne in the western sector Is higher than expected from the 
annual mean temperature can be ascribed not to a geothermic hea"t flow, but, in our view. to exothermic physico
chemical processes taking place in the cave e.g. tne absorption of water by anhydrite and its conversion to gyp. 
sum. 

Throe morphol0gically well-separated ltvels can be distinguished In the cave (the Podolian caves in 
general have 2,3 levels). 

However, the Optimist Cave, together with the Lake cave, which genetically and palaeohydrographically 
probably forms one system with it, and the Windy Cave, so far explored over a distance of 4 km, lie in one oro• 
graphic block; after the discowery of the still un~nown connecting sections, therefore, this will be the longest 
cave system in the world . 

The small brooks forming on the plateau surfaces sooner or later flow into swallow-holes. Excavation 
of such a swallow-hole led, among otheu, to the discovery of the Optimist Cave ( Fig. 1 }. In places one can ob· 
serve shallow, non-draining, round doline,. which indicate gyp.5um close to the surface. The area can in general 
be regarded as typical covered kam. Only In the valley .. ides, where the gypsum has been exposed, have karren 
begun to form. Dye tests of the swallow-hole va leys have shown that the waters flow away primarily areally 
along the contact of the gypsum and the overlying layer. Because of this, entire "spring-lines" not discrete 
springs develop in the valleys. This is one of the signs that retir.ular cave formation has taken place "'11ere cave 

Earlier, when only the maps of the Podolian gypwm •.• ses were known to us, we considered them to 
be caves of typical tectonic genesis (S). Our on-site observations. however, convinced us that, although the pas
sages were generally preformed tectonjcally or atectonically by jointing, nevertheless their final forms were 
developed by fluvial erosion. The fracture pre-formation may be linked to the weak tectonism of the region in 
the Pleistocene, connected with the elevation of the Csrpathians and the Ukrainian Crystalline mass. The pre• 
dominating running-water erosion effect is proved by the morphology of the passages and by the stream alluvia, 
sands and gravels found in the caves. 

Pseudotectonit fracture-s were also forMed in the passage system as a result of the roof pre55Ure, sloce~ 
because of its plasticitY, the gypsum wa, pulled apart and slipped in the direction of the deepened valleys by 
gr,vitY. 

All these genetic fractures are well documented by the ground-plans of the caves. It is mainly due to 
the development of a pseudotectonic fracture S\stem as a result of the roof pressure, and to the strong pref or• 
mational ef1ect, that the ground•plan of such a cave diffeu considerably from that of a limestone stream cawe. 
A significant role was played in this, however, by the fact that the crevice waters flowing predominantly in the 
NW-SE direction at the end of the Pliocene took part in the formation of the Podolian gypsum caves (the Plio
cene fractures were NW.SE (Carpathian) in direction). and that these were subsequently replaced by water> 
moving in the NE•SW direction in the Pleistocene. 

It has abo proved possible to find a parallel between the levels of the individual cave systems and the 
terraces of the Onyester. 
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CONSTRUCTION OF SHAFTS IN METAMORPHOSED 
KARSTIC FORMATIONS 

M. Kala, G, Cubuk, H, Salm, 0 , Ondrousek 
and E, Coufalik 
MRC Clinical Research Centre, Watf0<d Road, 
Harrow, Middlesex, HA 1 3UJ 

A fractured and collapsed limestone man formed a se-rious obstruction to our explorations of the sub• 
terranean rivulet, Bila Voda, near Holstejn, wlich is cne of the main NE tributaries of the subterranean river 
Punkva in the M>ravian Kam. We decided to make a horizontal and vertical clearing through this obstruction, 
A horizontal tunnel was driven through rocks slipp,,d into the valley towards a fault located between com• 
pact rocks. This fault was found to be filled with gravel and crushed rocks. We decided therefore to construct 
a vertical shaft in the fault deep into the lime-s1one massive in the nex1 stege. 

The construction of a horizontal and of a vertical shaft shows the application of mining engineer• 
Ing methods together with the knowledge of spelaeologv and karstology. "The Spira le Cave·· was the name 
given to this artificial passa_ge, from rts final profile. which gave acces.s to the top of a 70 m hi~ cavity contain~ 
Ing the underground stream which we expected. 

Retro,pectlvely, the technical project consisted of 3 stages: (i) The construction of a horizontal shaft 
throu!lh($he crushed rocks to the fault located between compact rocks (ii) The construction of a vertical shaft 
between two solid limestone formations which we followed downwards along the one solid rock. (iii) The half• 
circular horilontaf approach to the top of a dome and the rnstaUation of a solid iron ladder, 70 m long to the 
bottom of the dome. It was our (:onservation.al interest to preserve the spelaeologieel Character of karnic phenc,.. 
mena, and the geological character of the dam~ formation. 

We know that the mining work under such conditions ;s submitted to the laws o"f physics, particularly 
those of statics and of spelaeology, It was our 1ule that a compact rock suppo,ud the shaft from two or ar 
least from one '1de of the shaft. The opposite one or two sides of the shaft were supported. The work had to 
be done very carefully when three sides had to be supported and we nearly abandoned the work at one stage. 
The stat inlcal powers of the boulders clenched together were not violttedl 

The vertical shaft which had to be op,ned was small, of 1.5x1.5 m in average size. According to our 
expertence thi.s size was sufficient for the transJOrt of the necessary equipment. 

The building material:$ we used were f1esh fir,wood. which was debarked to prevent moulding and 
rotting, and band-iron. The diameter of beam, was 20-25 cm only, and they were 1.5-2 m long. Such beams 
safely SUPPOrted the rocks for 4-5 years at the , nrrance of the horizontal shaft exposed to atmospherical con
ditions of the climate outside, or 10-16 years safely in the humid underground. In dangerously exposed places, 
band-Iron were always used together with fir....ood. Beams made of concrete were expensiw and they did 
not prove as ufe as fir-wood, "• 

The beams vwre insertad horizontally and vertically and kept the rocks apart. They were joined to
gether where the vectors acted. For the wor1< to be carried out, it was important to use our mining e,cpedence, 
coupled with geometrical and physical consideration in order to find the proper vectors on which to act. The 
beams ware checked daily or at least weekly by knocking on them with a hammer. A high pitched, resonating 
sound signified that the rocks were safe and the vectors were not changed. A slightly dull sound signified loosen
ing of the beams in the frames. The position of the beams was corrected immediately and the proper action of 
the vectors restored if the beams were found lcose, otherwise we would not have been able to avoid collaJ)$8 
of the constructed shift. 

The spaces In between 1he beams wart secured by timber boards, fixed between the frames and broken 
stone. The gravel heaped behind them helped t;:, keep them in position. The remo\111 of the remaining stone. 
gravel and sediments from the vertical shaft was assured by means of a bucket which was mounted on a winch 
or a hoist and checked each time before use. 

The usa of expl05ives is not safe as thf blast could damage either the construction made of beams or the 
shaft or violate both their stability. Sometimes when the blast could not be avoided, a small quantity of dyna
mite was used. 

The firmness of the wooden frames and of the rocks was examined after blasts by each man in the team 
by knocking them with a hammer and by list8fling to their resonance and high pitched sounds. Thesa checks 
were ropeated each day. Any cracks in the rocks were followed up anaiouslv by sticking them tOgether with a 
nieki09 ribbon, 5elotape or plaster of Paris. We did not notice any of them come ott due to widening of the 
crack, but should this have happened, the shat, would have had to be left instantly by the whole team. The es-
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eape from the shaft must always be upNard$, A hiding place ln a re<:e$$ may be fatal. These precaution.s have 
always been kept. since then. 

~ soon u the shaft was 20 m long and deep another important sign was noticed. The air-drafts from 
underground, intensified and grew colder as we descended. They blew from the underground up to the entrance 
during the day and vice versa at night. We stopped the excavation directed vertically and downwards as we were 
eware of the danger that the bottom of the shaft may faff down Into the top of the cavity. A small horizontal 
passage, whloh followed the maximum air-draft. was made through the rocks and finally opened at the top of 
the 70 m deep cavity. At the top of th, cavity ,ecunty points for hands and feet were nailed into the rocks. 

A safety lending in the form of a bridge was built in the opened top, and a wire net was spread to pro
tect us from falllng stones coming from above. 

The dome was descended by mean, of a temporary wire ladder which was soon exchanged for a solid 
band-Iron ladder screwed together frD"' parts 1.70 m long and 30 cm wide. The.screws holding the parts ot the 
ladder were 2 cm thici< and were prese·ved with vaseflne. The ladder 70 m long was fixed to the bottom of the 
dome and to its walls. The way to the • xploration of the underground and its beauties was opened. 
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GLACIOKARSTIC DEVELOPMENT IN ORDOVICIAN CARBONATES 
-WESTERN NEWFOUNDLAND 

Marika s. Karolyi (Bourque), 
Department of Geography, 
McMaster University. Hamilton, Ontario, Canada 

This paper is a report on karst deV'elopment In the Ordovician limestones/dolomite.s of Western 
Newfoundland, emphasising a comple> glaciokarstic-karstiglaciaf (For, 1977) terrain between Goose Arm and 
Bonne Bay Big Pond (lake). The area is located at 58°35' Long., 49° 10' Lat., covering approximately 180 km1 . 

Newfoundland is part of the Appalachian Fold Seit System, and the island may be divided up into 
three tectonic divisions· Western Platform. Central Mobile Seit~ and Avalon Platform. 

The maior kal'S:t areas ate found on the Western Platform In Ordovicien rockt, the St. Geo.rge 
(MohaWkian) and Table Head (Chatya,) Fo.-mations. The Western Platform evolved upon a continental ba,e
ment whioh is well exoosed as the Lon; Ranqe Mountain Complex (Stevens, 1970, Williamur al 1972). The 
Ordovician rocks are predominantly shallow water carbonates, represented by limestones and dolomites whh 
minor saadstones and shales of the St. George Formation {=122•458m), and by fossilhferous limestones and 
dolomites of the Table Head Formatlon (183-336m) (Stevens 1970; Lilly 1963-1967; McKillop 1963). 

Large karst basins covering se·,eral tens of km2 are found north of Deer Lake in the St. George For• 
mation. Smaller karn areas are found south of Deer Lake in the Corner Brook area and around Sops Arm in 
the Ooucer Format1on. Several other areas have minor karst features in the form of short underground drainage 
or in small. partly collaps.ed caves. 

fn the Goose Arm - Bonne Bay Big Pond region extenslve folding and faulting complk:ates the geo
logy. Extensive gleciation has produced a rugged totpography with in1rlcate ice-moulded type of rounded and 
streamlined hills, steep U•shaped valle~s. and large closed depressions. From the Last glaciation ('Wiscon$inan' 
= Wurm) there is a deep, almost continuous blanket oftifl of highly irregular thickness (1•25m). 

This multiple;,glaciated limestoni rerrafn is unlike other glacio-kantic terrains reported in the literature, 
because of the Intense. high relief ice~moulded forms. In other ins-tances (e.g. Co. Clare of Eire) the limestone 
is the regional .,strong rock., forming t-i5talands. Here, although the rocks are ma,sive--crystalli.ne, and as strong 
as those of Yorkshire, Eire. etc .. they occupy a broad vale subject to repeated multjdirectional ice scour from 
glaciers from yet harder and stronger rocks of the enclosing Long Range Mountains. A consequence is that the 
karst type and distribution ls singularl\' complex and in almost every instance the researcher faces the problem 
of determining whether a given feature now displaying karstic drainage is of giacial soour In origin modified by 
karst processes past-glacially or of karst origi" modified by glacial scour and deposition. 

Obvious post-glacial karst forins (such as karren, some sinkholes. small stream caves •ncl all karst 
springs) have a patchy distribution and the drainage areas vary in size from Jess than 1km2 to 2km1 • t<atren 
forms are found generally along lake shores and are rills of varytng size and shape. Sinkholes may be divided 
into two kmds, those found in till .and those found in limestone. Sinkholes in till vary in size from t~30m, have 
a circular form and are of collapse or suffosion origin. Sinkholes in lime.stone are .sotutional in origin, circular 
In form, illd may range up to 50m in diameter. 

Short, apparently simple linear caves are also found at a number of localities; they are usually of un
explorably small dimensiom, draining modern lakes. Maximum length of less than 3 km is typical. 

The distribution of these post-glacial karst toims is sporadic and highly irregular, a function of variation 
ot depth of local till cover, of favouratle ~ologic structure, and local high hydraulic gradient created by glacial 
derangement of drainage. 

Distinct pre-glacial karst forr-ns are cave fragments found at mountain top$, and in 5ediment•filled caves 
where extensive mineralisation i, taki~ place. 
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This limettone terrain has numerous l.arge closed depreS$iOOS, the majority of which contain lakes 
drained underground. Some of the depreuions d1,play distinct ice-scour. Three major closed de,:,re.uiom re
ceive drainage from 5-7 km'l and discharge underg1ound. Oepreulons displaying ice moulding and scouring 
forms are elongated in the direction dictated by ict flow or geologic structure. 

An interesting situation is found at Name MS Pond and Brown's Pond area where the predominant 
structure indicates a uniform and steep dip to the north. Nameless Pond Is situated In an elongate closed de• 
pression; it sinks at iu northern end and reappears about 3 km north at Bonne Bay Big Pond. Brown's Pond. 
just east of Nameless Pond has a similar situation but is not in a closed depression. This lake sinks at its soLtthern 
part and rea~•rs 5 km south at North Lake. 

Canal Pond ( 15 km .southwest of Bonne Bay Big Pond) t.s a large compJex depression draining an area 
7 km1

. The water sinks at its nonheastern edge and reappears flllt1.5 km east. The. cave that connects the sink 
point and the rising is utilized to iu fullest capacity in flood time-s. 

Distribution of these k:arst areas is irregular, but in aggregate 60% of the limestone terrain, In between 
Goose Arm and Bonne Bay Big Pond, is drained underground via closed dep,assions. 

~~~ ' 
The area between Goose Arm-and Bonn• Bay Big Pond is a multiglaciated limestone terrain, surrounded 

by higher and stronger rocks of the Long Range. Karst cype and distribution is complex and irregular, but it is 
obvious that both glaciokarnic and karstiglacial de•Jelopment is present. Cave fragments and sediment-filled 
cavH indicate development before glaciation. The majority of karst forms point to a g1aciokarstic development, 
where previous karst forms have been modified by iee. Karstic processes continue to operate today, modifying 
the scoured basins and creating new karst forms, 
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KARST LANDFORMS AND SPELEOGENESIS IN PRECAMBRIAN 
GRANITE, LLANO COUNTY, TEXAS (U.S.A.) 

Emst H. Kastning 
Department of Geological Scie.nct.s, 
The University of Texa,s at Austin, 
Austin, Texas 78712, U.S.A. 

Physicochemical weathering processes ha>e produced a diverse variety of karst landforms on e•POSed 
coarse11rained. pink granite In the Llano Uplih region of central Texas (U.S.A.). Several uncommon karst 
and pseudo-karst features have developed on Enchon(lld Rock, Llano County, the largOfl in a chain of domed 
insalbargs of Precambrian granite of the Enchanted Rock Batholith. Of panicular intarest is Enchanted Rock 
Ceve, located on the northwestern side of the lnseberg and near ;u summit. 

Mino, Karn and Puudokarn landforms 
Many geomorphic features on Enchanted-Rock resemble forms developed in limestone karst and are 

considered karstic where dissolution of granite has been the dominant process. As a precise definition of the 
term "PSeudo-karst" Is currently in question (Otvos, 1976), forms due principally to processes othar than dis• 
solution are herein termed pseudokarstic. Most karn•like features on Enchanted Rock are the product of granu, 
Jar disintegration of bedrodc through grusification and phy5ic.l erosion. Many of these landforms have been 
previously described (Blank, 1951a. 1951b; Kastnhg, in press) and are briefly noted here. 

Gnammas - Numerous shallow depreuions, nmgin_g in diameter from 0 .3 to 15 m. are found on gentle 
slopes of the inselberg, particuJarly near its summit. These have developed through differential weathering of 
miner ii aggregates. in many ptaca along joints. Ffaking of the upper surface of the rock mass and 1he destruc
tive influence of lichens seem 10 have augmented 01emical weathering as well. Slidnly acidic waters which have 
accumulated in the gnammas followir,g rainfall have altered feldspar minerals to kaolin and biotite to vermi• 
culite. Gnammas on slight slopes are periodically flushed by heavy rains. but on level surfaces they may accu• 
mutate coarse and fine residual debris. The finer mnerfal may be later remo-.ed by deflation, the coarser material 
by attrition. 

Rock doughnuts - Several gnamma•llke fmures are encircled by a raised rim of granite 20 10 30 cm in 
width and up Lo 15 cm high. Blank (1951b). who originally described these features, hypothesized that either 
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(1) water in gnammasha<I indurated the surrounding rock, case•hardening it. or (2) water flow was checked on 
its downhill movement by gnammH. ttius- reducing its velocity and corrosive effect in the vicinity of the gnamma. 
Twidate and Bourne (in preu) indicate that raised platform• (plinths) may develop beneath boulders on sloped, 
s.nu,olh surfaces as the neighboring roe< is weathered away. Gnammas may form on these raised surfaces where 
moisture under boulders is protected f,om solar heating and is retained for longer periods. As the boulders 
disintegrate by further weathering. the doughnut is left behind as a remnant, 

Granirrillen and channels - Incised flutes and channels have formed on the dome surface, particularly 
on flared slopes and where drainage from gnammas has been integrated into flow networks. Mo.st are severe! 
centimeters deep and 10 to 20 cm wid&; however, on steeper slopes, higher-order channels may be as much as 
50 cm deep, Chemical and physical renoval of biotite and plagioclase feldspar has lef1 rough quartz · and 
mieroeHne . .studded channel beds. Consequently. the summit area of Enchanted Rock has been etched into 
a fluviokarS1 landscape by channels and gnammas. 

Talon/, arches, and p«Jesral, - Water running down the dome surface during heavy rains has physically 
and chemically weathered the basal paru of many edoliated blocks. Cavernous weathering (tafoni) is common 
where blocks have been undercut at their contact with the bedrock. Larger openings are enterable and qualify 
,as caves. Tafoni commonly attain mort mature forms such as.arches or pedestals as weathering progresses. 

A-rents - Preuur'e-release structures in the form of A•tent-5haped pop-ups are found on various granite 
domes of central Texas. A few exampl,s are found at .Enchanted Rock. Jennings and Twidale (1971) suggest 
that exfoliated sheets pressed upward into small tent caves, are expressions of compressional forces within the 
lnselberg. It is also likely, in some exanples, that arrest of down-slope movement of exfol1ated sheets may Pro
duce sufficient compressional forces from sti II sliding up-slope blocks to produce A•tents. The small caves thus 
formed are ephemeral pseudokarst fea~ures of purely physical origin. 

Enchanted Rock Cavt 
Enchanted Rock Cave is one of the longest cavei to have formed within an insetberg mass. It is the pro

duct of four pro«ss.es: ( 1 J fracturing of the bedrock mass, (2) grusification, (3} removal of detritus by piping, 
and (4) talus accumula1lon and roofing, More than 300 m of pass"9"way have been surveyed and although 
there are over 20 entrances to the cave. there is one large pauage (2 to 3 m high and 70 m long) on a lower level 
where artificial light is necessary for exploration (Smith, 1974). 

Fractum formation - A long northeast trending fracture extends for approximately 500 m parallel 
and near to the northwest face of the iuelberg. The fracture formed prior to exhumation of the inselberg and 
Enchanted Rock has subsequently developed along the fracture plane. 

Gr<Jsifl~ation - ChemlcaJ onl1rgement of the fracture may have begun prior to exhumation, as ground
water seep.age attacked the upi>er surf ice of the buried rock mass. Grusification has weakened the fracture 
wall rock considerably, especially whe·e the nearly vertical fracture has intersected an extensive exfollation 
fracture olane of relatively shallow dip. At the dep1h of this juncture the vertical fracture wns still closed wff, 
cient ly to ~ rcn water as 1t moved along the tracture strike. As exhumation of the dome progmsed, seepage 
became more rapid as did the removal of chemically decomposed and dissolved minerals such as oxidized bio
tite and "chalked" plagioclase. Orthoclm and quaru grains were left behind as disaggregated gru, to be la1er 
removed largely by physical erosion and further dissolution. 

A large weather-pit began to form adjacent to and southeast of the fracture, beginning perhaps as a 
small gnamma and en~arged by edo1ia1ion along its margin$, At present this structure is approximately 20 m 
in diameter. Runoff from a targe area of the dome surface i, concentrated by this amphi theatra•Uke pit and 
is channelled directly Into th• cave frarture. 

Piping - Disaggregated gru• h,s been removed from the cave through mechanical sulfosion (piping), 
The cave has been flushed periodically by cal as trophic rtorms typical of the central Texas region, and water 
remoining ponded temporarily at the ltv61s of fracture closure had time to further weather the adjacent bed· 
rock, forming a zone of grus along the cave walls. Grus was later removed through spalllng and erosion. The 
fracture width at that level enlarged and formed the cave. 

Talus 11Ceumulation and roof/1>9 - Enlargement of the host fracture had progrmed ,ubstantially to 
allow breakup of the upper fracture walls. large granite blocks-, weathered out along ,mailer joints and fractures. 
had dislodged and were displaced downward in10 the fracture. In addition, some slabs of exfoliated sheets from 
the dome surface accumulated within 1he fracture, sealing many of the ln1erstices among larger blodcs and 
roofing large sections of the cave. 

Conclusion• 
Several types of minor granitic landfOfms are located on Enchanted Rock .. Some forms. sud, as gnamma 

and rock doughnuts. have developed through grusific-ation and are es-sentia11y karstic. Other forms, such as granl
trillen, channels, tafoni, arches. and pedestal rocks are producu of physicochemic.al processes and may be termeo 
karstic, but with pseudokanllc modification. The A•tent caves are thuesult of physical processes and are pseudo 
karstic. 

At Enchanted Rock cave, chemical weathering (dissolution) has weakened and enlarged the host frac
tura, Physical erosion ($palling and piping) has removed grus from the walls and floor of the lower passages. As 
a result, thls cave is in part a kant featJre and in part• pseudokarst feature. A unit,iue relatiomhip between the 
host fracture and a contributive drainage basin has produced one of the largest known granite caves. 
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THE SYSTEMS APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM OF CAVE TRANSFORMATION 
r0R TOURISM AND RECREATION 

Ruf at M. Kasumov 
Institute for Economics, 
Gosplan of the Azerb. S.S.R. 
Baku, U.S.S.R. 

C.ve.s as an imPQrtant element of the environment have been subject to intensive develOl)tnent for 
tourism and recreation for the last few years. Ltilising caves conserves and maintains them but unplanned cav
ing and tourism leads to grea1 changes in the re;i,me of che systems and to their devastation. 

The problem of conserving caves for the purposes of tourism is now a question of prime concern. tak• 
ing into account the quantitative growth of tol.rism and the inclusion of caves amongst tourist attractions. 
Scientifically the problem falls into two categories, (1) the conserva1ion of caves by reserving them for future 
uti1ization for tourists; and (2) the maintenance of caves already adapted to receive tourists. 

We consider that the systems approacn is the best method of approaching this problem. If we imagine 
a cave svStem to be a multi-level structure linking the elements of living and inanimate nature. each element forms 
a functional box developing independently in time. Each box is a macro•system, its outputs reffec;ting specific 
proce:sses obeying specific laws. We should note that uparate boxes of the cave system appear and function at 
specific stages in its development. We can say t!\at the cave $ystem is in a proCe$$ of structural transformation, 
continually b<icoming more complicated, leadiog to an increas4 in the number of levels and In the complexity of 
relations between elements. 

The most important boxes influencins the general functional processes of a cave system are "cHmate", 
"wacer system", "fauna•· and "geological struccure". The latter box includes the aqueous elemenu 100. It should 
be noted that at any definite phase of the developm•nt of the system, th .. e boxes interrelate closely and con
trol the subSeQuent development of the entire system. The proces.s of transformation of the cave structure 
resulu in the creation of new cave synems. 

A cave system passes through the following S1ages in the process of Its development: ( 1) the creetional 
period of structural elements; (2) the period of development and transformation of elements into boxes: (3) 
the period of the appearance of new boxes which complete the building of the strue1ure of the full cave sys
tems; (4) the Po(iod of the detachment of new. simpler cave systems. 

We can distinguish between two fomu Of cave systems: closed and open. A cave system unaffected 
by the three im,:,orunt disturbing agents; air, water and man, is called a closed system. The presence of any 
of these agenu will make the system an open a,e. In the further course of (he devefc,pment every factor will 
form a separate box and thu.s the •evel of development of the cave will be higher. Practically and logically all 
caves which have been e,c:emined by man are open ones. 

From this point of view there appears the problem of control of the transformation process of a 
cave S'f1tem, Since man does not appear in this system as a s-tructurat element, or as an m situ controlling influ-
ence, then the problem ari, .. of how to determine the role and the degree of man's inflUi!nce upon the nacural 
transformation of caves In time and space. In practice man studies caves or uses them for recreation and tour• 
ism. In the first instance man more or less tries to influence cave development; In the second he tries to adapt it 
to its present normat condition for use for leisure purposes. Here we can cteariy see the social aspect of cave ex
ploration in different eountl'itl. In $0me the caves change atmost completely and they have entertainment functions, 
in others its apparent modific,ation is minimizej in order to optimiz• the visual appeal and 10 render them safe 
for visitors and to control pollution , Thus using caves for tourism and recreation directly depends upon the 
intentions of the users. The. control of cave transformation can be treated as a system of external influence 
upon e lements of the system with a view to bringing it to a required condition. This may lead to different struc
tural changes in functional boxes by way of co!nbining both output flows and direct interference with the 
development process. Concretely these may re1ult In change in thl! heat end moisture exchanges, modification 
of geological strucwrl!S, changes in the environment of cave~fauna. etc. In the end these forms of manag.eml!nt 
cause changes in the developml!nt of the cave .-id the building of new functional relations between such ele· 
menu. 
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The tourist mo¥ement is making use of caves for sightseers to a gradually increasing ex:tent, At the 
Vlth Congress of the International Sp,leological Union at Olomouc. Ciechoslovakia in 1973 I proposed the 
ranking of a cave system as one of the group of information services. On th!! same occasion proposal$ wer-e sub
mitted to assign caves to the $Upply and accommodation services. My studies of recent years have shown that a 
cavl! system is an independent elemen1 can be assigned in practice to the group of enten.ainment services. 

After being examined by speleologi<U caves become tourist features; therefore in a community, the 
problem of linking these two basic fonu of human activity will present iuelf. Ceves which are the subject of 
scientific rese.arch cannot M opened ro masses of tourist visitors. These caves are usually ones lhat have only 
recently been e)(plored and hardly visited by man. and where his Impact is minimaJ. The conservation period 
should last until the complete e)(aminatlon of it is completed. One of the questions to be answered will be 
the possible form of tourist utilization of the cave. Such an inve.stigation should aim to thow the stage of 
development of the cave, the rate of transformation of its various s.ections and the level of influence of extar• 
nal factors. 

As an element of the system of tourin services, caves must be developed and improved without any 
damage to the functional processes. In other words, man's impact upon each pan of a cave system should be 
minimized. The natural d~etopme-nt of caves takes a long titne and this eneble-.s the regular restoration of ele• 
ments subject to degradation. 

The history of tourism has shown that the utilization of cave systems in many regions has become an 
important factor in the local development of toufi.sm. This means that there is the problem of maintaining and 
supporting the functioning of the cave regime for the purpose of attracting visitors.. The lnclution of caves 
amongSt the tourist amactions of an .rea leads to the development of infrastructures directly related to the 
cave re.g'ion. The uniformity of conditions within caves enabtes them to be used throughout the year, but un
fortunately they are seldom used exce)t In summer. 

Thus the problem of cave transformation for tourist and recreational purposes demands a .special 
approach in accordance with the stage of deve.lopment of a cave and this it is submitted, is only possible by 
the utilization of the method of system$ anal~is. 

SOLUTION VELOCITIES ON FACETS: VESSEL EXPERIMENTS 

Stephan Kempe & Rainer Hartmann 
Geol•PaJ. lnstltut University oi Hamburg, 
Bundesstr. 55 0-2000 Hamburg 13, 
West Germany. 

Ceves developing in standing water bodies ("uughohlen", Biese, 1932) display specific morphological 
elements: the flat solution roof ("Laugdecke"I and the plane, sloped sidewalls ("facets"). In the ideal case tM 
passage profile forms a tip down triangle. If the water table has been relatively constant, these caves do not 
have larger depths than several metan. Standing or very slow not turbulent moving water bodies can occur (i) 
along valley sides, tii~ where small creeks enter large cavities at groundwater level, or (Iii~ where water invades 
soluble rock from below. 

As gypsum is much more soluble than limestone, this cave type is best developed in gypsum lf.e. South 
Harz Mountains. Germany) though ,ome fine examptes are also known from limestone (f.e. Na Si>teaku near 
Supikosioe CSSR, or Lascaux In France). 

The developing processes of 1acets and t..ugdecken, however, are still not known in detail. Facets 
;,ave been explained in the past (i) as plBr\es of rePQse. in-active to solution becau&e of a residual secliment cover 
IGoodmann, 1964, 1969; Reinboth, 1968, 1974), and IHI as forms of active solution (Kempe, 1970, 1972), 
created by dctnse undM4 water films running down the facet and maintaining a meterial flux into the water body 
(Kempe & Seeger, 1972; Kempe et.al. , 1975; Brandt ,tt.al .• 19761. This latter tMorv views sediment covers 
only a.s a secondary hindrance. Furthermore dense water films have in fact been diSCOYered to move down the 
facets in cave pools I Kempe et.al., 1975; Brandt eUJI .• 1976) and complex water muctures have been mea• 
sured !Kempe, 1973). 

Vesiel Experiments 
To measure the gypsum•flux off the facet, vessel experimenu were conducted. Three litrM of water 

were filled into a glass container 17.5 cm wide and the foot of the plaster of Paris facet was placed 10 cm from 
the oppOSlte wall. Table 1 gives the data for three run.s with 30°, 45° and 60° inclined facets evaluated so far. 

TABLE 1 

Experimant 

Temperature in °c 
Volume of water (V) in cm3 

Angle of facet In• 
Water depth in vessel {H) cm 

15 
3000 
30 
18.86 
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2 

15 
3000 
45 
15,61 

3 

15 
3000 
60 
14.53 
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Facet area (A) in cm2 330.05 273.18 254.28 

V/A 9.09 10.78 11.80 

AxlA450 1.2082 1 0.9308 

Numbers of measuremenu 15 16 19 

Exponential fit curve, Csat 600mgCa/1 600 600 

Csafc-c53t exp(•t/T) T 35.04 27.14 31.75 

Correlation of da~ and fit 0.97 0.86 0.89 

With a flxed pipette 1 ml samples were drawn from water body about every hour. These $8mples were analysed 
with atomic absorption spectroscopy for calcium. 

E,perimentallY it is difficult to keep both the volume of the water and tha area of the facet constant. 
We kept the volume constant and corrected for the larger (at 30°) or smaller (at 60°) facet areas by prolonging 
or shortening the time axis of the runs with the factor Ax/A4s0 ,' Graph 1 plots the results of the three runs to
gether with intarpolated curves (SPUN-interpolation, standard deviation = 40 mg ca/I), 

Oiscuuion ... .... 
Dissolution processes are described by e1<ponential functions : 

(1) 

where Csat ls the saturation and C; the actual concentration, t; is the time of measurement and T the time con· 
st ant. For the experiments conducted ( 15° C, pPC02 3.5) C.at is 30 mval Ca A, (29 mval/1 from the gypsum 
and one mval/1 trom calcite impurities (Wigley, 1972) or 600 mg Ca/I. By calculating the regression (time in 
hours) for 

(2) 

SOlUll tH EXPERINEHIS VITH GYPSUN rACETS 

• A116l! 0, •,U:t 1 • ii OCG:lll!t 

• IUIM..t. er , l'(c., • 10 O(l&l 

••t or flilltt.t • ,c OUl'ltt 

T lrtE lt10UFIS) 

"· ... ... ... • •• " ... , .. "· "· 
f14-0r• t. coec:e1:1u•uc:m- t* dl-,r• of d1Ne ruu wh.h J(I•, cs• •114 w• lcithfled he ... •. 

OU-V.• at• Pl,lllfl"•U.uerpolatim• .!''th • •t• nd.-rd devtadon ct CO 919 t'.a/1. 

the actual sta,t time can be found by the intersection of the linear regression function with to• 1n (600 mg 
Ca/1), Adding to to tha time values of the data one now can calculate an exponential quadratic best fit for 
the measurements, the values of these functions are given In Table 1 and the functions are graphed in Figure 

2. 
Two features of the data are interesting to note: (I) the correlation between data and fit curves (see 

Table 1) is not very large, concentrations very o~en do not increase for hours, they even decrease a couple 
of times, Ui) the 60° facet has not the largest dilsolution as one should expect intuitively. 

The first phenomenon may have two reasons. Either the analyses are not accurate enough (samples 
had to be stored three months refrigerated before processing). or convection within the vessel does not work 
like a mechanical stirrer, I.e. homogenizing the concentration at any momenL We rather have to be aware of 
stratification in the water body. The dense wat..- film runs down the facet , This causes relative water move
ment towards the facet at the water surface and away from the facet, at the bottom of the vessel. It is very 
possible that this dense bottom water forms a s1parate layer of distinctly greater density than the layer above 
it. This layer is stable, as long as the dense facet film can penetrate the bottom layer. If the film is not dense 
eno1J9h it will be diverted half way down the facet imo the upper layer. At the interface mixing will occur, 
which soon mixes the total volume. This model can explain why, at a fixed point where the samples were 
taken. the concentration can stagnate and even decrease. 

The second phenomenon, rhe large dissolution at the 45° facet correlates well to the long known fact 
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r14ure 2. Ex_pcn.otW tit c1,1,rve.a (p,,.r4imeter ••• T-a)lle 1) fot Ule t.hru x-ut\JI in fi9ute 
1. 1.0te t.hat the !a.atest di.Holut.ion occurred it1 the 45• ••periment. 

that in caves facets with about this angle dominalll (Goodmann, 1969). The experiment tentatively suggests, 
that this Is because solution is optimized et an angle of about 45°, 

Facets with higher dissolution rates will enlarge at the expense of those with !owe, rates. Leaving the 
system alone, facets with about an inclination of 45° will develop, The system will tend to create a caviw with 
a geometry allowing fastest dissolution. 

Further lnveitigations 
More experiments with a variety of different facet angles. different volumes and a better concentra· 

tion monitoring (e.g. by conductivity meters~ are necessary to obtain more raw data. The movement of the 
lllm and its dimension must be studied mere closely and hydrodynamic contiderations have to be Introduced 
Into the system. The goal Is a mathematie1I model which allow. Ut to understand the development of facets 
more thoroughly. 
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ECCENTRICS: THEIR CAPILLA.RIES AND GROWTH RATES 

Introduction 

Stephen Kempe & Christian Spaeth 
Geol.Pat lnstitut, University of Hamburg, 
Bunde.str. 55, 02000, Hamburg 13, 
Germany 

When we staned work for this paper on ec::entrics, we were convinced capillarists. We are not anymore. 
The existence of a capillary in every eccentric [syncnym: helictite~ Is beyond doubt, the function of it, how
ever, and the role it plays for the Ql'owth of this speeothem is more mysterious for us than before. 

Eccentrics, winding in all directions, agglomerated into fields of icy needles are the most intriguing 
sights a caver can enjoy underground (Plate 1, Fig. IJ. 

Although eccentrics occur in many caves. ttev are considered to be scarce. This is not onlv because 
larger ctuners are in fact rate, but also because the more c:ommon smaUer specimens are otten not 1dentn1d0 
as eccentrics. ,. 

This state of affairs Cs responsible for the confusion about the genesis of these cave formations. Though 
already wme of tha earliest authOfS have noticed th; capillary (Merril, 1894; Blatchly, 1896) others have deve• 
loped theories neglecting the capillary to explain the phenomenon of eccentrics. Gobel and Relnboth (19721 
and Rein both & Gobel (1975} gave a good review about tho different theories developed. Concerning the exis• 
tence of tho capillary they settled this question once and for all, in a study of 1038 specimens from the Winter• 
berg. 

In our eyes, the definition of eccentric speloothem must include the existence of a capilluy vessel. 
Everything else looking similar but having no capillary is something different. 

CrystallOllfaphy of the Winterberg-,,ccemria 
Eccentrics are monocrystalllna calcites. Monocrystal·x-ray diagrams (courtesy Prof. H. Saalleld, 

Mineralogical Institute of Hamburg). showed that no twinning occurs and that the direction of growth tends 
to coincide wfth the crystallographic C•axis (if the «centric is straight and untwisted). 

The same result 1s oota1neo by investigating the free crystal faces present on many of the specimens. 
Analysis of 157 samples shows that there are two groups: glassy eccentrics without rhombohedron face, 
(Plate 1, Figure 3). Both groups are discerned by other properties as well, The second group is less transparent 
and the capillary is not ,o twiS1ed as in the first gr01..p. This leads: to much more screWGd growth in the glaS$y 
group. where U·shapes and spirals can occur. Very often two Individuals have grown tOgether by epft,axv or 
sprout from the same base. Once one ery-nal was observed having two capillaries. 

Thirteen individuals start out with rhombohedron growth to continue with glassy tfps.. This prove,, 
that both groups represent two generations, the glas,y one being the youngest, 

Fig. 1 a Illustrates the relationship between the rhombohedral faces and the direction of growth. 

Morphology of the capillo,ies 
Capillaries of eccentrics have been photogriphed and published by several authors I Kr1mm et al., 

1969; Kramm et. al., 1970; G6bel & Reinboth, 1972; Reinboth & Gobel, 1975). Because of the large birefrin• 
genoe sharpness and resolution are limited, even In fflin 5ections. 

For paleontological purposes methods have been developed to make casts of microhollows. A slow 
solidifying polye.ter•resin (Polyester GTS, produced by Vo>s/Uetersen/Holst, F,R.G.I is allowed to creep under 
vacuum into the voids under study. With this method it wa> possible to obtain casts of the eccentric capillary 
longer than 8 mm. After casting the calcite is dissolved-m dilute HCI an<l the sample can be handled for scan• 
ning electron mic,oscopy (Plate 1, Figures 4-6). 

The main feature of the capillary is its pear~string morphology. This can be seem already under the 
light-microscope. The pearls have oonrcaf forms whid'I seem to have a distinct up and down (with respect to 
the base of the eccentric). The thicker end i$ pointing to tho base of the crystal, while tha smaller end p0ints 
upwards. The maximal width found is 0.08 mm and :he minimum 0.03. The mean cr0$$-section width measures 
about 0.06 mm. Eccentric of other areas have compa-able channel sizes or larger openings: Oordogne 0,06 mm 
to 0.4 mm (Andrieux, 19651, S6hnstettener Excentrrqueshohle/Schwlibische Alb 0,03-0.3 mm (Kramm et al., 
1970). 

Intriguing is the rough surface of the cap11fa•y. In two specimens. prepared for scanning electron micro
scopy, tiny ledges run parallel to the centre channel. They must be connected to some sort of alteration In the 
crystal-structure parallel to prism· or steep rhombohEdron faces (Plate 1, Figure 4). Another capillary is marked 
by irregular t)(ojection.s with smoother contours. (Plate 1, Figure 8}. More investigation is needed to reach con~ 
efusions from these structure,. 

Capillaries and .-ntric growth 
The ubiquitous pearl-string morphology of the capillary reflects periodic growth. The most pronounc:ed 

periodicity in the soil hydrology is that of the seasons. In winur, frost will hinder the seepage wattf' infi ltrating 
the karst rock below and biological C02 ·productlon 1s at a minimum. In sorino with the onset of the veqet.ation 
both water and CO2 become a'Vailable again and deposition is rewmed. We correlate L~ smaller euds of the 
conical pearls with wimer• and the broader ends with spring-period. At some places the cones hav~ shallow trans· 
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verse incisions midway as well, Po$$ibly connected to wate.r shortage during the intense evapotranspiration of 
the ,ummer. 

With a dme scale at hand marked in the capillary we can calculate the growth rates of eccE!ntrics for ttw 
first time. In a three millimetre segment 80-100 years wore counted, while a 0.34 mm piece of capillary ylel~ 
20 years. This gives growth mes between 0.02 and 0.04 mm/a. The longest specimen recorded from the Wint<• 
berg measured 20 cm (Reinboth & Gobel, 1975). It would then have needed 5000 • 10 000 years for iu com• 
pletion. This would cover the total Holocene, not reaching the late glacial, during which no sintering occurr1d 
because of lack of vegetation a'ld soil on the Harz Mountain,. 

fig. 2 shows the relation between length and weight for a number of eccentrics. There 1, no $!gnific1:11t 
0<der in the distribution, the heavier pitc.es tvermiforms) are underrepresented in the cotlec'tlon. They do not 
grow in densely PQpulated patches, like the lighter eccentrics Uiliforms}. In the data a minimum relation exisu. 
below which eccentric growth seems not to occur. The weight/length ratio for this minimum is 0.02 g/cm. whilt 
the bulk of the eccentrics studied displayed a ration of about 0.15 g/cm. 

The annual minimum Increase in weight amQunu then to 

0.02g x 0.002 cm • 
0 000 04 

/ 
0 04 

/ , 
cm a . g a or . mg a. 

Considering that the length of the capillary Is estimated to be 25% longer than the length of the crvstal the rate 
reduces to 0.03 mg/a. A$$uming a little larger mean growth rate of 0.003 cm/a and a weight/length ratio of 0.15 
g/cm wo obtain growth rates of about (25% capillary surplus Included) 0 .34 mg/a. 

By estimating the geochemical boundary eondltions within the Winterberg•caves It is possible 10 calcu· 
late the flux rates necessary to ensure the calculated growth rates. Seepage water has a pPCO, (neg. log of CO: 
partial pressure} of 2.0-2.5 allowing 140.220 mg CaCO, (Wigley, 1972} per litre to be carried in solution. As the 
humidity is very high, not evapc,ration but pressure difference in CO, will cause calcite precipitation. Cave air 
has mostly CO,-pressur01 near the atmoopherie values of about 3.5 (70 mg CaC0,/1). So the difference boltwe•• 
both pre1Sures will furnish 70-150 mg/I. To maintain the minimum grOwth rate 0.2·0.43 ml solution is needed 
per year. With a mean capillary width cf 0.06 mm the resulting flux is 

0.2-0.43 cm3 

,r x 0.031 x mm1 x 100 
• 7 000 - 15 000 cm/a 

or 20 - 40 cm/dayl 

For the mass of the filiforms (growth me 0.34 mg/a) the flux is ten times larger, i.e. 200-400 cm/day. For 
the vermiform, the flux rate is Increased again by one order of magnitude (compare ratios in Graph 2). 

These calculations show that h seems not pouible 10 think of the capillaries as main transportation 
channels. Flow velocities of several meters per second are unrealistic to us. Capillary press.ure will never force 
water out of a ca!)illary, it will Jun fill It. The uistence of an adequate hydrostatic pressure within the clefu 
nouri.shing the eccentric is questionable, too. Very often eccPf'trics qrow out of the sid.ewalls of active straw 
stalactites. The hydrostatic preuure wil tend to pren the water out of the larger opening, no( 1hrough che 
capillary with its enormous inner friction (consider the roughness of the walls). Andrieux (1965) assumes 
that the water 1n the capillary is pulled out by the capitlarltv of the water film ouuide on the crystal sur· 
face, without specifying what processe, might be responsible for this, Diffusion (doe to the CO, •gradient 
between seepage water and cave air} also falls to account for these transport rates, as a simple calculation 
can demonstrate. 

Possibly the capilla,y has only a.pilot function, lust terminating the direction of growth. Very often 
eccentrics end in tiny spirals or slender tips (Plate, 1 Figure 2), which carry the eaplll~ry mouth. Thickness 
is gained later by other modes of transpcrtation. This may be transpon along the ouuide, °""'ich leaves the 
c:ylfndrical form of the crystals unexplained, or by trensport rhroudl the air ts suggested by other authors. 

Conclusion, 
Capillaries exin In eccentrics. How they are formed, however, and what their si!J>ificance is for trans

port of CaCO, needed to obtain the observed growth rates remains questionable. These intrlquing problems 
will need more invesdgation. especially with intact specimens in the undisturbed eave atmosphere. Water 
films, their movement, concentrations and transport rates are possibly the key for a better understanding of 
the phenomenon of eccentrics. 
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Eccentric patch In Winterbe,v eav.e (Han Mountahu. Fed. Rep, of Germany) approx1m. 4Q..60 cm. 

Tip of glassy eccentrJc. approxlm. 2 mm long; note cepitlarv. upper left, 

Eccentric with rhombohed,.., feces, approdm, 2x 1 em. 

Clplllary emt wtth pearl.string morphologf a,d ridges orfimtated parallel to growthdirec:tlon (tip ll top), section 
le,-.gth: 0.22 fflf'I\. 

C;apillarv can, section length: 0 .4 nim. 

Oetall of Plate 1.6 hip st top) whh lass rugged cepillary walls, section lefl9lh 0 .3 mm. 
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i.en9th w "'9ight rel•ti.on of 11 ~ant.rice from the Vi.nterbug. 
Tho c.hh and llq.ht fo.s::as ue called Filifo,:q, while the 
heavle'C ,1.nd ~1cker speciAle.M •r• terlMd Ver111i..tota1. Tb• borde.Y 
betv.en both groups ha6- not yet been CS.flned q11antit.atlvely. 
obviously •ll- t.ranaidoN ext•t. 
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SOME CONSIDERATIONS 0 11 THE KARST DENUDATION AND NEW 
MODIFICATION OF THE FORMULA FOR ITS CALCULATION 

Tamez Kiknadze 
Dzerjinskogo 8, Academy of Science of Georgian S.S. R. 
Tbilisi, U.S.S.R. 

In studiH of the dynamics of the karst proceues the main pan belongs to the Quantitative determina• 
tion, of the karst denudation rates:, as it allow-s us to predict further development of the karst. ft is of great 
Importance from the point of view of karstogenesis theory and the national economy as wen. These deter
minat ions may be applied to 8$t&bllsh the approximate age of the karst. 

To determine the valU8$ of the denudation in the carbonate rocks, different hydroehemlcal, volu• 
metric, and karst•hydrometric balance and other methods are used (see A. Kruber 0915), F. Laptev (1939), 
N. Rodlonov (1949), G. Maksimovleh ( 1955). J. Corbel (1957, 1959). P. Williams, (1963). M. Pulina (1966, 
1971), A. Chikishev (1967, 19731 etc,). The methods of these authors have been described by N. Gvozdetsky 
( 1970, 1972), A. Chikishev ( 1973) , T. Kiknadze (1972) etc. •• 

In the last ten vear1, in the l.ll;sR - the iormulae offerad by Corbel and Pulina have been most widely 
used. I wa1 lucky to work with these investigators in the French karst as well u in Poland, the USSR, the 
Clucasus and, for the karst of one of the regions h the Caucasus the values of the kartt denudation were deter• 
mined with their methods. 

While making calculations with the methods of the above-mentioned investigators quite frequent un• 
conformities of topographic and hydrogeologleal drainage systems in the kar1t regions cause a number of dlffi. 
culties. We also take into account that in the USSR hardness of water is expressed by mg, equiv/I so we offer 
one more modification of the method of calculating the values of karst denudation in the carbonate rock.s for 
both surface and underground karsts. We give the following formula,: 

where: 

Dk 1 • 0 .63xMxH ..• ,(1) 
Dk,= 0.83 x M, x H1 , • (2) 

Dk1 -Surface karst denudation In m3 /km' /year (mm/1000 years) 
Dk, - Underground kam denudation in m' 1km' /year (mm/1000 years) 
M - The modulus of the surf-ace run~H in 1 /sec/km1 

M1 - The modulus of the subsurface drainage in I/sec/km' 
H - The total hardness of surface water1 ,n mg-equiv./1 
H1 - The total hardness of underground water1 in mg-equiv.II 

The above-mentioned formulae (I) and (2) were obtained by means of the following values: 

S - the area of topographic drainage sys:en, ln km~ 
St - the area of hydrogeologic drainage ,y.stem in km2 

A -the volume of water supJ)lied by su,1-ace inflow in m1 / year 
0 - the volume of water supplied by ,ubsurface inflow in m3 /year 
Hx - the total hardness of the atmospher c precipitation and the transit drainage (in the presence of the 

latter) 
Hy - the total hardness of surface waters Including the total hardness of atmospheric precipitation 
Hz - the total hardn8$S of subsurface waters including the total hardness of atmospheric precipitation 

These result in the following relationships: 

H•Hy -Hx ., ••• (3), H1 • Hz - Hx ., ... (4) 

A•31.5xMx H x 103 m3 / vear . • . • . (6) 

0 • 31.5 x M1 x H1 x lo' m3 /year •••.. (6) 

(1 mg-equiv.II of the total hardn8$S • 20 cm• Ca+Mg) 

Therefore, to calculate the kar1t denudation of thesurface (7) and underground (8) we will obtain the follow
ing formulae: 

Ax20xH 
Dk I C s X 10' ••••• (7) 

Ox20x H, 
Dk1 • S, ,c l o' .... , (8) 

Sy putting the formulae (7) and (8) Into the eorr8$ponding values (A) and (0 ) we get 
3] 5 x M • S x I P3 x 20 H 

Dk 1 
2 Sx 10' ..... , (9) 

Dk • 31.5 x M, X S'J 10J X 20H1 (IO) ' s, X I • ' ••• 

After the corresponding reductions we get the final formulae: 

Dk1 •0.6JxM x H ....• (l). Dk,• 0.83 x M, x H, • , ... (2) 
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The present me1hod helps us 10 calculate th• values Ok 1 and Ok1 for the karst basins of 1he South slope of the 
Great caucasus. For comparison we also used the formulae of Corbel and Pulina. From the present table we 
can see that the values obtained by varicus formulae are quite comparable. 

TABLE 1 

The kartr Kartr denudation in m' 1km' year (mm/lOOOyr/ 
Basins by T. Kiknadze byJ. Corbel by M. Pulina 

Dk, Dk, Dk 1 Dk, Dk 1 Dk, 

The mountain range 
of Gagra 
Akh, Ag 82.0 31.7 79.2 33.1 84.5 32.4 

Sandripsh 92.6 31.8 86.0 33.0 91.6 32.2 

The mountain range 
of Bziphi 
Upshara 103.9 47.5 101,2 48.0 103.9 48.0 

Akh - lbokh - 114.6 56.7 112.5 56.4 112.6 56.7 
The mountain range 

of Kodori 
Tsebelda 110.6 30.0 109.2 33.2 110.5 31.2 

Rechkhl 164.4 54.1 170.0 54,4 168.0 53.1 

otori 113.0 66.0 113.0 66. 1 112.4 66.0 

As for the problem of kar-st denudation, it should be noted that Corbel's- opinion about the variation 
of deep,seated solution in mountain karst from 50 to 80% of the total karst denudation is not confirmed '" 
the Caucasus by our investigations. Thetotill karn denudation is made up of the values of surface. deepseated 
and mechanical denudations. 11 W1' take 50'K, of the total kam denudation as th• Soviet karstologim (Kostin, 
Kiknadze et. all dad in their works. It w II turn out that the surfaa, denudation on an average of 50% as a 
rule will exceed th• surface karst denudation and It does not correspond to the facts. On the contrary, the pre· 
sent t-abfe shows that in most cases the underground karst denudation is 40 • 50% less than surface solution 
which ls quite natural, as with depth the aggre$SiOn of waters weakens and their highest activity is observed in 
the upper pan of the section. 

Not the feast of the factors In 'tle karst region,, is the formation of lhe drtinage system in which 
meteoric, surface and underground waters take part. Studies of the hydrogeochemical balance of the USSR 
area has shown that in underground ch,micat drainage (278.9 • ld't/ vear) the main pan 154%) of the soluble 
substances wete brought into the rivers and afterwards were carried out into the oceans and the inland seas. 

The difference between the whole drainage of the soluble substances and IU other pans are for the 
turf ace drainage. 14.4% of the whole drainage of the soluble substances is found with the atmospheric preclpi• 
tation 1158.3 • 106 l/year) (Zverev, 1973). It follows that in the formation of chemical drainage atmospheric 
precipitation takes a great par-t end we must pay great attention to it for calculating the values of karst denuda• 
tion. 
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GENERAL OUTLINES ABOUT UNDERGROUND KARST WATER BASINS OF 
ALPINE FOLDED SYSTEMS 

Tamaz Klknadze 
Dzerjinskogo 8, Academy of Science of Georgian S.S.R . 
• Tbilisi, U.S.S. R. 

Among a large number of problems of kal'rt investigation the problem of determination of real l>ol'del'S 
of the kant water basins and the condition5 of klut water circulation$ in those basins is of great importance. 
The study of these problems is particularly difficult In the limestone karst of the Alpine highland-folded sys
tems. The successful solving of these problams requires complex methods, Including the research of geological, 
tectonical, geomorphological, hydrogeological, climatic conditions, the establishment of intercommunication 
between soluble and unsoluble rocks, the roles of folds and faults In distributing atmospheric waters, the estab
lishmen-t of the influence between generaf and local karst basins, between theoretical and actual runoffs and 
other numerous facton. 

The fOfmation of stparate karst m.u.Mh:or kant basins accol'ding to their division of water conduits in 
most cases carries a truly geomorpho1ogical charieter and from the: point of view of kam hydrogeology this 
does not reflect the real picture, which may be S<en in the karst regions of the Alpine highland-folded systems. 
The local karst bases {the bottoms of the rivers) are often used es discha,ging zones of karst waters of the upper 
pan of the sections of the karst thick layers, but Intermediate insoluble horizons lead to the formation of over• 
head water streams; these horizons form the local kam base situated above the impervious rocks and discharge 
waters oca.Jrring in the river valleys. 

The basic insoluble horizon sometimes f)ades the influence of the general karst basis tse:a level or 
oceanic level and etc.). 

As a rule lhe contours of the surfece ~ins In kam regions do not coincide with the boundaties of 
the actual drainage systems ot under.ground karst waters, that are caused by different genesis of hydrogeo• 
logical and topogn,phic basins. 

In small karst basins as well as in high karst massifs, hydrogeological watersheds in antlcllnal folds 
and faulu determine the borders of both topographical and hydrogeological basins. To neglect these 
principles we can make erroneous conclusions about the water balances. about the nature of the underground 
karst water circulation. about the lnrtnslty of the karst procesSM, about the karst denudation quantity, about 
the age of the karst etc. 

In some eases if the main river has not yet cut through the karst $&etions to the iniOluble horiion, 
karst water can circulate under the river bed. In that case shall have connected kant water basins. In that case 
the karst region divided into isolated kam massifs or basins by the transit river is really a united whole, 

Investigation of karst on the south slope of the Great Caucasus has revealed typical features of the 
hydrogeological structure of the k11rst basins and karst massifs, which may be typical of the rest of the Alpine 
highland-folded regions. Among these features the main troits era the following: 

It there are normal .synclinal and anticlinal fold$ and insoluble horizons with exposed outcrops, the 
boundaries of the kal'st bas-ins pass along the outtrop of the base insoluble horizons. Concentration of kal'1t 
waters oceurs along synclines and movemant is In the direction of the structured slope. 

If there are intermediate insoiubte horizons there may be a- rnultistorey arrangement of karst water 
basins. 

The greater part of atmospheric waters I; received by the upper hodzons of the karst water basins. 
In conditions of the nonmuctural relief the supply of water to the Iowa, floors is limited, as the zones of 
infiltration in those cases are determined by the txpos.ed karst thickness of the-sa floors. 

In new karst regions the leading role in th(--prooess of the formation of the kars1 basins belongs to 
folds, where in ctumpled synclinal structures isolated basins of karst waters may form. In more ancient karst . 
faults play a greater role. In this case. in blocks limited by ruptured planes unified tevels of karst waters may 
form. 

Within the limitt of the recent Alpine karst kam basins, karst water containing systems and anesian 
basins of karst-stratum waters may be dinstinguisoed {Tolstichin , 1959; Maksimovich 1968, 1969; Klknadze, 
1972; Maksimovich and Kidnadze, 1973). 

Kirst water systems are characttrized by isolated karst overflows. In the Alpine highland-folded 
regions they are represented on the whole by two types: watershed karst water systems. for example Piajja 
Bella (massif Mal'gare) and Chenn•Morte and Trombes systems (massif Arba In Pirenea). 

The $teOnd type is maritime slope kust water systems. for example the masiffs of Arabika and New 
Athon on the south slope of the Great Caucasus on the Black Sea coast and some mass,fs on the Adriatic 
Sea coast. The main typical feature of this type is submarine discharge of the karst wate'5. It is necessary to 
note that this second type may be complicated bv imposed basins of other types; for example, in the Arabika 
massif there is the first type too. Hare the analogous system of Henn-Mort and Trombes, there is a watershed 
karst water system of the Blue Lake and tho Geg; waterfall. 

The most widespread bastns in the Alpine-folded regions are continental slope basins of karst waters. 
Their discharge arei:S are on land, To this type belon_g the majority of the karst massifs and karst basins of the 
Great Ciiuc.asus, of lht North pan of 1he Krimea Mountains and WMtern Europe. There Is a diversity with 
synclinal. anticlinal and monoclinal basins, which on the periphery develop into artesian basins. 

In Alpine-folded systems beside• those mentioned there are other karst basins also, but in a short 
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report h is imPQssibte to de$Cnbe thetr variety. On Fig. 1 we give sections of the more typical karst basins for 
the Caucasian kam regions. 

In conclusion one can enumerate some. general characteristic features of the kar-st water circ.ulation 
of the Alpine-folded systems: the main direction of the katst water movements ls determined by tec1onic 
structutes. The hydrogeological watersheds and the boundaries of the- underground basfn5 do not coincide 
with the contours of surface basins in most cases. The movement of the karst water5 is checked by the con• 
ditions of occurrence of the rocks, of the tectonic fissures. their arrangement and the degree of their opening. 
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STUDY OF UNDERGROUND KARST BY MEANS OF SUR FACE 
RADIOMETRIC SURVEYS 

M.V. Komarova and E.S. Shtengelov 
Problem Laboratory of Engineering Geology, 
University of Odessa, Shampansky 2, 
Odessa 270 015, U.S.S.R. 

The principal purpose of the various investigations ln karst regions js recognition of uneven distribu• 
tion of kant phenomena especially delimiting ma1:imum kam zon~. 

Our research included the analysis of ph~'Sical and chemical anomalies of karst rocks m zones of inten· 
sive karsting. It was carried out in the different karrt regions of the European part of the USSR, in the 20 areas 
within the limits of which the position of karst zones was established by means of detailed hydrogeologlcal and 
engineering-geological works. There have been selicted the control series of monoliths of karst rocks and soil 
samples by profiles crossing these zones. All samples have been analysed by their physical properties and cheml• 
cal, spee1ral, granulometric (for soils and un,olubl! residia) analysis and flame photomet ry have been made. 

The data have shown that the rocks ln the intensive karstic zones d iffer from the analogous rocks out• 
s.ide these zones where karst phenomena are developed poorly or practicaJly absent. The geochemical differences 
show most distinctly: In all areas the rocks of karstic zones are characterised by a decrease of concentrat ion of 
a great number of accessory elements irrespective of th8'r geologicat hydrogeologicaf and geographical condi
tions. For example, in the karst zones there ,s a decrease (2·10 times) (fig.1) of concentration of K, Na, Li, Cr, 
Y, V, Co, Ga and other element> in the Upper Jurassic limestones of the Mountain Orimea, Sarmat Coquinas 
ofTarhancute peninsula, and Upper Cretaceous nmls of the South-West Ukraine. The decrease of content of 
the accessory elements in soils is less than in carbonate rocks. 

The decrease of concentration of elemen, mixtures mainly results from removal of the fine-fraction 
of the insoluble residium, confirmed by the high corTelation coefficient (0.89-0.971 between the concentration 
of these elements and content of clayey and stlt fra.ction. In the central parts of the mosl large zones- the con• 
rent of c lay particles in the inwluble residuum is decreased by 54-96')(, and dust particles by 30-68%. It Is ob
served the tig.ht connection between the clayiness of rocks and karst intensity index (density of surface and 
underground karst forms, well capacity, quantity of downfalls of drilling instruments in holes, etc), 

There are radio:..1emenu (K
40

, U, Th) among the element-mixtures; in connection with these the 
n8lural gamma-radioactivity of karst rocks within lhe limits of intensive karstlng zones is len than that for the 
pme rocks of poorly kanting zones. The study showed that in different region$ the scale of this decrease is 
directly proPOrtional to logarithms of indexes of fG,ore-karst permeability of rocks (flhration index, water
conduct, specific yield), I.e. connected with them by exponen-tiaJ dependence as: 

qaq
0
e ·by where 

q - specific yield of hole in the rock with gamm•ae1lvity - r 
q0 - spectfic yield of hole In conditional rock with zero gamma-ae1ivity 
b - proportionate coefficient. 

For e)(ample, in the northern part of th@ rJovoselovskoe uplift, in the Crimea plain this dependence 
,sho,.vn on fig. 2. characterised by correlation coefficient 0.83) l$: 

q= 34,5 e • I.)')' 

This connection is also representative of other regions. The correlation coefficients between the para
meters of joint-karst permeabilitY and gamma-activify of rocks calc:ulated on t he 42 kam areas varies from 
0.59 to 0.99 average - 0.81. For all these regions tie contrast of gamma-minimum data corresponding to 
karsdng zones ls enough for their fixation with the help of modern radiometers on condition of maximum 
precision of measurings. So, for the Neogene limenones of the Crimean plain it reaches 7896 (from 4.75mcr/h 
for the nonkarst areas to 1 .Smcr/h for the areas of maximum development of kam) and for Titon limestones 
of the Crimean Mountains - 79" (from 5.4 mcr/h to 1.2 rncr/h). 

In particular, gamma survey of exposures of Tithonian limestones in the Dolgorvkov Valla, in the 
Crimea, have shown that karst zone, in which most of the well known Red cave (Kisilkoba) is situated, is 
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Fig. 1. Variation of concentration of some element$ and compounds in 
Sarmatian limestones along a profile across the Crimean karst • 
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Fig . 2. Relation between the specific yield of wells and gamma-activity 
of water-bearing limestones. 

characterised by gamma-activity of the ffmestones - 1 .5-3mcr/h. whereas outside of this zone it increase< 10 
5•6mcr/h (fig. 3) and more. The contrast of gamma-minimum for soils is weaker than for the rocks. For the 
studied area over the Red cave it is only 3~ (from 8mcr/h to Smcr/h). 

An inverse prop0rtional conneetioo between the gamm•activhy and permeable properties of cart»
nates and other rocks W85 shown by sorae Investigations (t3). ~wever. they are based on the opinion that 
thi.s connection depends on the change of permeability of rocks under the influence of lithofacies variability 
of degree of their claynen. On the contrary our data show that the local decreas-e of clayness within the limits 
of lithology-identical rocks is not the ccuse but the effect of increasing permeability on the areas of yawning 
fissures in which washes the fine material. 

These data are: 
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Fig . 3. The gamna- activity of Tortonian limestones 
in the region of the Red cave (Crimea 
Mountains). 
l. Red cave . 2. Isogammas (mcr/h) . 

Fig. 4 . Area of water recharge of the Karasu-Bashy 
spring outlined by means of a gamma-survey. 
1 . Very high karst districts (gamma
activity of limestones less than 2 mcr/h). 
2. ltigh karst districts (3-4 mcr/h). 
3 . Middle karst district ( 5 mcr/h) . 
4. Contours of the mountain massif. 
5. The Karasu-Bashy spring. 
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1. the fields of decrease of clayness in rocks include with the fields of inten.sity of tectonic fissure: 

2. the decrease of clayness in these fields shows clearly In !he massif and large samples and less In the 
small samples, so the decre11Se oi clayness is mainly in the joints; 

3. it is known that the underground waters always carry out from the kam massif (e,pecially In the 
time of high-flood) the large qu,ntity of clay malerial and that th~great mass of terrigene material 
transpaned from the upper hyctodynamic 1eve1s aca.amulates in lower levels. for example in hori• 
zontaf karst cave~rains~ 

Our Investigations included surface. air and blasthole radiometric surveys of high precision and evalua• 
tion of gamma-logging with mapping of weighted average data of gamma•&etlvlty of separate lithofacies com
plexes. The basic obi~ts of investigations Ir 1973-76 were the karst rocks: limestones of 1he Upper Jurassic 
age (the Crimea meganticlinorlum) the Paleocene (the Crimean part of the Skiff platform) and the Neogene age 
(the Crimea and Caucasian parts of the Skiff platform, the South of Russian platform). the marls of Upper Creta· 
ceous (the C,lmea part of the Skiff platform, the South-west of Russian platform, the Pre-Karpathian foredeep, 
the Dnieper-Don depression), the gypsums of Torton (the South-West of the Russian platform). Analysis of the 
data shows that the karst zonewre belts of thickening of Hnear gi"ping tectonic jointing, I.e. area$ of a modern 
extension of the Earth's crust vividly expr~sed in the Alpine Mountain structures and the adjacent territories 
(2,5). 

These fields are characlerized by linear elongation and width several hundreds metres or a few kilo· 
metres divided by zones of residual pressurt that are the fragments of a single field of the Alpine horizontal 
stress in the past. Within pressure z.onei joints are closed or filled with minera1 formations and rocks are charac· 
terised by a low permeability 0t are impermeable. The data from the deep borehole.s 1how that the plain tonality 
of modern tenuonal deformation state of the Eanh's cs-ust e,c;tends very deep: lhe configuration of the zones on 
the depths 3·5km corresponds well to their configuration on the ground surface (2.41. Naturally, the lntensitY 
of horizontal pressure near the surface demases the tensional state of rocks; but the difference of zones of strtS$ 
and extension state clearly shows in the upper part of the geological see1ion which are then expressed in different 
intensities of karst. 

Among all the applied variations d gamma-methods the most effective is the sutface gamma-survey of 
orlginal rock-S, adoPted in the reg.ions of open karst. We have mentioned the resulu of survey in the region of 
Red cave (fig. 3): of the same interest are lhe reiults received by a study of the district of water recharge of the 
large karst spring Karasu-8ashy (medium perennial yield - 1.7m3 /sec) In the Mountain Crimea. Here the mea
sure of the gamma•&etiVity of the Upper Jurassic karst lime,tone, was made on the base of the direct net, ( 150-
200 m), The measurements were made on lhe horizontal and slope exposures with surface more than 1 m

2 

(with the purpose of avoiding the influence of covering soils). On each point there are 30 measurements with 
further calculation of anthmetic average valu .. ). Analysis of the regime of cosmic gamma-rays was made by 
means of multlple measurements on the co,trol points. The varlation of intensity of cosmic rays was minor 
(maan-square err-or - 0.22mcr/h that mea°' 3-10% from gamma-activity of limestones} and ts not taken by 
the calculations. The gammHurvey was made by the vst of some radiometers systematically colla·ted on the 
control poi nu. In general, on the territory of the Karasu4 8ashv spring the measurement of gammractfvity has 
beon made on 3 500 points ( 112 000 measurements indud ing the control points) for 2 months. In the result 
the whole area of water recharge of this spring has been outlined: it is a large complex composed of a Joint· 
karstic zone with a general strike aximuth IJE 40° length of about 26 km and width from 1.5 to 6 km. A com
parison of these data with those obtained by the hydrogeological and karst methods (as yield of wells, ,ituation 
of karst springs, their discharge, mapping of density of surfaa, and undersurface kam forms, tracing of under
ground flows etc.~ shOW$ a good correspondence and, 'h'tiat is most impertant, these results have been proved 
by special conttol drilling. •• 

The considered radiometrlc method is useful in all kinds of investigation in the karn regions, particu
larly, in hydro-geological and engineer-geological purposes. The e,tablished fact that all known kar,t cave, 
situated within the limits of the significantgamm•minimum {for example. in the Karaby mass.if the ceves: 
Soldatskaya, 8. Busuluc, Kata-Mursa, Molcdezhnaya, Egis-Tinah placed on the areas with ')'•activity of lime
stones less than 2mcr/hl allow, us to recommend the radiometric method for special speleological studies. 
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CAVE DOCUMENTATION IN HUNGARY 

L Kordos 
Hungarian Geological Institute 
H-1143, Budapest 
Nepstacfion u. 14, Hungary 

The problems of speleological clocumentalion in Hungary ore clealt with by• non-governmental tech
nical organisation, the Hungarian Speleological Society (HSS), and by the Speleological Institute of the National 
Nature Conservancy Office (NNCO}. 

From the date of i1S formation, the Hunguian Speleological Society considered its main objective to be 
to collect and register data on Hungarian caves. Se-eral lists of caves and brief commentaries, each devoted to a 
single mountain range, have been published. Ourin1 the last five years, it has become more and more urgent to 
establish I Cadastrial Regisur of Hungarian Caves. This h .. been due to two factors: 

1. Speleological research has been hanclic,pped by the great di$ll0rslon of data, mostly left in a 
very great variety of places. unknown or of uneasy access to ihe public. 

2. In Hungary every cave is p,otected by nature conservacy legislation, but the National Nature Con-
servanC'f Office needs I register in orde• to be able to perform Its duties. 

For the above reasons, cave documentation works have been speeded up both at HSS and NNCO. At HSS the 
country's regionallzatlon according to cave-cadastrial numbers has b<>en carried out by the method adopted in 
neighbouring Austria. The cedHtrial numeration of caYeJ has been staned. The official approval of cave names 
is under way and each approved cave name is registered together with the cadastriaJ number, on an aluminium 
plate whim is placed at the entrance of the corresponding cave. Beside consulting the relevant literature, the 
Hungarian speleologisu are accelerating the procedure of data collecting in the following way: A "Speleographic 
FiekS Report", i.e. a questionnaire concerning the characteristics of each particular cave, has been instituted as 
a means of collecting data on the field. HSS and NNCO have Jointly launmed a competition on the subject of 
cadastrial cave registration. The winner of this competition is to be paid a high sum as an award. HSS has 
solved the problem of data storage In the following way: There is a documentery collection consisting of manu
scrlpu, maps, speleographic field reports, photographs ancl the so-called Main Registry Sheeu of the Cadastrlal 
Register of Hungarian Caves. On each sheet of this tind •II the data of the corresponding cave ls codified. This 
is virtually the cave register. Once the technical elatoration of a major unit and 1he coHecting of iu data are 
completed, the resulting document is published in a cadastrial monograph. 

NNCO's files include expert speleologists' compulsory applications for research licences and their re
ports and other relevant data. 

There is a collaboration agreement betweiln NNCO and HSS, according to which these two organi» 
lions exchange the manl.lSCTipt reports submitted to them, providing guarantees lo, the legal protection of 
copyrights. HSS runs a scientific data bank, while NNCO's data fifes are of practical orientation, intended to 
serve to the purpose, of Stata administration. 

According to Hunga..dan legisla1ion. any cw,em big enough for accommodating a man or women of 
normal size, i.e.• cavern exceeding 2 m in height, should be considered a cave. At present,• total of about 
1200 caves of this kind are kept on record in Hungiry end real estimates suggest that this figure may increase 
to about 3000 in the long run. 

The longest ancl deepest Hungarian caves are listed below as of 31st Decamber, 1976. 
The longest caves of Hungary: 

1. Baradl•Oomkl C.vt Synern 
2. Btkt Cave IP•- C.V.I 
3. Me,v,.;iogy eave 
4 . Ferenc,htgy Cave 
6, lnvan•lapa Cave 
6. Stobedsag C.V. (F,eodom Cavel 
7. Let,.,.tllO 0tve CSinkhole-c.ave) 
8 . Solymari OrdQl>-lyuk COtvil's Hole of 

Solymar> 
9. St .... o-hogy Cave 
10. L.e1,-~1eto Ow, 

ni. dtt()elt ewes of Hunra-rv ~ 

1. Vecsembukk Shaft 
2. l.nva,~Japa Clrve 
3. Alba R"911 C... 
4 . uua-teto Caw 
S. Borokn No. 4 $lnl(hoM-cave 
8. Meteor Cllvt 
7, Fekete Cevt (8.,c.k Cave} 
8 . Ptn:rp.atak Cevt {Sinkholt~) 
9. Sanyasz Cave of Ko:tepberc: 
10.S.radla-Oomica C.vt Svscem 

25 000 IJ'I AQQttftk K•rst 
8 743 ffl Aggtetek Karst 
-4 200 m Buda Mount11ns 
4 000 m Buda Mountains 
2 940 m Bukk Moontalnt 
2 717 m Aogtetek Kam 
2 000 m Bukk Mount•ln.t 

2 000 m Buda Mountains 
1 962 m Buda Mountaim 
1 660 m Suki< Mount1•n• 

245 m Aggtolek Kfflt 
240 m Bukk Mountains 
170 m 81konv Mountains 
166 m Bukk Mounteinc 
160 m Buktc M®ntaim 
150 m AQ!art'-k Kam 
140 m Buick Mountaim 
130 m Bukk Mounteltls 
130 m Bukk Mounttins 
116 m Aggttlek K1rtt 
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HOLOCENE VERTEBRATE STUDIES IN HUNGARIAN CAVES 

L. Kordos 
Hungarian Geological Institute. 
H-1143 Budapest 
NePstadion u. 14, Hungary 

In recent years excavatloos have been undertaken In 12 eaves aimed at determining the variation of 
vertebrate faunas during the Ian 10 000 years, I.e. during the Holocene. The Information gained on the changes 
of 1he fauna has been ,utticient to establish the vertebrate bio-stratigraphy of the Holocene and for J>Bl•oclima
tolog1cal Interpretations. 

The following localities have beer exploted: 

Aggtelek Karst: Tucsok-lyuk, Ocsisnyateto, Vass lmre Cave, Baradla Cave, Nagyoldal Shaft 

Bilkk Mountains: PetJ!nyl Cave. Rejtek -I. Rock-Shelter, Kulyuk-11. Cave, Ki>-kohati Shaft. 

Pilis Mountains: Hosszuhegy S,!taft. 

Gerec,e Mountains: Jan~ovich Cave, 

Bal<ony Mountains: Rigo-lyuk at Bodajk. 

As suggested by u,e faunas recovl<ed, the general trend offaunal evolutioo has been: 

Pre-Boreal {10 200 • 9000 B.P.): Lagopus, Rangifer, Mterotus 11,vtJ/i$, Microrusgregalis and Microtus oeconomus 
are freQuent. 
Boreal (9000 • 7500 8.P.}: The cold-enduring elements decl ine, while the continental species proliferate. 

Atlantic {7500. 5000 B.P.): Characteristically the Ple1Stocene species (M. gregalis, Cricetulus, Ochotol18/ defini· 
tely disappear and new immigrants appear (Rhinolophus eurya/e, Asinus, Crocidura, Tecrastes bonasia). Forest• 
dwelling species expand at the expense of field-dwelling ones. 
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Fig. 1. Animal species 1,hich became extinct o r appeared 
during the Hol ocene in Hungary . 
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Fig. 2. Chronological i:osition of Holocene vertebrate 
localities of stratigraphic value and percentage 
distribution of the vole species in Hungary. 
l = M.icrotus nivalis. 2 = Microtus gregalis, 
3 = Microtus oeconomus, 4 = Microtus agrestis, 
5 = Microtus arvalis, 6 • Arvicola terrestris, 
7 e Pitymys sul::terraneus, 8 = Myodes glareolus. 
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Fig. 3. Holocene vertebrate localities as in Fig . 2 and the mean July 
temperatures obtained for their strata by the "vole thermo
meter" method. The average is indicated by the thick, 
continuous line (A), the reconstructed climates are shown by 
the third dashed-li~e (B) (M. J~rai-Kom16dy 1966-69). Numbers 
indicate single localities: 
l; TUcsok-lyuk, 2 = Ocsisnya-teto, 3 = Vass Imre cave, adit, 
4 = Barddla, Csonth&z, 5 = Nagyoldal Shaft, 6 = Pet,nyi cave, 
7 ~ Rejtek-I. Rock-shelter, 8 a Ko-lyuk-II. Cave, 9 = Kis
Koh~ti Shaft, 4. locality, 10 = Rosszuhegy Shaft, ll = 
Jankovich Cave, 12 = Rig6-lyuk. 

Sub•Boreal (5000 - 2500 8.P.): The existing specific composition is established and domestic animals increase 
in number. 
Sub-Atlantic {2500. B.P.): A considerable part of the big game (Urws, Canis lupus, Lynx) became extinct. 
The sha,e of the total number of specie.s evolved by the end of the Atlantic is distorted by anthropogenic 
effects, harmful animals (Apodemus. CricetJs. Microtus arvalis) in~rease in population. New immigrants (RarrusJ 
and imports (Ondarhra) spread rapidly. 

From the fauna! evolution M. Kre12oi (1965, 1969) developed a vertebrate-based blostratigraphic 
classifie&tion of the Holocene, distinguishirg four phases (Bajot, K6ros, Biikk and Alfold), to which the preser,t 
writer added, in 1974-75, the Kohat phase. The correlation of the feunal phases with chronological, geochrono
logical and archaeological scales is shown in Figs. 1 and 3. 

By reference to the quantitative distribution of voles in the individual faunas and to the mean tempera• 
tures in July In !he present-<lay areas of these species, calculations could be meda for the determination of the 
past mean July temperatures (the "vole th..-mometer method"'). 

On the basis of the Hungarian averages shown by the "vole thermometer", the mean July temperatures 
obtained for the indivrdual geochronological units have been the following: 

Pre-Boreal 17.9°C 
Boreal 18.s°C 
Atlantic 15.9°C 
Sub-Boreal 16.8°C 
Sub-Atlantic 16.9° C 
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This is the first time that paleoclimatological s1Udios have given detailed and reliable data on the Holo
cene of Hungary. The variations of temperature agree with the general trends recognised in Europe. 1; is signifi
cant that the climatic optimum occurs at 1he end of the boreal phase and not in the Atlantic phase, which ls 
logical, considering the geographical silUation of the country. The high accuracy of the method is indicated by 
the fact that the temperature changes which took place in historical times, i.e. the optimum about the begin• 
ning of our era (Roman times). then the cooling trend on the way of eontinentalisation (the centuries of the 
great migrations}, the warm medieval climate and, finally. the so-called "Little Ice Age". could be regntered 
quite clearly by several data independent of ono another (Fig. 31, 

HYDROLOGICAL PROBLEMS IN THE AYN ZAYANAH KARST SYSTEM, 
BENGHAZI, LIBYA 

Or. Attila Kosa 
Un iversiw of AJ-Flneh 
Tripoli, Libya 

The large area occupied by Middle-Miooene limestone in Northern Cyrenaica, eastern Libya (Jabal al
Akhdarl which extends from the bay of Sirte to ll'e Egyptian bordar hes not been Investigated for karstifica
tion until recently, There has been only sp0radic information about karst and caves, but no definite know
ledge has so far been published. Some scientists have even stated that in an arid area like that, karstification 
is impouibte. 

The first recconnaissance survey of the area was accomplished by a Yugoslavian company~ the Geo
zavod in 1972. Its report describes a kartt area locned east and north-east of Benghni with sinkholes. that 
swallow water when heavy rainfalls occur, The repon also contains some maps of caverns, that contain water, 
The wall!rs found in these caves have qualities ran<Jing from fresh to brackish. 

The big kam spring, Zayanah (Ayn Zayanahl, 20 km north of Benghati discharges 5 m' /r,ec of 
btackish water which is U$eless f0< agricultural or domestic purposes. Since the area of Banghazi receives an 
annual mean precipitation of 300 mm but no surhce stre.am.s exist at all, the General Water Authority of 
Libya considered it neoeuary to investigate karst phenomena tn detail in hope of additional water supplies. 
The exploration of the Benghazi karst area have bten accomplished under th• supervision of the GWA and the 
FAO of the United Nations by the Societe des Ea•x de Marseille (SEM). 

The openings of the caves are at an elevation of an average 25 metres above sea level. The caves are 
rather big dollne•like formations with cavities, namely the AI-Jabah, Satirah, Bukarma, Al-Habibi, Jumar, 
Al•Mirisl. These caves have been Investigated thoroughly by the methods of speleology. {A previously un
named pit has been named ••Jumar'' after the method of exploration!. The exploration made it clear, that all 
the dolines are actually collapsed passages of a cave sysll!m, which can be funher e xploned only by diving. 
At the beginning it was a puzzling phenomenon that some of the waters that occur In the cavos are saline, 
others are fresh. After a series of di._s the exptore-s discovered a length of about 4.5 km of cave passages I 
(fig. 1 ). The majorltY of these passages is completely flooded by the cave stream. Some of t he dollnes are 
connected with big passages and the connections 01 others have been ttaced by dye tem. Also by water tracing 
it has been verified, that the resurgence of the sv-11tm is the Zayanah spring, (fig. 1). The mou important find 
of the expedition was the discovery of two pits in Bukarma and in Jumar, which descend about 80 m twith 
diameters of up to 18 min Bukarma) and which .suPt)ly sea water to the cave system. 

In these caves, with POOis at their bottoms. the weter levels vary between 1.20 and 1.50 metres abo"Ve 
sea level. The hydraulic heads of the sea water, whictrcan be measured with some accuracy in Jumar and Buk
arma are 14 and 6 m respectively below the fre,h 1Veter head. The Jumar pit, which Is the lower of the two. 
yields sea water In a cyclic way. This phenomenon can be related to the sea tides, but this has not been proved 
with certainty. The sea water overflow of Bukarma is perennial (Fig. 2) . 

The anelysis of the saline water shows that the chloride-sulphate ratio is the charecteristic ratio of the 
sea water, i.e. 5 to 7. The value o'f the total dis.solved solids on the other hand is smaller than it should be in sea 
water. Thi.s proves. that the intruding sea water meets fresh water before it upsurges in the two particular shafts. 
Without proper lnterpratatlon of the origin and d111elopmont It may be misleading and, as it happened in the 
SEM report, interpreted as if the s:aline. water was the discharge of a saline aquifer under artesian head. 

The depth of the eave sv-tem has not been properly investigated because of technical difficulties. I.e. 
the lack of deep diving equipment, but it Is at least 80 m. Since no solution cave can develop below sea level 
as the sea wall!r lacks tho capability of limestone dissolution, the depth of the cave system clearly indicates 
that the period of the development of the lower (unexplored) passages took place when the level of the Mediter• 
ranean sea was at least 80 m IO'Ner than at pre-sent. That puts the probable time of origin in the Pleistocene. The 
majority of the upper {explored I passages being below sea level shows that it hes also been developed at a 
IO\'Ver sea level. If one supposes the occurrence of only two stages of development and the existence of only 
~o levels of the cave system, the explanation of tie origin end develOPment becomes clear. 

The upper passage• developed at a lower than the present sea level and possibly with higher than re
cent precipitation. At a further lowering of these, level the corresponding water table dropped and the lower 
pasS*.jes developed. With the rise of the Medite,ranean level sea water intruded the lower passages and conse
quently reactivated the fresh water flow In the upper pasS*.jes. Rising to Its present level sea water now in• 
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Fig. 1. Plan of the Ayn Zayanah karst system. 
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Fig. 2. Sections of the Ju mar and Bukarma pits showing salt water levels. 
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trudes the upper pas.ages as well, contaminating the fresh water flow. This proC<!$$ might happen more than 
once in cycles of glaciations. The origin and develop,nent of the Ayn Zayanah cave system seems to be much 
the same as lhat of the caves in the Greek islands and other places in coastal Mediterranean and Adriatic kerst 
areas. 

As mentioned before, the costly and diffiwlt exploration of the Ayn Zayanah cave system h"' been 
perfor-med for the purpose of obtaining water supplies. The SEM offers a method of clear hydraulic nature 
for the separation of fresh water from saline Intrusion. If the hydraulic head of the two phase flow, i.e. fresh 
and saline water, can be increased, the individual head of the fresh water may be enough to lower the saline 
l)hase and prevent its overflow to the upper passage, According to the calculations made by SEM, ona metre 
rise in the hydraulic head of the flow would cause 1 I m lowering of the saline phase. The increase can be per
formed by damming that passage which is thought to be the solitary conduit.to the Zayanah spring. The con
s truction and operation of lhe dam would be a vesy Interesting experiment, but also it would be very costly 
and the result$ are unpredictable. For this reason it hes bean preposed by the author to continue and complete 
the exploration, investigate the SliU unknown UpStream parts, the relations to the functional sinkholes and to 
screen out obvious contaminations other than sea wner. 

The explorations of the Ayn Z,1·yanah kars1 system may lead to a)reater interest In kars-t investiga• 
tions in Libya. It is vital for a country of extremely arid climate, that in those parn, where there Is consider• 
able precipitation, every drop of water should be Sa\ed. As a. rough estimation 80% of 1he precipitation Is 
being lost in theJabal Akhdar area due to karst infiltration. These waters are now discharged In undersea resur· 
gences. 
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EIN MIT FAKALSCHLAMM GE FULL TER ALPINER SCHACHT - CHEMISCHE 
UNO BAKTERIOLOGISCHE WIRKUNGEN 

Welter Krieg 
Fisciibachgane 20, A-6850 Dornbirn, Germany. 

Summary 

An lt'Wlctl,... kar.st potholt 11 con,,eete(I to 11199 'lp"ingt ~ ii filled with x 1000m3 or f1ecet mud. lnvenig41bons of 
the blc·tt>rial conU!tlt ot the spring •how• WJV hlgh germ co,tent. e .o. B~illin coll, of o~ic meteti1I and nitrite, •nd h ia 
not fh for drinking water, The decomposinon Of I.he ftectl ptrtic.let mtv tll<e place at a ttsull of oxygen lack chleftv undef 
.neeroblc oonditlons, which ft ,~red by 100 tflnperaturtt in the su:mmtr. Lori-9 comJnutd WC'terial cont1minetion of the 
spring may Cl.,.. methane 10 tmanaui from tht fal!cal mud 11 the cave- encr1net. 'The oxygen ltvtt in me $1rfl•m1 ts wfficien1lv 
'low for blc11rial dltcomposidon. 

Im Kleinwalsertal (bsterreieh) hat eine Gen,einde den Ladstattsciiacht ( 1140 m Seehohe, 47. 6 m 
Tiefe) mit etwa 1000 m3 Fiikalschlamm vollig gefullt. Die Wirkungen dieses unbeabsichtigten Grollexperi• 
mentes sollen a.bgeschBtzt werden. 

D1eser Schacht Im Gebirgsnock des Hohen lfen durchstojlt den maximal 120 m michtigen, strong ver• 
karsteten Schrattenkalk (Helvet1sche Kreide) bis zur K!rstba.i,. Das Karstgebiat ist in WNW-ESE•strelchende 
Faltenliige gegliedert. Da die Achsen gegen Osten abtauchen, entstehen geschlossene Mulden, deren Tiektes 
ieweils am Schwarzwasser-Bach liegt. 

Wegen der relativ goringen Mliciitigkeit des verkarsteten Kalkpaketes und seiner gro/lziigigan Neigung 
rum Tai fliePt das Wasser den geologischen Strukturen folgend an der Kalkbasis gegen Siidost zum Vorfluter 
ab. Samit gehort fast der g<!samte Schrattenkalk der ,adosen Zone an, es handelt sich um "Seichten Karst". 

Die Nlederschlage llegen zwischen 2500 und 2800 mm, die mittlere Abfl~spende 1st ca. 8,3 1/s/km2 • 

l!Uge$amt sollten 50mil aus dem Karstgebiet von 17,3 km2 (desist gerade die Halfte des gesamten Elnzugs
;,,bietes des Schwarzwasser-Baehes) 143, 2 1/s abfli<jlen. Die bedeutendste Ouetle des Kleinwalsertales ist die 
Sigebachquelle In 1040 m: sle schilttet im Mittel 100 I/• und geht bei Niedrigwasser auf 50 1/s zurikk. Die 
Aubachquelle In 1080 m schilttet maximal mehr als 1 m3 Is und geht ln Trockenzeiten auf 60 1/s wriiek. Die 
Biirgermeisterquellen in 1050 m rechuuferig am Schwarzwai.1er-6ach schutten im Mittel 20 1/s. Der theoretis
chen AbfluPspende stehen somit Ouellsc'1iittungen von insge,amt ca. 180 J/s gegeniiber. Die Verhaltnisse 
deuten darauf hin, daB iede Ouelle ein@ Mulde entwi1sert, daB aber in einem gewissen Ausm1B KarstwauerOber
tritte in der Gegend des Schwarzwesser•Baches zwischen den einzelnen Mulden stattfinden. 

Derzeit leben im Kl@inwalsertal etwa 5000 Einwohnttr und gibt es etwa 12(X)() Fremdenbetten. Das 
tietrachtete Geblet macht 18% dff gesamten Kleinwa!senales aus und darau, erhellt die wasserwinschaftliche 
Bedeutung des Eingriffs in das karsthydrog,aphische System. 

Die Hohle wird als ein Schachtsystem mit hydriseh modelllerten Wilnden, mit Sickerwasserdurchsetz 
.ind mit Stauerscheinungen an der KarstbMis beschrieben. Sie in ein "inaktiv gewordener Wasserschlinger, 
dtssen Schachtgrund zwar dutch Schutt engehoben 1st, den Spuren periodischen Wa$$8rriickstaus nach zu 
JChllel!en aber mit dem Karstwasser in unmittelbarar Verbindung steht." Oanach finclet im Ladstattschacht 
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keine schwalfartlge starke Wasserfiihrung ,on der Oberflkhe her, wohl aber eine standige Sickerwasserf0hrung 
und eine episodische Ourchfliellung mit V/issern der Karstbasis statL 

Natiirliche Biotope von Trocken,lihlen slncl extrem nahrstoffarm, Nahrungsgrundlage sind fast nur die 
spiirlich von aul!en eingetragenen Parti~I. Neben hochangepaBten Tierarten werden Stygobionten in der Hohlen 
- wie aueh In der Ouellenfauna angetroffen. In der Hohle lessen sich verschiedene Lebensriume unterscheiden, 
von denen im konkreten Fall die flllchig iberfeuchtete Hohlenwand der wichtlgste ist. In dieser "fauna hygrope
trlque" domlnieren WOrmer und Amphipoda. Oberall in Bereichen von Biomasse gibt es hetarotrOPhe, also auf 
die Aufnahme o,ganischer Substanzen und Sauerstoff angewiesene Bakterien. Aul gleichem Substrat leben para
sitische und sapraphytische Pilze. Somit Erweisen sich im Hohlenblotop Abbauleistung und Biomasse insgesamt 
als gering. Aul!erdem ist zu beachten, daBdie herrschende niedrlge Temp.ratur die biochemischen Abbauvorginge 
behindert und die anaerobe Schlammfaulung durch psychrophile Mikroorganlsmen relativ beg(lnstigt. 

Hinsichtlich der Bedeurung des ladstattschachtH f(lr den Wasserhaushalt liellen sich konkrete Angaben 
il,e, die Folgen der Verfllllung machen. Oanach ist die Beeinflussung des Schwarzwasser-Bache, unterhalb der 
EinmUndung des Aubaches, eventuetl noc, eine Beeinflussung der Sre.itach unterhalb der EinmOndung des 
Schwarzwesser•Baches, slcher eine Beeinflussung des Aubaches und seiner Quella, der Biirgermeisterquelle und 
des Sage•Baches durch Karstwasser zu erw.-ten, das mit der Filllung des Ladstattschachtes in Berllhrung kommt. 
Zur Oberpriifung der lumtmorphologischen Vo,stellungen wurden die in Frago kommenden Ouellen zu zwei 
verschledenen Jahreszaiten balcteriologise, untersucht. 
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19.1.1976 

Coliforme 
Escherichia Coli 
GesamtkeimuhJ 
Anaerobia 
En1erokokken 

l.adstattschachr a) 
20.000/g 

1.000/g 
440,000.000/g 

10.000/g 

a) Fikalprobe aus dem obenten Bereich des Fak,lkorpers entnommen. 

BurgermBitrerquel/e b) 
36/100 

1.600/ml 

0/100 

bl Der Belund weist Anzeichen einer Verunreiniljung auf. Der Gehal1 an oxydierbaren organischen Stolfen und 
die Gesamtkeimuhlen sind fur sauberes Quell· und Trinkwasser zu hoch. Auch colfforme Keime wurden nach · 
gewsese.n. 

30.3.1976. 
All· Burger· Au• Sag,,-
bach c/ meisrer- bachd) bache/ 

• quell• bl 

Coliforme (/100 mll 0 20 2 0 
Escherichia Coli (/100 ml) 0 2 33 20 
Gesamtkeimuhl (/ml) 944 47 66 1010 
Anaerobia 1/100 mll 0 20 100 20 
Enterokokken 
Thermophile (/100 ml) 330 500 330 1000 
Salmonellen nachweisbar 

c) Die Entnahme erfolgre nahe der Aubachquellt. Der unterschiedliche Be fund zur 100 m bachabwirts liegenden 
niichsten Entnahmestelle di uigt, doll in der 2wlschenstrecke weitere bedeutende Karstwiuer in das Bachbett 
aufdrlngen, wie auch der Augen schein ergab. :>ie sehr narke Belastung dieses Karstquellenwassm, das auch 
etwas Nilrit enthilt. wird durch die hohe Gesamtkeimiahl dargestellt. 

b) Gleiche Entnahmestelle wie im Janner. Auch der Gehalt an oxydierb..-en organischen Stotfen 1st fur ein Quell• 
wasser etwas erhoht. 

d) Etwa 150 m bachabwarts der Aubachqualle. 
e) Knapp vor der Einmiindung in den Schwarzwsser-Bach. Der Befund zeigt den starken EinfluB durch Beherber• 

gungsbetriebe im Oberlauf dieses kurzen, waimreichen Bathes. Der Gehalt an oxydierbaren orgenischen Stof• 
fen ist etwas erhOht. Oa$ Wa$$-er enthilt etwas Ammonium und Nitrit. 

Oaraus ergibt sich. daB simtllche Wisser der Entnahme vom 30. 3. als Trinkwasser nicht genuttt werden 
durfen. 

Elne Interpretation zeig1, dall zwischen hochwnterlichen und Vorfrilhlingsverhiiltni,sen die absolute Belastung 
der Wisser aJlgemein anstelgt. DH Anspringen der Karstenwasserung bewirk1 eine Spulung der Wasserwege und 
den Transport von Keimen. Eine Vermehrung diem Keime Im FlleBwasser salbst ist angesichts der niedrigen Was
sertemperaturen und der kurzen laufzeiten wahncheinlich noch unbedeutend. Die Anaerobia und das Nitrit wei• 
sen aul Betanung durch Fikalstoffe hln. Die Ver~altnisse sind mit sehr hoher Wahrscheinllchkeit auf die Ful• · 
lung des Ladstattschachtes zurUCkzufOhran, $odaBder KarstabfluB eines Einzugsgebietes von ca. 10 km2 verun-
reinigt wurde. 

Der Fiik.alschlamm Im Schacht In zur Hauptmasse organische Substanz, dar Wassergehalt wlrd mlt 
BO% angenommen. Die Abbauvorgange beruhen e,nerselts aul den heterotrophen Bakterien des Hohlenmilieus, 
•ndererseiu auf den mllieufremden Keimen, die Im Fikalschlamm enthalten sind. 

Grundsatzlich geht der Abbau von Eiwe;S durch Bakterlen zu Aminosauren und weiter zu Ammoniak 
und tu Nltraten vor slch. Die reduzierten Stotfweehselprodukte sind CH4 , H1 Sund NH4 • Bei der Qxydation 
ergibt sich ein erheblicher biochemischer Sauentoffbedarf. Desha lb wird Im nichtdurchliiheten Fikalkorper 
.sehr bald der unerhebliche freie Sauerstotf verbrat..cht sein under der Abbau auf anaerobe Bakterien urnschalten. 
Nur an jenen Stellen, an denen an der Oberfriche des Fikalk6,pers Sickerw8S$er erosiv titig sind, kOnnen sich 
oberflichliche lokale aerobe Bakterienrasen ausbilden, von denen in Analogie iur Tropfkorpertechnik zu .,. 
warten ist, daB sich eine optimale Schichtdicke von etwa 0,3 mm entwickeln wird. Deshalb wird abgeschatzt, 
daB der oberflichliche aerobe Abbau de, Fikalk&pers Im Vergleich zum internen enaeroben Abbau sehr unbe
deutend 1st. 

Bei den Anaerobiern konnte es sich auch um thermophile Keime ha~ln. Zwar werden die Tempen,. 
ruren innerhalbdes Fa~alkorpers jahreJ.taitlich nurwenfg um ein Mittel von 7° - 8° schwanken, doch sind dle 
Siekerwi"8r und die Karstwisser, welche erodietten Fiikalsehfamm unterirdisch abtransportieren, etwas stir• 
ke.ren Tempenu,rsehwankungen zwischen 0° bis etwa 12° unterworfen. Die haupuichlichen Abbauvorginge 
werden somJt im Sommer ablaufen und es werden 1n den Wiederaunrrttsstellen des beeinfluBten Karstwas.s.ers 
1m Sommer hohere Keimzahfen zu erwarten sein ah im Winter, 

Die Konsistenz de, Fakalschlamms indert slch iiber die ~amte Abbaudauer wahrscheinlich nichL 
Denn an allen Kliiften und Schichtfugen elntretendes Sicketwasser durchfeuchttl ihn weiter und durch rand
•che Eroslonen werden lnterne Sackungsvorgange zu gelegentlichen lokalen Durchmischungen filhren. Die mit 
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der Giirung verbundene Gasentwicklung kann zur Ausblldung einer Brodelstruktur fuhren. Vor allem Methan 
sammelt sich zu Blasen. die ln der breiigen Masse wahrscheinlich nicht immer ungehindert in den klilttigen 
Gesteinskorper ubertreten konnen. Es werden deshalb zeitweilige Vemopfungen filr moglich gehalten werden. die 
so lange andauern, bis der Auftrieb der vielleicht sehr groB gewordenen Gasblasen das Gewicht de> iiberlagernden 
Schlammes verdriingen kann. In diesen Fall besteht die Gefahr, daB solche immer rascher durch den Schlamm 
auhteigenden umfangreichen Blasen aus Me than zum plOtzlichen Auswurf von T eilen des FikatkOrpers aus dem 
HOhleneingang AnlaB sein kOnnen. Mh Exhalation verschiedener Giftgase muB jedenfalls immer gerechnet 
werden. 

Die Geschwindigkeit de, Abbauvorgin0e ist von Erosionsleistungen, Wasserdurohsau und Bakterienak• 
tivltlit abhangig, wabei die letnere wlE<ler durch Abbauprodukte starker beeinflul!t werden kann. Oiese kom• 
plexen Systeme sind demnach beriigllch der Geschwindigkeit des Abbaus kaum abzuschiitzen. Besser wurde 
dies empirisch gelingen. doch sind kelre Parallelfiille iihnlicher GroBenordnung bekannt. Es wird ledigllch 
vermutet, daB erst nach Jahrzehnten, wahrscheinlicher aber erst nach mehreren Jahrhunderten ein RUckgang 
der Belas1ung d.e:s KaC'5tWas.sen eintrin. 

In c:hemischer Hinsicht rst d85 Mall der VerdOnnung mit sauerstoHreichem Wasser und auch der bio• 
chemische Einbau von Abbaustoffen in Biomasse, bis tum Fl.sch. entscheidend. Der Schwarzwasser•Boch 
hats als gefiillsreicher Hochgebirgsbach in aller Regel geniigend SauerstoH und wirkt zumindest uber den GroB• 
teil des Jahres genilgend verdunnend. 

A FEASIBILITY STUDY OF THE PALAEOMAGNETISM OF STALAGMITE DEPOSITS 

Alf Latham. 
Department of Geology, 
McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, canada 

The Earth's magnetic field ha, shown changes in the past of which those ol longer period, (102 to 106 

years). are of special imeren to the study of palaeomagnetism. One of the changes. called secular variation, 
also seems to be variable with focality. 

Just as it has been possible to study these changes by investigating the paleeomagnetlsm of sediments 
.,d lavas. so also it may be PO<sible to use layered speleothem deposlts for the same purpose. The principal 
advantage of the study may be in extending the dating range from the C• 14 limit at about 50,000 years. to 
300,000 years. by the U/Th disequilibrium method. 

The feasibility of the nudy depends on whether (i) stalagmite carries a natural remanent magnetism 
(NAM) of ,uttlc:ient intensity to be m•asured. (Ii) the NAM, or a sufficient fraction ot it, has been stable since 
it was deposited, (iii) enough samples can be caken from a given horiton to yiekt meaningful results statistically, 
(iv) the horizon can be reliably age dat!d, (v) the growth rate of the speleothem was sufficient to enable to 
magnetic field changes to be effectively tlme•resolved and (vi) any growth rate changes and hiatuses can be de· 
tected and allowed fo,. 

Sampling and specimen preparation prl>C8dures 
Two types of stalagmite dePOSits lend themselves to study: layered flowstone, and stalagmites. In the 

<:a$f: of flownone, the onentation of the $ample is fixed with resp~ to the horizontal and to the present Eanh's 
field by means of a perspex tripod carrying a clinometer and a compass (Suunto types), The points of contact 
of the three legs are marked on the block by a tungsten scriber, the block is labelled and then removed by ham-
mer and chisel. •· 

The perspe,c orie"tor cannot be used with stalagmites and so a second device of aluminium has been 
invented. Thi$ allows scriber marks to ,e made on opposite sides of the sample, which are oriented by Suunto 
or Brunton compass along the parallel edge of the device. It is usual to repeat th• orientation two or three times 
up the length of the stalagmite. The horizontal Is determined by means of a simple transparent U-tube carrying 
dyed water. While one side of the U tube is fixed. the other side is positioned further round the stalagmite at 
some peint. The water level is adjusted by rai,ing or lowering the second limb until the meniscus in the first 
limb comes back to its original mark. The level of the second meni$Cus is then scribed on the stalagmfte. This 
is repeated two or three time:s round the. deposit, and it is usual to repeat the whole procedure further up the 
stalagmite. 

In both cases the position of rhe speleothem deposit is uniquely determined. In the laboratory the 
sample is cast in Plaster of Paris in a rectangular mould so that there is some single relationship between the 
orientation marks and the sides of the mould. The sample is then cut up by a rock saw Into many cubic specimens 
ln such a way that the cuts are parallel and perpendicular to the growth horitons. This ensures (i) the greatest 
time resolution between horiton.s and fii) ease of correlation between different specimens of the same sample. 
The cubes have sides ¾ .. 10 1"" long. 

The orientation marks are thtrl trans/erred to each spedmen and they are labelled ready for NAM 
measurement. 

Measurement of Natural Remanent Magnetism 
Primary analyses by atomic absorption spectroscopy of various stalagmite deposits from Canada, 
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West Indies and the U.S.A. showed that the iron content was generally low; values ranged from about 5 to 50 
ppm typically. It is by no means c,ertain that the brown or ochre colouring of stalagmite dePOsits is always 
indicative of the presenc,e of iron. 

In order to measure the low intensities of NAM use is being made of a cryogenic magnetometer 
(UniversitY of Toronto), and the lowest values rel ably measured so far for *" specimens has been less than 
10-, oenned/gm. Each specimen is plac,ed in a thctoughly cleaned alternating-field (a•f) demagnetized speci
meo holder, and both are then lov..ered into the pick up coils of the sensor. A strip recorder outputs theJie1d 
of the specimen in that orientation and also any midual field of the specimen holder. If the specimen ~ 
turned through 180° then an overage value may be found for this magnetic component and allowance made 
for the effect of the holder. The field of the holdtr is usually a factor of ten less than the fie ld due to the speci
men but It may vary slightly and so has to be monitored at each measurement. By further re-orientation the 
x, y and z comPQnents of the specimens field are measured. The procedure is then repeatad for as many 
other specimens of that horizon as are available and the results are combined by the us• of standard palaeo
ma"'etic stat1sties (Fiiher statistics}. 

The hard work is taken out of the mathunatlc:s by means of a eompuler program. The output cootains 
(i I the meen vector direction for the field - given by the declination D~d the inclination I with respect to 
geographic North and the horizontalTospectively (ii) the circle of 95% confidence i.e. the angle about the 
mean within which 95% of the specimen directions lie and (Iii) the precision Significance factor for thet number 

of specimens, 
The significance factor and the chi-square terts indicate how good the groupings. are about the mean 

value and largely determine the confidence that me can place in the NRM mean value for that time horizon. 

~ability of th• Mognatism 
It 1$ of great imPOnana, to know whett-er the magnetism of tha deposit is that originally laid down. 

If some of the carriers of the magnetism are 'soft' then over a period of time their magnetism will change in 
order to align themselves with later (changed) Earth's magnetic fields. 

This soft magnatism may be removed howevary by progressive a-f demagnetization which effecilvely 
randomize-s these softer components. The procedure is to a•f demagnetize each specimen in successively higher 
fields and, at each stage menure the magnetism 1hat remains. If the direction of the field vector change5 then 
demagnetization is eoniinued until the direction stabilizes. The assumption is then made tusu.ally a safe one) 
that this final direction Is the original (primary) dlrect ion of the field at the time of deposition; it i• t his value 
rather than the NAM direction (for no a-f demagietization) which is adopted. For instance it is usual and d•· 
sirable, to find that the significanoe and precision factors both improve upon a-f demagnetization of all t.he 
Sl)Ocimen, of the same aga. 

T1,e Nature of the Carriers of Magnetism 
It is most likely that the magnetlcgrein, are in the mode of a detrital remanent magnetism (ORM) or 

a chemical remanent magneti.sm (CAM) or a mixture of the two. In the former case, ORM, the magnetic par• 
ticles become embedded on the surface of the d•POsit from suspension in the flowing liquid, Nucleation and 
grain magnetism have been acquired before dePOS,ition. Their subsequent orientation is influenced to some ex,. 
tent by the topography of the surface as well as by the ambient Earth's field. This especially affects the lnclina• 
tfon of the more elongate grains as has been demonstrated from the studies of sedimentary deposlu. 

Ip the second case, CAM, the srains may form at the surface from a nucleation process. As the crystals 
grow and pass from single to mutti~omain grajm their magnetism will tend to align along the ambient field 
Independently of the surface topography. By .. mpling horizons of varying topography and by comparing the 
Inclinations- of each specimen it may be oossible to distinguish betMen the two types of carrier mode and to 
determine which of the two types is the majoritv carrier. 

The significance of this is that when coostructing master curves of the varying fie ld directioos with 
time, if the grains are CAM derived then we may have more conftdenc,e In the inclination values - t hus produc, 
ing two juch curves instead of ona. Otherwise a bedding dip correction has to be applied to the inclination 
values which introduces more uncertainty into trle master curves. 

Tho Oati119 Method and Growth Rates of Speleot!Mms 
The dating method used (described more fully elsewhare In these proceedings) is based on the Urenlum/ 

Thorium dsequilibrium method. 
For palaeomagnetic study, two factors of great fmport.,ce are Ii) rallabillty of th• dating method and 

(ii) size of the standard deviation in the age. 
Each laboratory ln quoting an age usually gives a standard deviation based only on counting statistics. 

It Is only recently that inter laboratory calibrati:,ns have been made for this method and it was found that the 
standard deviation of the group mean was. in general, less then the mean counting deviation of any individual 
.. mple (Harman & Ku 1976). A Barbados coral of age 105 x 10> yeart had an intarlaboratory deviation of 

4 • 10> years. 
It thus appears that although stalagmit• growth rates may be such as to enabla field changes of 1,000 

years or less, to be resolved, nevertheless It may prove more difficult to fix the age of such changes. Growth 
rates of flowstone are typically 0.15 cm/to' years whereas fast growing stalagmites may anain growth rates 

of 1-5 ems/to" years (Harmon, er.a/.19761. 
A kind of sampling compromise e•lstsbetween the two types of deposit. Although flowstones grow 
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at a slow rate, they furnish many specimens per horizon. Stalagmites on the other hand, have a better time 
resolution but the fact that much of their thickne$S Is taken up with radial growth prevents the acqyisition of 
many specimens per horizon. 

Growth rate changes and hiatuse, often show upas changes in banding and layer topography. It may 
be sufficient to age date the layers occurring Immediately above and below the suspected hiatus and inter• 
polate other ages. The safest thing 10 do it age date every horizon or se.t of horizons aft« the pah,eom•etic 
work has been done - if time permits. 

Discussion 
The research proposes to study Earth's field variations of period 1o' to 10' years as far back as the 

limit of the dating method at about s.10' years. The changes are known as Secular Variation (lo' years), 
ewnts/excursions (1 ct years) and reversa~ ( 1 O' • 106 ). By sampling dtfferent localities it may also bo possible 
to produce inclination and dectlnation mater curves for different: longitudes and latitudes and to compare 
them with each other. Such master curves may then be U$ed to complement those obtained f<K sedimenttl'V 
sequences and which have in turn 11lready been used to date archeological cave sites (Creer & Kopper, 1970) . 

The study at the time of writing i5 in iu lnf-ancy and so no results are presented here, other than to 
state that stalagmite deposits lrom the Conedian Rockies and Jamaica do have a measurable NRM and that 
horizon specimen directions are well grou:,ed with high precision and low significance factors. Their tl'h'lgnetism 
appears to be stable and primary. 
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WORLD-WIDE KARSTIC DENUDATION 
(CORROSION) ANO PRECIPITATION 

Sandor Lang 
H-1012 Budapest 
Logodi U63, Hungary. 

The major re$Ults about the relationship between the karstic denudation (corrosion) end precipitation 

are presented In fig. 1. 
On thi, logarithmic graph, the mun value.s of karstic denudation (corrosion, Oc} in different counuies 

of the world are represe,ned by dots, forming a narrow band on both sides of the straight trend line. 
The equation of the function of lhe trend can be exp,essed in the form: 

De s 0.08 F ... , 

where R-= the mean annual precipitation of the kantic region. 

The data for the figure were collteted by the Hungarian specialist Or. D. Balazs from many karstic 
regions of the world; and some of my own data have been added. 

LA DOCUMENTATION SPELEOLOGIQUE EN FRANCE 
SPEOLEOLOGICAL DOCUMENTATION IN FRANCE 

R. Laurent 
Commission du Fichler des Cavith Naturelles et 
Artificielles. F.F.S., 130 rue St. Maur 75011 
Paris, France 

From an early dabl l.h• rfl\llts of exPcwatlonsand otsclentlllc rttNrch on fr-ench caves have bttn tteorded in differ• 
tnl doc:u.mena; publication$, documtntJ end d fferem l11u of CIVfl. As sornt of tt,ese documents aro often dlfflc.uh to trace, 
'N8. h,ve complltd a chton~ogQI blbhogrnphy of tile most i,nporttnt sc!entltic publleations arid othet documenu: In whlctl 
informatiotl ~t the und«9roond world in F·anctc.1n be tound. 

1) Lt1 P11blications: Monsieur mze a <16jA ebord6 lachronologie de celles-ci. Je pense qu'II n'est pas 
inutile de la reppeler. Aussi Je me suis permis de rep,oduire le scholma illumant r,volution de nos publications 
nationales (Gete, 1961). On se reporters~ cet article pour connaitre la Socio!t' Sp4!16ologique reSl)onsable de la 
publication et le nombre de fascicules parus. 
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2) La Documentation: En L946, le 8.R.G.G.(I) '°"' l'impulsion de Monsieur Gbe IAnonyme, 1946; 
B.R.G.G., 1951) mettlllt en place un syst~me di fiches utllls6es sur le plan national et archiwes par co service 
IRouire, 1963). Ce principo6teit maintenu et armli<ri par le B.R.G.M. IRouire, 1961; B.R.G.M., 1969). 

Desoorreipondants 6tablinaiant des 'Doss;.rs': soit avac des informationsdiractes soit • 1•eido do la 
bibliographie. 

111 voir listo des abr6viation, employ6,t, dons le tax ta et sur le schtlma. 

Uste dH 1igtes d~s dan, le texta et sur le schimt 

Arch. Zoo. Exp. G6n. • Archives Zoologique Exp6rimentalo et G6n6raJe 
·e .A.F. - Club Al pin Francai, 
C.O.S. a Comiti Oipartamental de Sp6h!ologie: F .F.S. 
C.S.R. • Comili Sp61iologique R6gional: F .F.S. 
C.N.S. • Com ite National de Spllfologie 
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C.N.R.S. 
B.R.G.M. 
B.R.G.G. 
B.R.G.G.M. 
F.F.S. 
S.C.F. 
S. deS. 
S.S.F. 

• Centre National de la Rechen:he Scientiliquo 
= Bureau Recherches Geologiques et Minieres 
= Bureau Recherches G6ologiques et G6ologiques et G6ophysiques 
• Bueau Rechen:has G6ologiquos, G6ophysiques et Minilros 
':I Ffc16ration Francaise de Splll6ologie 
• Sp,!16o-Club de France 
= Soci6t6 do Sp616ologie 
= Soci6ul Sp,!l6olog1que de France 

Das copies de ces 'Dossiers' duient transmises: 

- aux Services R6gionaux du B.R.G.M. 
- au C.N.R.S. ( Laboratoire Srutenaln de Moulis) 
- ~ la F. F.S. 

En fonction des ,Dossiers' ~tatli,~ le 8.R.G.M. dres$clit la liste de ceux~l sous la forme de publications 
internes. Parallllement A ces listes devait paraitre des irwontaires par d6parternent (Anonyme, 1961 a; 1961 bl, 
seulemont doux fasclcules ont 416 rhlis,s IGinet 1967). Ces 'Elossier( contribuant 6galement & 1'6dition de 
carte hydrogeologique l exemple de cele pr6sent6e par Paloc ( 1964). 

- En 1971, le B.R.G.M. suspendait momontan4ment !'acquisition de cos informations sans toutofols 
les refuser pour archives. 

- En 1973, la F .F .S. d6cide la crbtion d'une nouvelle Commission nationala. Cello-ci est oharg6e de 
promouvoir et de continuer,., constitution du Fichier A 1'6chelon f6d6ral. C'est la Commission du Flchier des 
Cavit6s Naturellos et Artificielles. 

L'exp,!rience a montre que la 1hlisation d'un fichier a surtou1. A l'origine. 616 une oeuvre individuelle 
(AbW P. Martel, 1953), nous avons done considtlti le caractdre personnel de cette entreprise t.out en essayant 
de 1'61argir sur le plan national. 

Notre F6dtlration pour structu•er cette Commission s'e,t done appuyee sur ses structures d6partemen
tales (CD.S.) et R6glonales (C.S.R.) mises en place (Marchand, 1972). 

• Des responsables A tous les khelons peuvent done oeuvre, A cette tialisation selon la motivation de, 
Clubs sp61eo, par 1'interm6diaire des C.D.S., de< C.S.R. 

Pour donner suite au travail ~I~ Ji.alise dans le cadre du 8.R.G.M .. nous avons voulu conseNer la for• 
mule prkedemment utllis6e, i) savoir; rassembler toute la documentation par cavit6 en un dO$$Jer formant une 
ohernise 29,7x42 (Laurent. 1970). Unefiche, similaire 6 cello ediue par le B.R.G.M., a et6 impri°"e sur cal• 
que pour permettre la reproduction hdliographiquo (Laurent, 1976). Cotto fiche e<t mise A la disposition de nos 
Clubs. Elle est ,1ablie au propre par nos C.O.S. ou nos C.S.R. Des reproductions sont diffusi!es A tous les eche
lons aussi ces 'Dossiers' peuvent etre facilement consult6s et la mise A jour pout se rhliser continuellement. 
Pour repondre • un .soucis d'information plus prkis sur des sujets p;,rticullers (Paloc, 1971 ), des ' I ntercalaires' 
spdcialilO!s sont A 1'6tude (hydrog6ologi,, tracage, pollution, biosp6leologie, prehistoire-arch6ologie, etc •••• ). 

3) Les lnvenraires: Cer'te.s comme le souligne Bonnet (1966) "Toute science doit ltre inventorife ... " 
et nous ne pouvons que nous filieiter en regardant les nombreux travaux publies. Le premier invenuire publ'6 
est celui de Locante (1880). Les ouvrag,s de E.A. Martel, E. Fournier constituent de bonnes bases ainsi que les 
nombreuses publications sp61eologiquesou biosp616ologiques (Enumeration des grottes visit6es par example). 
Balsan (1946), rhlise l'inventaire de I' Aveyron, Balazuc (1956) celui de l'Ardkhe, le B.R.G.M. celui du Jura 
et celu i des Alp"' Maritime$ (Colin, 19661 (Creac'h, 1967). Le souhait formul6 par Balsan ( 1948) se concretise. 

Malheureusement des 1960. les Clubs se voient contraint d'6diter 1-eur propre lrwentaire, ceci pour 
pallier 6 la difficultl qu'ils reneontrent ~upri·s des r6dacteurs de publications nationa-fes qui ne peuient accepter 
ces travaux trop volumineux. En effet. ces 6tudes importantes enc·ombreraient les revues pour un pO,e d'int6rft 
trop llmite. 

Actuellernent on assiste b une iecrudescence d'ouvrages du type 'lnventaire' 6 la prmoration soignh. 
Je me permettrois de nommer ceux-ci "lnvontaires s61ectifs d'exploratioos" .• En effet, parmi la multitude des 
phenomenas karstiques, seul quelques uns pr6sentent un int6rh d'exploration imrnddiat; on llmlte done la 
description, ceuK-<:i: si!lection A partir de X m de dtlveloppement ou de X m de profondeur. Si ces inventaires 
prbentent des avantages sportifs in<:Mniables et r6pondent a uncertain besoin, c'est au c:M-triment des ph6no• 
menes karstiques environnant ta cavit6 okrita. 

Conclusion: Les' I nventaires' OJ le-s 'Dossiers' de cavita convergent vers le mAme but: une meitleure 
connaissance de notre domaine karstique. 

Cen.es les inventaires ont 1'6norme avantage de regrouper sous peu de volume des re.nseignements sur 
un ~partement, un massif. une tigion. Renseignemenu qui sont malheureustment vite ~rimf!:s, seule la situa· 
tion reste incheng,!e. L'importance du reseau. la nature des transits internes, les travaux realisi!s sont seulement 
valables b une data donn6e, colle de la P,Jblication. 

Pat contra un Fichier peut suiv·e au jour le lour toutes Jes informations sur tousles phe!nom~nes karst• 
iques quels qu'its soient.. Son contenu n"hant pas llmitatif, n restera done cfactualit.A selon la motivation des 
exp1orateurs pour communiquer leur information MalheureusemPnt son maniement est loord. 

No"tre Commission M~rale e.stjaun. et nousavons bon espoir pOUr cene realisation. Les speh1:ologuas 
ressentent la n6cessit6 de ce Fichier national. Un Fichier t jour qui debouchera sur des publications importantes 
ou des 'lnventaires'. Reste b trouver la formule d'une publication 'evolutive' qui permettrait d'ajouter des addi• 
tifs au fur et l mesure de nos connaissances sur les reseaux, sans pour oela condamner la prdddente edition. 
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A TRULY FOOT OVER FOOT PRUSI K METHOD 

J.R. Letheren 
Mendip Nature Research Committ.., 
25 Sou1hstoke Road, Combe Down, 
Bath, England 

The object of this wor·k was to dttermine whether it was pos~ble to design a l)l'USiking device which 
would give the climber• truly foot over foot climbing action, on normal climbing rope, similar to ladder climb
ing. The traditional climbing cams (Jumars, lite.) haV<I a strong tendency to pull the rope up until conslde,.ble 
height has been reached . It is also desirable to use a chMt harness with a guide or roller l:x>x to keep the clim• 
ber upright and relieve strain on the arms. Th~ must be much higher than the point of attachment 10 the 
rope to be effective. and ideally the feet s~ould be the point of attachment for maximum vertical separation. 
The devices described here haV<I the property of being able to step on to a rope and ,tep off again, eomple~ly. 

Cons1ruc:t:ion 
The picture shows two views of 1he basic mechaniC$ of one device. h consists of a 'J' shaped leg piec:e 

with a transverse channel across the short member. This piece has two substantial pivot pins which carry the 
two cams fon each device). The right and left devices are mirror images of one another. The cams are llnked 
with a short length of chain which pull$ the two cams together when the upper device is pressed against the 
rope. Since the weight of the climber is al.wys on the lower devlee, the rope is always under tension at the point 
where the upper one is being applied. A, 100n as weight is applied to this device, the cams tock on to the rope 
and the whole weight is applied to it. Whfn the lower device i• lifted, it immediately tall, away from the rope 
completely. and 10 the foot over foot clir.bing action continues. 

O.s'9n eonsiderations 
The cams must be sufficiently hi;h to a11ow the climber to stand on the ground without damaging 

the cams. The leg piece is long enough for a map to be put around the leg just below the knee, and snother 
strap across the foot holds the device firmly on the foot. It Is essential that the device is designed so that the 
rope is grlpped as near to the foot as possible, otherwise the twist on the leg becomes very severe. The carm 
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are shaped to compensate for varying thickne$$ of rope, but are only curved In one plane which means that the 
rope is pressed flat between them. This appears unavoidable ln the design. The chains u1ed to close the cams 
on the rope are extremely simple and resist-ant to clogging with mud. The tension in the chains Is not great 
and the plated brass chain with brazed links, as sold for domestic purposes, has proved quite sufficient. 

Care mun be taken to ensure that the chains do pull the cams together on the rope, and that they 
will not themselves be trapped between the cams, although the tendency for this to happen is not so Qreat as 
one might suppose. The chains are smooth and cause no rope damage. 

The frames Wl!re manufactured from welded steel for these experimental models and as a result they 
are heavy, though alloy or tubing could be used to reduce the weight. The channel pieces holding the cams are 
angled thlny degrees away from the horliontal to compensate lo, the bending at the knee when the leg is 
raised to engage the rope. 

Advantages 
There are no problems with the lower dev,ce pulling up the rope. There is no wear on the teeth of 

the cams because they never slide up the rope. The design Is ideal to usa with a chest mounted guide or roller 
box. In fact, h is absolutely essential that a hamess be used withe conventional cam device (Jumar or similar) 
for safety. If these climbing devices both became dttached at once, there would be no way of preventing a fall. 
In practice this does not appear very Hkely, but to JSe them without additional aids would be extremely irres
ponsible. The arms are not used for climbing at all, and may be employed for negotiating overhangs, etc. 

Disadvantages 
The present devices are large and heavy. The weight could be reduced to sensible proportions by use 

of alloy, ate. but size remains a problem. They would be more suited to entrance pitches than pitches deep 
inside a cave system. However, they still compare lll!fy favourably with ladders! It is not possible lo back down 
with these devices, but It is very simple to change over to an abseiling mode. Cost would be quite high, especially 
when the additionaJ Jumar is taken into acoount. 

Conclusions 
Due to size, cost and possibly weight, it is unlikely that this design will ever be produced commercially. 

However, the experiment set out to show that a foot over toot prusik device was possible, and in this respect 
it has been a succe.ss. 



FERNS IN CAVE ENTRANCES 

0ll"8r C. Lloyd 
Withey House, 
Withey Close West, 
Bristol, England 

Last winter my brother introduced me to the Shield Fern (Potystichvm IJClJ/eatum) which looks attrac• 
tive all through the winter, unlike the Male Fern (Dryopceris filix~mas) which it otherwise resembles but whose 
leaves die ,n the autumn. Another distinguishing feature is that in the Shield Fern there is a tiny prickle at the 
point of each leaflet. 

When I am not actually caving I like 10 do "surface work", which may mean going around a caving area 
with a guide book, map and nosebllg spotting t.11ve entrances for future trips. While doing this at Easter I was 
struck by the fact that oearly all of the <aves enirancas ln the Allotment Aree of Yorkshire had tha Shield Fern 
growing on their wet vertical faces. Back on Mendip I found the same fern gtowlng in the -entrance to Lamb 
Leer. Since then I have found it a genertl rule that, whatever other ferns may be there, the Shield Fern wili'be 
the<e as well. .. 

In June I did some surface work in the O,smal Hill naighbourhood (N. Yorkshirel and found a fem that 
I had never seen before. This is the Bladder Fern (Cysropteris fragilis), much smaller and more delicate. It de
rives lu name from the bladder-Ilks sweling of the young spore cases to be seen on the undersides of the lea"8s. 
I found it at O,smal Hill and Old Ing Caves and also at Calf Holes. 

After that I was on th• look out for the Bladder Fem and found it in Poulnagollum (Slieve Elva) 
and even in a spring high up on the Ail....ee Mountain in Ireland. In Wales l found it at Ffynnon Odu and Porth yr 
Ogof, where it is accompanied by that loveliest of f•rns the l.Bdy Fern (Athyrlum lilix-femina). But I couldn't 
fond it on Mendip. There was nothing in Cheddar but• good clump of Lady Fern in the First Feeder. Ebbor has 
plentY of Male Fern, Buckler Fern (Dryopteris dilatatal, Shield Fem and of course the Hart's Tongue V'hYllitis 
scolopendrium), which will grow anywmra shady, even in show caves by the lights. Also the Common Polypody 
(Polypodlum vulga,e} which likes to groN on rotting branches. It was absent from Easterwater, Swildon's, Long. 
wood, Rhino Rift. R~d's Grotto, Tynirg's Stream sink and lrom G.B. Cava, which sports some vary well grown 
l.Bdy Fern. Lastly I went to Tyning's Gr!at Swallet, all overgrown with nettles. I got badly stung but it was 
worth it, for there in the cleft. where the sun never shine$ and cavers never go, was the Bladder Fern growing in 
great p,ofuslon. 

Here is a check list of fems whCh are commonly found in cave entrance$ in Britain: 

Asplenium ruta-muraria 
Asplenium trachomel)IJS 
Athyrium fflix.f~mina 
Cystopterls lragilis 
Dryopteris filix•mas 
Phy/1!1,s scolopendrium 
Po/ypodium vulgars 
Polystichum acu/e;,tum 
Pt11ridium aquilinum 

Wall Rue 
Common Spleenwort 
Lady Fern 
Bladder Fern 
Male Fern 
Hart's Tongue 
Polypody 
Shield Fern 
Bracken 

PREMIERS ELEMENTS POUR UNE ETUDE PHYSICO - CHIMIOUE DES EAUX 
MASSIF DE LA CHARETALP (Suisse - Canton de Schwyss) 

8. Loiseleur et H Saivayre 
11, r. des Alouettes (village) 
66140 Canet-en-Rousillon 

En 1975 et 1976 le Groupe d'Etude du Karst du Centte Universitaire de Perpignan a particiP6 aux tra• 
vaux des operations Glaneralpen 11 et 11 qui se sont d6roul~ dens le massif de la Charetalp au Sud - Est de 
Zurich. dans les bassinsde la Muota affluent du lac de Luzarn et de la Linth affluent du Rhin. L'altitude moy
enne du mas.sjf est de 2100 m les 6coulelf'lents souterrains reconoos par coloration se font vers l'Ouest vers la 
vall6e de la Muota at la n!surgence de l'Hinterseeberg. 

La prospection rtbistivimthriqUB sur le terrain a ,t4 suivie d'une campagna d'analyses des eaux souter• 
raines et superficielles. Les premiers r6,ultats portent sur des ptriodes identtQues, du 1° au 15 AoClt qui suc-
c6dfrent a deux anno!es clima10Jogiquesdifferentes une a fort enneigerneot: 1975, l'autra trh solche 1976. 

Mesures Resistivimet:rique,: 
Les mesures ont itt! n!ali5'!esdans la vallie de la Linth du col de la Klaussen Pass 1948 ma la retenue 

de Oberen Huneo 1310, dens la vallt!e do la Muota du cirque de Milchbuelen 1400 ma la rfsurgence du Hol
loch. Dans les deux eas les mesures ont pom sur le lit de la riviare et les affluents des deux rives qui sorit le plus 
souvent des r4surgences. Sur le massif Jui mtme qualques mesures furent effectuies dans les ieoulemonts sou• 
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terrains reconnus au cours des explorations.. Lndsultat1 peuvent 6tre grouP4!s en trois stirias: 

1° Les Eaux de la Surface Du Massif: 

Neige GI ace Souterraine: R est compris entre 28860 et 15 288. 

Eaux de la Couche Superficlelle du lurst R Compris entte 12306 et 6944 

2° Les Eaux des RffUrgenc:CH dans la Vallee: 
La Linth R4surg. 
Rive Droite: R Compris entre 5400 et 5100 
La Muota R4surg. 
Ri1111 droite: R compriuntre 5169 et 5148 

3°Lei Eaux dti Rivieres: 

La Llnth: 
La Muota: 

(R = Resistieit4 en ohms/Cm/Cm2 l 20°) 

R Compris entre 4812 et 4817 
R Compris entre 4812 et 4491 

~3 
0 ... 

" 

On notera la valeur caracteristiquedes eaux de drainage des massifs calcaire,, comprise entre 5100 et 
5700 qui se differencie quelque soit !'altitude ou la nawre g4ologique des eaux superficielles. 
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Le ph6n~ne est bien visible au niveau de la r4surgence d' Hlnter-5eeberg oU avons relev6: 

Muota en amont de l'Hlnterseeberg: 4812 
Muota niveau confluent de l'Hinteneeberg: 5608 
Eau de l'Hlnteueeberg: 6712 
Muota aval de l'Hlnte<Seeberg: 4491 

Le meme ph!!nom6ne se repro<IJit au niveau de la murgence du Holloch: 5079 Ohms/Cm/Cm2JI. 20° 

Chimit des Eaux Des Resurgences: 
Le tableau c1 apris re9(oupe Im caractfres physico Chimiques des eaux principales r6surgences du ma► 

sit et d'une circulation souterraine de hiut nivaeu. 

Designation Ca Mg K Na Cl S04 TAC pH 
.,,, 

61400m 1,2 0,25 tr 0,01 0,05 0,07 1,25 7,4 5°7 

81360 m 1,8 0,25 tr 0,01 0,05 0, 1 1,95 7,9 5°9 

91330 m 1,85 0,30 tr 0,03 0,05 0,02 2,05 7,2 5°7 

10 1200 m 1,7 0,3 tr 0,01 0,05 0,1 1,85 7,7 

11 780 m 1,8 0, 1_ tr 0,01 0,06 o. 1 1,95 7,7 5°7 

Holloch 1,8 0,2 tr 0,01 0,05 0, 1, 2 8,05 5°3 

P13 0,7 0,1 tr 0,01 0 0,02 0,8 7,05 5°3 

(6: Rerurg. Taschibach, 8: Resurg. Feldnoos, 9: Resurg. Hochweidquellen, 10 R6surg. Richliswaldach, 11: 
R~surg: Hlnte<seeberg. le• valeurs sont txprim6es en milliequivalenu). 

Le report de oes valeurs sur un diagramme logarithmique permet de situer ces eaux dan.s la f.amille des 
eaux 8icarbona~•• Calciques tr6s faibloment miMralisees. (Fig. 1). 

Surles courbe.s d'4qu11ibre de TI11mans elles se situent en dessous des courbes de saruration avec un pH 
de 7 ,05 A 7, 7 pour les eaux issues du massif de la Charetalp. II anoint 8,05 l la rtsurgence du Holloch situh A une 
altiwde plus basse que celle de l'Hlntenee~. Les valeurs de T.A.C. se placent entre 5° et 10° Francais, soit 

une teneur de 50 A 100 mg de C03Ca par litre. 
On peut avoir une ldh du sens de 1'6volutlon chimique de l'eau dans le massif en comparant la compo-

sition chimique de l'eau du P 13 avac cello de l'Hinterseeberg (II Fig. 2) on constate une variation tr6s nette du 
pH de 7 ,05 • 7, 7 sans 61t.atlon notable de la teneur en C03 Ca. 

Ces caract6res apparentent ce, eau>< aux 6coulements d'une altitude bien sup6fieure dans les Pyr6"'es 
sans doute faut ii voir II\ l'effet conjugu6 d'une plus haute latitude et d'un karst entifrement cl6boise6. 

Conclusion: 
Les premiers r6sultats d'une e-1mpagna physico chimique sur les eaux souterrainesdu massi-f de la Chare-

talp (Suiue) sambleraient prouver qua la dissolution chimique en profoncleur serait modeste. Les circulations 
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souterraines se feraient done par un syst6me de failles rt de dieclases d'origlne tectonique ou bien par un reseau 
souterrain dont la karstlficatlon setait an~rieurt au symme de drainage actuel. Cetta derni~re hypoth6se est◄n 
partie confirm'8 par la dtlcouverto au cours de I exp6dition do 1976 d'une galeria fossile avec concretions mas• 
sives clans la zone 616vh du karst se prolongeant per un syst6me de dieclases ouvertes. 
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KARREN OF THE LITTORAL ZONE, BURREN DISTRICT, 
CO. CLARE, IRELAND' 

Joyce Lundberg 
"Apples", Scumbrum, High Littleton, 
Bristol, England. 

Along mueh of the coast of Co. Clare limestone bedrock outcrops and the karren form, of the littoral 
zone are quite distinctive in comparison with those inland and in the sub-littoral. 

Terres-trial surfaoe.s are characterised bv pavements with $Olutionally enlarged ioints. Solution cups 
{kameniuas), runnels, meanderkarren, rillenkarren and tritkarren are mir:1or features within the clint and grike 
pat18rn. Below Mean Low Water level an enentially similar pattern occurs; I.e. the forms are controlled by joint• 
ing but the surfaces tend to be smoother than ort the terrestrial pavement$. Between these two environments 
liOl a bend where kamenitn-type features dominate and jointing h .. little control on forrn. 

Within the linoral karren several zones can be identified vvhich grade into one another where the s&
quence occurs down a single face. More commoraly. the littoral zone is divided into a series of steps relating to 
bedding planes and the transitional forms do not appear. The karren zones correspond closely with biological 
zones and it has been found convenient to reter to them by the dominant species therein. 

Figure 1 presents a diagrammatic shore profile with the four divisions of the littoral zone and accurate 
cross-10ctlon, of the karren above. The joint pattern is Included to illunrate the ba5ic difference between littoral 
and terrenrial/,ub-llttoral karren. Table I sumrnarilO• lhe morphology and 10me of the water propenias. 

Table 1: Summary of geomorphic measurements and water properties. 

Zone Verrucaria Uttorina Bamacle Mussel 

Average DIAMETER in ems. 27 24 25 43 
Average DEPTH in Cn1$, 8 16.5 15 40 
Avera!J8 DEPTH OF WATER in ems. 0.37 3 2.1 16.5 
CONNECTIVITY• 2 5.5 3 6 
DENSITY (No. pools Im' J. 6.2 8.7 7.5 5 
% TOTAL AREA occupied by pools. 361' 44% 50% 80% 
pH. 8.5 ,. 8.2 8 7.1 
CaCO,ppm. 15;)() 1360 1100 1005 
% caco, SATURATION 97% 100% 101% 99% 

• Connectivity estimated on • scale from Oto 10, (0 • isolated basins. 10 • all basins intercorwutcted>. 

The Verrucarl• zone consisu of shallow, circular basins cut Into the 9&0tly undulating ''plate11u" with 
venical rilled or pitted walls, ,mooth, flat floors and a very sharp break of slope between the two. The only 
obvious life forms are lichens. The zone ls wetted by spla$h and rain. Erosion appears to be predominantly 
lateral. Density and connectivity values for the basins are low. The high CaCO3 content and pH of the waters 
reflect the infrequency of wetting. 

The Litcorina zone has deeper, more complex and more closely-packed pools. The floors undulate, 
breaks of slope between the floor and walls are ,;;entle and the small, sharp pits of the Verrucaria zone (0.6 ems. 
in diameter) are replaced by larger, shallow depressions prob,ibly attributable to the acdon of limpats (1.5 to 
2 ems. in diameterl. Littorina nericoid,< oocupy small piu at water level but rOlt on the surface of the rock 
bene-ath the water. Sevaral species of-.lgae occur in small quantities, Erosion appean to act in all directions. 

In the 8am1cle z.one the walls of the pools are deeply undercut. The pool bjofogy is varied and more 
prolific than in the littorina zone. The upstanding surfaces are covered in bamacles which, in carving pits to 
increase moisture retention, smooth off irregut .. ities. The density and connectivity values are quite high. The 
same is true of CaCO, and pH levels. 

As $OOl'I •• the pools become deep enough for Echinoids to become astablished tha morphology 
changOl dramatically. The pools of the Mussel/Echinoid zone are large, deep and highly connected. The tow 
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density value is a reflection of the size rather than packing index. The surfaces below water are occupied by 
Parancentrotus lividus all to the exclusion of all other species. Each one of these carves a hemispherical cup . 
2.5 to 5 ems. in diameter in which it rests. The surfaces above water are colonised by mussels. Beneath these, 
pockets of sand and shell debris are often hidden. From the size of the pools, the small areas of rock 
remaining above water and the frequency of secondary pool formation within a primary PoOI. it would 
appe-ar that erosion is reasonably rapid ln this tone . 

Modii ications to this basic pattern are common. With increasing slope angle the forms become stream· 
lined, their depths are limited and eventually meanderkarren forms take over. With increa.sing energy level of 
the environment the forms become deeper, more jagged and connectivity is Increased. Both trashwater flows 
and abrasion by beach material have a smoolheoing effect on all surfaces. Effects of lithology are minor. The 
effect of time will be to transform a zone into the zone seawa<d of it as the total surface is lowered but the 
sea level remain.s constant; e.g. after several stages of pool formation in the Barnacle zone. the water level wilt 
be high enough for echinolds and muuels to colonise end the POOi morphology will begin to change. 

A few accounts of littoral karren appear in the literature but m05t of these refer to tropical coasts, e.g. 
Ginsburg (19531. Emery (1946) describes marire solution basin, in a mediterranean climate. Gullcher (1953) 
comparH the karren of four coastlines - the British lslH~ Morocco, P,ovence and Hawaii. From these e)(amples 
it appears that the karren of temper'ate coastlines is distinctive from that of other climates. 

The short account of littoral karren from the Burren District by Williams (19711 is of direct relevance 
to the present nudy. He presents two case<. Th, first Is of a semi-exposed shore which he divides into four zones; 
1. Black lichen pans, 2. calcareous and green algee pans, 3. Barnacle anvils and 4. Algae flats. The ,econd i, a 
very exposed ,hore where the "Algae !lets" zon, i, replaced by: 4. Muuel pinnacles and 5. Echinoid pits. The 
only differences between this classification and that presented above by the author are in zones 4 and 5 and in 
the treatment of shores according to @)(posure. The author considers (l) that these "Echinoid pits" are simply 
a final stage of the Mussel/Echinoid zone, and (Ii) that the dip and height of bedding planes is of greater signi• 
ficance to karren development than i• exposure. Williams' diagram of the semi-exposed shore show bed• dip-
ping gently coastwards whereas those of the very exposed shore dip steeply seawards. His account is brief and 
does not attempt any explanation for the origin of the karren . 

When an explanation for the formation of thMe features ls $0Ught a basic difficulty emerges. Seawater 
is normally ,upersaturated with C.C01 yet solution ls probably the only process capable of producing such 
delicate forms. For 1his to occur sea-water must, at some stage, becom,, aggressive to ~C03 • Emery ( 1946) 
opp,.,ciated this problem and suggested that ag~ressivitY may be increased at night by the release of CO, 
during plant respiration. Since the samples taken during the day showed low aggressivity and high pH it was 
decided to examine sample, taken during the night. Any further biotic activity was halted by the immediate 
killing of all microscopic organisms. The results from the 39 samples are presented below. 

Vertuca.rla zone 
Linorina tone 
Barnacle zone 
Mussel zone 

% CaC03 Saturation 
D,y Night 
9E.29 61.34 
1(3.3 62.84 
81.6 46.4 
95.1 55.9 

Day 
8.2 
8.35 
8.0 
6.25 

pH 
Night 
8.2 
7.2 
6.3 
5.9 

The average percentage saturation for all the day,tJme ,amp I es was 100.05%, with a standard devia
tion of 6.2, and for the night-time samples 56.6% (s.d. 6.5); I.e. the water in the rock pools became eggres• 
sive after nightfall. The pH became lower. significantly so in most cases. In order that the increase in aggres• 
sivity and dissolution of calcium Carbonat'e may be effective in terms of karren formation, photosynthesis 
and the re-precipitation of CaCO3 must be prevented. Alternatively the GaC01 -enriched waters must be 
removed. The latter is achieved by the tidal cy<lo:•Maximum removal of C.C03 will occur when low tide 
coincides with darkness. Many algae are s.easonal: it is probable that the greatest erosive effect occurs im 
winter when the algal bioma$$ increases. Micr0$Copic algae are of equal significance to macroscopic algae. 

The formation of littoral karren is dependant on the Isolation ofsmall bodies of water harbouring 
various flora and fauna. The zonatlon is produced by a combination of the frequency of wetting and replace· 
ment of the water, and of the species present. The Verrucaria zone is more affected bv rain than by se• 
water. Eveporation and reprecipitation of CaC03 give the smooth floor surface and prevent vertical erosion. 
Microscopic algae beoome more significant In the Uttorina zone. The action of barnacles contributes to the 
smooth appearance of the upstanding rock in the third zone, and boring by limpets aHists the deep under
cutting of the walls. In the Mussel/Echinoderm zone the activities of boring animals are mOC'e pronounced 
and the effects of animal and algal respiration ,ombine to give the hil#lest erosion rate of the four zones. 
Beneath low water level the ina-ease in aggreHlvlty at night ha, little effect because It is llOt concentrated 
in a small volume. 
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE FORM OF RILLENKARREN FROM THE TOWER KARST OF 
CHILLAGOE, NORTH QUEENSLAND, AUSTRALIA 

Joyce Lundberg 
"Apples", Scrumbrum, High Littleton, 
Bristol, U.K. 

Chillagoe lies about 320 kms. t> the N.W, of Calms, Nonh Queensland (1 7° I0'S, 144° 30'E) and 
has a seasonally-humid tropical climate. Most of the 774 mms. of rain falls with high intensity between 
November and April. The limestones of the Chlllagoe Formation, Upper Silurian to Lower Devonian in age, 
are in general hard, compact, dark grey in colour and fossiliferous. Small and large karren features cover most 
of the exposed rock surfaces. Only rillerkarren are treated here. 
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The idea of recording the cross ... ctions of groups of rills with the "Carpenter's Profile Gauge" was 
conceiwd by D. Dunkerly (Pers. Comm. 1975). This device consists of numerous parallel rods 1mm. in dla- . 
meter held together in a plane bu1 free to mo"' up and down in relation to one another. When pr.,sed againn 
a feature, the gauge conforms to that shape which can 1he11 be recorded by tracing directly onto paper. For this 
analysis, cross-sections of 1174 rills w,,re Uken (midway between the top and bottom of the rill) and their 
slope inclinations were recorded. Each rill croa•seetion was then measured accurately to obtain values for 
(i) Width, (ii) Depth (iii I Angles of the left- ood right-hand walls with the vertical, (ivl Radius of a fitted circle, 
{v) Lenglh of arc of contac:1 of that circle wi1h the rill, and (vi) Density el<pressed as the number of rills in 
15cms. of cross-section (Fig. 1). 

Bas,c descriptive natistics are presented in Table 1. Width and Depth values convey the magnitude of 
lhe rills; the width: depth ratio gives a general indication of form. The angles of the left, and right-hand walls 
with 1he vertical were averaged to give a "Sharpness" index: Sharpness combined with the Width: Depth ratio 
describe the- walls of the rills. ~A ratio of 2 and a ,harpness value of c.30° indicates an inverted triangular cross• 
section while a ratio of 2 and a sharpness valot of c.10° Indicates a semicircular formL Measures iv and v help 
to assess the degree of conforman~ of the rill to a semicircular form and isolate simple forms from complex 
ones. It has been found that. fn most cases, some part of the sectiOf'l'.will conform to the circumference of a 
circle. If the 1emicircle is taken as'"lhe basic form, complexities occur when the sides of the rill are degraded 
(I.e. width will be high but arc length low), wten several rills have coalesced and now form a single drainage 
channel (high width value but normal arc length) and when the rill has become overdeepened or secondary 
rill formation has taken place (small radius, hiJh arc length and forge depth). Figure 2 shows some of the rill 
cross--sections and Figure 3 shows some of the variations diagrammatically. The final measure, 1hat of density, 
mun be viewed in relation to the average width of the rills in that 15 ems. of section to obtain a "cover value". 
A law density and a high average width indicates a high cover value but a low denslty and a low average width 
Indicates a tow co•er value. The Information in Table 1 can be fully appreciated only in comparison with similar 
Information from other areas and climates. 

TABLE 1. Descriptive Statl$tlcs 

Maan Std. Dev. Rang• Skewness Kurrosi$ 

Width (mmsl 19.47 7.33 62 1.06 2.45 
Depth (mmsl 8.39 4.36 31 0.99 1.35 
Sharpness (degrees) 35.49 13.07 72 0.17 -0.33 
Radius (mmsl 7.3 3.84 28 1.49 3.03 
Arc Length (degrees) 145.07 30.13 1B7 •0,18 -0.27 
Slope Inclination (degrees) 53.34 18.43 81 ·0.65 -0.34 
Density {No./15 cmsl 6.95 1.45 7.9 0.1 ·0.09 

TABLE 2. Pearson Correlation c.,..fficienu 

Width Deprh Sharp Radius Arc. L. Density Slope 
Width 0.626 -0.135 0.571 -0.127 -0.545 0.189 
Depth 1 -0.634 0.064 0.472 -0.2B2 0.026 
Sharp 1 0.218 -0.661 
Radius 1 -0.534 -0.438 0.240 
Arc L. 0.279 -0.158 
Density .. 1 •0.233 
Slope 1 

The Pearson Correlation C.,..fficient matrix (Table 21 and the scatter diagrems of selected variable oom
binatioru ( Figura 4A•FI further elucidate the forms of the rills. The scatter diagrams are contoured according 
to the density of occurrences at each point. In order to help in the evaluation of these diagrams the POsitions of 
simple geometric shapes have been plotted where appropriate. 

Figure 4A shows the width: depth relttiOR$hip, Semicircles and rectangles. of W: 0 ratio 2, will have a 
W: D correlation of 1.0 and a slope of 2 on the scatter diagram. The correlation of 0.626 and the slope of 1.09 
indicate that these rills correspond reasonably cl=ly to a constant geometric form but the shallower rills tend 
to be relatively wide and the deeper rills narro,v. This trend is confirmed by the negative sharpness:depth corre
lation: i.e. the form appears to change with sim. On the curves in Figure 4B which show circles and Inverted 
trianghn of varying depths. points 1 and 2 mark the semicircle and a triangle of the same proportion. Shallow 
forms fall 10 the right of these points and deep forms (V or U shapesl to the left. The cet1tre of the rill distribu
tion falls between the two curves in lhe deep t:, medium ranoe and veers over the circle curve In the shallow 
flllnge. A picture of rill development ernerg:M where a circle becomes incised until the width of the rill is the dia
meter of the cin:te. Coalescensa of rills in early nages of development could account for the shallow,,, V shapes 
and -SBcon.iary rill formation for the deeper on!S, The proportion of V-shaped rills is rather high. This may M a 
reflection of the high intensity rain since interuity is probably of greater significance to rill formation than total 
rainfall. It would be of interest to compare this population with one from an area of low inten•ltY rainfall. 
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The nidius:arc length scatter diatram i>olates the V-.haped rills in the region of highest densrty because 
these tend to have low scatter along the arc length axi>, 1.e. arc length i• always maximum - 150° to 190°. The 
nidius value which correlates with thi• range ls 3 to 6 mm. The width:radlus scatter diagram shows the highest 
density in the radius range 3 to 10.5 mm: i.e. it appears that secondary rill formation involves smaller circles. 

Figure 4C, with:radius scatter diagram, isol.ates f0tms which are neither circular nor triangular in cross· 
section. Only ve<-y shatlow triangular fomswill have a radius of grea"t.er than 5mm. Therefore, complex forms 
lie in the area to the right of the 5hallow triangles and above the deep circfes. As may be e)(pected, a reas.onable 
proportion of the f)OpuJation is neither ciirular nor triangular. 

Figure 4E, depth:arc tength scatter diagram. gives as estimate of st89t) of development or maturity. The 
dashed lines show the oositions of circles of selected radii as they deepen through time until the m8'1mum arc 
length i• reached. This rill population is fairly mature. Rill• from a region of less intense rainfall may appear 
further towards the origin on this diegram. 

Figure 4f examines rill density showing that most of the surlace is covered, i.e. these rills do not 
develop isolated from one another. 

It is of interest that none of the •ariables correlate with slope inclination. It appears that the angle 
ot receipt of rain is irrelevant rn this a.rea. ..., 

This method of form analysis Initially requires a great deal of work. but, if the data is recorded on 
computer cards or tape, the subsequent analyses can be produced with from standard statistical programmes. 
It allows mmparison between karren of different areas, lithologie,, climatic regimes, etc. From such compari• 
sons est1mates of controls on rill formation can be made and models developed. 

REMAROUES SUR LA COMPOSITION DES POPULATIONS CAVERNICOLES 
DE STENASELLUS VIREI DOLLFUS (CRUSTACEA ISOPODA ASELLOTA) 

REMARKS ON THE COMPOSITION OF CAVERNICOLOUS POPULATIONS 
OF STENASELLUS VIREI (CRUSTACEA ISOPODA ASELLOTA) 

Guy Magniez 
Laboratoire de Biologie Animale et Gin6rale, 
Univenite de Dijon, 6, Bd. Gabriel, 
21000 Dijon, France . 

The 1tenasem<1s are tnophthaimous P.s&llota ftom underground werers tphreatic btstic waters ancf thermal u,rings;) 
of Southe.rn Europe and North•ttop,1caJ ,.gions: Africe, As.la and Mexico. Seven genera and about 38 species are known. The 
Hfupan of the Pyntneean species studied ti very long: some 16 years, end lhe reproductive fem.ale lntetmott lasts 12-18 months. 
Thus tt,1 m,n,mum Jeyl~ rhythm ts biennial but, acc:ording to ttmptt1turt and ,vellebUlrv of food, the lnt.trvll between JUC· 
ct"I..,,. l'4tPt'oduc:11ons from a single female ctn r1.11c" 5 YtOf't. 

Therefore. 1he 1tze of Stenasellld P0Plletion, is wrv unifOffll over• period cormary to ep1994n Astllid population, 
wtilch are entJrely renewed each year. Moreov11, tht ~r~n~ of ttproductive femafes during a single y .. , cannot be more 
ihan 50% in the best eond,tlons. This percentag!: deaeasa to 20% or leis In tome biotope,s with poor temperaturti and food 
condlttona. 

La Familia des Stenasellidae: 
LesStensse/lld111t Dudlch, 1924 1epresentent une famille archaique d'Aselloides, tous anophtalmes, 

ciu'il ne taut pas confondre avec les Aselli:Jae. Tous vlvent dans les eaux souterraines continentales: eaux karsti• 
ques, nappes phrhtiques et sources the.rmales. La premilre tonne connue, Stenasellus vlrei Dollfus, 1897. a l!t4 
~couverte en 1896 par Armand Vire, dans la rlvi!re souterraine de Padirac (France). Acwellement, ce group,, 
comprend 7 genres (Magnlez, 1974a, Cvetkov, 1976): Srenase/lu$ DoUfus, 1897. car.•m•nd. ( 14 espkes en 
Europe m4ridionale, 4 en Afrique orientale et 2 en Asie). Balkanostenasellus Cvetkov, 1975 {2 esp~ des 
Balkans), Johanne/la Monod, 1924 {1 esplce d' Algerie), Magniezia Lanza, 1966 (4 esp/Joes d' Afrique occiden• 
tale); Metastenasel/us Magnieg, 1966 (4 e,p1'ces de la r6gion congolaise). Parasten,sellus Magniez, 1966 (1 espke 
d' Afrique occidentale). Le peuplament americain r6cemment d6couvert comprend ~i• 4 espkes de la r6gio n 
mexicaine {Argano, 1973) et deux autres en cours d'6wde, mais l'homogen<!it6 du genre Maxlstanasel/us Cole 01 

Minckley, 1972 parait doureuu. 
L'••*• polytypique Stenasellu, virtJI, compos6e de 5 sous-espece• dissoci<!es {Magnlez, 1968), ett 

largement repandue dans le, eaux souternines du Sud.Quest de Ja France et du Nord de l'Espagne. Ouelques 
118 ttatlons ont d6i' et6 dllcrites (Magniez, 1974b, 1975b). La sous-espece de• grotte• pytiMennes:St. vlre, 
hussonl a ere 61Udi<!e au moyen d''1evage, de longue dutie (1960-74) et a fait l'objet d'une M!rle d 'observation, 
biologiques (Magniez, 1975a, 1976a). 

Allongement du Cycle Vital Des Stenaselles Cavemicoles 
Les lilevages et les observations de population, nawrelles ont pennis de noter l'existence d'un cycle 

vital nas dilat6 choz ce• StenaS<11la,: 

A. Duree des mues: Alon que cette durh ne d6passe p,,s 24 h chez les Asellldes epigils, ell• atteint 
environ 2 semaines chez les St6neselles ( 13-14 jours chez Jes d adultes, 8·16 jours chez les 9 adultes). 

B. Duree des intermues et longer/ta: l.e$ intermues sont 1 O , 20 fois plo• longues que celles d'Asellut 
aquacicus , dans los mimes conditions. Les intermues des StenaS<!lles adultes d et~ atteignent 9· 12 mois, ce 
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qui signifie que la mue de ces cavernicoles prisente pratiquement un rythme annuel. Les intermues de reproduc
tion dos 9 sont encore plus longues ( 12 ii 18 mois), car le d~veloppement des embryons clans le marsuplum 
maternel dure 9 ~ 10 mois, au lieu de 3 semaines chez A. aquaticus. De plus, le SU!naselle 9 qui libt\ra ses jeunes 
conserve toujours sa cavite lncubatrioe vi~e durant 2 It 8 mois. avant de subir une mue rtgressive, dite mue inter• 
mfkliaire (fig. 2, MJ.). C'est ce qui explique la durff inhabituellement longue de cette intermue parwrieHe. 

En con$4\quence, malgr6 leur falble tame. los stfnaselle• ont une long,MUI consicll!rable: environ 15 ans 
pour 1 .. 9 et plus de 12 ans pour les o (Sr. virei, St. breu/11, St. bull!). Cette long6viu parait trh g6"6rale dens 
le groope, mime chez des formes d'eaux souterraines chaudes. EHe est quelques 10 • 15 fois plus importante que 
cetle des Asellide.s oculfs de tail le comparable, vivant dans le.1 eaux de surface. 

C. SuCCO$$ion des inrermues et rytlmtt des reproductions chez la 9 sdulte: 
L'intermue de reproduction durant 12·18 mois, le ryttlme reproducteur sera obligatolrement fort lent. 

Un autre phtnomloe aocentue cette le.nt.eur:la mue qui tennine une intermue parturielle est toujours une mue 
r6gress1ve qui wpprime la cavite lncubatrlce. Autrement dit, la 9 qui vient d'elever une porth passe rw!cessalre• 
mem en.suite au repos Ql!ni-r.al, pour la dul'ff d'une intermue tau moins 9 mois). Ainsi. une 9 qui ,dent de pondre 
ne pourra le faire b nouveau avant 24 mois aw iron (fig. 1, ligne 1 : I .P.-= intermue parturielle; I.A. • intermue de 
repos sexuel). ..., 

Un tel rythme bisannuet de la reprcduction est exceptionnel pour un petit lnvert4!bn!, et c'e-st seule• 
ment chez de grands Mammif~res, a longue periode de ge1tation qu' il se rencontre habituellement.11 est impos6 
aux St6naselles par le rythme quasi annuel d, leurs mues. 

Rythme des Reproductions at Composition Des Populations Na1urelles: 
Dans les populations d'Asellides pi1ment6s et ocules des eaux clooces de surface (A.aqustiws, Proa.el/vs 

meridianus ou P.coxalt's pour l'Europe}. ii e"is1e une saison de reproduction trts marqv6e. au dfbul du printemps 
(Steel, 1961 ). Alnsi, dans les populations d'A.aquilticus et de P.meridi8nll$ des environs de Dijon, la quasi•totallt6 
des 9 adulte, sont ovig6res en mars. Mais, compte•tenu de nos remarques prk<!dentes, une telle situation est im• 
possible chez les st6naselles. En effet, noos cevons trouver, dons le lot des 'l adultes, ~ la fois des indivldus qui se 
reproduisent du rant l'anrw!e du pr61hement et d'autres qui sont pr6cis6ment au repos sexuel au coo rs de cene 
mime anrw!e. La fig' 2, lign"' 1 et 2, illustrece font, avec le cas d'un 9 qui pond en 1970, 72, 74, 76 (repos 
g,!nital en 1971, 73, 75) et celui d'une 9 qui pond en 1971, 73, 75 (rep<)$ g,!nital les anno!es pa ires). L'analyse de la 
composition des lots de 9 prilev6, dans des stations populeuses de St viffti husscni • perm is de confirmer ces fa its. 

A. Cas de la grotte du Mont-<le.Chac tHaut'&<Garonne, France): 
Dans cene cavite de basse altitude 1430 m, temp6rature: 9°9 A 11°8), la reproduction des sUlnaselles 

paralt toojoors active. le nombre total de 9 adultes captur6es pendant plusleurs anno!es b la belle saison s'61~ve 
b 380. Sur ce total, 212 6taient au repos g<!nital et 168 144,2%) en intermue de reproduction (9 ovig6res: 108; 
9 & marsupium vide:60). Ainsl, ii semble que les 9 de cette station, dans leur maJoriUI, se reprodulsent effective• 
ment une fois tous htS 2 ans, la propor1ion tMorique maximale 4hant d'environ 50% de l'effectif adulte de sexe 
9 clans' ce cas. 

B. Cas de la grotta de l'Enalas (Ari~ge. Fran,.): 
Le lac $0Uterrain de cene cavitl! (altitude 900 m, temperature: 7°9 A 8°2) abrite une belle population 

OU la reproduction parait beau.coup moins. active que dans la pr'cfdente {te.m~rature plus basse, nourriwre 
moins abondante). 441 9 adultes ont 611! captur6es, dont 356 au repos g,!nltal et 8S seulement an intermue de 
reproduction (9 ovlg6res: 16; 9 & marsupium vide: 69) . Alnsl, la proportion des 9 en intermue parturielle n'at• 
teint que 19.6'%. Or, let 9 adultes de St. vim,i en ,1evage montrent frtquemment un d~lai de 3 ~ 5 ans entre 
deux pontes. <Mtlai correspondent au ddroulement de plusieurs intermues successive:s de repos u,xuel, les oostf .. 
gites restant non-fonctionnels durant tout ce tamps. On peut penser que ce phBnomllne existe '9alement dans 
certain, blotopes naturels. La fig. 2, llgnes 3.4 et 5, lllustre les cas de 9 subl,sani respectlvement 2, 3 et 4 inter• 
mues successive, de repos g6nital entre deux intermues parturielles (MP . .,. mue parturielle et ponte; M.I. • 
mue interm~diaire avec rlgression du marsupium; M.R.S. = mue de repos sexuel; comparer avec fig. 1, tigne$ 
2, 3, 4). Le dernier cas serait celui des 9 adultes de la grotte de l'Estelas, dont les reproductions seraient 
g6"6ralement espaooes de 5 ans (moin,de 20% de 9 reproduetrices choque ann<!el. 

C. ConNquences sur la composition des pop.ilations de stenaHlles: 
LH etudes faites sur les population; d' Asellicles epigll• (Steel, 1961) montrent que leur effectif varie 

consicll!rablement au cours de l'ann<!e, puisq,e la long6vlUI maximale de ces lsopodes ne clepassa gulre 12· 15 
mois et que !'ensemble du peuplement est nnouvehi ti chaque printemps par une reproduction massive de 
tousles adultes avant hivern<!. Les populaticns naturelles de St6naselles sou terrains montrent, au contraire, 
une grande stabilit6 au cours de l'ann4e et des ann4es successives. En effet, ils vivent quelque.s 15 ans et les 
natssance-s de chaque automne ne renouvellEl'lt qu'une fraction r4dulte du peuplament qui 58 compose d'une 
quinz:aine de gi6n4rations annuelles. Les prtiltvernenls de nombraux adultes dans les populations cavernicole, 
A effectif limiUI (Magni"", 1973) se tradulsent durant plu•ieurs ann6es par un clesequillbre num6rique dudif> 
t6rentes caU:gories d'individus, marqu4 par un aocroissement de la reprl.sentation retative des classes feunes, 
normalement r6duites par l'effet de la COOC1;rrence vltale intra~ifique qui rlgne dans le milieu. 

La phase adulte des sten8$elles 9 durant au moins 7-11 ans, la fig. 3 nous montre comment se renouvel• 
lent les 9 de la population: par exemple, les ~ immatures (9.) no!es en 1964 (JUV. 1964) donnent en 197().71 
A la fois des 9 1 (9 adultes, au repos g6nital, pos$4\dant des oon6gites non•fonctionnels) et des 9 ov. (9 ovl~res 
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dis que meurent ( t ) les plus vieux individus (9 ntles en 1953-58). Les flkhe> continues ma«!rialisent les 
difftlrentes variations po,sibles du cycle go!nital 9. 
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THE WEST DRIEFONTEIN CAVE AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE 
IN THE PALEOHYDROLOGY OF THE FAR WEST RAND, TRANSVAAL 

J. Martini (1,2), I. Kavalieris (1, 2) and F.F. Stuart (2) 
(1) Geological Survey, Private Bag Xl 12, Pretoria. 
(2) South African Spelaeological Assoc. Transvaal Section, 
P .0. Box 6166, Johannesburg. 

The entrance ot Wen Driefontein Cove has been known for a long time, but before 1955 exploretion 
seems not to have proceeded beyond the Rift Chamber. In 1955, the newly-formed Transvaal Section of the 
South African Spelaeological Association (SASA), was informed of the cave by the underground manager of 
the Wen Driefontein Gold Mine end started exploring it. Early exploration first reached the top of the Abyss, 
which then terminated in a lake. When the Abyss was again de>eended during June 1961, the floor was dried, 
cracked mud. Progress through the previoussump eventually interconnected with Texas-Deep Range, a con· 
slderable extension of the cave. 

Subsequently, due to the Clltastrophic development of sinkholes in the Far West Rand during the early 
sixties, attention wa$ tocus.sed on a better un~rstandlng bf karst phenomena and the eave was rtudied by the 
Committee on Dolomitic Mine Weter of the Far West Rand, with technical assistance from SASA. In 1963, the 
Mina authorities decided to use the eave for dumping slime and first surveyed a line from the entrance to the 
top of the Abyss. In 1968 the cave was vlsi!Bd by overseas karst experts, nolllbly M. S-ting and J. Quinlan. 

In 1975, with the co•operetion of 1he Geological Survey, SASA started a systematic investigation of 
the cave. Survey by the "tope and compau -nett>od" started in December 1976 and was completed in October 
197.6. During this work, about one kilornetfe of new passages wa• discovered, which gives the Clive a total ex• 
tenl of 5.66 km of passages, ranking it as th! third longest in the country. 

Description 
The Cave is situated sou1heast of Carletonville, Far Wen Rand. It opens near the top of a hill at an 

altitude of 1618 m. It hes develope"d in the upper ~rt of the Eccles Formation, which consists of a very cherty 
dolomite with a few bands of chert-free dolomite not thicker than 3-4 m. 

From the two entrances, tho cave d .. cends mostly vertically through a complex of inter-connecting 
gravity dislocation cavities. This zone of collapse leads to two large chambers, about 90 • 100 m below surface, 
the Workshop and the Dining Room, From which several phr,atic mues extend. From the Dining Room a long 
pas"'9" leads to the Cloverleaf: a large but "8,Y flat discoid chamber, developed from the dissolution of one of 
the chert-free horizons mentioned previously. The Cloverleaf is directly connected to a collapse cevitY: the 
Texas and Deep Range Chambers, with combined dimensions 150 x 80 x 40 m high. From Texas, Cloverleaf 
and WorkshOP, 3 pitches lead to a lower elongated chamber called the Abyss, 1Nhich was oo..upied by a large 
lake at -140m marking the water table bef<Ye dewatering by pumping from the mine. From the Dining Room, 
a major sub..,,ertical crock, the Great Chasm, extends to the deepest point of the cave at • 183m. It is estimated 
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that about •wo•thlrds of tho.,... Is coml>OMd o' d1uolutton l)IISl!III and that one-third is due to collapse. From 
tho tntranaos to about - 80 m, no ,o1u1ion p•sigos are observed. They developed between -80 and -115 m, 
but are Hstnti1lly concentmed close to 100 m, 1 value which 1herefo,e may be token• the rn11n cave lowl. 

Gyi-um is very abu~t 1n meny pl.._, on the floor of !ho cave es a layer of a very light materiel 
up to more than one metro thick. 11 has been calod "candy ll0t1" tr, SASA membe .... The candy ft .... consists 
of minute gypsum noodles end ,s particuluty abundont in tho Cloverleaf. According to J. Quinlan, It reprffents 
an ultimate product of bat guano decomp01i1lol\ on op;nlon supported tr, the authots. In a - dealing 
•pociolly with the mineralogy of tho Tranwul cav•. to be published elsewhere, this idea will be dlsrussld 
more fully. Strange, black st1lact11es, stelagmiteund llownoo• ara presan1ty forming In various pltces in tho 
cave (SH map). Somo dr~flu retch nearly 2 m, as for IMllnCI in the Abys1. They con11st essentially of a soft 
black manganiflrous materiel producing no X•ray dlttroctlon pattern and therefore may be conlldorad to be 
"'m~ometa.ne". They also contain minor arncunts of other milllfals. evens1t1, apatite, crand111it1. Carbonau~ 
apatite speleothems, Including attractive reddish :renslucont s11lectit• have been observed In two places. 

An lnterestl119 feature is the remnant ol I peleokars1 channel clearly exPO<ed In the Oovarteaf (f,g, 1 J. 
The lilfing of th11 narrow channel (0.3 m in width) consisu of lominated •hale which can bo followed in the 
coiling of the 1111 Oovwrleaf chamber for 70 m. Olly tho bottom of 1he''pt1toeh1mel "visible, tho top bemg 
concealed m the ceiling rock. Nevm:tieleis, it is possible 10 obseM, that in crou section the shale body is elon
gated vertically. In eddltlon the chlnnal exhibits• simple, slightly moendonng pattern (lee mep). It seems to 
raprosen1 • vadose type channel onginated by the erosive action of a small llream. Such a pattern is very rare 
in the present day karst of the Transvaal. Tho age of this lutura is cornunly older Iha, Karoo. In thin IICl.ton 
tho day m,nerals show an odvancod stage of racrynallizauon, pro,umably as a result of the low-grade regional 
metamorphism that 1ffect1d 111 the TraNvuf Sup,r-group. This recrynallisation is responsible fo, 1 cert11n 
silky lustre. Tho paleoltarst is therefore very probobly related 10 a bruk, repres«>ted by the d11cooformity 
sep1rat1119 the Malmanl Subgroup and the Pretoria Group. Comparable kam features ranking among tho 
old•t in the world (about 2,200 million years) he,e been descnbed elsewhere IJ. Manini 1976). 

Evolution of tho c, .. 
The development of the cave Is complex and involves several phases: 

I. Forma11on of a phrutic network of pos- 11 tho overage depth of - 100 m below •urfeco. This 
could have heppened when the waten.ble was stationary about - 90 m. 

2 At an advanced st9 in tho devwl-• of lolu1ion passages, or when the water-table w11 lowered, 
a major pyramid of collapse developed below the present entrances 1- map and horizontal sections). 
In fact tho subsequent opening of the uve is due 10 this collll)H. It seems that this structure WM 

inlt1tted ,n the vicinity of the - 100 m level by the collapse of flat chambor1 similor to the Clovorlolf. 
That tho collapse dolS not extond belo,v th,s level Is shown bv the pr-nee of unshattered dolom111 
in Orange Grove and ,n Bones paaoge. 

3. The water-table w• lowered to its recent PO<ition of -l40rn. There is no direct tv~nce of s;ol11tlon 
pau.ges generated during th,s penod ot towered w11er-11ble, except for the Abysa chamber. How
ever, the indirect effect of d1ssol11tion 11 well exhibited in the form of 4 main cotlaps. iones Great 
O,.m, Orengo Grove, Abyss and Tex .. Oeep Range. Collapse of the Great Chasm block obviously 
started at• minimum depth of 43 m be ow tho water-table. This depth, though in the range fo, cavitY 
formation, is certainly greater than the optimum cave development. In the geologic context of tho 
Far West Rend the posslbilitY of e mucf, deeper water-table in the past_,,,. to be excluded. 

4 . Aft• gold mining started in the hfties, •uman activitY introduced some lmpcrt1nt modifications. In 
1968 the watenable was lowered 10 1 g-eat depth .bv pump,ng. 
Tremors gene<atod by rock bursts after itOIIP'ng ot o.-. are apparently responsible for recent collapses 
of the co1long. A major coll1pse occurrecl between 1973 and 1975 in the wmtem pert of Texos, and 
in tho southern coiling of the Abyst chll!lber 

General Ewollltlon of tho fa, Wott Rand Karst 
The Wost Dnefon1e,n Clva, when considered together with other large cave systems on the Far West 

Rand, is of special interest for the understanding of unt evolution in general. 
This ovol11tion could be • follows: 

I. An hypothetic older karst period may bt linked to the African Surface peneplanatJon ( King 19631 
the age of which is not known in thisare• but iussumed 10 be Tenlary (Ou Toit, 19511. Thissur· 
'- is mainly developed immedi111ty to tho north of the area considond • a slightly undulating 
dolomi11 plateou at en avorage al111ude oi-1660-1670 m. This value Is however lesa than the true 
~levation of the African penopl11n. This i1 evident 11 one considers the diamondiferous grawl tnlils 
resting on th11 plateau. They represent old nvor beds which have lost their thalwog profile• 1hev 
are observed 10 run up and down hill. A con11n thickness of dolomi11 mun how thlrefo,e boon 
irngulorly dissolwd and tho peneplain mty in fact have been close to 1800 m. As it is likely that 
the water•tablo was not dHp below tho latter elevation, end ii it Is ossumod 1ha1 the main C1V1 

dovol_,t occurred immodi111oly below m. wattr·table, it is dear that a great pert of the !lhreatic 
network must have dlAppolred. In fact, <n the Far Wast Rand, all tho largo CIYI systems'"' too 
tow in altitu<la to be related to tho Africa, surface. This 11 c:ai1ary to what Is generally accoptod bv 
previous authors. (Brink, et. at. 1965). 
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2. After the incision of the African Surf= by the Post-African erosion Cycle, it seems that no signifi
cant caves developed until the river incision reached a position a few ten metres above the pn16ent 
1halweg (see fig. 21. It is presumed 1hat the surface karst morphology was similar to the present, that 
is, poorly developed (J. Martini et. al. 19761. 
In the Turffontein compartment, the phreatic cave networks are developed at a fairly constant level 
1nd indicate therefore the position of the former water•table. By e,ctrapotation it is possible to know 
the approximate elevation of the ptleo-eye. It could have been 40 or 60 m higher, depending on 
whether the maximum cave development or the highen part o1 the phreatic network is considered. 
West Driefontein cave is situated Ir• the Oberholzer compartmern, having discharged its water at 
the Wonderfonteln eye, and its paleophreatic level is about 50 m above the caves of the Turffontein 
compartment. 

Similarly, it IS possible to assess the elwation of the paleo-eye of WQnderfontein above the present eye; 
45 min this case. The position of th• paleo•eye of the Bank compartment can be inferred very approximately 
as the only deep cave ln this compartment, the Blowing Hole, exhibits only a very poor development of phreatic 
passages. As it seems reasonable to assume that these caves developed simultaneously the contemporaneous thal-
weg may be reconstructed (see fig. 2). ' 

If one assumes, that when• the c.ives formed, the thalweg was stationary, a correlatable surface morpho
logy should be detectable. The only erosion surface which can be detected and which would not be too contro
versial, Is a 10 to 20 m terrace (see fig. 21 abovt the Wonderfontein Spruit. There seems to be a relationship be· 
tween the te1Tac:e and the paleo•eve of Turffon:ein. however, the paleo-eye of Wonderfontein seems to have 
been higher than the terrace. Therefore, although it is evident that the major caves have developed at step-like 
levels, controlled by the height of the paleo-eyu of each compartment, the reason why they formed only when 
the thalweg was lowered to a specific pCilSitJon ct a certain time is not clear. 

Nevertheless. this example of the Far West Rand demonstrates that cave development is not necessarily 
related to well•peneplanad surfaces which c.in t:e traced over long distances at relatively constant altitude, as 
has been advocated by some authors (Marker eL al. 1969), 
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APERCU SUR LES "SPELEO.SECOURS" NATIONAUX, EN BELGIQUE 
ET DANS LE MONDE 

A de Mar11moff 
Ave Ovan Goldstroven 45 
B-1180 Brussels 
Belgium 

II y • 26 ans: 
En France: le 16 Aout 1952, - Marcel Loubons mouroit aprn une agonle de 36 heures, au fond de la 

grotte "Pierre-Saint-Martin". 
En Suisse: le mmne Jour, le professeurBoglie, polnlltralt dans le "I-loll-Loch" et ne ressortait que 10 

jours plus tard, sain etsauf grace~ son sang-froid, avec ses 3 cooquipiers, sauv~s d'une violentecrue subite qui 
las a bloqUl!s. 

En Belgique: la Radio et les journaux nous apprenaient ces accidents quasi slmultanh, nous t:roub~ 
laient profondement et nous faisaient r6fl6chir: sides accidents pareil.s survenaient encore - ce qui est fort 
probable, que fallait ii faire? - Comment pou,oir organiser les "iuipes existantes pour que le S.O.S. les touehe 
le plus rapidem0<1t possible pour lntervenir ,ffi:acement7 - A quel organisme officiel demander de l'aide 7 7 7 

C'est pourquol, le 19 octobre de la mlme annlle, lors d'une R6unlon Nationale des clubs spelfflllogle 
beiges; la question fut pas,le: Puisque la spo116oiogie prend un essor consi~rat>le, ne serelt-11 pas bon d'organiser 
une 6quipe national•. prfte jour et roit t lnt8f'jtnir sl un accident survenait7 La r6ponse fut positive. 

C'est ainsi que l'idh dun organism• national de secours spollffl!logique permanent est n<!e et que i'ai 
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eu l'honneur d'!tre charg6 de resoucire ce probl~me difficile. 
Etion, nous les premiers en Belgique l se pencher sur ce probllme et d'en cherche, la solution 7 Sin

cere,nent je ne le crois pas, par exemple: nos amis britanniques qui avaient d6ja des equlpes de sauvetage depuis 
1937, si je ne me trompe, mais dispffSH$, - et que nos coll~ues francais traumatiso!s par I' accident traglque sur
venu A Mar~I Loubens 6rudiaient aussi les possibilit6sde 18uvetage organis6. 

Si nous avons rltussi ii crUr le J)(emier "S~t4o-Secours" oational, nous avoru eu - si ron peut dirt(. 
la chance de vivre dans un p&il pays OU les distances et fes accM des grottes ne posaitttit aucune difficul~. 
Nt!anmoins, malgr6 ces avantagei, tout 6tait A 6tudie, et A crter. II faut se placer dans l'atmosphire de 1'6poque 
pour comprendre les cbfflleles qu'II fellait vaincre. Ouand nous avons pris la d6cision d'organise, un "Sp61o
Secours" Valable, nous n'avions aucun exemple que nous pouvions prendre comme base. Les contacts entre 
noscoll6gues 6trangen 6taient pn,sque inexistanL En plus nous passions pour des lantai,istes, - la sp616o-
logie sponlve 6tant Ion peu 6sti~etant par les "scientifiques" que par les organismes publiques. Nousl!tions, 
comma le siW1al.alt Pierre Minvielle dans son livre "La Conquete Souterrelne". - ..... las fous d' aventure et de 
r6ves" I De ce fait nos d6marches aupr6' des organisations offlcielles et des MinistMe& s'av6raient d6cevantes: -
on nous renvoyalt d'une adre,se, l'autTe comma une belle de Ping-Pong. Or, que fallait•i l obtenlr en premier 
lieu, ayant d6ja un groupe de sp61eologues chevronn6s et de bonne volont6? Toutd'abord une central• bll& 
pt,onique fonctionnant jour et nuit, qui accepterait de lancer les appels aux responsabies de 1'6quipe de secours, 
selon une liste prl!pa,ee d'avance. 

En belgique nous avons pu kre agrn6s par la Croix Rouge qui a mis ~ notre disposition sa Centrale u!le
phoniqua des appels aux ambulance,. 

Ceci, enfin obtenu, que t.llait•il faire? 

l - Trier parmi les 5')61•ologues du pays et d'6carter ceux qul venaient ti nous par curlosi~ ou par 
gloriole; 

2 - Rechercher parmi le,civilres existantescelle qui convenait le mieux 6 nos grottes6troites et 
amasser (our creer) le materiel n6cosl8ire. 

3 - Former les sp416ologues•secouristes, tous volontaires et b6nevoles, en leur faisant passer les con
cours d16orlques et pratiques et les obligeants ~ participer sous peine de renvois, aux entraine
ments qui se faisaient tous les 2 ou 3 mois, cheque fois dans une grotte differente, Cecl pour 
habituer nos compagnons ii toutes les difficutt,s qo'on pouvait rencontrer chez nous. 

4 - De repartir les 6qulpiars, domicllii!s dans diff6rents endroits du P8Y$, en trois puis quatre 
"G.P .I." tGroupes Premiln'e lnterventionL choisir leurs chefs respons.ables et d6terminer teurs 
rayons d'action. 

6 - De prl!parer un riglement. 

C'est ainsl que petit l petlt ••est cr,16 le premier Sp616o-Secours national. 

10 Ans Apres: 
Dix ans oot pas~s et notre organisation a pris sa forme dti'finitlve. Plusieurs incidents et malheureuse

ment des accidents, ont rodtis nos 6<:uipes, nous ont fait connai'tre. En plus de la Ooix Rouge, notre premllre 
elllt!t, la Protection Civile a 80Cel)bl de nous seconder par leur lmposant materiel, et la MinlstMe de l'I nt6riaur 
a donn6 les instructions pour que 1111 appels de secours nous soient transmis par le poste t616phonique No. 900 
(num6ro d'appel unique en Belgique pour tous les accidents tels que les lncendies, innondations, accidents de 
route ••• ) 

Lib6,..s de1 sourcis d'organisations, nous nous sommes demaNMs: - mais qu'est-ce qui passe ailleurs? 
- Ne pouvom nous pas apprendre dJ nouveau et aussi de monrrer a nOi confrefes des autres pays ce que nous 
avons rfali5'1 C'est ainsl qUI! j'ai pris le risque de concevoir ht projet d'une R•union Internationale sur le sauve
uge. 

Le temps ne me permet pai de vous donner les details de oe premier Symposium. Je vous slgnalerais 
rapidement que grace A la collaboration 6fflcace d'Alain Leroy, d'Andr6 Slagmolen de Dimitry de Manynoff 
et d'autre confr~res, nous avons eu 1, plaisir et la Joie d'accueilllr 7 pays (France, Grende Bretagne, Liban, 
Luxembour~. ltalie, Roumanie et la Suisse), repr6senbls par plus de 40 panicipants - non compris la Belgique. 

Si je vous parle, de cette r6union, c'est qu'a cette oreasion. un des participant. - a cette ,poque, 
Secr6taire G6n6ral de notre UIS, - I• professeur Alben Anavy a sugg6r6 de crier une Commission Internationale 
de Secours d6pendante de notre Union. C'est done grace t lui que nous nous retrouvons ici ensemble. 

Et Maintonant 
o0 en sommes nous? 
Je ne vous cache pas que c'est avec plalsir que je cesse de parler de la Belgique, - chose que je devais 

faire sl je soulais vous narrer le proc.ssus historique des Sp616o-Secours Nationaux, - car heureusement bien 
d'autres pays ont actuellement d'exeellentes organisations de secours sp61eologjque et elle n'est plus seule, un 
exemple a suivre. 

17 pays sur 30 ont voulu ma signaler qu'lls ont ou sont en train de crt!er les "Si>'ltlo-Secours" 
nationaux. II taut les ~llclter, car comm• l'•i slgnal6 eu d6but demon expos6, si nous avons rwssi assez rapide
ment, nous devions beaucoup A la patitesse de la Belgique. Prenons corn me exemples I' Australie, l'URSS et la 
Nouvelle Zelande: pour le deux premiers - ce sont des lmmences distances qui genent le dt!roulement rapide 
des secours. pour t'autre - les distarces sont peut•ftre moindres - mais ce sont les brousses qu'il feut traverser. 

Dans d'autres pays. comme en Suisse. une structure politiqua (24 Etats f6d6res) paut rendre difficile 
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une rapide uniformlsation d'un Spi!l6<>Secours, et aussi les montegnes qui cr6ent les grendes difficultas d'organi· 
sation de sau~tages, obligeant b des transporu difficiles et pi!nibl,u du materiel. 

Actuellement, sur la base des donno!es en possession de notre Commission, les pays qui poSSildent un 
5:P'l6o-Sec:ours national, sont les suivants: 

a) Les S{)'1/eo-Secovrs bltm orpanises: 

Autriche 
Belgique 
Bulgarie 
France 
Grande Bretagne 
Hongrie 
ltalie 
Pologne 
Youg<>slavle 

bl Sp6/~o.s«ours organises: 

Afrique du Sud 
Australie 
Nouvelle Zelande 
Suisse 
U.R.S.S. 

cl Les Sf>'/1,o.Secovrs tn voitt d'orpaniS8tlon: 

Canada 
Etats Uni• D'Amerlque 
Greco 

Je signale lmmtdiatement que cene subdivision est iris a16etoire. la Commission ne recoit pas touPurs 
des renwignernents souhait,s. Ptenons comme eKemple la Nouvelle Zela.nde: les indications sur son organisation 
des 6qulpes de sauvetage, dates do 19711 De l'U R.S.S. nous n'avons eu quo des renseignements fragmentalles 
datant de 1973; or nous avons recu des brochur .. sur !'organisation des 6coles sp(ll6ologiquo do premim-e valeur. 
Et l'Espagnequi ne se trouve pas sur notro listol II sarait pourtm,t surprenant qu'elle ne possede pas un Spi!hl<> 
Secours national . 

Nau• avons 110ulu d'6ditor une brochure sur Its Spi!hl<>Secours et nous vous avons adress;l uno demande 
de renseignements, en e$06rant de pouvoir les reproduire. LH n!ponses - nous n'avons recu que 3 documents 
C' .. t peu ••• 

Nous vous ctemandons, dans l'int6r6t dt tous, votre collaboration continuelte, - des rensaignements et 
des conseils som toujours tes bienvenus. pour nous permettre d'itre et de continuer d' atre, touJours Bffic.eces. 

TOURISME SPELEOLOGIOUE EN BELGIQUE 

Aloxis de Martynoff 
45 Av Ovan Goldnnoven, 
Brussels, Belgium. 

Je voudrais vous signaler l'immensa aventage que nous avons et aussi pour ceux qui voudront visitor 
notre petit pays, - c'est le grende lacilit6 d'acc!s de nos grottos. Elles sa trouvont aux bords des excollentes 
routes dan,, ou a cot6 des vi lies et villages et se nlchent dans une rdgion fortemont vallonMO, boiSl!e et belle. 
La Belgique n'a qu'une superficie de 30.610 lcrn1 , la fronti6re franc:aise n'eot distante par l'autostrade, de la 
fronti«e allemande, que de 200 km. environ et que du bord de la mer du Nord au Grend Ouchi! de Luxem
bourg, ii n•y a que c. 300 km. Afnsi vous pcurriez le voir en peu de temps - 8 moins que vos arrtts ne se pre> 
longent. 

Le Commissariat G6n6ral au Tourismede Belgique, qui tout en laissant uno ent~re llberw aux initia
tives privees, souhaitait depuis longtemps que lu dirigeants et propri6taires des grottos em6nag6es s'entendent 
pour harmoniser lours actlvit6s. La crainte que le plus fort prenne sa pert de lion, a longtemps em!)6cM la 
r6ali .. tion dace voeu. C'est tout r6cemment sa,ioment que 9 d'entre eux, las plus importants ii faut le dire, 
qui e•ploitern 10 gronu et un muSl!e du monde souternln, se son! heureusament dkKM• de cr6er uno 
"ASSOCIAJ'ION BELGE DES GROTTES ET CAVERN ES A INTER ET TOURISTIOUE ET EDUCATIF" 
(en abr6g6 A.G.E.C.I.T.), afin de pouvoir se r6,nlr et de collaborer ensemble pour coordonner leur 11Ctivit6, 
lour propagande, tes mavens d'action et d'6tudier las am6nagements. 

Pour alimenter la coisse de l'associatiai, une participation finenc:i6re est verSl!e par les associ6s, pro
portlonnollement au nombre annuel des visiteu-s. 

Je citerais, par ordre alphab6tlque, las grottes et lu covernes qui font partie de ce groupement: 
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- Comblain au Pont (province de Liege) - abime et grottes 
- Florette (province de Namur! - grottos 
- Goyet (province de Namurl -grotto$ prehistoriques 
- Han (province de Namur) - grottes, navigation souterraine 
- Merveilleuse (province de Na'Tlur) - grottes 
- MIiie et une nuit (prov. de Luxembourg) - grottos 
- Neptune {prov. de Namur) -grottes, navigation souterraine 
- Pont O'Arcole (prov. de Namur) - grones 
- Remouchamps (prov. de Lie,ie) - grottos, navigation souterralne 
- Rochefort (prov. de Namur) - grottes abime. 
ainsi que le musee "OU MONO: SOUTER RAIN" de Han. 

Slgnalons egalement qua le rl>ledu Commi,sariat General au Touri,me, ne se confine pas seulement a 
promoovolr. 11 lutte pour la defense de l'environnement. tache combien difficile en Belgique, - aide A l'lnstal
fation des "syndicau d'initiatlve", pub lit; imprime et distribue Jes affiches, d6pliants. prOgrammes des mani• 
festations, subside le, activites valables dms le domaine du tourlsme, etc. 

Mais la Belgique sP!lh!nlogique n'est pas que celA. E lle·contient aussi dons sa petite superficie karstique 
de C. 130 km. de long sur c.'50 km de 1-vga, trls rarement denudee, environ 2.000 grottos, amenagees ou non, 
cavites et abris sous roche, dont les plus mportante ont ere topographies. Nous ne trouverons pas des abimes 
profonds et des galerles immenses. Mais pour !'exploration des grottos non amenagees, les 3 Mderations SP.9leo
logiques beiges ne demanderont pas mieux que de vous faciliter la visite. 

Dison, aussi, que les mus4es belies poss«!ent de trh belles collections i,eologiques, mineralogiques, 
biologiques, des foullles prehist0rlques, etc. (comme par exemple, - les cellbres iguanodons de Bernissartl. 

Ma,s quel avantage retire la popJlation beige du mouvement touristique? 
Pour le connai\re te Commissariat Gen6ral au Tourisme a fait une ~tude sur revolution de deux entitls 

touristiques beiges, dont une nous lntl!reise partlcullrement, car sa seule activit6 est l'exploitatlon commercial• 
d'une grotte amenagee; II s'agit de la corrmune de Han-Sur-LMse. 

Cette etude a permis de comparer cette loca lite touristique A ses 3 voisines qui so trouvent A Quelques 
kilometres seulement, dans de:s sit.eS simi airft et ne pom!dant aucun d'tabliss.ement irdustriel. 

II a 6t6 constatil que: 

1° - le population de Han, malgr6 le faible taux de natalite en Belgique wallonne, a augment6 de 
200,9% en 134 annees, tandis que les trois autres villages ant augment!! de 106,6%, 119,5% 
ot de 123,8%. 

2° - lo produit lntl!rieur brut 1>9r habitant (en F. beiges): pour Han.sur-1.esse 42.000 - et pour les 
autres localites: 36.000, -36.200, - et 37.20() Fb. 

3° - l'indlce de la population 11:tlve en 1961 (1947) • 100%) pour Han 114%; pour les autres 52%, 
76%,et98%. 

4° - la proportion do voirtues prlviles qui iltait en 1968 de 10/77 habitants dans la province, iltait 
de 10/47 6 Han; celle des 16lilviseurs etai1 de 10/86 dens la province, contre 10/46 6 Han. 

II resort clairemont de ses comporisons dit Mr A. Haulot, dans son lmportante etude "TOURISME 
ET ENVIRONNEMENT" - la recherche d'un 6quilibre -", que ie mouvement touristique, seule industrie de 
la commune 0

8 apport6 A Han-.sur•lesse un regain de prosplri~ que" autres communes rurale.s n'ont pas 
ttouv, dans leurs "activftes tradidonneUes" 

Ouelques mots encore sur le suJet qui nous prioccupe tous: la protection de nos sites et cavMnes. 
En Belgique le probhlme est cornplexe et difficule A r6soudre. La petite superficie et la surpopulation 

ne permettent pas de cr~r des grandes reserves natural les ni de-t imponants pares nationaux. Les carri8res ran
gent le, talaises le long de la Meuse et creLsent le Joi de I' Ardennes. 06jA quelques petites grottos 01 sites pr6-
hi>1oriques ont disparus, dont la grotte " Aux Chandelles'' qui iltait trls joliment concr6tionee. Actuellement 
les Grottes de Hotton "Milla et une Nuiu" de Ramioul et de Rosh, pour no citer que les p lus belles sont men.
ohs par l'avancementdes travaux des carrilres. Malgr6 les efforts du Commissariat General au Tourisme IM 
dirigeants de ces carriir-es refusant d'abandonner l'exp1oitation en erguant leurs droits de propri6taire:s du sol 
et la menace de Ja mise au c-hOmage du no'Tlbreux personnel. 

Un autre danger c'est le vandallsme de certalns quo je ne voudrais pas eppeler des "sl)616ologues" qui 
protitant des facllite, des acch, massacrert des concretions et les emportent soit pour les gardet commodes 
souvenirs, sort pour les vencfre. 

Les F~erations Spel6ologique, essaient de rl!glernenter les acch de certain!!$ cavlt6s et ont cr66 une 
Commission Notionale de Protection des Sites Speleologiques (lnterfederale). 

Ces efforts ne sont pas toujours couronnes de succls mais sont d ignes d'61oges. 
Mais ii faut avouer Que la vraie-sauvegarde de nos "trous" est surtout due aux dirigeants de nos grottas 

et cavemes am6nag6es qui tout en accordant Parcimonieusement l'accts et les travaux de recherches $Ur feun 
terrains aux ~l6ologues wrvelllent effica:ement leurs sites. 

Certes. ce ne sont pJus les sites sa~vages et exaltanu que nous avons pu voir jadis 6: la lumiMe de no.s 
lampes trontales mais a-u moins leur inteQrlt6 est sauvegardee. 

Bibliographie Sommalre: 
At/111 On Gromttd18•Jgiqw: vol. No. 1,2. tt 3.Edit: lnsti1u1 Roval de.s: Scienctt, Naturtlles dt e.lgiqut. vol No. 4 et 5 Edit. 

suek, route des canon,. 20 8 - 5000 Namur. 
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A NATIONAL CAVE RECORDING SYSTEM 

P~tor G. Matthews 
66 Fr011more Crescent 
Park Orchards, 
Victoria 3114, ~ustralia 

&ckground 
Recognising that speleol011y, amateur a, well as scitntific, depended on reliable and accessible cave 

information, the Australian Speleol011lcal Fedention (ASF) resolved 1n 1964 to publish on ordered summery 
of all then known caves in Australia and Papua llew Guinea. On the understanding that no detailed locations 
would be publi,hed and th8l circulation would be restticted to bona fide cavers and researchers. societies and 
individuals r~ht across the country oo-operated: information was extracted from society newsleuers. bottom 
drawers, cartons under beds, and from cranial receues, so that on 1968 ASF was able to publish Spe/eo Hand• 
book with information on about 1700 caves. It NM a notable ,uccess, and your own organisation probably 
hasan'exchange'oopy. 

But probably the most significant resuk was a widespread awakening to how little we knew about 
our cave, and to tho imparnnce of systematic rte0rd keeping, So in 1970 ASF set out to deslgn • system to 
make it easy for caver5 to record their observations on trips end for this data to be collated in a uniform man
ner throughoul Aust1111ia. The system is now starting to operate and at present we have data on over 4000 
cavH "'d 0""' 1200 maps. 

The design of the system has t>Hn aided by di.cussions with many people from Australia, Europe 
and the USA, end their assistance is gratefully a:knowledged. Th• development cost has t>Hn aided by a 
grant from the Aurtrallan Heritage Commission. The continuing operation of the system is madt possible by 
the unstinting co-operation of .ocietits and cavers throughout Australla . 

DeKfiption 
The system eaters for the following basic needs: 

1. Unique identification o1 caves and cave mapi. 
2. Gathering raw data. 
3. Summarizing the data. 
4. M.1king it accessible. 
5. Updating. 

Identification 
Every cave i• identified by a number, unique nationally but allocated by the local society. (Of course 

many cave, get named as well, but names are inadequate for unique identrficatlon). The number i, discreetly 
marked at the cave entrance, usually on a small metal plate or plug. Clear physical identification is assentlal 
for accurate collation of data from multiple sources. F0r1unately it has been Australian practice aince the 
1950s to number caves. 

Example: 311-10 3 

State 

postcode 

B 
Stete-.greed 

area code 

Usually abbrevia1ed to 8-10 locally. 

Gathering Three field forms have been designed for ca~rs: 

Cave Repart 

Sl<etch Sheet 

Ttip Report 

'JI)] 

10 

10th cave 

ln area 



They are lssu.d as pads in a returnable kitat meetings or store. The fo.-ms are very easy to fill in and prompt 
the caver (1) to record observations and (2) what he could write about. The idea is to remove as many 
obstacles as possible from recording obser,ations. The emphasis is on the Cave Report, which forces one cave 
per sheet, to permit immediate filing under cave number with no processing needed. 

Summarizing Three summary fo·ms have been designed for society record keepers: 

cave Summary 
Area Summ1ry 
MapSummiry 

Each Cave Summary deals with one cave and contains predominantly lists or coded choices under various head• 
logs as listed in Table 1. It is dosigned for direct punchi"9 into a computer. The form is A3 folded to A4 ,ize 
to make a folder in which Cave Reports and other documents, including those not catered for on the summary, 
can be filed. 

In addition to the society copy of a summary, ther• is also a national copy. This is ncrmally held by 1 

State coordinator if one exists, and mav summarise resulu from more than society. This is the copy used to 
update the nati.onal register. .. -. 

TABLE 1. List of available subject headillfS under which cave data can at pNt1ent be stored in data base. Most 
headirigs have a numbered set of preselected answen from which to choose. 

1. ldtnl, No. 18. _.atitude ho 5') 35. Mos1 compreh. map 
2. What, if not tave 19. -<>1'1Qitude (5') 36, How entre .mericed 
3. Nomel,l l!>. Topo ahMt nane 37. Air temp range 
4. Cave type 21. Grid ret to 10km 38. Humidify n1nge 
6. Roel( lypt 22. NeMeSt focefity 39. Moisture tl'Yel 
8. Cross relerenott 23. Eru r1n01 efey. 40. 01,_.,. 
7. Otv or entranct, 24. HU:ards 41. Oat:e discowred 
8. UIS entr. fVpe 25. Difficuhfe1 42. Extension disc. 
9. ()e,yel/ctescr. kJtv1 26. Degree ♦Xl)IOttd 43. Contents 

10. Decoration 27. "°""'"'' 44, Spede:1 fouiid 
11, Ltngth 28. Owner type 45, Importances 
12, Ungth8CO.lre,:;y 29. Caw use 46. Comments 
13. Vertica,I r-a~ 30. $utf,ce Ust 47, 8lbliog,apt,y 
14. Vert. ICCU.-.CV 31. 01m,ge 48. Dltl by. d.tUI 
15. Mex chembtr .tu 32. C.Wpt0teelion 49. Items abow not to be 
18. Pitch lengths 33. Con11oll1t printed. 
17. ..... ,.,,_ 34 . Perotnt mapped 

Making A~ble The data is made accessible beyond the socitty which gathered It by two methods: 

1. By publishirig It nationally as 1he Avstraflan Karst Index. 

2. By storing the cave data In a computer data base with national (and international) accessibility. 

The published index contains basically the following: 

1. Integrated area and eave summaries Mmilar in present1tion to those in the original Spa/110 Hand
book. Locations are given only to the nearest 10 Km grid square. 

2. Map su:mm.aries. 
3. Related bibliography . 

The cave data base is with an international time-sharing com?(lny, which makes it personnel-independent and 
enables it to be accessed by ASF-authorized users from any dial-up terminal, or Telex machine. It Is therefore 
within the reach of cavers as well as institutions. It is now very easy for example, to do the following: 

1. Cheaply and quickly select all caves having any reQuired combtnatlon of attributes. Thi, can 
aid conservation planning. national park management, or selection of likely caves for further 
study in some particular scienm. 

2. Obtain pre-publication informnion on any particular cave(s). 
3. Obtalri statistics on the quantiiy and type of data coming in to help plan future development of 

the recordiqg sv,tem. 
4. Tabulate which caves are lacking in what kimd of data to readily indicate where future effO<t 

should lie. 

Updatlng At update time the national copies of all summary form.s are recalled from the States. By 
a special marking method it is very easy to see what Items have been changed since last time, and only the5e 
need to be punched. 

To remain useful the published karst index must also be regularly updated. It was to make this pos
sible year aher year that the computer was introduced: it cuts the volu111eer man-hours needed down to a 
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continuously sustamable level, as follows: The karst index 1s phototypeset, 1.e. the text is stored on magnetic 
u,pe and 1YPese1 photo-optically. which means lhat only the change, have to be considered each time. How
ever. whereas the area and map summanes and bibliography are updated by running the editing u,pe con
taining these changes again,t the previous taped version, the tape for cave dam is produced anew each time 
directly by the data baH computer. It converts ffle stored code numbers into a series of readable English 
statements for e.ach cave, and outputs them to the typesetting tape. Proper typeface is used to ttnable con• 
siderable size reduction white still retaining tegitilitV. 

Conclusion 
The provision of comprehensive basic Gata about caves 1s obviously of immediate use for normal 

cawing pursuits. But tt goes further than that: it ,s one very definite way the amateur caver can contribute to 
the advancement of sc,entific speleology. The scientist with foresight will respond by making the effort to 
train cavers in basic observation related to his pirticular science. 

Like any such system, a cave rec.otding svstem mutt confront the realities of huma.n behaviour. Forms 
are used to prompt cavers to write, and the forms themselves prompt what to write about. Societies need to 
maintain an atmosphere that recording is the "\\ith it" thing to do. Thp system should not become unworkable 
when society record keepers don't keep up to tl'le iob. In general, detailed cave location, should not leave the 
locaJ soc;ety; they are then still in control of tht situation and can more easily co-operate. A spirit of mutual 
co-operation is most important. 

The programmes have been designed 10 be- readily usable by other organisations. For example it is 
very easy to change the predetermined choices and/or- sp,ol<en language used in typesetting the cave data. It is. 
intended to P1,Jb1ish an operating manual for thecompfe-1e system. 

In view of the growing interest in cave ~ata bases in several coun1ries, and the new ecUe and economy 
of international acce.ss to data bases, it would appear oppertune for UIS to investigate and re.commend whether 
and to what extent national or other cave data bases should be compatible to facilitate international searches 
and analyses. 

HYDRO.GEOLOGY OF THE KARSTS OF THE U.S.S.R. 

G.A. Maximov,ch 
Director of All-Union Karstology and S~leology 
Institute, Perm UniverSt\V U.S.S.R. 

Here with a short description of the USSR carbonate karst waters is provided [ 1,2) , 
In the USSR limeitone, dolomite and inarble karst aquifers waters are widespread. Chalk fraeturn

karst aquifers al-S-o play a role in the platform se:iimentary cover. 
Karst aquifers are found throughout the geological record from Precambrian to Neogene. In artesian 

and hydrogeologicat folded regions of the USSR they are dostrobuted in the following way. 
Pre-Cambrian aquifers of the metamorphosed carbonate serl<I$ are known to be in the hydrogeological 

folded areas of the Sayano•Eniseysky, Baikalsky, Uralsky, Tyan-Shansky, Altaisky, Khingano-Bureinsky and 
Karpatsky regions. They are of less lmponance In the Ukrainian folded region and practically of no impor
tance in the Baltiysky region, 

Paleozoic karst waters, especially Devonian arid Carboniferous. predominate In che USSR. 
Mezozoic karst aquifers are tett extensve. In the East-European artesian region they occur in the 

chalk. In the CHpian-Chernomorsl<y and Aralo.Caspian regions Jurassic and Cretaceous dePoSits are aQutfers. 
Juranic and Cretaceous carbonate deposits of the Karpatskv, Krimsky, Kopetda_gsky, Yuzhno-Tadjlksky folded 
regions and the Fergansky median artesian basin also contain karst waters. 

In the USSR, Triassic carbonate depos ts are restricted, their kam waters are only known to be In the 
Kavkazsky and Pamirsky folded regions. 

Paleogene carbonate aquifers occur in lhe Oagestans.ky artesian basin, Kavl<azsky and Yuzhno•Tad• 
fiksky folded regions and Fergansky anesjan ba:;in. 

Neogene limestones of tow thicknes.s* and weakly karstified, contain small amounu of water in the 
Caspian,Chernomorskv, Aralo•tatpian artesian ·egions and Kerehensko•Tamansky and Kopetdagsky folded 
regions. 

Thus, in the USSR predominant karst waters occur in Paleozoic depo,its. Waters of the Neogene and 
Triassic deposits are of least importance. 

The anesian karst basins of the USSR ,along 10 three belts: arctic, boroal and mediterranean. The 
Pechorsky and Khatang.sky artesi,n regions belong to the-arctic circumPOlar belt. The boreal belt of artesian 
ba-sins i.s preSC'nted by the East•European and East-Siberian artesian regions. The Caspian--Chernomorsky and 
Aralo-Caspian artes,an regions belong ro the mediterranean belt of anesian basins~ 

Each belt has certain c:ommon feature!. 
The arctic belt in the USSR is presented by two open art<1$ian regions, Pechorsky and Khatangsky 

which are poorly researched hydrogeologically,especially the latter. They are in a frozen zone. Cryogenesis 
creates unique conditions. In the Khatangsky region under the frozen zone there is a zone of saline waters in 
liquid phase at sub•zero temperatures. 
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The bo,eal belt artesian buins are characterlte<I by large extent and substantial amounts of low tern• 
perature fresh waters. The temperature increases with depth; geologically saline waters and brines may be hot. 

The me<literranean belt is characterlted by numerous artesian basins which are smaller than those in 
the boreal belt. The thickness and extent of the fresh water tone in arid provinces Is also smaller. Closed basins 
with wldely-5pread Mesozoic and Cenozoic: water-bearing horizons predominate here. Cenozoic: carbonate de• 
posits are thin. In the near-surface water-bearing horizons temperature is higher than in the boreal belt. 

Non-artesian karn basins and platform or folded sedimentary reg.ions are not lnvMtigated well yet. 
In the recharge area on the periphery of the platform. monoclinal karst basins are widespreadf and anticlinal 
basins are also widespread. The Uflmskoya plateau karst basin with an area of about 10,000 SQuare kilometres 
is an example of the latter type. Monoclinal ba1ins are widely spread in the margins of the East-European 
arwian region. The Silurian plateau basin is one of them. 

There are numerous karst basins in the folded regions. In the Ukrainian folded region there is the 
Saksagansky basin with an area of 9 square kilometres. In the Urals (In the Tagilsko•Magnit090rskaya karst 
province) there are the Petropavtovsky an:t Kisilsky karst basins. and in the Eau-Ural province there a,e the 
Alapaevskie karst basins and others. In the Aldan folded region there are the Yukhtinsko-lllimakhsky and 
Ginimsky basins. In tha Vos-tochno-SayaN>ky fo.lded region, karst basins are known to occu, in cores of svn• 
clines, In the northern part of. the Enisei nassif {in the Cambriari and Proterozoic carbonate series} karst basins 
are also found in synclinal muctures. 

In the Central-Kazakhstan folded region there are numerous karst basins confined to brachy•anticline,. 
In the Dauria folded region area the Ust·Borzinsky karst basin is 6,5 square kilometres in extent. Karst 

basins occur in the Krlmsky, Bolshekavt<atsky and other hydrogeological folded regions. In the Caucasus, kam 
and straul-kant waters occur in the carbonate series of Minetalny Vody, Sochinsky and other artesian basins. 

Kam basins. artesian slopes and artesian bastns of the USSR are regions of spring,-run-off concentra• 
tion. G,ant and vauclusian type springs of more than 1 cubic metre per second flow are known to occur there. 
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MAN'S UTILIZATION OF CAVES THROUGHOUT THE AGES 

G.A. Maximovich 
Director of All-Union Karstology and 
Speleology Institute, Perm University, 
U.S.S.R . 

Karst and other natural eaves. as well as man-made one-s. have been used since the Paleolithic, and, 
probably, even earlier. In the 20th century man still finds various applications for underground cavities ( 1,4) . 

Caw, tourism, The most important application of the caves is equipping them for visitors. In the 
eastern hemisphere over 400 caves are visited by more than 15 milllon tourists a year. 

For people's comfort railways ha,e been built In five caves; four are equipped with lilts and two 
with funiculars. 

Cave, panicularty kant tunnels a,d bridges. are used as ways of communication. Automobile roads 
are built through some of them. 

The second application of natural (and in many cues man-made caves}, but of no less importance, is 
speleotherapy. Karst caves, salt and other cavities are equipped like hospitals[3J. 

Museums and various underground laboratories, dancing and concert halls have been made in ca•••· 
In some countries caves are used for organisation of New Year, Christmas and wedding parties. 

Cava temples of different religions are especially numerous in Asia. Burials we.re made in cave.sin the 
past. Experiments ''beyond time'' have been conducted In underground cavities. 

Mushrooms ere grown In the caves of Europe and Cuba. In the caves of Europe cheese is rnade. 
Underground gardening and vegetable-growing are however seldom feasible, Caves are u.sed for food and wine 
storage. Enclosures for cattle have been llme in caves since ancient times. 

People hunted In some ceves in die Stone AJlO, a practice still followed in tropical countries. 
Restaurants and dining-rooms exist in caves all over the world. Caves are used for small fectories and 

storehou.ses. 
Long -ago caves served as dwelling places and even now they ere often used for this purpose. 
Cave waters are used for water wpply, energy generation and as water-ways for tourists e.g. in the su 

grottos of Fingals Cave in Scotland, the Is e of Capri, Malta and Yugoslavia. In many caves of the USSR and 
other countries, underground rivers and lakes are used for boating. 

Useful minerals. Onyx marble, optical calcite and gypsum are produce<! in the caves of the Soviet Un,o,
and other countries. Phosphorltes, guano,and birds' nests should be mentione<I among organic products. 

Earlier both in the USSR and USA, saltpetre, gypsum (fo, white ritual paint) borax for curing eyes, 
and stalactites (for arrow-heads) were produce<! in caves(2). 
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Cave Ice has been used for refrigerators, producing fresh water and skating. 
In different hiuorical ages underground cavities and their deposits have been used in different ways. 

(Figure 11. 
Research and e,cploitation of underground cavities are the modern trends. It is important that these 

trends lead to conservation. 
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THE CONSERVATION AND MANAGEMENT OF CAVES IN TASMANIA, AUSTRALIA 

G.J. Middleton 
Natoonal Parks and Wildlife Service of Tasmania. 
P.O. Bos 210, Sandy Bay, Ta,. 7005, Australia 

Tasmania, an Island of 68,330 sq.km .• I, the .mallen >late of Auwalla, comprising less than 1% of the 
nation's area. However, Tasma"ia~s caves include scme of the finest and most challenging in the country. In 
propertion to its size Tasmania has the greatest extent of karst aod cave development of any State (Jennings. 
1975); it has Australia'• longest cave (Exit, at 17 km)and it> deepen (Khazad-Oum, a, 322 ml and bo8't> 13 
of the 15 deepest cave, in Australia (Ellis, 19751, 

In Tasmania there are probably about 600 k.arst caves recorded, with the greatest number being in 
Ordovician limenone, located in !he central nonh 1Mole Creek, Gunns Plainsl. west (Bubs Hll 1, Gordon & 
Franklin Riversl. south (Junee-FJo,entine) and lat 100th (Ida Bay, Precipl1oos Bluff). Some caves are found 
in Precambrian dolomite (Mt Ronald Cross, Mt Anne) and Permian limestone (Marta Is., GrevL with one in 
Tertiary calcareous aeolianite on Flinders Island (Ranga). 

Administration 
Although other States reserved land for conservation purposes earlier, Tasmania had the first specific 

legislation - the Scenery Preservation Act of 1915. In 1971 that Act wa• replaced by the National Parks and 
Wildlife Act and the National Porks and Wildlife Service con>tituted thereby as a department of the Tasmanian 
Government now has primary responsibility fol' tht consal'vatlon of natural and scenic areas. including caves. 

The first reserves for cave-s as such were created under the Crown Lands Act of 1890, over caves on 
Sassalra, Creek and Wet Cave in the Mole C,eek ma (6.11.1894). A number of caves were Included in the 
Mount Field National Park, one of the first group of areas reserved under the Scenery Preservation Act (29.8. 
1916). A .mall reserve (gazetted 3.7. 17) under the Mines Act purports to protect Mystery Creek Cave at Ida 
Bay, though its real value is doubtful (Kiernan 1974). 

Apart from Mount Field National Park (Junee-Florentine area), caves were res<irved under the Scenery 
Preservation Act at Gunns Ptalru (19.2.18), Hastings (24.6.19) and Mole Creek ( 16.8.39). The,e reserves be
came State Reserves under the National Parks and WIidiife Act and to them have been added Croesus Cave at 
Mole Creek 112.7 .72), Junee Cave (8.9. 76), Trowuttlt"Caves (20. 10. 76) and the caves at Precipitous Bluff 
(17.11 .76and 1.12.76). 

The National Parks and Wildlife Act of 1971 give, State Reserves full protection from mining and 
the Issue of forestry and other development rights. State Reserves can only be revoked if Parliament passes a 
resolution to that effect; this is rare. Res<irves undEr the Crown Lands Act and Mining ~ct do not have thi, 
security of tenure. nor do they have effective regubtions. The National Parks and Reserves- Regulations 1971 
provide tor the day 10 day management of State Reserve,. All wildlife (including invertebratesl i, protected 
and no plants. AboriginaJ relic5, sand, gr'avel, rock$ and minerals can be interfa<ed with, Formations in caves 
in re.serves are specifically protected. Unauthorised access to caves can be prohibited. 

Threats to Caves 
Major throats arise from mining, forestry, hydro-electric development, agriculture, vandalism and pol-

lution. 
Limestone is mined in apparently non-cavernous areas at Railton and Mole Creek in the nonh and In 

a cavernous area of Ida Bay in I.he south. At Ida Bay a quarry reaches to within a few hundred metres of Exit 
Cave; a State Reserve is proposed ,o protect 1t. Current demand tor limestone 1ppear1, to be being satisfied 
from e><rstlng quarries. Howel/er a legal battle has been waged since 1971 over an apptica'tion for an Explora
tion Licence at Precipltou, Bluff (Environmental Law Reform Group 1971 ; Kiernan 1973). The Bluff was 
includ,d in the Southwen National Pari< In November 1976, protecting it from mining, but the legal battle 
continues as conservationists seek 10 establish their right to object to applicatiMs under the Mining Act of 
1920, 
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Small scale quarrying has destroyad small but not unimportant caves at Eugenana and Flowery Gull~ 
What remains of the Devonian cave fill at Eugenar,a (Harris & Kierr,an 1971) is to be p,otected by a State 
Reserve. Plans for the diversion of Mystery Creek at Ida Bay from iu swallet imo a quarry in 1972 were 
dropped after objections from conservationisu (Kiernan 1972). 

Forestry practice in Tasmania's eucalypt foresu results in clear felling, then burning, of large coupes, 
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followed by regeneration. Where this is done on limeston~ the results may be very harmful through rapid ero
$i0n of thin soils -and siltation of caves. Forestry operations can also damage caves directly, as in the case of 
road conmuction over Owl Pot in the Florentina Valley. and indirectly. wh<!re new roads provide access to 
cav8$ formerly protected by their remoteness. 

The legal protection of Exit Cave by creation of a State Re.erve is currently being prevented because 
of the reluctance of the holder of • timber concession to surrender even a few hundred hectares, despite the 
recommendations of a Government sponsored investigation (Richards & OIiier 1976). 

Virtually all of Tasmania's electricity is derived from hydro-pomr and the Hydro-electric Commission 
is by far the largest State authority. Three cave areas have actualfy been inundated (Lorlnna. Moine and 
Scotts Peak - Harris & Kiernan 1971) and cumnt plans for damming the Gordon, Franklin and King Rivers 
would flood large areas of limestone, demoy the State's lest major wild river and further reduce one of the 
world~s few remaining temperate.wilderness areas. A number of significant caves have recently been discovered 
in the area and its potential ls believed high. Propouls for inclusion of the area in the Southwest National 
Park are strongly opposed by the HEC but are currently under investigation by a Government appointed oom
mittee. 

Agriculture does not pose a major thrtat to eaves in Tasmanja but at Gunns f>talns clearing of forest 
has resulted in excessive sil t toads NII the cave's-nream and agriculture ·will cause continuing pollution. Mole 
Cniek. the area of most significant cave development in the State, is also a rich pastoral district and many 
caves are on private land. Apart from raising the likelihood of pollution by pesticides. fertilisers and animal 
wastes, this situation increases the probability of excessive siltation, deliberate or accidental closure of en
trances. and problems of access. At the same time h leaves the caves without le~t protection and Jeaves the 
limestone available for mining. Mole Creek probably raises the greatest problems for fulure conservation and 
management o·f karst ln Tasmania~ 

Some readily ac:cessible caves at Mote Creek have suffered from vandalism but this appears not to be 
the problem in Tasmania which it is elsewhere, perhaps because of the low population, the remoteness of 
many caves and their generally cold, wet condi1ions. Fears have been expressed for Croesus and Kubla Khan 
Caves at Mole Creek and Exit Cave in relation to forced or unauthorised entry and vandalism. 

Cavers themselves cause some damage to the caves they enter by accidents, carelessn8$S and som.e
timei by deliberate modification. This is largeh• a matter for education, for adequate controls on access and 
for the setting of high standards by speleological societies. Tasmania wm have to consider tighter controls on 
access to reserved caves as use increases, 

Protective Measures 
The most satisfactory long term prote:tion for caves in Tasmania is afforded by their proclamation 

as State Reserves. Current proposals for niservation cover Exit Cave. Kubla Khan Cave and caves at Mount 
Anne and Cracrolt River; all are held up bacau,e of forestry rights. In the case of the Gordon and Franklin 
Riven hydrCMlectric interests are preventing reservation. Other forms of reservation exist but have various 
drawbacks. For example, whlle inclusion of c-aws in St-ate Forests prevents alienation, it de>e$ not provide 
protection from mining, vandalism or forestry operations and it PrO'lide.s no mechanism for management of 
the caves. 

At Mole Creek. because of th• large proponlon of private ownership. it may be necessary for the 
Servfce to s.eek to enter into joint management arrangements with owners in order to obtain some legaJ pro
tection for the caves. 

Reservation under the Crown Lands .Act has been sho~ only to be a tempOl'ary measure, some such 
reserves having been revoked and sold in the past (Kiernan 1974). Likewise the proclamation of a ••Forest 
Park" wuhin State F0<est can be varied very easily and may have httte long term value. 

Even statutory protectron is not enou1tt- laws and regulations need to be backed up by full-time staf1, 
preferably stationed on site. In Tasmania this hasio far only been possible at the developed rourist caves. Thus. 
while tourist develapment may be seen to be in some respects detrimental to ~rticular caves, it can be very 
beneficial when linked With the protection and management of other caves in the area. 

Use of Caves 
Apart from tourists the greatest users ,:,f caves are cavers. or speleologists. In Tasmania the public has 

unre$trlcted access to most caves. The National Park5 and Wildlife Service has the power to re5trict acefls to 
caves In State Rtl$erves but in the past this has only been e>eercised in relation to tourist caves. It may be oeces,. 
sary in the future to implement a system of l0<1ing such at that suggested by Ham11ton•Smith (1977) which pro
vides for u.e (or non-use) of caves 10 ba varied.depending on the particular qualities of each cave. This Is in
tended 10 ensure the best use over the longest time of our irreplaceable cave resources. 
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KARST OF THE CAVES BRANCH, BELIZE 

Tom E. Miller 
Department of Geography, McMaster University, 
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada 

Approximately 200 km1 are drained by the resurgence of the ca-ves Branch River of non.hem Belize 
(Central America). Roughly half is derhed from non-carbonate rocks on the northern face of the Maya Moun
tains, the ren from a mature kegelkam (cockpits) located im11Jediately to the north. 

The kegelkarst han:leveloped o, a hard, crystalline Cretaceous llmestone plarform of 80-300 m ele• 
vation. Traces of a Paleo-drainage are vi!ible that can in some cases be correlated with older phases of cavern 
development. The kegolkarst is completely dluected by cockpits varying from 50-100 min relief. Much of 
the drainage exists through swallets loerted near tho cockpit bottoms. Average relief decrea~s with elevation, 
and the lowest•lying cockpiu show allu-,iation and lateral corrosion effects in preferential trends of do1ine 
orientation. Marked differences In doline density and telief in adjoining areas may be due to llthalo_gic varia· 
tion. 

The kegelkarst is underlain by extensive cavern systems of up to 20 km in length, mostly active vadow 
trunk channels. Four principal types of caverns are present, the oldest being isolated phreatic caves of relative!~ 
high elevation, appearing to represent at least two phases of development. Massive speleothem deposits occur 
in these caves. Thevadose trunk caves a,e large ("'30m width), and show evidence of at least three major ero
sional and depositional phases. SwalJet eaves draining the cockpits are narrow. shon and primarily vertical. 
Cliff-foot caves presumably developed by lateral corrosion, and r,olated vertical Joint enlargements form the 
remainder. 

During the dry ~=n, the bed of the Caves Srench irfrequently empty, but the wet sea<on brings dll· 
charge of up to 45m3 / se,;. 

Measured hardness (calcium and magnesium) is lass than 15 ppm before the river enters the karst area 
As comparatively little bedrock is exposed to solution, the Increase In hardness to 150 ppm at final resurgence 
Is nearly all due to contributions from tM vadose cavern ,vsterns. 

Wfth one possible e:xception
1 

k,iown vadose trunks carry allogenic .water primarily derived from the 
highland,. Discharge and hardneH is extremely variable due to individual factors: "'l0m' /sec Is the highest 
cavern discharge re-corded, while total htrdness of up to 145 ppm hu been measured. In contrast to the river. 
these sut»urface streams flow year-round with base flow less than .5m3 /sec. Ory season calcium hardness valve, 
are little above atmospheric saturation expectations - 60 ppm. There is an abrupt rise in solution values with 
wet season discharge that is not related to any 'flushing' effect. A positilll! correlation has been established be
tween total hardness and discharge, but It is not yet known whether this,, related to increased biogenic activit~ 

Numerous small tributaries are common along the length of the vados• trunks, presumably originating 
from doline swallets. Their hardnesses are charecterlstiCllllY higher (150-230 ppm) and also seem to show an 
Increase with the wet ,eason. 

Dissection of the lime.stone mav have begun as earty as the extreme end of the Cnnaceous. The Caves 
Branch managed through discharge voh.111• and alluviation to cut and maintain a course to the low-lying plain, 
north of the karst, while Initially a fluvial landscape de.,.,loped on the Hmastone karstlflcatlon eventually 
pirated all surface streams, and kegelkam di~ctlon began, Eventual establishment of a near-base-level cavern 
system pirated the Cave, Branch River underground, leaving a large, alluviated polje In the centre of the karst 
area. Further piracies have contln~d to move the ,wallet of the Caves Branch farther u pstream, and closer to 
the highland source . A gross estimate for denudation of the area would be In the vicinity of 40-70 mm/1,000 
years at present. 

!METHODS OF DETERMINA:rlON OF LAMINAR FLOWS EFFECTS ON CAVE 
DEVELOPMENT PROCESSES 

C. Minganti - R. Braggio - A. Zucchlattl 
Via S. Ugo, 6/12 bis, 16135 Genova, 
Italy 

The existence of cave develop111ent proce~s involving dynamic characteristics of flow was deduced 
from morphol"\lic analysls of the Mont! Cucco Cave (Umb<ial. The argument Is that saturated water is able to 
dissolve CaCO, 1 •21 . We can suppo~ tt>at laminar flow operates on equilibria existing between the·solid phase 
(CaCO,, limestone) and the liquid (sat\lrated water) enhancing solubilizatlon of CaCO,. If we consider a ,vstarn 
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made by limestone and still water, the reaction i.s represented in figvre 1 for the solid phase and interface only. 
Therefore we can write equations I 1 I and (2) where: 

v501 = solubilization velocity; Yins• Insertion velocity, 

The equilibrium state is shown in equation (3): 
If water is moving in a laminar fashion, our system is that of figure 1, Le. ii is poHible to see an inter· 

face as a separation betwe~n solid phHe and flow. In this case we can write equation (4): 

where vp is the velocity of the reaction between interface and flow. 

The [Ca'+) for the relationships (1) an<I (2) is determined by the solubility product. In the c.,se of 
equation (4) we have [CaCO3 (fl) as a function o' the flow 13•4•5•61 . Therefore a ,ituation of equilibrium Is 
impo$Sible and we have ,teady ,tate because of the continuou• removal of CaCO,(I) by the flow. In this case 
we can write equation (5) 

1. Uminar Flows - a flow is laminar when the velocity is ever;ywhere a function of the considered 
poinu only, i.e. It doesn't change 10<:elly, Therefcre the velocitY gradient in a direction will be constant in 
timJ7•8•91• In this case only we can use equation (5). 

A real fluid of density e, of dynamic viscosity u and of static viscosityµ • u.e follows the Navier
Stokes law that, In cylindrical coordinates, is shown ln equation 6a .. 6b and 6c. 

Equations 6a, 6b and 6c concern a fluid placed between two infinite and coaxial cylinders of radii r, 
and r1, r1 > r 1 , moving around their axis with angular velocities Wt and w1 respectively. Because of symmetl'Y 
around z-axis (figure 2) we can Wl'ite eQuation (7!. Therefore equations 6a, 6b and 6c can be rewrinen as 
equations (Sa) and (Sb). Integrating we obtain eqUation (9) 

Therefore In any plane normal 10 cylinders' axis the flow Is laminar with velocity given by equation 
(9) and is independent of fluid's characteristics, provided that they do not depend on r. If r 1 and r1 ,; 0, w, 
= 0, end w 1 I 0, equation (9) must be expressed as in equation (10) {as in fig. 3). 

2. Experimental - The foregoing statem,nu suggest the following method for testing equation (6). A 
cylinder made of ~rrara marble (diameter 40.0 nm, height 200.0 mm) is coaxial with a tank (diameter 138.7 
mm. h 190.0 mm). This last rotates on its own axis with an angular velocity that may change with continuitY 
between 28 rad/sec and 8 rad/$ec. The velocity Is meaoured with a photoelectric oell connected toe digital clock 
(fig, 4), There are two differences between the technical procedure and equation (10). The lint Is that fluid 
and cylinders are finite. On this account the surface of the fluid becomes a rotation surface whose intersection 
with a plane drawn through the cylinder's axis is u shown in equation (11). 

Figure 4 shows the shape of this surface. However the flow Is laminar as proved by experiments with 
dyes. 

The second ditferenoe is that there ara fluid layers between the end of marble cylinder and the bottom 
of the umk. In this case the condition of equation t12t is not verified. Neverthele,s it is possible to avoid this 
fact. 

lncroa,ing w, the distance between the point P (fig. 4) and the bottom of the tank decreues, therefore 
we have to calculate lhe area of ~CO, in contact wilh the fluid at various velocities. Provided thet th• greatest 
quantity V of fluid we can u tilize et w, = 28 rad/sec is 1500 ml, we can find: 

h(P) - ho = f(w,) with. f(w2 • 0) • 0 

at V • const. • 1500 ml. We can then transform equation (11) Into (13). 

..L ~ .2 ♦ ,-,.,:Z-
~ T L-a(i) • '-"'-'3(ij 

• 
• 

-'-' 
T 
' flow 

The value of A depends on r1 and r1 only. Therefore A is a constant characteristic of the instrument. Plotting 
Llh v/s w: we obtain a straight line with slope A. Fig, 6 shows the experimental results. 

We can write the following equation (14) for the straight line of fig. 5: where o ,s a constant which 
modifies A value in the real case. We need the in1roduction of o because of the wettability of the two cylinders. 
The wettabilitY changes the number of forces on water. The o value depends on the material "sed for the two 
cylinders- and it is independent of w1 . The A val Le is: A = 5.41 10·1 cm sec:2 • The o value. tor two ptexiglass 
c;ylinders with r1 • 1.99 and t 2 • 6.94. is: o • 1.78. 

3. Materials and Methods - Table 1 shows some chemical physic eonnants for CaCO.1, The apparatus 
shown In fig. 4 i.s placed in a flux of azote at connant temperature to avoid absorption of CO2 in water. Be~ 
cause ol equation (4), the (CaCO,11)), apart from constants, may be considered as• measure of the dissolu
tion by flow. Therefore different values of (~CO, (f) I are expected for different velocit ies and for different 
times. By analysis of samples taken at different w, it is possible to quantify that phenomenon. Table 2 shows 
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the detection limits of calcium in some instrumental methods. Normalizing data to time and to surhce in con• 
tact with the fluid at various velocities. we can draw a phenomenological rnodel. 

TABLE 1. Chemical Physics Consu,nt1 for C.CO, 

Ca/cits 

Hardne5S (Moh's scale) 3 

Solubility in water at 0.0014 
25°C in grams pe, 100 cc 
Solubility p,oduct of C.CO, at 2S°C : 0.536 L0°

1 

Pauling"s crystal radius for ea• +ion 't • 0.99 

Hydration entalpy of Ca1 +ion: 593.41 Kcal/grammoion 

Carbonic acid pK 1 • 6.37 

PK1 • 10.25 
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TABLE 2. Detection limits of Calcium in Some Instrumental Methods 

Method 

polarographic 

atomic absorption 

atomic ab$0rption 

•tom1c fluorescence 

flame emission 

Dsrec·cion limit 

10·3 - 10◄ M 

0.002 ppm/ 1%ABS 

0.01 ppm 
O.C2 ppm 

0.01 ppm 
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streaming Hg electrode 

analytical wave length 
422.7 nm. sugge<ted 
resolution 13A 

1% ABS= 0.1 

Xe (450 watts) 
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Dissolution tJelocity of anionic compound is inversely propon.ional to the size of its crystals.. It is in• 
deed very probable 10 find ions at a vertex in little c,ystals. Therefore these i0<1s are likely to hydrate. We 
can state that the surface of a limestone sample is non-homogeneous in site of the CaCO3 crystals. Therefore 
a selective dissolution will occur. We can deduce that by microscopic: analysis with statistics it is possible to 
quantify the phenomen0<1 thet we are allowe:l to use as a parameter in the study of cave morphology. 
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CONTRASTS IN KARST MORPHOLOGY IN NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN 
PUERTO RICO DUE TO CLIMATIC DIFFERENCES 

Wats0n H. Monroe 
126 East North Street, Leesburg, Virginia, U.S.A. 

Puerto Rico 1s a tropical island between tte Cafibbean See and the Atlantic Ocean. A central moun· 
tam range composed largely of volcanic rocks separates areas of limestone of middle Tertiary age cropping out 
near the nonhern and southem coasts. The limestone formations show distinctly differeot solution and rep, .. 
ciprtation characteristics ,n northern and southem "uerto Rico, even though the reeks are petrographi04Uy 
similar in both provinces, The focks have been much mofe structurally disturbed in southern than in northem 
Puerto Rico. but such karn features as closed depressions and caves are much more comm011 in the northern 
province, and mogotes are known only in that uea Furthermore in 50u1hem Puerto Rico sott. powdery 
caliehe is abundant, whereas hard crusts and 1nduntion in place. or c.a$8 hardening, have been seen in the 
northern humid area The difference in kafstification seem robe related to climatic differenoei. 

Climate 
Puerto R,co has a warm, generally pleasant climate dominated by the eauerly trade winds and by 

fairly regular rainfall throughout the year, but characterised by sudden showers. The nearly constant eastetly 
direction of the trade winds has had a noticeable olfect on the topography {Monroe. 1976, p. 45), especially 
in the shape of the mogotes~ 

The prinapat difference. in efonatic oondi1ions between northern and $0Uthern Puerto Rico is in the 
rainfall and eva(X)ration. The winds and the high mountains oi central Pueno Rico combine to produce an 
orographic distribution of rainfall as shown by Figure 1. The annual rainfall ranges from aboUt 860 mm in the 
very dry southwestern part of 1he island to more than 4,000 mm in the mouncains of the northeastern paf'. 
In the northern karst belt the range is from about 1,300 to 2,500 mm. The rate of evaporation is ve,y high. 
In San Juan the Jong-term average annual rate of e\aporation is 2,072 mm. whereas the annua1 pfecipitation 
is only 1,631 mm. tn southwestem Puerto Rico in the lee-of ttle CotdiUera Central the rainfall is less chan 
1,000 mm, and the evaporauon rare is more than 2,000 mm. Th,, results in .e .seml--arid or steppe climate. 

Non.hem Puerto Rico 
The lirrestone formations in the humid northern karst bell of Puerto Rico have bl!<!n carved into a 

great varietY of karst forms, including mogotes, cone kant, river and coastal rampartS, closed depressions. 
caves, ianjones, and relatively rare karren {Monroe, 1976). 
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Fig 2 Aerial view from the north of Tres Pueblos sink, 140m wide 
and 120m deep on the east side to rio Camuy, seen entering 
the sink on the south side 

The mogotes an, steep-sided hills from a few me1n,s to 50 m high thet r ise out of plains covered by 
sandy clay. This cover fs underlajn by limcm:one similar In composition to the limestone in the mogotes1 which 
ere residual hills left by solution of the undlrlylng llmenone (Monroe, 1969; Miotke, 1973). Many of the 
mogotes are asymmetric, having a steeper slope on the western or southwestern side in the fee of the trade 
winds. 

Cone karst Is well developed especalty near the southern edge of the northern karst belt and consists 
of conical hills surrounded by more or less !tar-shaped depressions. It is very similar to the cockpit karst of 
Jamaica. 
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Ramparts consisting of ridges of indurated limestone are common at the tops of canyons of several 
rivers and at many places along the Atlantic Coast. The tops of the ramparts are at about the same altitude 
as the tops of nearby mogotes {Monroe, 1969). 

Closed depressions range in depth from shallow cup,-like dollnes, only a tew metres de-ep, to large 
collapse features, more than a hundred metres deep (fig. 2). These latter depressions are mainly related to 
underground riven, which flow through large caves. 

Nonhern Pueno Rico contains dozeru of caves that range in size from small rock shelters to large 
ri\ler caves. several kilometres long, containing canyon•llke rooms more than 30 m high. The best known cave 
system. which is about 15 to 20 km southwl!St of An,dbo, is the Rio Camuy Caves and the tributary Angeles
Humo Cave {Gurnee. Russell and Jonne. 1974; McKinney and Miller, 19721. These eaves are by far the 
largest and longest in Puerto Rico. but several other large river cave.s have been only superficially explored 
(Monroe, 1976, p. 59-66). 

Zanjones. which have not been reporud elsewhere, are series of tong, parallel trenches- that are pro• 
bably systems of joints that ha"" been enlarged by solution {Monroe. 1976, p. 48-50) . 

Minor kam teanxes include several khds of kacre.n. cliff-foot eaves, and natural arches. 
In summary, nonhern Puerto Rico presents a wealth of feau,res lypica1 of tropical karst morphology 

and several phenomena not reportl!tj elsewhere. 

Southern Puerto Rico 
The middle Tertiary limestone forma1,ons In southern Puerto Rico are generally covered and in many 

places concealed by an ub1qu1lous cove, of caliche, which is friable chalk-Ilka m.aterlal of secondary origin. 
The thickness of the caliche is commonly of th~ order of a metre. but in some places the thickness is greater 
than 3 m. On a low hlll on the coast about 20 km west of Ponce, most of the caliche was scraped away to be 
used In building a causeway. In 1970 all that ,...,,ained of the deposit was a pillar 3.7 m high. At the top of 
the pillar was a bed of compact chalky llmestOfte, banded in white and light brown, 27 em thick, underlain by 
1.5 m of indurated rubbly chalky limestone and soft banded chalk containing a few pieces of hard limestone, 
This bed rem on 2 m of soft rubbly chalk. All the chalk is banded in a lenticular fashion. A thin section cut 
from the top bed in the pillar shows that the reel( is very ferruginous micrite containing a few scattered quartz 
grains. A chemical analysis of the top bed shov-s 95 percent calcium carbonate, 1. 1 percent silica, and less 1han 
one percent ~ach of alumina, ferric o.xlde, and magnesia, 

The origin ot the caliche is related 10 the arid climate of southern Puerto Rico. It has probably formed 
firsl by slight solution of the limestone during infrequent ;alns. The bicarbonate water is drawn to the surface 
by capillary attraction. and over a period of centuries this process has produced a thfck capping of soft chalk. 
Occasional rains follows by sunshine have prod,ced the cap of lndurated limestone at the surface of the callehe. 
jutt as pure bedrock is indurated In northern Puerto Rico {Monroe. 1976, p. 17). 

The more usual ka.rst features of southern Puerto Rico include a few small caves, 3 closed depressions, 
abundont karren on eJ<posed limestone surface,. and one river eave, El Convento (Beel<. 1974). 

Conclusions 
The island of Puerto Rico is an excellent place to investigate karst phenomena under varying climatic 

conditions. The karstified rocks are ,imilar in both northern and southern Puerto Rico, but faults and joints 
are much more common in southern Puerto Rico, where karst features are relatively rare, whereas in northern 
Puerto Rico the karst morphology Is much mo,e fuliy developed. even though faults and joints are relatively 
scarce. The greater abundance of rainfall in northern Puerto Rico compared to southern Puerto Rico appears 
robe che determining factor. 
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DEUX KARSTS DU GYPSE REMAROUABLES DES ALPES OCCIDENTALES 

par J . Nicod 
E.R.A, 282 du C.N.R.S .• lnstltut d• Geographle d'Alx, 
29 rue Robert Schuman - 13621 Aix. France. 

A tentative synthesis (J. Nlcod 1976} ls bettd on ttetnt ,ts .. rch In the domain ot the Mdimenunion of evaponts 
and on the examination ot their prope,tJes bolubllity and plastl<:lry). 1n the Atps, lhe Tri-,Jc gypwm kanu are very 
numer®s; many funnel-lhaiped doline flelds, and smell blind valleys with: swallow hol11. Dtntrally dt~c,ped at the eool'ect 
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between gypwm end crvstellln• rocks or ffysel't. GyP&"Uin karat show speetaeular fom,s. particularly in Beaufortin and nur 
U'lt Mont.C.nls pass. Jn high lleitude,. the dtpres.sions are exceptionally recent and nlll evoludve; they have appeared since 
th.e last 1tagu of late gtecial deglacl.ation, 

Dan, une tentative de ,ynth6s, (J. Nicod 1976) nous avons montrt! la grande extension des karsts du 
gypse dens les bassin.s s6dimentatres, et~tudi61eurs rapports avec les conditions de Sffl:fimentation des evapor• 
it.es, sur lesqueUes ii y a maintanant de trls nombreu:it travaux. 

Dans les Alpes les karsts du QVpse sont Jl6s aux twaporltes due Trias; cargneules et dolomies sont 
gl!nt\ralement assoc~es au gyp,e. 

1°) - Conditions generales 
En raison des mouvements tectomques tangentiels intenses qui ont pr,sid4 ~ l'or~nie alpine, les 

affleurements de gypse ne constituent que des bandes throhes, situfes le plus souvent au contaet des dlver-ses 
unitfs, dont il.s ant permis le dfplec:ement tangentiel: ainsi dans les Alpes francaises du N on les trouve direc• 
tement sur le socio {avant facilit4 le d4kolloment de la couverwre perautochtone}, et A la base de diverse, 
unlt6s charri6es {de la nappe des sehiste, lustr6, le plus~neralament). Laur plasticiu!, et l'eugmenotion de 
volume dO 6 la transforma!ion de !'anhydrite en gyp,e comn-iandent des ph6nom•nes de bourrage et d'extra• 
vsement. 

•I La solubillt6 des gypses se tradult par des formes de relief typiques on ltaute montagne, dans 
1'6tage "alpin" des botanistes: 

- champs ds dolines en enton.?oin tri.s nombreux des petite.s taHle.s, parfois coalescents. Cas enton
noirs serven1 de puiu a neige. 

- dolines-puits, d4pres-sions en forme de cratire. quand ~a dissolution du gypse produit des effondre
ments dans les terrains surincombants (cargneules, schistes-lusmh en:: .. ) 

Ces deux tYP8S de formes son, tris bien repr6,ent4s iant dans le Beaufortin {Col du Joly}. qu'au N 
de la Vanoise {pourt0ur du. Mont.Jovet, spkialementalpeges de la Plagne} ou au Petit Mont,Cenis. 

- fentes de dftco/lement sur un escarpement par la dissolution des gyp,es sous-jacents: La Cheveliere, 
au-dessus du Lac des F6es, dans le Beaufortln. 

- vs/lees sv11Ug!ss, avec puiu absorbants au conlaCt des gypses et de, terrains eneaissants: svstlme du 
lac Noir, au NW du plateau cristallin des Enclaves, en Beaufortin et l'ouvala de la Combe da la Nova {cf. infre}. 

- Jes Japi/Js dµ gypse, formes gi!antes, en bad-lands, sont relativement rares, et seulement pnbents 
en haute altitude: Petit Mont Blanc de Pralegnan 2.678 m}. 

b} Des pMnomllnes sont indincremenc li6s a la di=ludon des gypses. 
Leseaux sortant des bandes dt gypse sont fo,tement minfralis4es (ju5qu'lt saturation, cf. l'ilTlas da 

tun de la vall~e de Treicol A 1700 m}; tlles entralhent des d~sordresdans las terrains arglleux ou sehisteu• 
qu'elles imbibent: loupes de glissement, mouvements de mas,e, formation de laves torrentielles {mud flow) a 
haute visco.,t6, comma cellos qui ont cilvast6 en 1965 le village de Pontamafrey en Maurlenne IL. Anchierri 
1966). A haute altiwde deux karst du gypse, de faibla surface, mals d'une extrtme densitt! de formes permet• 
tent d'apprt!cier la rapidinl acwelle d'i,olutlon. 

2°) Le karst du gyp"' extraordinaire dela Combe de la Nova {Boaufortin) {Fig. 1). 
La Combe de la Nova est A la fois une auge glaciaire et une combe dens un anticllnal de la nappe 

sub-brlanc;onnaise; calcaires et gyp,es triasiques y constituent une sorte de "mont derive. La resistance du 
gypse aux actions m,caniques des glaciers et 6 la cryoclastie est un fait bien connu dans les nigions froides: 
aussi la bande de qvpse est en satllie, mais $0Umise , une dissolution intense. Dans la partie N ou le gypse 
attleure. c'est une v,ritable tcumolre: de nornbreux entonnoin, tris profonds, souvent coalescents (se recoup
ant alon par une c.rite 1nnable}. et absorbants:puiu ti neiga du gypse. Au S. les entonnoirs 10nt en g6n6ral 
plu, modeste,. las gyp,e n'apperait pas, ci'sont des forme, de suffosion dans les sehlstes $1.lSjacents, qui 6volu, 
ent en niches de nivation ou en dolines,lacs. 

Le bande de gyp,e est en seilli! per n,pport a deux vallOl'ls limitrophes, et d'innlressants pMnomenes 
s'observent sur ses deux rebords. Cl>te SE, un ruisseau ,e termine en vall6e aveugle, et ressort partiellement 
200 m plus loin dans un amphithHtre de gypse. C6te NW, les aspects du rebord sont spectaculaires. Un ouvala 
important et diss~trique recueille 1eseaux de fonte donnant un lac temporaire, qui s'koule par une grotte
ponor; un autre ponor a l'amont absorbe un ruisseau. Plusieurs r6surgences 6chancrent l'esearpment de gypse: 
la plus importanle, • l'aval sort d'une grou.e; elle est vraisemblab1ement a.ussi alimentfe par fes eaux du ruis.
se.au SE. L1 MCatpement est d~oup6 an monolith es instables et la comparai50n de1 photographies prises en 
1964 et 1974-1975, montrent une t!vol,tion par fl>oulement active, sur le rebord de l'ouvala {chute de bloc,, 
modification d•s fente•l et dan• la recul'8 da la n!surgence principals. 

L'alignement tre> net de nombteux entonnoirs, sur des directions de fractures, !'aspect des pertes et 
r6surgence1 indiquent des r6seaux souturains indivtduall~s. un recut des parois actif. par dissolution et actions 
mtcaniques, un cavemem■nt import.ant. qui commande le soutirage dans tes entonnOil'$ et !es effondremenu 
{W cote 2320) . 

Ce caractire spectiteulaire des fonnes et l'acdvit:4 des processus est ll mettre en rapPort A; not.re avis 
avec les deux conditions sutYantes; 

- ,,,,,m~,,.. qJastnod/que de la dissolution, li6e ll la fusion nivale de juin. 
"Jeunewi" du dt!veloppam,nt des formes karstiques, li~es au caractere tardif du dt!glaoement de 
l'auge de la Nova (moraine lllrdiglaciaire, situ6a ~ l'aval, aux Chapieux Derriere, ver, 1860 m). 
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Flg. 1 Carte et coupe du kar•t du gypsa de la Combe de la Neuva 
a) Carte atomorpbolOl)quc dltalllh de 1• bandc de l)'P!;C, d'aprts 1e, clichis ,,ere<:aJCOpiquct 
1.0.N. 35.J-l/l$33, n .. Sl-53 ct nos IC"fa de terMrl:n : I. Entonnoh·. + elf: S m et - de S m de 
prolondcur. - 2. £nt0nnoir- cra1«fribrm~. + de 10 m, • b~ ~boultt. - )_ Pulu a't,IQrbanL 
(danJ J'entonnolr). - 4, [)tpnmJoo c:ff~. laquct. - S. Monolith~ de JYPM. - 6. Qu\;ala 
<•~ lllC ttmpor21ire). - 7. Ponor anU, - I. Grotte. - ♦. Reaalccl de ,ouroe. - 10. COl,Jv.c.rturc 
do ac.bitta liNiqucJ. - II. Nidw dci nh11Uon. - 12, £boulb cryod•sliquc, - 1.3 Bloca 
oboulit, couloi.r d'affiarichtt. 
bl Coupe, d'apffl la cute _.&,togiqut •u 1/tolJOOt, AJbe:rtvlllc!. St1lu de la ionc wbNn<'Clnmite: 
fl, Pc : ffyKh, O)'Kh coQ&lomb'a.liq1c.: J, Jbr : Ju,.5'iqve uk., Juruslq.ue. b~hJquc: I, lbr: 
Has tc.h11lNJC, Uu bttebJque : If : lriu ffpt.U. 
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3°) Les karsts du gypse de Petit Mont Cenis 
Les karsts du gypse des environs du Col du Mont Cenis sont li6s b la somelle trlasique des schlstes 

lustr6s, qui repose sur le permo-houiller du rrauif d'Ambin. C'est, proximit6 de la grange ruirw!e da Savalln 
(2398 m) qua s'observent les formos actives les pluscaractMstiques (fig. 2). 

L'extr6mit6 m6ridionale de la crAte d'intersection (cot6e 2692) entre les deux cirques glaciaire• se 
tenn1ne par un escarpement d'une cinquanta ne de gtaeiaires se termine par un escerpement d'une clnquan• 
taine de mltres en hauteur, a monolithes de gypse particulirement instables (6bouloment, solifluxion). Le 
gypse, apparent et 6clatant de blancheur form• 6galement, au voisinage de la grange 2398, plusieurs chicots, 
perforfes de puits, avee des crites d'intenectloo. aigues entre ceux-ci. 

Toujours au volsinege de la grange 2398. les entonnoirs sont profonds. Certains d6passent Ulm, ot 
s'ouvrent par un ponor. Un des plus vastes (d), profond6ment enfonc6 dan, le gypse, a des parois sculpt6es 
par des ravines convergentes. Plusleurs entonnoirs sont coalescents, suivant descombinaisons vari,es: ainsi 
le couple (e) auocie un entonnoir profond etune doline. L'excavation la plus vaste, sorte d'ouvala au pied 
des monolith-., nlsulta de tout• evidence de le coalescence d'entonnoirs. 

Certaines dtlprHsions sont plus 6volutles: magnifique doline-lac {a) en chaudron pris de la cote 2398. 
d'autres sont ~resque ccwnbl•es, I moiti6 effdes, parfois ouvertes. Sur le versant en contrfrbas de l'~paule
ment du Grand Plan, les entonnoirs sont encore nombreux; mais la forme la plus c.aractdrlstique est reprdsen-
t6e ici par des lites de ravine5, pro"fond~men1 creu~es dans le gypse~ et provoquant localement la formation 
des monollthes. Enfln la petite plain• de Valoire tient A la fois de la cuvette de surcrausement glaciaire rem
blay6e et du polj6 kantique ouvert. 

Conclusion - Vltasse et dureo d'holutlon 
L'activiul de la dissolution en haute montagne !lent a la solublliul du gypse et da la forte minorell• 

satlon des eauK (teneun en Ca so. de 549 a 1762 mg/I A la Nova, selon les sources et les pr61.,,ements) mais 
auui a la quantiul conti~rable des p~ipita~ons annuellH, de l'ordre de 1670 A 1813 mm en Beaufortln et 
avec une 6vapotnmspiratlon minime. Ce qui permet d'estlmer le raux d'ablation annuel {J. Nlcod 1976) & 
1,066 mm (plus d'un mitre par mill6naire). Le valour du cavemement est plus lmportante quand II s'agit, 
comme , la Nova, d'un cours d'eau allog,lne. 

Mais la duree d'evolution est courts, Ce sont les ti.ndes de gyp,e les plus hautes done les plus rke-
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mment ~lac~es au Tardiglaciaire, qui presentent les formes les plus carac~ristiques. Dans les zones plus 
ba$$8S las entonnoirs sont envahis par le mat6riel solifuidal, et deviennent des cuvettes peu marqu,e-s, soovent 
des dolines-lacs (comme on peut !'observer au vcisinage du Col du Joly 1989 m). Toutefois 1"6volution souter• 
raine se poursuit, et certaines dolines sont ii reouverture pericxtique. 
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CRYPTO-CORROSION ET SURFACES OE CORROSION 
dans les karsts mediterraneens et tropicaux 

J. Nicocl 
lnstitut de Geographie 
29 rue Robert Sthuman 
13621 Aix en Provence. Franc• 

In th• Mediterranean t19lon1,c:rypto•kandc-couoslon CJ. Nicod 19151 occur ln feritallitic tell (giving Rundhrtln and 
l<av•r,,O#n Karren~ or under covtr of sands end aUuviun. We ought to dis11nguilh ttirte cases of c,vp10-kar1tk: corros1o,i.. active, 
mod.ratt, inherited. 

In 1ropical k1rst. lhit c,roeess 1, very ,mpor~·H under terall11,c clay 1nd bauxlt. bl1nl<e114nds (Pono•Ric:ol, alluvium 
Ind wenlsotl (N1rind1, who the pan of groundwater 11 tvidentl . Three tvPff of landforms are char•cutis:dc of the crypto-k1rnic 
co«osion in th• Mediterraneans: 

convex Slopes (whtn ftos1 phenomena wn unimportant) 
loc:al platform formed by corrosion {a solution pl1na1i041). somedmn ac1lve ln polje ground, or Inherited In 
ancient s>ollt 1nd in polje rock•ttrraces. 
roek•fans. or solutlCK'I kam pediment tn l,mes-cones. 

Oepuis J. Roglic" (19521. la conception de surface de corr0$ion s'tlt developp6e, et de nombreux 
travaux, tpecialementallemands (K .H. Pfeffer 1973. 1976) et fran~ois ont por\6 sur ce 1h6me. Un colloque s'est 
n\uni ti Paris en d6cembre 1976 sur le problime partied lier des cOne.s rocheu,c {rock-fans) et aplanissements 
partiels sur calcalres (G. Beaudet . 1978). Dans ~•tt• note nous d4slrons rappeler !'importance des proce,sus de 
crypto-<;:orrosion et 6\'oquer leur rOla dans la geM.se des formn de relief des karsts mtditenaMens. 

1°1 Carect\re gen~ral de la corrosion sous couv••t pedologique colluvial. alluvial, etc. 
a) Dm1s Jes kar$tf m/JcJ/rerranhns., 
Les surfaces calcaires: nues, oU s'exerce directemern la dissolution par l'e.au de pluie 50nt g@Mralement 

discontinue,. Plus i!tendus sont les espaces couvtrts, OU la corrosion est soute.rraine, en poches et fissure, 
(crypto-corr0$iOn, J. Nicod 1975). 

I - Corrosion au contact du sol fersialfitique (terra-rossa) 
Que cette rem,-rossa soit autochtone, ou en partie formt!e d'616ments allochtones (rested• ~dimenu 

argileux, alluvions, loess et meme cendres volcaniques comme sur le Murge des Pouilles, d'apres les analysos de 
K.H. Pfeffer 1975) la corr°'ion se prodult au contact du calcaire et de l'argile, chaque fois que la poche ou fls, 
sure est bien draint!e (M. Lemouroux 19751. Ell, s'opere l la fois par dissolution de l'eau charg,!e de C01 , du 
fait de l'activit6 biologique et de la haute teneu, du C01 dans l'atmosphtre du sol. et par processus biochiml
ques, (racines. rOle complexant des acides humiquh et fulviquesl. La disso1ution au contact des argiles donne 
des surfaces courbes, les actions biochimiques des perforations. Alnsl se developpent les lapi4s bio-ptldog,!ni• 
ques (8. Bousquet 1976). c'est ~ dire les Rundkarren et les KavemlJsonkarren. 

2 - Corrosion au contact des formations superficielles. 
Elle est particuliiremem efficace lorSQl.le la couverture meuble $Ur le karst se laisse facilement p6nl• 

trer par l'eau, particulierement les formations s,bleusas rfsicluelle< en L.anguedoc (E. Coulet 1975) ou les 
sable-set prodults d'alt4rations des basaltes n6ocomiens au liban. 

Les conditions climatiques modulent l'efficaci~ de la corrosion souterreine; des pr6cipitatioru hiver
nales considerables, et une longue skheresse ei:ivale, comme dans l'etage medlterrarJeen du Mont-Liban, con· 
stlwent les conditions favorables a la production de sol f•rsiallitique, done a l'atuique des calcair••· Mais les 
conditions topographiques interviennent aussi, le tond des depreuions concentre l'humidite. d'ou la relation 
vallon,-dolines. L'effet maximum est obtenu par l'existance d'un aquiflre dans l'epikarst; fond de polje par· 
lois marl!eageux (Busko Bia to au S du polje de Liv no) . Ou and ces conditions sont reali~es, la crypto-corro
sion est act1ve (Liban, Montenegro, diprusionsdu karst dinarique. etc.) au contraire dans les karsu proven
c;:aux et languedociens, elfe en seolement locale1'1e.nt entretenue. et souvent simplement h~ritfe (Plan de 
Canjuersl (J. Nleod 1975). 

bl Dans Is zone inrertropicale 
La crypto-corrosion s•exerce tout autant, bien que le caract6re spectaculaire des formes suba6riennes 

(lapies en pinacles ou "tsingy", entailles basales des mogotes, ou Lbsungwnterschneiduflg du Turmkarst aient 
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fait n6gliger son rOlo. G.E. Wilford et J.R.n. Wall 1965 "" ont or6sent4 de beau~ exemples dans la r6oion de 
Bau (Sarawak), au contact dos argiles terrallitiquH, de mime K.G. Pfeffer 11975 p. t;l!J montre le dl!veloppe
ment des Kavernllsen-karren dans un sol bauxitique. Nous en avons observ6 G. Rossi et moi-miime, de nom
breux examples sur les plateaux calcaires de Macitgascar, au contact des sols ferrallitiqun issus des basaltes, 
ou des sables tertiaires. F.D. Miotke et W.H. Monroe (1976) signalent 1'1ntensit6 des processus de crypto-cor• 
roslon dans le kam de Porto-Rico, sous la couverture du "blanket sands". Dan, le polfe d'Amboaboaka, dans 
le k.arst de Narinda (NW de Madagascar) (Fig.1) la corrosion s'exerce iiu contact des alluvions argilo•sableuses 
et du caleail'e, et sp6cialement dans le vertfsol, riche en montmorillonite, et en fonetion de l'humectation par 
la nappe phrhtique. Ce processus contrlbue tout autant que l'anaque basale des tourelles au d6veloppement 
du polj6. Dans certains cas surfaces de corrosion peuvent !tre l~rement inclln6es, comma K.H. Pfeffer (1975, 
p. 74) l'a montr6 au tour des mogotes b la Jamaique. 

2°) - Les tonnes du re.lief dues a la crypto-corrosion dans Its karsts miditerran,ens 
Dans le plupart des cas. le d6veloPpem1nt des fonnes a 4~ entrffl par let crises cHmatiQUes froides du 

Ouaternaire. si bien qua les relations corro,ion,formes superficie11es du karst ne sont pas toujoun claires, Jes 
processus p<lrlgleclaires !es ayant obllt6r6es. ,. 

a} Les versants convexes de collosion 
La corrosion sous couvent p<ldologique engendre des model6s arrondls, das pentas convexes: ces 

form es sont de r6gle dans les regions basset de l'H•rz6govine et du Montenegro, oo beaucoup de reliefs iislduels 
sont en "G/avk;a" (• tAte, J. Roglic'), 8. Bousquet ( 1976) insist• de son cOte sur les relations entre versants 
conve.,ces et lapk!s bio-pedoglniques en Grk:e ocxidentale. Par contra en Languedoc ou en Provence de tels 
reliefs ne subsistent qu'jpisodiquement (buttes rhiduelles du plateau des selues au N de Pourrl6res. Var). 

b) Les surfaces horizontales de corroslo.1 ou 'Plans;; et ~p/aines"karstiques 
C'est un trait classique des pays calcair• m~diterraofens de pr6senter une grande vari6UI de plans et 

616menu de surf~c• d'origine varitle. Cartains apfenissements neog6nes sont indubitablement des ,urfecas de 
corrosion comma la surface de Promina (Plioctne) dans l'arritra pays de Sibenik d'aprlsJ. Roglif 1952, ou 
cell• de la Alcarria au NE de la Nouvelle castille, qui recoupe les calcelres pontiens, d'apr6s J. Vaudour 1975. 
Plus g6n4relement, les payscalcaire1 du N de la Miditerrante ant connu au Mi~na une longue ~riode de 
blostasie favorable a la rbllsation de vastes aplenissemenu de ce ty~e. Melheureusement les processus restent 
hypoth,tiques. 

Au contraire le rl>le de la c-rypto-corrosi>n paut s'observer dan.s le fond des potjl!s actifs du k.arst dina• 
rlque, g6n4ralement des petits polj6s proches du littoral, les autres ayant ,16 largemant remblay6s par !es 
mat6rioux p6riglaciaires (lika, llvno, Duvno, etc. ou fluviatiles (Popovo). De manie 8. Bousquet (1976 p. 352) 
d6crit les surfaces de corrosion des semi-polj6s d'Epire. Rappelons que le Grand Plan de Caniuers est un ancien 
fond de polji corrod6, t'abaissement d'environ 400 m du niveau des circulations souterraines au cours du Qua• 
ternalre l'ayant s~rilis6. Dans le cas remarquabfe du pedt poli6 de Dugo, entre Split et Sinj~ observ6 avec J. 
Roglic (Fig. 2) , une surface de corrosion ancienne et simplement entretenue domine la surface active du fond 
du polj6. 

c) Los c6nes rocheux (rock-fens) 
Ct sont des formes anciennes, h6rit6es, dont l'interpr6tation g6n6tique est ~licate. Dans quelque cas 

remarquables lls se raccordent eux fonds corra<Ms d'ancien• polj6s: Grand Plan de Canjuers, et Plan de Mejastre 
en Provence, Polj6 de Rognes sur le Causse de Bhndas, Canale de Pirro dans le Murge des Poullles; ou t des 
p1aines de corrosion (La Malle au des,us de Gras.<e, M. Julian 1976, plaines karstiques d'Epire, B. Bousquet 
Ibidem/. 

La genhe de tell es form es se situe dans un Ouaternaire ancien I ors des premiire5 crise$ c1imatique.s; 
elle wppose une inter•action de processus: 

- eooulemenu de type areolaire } ces conditions permettent la 
infiltration bloqu6e par l'abondance de la . . 

1 terra-rossa) corrosion du calca1re et ef 

nappe phreatique (grovndwaror/ proche de la p0$$ibil1tes de d6bleiement 

surface. 
Les relations fr6quentes cones rocheux - fonds de polj6s, ne sont pas fortuites, mais traduisent des 

conditions favorebles au d6veloppement de la crypto-corrosion, comme dans les karsts pediments tropicaux 
(M. Sweeting 1972, p. 2B6). 
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BIOLOGICAL RESEARCHES OF PEGMATITE CAVES IN SLOVENIA (YUGOSLAVIA) 

T. Novak 
Institute for Karn Ra$8arch 
SAZU, Postojna, Yufj0$lavia 

N. Sivec 
Institute of Biology, University Ljubljana, 
PCB 141/3, Yugoslavia 

Two Cl'YIS ware found in rottei pegmathes near the village Ravne na Korolk:em, NE Slovenia. As they 
were the first regfstered underground features in Stoweni.a developed in noncarbonate rocks their biological in• 
ventories were of special interest for Slovene speleobiologisu. Results could also be of interest for European 
biosoeleotogy as faunistic Hsts from noncarbonate eaves of Europe are rare. 

Ecological DNiioatlon 
Both coves -Jama prl Votll pe~i and Ravbarska luknja - are smell (10 • 20m) economically unlmpor• 

tant features. Only resulu from the firs: cave are represented here ( 100% psychrometric air humidity and tam• 
pern\Jre 8. 10°C were registered In the lower half at the la.st visit) because there are great external influences 
in the second. A contact zone between pegmatites and slates runs through the first eave and makes it still more 
attractive. 

Tho nearen limanon .. are about 2 km far from th• caves. We think this fact is important for dif• 
ferenees in carbonate anion (Iha great deficiencv of carbonate anion is expressed most in a poor malacofauna). 
Calcium is present in the pegmatites in ow proportion (1·2%). Like the pegmatitH tho slates show relatively 
high pH valuo (8-9) which is altered near entrances because of the surrounding associations of Ouerc~rpi, 
netum, Piceetum and Pinotum from pH 8 to pH 3,9. 

Materials ind MethodJ 
The best possible faunistic survey of both caves was our purpose. They have been explored by the 

same method$ as neighbouring Hmestore caves for the possibility of comparison of their inventorie,: 

1. Pit-fall traps with de<:omp01ing meat and monoethyleneglycol mixed with cherry and marascino 
essences were placed in the eave three times (30 traps at once on average). 

2. Soil samples were gathered for malacofeuna analysis (about 15kg). 
3, Soil samples of about 0.2kg were taken previously from each pit-fall trap location for thorough 

drying in modified Tulgren', funnels. 
4. Predators which mostly do not enter into the traps, were chiefly collected under stones.. 
5. Parietal fauna was caught by use of exhaustors and manually. 

Revision of Collected Matorial 
1. Toa follow Ing animals were caught into the pit,fall traps in bigger numbers (over 10): 

Lithobiu, tlfJ/lis, (Llthobildae, Chilof)Oda), 
Attemsiid1e, (Dlplopoda), 
Trachysph11t1ra (•G•rvaisia/ sp., (Trachisphaeridae, Diplopoda), 
Tomoceros minor, (Tom0<:8ridae, Collambola), 
Antisphodrus (•Laomosfenus/ schreibersi, (Caral>idM, Coleoptera), 
Catops sp., (Catopida., Colewtera), 
Athellt sp., (Staphylinidae, Coleoptera) and 
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Trichoeeridae (Oiptera). 
AnopMhalmvs sp. nov., (Carabidae, Coleoptera). and Phoridae, Lvcoridae (•Sciaridae). Limoniidae 
and Psychodidae. {all Olptera) were caug~t in smaller numbers. 

2. Onty single snail shells could be found in the soil materials: 

Discus perspectiv11s, (Endodontldae). 
Aegopis w,rticillus, (Zonitidae). 
Daudebarr/1;,, sp .. (Zonltidae), 
Carychl11m trid•nr•wm, (Ellobiidae), 
H~icigona p/anospira, (Helicidae). 

3. From Tullgren's funnels the subSJ!quent fauna was gathered in bigger numbers: 

Enchytraeldae, (Oligochaeta), 
'Acarina, 
Protura, 
Collembola. 

We must point out that nearly all individuals of Oni,coidea (lsopoda), Symphyla, Pseudosorpiones, Campa. 
deidae, {Olplura), Leptinus tettaceus, (Leptinidee, Coleoptera) were also collected by this method although in 
smaller number.. 

4. New species of Anophtha/mus the ,pide• Lephryphantes sp., (Linyphiidae) and oplllon Eus,;otole• 
mon sp (Phalangodidael have been collected under 1he stone.. Three beetle species of genus Trechus, (Carabi• 
dae) live in the soil of the entrance pan of the cave: T. croar,Cus. T. rotundip11nnis cordicollis and T.sp. still 
undetenmlned). 

The mushroom Nemato/oma capno/des wa; found once on rotten wood on the floor of the cav!, 
5. From the cave walls, there wM collected the following fauna: 

Oxychi/11s (Riedelius) depre$$VS. (Zonitidae, Gastropoda), 
Aegopls verric/1/vs, (Zonitidae, Gastropoda). 
H•licigona planospifil, (Helicidae). 
Meta m11nardi, tAraneidae, Araneae,, 
Meta m,r/onH, (Araneldae, Ataneae). 
Nesticus<:Bllulanus, (NHticidae, Araneae}, 
N•lima avrantiiJCB, (Phalangidae. Opiliones). 
Machl'lis sp .. (Machilidae, Thysanura), 
Troglophilvscavlcola, (Raphldophoridae, $alt11toria), 
ScoliO{)teryx llbatrlx. (Geometridae, Lepidopteral, 
Culicidae, (Oiptera), 
Speo/epta leptogasrer, (Myoetophilidae (• Fungivoridael, Diptera), 
Rhinolophus hipposskleros. (Chiroptera}. 

Some ants, thysanopterans and other typically epigeic animals that came into the cave incidentally 
are not listed here. 

Some Statements 
1. The snail species Oxychllus (Rledelivs) depresws which appears in much greater extent in west 

Europe was found for the first time in Slovenia. 
2. The small snail Zospeum and the small beetle Aphaobiel/a tisnic•nsis, common in southern neigh· 

bouring caves, were not found there. Their absence could be explained by this being their northern distribution 
border. 

3. The opilion species Nelima aurantiaca wu pereelved in much smaller number here than in some 
limenone caves of the same dimensions. 

4. Only specimens of Troglophllu$ c:avicola were found in Jama pri Vodi p8Ci although in all surround~ 
Ing limestone caves there is also T.ntJgl«ws. The last species can even be predominant there. 

5. Every attention mutt be paid to the mural distribution: In October 1975 of 36 registered individuals 
of TroglO{)hilus 35 were located on the slate walls a, was the case for larvae of Spso/epts /sptogasttr. Oxy
ch/111, and Scoliopteryx individuals were seen only on the pegmatites. The reasons for these placement differ• 
ences have not been cleared up yet. 

6. Fauna from two artificial cavltiH by Oravograd (7km far away) was looked over, too (25m; 7m 
long). The.se nad been oug out in Paleozoic noncarlx>nate rocks, yet not In pegmatitn. Although great exttl!r• 
nal influences were evident in them we Slill thought them appropriate for rough compari10n. In the tonger 
cavern there were caught into pit.fall traps at the sane occasion 60 individuals of the beetle species PttNos• 
tichus lasciatopunctatus (Carabidae); individuals of spider species Nesticus cBlullaus were gathered 
manually. 

In the ncond one the beetle species Antisphodrvs s,;hrei~ni was in 1972 found - the fim location 
from noncarbonete 1erritories of Slovenia. All other gathered fauna is typically epigeic. 
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Fig. 1 . Location map of Slovenia. 

Conclusion 
General comparlson of the fauna from Jama pri Votli peC:i with faunistic lists from surrounding car• 

bonate eaves show, nearly perfect agreement. The absence of some expected species could be explained by th@ 
proximitY of their distributional bo·ders. The faunistic composition except tor Mollusca, is practically unin• 
fluenced by the geological basis. 

It seem, that differenc,,s In population powe,- result mostly from the geological conditions (other 
physical and chemical properties). New specific biological balances are developed, uncommon to fauna settling 
caves in limestones .. 

Relations between the biological inventories and physical texture of roclu in which caves appear, 
shows that only soil SPtcies can be established in cavities of compact noncarbonate rocks. The cavities by 
Oravograd could represent this case. If. however, there are fissures or targer "emptyu space connections in non• 
carbonates the hypogeic fauna can 1lso enter them permanentfv and therefore become established in their 
cavities. Comp,risons taken between the fauna from pegmatl"te caves by Ravne na Koroskem and from sur
rounding limestone caves show clos« general connection. Tectonic fissures are supposed to be the reason. 

The Isolated karst of Slove,ia on one hand and numerous artificial cavities in noncarbonates with 
variou, geological and physical te><ture on the other seem to be ideal ground for studying these problems. 
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SUBTERRANEAN WATER OBSTRUCTING SPELAEOLOGICAL WORK 
AND THE BY-PASS OPERATIONS 

0. OndrouS8k, E. Coufalik, G. Cubuk, 
M. Kala and H. Salm 
M,R,C. Clinical Research Centre, Watford Rd, 
Harrow, Middlesex. HA 1 3UJ 

The syphons, oubterranean likes end rivers filled with water which obstruct pauages in the ca-ltery 
systems present serious problems to the spelaeologist and to his research work. Further exploretlon Is POssible 
only when water-levels are lowered, by means ot installation of water pumps or by a proper drainage of the 
cavities of the limestone formation. 

Such artificial drainage of the Punkve Caves in the Morevian Karst and lowering the level of under• 
grO<Jnd water by 6 metres w .. successfully ecco11plished In 1932. Since then the subterranean course of the 
river Punkva has been known and a free passage on boats has been possible. 

The right plaai for drilling and blasting this artificial drainage was discovered after • careful spelaeo, 
logical research project, Professor Absolon, as leader. 

In the first stage all data wes carefully recorded, photographed end explored. Hydrological conditions 
were observed and the hydrography of the formation and its environment cartographically evaluated in a 
special mep. Hypsometrical meeourements under different meteorological conditions were carried O<Jt within 
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the years 1923-1926. Goocieric measurements were analysed on cross sections of the massif. The ch•~• of 
the climate were o~rved and microclimatic chan!lfl$ such as the air-current, thawing of snow in winter, escape 
of bats from fissures, and the biocen01es of the plant, B•rl>•ris vulgaris L., traced and studied in summer. On 
the top of the limestone formation, v.hich is in some placeubout 200 metres high and which is classified 11 • 

POile, the sink-holes and dolinet were recorded and the reasons for their accumulation studied in the map and 
the hypothetical course of the underground ri\l'er ev1luated and dlscuued. The palaeopotamology of the river 
Punkve and all ponort were thoroughly studied as wall as recorded, Other primery and secondary karttic 
phenomena were also considered. After all these tedious works the final location for the drilling and btasting 
of the limestone formation was determined. 

The second stage of the project consisted of the construction of the drainage, i.e. of a tunnel which Is 
operated as a dam to date. This was a hydroengineering procedure carried out by a recognized authoritY. When 
the last bta,t opened the water pool. fle level of the underground water dropped 6 metres. The maintenance 
of tho water level in the system Is regulated by the dam. 

Underground water obstruct:ons are the ceuse of many worries during exploration of caves. 
The taming of the river Punkva has- been made into a documentary film. 

Reference 
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HIBERN'ATION OF BATS IN THE CAVES OF SIBERIA 

N.O, Ovodov, 
Institute of History, Philology and Philosophy, 
Siberian Branch of the Academy of Sci., 
Novoslbirtk, U.S.S.R. 

During the last 17 years the ,uthor has studied 3280 hibernating bats in 51 caves ot the Altay Moun• 
tain$, Kuznetsk upland and the easter, Say any. Six species were found: Myot/$ dnicMma Boje, Myotis dau
bentonl Kuhl, Myotis mystacinus Kuhl. Plecotus aurltus L., Eptesicus nilS$0ni Keis. et. Blas., Murina /11uco
gast11r Miln.,Edw, 

Predominant lup to 84%) is Myotis mysracinus. Fossil Chiroptere collected In the caves show that 
the species composition of bat hibernating POPUiations has not changed from the time of the early-middle 
Holocene. 

Sp,cios Numbers :Ii Sub-Fossils :Ii 
hibernating (Skulls/ 

Myotis dasvcn.,,,• Boje 5 0.2 9 1.0 
Myotis daub•ntoni Kuhl 62 2.4 37 4.1 
Myotis mystacinus Kuhl 2180 83.9 174 19.1 

Plecotus auritus L 226 8.7 308 34. 1 
Ept•sk;us nilssoni Keis et Blas 104 4.0 259 29.0 
Murina l8Ucogast11r Milne-Edw. 20 1.8 107 12.9 

Totels 2597 100 894 100 

MAMMALIAN FOSSILS FROM THE CAVES OF SIKHOTE-ALIN' 
(SOUTH-EAST USSR) 

Summary 

N.O. Ovodov, 
Institute of History. Philology and Philosophy, 
Siberian Branch of the Academy of Sci., 
Novosiblrrk, U.S.S.R. 

This paper presents the results of the study of 60,000 mammalian fossils from the caves of Sikhote• 
Alin'. 

As a whole, 62 species of teriotauna were revealed for the Late AnthroPOgen. For the Late Pleisto• 
cene, mammoth fauna numbers 41 species dwelling in forests, in contrast to the large territory of Northam 

Eur•sia. 
As for the Holocene, 48 manmalian species are found. in die Late Pleistocene and Holocene, much 

like in the present, the mixing of sou1hern and boreal forms were observed on die Ussuri territory. 
The up-to-date teriofauna of the southern part of Sikhote-Alin' Inherited 30 mammalia species from 

die Late Pleistocene and 34 ones from the Holocene. 
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THE REMAINS OF MAMMALIAN CARNIVORES IN SIBERIAN CAVES 

N.O. Ovodov, 
Institute of Hinory, Philology and Philosophy of the 
Siberian Branch of the Ac,idemy of Sci., 
Novosibirsk, U.S.S.R. 

Registered are 20 Sl)OCies of carnivora fossils (~rnlvora, Mammalia) epl)Ortaining as a whole to a 
minimum of 504 individuals in 32 caves of the mountain regions at southern Siberia. Most of the Sl)Ocies 
classified still live in the regions of the karst investigated. The other mammalian cave inhabitants such as 
Crocuu spe/aea (Goldi.), Ursus /Spe/aearctos/ uraler>sis N, Var., Ursus cf. :spe/lHIUs (Rosenm.), Panthers 
:;p•IHa (Gold/) died out everywhere on the verge of the Pleinocene,Holocene. Among the collected fossils 
there are those of arctic fox, which retreated to the North. 

The quantity of beasts presented In the caves depends not only on the structure of kam cavity. 
(Its entrance 1>art) but also on the eecullarlties of the behaviour of th• animals under natural conditions. 

SPELEOGENESIS IN THE GUADALUPE MOUNTAINS, NEW MEXICO: 
GYPSUM REPLACEMENT OF CARBONATE BY BRINE MIXING 

Arthur N. Palmer Mergaret V. Palmer 
Department of Geology 
University of New York at Oneonta 
U.S.A. 

Geol09lc Setting of the Guadalupe Mounuins 

J. Michoel Queen 
Department of Geological Sciences, 
University of C..lifornia 
Santa Barbara, U.S.A. 

The Guadalupe Mountains border the Delaware Basin and associated sediments In West Te•as and 
New M8"ICO, in the arid southwestern United States (Fig. 1 ). Thee.posed rocks represent platform, 1>latform 
margin, and basinal sediments which accumulared in and around the ra1>idly subsiding Delaware Basin (Fig. 2). 
Platform Hdlments of lhe Yates and Tansi l Formations are fine-9rained llmestones and dolomite with inter~ 
bedded siltstones and sabkha•tyl)O gypsum. Pla:form margin sedimenu of the Capitan Formation are massive 
fine.grained limestones of the reef proper, and breccias or the steeply dipping reef talus and of the lobate debris 
flows ( Newell, et. al., 1953). The Ca1>itan Formation is interpreted either as an ecologic reef (Newell, et. al., 
1953) or a stratigraphic reef (Dunham, 1972). 8asinal del)Osits of the Bell Canyon and Cherry Canyon Form• 
tlons are generally dark gray or black, l)Otroliferous, fine grainod, flaggy limestones, deposited In a starved. 
restricted basin (Fig. 3). Further restriction of :he Delaware Basin marked the end of Guadalupe time, and 
resulted in the deposition of Ochoan Castile eval)Orites (mostly gypsum). which eventually filled tha basin and 
co•ered the 1>iatform margin (Dunham, 1972). 

The Guadalul)O Mountains were uplifted as a north-east dipping, fault-bounded block during the 
uramide Orogeny (upper Mesozoic-lower Cenozoic). During the Cenozoic, erosion and solution removed 
much of the C..stile eval)Orites from the mountain front, Later, in the Pllooene, elastics of the Ogalala Forma
tion buried much of the front; the.e were largely removed by Pleistocene erosion. At p,e.ent the Guadalul)O 
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Mountains reflect the original relief of 1he platform-basin transition. 

Cn• of the Guodolupe Mountairu 
The Guadalupe Mountains contain large. well decorated cavH within the platform and marginal rocks: 

most famous are the Carlsbad Caverns. Guadalupean cavems are characterised by large joint controlled rooms 
and smaller rooms of a coarse spongework nature on many levels, or es subsequently altered by frequently mas· 
sive collapse. Caves may be devalaped along jolnu, strata, or perhaps macropores. Typically, pas.ages are rere 
and rooms ate floored by sediment, uawrtine# or collapse blocks:. Furthermore, surface karstification is rare, 
and the size of caves $hows no relation 10 the associated are.as of recharge: no ancient or recent recharge poinu 
ere recognizable. While dh,erse phreatic structures ere common, no early vad0$e features are seen. 

Mllny of the cave, contain thick (to 10 ml blocks of gypsum over distances as much as 1000 m withon 
th• cases. These beds were interpreted by Bretz (1949) and Good (1957) as being deposits lain down wi1hin 
the caw by gypsum-saturated water>, 81e12 also drew attention to traVl!rdne showing evidence of phreatic 
solution: both gypsum deposition and the phreatic solution of gypsum and carbonate were believed to occur 
during a rise in base level following deposition of the Ogalala Formation. 
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Figure~ ••f • Sche~atic reconstruction of the •vents which resulted in 
gypsum replaeement of carbonat~, and the solution of gypsum and carbo-
nate to for11 the caves of the Guadalupes. Gypsum: dots. Freshwater: 
hor1zonta1 lines. Br"ine: checks. Void: black. Ar-rows represent 
direction of water movement. See teKt for description. 

Speleoaeneslt In the Guad•lupe Mountains: Mixing Replacement 
Several questions must be considered: Whv are the Guadalupean C8VI!$ so different from most other 

caves of demonstrabl:e phreatic origin 7 What were the origin and nature of the waters which diuolved the caves? 
What Is the origin of the gypsum in the gypsum blo:ks? Whet other factors controlled speleogenesis in the 
Guadalupe Mountains? 

A careful re-exammation of cavem morphology* stratigraphy and sedimentology ha5 reveated several 
key relationshlps, and has led to a ne.w interpretation of the origin of Guadalupe caves. 

Evidence against gypwm deposition in a p·e-existlng void: 

• Gypsum beds never Include Pleistocenedetrltal sediments. 
• Gypsum beds never overlie eave.rn .. filling sedimenu or precipitates. 
• Gypsum beds never fill the spongeworkwhich often closes peripheral joints and fissures. 
Evidence bearing on gypsum 1$ a replacemtnt after carbonate: 
• Gypsum blocks in Carlsbad Caverns ano Cottonwood Cave may be found which display all the 

petrographic textures found in the surrounding carbonates: travertine, pisolites. f0$$lls, bre<:cias, 
bedding, and primary pore,. Where no displacement or recrynallization of the gypsum has occurred 
these textures in the gypsum may be cQrrelated bed for bed with the carbonate. The contact of this 
type of gypsum with the carbonate is knife sharp. Recrystallization of gypsum is very common. 
little carbonate solution has taken plaa, since deposition of the gypsum: what solution hes fol• 
lowed gypsum deposition has been limited to enlargement of spongework. 
Alternating light and dark zones in the typs:urn pa,altel to the cave wall or floor may crOS1 primary 
bedding and are interpreted as bands of progressive gypsum teplacement. 

• Initial gypsum ,olutlon was phreatic, reoufting in bizarre, unoriented gypsum blocks. 
Subiequent gyps-um solution was vadow, resulting in vertically oriented drip holes. In addition. 
some late vadose depositional features, such as 1ravertine have been replaced by gypsum along a 
diffuse front parallel to the surface. Shrilar replacement fabrics have been observed by the authors 
in other regions, and may have taken place in the vadose zone by the delivery of sulphate to the 
caves through permiable zones from neerby platform gypsum deposits. 

Bawd on these observatioos, certain imporcant conclu5lons may be drawn: 
The first stage of spele~nHis was the ma,sive repfacement of carbonate by sulphate. Cave growth 

after replecement hes been by solution of the gypsum (first phreatic, then vadose) and by enlargement of perl• 
pheral joints by the continued development of spongework. 

However, two important questions remain: How did gypsum replacement occur? What was the nature 
of subsequent carbonate solution? Considenng the works of 81\gli ( 1964). Runnells ( 1969), and Plummer 
(1975I It is most reasonable to assume that replacement took place at the mixing zone between fresh meteoric 
phreatic waters originating in the newly ri,en Guadalupe Mountains. and gypsum~uturated brines of the still 
full Delaware Basin. by the reaction: 

2H,o + caco, + so:---+co; + c.so,.2H20 

We may thus revise the interpreted sequence of avents loading to speleogenesls in the Guadalupes 
(Fig. 4): 
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a. Rain falling on the newly upl fted Guadalupe• form, a tr .. h water len, atop the gyp$Um-saturated 
brines of the adjoining bmin. Infiltration and flow of fresh meteoric waters was influenced by 
solutionally enlarged joints and .ancient (Permian?} cave remnants. · 

b~ Mixing occurs at the ftesh water•brfne interface and results in mixing replacement. 
c. Deepening of the Pecos drainage lowers base level: rock., originally in the mixing replacement zone 

are subjected first to fresh water phreatic. then vad0$e conditions. Replacement gypsum ls dis~ 
solved and often recrystallized; peripheral Joints are enlarged by back flooding and/or Mischungs• 
korrosion . 

d. Lowering base level nill further drains the cave• and results in collapse and vadose decoration. 
e. Deposition of the Ogalala Formation raises base level. Aggressive waten dissolve some rocks 

while elsewhere subaqueous ceposits are formed. 
f. The Ogalala Formation is eroded, base level falls. and decon,tion takes place. 

In concJusion several painu may be stressed. Gypsum formation by replacement of carbonate:5 played 
a ctitical role in Initiating and controlling cavern formation and morphology. Replacement probably took place 
in the interface between fresh water and hypersafine phreatic water bodies. Fresh water recharge was diffuse at 
the surface, but concentrate<l,at depth along enlarged joints and' ancient cave remnants. Speleogenesis com-
menced in the Creta.-.ous rriggered by increased rainfall resulting from laramide orogenic uplift, and was 
largely complete by the upper Pliocene. 

The mixing-replacement of carbonate by gypsum hm never before been observed. Such a mechanism 
is likely of great diagenetic and speleogenetic importance in environments in which carbonate buildups are 
laterally as.sochued with targe evaporite d!posit1: caves and Cilrbonate,: of the evaPOrite basins of the Paleozoic 
and: Mesozoic should be reviewed with this in mind. 

Work is currently underway by the authors on the hydrology, geochemistry, petrography, end distri• 
bution of rocks associated with and responsible for mixin~replacement 1n the Guadalupe Mountains. 
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GEOLOGY AND ORIGIN OF THE CAVES OF BERMUDA 

Anhur N. Palmer Margaret V. Palmer 
Department of Geology 
Univertity of New York at Oneonta, 
U.S.A. 

J. Michael Queen 
Department of Geological Sciences, 
University of California, 
Santa Barbara, U.S.A. 

Geologic Setting 
The Bermuda islands comprise 93 km2 of Pleistocene Hmestones that rim the southeastern part of a 

submerged volcanic platfOf'm. Most of tht limestones are eolian calcarenites bordered seaward by gently dipping 
beach f11Cies and separated chronologicallv by paleosol,. Major topographic features are determined by solu
tionally modified dunes, with individual dunes reaching maximum heighu of 70 m. The major limestone form• 
tions are the Walsingham (early Pleistocene), Belmont (Yarmouth?), and Paget (late Pleistocene). With increas
ing ago, but varying loaolly with tho pamm of infiltration, the dune limestones become more indurated, less 
porous, more permeable, and lower in aragonite/calcite and Mg/Ca ratio (Land, et. al., 1967). Because of 
the high infiltration capacity there is no natural surface runoff. A phreatic lens of fresh water overlies salt 
water in the low-permeability Paget, but the Len, is thin, with a diffuse lower boundary in the older, more 
permeable rock• (Vacher, 1974). 

Known ceves of Bermuda are nearly all in the Walsingham Formation, apparently because bf its strue> 
tural competence and the greater time span available for cave davelopment in the older rocks (Fig. 1). However, 
• few small caves are also found in younger rocks. Caves are irregular in pattern and in distribution, and most 
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are dominated by extensive breakdown that mask$ their origlnal solutional form. Most caves are located be· 
tween 10 m above and below present sea level, althOU$h some of the largest (formed almost entirely by col• 
lapse) are found as high as 35 m above sea lewel. Nu,ly every cave ean be traversed downward to sea-level 
poots of brackish water. Such pools, s.ome of which are at least T2 m deep, fluctuate with the tides with an 
average dally amplitude of roughly 45 cm. Readily identified solutional cave features are limited almon t)I:• 
elusively to isolated zones of sPQngework or wall and ceiling poekeu. although rare solutional fissures occur 
along jolnu or partings. W:th only minor e><ceptions, solution 1eatures in caves have no pteferred gravitational 
orientation. which suggesu a phreatic origin. Extensivl' travertine is found commonly e><tending below sea level 
and in places overlying breakdown. Cave morphology is rather similar to thal described by Jenniogs (1968) in 
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Pleistocene eolian limestones of Aust.ra1ia. 
Bermudan caves can be grouped into four categories: ( 1) MO$t caves consist of irregular rooms created 

by progressive breakdown of limestone in response to solution in underlying areas (Fig. 21. The breakdown 
process Is concentrated along seve11I major zones of fracture, many of which are orientated parallel to the strik 
of the fore5t bed$, although the overall pattern of such a eave rarely has a preferred orientation with respect 
to the attitude of the beds. Some of the large,t caves contain ,everal fracture zones, dipping away from a 
common pcint or axis. that contribute breakdown to a chaotlc central chamber. Some of these fracture zones 
propagate to the iurtaee ano rorm collapse dolines or Inclined fissure entrances. With advanced $1bg&s of ce1hn9 
collapse, surface depressions are fO'med that ar'I rimmed by steep .slopes, into which fissure-like caves are in~ 
dined. (21 Several caves consist (entirely or in part) of wide, sub-ho,izontal rooms at or near present .. a level. 
Loalizad spongework is common in some of these caves. Most contain at least one collapse zone that extends 
upward, to the surfece, providing fissure entrances. (3) Some small caves are roughly tubular with ,po~ework 
walls. These do not seem to represtnt through conduit, for groundwater flow, but are simply zone, of sponge
work that have coale,ced into travtrsable caves. (4} At least two caves are solutionally enlarged fi$$ul'esgoided 
by promiMnt joinu. The,e joinu have been tightly cemented near the surface by vado'" water but enlarged 
downward apparently by phreatic solution. 

The relatiorubip bet~en c-.ave development anl'Ple1stoce.ne sea..Jevel fluctuations is unclear. Several 
Walsingham caves contain isolated tones of closely spaced horizontal fins of travertine overlying and occasionall 
displaced by breakdown. The'" show poor correlation with each other and probably repre .. nt local deposition 
during fluctuating high stands of sea level. Zones of solutional porosity, wme terminating upward at rather 
uniform elevations, suggesting waur,table control, occur up to 21 m above $ea level in some Walsingham caves. 
Dripotone ,s found as far as 10 m below see level; sampl .. have been dated by Harmon, et. al., (1975) at 
195,000- 150,000 years BP. Deposit< .. old as Belmont occur in certain Wal,ingham caves (Plummer. et. al., 
1976). Thu. observalions ,uggesi that the general form of the major Walsingham caves was anained early in th• 
Plei<tocene, although wlutional en argement appears to continue today (al shown below). 

Water Chemistry 
Sea water is saturated with respect to calcite and appears to dissolve limestone only in combination 

with biologlcal activlty at the surta:.. VadOl! water is'° dittu .. that it generally becomes saturated within a 
meter of the surface. Drip water in caves: is saturated or superuturated. Sea•level pools are solurlonally aggres,. 
sive during periods of high lnfiltraton, particularly at and just below the water surface, but are otherwise s.atu-
rated with respect to calcite, according to direct aggressiveness measurements. Salinity measurements show thal 
the sea-water component of cave pool$ increale< downward from at laast 35% to roughly 90%. The eggre.sive
n"'s measurements agree with the saturation-index (SI) calculations of Plummer, et. el (1976) for ground water 
in shallow wells, which show that for greater than 1% sea water content ground water is saturated with respect 
to calcite most of the tlme but aggressive at least part of the time (Fig. 3). Their mealuremenu show that 
ground water with less than 1% seawater content is nearly alwaV$ ag,gre$$ive (Fig. 3}. At different times at any 
given location the lowest SI values were almost always at the highest Pco• and the highest SI values at the 
lowest Pcoi , showing the importal'lce of high.Pco1 vadose water to the solution process. Oega$$ing is apparent! 
extensive through the high•permeability limestone, and Mischungskorrosion (BOQll, 1964) between saturated 
waters of different Pco1 may be significant. 

Cave Origin 
We envisage the evolution of Bermuda caves a, follows: ( 1) Spongework is formed by locally aggre,

sive water near the tap of the frestwater lens in young limestone. At positive SI values for caldtet, sparry cal• 
cite is precipitated .. intergranularcement, while aragonlte and hlgh,Mg calcite are dissolved. (2) As the lime
stone becom&S more indurated, less pprous. but more permeable, the fresh-water lens becomes thinner and 
more diffuse. The sea-water cont8f'lt Ot the ground water increases. and periods of aggressJveness be-come less 
frequent {Fig, 31. (3) A, the percentage of water increases, the high Mg content of the sea water inhibits the 
crystallization of sparry caldte; unjer the .. conditions only aragonite and high-Mg calcite can be precipitated 
(Folk, 1974), but their solubility i, too great for them to form at the levels of saturation found in the cave 
pool$. Tidal flushing maintains the high Mg content of the weter. During periods of high infiltration both cal• 
cite and aragonite •re dissolved but are not precipitated even during periods of saturation. The rate of solution 
is slow because of the low velocity of water movement and because the water appeart to be saturated most of 
the time. There is no readily visible- solution or deposition on the cave walls at present 581 level. (4) As solution 
continues, breakdown blocks subside into underlying void,, creating the irregular rooms and fissure entrance1 
so commonly seen in Bermuda caves. 
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PLITVICE LAKES AS A KARST PHENOMENON AND AS A TOURIST ATTRACTION 

Zlatko Pepeonik 
Dept. of Geography, Univ, of Zagreb, 
Yugoslavia 

Among the 14 national parh in Yugoslavia the National Park of Plitvice Lakes is unequalled in 
varietY and beauty. On its 192 km' there are many different geomorphological forms, mueh ancient, 
dense forest inhabited by rare wildlife and, most imponant, abundant fr8$h and clean water; we have 
ancient cataracts, waterfalls, the 16 larger and numerous smaller lakes with their unique origin and beaury 
classify Plitvice as one of the world's wonders. In 1949 ii was pu1 under state protection along with the 
surrounding vicinity and declared a Nationol Park. 

Its geographical position is very convenient. It is located roughly half-way along the main road 
running between Zagreb and the coast, only 90 km frotn the nearest point of the Adriatic at Senj. 

The lakes stretch SW• NE between the Mt Mala Kapela (1280ml 10 the NW, and Mt Pljelevica 
(1649ml to the SE, at an altitude ranging from 637 m to 483 n. This implies that between the level of 
the highest lake (Proll:ansko) and the canyon of the Korana river which continues beneath the lakes, we have 
a difference in altitude of 154 m. If we follow the middle of the lake surfaces from !he start of the highest lake 
10 the beginning of the Korane canyon the lengt~ of lakes along with the weterfalls comes to roughly 10 km. 
However, II we take the shortest dlstence betwee, the first waterfall beneath the highest lake to the last one 
beneath the lowest lake (Novakovica Brod) it cones to 4.5 km (Fig. 1). The abovementioned data can best 
Illustrate the bas-ic characteristics of this area: a l!ries of lakes of veried shape~ size and altitude, on a re.latively 
small surface area (1.9 km') interconnected by a networlc of waiarfalls and cataracts. 

Since these lakes originate In a karst area. whose main characteristics is a lack of water, It raises the 
question of how they come about. Thay are formed through a process of the natural damming of a river valley 
due to the geological struCtUre and to the specific bio-chemieal make-op. The geological basis of the valley's 
upper section is made of loose and water~retainirv dolomite in which the wider valley with the larger lakes is 
formed {Upper Lakes). In the lower section the t:-asis Is limestone in which the canyon with smaller lakes was 
formed (Lower Lakes). The lake valley geu approximately 1400 to 1500 mm of precipitation per year. It has 
only four major tributaries. Three or them flow directly into the takes ( Rivers Crna .. Bijeta., and Rjet.ica). 
while the brook Plitvica falls as a 78 m weterfall nto the canyon by the lowest !eke. 

In the post.Pleistocene period, when the temperature of air and water rose to a sufficient level, the 
slopes around the lakes were covered by varied vtgetation, and the more exposed areas of the river bed ware 
covered by colonies of uavenine·~forming plants, mainly algae and mosses. 

The vegetation and microorganifflls of the humus suata formed on the loose dolomite base, enriched 
the surface water with carbon diO>(lde (CO-i) and thus implemented the quicker sohJtion of the dolomite and 
the increas.e of concentration of calcite carbonate (~aCO3 ) in the water in the form of unstable calcite bl• 
carbonate [Ca (HCO3 h). Water thus saturated with Ca IHCO,l, flowed over travenine•forming mosses grow
ing on river rapids where. through bio--chemical ;nd mechanical processes freed th@ dissolved C,aC01 and en
crusted it on the planu: 

CtCO, + H, 0 + CO, = Ca(HCO, h 
Ca(HCO1 h · CO2 • CaCO, + H, 0 

Among the travertine-forming plants, dominant ,re the Bryum mosses on rapids and Cratonevron mosses 
under waterfalls. Their encrustation caused the irowth of specific natural biological dams behind which the 
lakes were formed (Fig. 21. When Bryum-travertine, which grows in the direction of the river flow, and the 
Cratoneuron-travertine which grows verticaJly. ioin, the unique phenomenon of uaven.lne caves often appears. 

For the separation of bicarbonate, i.e. s,dimentation of travertine, the optimal water speed ranges 
from 0.5 - 1.5 m/sec. and with a temperature above 14°C. The proce$$ of creating the travertine dams Is going 
on today before our eyes. These fragile dams wllh their bountiful life, waterfalls and most of all beautiful lakes 
attracting many scholars and tourists. Oue to th;;- phenomenon Plitvice lakes are today the most visited 
national park in Yugoslavia. 

In 1861 the first small building intended for travellers. with only two rooms. was erected. "The 
Society for the Development and Improvement of the Pli1vlce lakes and their Surroundings" was founded ln 
1893 in Zagreb, with the intention of protecting and maintaining the beauties of this area for recreation. This 
is one of the first movemenu of this type in Europe. The first recorded number ol tourists was 1000 in the 
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year 1894. The Society initiated the building of r*s and paths along the lakes as wall as the first hotel with 
28 rooms in 1896. This opened th• doon to foreign tourlm. The hotel's modernisation and expansion in 
1922 and the construction of the railway near 1hat area (the station Vrhovlne is 31 km away) enlarged the 
number of visitors to 4000 in 1927 and by the war, In 1938 to 8000 with 24000 nights spent (of which a 
quarter were foreign tourists). 

During the war all the hotels and accompanying buildings were completely destroyed. h was only in 
1951 that the first modest acoommodatfon was built. The first hotel "Plitvice" was completed in 1958; then 
the hotel "Bellevue" in 1963, and finally the la,gest most modem "Jezero" In 1970. At the same time related 
catering establishmenu, camps, tourist settlemenu etc. were built. 

This can be followed in the constantly growing number of hotel's visitors (Table 1). In 1955 for th• 
first time mora than 10,000 night-guests were registered, out of which only one fourth were foreign touristS; 
while In the last lour yean their number varies between 105,000 and 130,000 Including 75- 9()'l(, foreign 
tourists. 

Because of relatively small numbers of nights spent we can see that this National Park is not a place 
where tourists choose to spend a longer period of time. Visitors see the lakes and waterfalls, perhaps spend a 
night, and then go on. The total number of visitocs. including those who do not s1eep there, is estimated at a 
half million approximately per year, over the la:n few years. the exact data cannot be obtained because the 
number of visitors is only documented for the ~igh season. I.e. from May 1 io Sept. 30 {Teble 2). 

This large number of visitors, which will probably double In the foreseeable future, requires from the 
administration of the Park the undertaking of measures to protect the natural harmony and beauty of-this 
unique phenomenon. 

TABLE 1. Total number of tourists as registered nigl,t guests at Plitvice !ekes 

Ye.ar To111/ No. of No of % Tota/No. Nights 
visitors foreign of nights spent by 

tourists foreign 
tourists 

1965 11,759 2,928 25 16,141 3,717 23 

1960 21,569 11,408 53 48,949 17,632 3S 
1965 45,071 29,253 65 100,977 65,022 55 

1970 79,900 69,800 87 108,000 96,200 89 

1975 129,000 105,000 81 224,000 186,000 83 

Sourot: St1tiuil:ki godiSnlak Ju;osleviJt, B•o;rad (1956~1976) 
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TABLE 2. Number of visitors registerld on the entrances of the tight lake-zone In the National Parl< of Plitvice 
Lakes (from May 1 to Sept. 30 each year) 

Ysar Total numbsr of Number of ,.. 
regi$t8red tourists forsign 

tourists 

1970 247,193 143,000 39 
1971 305,137 179,600 69 
1972 262,344 159,605 61 

1973 328,782 203,056 62 

1974 332,635 197,852 60 
1975 407,793 226,357 66 
1976 395,516 204,149 52 

Sou,c.: Docu.ments or the National park Plivtee Lekts 
' -
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RECENT! RICERCHE SUI CAMPI SOLCATI DE L VENETO EDEL TRENTINO 

Giuliano Perna 
Via Marsale 13 -
38100 Trento (lulia) 

Ugo Sauro 
lnstituto d Geogrefia - Via del Santo 26 -
36100 Padova (Italia) 

Seven I limestone pevtmtnt l1t1c:tsclpe:s of Veneto and Trtntlno (Southern Alps) whose distribution is linked with 
"tonal" 1nd "Non.el" facton, art htrt deterbtd, Among thl .. tonal" t1nd5C1Pt1 of llmntone p.,vemenu tw0 tv'P'S ete recog
nizable: a "glacio-karstic: high mountain" fVIMt and e .. gfacio-brttic submediterranean" one. "A.tonal" types of llmntont 
pevtmtfltt 1tt the "rock cities .. of Rouo A.nlmonitlco Veronese. the timtttoot pevtmet1u on n~tv dipping structural sur
faotS, those 0fl rockfall niches and bloc.kt, ard tlv "lacustriM" ones. 

Some. panCUlar aspects art: dlleu.s,ed: the biologlcll c0troslon (relP()n1lbl• for the formetion of 10hrtlon pana and 
Oif .. alYEtOU" the morphogeneaill of the hoJIOl"t;~ of the grfkes, of d• bedding planes; the connectiCW'la betwten thl dtvelopment 
of ,om, comQi.x fornu (solution "pan-runrwl'") .-.d the e,wironmerital vici•itudes of Post-glecl., Age; end flnelly the co«o-
1k>n wloclty ln some en\lfro~ntt. 

Th• sf.gniflcance of smell solution forrm In provlclng some Indications of the age of the h• rockf1III iii limea1one., 
which took place $n the Adige and Sarca vall-!y-a in Holocent, is also ootHned. 

Negli ultimi anni campi solcati del Venato e del Tremino (Italia nord-orientale) sono S1ati oggettodi 
numerosl studl da parts di varie Auteri Ira cui: Benatti A. (1976), Corra'G. (1970, 72, 74, 76), De Fanti A. 
( 1971 ), Petna G. (1974, 74b, 74c, 75, 76) Sauro U. ( 1973a, 73b, 73c, 1974, 1975). 

Oue$te rieerche hanno fornito nuovi dati util1 per l'interpretazione delle piccole forme di eorrosione 

Quale sintes.l delle eono,cenze acquisite eel illustrazione sla della piccole forme che di a le.uni dei ph) 
bei paesaggi di campl solcati del Veneto e del Trentino, G. Perna e U. 

I paesaggi glaciocarsici di alt• 110ntagn1 (P.G.M.) trovano ampia espressione nsl Veneto sia sulle Alpi 
Dolomitiche (M. Civena, M. Marmarole). sia sui piu alti Gruppi Prealpini (M. Cavallo, Altopiano di Atiago, M. 
Baldo) interessati da ghiacciai o nivai lccali anche in epoche recenti. Atpeni panlcolarmente suggestivi assu
mono I paesaggl di corrosione nel GruppO della Civetta owe sono ben evtdenti l'azione delta neve e dalla corn> 
sione biologica nel modellamento cartico (De Fenti 19711. 

1 "paesaggi glaciocarsici submtditerranei" {P.G.S.) occupano un·area limitata al settore plU meridionale 
dells valle deWAdige I nord ovest di Verona: qui la lingua gleciele wurmiana ha "montooato" i cak:ari puri del 
Giurese inferiore; durante ii Post-glacia e le soluilonl acquose hanno scolpito su queste supetflcl levlgate del 
"campi solcatl librsri" (Rundhockerka,it), mentre di tipo submediterraneo poco favorevoll alla pedogenesi 
(Sauro, 1973b). Le localitA ph) caraneristiche dei centri di Canale e di Ceraino (Corra', 1972; Sauro, 19731>; 
Perna, 19741. 
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Tipicamente azonali sooo invece rrolti altri paesaggi di "c.empi solcati", fra cui: 

- le "citt~ di roccla" del Rosso Ammonitlco Veronese (C.R.R.); 
- I "campl solcati" modellati su superfici nrutturall o su superficl d i erosione molto inclinate (C.S.I.); 
- i "camp I ,olcati" modellati su i,ossi bloochi calcarei di macereto di frana (C.S.F .) • che chiameremo 

anche "griz.e di ffana"; 
- i "campl 10lcatl locuuri" (C.S.LJ. 

Ls "cittb di roocia'', che sono lmpostate in una fOf'mazione calcarea Sottile e particolarmente resimnte 
( Rosso Ammonit ico Veronese), sl presentaro come gruppi di bloechi roeciosi peralleleplpedi o subcllindrici o a 
fungo, vaviamente scolpitl dalle azioni carsiche e periglaciali. Gli esempi pl(l caratteristici di citt~ di roccia si 
irovano sugll Alti LeS$ini Veronesi (Corra', 1974; Sauro, 1973a). 

I "campi solcati" modellati su suplrlici struu;urali molto inclinate sono formatl da tanti solchi paralleli 
(Regenrinnenkarren} lunghi anche pill di 10m; gli esempi pill belli si trovano w l ver5clnte ocx:ldentale del M. 
Baldo che domino II Lago di Garda (81: Val Trovai, Nago). 

I grossf bk>cchi calcareJ dei macereti di enormi frane postglaciali (marocchtt) che mostrano pioc.ole 
for me dl corro1ione carsica, si trovano in un territorio a nord del ""890 di Gard a e nella vicina V8lle dell' Adige. 
La piu suggestlva "griza-di frana' · 4 quella del Passo di S. Giovanni (strada Mori-Torbole), ove sul gros,i blocchi 
si notano scannelature (flillenkarren). solch a doccia (flinnenkarren/ e vaschette (Kamenitze/, anche di ragguar• 
devoll dimension! (Perna e Sauro, 1976). 

Sul lit°'ala del Lago di Garde si pcxsono osservare atcune panicolari forme di corrosionedeterminate 
dalle azioni delle acque def Iago; un bell'esempio si trova a S. Vigilio (Garde). 

Oall'analisi morfok>gic-a dei "camp solcati" del Veneto e del Trentino sono emers1 varl dati signifEce-
tivi che permettono di formulare alcune prime lpote-si e considerazioni sui seguenti aspet.ti det tenomeno carsico: 

- la corrosion biologica; 
- le modalit~ dell'apertura di piccole cavit~ carsiche quail le cavitA di interstrato. i fori e i crepacci; 
- f rapponi Ira le condizioni ambientalf def Postglaciale (suoce$$ione paleoclimatica) e la morfogenesi 

di qualche forma complessa; 
- f'ett. deUa piccole forme di corr'lSione. 

Le azloni di corrosione biologica (fitocersismo) si sono rivelate importanti in tutti gli ambienti con
siderati. man hanno partato a risuttatl morfologicl sos-tanzialmente diversl a seconda che le .superfici intere:ssate 
lossero subvenicali o poeo inclinate. Su lie superfici subvenlcall, ,ovrastete da zolle di suolo vegetale che las
ci-ano colare acqua, st notano numerose picxole cavitl a1veolari (dlametri di ogni c8vitlt intorno a 1·2 centi• 
metri), che rendono la roccia spugnosa. Ogni "alveolo" e oecupato da una colonia di microorganismi vegetall 
resPOnsabile dell'evoluzlone delta cavitA (De Fanti, 1971 ). 

Sulla superficl poco incllnate di roccia nuda II "filocarsi,mo" porta alla formazione della vaschene 
carsiche (Perne. 1974).11 primo momento delta morfogenesl delle vaschette (Kemenitze) consist• nell'insedia
memo di una colonia di mK:rofite di forma circolare a del diametro di pochi centimetri; questa colonia ,.scava" 
una, piocola depre$$lone a "ciotoletta" da cui pu6 derivare una vaschett.a o una "coppa" di sofuzione; l'attacco 
biologico localizzato in corrispondenza di u,a vuchetta, si pub proP&gare verso ii basso ad OPera delle soluzione 
acquosa trabocca dai minutl bacini durante le plogge. 

L'apenura di piocole ca111ta "anasumotiche" quali i fori, i crepecci e le cavit~ di interstrato, non~ 
necess.arlamente legata a condizioni di "cano coperto" ma si verifica anche sui campi solcati "liberi". 

Vari aspetti morfologici dimostrano che in molti casi f'apertura deHa cavita e proe.eduta da fenomeni 
di attacco della roccia localiuati lungo alcu,e di5Continuit8; sembra chequesti fenomeni di attaoco, non sem
pre ben definiblll, determinino un aumentodella porosit4 fino a provocare, talvotta, una '"circolaiione di 
porositA .. cha precede t·apertura vera a propri" {Sauro, 1974. 1975a,b) . 

Alcune lorme complesse e pol ifasiche (es: "sotchl a vaschena") presenti neg Ii ambienti glaclocarsici 
di tipo submediterraneo fotniscono qualche indicazione morfocllmatica e morfocronologica: infatti ii loro svi
luppo i stato condizionato da un'alternanu fra periodi in cui all'intemo del solco esistevano zolle di suoto 
vegetate e periodi in cul la depression! erenv tlbere; cio seru:a dubbio in rappono con le condizioni paleocli
maticha loeali (Sauro, 1973c). 

Ouasf rutte le forme di corrosione :lei paesaggi glacio-carsici submediterranel sono posteriori al 
ritiro della lingua glaciate wurmiaoa (meon di 15.000 anni). la carsificaz.ione post91aciale ha portato allo 
sviluppo di tuttf i princine postglaciale ha p,rtato forme di corrosione: a Canale si sono formate vaschette moJ.. 
to grandi a profonde (la pi~ grande i lunge 4 m;' la massima profonditA wpera i 40 cm) crepacci (anghi anche 
oltte 50 cm. numerosi tori con diametri di alcuni decimetri, ecc. 

La presenui e le dimensioni delle piccole fame di corrosione carsica sugti erormi blocchi delle "Irene 
- marocche" fornisce un'indicazione wll'et~ delle lune; un'altra indicazione viene data dai fossili (es: coralli} 
sporgeoti di alcunl millimetri (lino a 2 cm),che rappresentano In qualche caso la misura dello spessore di roc
cia corrosa d~o II fra"8mento, Sulla base di Questi indizi la maggior pane della "marooche" risultarebbe piut• 
tosto recent• (probabilmante di et~ protosrorica). Cio 6, conlermato anche da una datazione col metodo del 
madiocatbonio (cinco 3000 a.8.P .), melativa alla "marocca" di Motveno. 

La "frana-marooca" del passo di S. Giovanni ha imeressato delle roece montonate gia in precedenza 
carsificate; in oltre alcuni dei bloochl del macereto si sono moS5i anche dopo II primo eplsodlo di caduta, come 
dimostra la posizione inctinata del fondo delle vaschene che si erano formate ,u q uesti bloehhi (di norma ii 
fondo della Kamenitze ~ piano e suborizzontale) (Perna e Sauro 1976). 
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Con l'lntento di approfondim questi ed a Itri aspeni dell'evoluzione delle piocole forme di corrosione 
caroica ,ono nate iniziate ricerche piu dettagliate; in particolare si na cercando di analirn1nt alcuni ,mbienti 
di campi solcati in collaboreilone con •1arl specialist! (petrografo, pedologo, botanico ecc.). Sono state tra 
l'altro disegnate alcune carte geomorfologiche a grandissima scale dei campi solcati cha dovrebbero costituire 
la base per l'elaborazione di cane ambientall complete, utlll per cogllere I vari a,petti della morfagenesi car• 
sica (Sauro, 1975). 

Reoentl Pubblicazloni Sui Campi Solcoti Del Venoto E Del Tn,ntino 
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THE PIERRE SAINT MARTIN KARST 

J. F. Pernerte 
Delegue Oepartemental de la 
Federation Francaise de Speleologie 
33760 Escoussans, Franc .. 

The Pierre St. Martin karst is situed in the Pyrenees mounuillS- on both the French Basses•Pvrenees 
department and Spam's Navarra and Huesca province$, Bounded on the nonh-east by the: ''Soum Coye", in 
the east by the "Pied' Anle" and 1he "Table des trois rois", m the sou1h by a line from the Table des troi s 
rois to the "rio Bellagua". and in the wen by the "Gorges de Kakouetta", It has a geol~cal, morphological 
and hydrological untty. 

A geological unitY firstly because it is made of a mass of Upper Cretaceous limestone known as 
"Calcaire des Qinyons" about 400m tllick which Ile< between shales at the bottom and a pro1ecting cover 
a formation of silicified limestone and brown shaly limestone. The limenone layers are almost horitontal 
on the Spanish side and bent towards 1he $0Uth on the Ftench side; but the whole area Is an antictlnal struc· 
ture plungin9 westwards where the shales appear at the bottoms of canyons such as Kakouetta. Many big 
faulu as well as a lot of smeller ones. criented NE/SW and SE/NW are situa1ed all over tile karst and have a 
great importance for hydrology. 

Morphologically the characters are easily d iscernible: From the top we find f,rst "Les Alpage1'' of 
1he protecting shield; then from 2300m 10 1800m. the zone of barren Lapiez, known as "Arres" (e.g. Arre< 
d'Anie; Larra in Spanish); From 1800m to 1500m the "Bracas" is a zone of lapin with woods; and finally 
steep slopes wi1h dense forem teaching down 10 the canyons. 

Ai far as hydrology is concerned, with a geology so simple, it i, not hard to deduce, especially when 
one knows the resurgence situated at Schist level at the bottom of the canyons. There are 3 main resurgences· 
The St Vincent river which resurges 1n the Bivouac Cave (Bentia) with a 2.37m' /s discharge, the Cascade 
river wh,ch resurg8' from a cllff •ilda cave, and the St Georges river which resurge, in Laminako Leela ( lllaml na J 
with a 5.643 /s annual average disch.irge. 

All the preclpi1a1ion make$ its way vertically through the 400m thick limestone until It n,aches the 
impermeable shale. Following the fauks, It form, rivets which run on the tilted shale down to the canyons. 
Something else possible to deduct, although much harder, was to "guess" the l]rogress of ,the rive" by follow• 
Ing the faults in the surface. Before ani caver ever entered a svnem, F. Revier had predicted whete they were 
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to be found and so far he has not falled. 

But to explore these rivers is not so simp1e either. After a few attempts to enter by the resurgences 
in Ste Engrace, the PSM karst wu searched, and In 1950 the Gouffre Leplneux is discovered, It is the 334m 
single-drop shaft where M. Loubens died and which is improperly known as "gouffre de la Pierre St Martin". 
A river is found at -450m and appeari to resurge (after dye-tests) at one of the resurgences, Bent la. The river 
is called St Vincent and was explored from 1954 to 1960 to the depth of l006m. The explorations were 
facilitated by the EDF tunnel, dug in order to car:xure the waterfall in the Verna room at -734m. While digging, 
a new grotto named Arphidia was discovered and explored to -490 m. Arphidfa + PSM, connected by the 
man-made tunnel is then 1474 m deep! 

After more research on the plateau with exploration of hundreds of shafts, some of them very deep, the 
St Vincent river was rediscovered in 1966 at the bOttom of the 09 (•405 m). baptized "Gouffre de la Tete 
Sauvage. The new world record became •117 m since the 09 Is 165 m higher. Almost ten years later, in 
1975, two new entrances were found within 15 days, the first after exploring the nasty M3 to the depth of 
400 m. This shaft, named "Gouffre J. Moreau", leads to one of the St Vincent tributaries; the "rio Larumbe". 
The second was found after descending the SC3. called afterwards "Gouffre du Beffroi", to a depth of 
-370 m where a connection was made with the ~ream end of the Bassaburuko tributary. The change of 
elevation between the M3 and the lowest point in the cave (Puits Parnient) is 1274 m. SC3 being 58m 
higher; the new world record is -1332 meters. Monwhile, over 35km of passageways had been explored. 

Another river was expected flowing pardlel to the St Vincent but at a lower level. In 1970, the 
"Gouffre Lonne-Peyret" was found at 1652 m and lead to a river at -360 m. After dye tests, the river (5.5 
km long and 750 m deep) exits at tha same resurgenoe es St Vincent. 

A very unexpected river was found in 1975 further north. At the bottom of the "Couey Lodge" 
at only -240m, a small streamway flows eastwards, escaping completely from the general PSM structure: 
this small neighbour is 5km long and 620m deep. 

The main problem was still to find the fabulous St Georges river and the Cascade river, or at least 
one of their tributaries. More investigations are being made on the Spanish side in the wild remote areas of 
Anallarra and Ukerdi, the St Georges being expected there. In 1973 the "Gouffre des Caou•Cougues" (FR3} 
was found at 2050m and after several wet pits totalling 410m, a river was found. Unfortunately, a narrow 
siphon stops human exploration after only 1 km, Two dye tests were made, but with no resutts and the 
cave is abandoned. In 1975 the AN3, callad "Pozo Esrella" was descended to the depth of 440m in a dry 
system of pits with no results. The 4 1/s of w-ater encountered at •200m disappear in a narrow, wet and 
flood-prone new shaft. In 1976, this natty new pit was descended but the water killed one of the cavers on 
his way up. At the bottom very wide river-passages were found. No end is in sight in either direction so 
far and 2 km have already been explored .... 

Is it the St Georges? Further exploration will tell us; for now after over 40 years of research, only 
ona of the resurgences has given part of its secrets. Yet thousands of Pits have been explored, three deaths 
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and sewral accidents, many expedltons with a lot of excellent cavers from all over the world, have been 
necessary for the exploration of such huge and drfficuft caves. And If we remember that the St Georges dis
charge is twice as large as the St Vincent's, that iu course is mud, higher, we cant help thinking ~bout the 
fantastic adventure which is about to begin. 

REJUVENATION OF AGGRESSIVENESS IN CALCIUM CARBONATE SOLUTIONS 
BY MEANS OF MAGNESIUM CARBONATE 

R.G. Picknen 
28 Poners Way, Laverstock. Salisbury, Wiltshire, U.K. 

As a result of some pH mea,urements made on cat(:ite solutions it had been surmised (Picknen, 19721 
that low concentrations of magnesiu"' carbonate in solution caused an anomalous effect on calcite solubility. 
This has now been confirmed by dirtct measurement of the solubility of calcite in water containing various 
amounts of magnesium carbonate (Pcknett and Stenner, 19771. 

The chemical principle termed the Common Ion Effect (Picknen, 19771 indicates that magnesium 
carbonate in solution $hOUld reduce the solubility of calcite. In fact thjs only happens when the molar ratio 
of magnesium to calcium 1n solution is ifeater than about 0. 1; for smaller ratios calcite solubility 1s enhanced. 
the meximum change being obtaine<I at ratios of 0 .03 and 0.04. It 11 only with ratios greater than about 0.16 
that calcite solubility obeys the quor,titative predictions of the Common Ion Effect. 

This anomalous. influence of magnesium carbonate on calcite .solution is oon.sidered to be imPOrtant 
in karst, as will now be explained. 

Dissolution In tho Oeplhs of Kerst 
A feature of kant ts that the dinolution of calcium carbonate takes place, not only near the surface# 

but also deep underground, which leads to the conclusion that there must be processes creating aggressiveness 
in these deep parts. Carboo dioxide exchange between the water and air mun undoubtedly be one such pro, 
cess:, but there is evidence of dissolution in the deep phreatic zone where such carbon dioxide exchange can
oot be respon,ible. Temperature change i, another possibility: a 1°C drop in the temperature of a saturated 
solution of calcite can eause a 2% loss in saturation. In many cases, howevet. the possibility of such a temper• 
ture change in t"8 phreatic zone may be discounted. Aggressiveness from the oxidation of pyrites in limestone 
to sulphuric acid has long bl!<!n known (Evans, 1900), but pyrites is not always present in limestones. 

Bray (1976) hm provided e'1idence of aggressivenen from the oxidetion of dissolved organ1c matt.er 
In caves in South Wales, and this mull be reckoned as one likely explanation, although the extent of the effect 
is as yet hard to assess. Aggressiveness due to mixing saturated calcite solutions of differing compositions 
(Bogll, 1964, 19711 is widely recognised as a possibility, but the magnitude of the change in saturation is often 
very small in practice. For example, if it is oonsidered that typical hardness values for the waters being mixed 
are 0.75 mM and 1.26 mM (see, for txample, Stenner, 1970 or Bray, 1976). then the aggressiveness gained on 
mixing saturated waters Is only about 0 .5%. Of course. over geological times even such a small change can 
produce a significant ettect in kam.. but it will now be shown that another possibility can give much larger 
changes in taturation. 

Aggrafflveneu due to magnu'lum c.arbonate 
We are here concerned with carbonated water at coos-tant temperature kept from contact with air in 

order to prevent loss of carbon diox de which would change calcite solubility. This state of affairs occurs, for 
example, in water-filled passages deep in karst. From the experimental data of Picknen and Stenner (1977) it 
is possible to construct calcite solubility curves for such water when it contains various amounts of magnesium 
carbonat..:. The results depend on th, carbon dioxide concentration of the water, and Figures t end 2 show 
examples of two typical carbon dioxide concentrations. Like all such dlagrams, the solubility curves divide 
the graphs into zones of aggrassivenm anq, supersaturation, • indicated. 

Start with the case of a saturated calcite solution with no magnesium carbonate present, as represented 
by the point A in Figure 1. If magntsium carbonate is rapidly added until its concentration i• 0.04 mM, say, 
then the solution will move from A to B, and it is clear that the result i• a considerable loss of calcite saturation. 
The loss is represented b\' the vertie1I distanca between B and the solubility curve, i.e. the dist1nce BC, and in 
this example it corrasponcb to an awre.ssiveness of 0. 12 mM of calcium carbonate. In other words each litre 
of solution can now diuotve a futthu 12 mg of calcite before reaching saturation. 

Thls I$ of significance in karst. Consider a water-tilled passage in • 11mes-tone formed of ralattvely pure 
catcite. The water in the passage will soon become saturated with calcite and will then cause no further dissolu• 
tion in its onward journey, Now su~pose that the water subsequently enters a limestone formed of magnesium 
calcite. The magneslum carbonate in the rock will dissolve and, by doing so. will enhance calcite solubility In 
the manner described above, so that the bulk calcite of the limestone is also attaeked. Aggressiveness amount• 
Ing to 12% of the original calcite solubility can be created in th(s way, which must have a profound solutional 
effect at the junction of the two types of limestone. 
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Au9'•Uivtnlfl due to mixing magnesian waters 
Mixing saturated waters containing differing amounts of magne,ium carbonate is another way of creat• 

ing aggressiveness. The effect is at a maximurr when one of the solutions saturated with calcite contains no 
magne,ium carbonate, as at D in Figure 2. If 1his solution is mixed with any saturaUd solution containing mag
nesium carbonate, such as at E, the resulting mixture will be represented by a point on the line OE, which is in 
the aggre,sive zone. For equal proportions of the two solutions the mixture Is represented by the point F mid• 
way on the line, and the aggr8$$ivene,s is give• by the length FG. 
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This method of creating aggressiveness is slightly more powerful than that of the previous section and 
is equally epplicable to karst situations. The confluence of phreetic waters flowing from differ1>nt limestones is 
the obvious she f0< solutional effecu due to this process. For maximum ~essiveneu the magnesiUm/caJcium 
molar ratios of the two solutions should be near zero and about 0.09. well within the bounds of common occ:ut
rence, but aggressiveness almost as potent can be obtained from a wide range of mixtures and comPOsitions. 

C.lcite SUl)el'Mtlmrtion 
It ls perhaps worth mentioning that mixing magnesium waters can give rise to calcite supersaturation if 

the magnesium carbonate conamtretion of one or both waters is large enough. In Figure 2 the line represent1119 
mixtures of solutions G and E is a ca.a in point because it lies elmost entirely in the supersaturation ione. For 
the karst slMtion the result should be calcium carbonate deposition, and it would be interesting to learn of 
deposits In deep phr1>atic passages which could be attributed to this mechanism. 

Discussion and Conclusions 
Two examples have been used to show how magnesium carbonate can promote aggressiveness in calcite 

solutions. bUt it should not be thought that the phenomenon is. limited to these cases. There is no need for one 
of the primary solutiom to have zero magnesium content prior io mixing: palrs of solutions of a wide range of 
magnesium contents will do, although the resulting aggressivenass will be smaller than the values presented above. 
Indeed there is no need for the primary solutions to be sawrated with respect to calcite: marked change In 
chemical properties will be shown with both aggressive and supersatureted solutions. 

It is considered that. in connection with kam processes, the name "rejuvenated aggressiveness'' is 
suitable for the action of low concentrati:ins of magnesium carbonate on caJcite so'ubility. Karst water entering 
the phreatic tone will use up its aggres-sivtness by cflSsolving caJcium carbonate rode., beooming inactive chemi• 
cally. The fundamental imponance of thf magnesium carbonate effect Is after this inactive state is attained, 
when the dissolution of limestone can be restarted - or rejuvenated - deep in the karst. 
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FOREIGN SUBSTANCES AND CALCITE SOLUBILITY IN CARBONATED WATERS 

A.G. Picknatt 
28 Potter's Way, Laverstocl<, 
Salisbury, Wiltshire, U.K. 

The major influence on calcite d >solution in karst is well known to be carbon dioxide, but other sub• 
stances are by no means to be neglected. To simplify consideration of these other substances it is desirable to 
eliminate the effect of carbon dioxide by comparing calcite solubilities always with the same carbon dioxide 
concentration in solution. This will be do,e irl the present paper, where two concepts of classical chemtnry 
will be used to provide a ftemework for our better understanding of the processes concerned. 

Common Ion Effect 
It is well known that a substance in solution can reduc:;, the solubility of a second substance provided 

the two have an ion In common. Thus sodium sulphate will reduce the solubility of calcium sulphate, the corn• 
mon ion in this ease being sulphate. The key to understanding this behaviour lies in the fact that a substance in 
water will only continue to dissolve until the product of the concentrations of all the primary ions produced 
reaches a certain critical value; thereafter the solution is saturated. (This Is a simplification of reality, but suffices 
for the present). In water calcium sulpham dissolves to produce equal quantities of calcium and sulphate Ions. 
If sulphate ions trom. say, sodium su1pnai.e are already present in the water, t:nen 1ess calcium sulphate can 
dissolve before the ion conaintratior, product reaches the critical value, i.e. the solubility of the calcium sul• 
phate is reduced. 

This common Ion effect, as It is tnown, is widespread and can greatly influence solubility. In the case 
of calcite {calcium carbonate) the primary ions produced in solution are calcium and carbonate, and calcite 
solubility is altered by the presence of anv substaoca giving one or othor of these ions. Calcium sulphate and 
magnesium carbonate are important examples of soch Wbstanees, the latter readily reducing calcite solubility 
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in nature by as much as 20%. 

Ionic Strength Effect 
A substance in solution can increase the solubi1itY o·t a tee<>nd substance provided there is no ion in 

common. Thus sodium chloride, which produces only sodium and chloride ions, will enhance the solubility 
of calcium sulphate. To understand this phenomenon the explanation of the common ion effect given above 
must be extended. The critical ion product there described is strictly a product, not of lon concentration, but 
of ion activitY. This is related to concentration blit is affected by all other ion, present. The sodium and 
chloride ions reduce the calcium and .ulphate activities 10 allow more calcium sulphate 10 dissolve before the 
critical ion product is reached. 

Thi, phenomenon, called the ionic ,trength effect, is not so important in natural waters as the com• 
mon ion effect because the concentrations of sodium chloride. potassium chloride, sodium sulphate, etc. are 
generally too tow to produce a major change in ion activity. An exception is sea water~ in which calcite is
nearly twice as soluble asin fresh water. 

Acids and Alkali• 
That acid• dissolve calcite Ir.well known. but in the present case, with carbon dioxide present, the 

process i, more complicated than the simple displacement of carbonate from calcite described by elementary 
text-books. The calcite-carbon dioxide-water syS1em is highly sensitive to the hydrogen Ions characterinieally 
present in any acid. the effect being to convert carbonate ions to other entities. This reduction of the concen• 
tration of carbonate in solution permits more caleite to dissolve before the critical ion pfoduct is reached, i.e • 
calcite solubility is increased. 

A fact not sufffciently appreciated is that the addition of an acid to the calcite-carbon dioxide-water 
system does not cau'8 the solubilltY of calcite to increase by an equivalent amount. The change in solubilitY 
is only a fraction of this equivalent change becauie the dissolving power of the carbon dioxide present Is re• 
duoed by the foreign acid. This appfie, almost irmpective of the strength of the foreign acid, I.e. it applies In 
karst to the strong sulphuric acid from the oxidation of .ulphide ore as well as to the much weaker formic. 
acetic end butYrlc acids from decaying vegetation. 

Alkalis act in a manner which is the corwerse of the action of acids. The hydroxyl ion characteric of 
all aJkalis tends to convert carbon dioxide to carbonate, thus reducing the solubility of calcite. Since alkalis 
are rare in natural waters this subject will not be discussed further • 

Predicted Caldta Solubilities 
The theory of the calcite-carbon dioxide-water system is sufficiently well understood to allow 

accurate calculation of calcite solubilities with fcreign ions present, and what now follows is based on a de• 
tailed analysis which has been published in brief form (Picknett, 1976). The ca'° considered here is where cal· 
cite dissolves in water which Is In equilibrium whh air containing a fixed concentration of carbon dioxide. 
This ensures that the effect of dissolved carbon dioxide on calcite solubiUty is held constant 10 that the influ• 
ence of foreign ions in solution can be compared. To repn,:sent a (Vpical cave situation the temperature is 
taken as 10°C and the concentration of carbon dioxide In the air is taken a, 0.1% by volume. 

Figure 1 shows the effects ot various foreign substances on calcite solubilitY in this water. Two 
examples of the ionic strength effect are given: magnesium chloride and sodium chloride. Over the concen• 
tration range shown for the foreign ion the effect on calcite solubifitY Is small. Since, however, solubilitY 
can readily be determined to 0.5% accuracy. It is clear that the concentrations of such substances are si.gnlfi• 
cant when greater than about 0.3 mM. 
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Figure 2. Examples of the effects of acids and alkalis 
on calcite solubility. 
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Figure 3. Calcite ;upersaturation caused by mixing two 
waters containing different amounts of 
magnesiun carbonate. 

Three examples of 1he common ion effect are given: calcium chloride, calcium sulphate and mag,, 
nesium carbonate. all of which demonstrate a marked efrect on calcite solublfitY. The magnesium carbonate 
curve is now shown at very low concentrations because in this region there is an anomalous increase in calcite 
solubilitY which is the subject of anothe, paper (Picknett. 1977). The great d ifference between the curve, 
for magnesium carbonate and magnesium chloride should be noted; it is not always appreciated that the 
type of magnesium compound added to solu1ion has this significance. 

Two examples of acids are giver in Figure 2: sulphuric and hydrochloric. More could be shown. but 
the effect in terms of equivalents: of acid Is always about the same~ i.e. 30% increase in calcJte solubility for 
1 mil Ii-equivalent of acid. Also shown in this diagram ts the curve for sodium hydroxide, demonstrating tho 
marked inhibition of calcite solubilitY characteristic of alkalis. 

Discussion 
These calculations, which can readily be repeated for other temperatures and carbon dioxide con

tents_. demonstrate how calcite solubilJtv is effected by a wide variety of substances. This is important for 
those inv&Stigations where the degree of saturation of a spring water is evaluated, perhaps as an Indicator of 
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the tVP• of underground flow (Jacobson & Langmuir, 1970; Shuster & White, 1971). It is also important in 
speleogenesis because il is connected with phenomena arising from mixing waters. 

The change in calcite saturation caused by mixing two saturated waters ,swell known (Mischungs .. 
korrosion effoet, 80911, 1964). Runnells (1969) suggested that thi, wa, a wide,pread phenomenon an0<:iated 
with the prewnce of foreign substances, and it can row be demonstrated that thi.s is true. Take any of the 
saturation curves of Figures 1 and 2. Any two points on this curve represent two saturated solutions of differ• 
ing composition, and the straight tine joining them r!presents mixtures of these solutions. The magnesium 
carbonate curve of Figure3 ,s an example. Solutions A and C, containing 0.5 and 3 mM of magnesium carbonate, 
when mixed in equal proportions give solution B. Now B lie, above the $8turation curve and must represent 
water ,upersa,urated with calcite: In fact the supersaturation is over 30% in this e xample. 

The lmponant potn1 is the curvature of the saturation curve: the greater the curvature, lhe greater is 
the mixing effect on the degree of saturation with e•lcite. All the examples of Figures 1 and 2 are curved to 
some extent, but lt is clear that magnesium carbona1e gi\les the greatest effect. 

Finally it must be made clear that there are complicating effects with impurities in the solid calcite and 
abiOrption of heavy matal ion$. These cannot be n~lected but are too diveriO to be discussed in this short paper. 
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DISTRIBUTION AND RESPONSE TO LIGHT OF UNPIGMENTED AND 
PIGMENTED GAMMARUS PULEX L (CRUSTACEA, AMPHIPODA) 

Trevor G. Piearce and Mary Cox 
Department of Biological Sciences, 
Univenity of Lancaster 
LanC'lster. England. 

Specimens of the common freshwater shrirnp Gammarus pu/ex L. are usua11y dark grey in colour in 
epigean waters but often have reduced pigmentation in the hypogean 2one (Hazelton and Glennie, 1962). Else
where it has been shown (Piearce and Cox, 1977) th>t Individuals of a pale yellow-<>range colour (hereafter re
ferred to as unpigmented) form an appreciable proportion of the total G. pulex population of the upper reaches 
of a small northern English stream, Clapham Beck. Fig. 1 summarises the results of obiOrvations made from 
18th August 10 4th December 1976. Details of the He and sampling technique have been given in the previous 
paper. together with evidence suggestjng that the unoigmented epigean specimens are derived from a population 
inhabiting 1he extensive underground waterways that supply water to Clapham Beck. Jn the pre.sent paper the 
response to light of unpigmented G. pulex is compared with that of pigmented specimens, and the possible 
significance of light as a determinant of dittributionconsidered. 

The influence of Hght on locomotor activit't has beeo measured in two ways. In the first experiment 
unpigmented specimens collected 600 m inside I ngl1borough Cavern were kept for two weeks under a diurnal 
cycle of dim light and darkness, together with normally pigmented specimens collected 15-30 m from the 
emergence of Clapham Beck at Beck Head (fig. 1 ). Thi, light exposure treatment was designed to reduce the 
effects of conditioning to light or darkne$$ before tening the sensitivity o·f the animals to light. 

The test apparatu.s comprised two adiacent hortzontal glBS$ tubes half filled with water. Each 90 cm 
Jong tube was marked into five equal sections. In each trial. five animals were placed ln one terminal section 
of each tube, the positions of the specimens after ten minutes providing an index of locomotor activity. Six 
trials were C'lrried out over an hour under four different lighting regimes. (a) uniform light, (8) uniform dark, 
(C) a light gradient, with filters over four sections of each tube giving a progressive reduction in light intensity 
(5,500, 3,900, 3,150.330 and 5 lux) with 1he animtls introduced at the light end, ond (D) a light gradient 
as above. with the animals inuoduced at the dark end. Five batches of animals were uied for IA) and (C), 
three for (B) and (DI. llluminatlon was supplied bv • "dayligh1 lighting" fluorescen, l~mp. 

A second e,cperiment employed unp.gmented and pigmented G. pulex fre$hty collected from two 
lengths of Clapham Beck; 0-25 m from Beck Head and 1.9 km further downstream. In each trial two unpig· 
mented and tw0 pigmented individuals from the same region were placed in a Petri dish containing water 
6 mm deep on which four 2 cm diameter discs of sycamore leaf, black plastic and clear plastic were floated. The 
position of each animal was recorded al ten minute nten1als over an hour, under conditions of bright (5,700 
lux) ar,d u,m 140 lux) illumination provided by a fluorescent lamp as before. Additional trials were run with 
animals taken from the Stream source and kept for a week under a drur·nal cycle of bright light and darkness. 
and animals from the downstream zone kept for a week in darkness. Twenty animals freshly collected from 
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Fig.l. Percentage of unpigmented 
specimens in samples of 
Gammarus pulex from Clapham 
Beck. Sample si:tes ( from 
top to bottom) 95, 75, 47, 
128, 65, 342 individuals. 
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Fig. 2. Light responses of Gammarus pulex, (A) in uniform light, (B) in uniform 
darkness, (C) and (D) in a light gradient (tube section one brightly 
lit). For explanation see text. 

Fig. 3. Light responses of Glilll!larus pulex, (A) from source, (B) from downstream, 
(C) from source, light-adapted, (DJ from downstream, dark-adapted. For 
explanation see text. 

the stream source were used in rhe first series of trials, ten animaJs in all others. 
The X1 test was used to eKamine the res.Ju whic:ti are expressed in percentage terms in Figs. 2 and 

3 to facHitate visual comparison. In the first ex.periment animals were seen to move rapidly along the tubes 
undet uniform lighting, tending to come to rest in the terminal regions, a tendency most marked for pigmented 
$J)e(:imens. Significant differences were observed in the distribution of both forms in uniform light compared 
with uniform darkneu (P < 0.001) and the data s,;ggens that both forms are more active in the light than in 
darkness and so disperse more rapidly in the li~L There was a significant difference in the diS1ribu1ion of the 
two form, after introduction at the light end or a gradient IP < 0.001 J. unpigmented specimens tending to 
move further away th.an pigmented ones. Even after two weeks of acctimatlsation to tight of low intensity 
some residual difference"S in sensitivity between the two forms apparently persfsted. 

The conditions of the second experiment probably approximated more closely to those in the field 
in that small-scale refuges were provided. A clear s:reference for black, rathet than clear plastic discs was 
shown by both forms (unpigmented, P < 0.01; plgonented P < 0.001 ). Incompletely opaque leaf discs were 
strongly preferred over completely opaque plastic ones (for both forms P < 0.001 ); light was not the only 
factor involved in refuge seklction. 

The partitioning bet\Yeen "beneath discs" and "free" categortes in bright li~t wa1 significantly differ• 
ent from tha1 in dim illumination for animal, from the stream source (unpigmettted, P < 0.001; pigmented 
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P < 0.011 and animals collected 1.9 km downstream and subsequently dark-adapted (unpigmented, P < 0.01 ; 
pigmented, P< 0.001 ). Bri!t>t illumination apparently stimulates activity in these animals. No such influence 
of light was detecu1d in naturally or artificially li,t,t-adapted G. pu/ex. For froshly collected specimens from 
the stream source the two forms differed in the proportion of "free" specimens (under bright illumination, 
P < 0.0011- The absence of such a difference in S,')ecimens collected further downstream suggests that a cor,, 
siderable amount of light adaptation by unpigmeited specimens has occurred. The proportion of G. pulex 
under discs was markedly higher for animals freshly collected from the stream source than for any others; 
further work is needed to determine the reason for this. 

Ginet (19601 has shown that unpigmen,ed G. pulex from the hypogean zone was killed by high light 
intensltlos that are tolerated by pigmented epige,n animal$. Under field conditions bright light is unlikely to 
cause mortality directly since specimen.s will be stimulated actively to seek dark refuges. We have shown that 
the increase ln locomotory activity in bright llghl is less in pigmented G. pulex from the stream than in un
pigmented specimens from the cave and near lhe stream source, results in agreement with those of Wautier 
and Troiani (1960) who found that the reSl)irato·y rate of this species increased on exposure to light, the 
fncrease being greatest in animals from dark and dimly illuminated habitats. 

uboratory and field experiments have demonstrated that the tendency towards a nocwrnal peak of 
downstream drifting m epigean popu4atlons of G. pulex is controlled by the diurnal variation in light intensity 
(Elliott, 1965; Muller, 1966). Unpigmented animals passively washed, or actively migrating, out from under
ground, may lmtially be at some competitive disadvantage ,e.ladve to pigmented epigean specimens, their 
greater sensitivity to light restricting both the lergih of time during lhe day available for free movement and 
also the range of microhabltats open to exploitation. Minckley (1961) records that where the cavernicolous 
isopod Asel/us stygius (Packard) occurs in the epigean zone it is abundant in dark microhabitats. 

In conclusion, the results of these prelininary experiments suggest that differences in light responses 
between unpigmented and pigmented forms may contribute to differences in distribution and activity, these 
being much more marked at the stream source thn elsewhere. 
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THE ACTIVITY OF LUMBRICIDAE IN A NORTHERN ENGLISH CAVE 

Trevor G. Piearce and Elizabeth J. Wells 
Department of Biological Sciences, 
University of Lancaster, England 

The rate of accumulation of eanhworm ca.su provides a means of monitoring the activity of these 
animals over a long period of time with the minmum of disturbance. This paper reports on the ruults of an 
investigation into the activity of earthworms of lhe family Lumbricidae in lngleborough Cavern, Yorkshire, 
using this technique. 

Details of the physical features of the two sitl!1 studied, Cellar Gallery and the Second Gothic Arch, 
have been given elsewhere (Piearce, 1975). Cellar Gallery is a phreatlc tube approximately 200 m long, which 
begins 400 m from the eave entrance. It slopes ~ntJy downwards for much of Its length, terminatin_g at the 
Second Gothic Arch. Banks of fine sediment in Cellar Gallery have deep accumulations of earthworm casu 
over much of the surface, while at the Second Gothic Arch eanhworm casts predominate with faecal pellets 
similar to those of the millipedePo/ymicrodon polydssmoidet (Leach I, which has been recorded from the cave, 
forming a substantial minor component. 

In July 1974 thirty 10 cm .square quadrats were laid at 60 cm Intervals on a transect along a bank of 
cast-covered sediment at the cave entrance end of Cellar Gallery. The sediment suroo within the quadrats was 
cleared of casts and subsequent deposition mon tored at approxjmately 10 week intervals. Cans in every third 
quadrat were allowed to accumulate until the experiment ended in Dee-ember 1976. In a parallel experiment 
begun in December 1974, ean accumulation has been measured within quadrats adjacent to those above, in 
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Fig. 1. Rate of earthworm cast 
accumulation in Cellar 
Gallery (A) after removal of 
casts. (BJ after compression 
of the surface, and at the 
Second Gothic Arch after 
reinoval of casts. 
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mature specimens. 
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Densities of earthworms along 
five adjacent 20 m. lengths of 
Cellar Gallery. Site (A) nearest 
cave entrance, includes region 
in which cast accumulation was 
measured. Open circles left hand 
side (facing away from cave 
entrance), closed circles right 
hand side. 

which tile surface casu were initially compressed 10 form a smooth surface. In September 1974 tweniy-lour 
20 cm square quadrats were set in an 8 x 3 array at the Second Gothic Arch site and cast accumulation mea• 
sured attar removal of cans as before. Casts wers weighed after drying to constant weight at 100°C. 

Densities of earthworms on the sediment surface along a 100 m length of Cellar Gallery have been 
recorded at regular intervals from October 1975. In Deoember 1976 ten 50 cm square plots equally ,paced 
along tit• right hand side (facing away from the cave entrance) of mis region were excavated to a depm of 8 cm 
and me earthworm, carefully 10ntd out by hand. 
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At the Cellar Gallery site both techniques show•d a similar pattern of accumulation i Fig, 1 ). A winter 
peak and wbsequent decline was followed by an increase in late summer and winter, again followed by a de
cline. The Second Gothrc Arch experiment was terminand in September 1975 by violent flooding which dis,. 
persed atl surface accumulations. The data obtained shows a similar trend to that in Cellar Gallery. but a much 
higher rate of deposition of casts. The above flooding did not apparently extend to the Cellar Gallery site but 
there were signs In March 1976 that gentle flooding had penetrated this far later in the winter. The mean 
rate of accumulation in quadrats where casts were routirely removed was similar to those in those le-ft for the 
duration of the experiment jonly 2" lower for the first iechnique, 1~ for the second). 

Allolobophora ch/orotica (Savigny) was the mon abundant eanhworm species in Cellar Gallery, with 
smaller densities of A rosea iSavigny) I. typica and A ca/ignose iSavigny) (Fig. 2). There were puks in density 
in October 1976 and 1976 and February 1976 jFig. 3). Since the density of earthworms in the section that in• 
c-Juded the c:ivadrats followed a similar trend to that of cut aecumuhnion, it seems reasonable to suggest that 
throughout Cellar Gallery an autumn and winter peak oi casting activitY precedes a spring and summer decline. 
The excavated plots yielded 11 A.chlorot,ca, Including, mature specimens, 7 A.rose• f. typlca, of which ona 
was mature, and 4 immature A.c81/ginose. Four immatu1e A.ch/orotica and one A.calignosa were curled up in a 
state of aes1ivation. 

The layer of surface material worked by earthworms at the Cellar Gaflery site amounts to 2.93 kg/m2 

(based on the 30 HMples of cans removed i~ sening up the experiment). To achieve this cover at the mean rate 
of accumulation measured would take 16·21 years. Earthworm activity may have been higher when the surface 
layer of sediment was originally deposited. nevertheless t seems probable that casts h8ve been steadily accumu, 
lating in the section invesdgated, in the ab5ence of rain and the other agenu of erosion present outside caves, for 
at least a decade. This is consistent with a repon that th• last severe flooding of Cellar Gallery occurred 10 years 
ago (R.A. Jarman, pers. comm.). The age of the eanhworm-worked layer at the Second Gothic Arch site, esti• 
mated in the same way. but on the basis of much more r.mited data, was 5 years. 

The constantly favourable humidity and temperature of these cava sites, and the absence of earth· 
worm predators, may lead to the abundance and actiVit\' of these animals being limited by the quantitative and 
qualitative paucity of the food wpply (Piearca, 1975). Such limitation would be relaxed by the input of detritus 
with wfnur flooding. The following evidence supports 1his interpretation. 

a. Earthworm density in the cave is very low compared with that in fertile soil5 (see. for example, re~ 
views by Satchell, 1967, Bout:M, 1972, and Edwards and Lofty, 1972). Jubenhie and Mistrov 
(1965) recorded much hiit,er densities near a cave entrance, but significantly the clay sediments in 
their study were organically richer than tho5e that we have examined. 

b. Casts ac<:Umulate most rapldly at times of year when flooding is frequent. 
c. The rate of accumulation is highest at the site of most frequent and severe flooding, least ln the 

region of Cellar Gallery most remote from fooding. 
d. The proportion of mature worms is low compared with that in populations outside caves {Gerard. 

1967). 
e. A substantial proportion of animals were ae.nivating at a time of year when Lumbricidae are active 

outside caves !Gerard, 1967). 

Much of the water that periodically floods the caves comes from a surface stream, Fell Beck !Ford, 
1975). A m1wre specimen'of A.chlorotlca was collected from debris in the centre of this stream, where it had 
presumably been carried by the current, in October 1976. Eanhworms washed in by winter floods may contri• 
bute to the Cellar Gallery and Second Gothic Arch populations, as may animals actively migrating away from 
'the regions of severest winter flooding. Howevar, It seems unlikely that the population in Cellar Gallery depends 
on such recruitment for Its continued existence sinca active earthworms, including specimens in breeding condi• 
tion, can be seen on the surface all the year round. A cocoon of a form characteristic of Achlorotica !illustration 
in Gerard, 19641 was found on the surface of sediment rn Cellar Gallery in October, 1976, confirming that the 
earthworms are reproductively active in this part of the cave. 

It I.I a pleasura to record our thanks to Dr. J.A. Fane 1, M,. R.A. J1rmtt1 •nd Mr. A. Hurwont, ror p,ertniJSion to work 
in lngftborough c .... ,rn. 10Mr. O. Cheekley for asti1tance wl'th 4ittd work, Mr. P.W.H. Flint fo, ttchnl,e,11 asshtence 1n 1h1 p, .. 
P6f11tlon of UlumtlOtll, end 111 the cave gulcfn for thel, wllllngeooi>erttion. The lnwttio,tlon WIS tuPC>On@d in part by I 
Nan.t.-.1 Environment Rt$88rch Council atudel"ltlh,p tw'afd. 
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CAVE DIVING, THE PRESENT AND THE FUTURE 

F.T. Piskula. 
Chairman. UIS Comm.ssion on Cave Diving. 
Nam SNP 19, 61400 Brno, Czedloslovakia. 

Cave diving has evolved to a certain standard, though equipment and techniques can differ to some 
degree. These standards are given namely by general environmental features encountered In all caves, like 
darkness. closed environment. O(ientation requirements etc.. while differences originate from 1pecific features, 
like size of caves, length of syphons, accenibility, depth, silt conditions, current etc. 

Standard cave diving equipment and technk:lues. are commonly known to cave divers. 
Besides lh,s atandard equipment and techniques special ones have evolved. Thay are techniques and 

equipment for extreme cave diving (depth and/or dhtance), for cartography and for special measurements 
and observations. 

Extreme penetration requires a large supply of breathing medium. Three systems are known to be used 
successfully in caves. Spanish cave divers (E. Petit and others) have successfully used Draeger FGG Ill mixed 
gas apparatus. Thi, .erni-closed unit pro1ides up to 1.6 hours of time et the depth range of 50-100 m. German 
cave diver Jochen Hasenmayer uses high pressure tanks with filling pressure over 300 bar. American cave 
diver, IS. Exley, Underwater Speleology, 1976) use I technique of tank staging, which means placing tanks in
side the syphon on a "stage", which is done on the dive before the exploratory dive. More details on latert 
Improvements of this technique can be found in Underwater Speleology, No. 2., 1978. 

I want 10 complete this review by mentioning briefly results of c.,ve diving. Cave divers have done 
considerable exploratory work. Most of the results are well documented and have been published in various 
periodicals. These are in most cases cartographic wo·ks, photography and films, various observation, etc. Cave 
diving permits exploration under water and behind sumps as well as scientific research in tho5e areas. However, 
there are very few speleo-,scientists among cave divers. Also cooperation of ca-ve divers-with scientisu is at it's 
beginning. Really scientific speleological research Is 1n cave diving practii;ally non--existent. This author believes, 
that it would be very desirable to utilize potential possibilities that cave diving otters to scientists. 

Now I would like to discuss futurP- of c~,. rtivinq_ This is not intended to make any nrt'W'ln('lcic hUJ rather 
to point out possible improvements, where developnental effon should be concentrated. Here are the points 
of concern: 

1). Basic eave diving equipment hes reached a certain degree of perfection. However, there are still some 
items that could be improved. 

Protective cove, to prevent damage of tank valve and of a regulator should become a standard part 
of equipment, p0$$ibly with some improvement over existing designs. 

Important item is also buoyancy compensator. Existing systems do not provide any backup in case 
of puncture. also trim control characteristics-should be improved. 

Protection against cold is very imponant tco. More common use of dry inflatable suits (Unisuit and 
similar) can be expected. However, some improvement in their design to prevent air shift problems should be 
done. 

Lines would require some standardisation in length and direction marking. Length should be marked 
by suitable colour oode, which can also mark direction. Besides thi,, suitable marking should be designed to 
tell directton out of the cave by touch even in zero ,isibillty. A good system of fixing the line in conduits with 
smooth watls would be also very useful. 

2). Special equipment for cave diving would require a great deal of de\lelopment Here come namely 
instruments for under wster commumcadon and for orientation under low or zero visibility. 

Communication devices for this purpose could include: underwater acoustic beeper for signalling by 
means of morse oode, acoustic or ultrasonic walkle-,al~le, or another suitable principle. Existing designs should 
be carefully tested in caves. 

Devices for laN visibility orientation would range from simplest one - a small reel wfth about 10 m 
of searching line to be used to find the guide line If lhe diver gets lost from it, to more complicated, like sonars 
fOf" detection of pas.sages and rooms, and ultrasonic relocators (system Scanar and s.imilar ones) for maintaining 
buddy contact and location of other divers if the team get's separated (each diver would carry a transmitter and 
a repeater of the Scana, system). 

Instruments with acoustic or touch reading. which could be used under zero visibility also come into 
this group. Instruments should Include compass, underwater pressure gauge and po$$ibly a depth gauge. No 
such instruments are being currently p,oduced, they must be developed first. 

Ot course, special new techniques will have to be de-veloped for effkient use of this instrumentatlon. 
3). Cartography. equipment and techniques. In the first phase, common use of existing measuring sys

tems should be considered, with some improvement of recording of measured values (for example on a tape 
recorder), photographic profile measurements, etc. h the second phase, automation of measurement and record• 
ing should be considered, with possible subsequent processing of collected data on a computer. Aim of lhe 
davelopmental effort should be to make cartographic measurements as fast as possible and to eliminate manual 
recording of measured data (writing under Icy water can be quite difficult and quite slow). It must be remem
hered that diver's dme under water is quite limited e.nd so his performance can be increased considerably by 
llmitation of lengthy manual work. 

4). Scientific application of cave diving is probably the area, v.tiere the greatest development can be 
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expected. Cave diving could help In many scientific S11Jdies, for example in hydrology, speleomorphology, ,edi
mentology, speleogenesis, speleo-biology. speleo•paleontology, etc.. Cave divers should make first steps to-. 
wards achieving cooperation with scientists in the above mentioned disciplines. 

5). Training and education should be oriented to development of training standards for training of 
novice cave divers and also to educate experienced caYe divers so that they would be able to collect scientific 
data on their dives. This education should be also oriented towards Implementation of latest developmenu 
in cave diving. It is believed that good training and education would give proper basis to development of other 
areas of cave diving. 
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THE UIS COMMISSION FOR CAVE DIVING AND ITS WORK 

Frantisek Tomas Plskula 
UIS Commission for Cave Diving 
Nam. SNP 19 
614 00 BRNO, Czechoslovakia 

Cave diving is gaining growing importance as a meam of speleological exploration and research and as 
an underwater or amphibian type of caving. However, the danger involved, wi-th con.sequent growth of cave 
diving accident rate, as well as growing need for imporvement of cave diver's performances and efficiency, 
•howed the necessity of improved exchange of lnforrwation on an international scale. This was the primary 
reason for forming the new Commission tor cave Oi,ing at the 6th International Speleological Congress in 
1973. 

Since th•n time the Commission has gone some way towards achieving its goals. This paper is intended 
to inform you about the Commission's work in the past period and about plans for the future. If we oompare 
this with the paper on Commluioo's work presented at the 2nd International Conference on cave Diving we 
can see that both CommiS$ion's structure and its program have tvolved with the time, so that more effective 
work could be performed. National Representatives, similar 10 the UIS structure did not prove to be very prac
tical, namely because some countries have several org,nisations dealing with cave diving none of them being 
representative for the whole nation. Also discussion with the UIS General Secretary as welt a.sour practical 
experiences were very helpful for us to make useful changes. 

The major change is the omission of a system of National Representatives, while a system of Working 
Groups after slight modification performs most of the Commission's work, 

Aims of the Commission are follOY-1ing: 

1. To help in the development of cave divin3 all over the world, and 10 make it more safe. 
2. To assin in the international exchange of experience and to solve important problems in cave diving_ 
3. To contribute to the effective. utilizationol~ve diving as a means of scientific research in other 

branches ot speleology. 

To reach these aims. the Commission shall follow thh program: 

1. Gather informa tion on all aspects of cave divin9,; i.e. equipment. methods and technique.s of cave 
diving, training. -safety and rescue. accidenu# cave diving photography. cartography and scientific 
application of cave diving.. 

2. Compile and process this information and distribute the results among cave divers and other people 
interested. 

3. When po,slble, conduct own research 10 complement the compiled information, for example by 
tests of equipment, techniques and $&fety procedures. 

4. Organise international meetings of cave divers (camp$. conferences, etc), to contribute to more 
effective exchange of information. 

5. When sufficient amount of Information has been collected, method and safety recommendations 
shall be issued, based on carefully procesied and evaluated information. 

6. Publish periodical "cave Diving Develop01enU" as the main means of international exchange of 
information and utilize also other po,sibllities of publication and information exchange_ 

7. When possible, conduct also other activities. that would contribute to reaching the aims of the 
commission. 

8. Cooperate with other commi,sion• of UIS, with World Underwater Federation (CMAS) and with 
other organisa·tions having underwater uploration of caves in their program. 
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Structure of the Commission 
Ba,ed on the UIS statut• and on the discustion with the UIS Executive Committee members, follow-

ing structure has been est8bllshed: · 
The Commission is compc,sed of Executive Committee. Board of Working Group Coordinators and 

Members. 

Work of the Commission 
The Commission is organized in Working Groups, which are established to deal with a particular area 

related 10 cave diving. Working groups can be umporary or permanent, dep,,nding upon their subject. 
Work of each working group is directed by a Coordinator, according to Group's aims and Commission 

Chairman's instructions.. Coordinator gathers information on the subject of work from the group members, 
evaluates 1t and assignes the members work related to the group's aims. 

The Coordinator informs regularly (at least quarterly) the Commission Chairman about work of his 
group and submi1s an annual report on this work and its results. 

Working Group Members (each cornmksion member can be a member of one or more Working 
Groupsl submitting the results to the Group Coordinator and performing partial tasks related to the Group's 
work, according 10 Coordinator's rt_quests. The•, also submit to the COordinator any suggestions, ob;ections, 
remarks etc., regarding the group's work~ 

Wor1<ing Groups 
System of Working Groups is siill developing because there is a lack of coordinators for some of the 

groups. However, the most important ones are already active, and it Is believed that the remaining ones will 
be gradually activated 100. 

Following Groups have been established or propo..c:t: 

1. Equipment and Techniques.. 
2. Training and Education. 
3. Safety, Rescue and Recovery 
4. Accident and Dive Statisdcs. 
5. Cartography. 
6. Photography and Filming 
7. Scientific Application of Cave Diving 
8. Medical Aspects of Cove Diving. 
9. Library and Bibliography. 

Each group will at first gather all acceuible information on present state of development In their pani,. 
cufar field of activity. Then it will work towards achieving the most effective development of this particular wl> 
ject. 

Aims of the working groups are implied in their names. For more detailed description I refer again to 
my paper on the Commission's work at the 2nd International Conference on cave Diving. 

The only group to be mentioned in mere detail is one for the Scientific Application of Cave Diving, 
Thts group should not duplicate work of other UIS commission•. but it will serve to maintain close cooperation 
or Cave Diving Commi$$iOn with .scientific commi$$lons of the UIS. The purl)Ost of this cooperation is to provide 
speleological 5Clences with a useful working too and to provide cave divers with rewarding fields of activity. It 
is believed. that besides experienced cave diven, scientists 'SpOcialized 1n areas where cave diving could provide 
some help, should be members of this working group. It could be very useful, if other UIS commissions would 
examine whether underwater exploration, observation, measurement, taking samples. etc., could help to solve 
some of 1heir p,oblems. Then a suitable working program could be worked out in cooperation with 1he Work
ing Group for Scientific Application of Cave Diving. 

Activities of the Commission since 1973 
In this p,,rlod the work wa, primarily oriented to activation of system of working groups. This proved 

to be far more difficult and slower than expecttd, nevertheless, working groups for Accident and Dive Stati$tics, 
Safety, Rescue and Recovery, Cartography and Scientific Application of Cave Diving have started their activity. 

Accident statistics provide valuable information, upon which safety recommendations could be based, 
both for equipment and for techniques. This also helps to determine dangerous equipment and procedures. 

Group for Safety, R=ue and Recovery gathers information about equipment techniques, spec~I 
training, etc .. which could be necessary for rescue of p,,ople from behind a sump. According to the arrange
ment between UtS Rescue Commiuion and Caw Diving CommiHion, Rescue Commis.sion deals with first aid 
and transportation of injured or otherwise incapacitated people through dry or semi-dry pans of the cave. while 
the Cave Oivmg Commluion deals with rescue of divers underwater and transpon of injured people through 
lhe syphon. 

Group for Certography, besidas providing information on actual techniqUIIS of underwater mapping 
of caves, should cooperate also with the Commission for Conventional Signs, so that their system could be 
modified to be suitable also for underwater pans of caves. 

Group for scientific application examine.s possibilites of utilization of eave diving, so that basic 
materials could be provided to anybody interes1ed in this aspect. 

An important event organised by the Commission for c...,. Diving was the 2nd lnternttlonal Confer• 
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ence on Cave Diving, held in September 1-7, 1975 in Vilanova i la Geltru, near Barcelona, Spain. This success• 
ful meeting provided an excelle.nt opportunity for international exchange of experience. 

An imponant aspect of the Commission's activity Is the arraogernent about cooperation between our 
commission and CMAS (Confederation moodiale desactivitees subaqua,:iques) commission for Fresh Water 
and Cave Diving. Among other mings, Chairman of each commission should be delegated as a member to the 
other commission. 

Commission also ptans to publish magazine "'Cave Diving Deveiopments". Though there i$ consider· 
able delay in this OP9ration, it is believed, that by the 7th Speleological Congress first issue should be put,. 
fished. This magazine $hould not be used solely for publication of articles on cave diving. Publication of 
scientific articles on problems Where cave diving could be useful are also welcome. 

Last but nol Jean of aq,ects of commission's work art better contacts among ca·ve divers all over the 
world. Unofficial penonal correspondence, visiu, etc., are very good means of exchange of Information. 

Conclusions 
The UIS Commission for Cave Diving has surted its work quite successfully. Aims, programs and 

basic structure have been ostabllshed, though not fullf activated. A successful international conference was 
organized ln the 1976 and International u:change of information i.s being conducted. There are plans to aeti• 
vate remaining working groups and to proceed towards evaJuation of the information and making our own 
recommendallons. Also more application of cave divhg in speleological science is expected. We believe that 
cave divers and other spefeologins will help us to achieve the commission's alms.. 

CALCIUM HARDNESS FLUCTUATIONS IN THE SHOW-CAVE SECTION 
OF WHITE SCAR CAVE, INGLETON, YORKSHIRE 

A.F. Piny, J.L Bracewell and R.A. Halliwell, 
Geography Dept., University of Hull, 
Hull, U.K. 

It is 20 years since J. Corbel 11957) challenged the cave research and l<arst world to consider his hypo
thesis, based on the law 'M'ltch describes the increased solubility of carbon dioxide at lower temperature$. This 
law, he argued, would indicate that the solution of limestones is more intense in a colder environment. On the 
other hand, the increase in biochemical reactjon rate-sat higher temperatures was the taw used a5 the basis for 
counter·arguments favouring warmer, humid tropical environmenu a-s the regions of most intense solution and 
cave development. The ensuing debate included three characteristics. First, solute concentration of karst and 
cave waters was sometimes confused with denudation rates (solute concentration x discharge). Secondly, data 
collected from a scatter of latitudes, often on one occasion only In remote areas, could be used to demon• 
nrate the apparent applicability of either law. Thirdly, there persists a lack of comparative data with which 
to compare the findings in Poole's Cavern, Derbyshire (Pitty, 1966), in which seep090s from the cave roof 
Jhowed clearly a high positlva correlation of calcium carbonate with antecedent air temperatures. 

It has been argued that one of the main advantage• of collecting field samples and data, as opposed 
to armchair modelling or theorising, is the chance of ob.serving an unusual evenL This may result in the influ· 
ence or character of one of many variables being prominently In evidence (Pitty, 1971 ). Thus cave water data 
which chanced 10 be collected in Britain during the exceptionally hot dry 1976 summer has particular rel .. 
vance to con:S1deratlon of the influence of temperature on cave water characteristics. The following account 
relates to data collected at 19 underground sites and on 13 occasions between March 1976 and January 19TT 
in the section of White Scar Cave which is OPOn to th< public (Fig. 1 ). The samples, collected and analysed 
by Bracewell (1977), wa• an exercise adjunct to research beyond the show cave. consisting of fortnightly sam
pling by Halliwell and helpers, betW1!en Novomber 1975 and November 1976, and lhe Installation of continuous 
reco<ding equipment in July 1976 by Piny and Halliwell. 

Mean calcium hardness values 
a/ Main stream hardntnS 
The mean calcium hardness values of the main stream are typical of a sizeable underground stream 

in Yorkshire (Halliwell er. al. 1975), being 102ppm (Site 1) at the barrier which marks the inner end of the 
show cave. Downnream, values are 99ppm (Site 12 - underneath the floorboards!, 104ppm (Site 14 - below 
the Second Waterfall) and 101 ppm (Site 17 - downs1ream from U)e Fim Waterfall). 

b/ Comparison with previous observations of the White Scar Cave stmam 
Downstream from the first waterfall (Site 17) the mean calcium hardness of 101ppm is in close agree

ment with the mean value of 105ppm for Halliwell's sampling period from November 1975 10 November 1976 
(29 valuesl. It also closely approximates to samples collected at the surface resurgence by Piuy in 1964-65 
(mean value 98ppm from 30 samples). Thus the mean hardnenes are representative of the general conditions 
of solute flow despite the extreme W1!ather conditions which occurred during the March 1976 to January 1977 
period. 
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cJ Inlets and ""'PllfJff 

The most voluminous tributary inlet Jn the show-cave section {Site 13) and its entry with a hardness 
of 144ppm probably explains the slight increase in the mainstream at Site 14. Site 8, a cave seepage which 
<treams in wet weather, and the seepage in the mined Entrance passage (Site 19) both have a mean of 142ppm. 
The highe<t hardness of 188ppm was recor1ed at points where water issues over flow<tone (Site 9 - the Ebbing 
and Flowing inlot, and Site 18 - the Glory Hole). The remaining six sites fall between the 151ppm of the 
stagnant pool (Site 6) and 177ppm of the tributary inlet (Site 4). 

Correlation of seasonal fluctuations in calcium hardnesses with air temperatures 
al The positive correlation obselVtid at all site, 
The seasonal pattern of hardnen w.lues were correlated with antecedeot air temperatures recorded 

at Malham Tarn Field Centre, the nearMt climatic station. These calculations followed the procedure des· 
ctibed by P1tty (1966). At every site the association between calcium hardness and some antecedent air tem
perature interval was found to be consisten~y and clearly positive. Correlation coefficients between hardnesSM 
and average temperature for the week prior to each sampling date, except Site 16 (r • 0.50, N • 11 ), was 0.62 
or higher tor the main <tream and 0.76 or hirj>er for the inlet, and <eepages, As observed In Poole', Cavern 
and Peak Cavern in Derbymire and in nearby lngleborough Cavern, Yorkshire, the antecedent interval with 
the closest fit varied from site to site. but with a much shonet lag than observed in the two Derbyshire 
Caverns. 

bJ The main wean, 
The main stream's hardne" (Site 1) correlates most clo$Oly with the 7• 13 day antecedent interval 

(r = 0.65, N=13). A secn,.dary 'peak' for rhe 42-62 day interval (r = 0.58) may be noteworthy, as the asso,:ia
tion with intervening intervals is loss marked (e.g. for the 21-27 day period, r = 0.42) despite the inevitably 
high autocorrelation between adjacent air temperatures. Downstream, the same secondary ~peak' persists in the 
pattern of solute fluc,uations and is just as dose a fft (r = 0.85) as for any shorter term interval since correlations 
for any week or any spread between 1 and 5 weeks prior to sampling do not exceed r • 0.85. The addition of 
the main tributary, correla1ed most closely \Vith temperatures immediately prior to sampling {r • 0,72 for the 
~6 day interval) imposes the Influence of a 1hort•term effect. In consequence, where the stream leaves tho cave 
(Sito 17), tho 7-13 day period (r • 0.861 be<:omes the overall characteristic of solute fluctuations in the com
bined flows in the main stream at this point. 

CJ lnlots 

The posftive as1ociation between air temperatures and hardness is clearly marked for all inleu. With 
the exception of S11es 13 and 16 (r = 0.71), the ~13 day interval correlations, for example, range between 
r • 0.87 (Site 19,N•l 0) and r = 0.93 (Site 3, N• l 3 and Site 6, N• 1 1 ). On the other hand, the influences of 
one specific inte~al is not identified, since the fit indicated by the correlation coefficients is equally close for 
the O • 6, O • 13, 0 • 20, 0 • 34 and the 7 · 13day temperatures for all the remaining inlets. 

Correlation of .seasonal fluctuations in calcium hardnesses with rainfall 
a) ThB generally obSIJrved inve,u corrt1/ation between precipltotion and h•rdnaS$ 
Solute concentrnions were also correlated with rainfall -amounts for ranges and spans o·f times prior 

to each sampling day. None of the Intervals nu,n1ioned in the following discussion showed statistically signifi
cant depanure from the normal distribution. 

bl Lags in the dilution effect in the !Min stream 

The cave stream mowed an apparent dilution effect, with hardness declining after rainfall. However, 
a short-te<m effect (e.g. for day 0.6 r= 0.58) wa, less marked than a longer•term association (for days 63-83, 
r • -0.72) At the downnream end of the mO\/! cave, the net effect of tributary and seepage additions is to leave 
the short•term (0.1 day) and broad ,pan (0.3< day) with the closest fiu with the hardnes, data (r • 0.74). 
These c:orrelations Suggest• slow underground movement of water in tributarias beyond the show cave. The 
changes in correlations within the show cave llluwate how solute patterns change within the <00rce of an 
underground stream. 

cJ Inlets and seepages 

The correlations of eave inlet and seep.age hardness with precipitation are unlike the gene,al patterns 
observed in Poole

1

s Cave.rn, Peak Cavern. and 1ng1eboro~ Cavern. At most sitM in 1hese earlier studies, ante
cedent temperature was an over-rid1ng, positi\19 control at most sampling points. In the case of White Scar, 
however, nearly all inleu appear to experience a significant drop in hardness aher rainfall. Thi$ inverse corre-
lation ls.marked, although no, as close as the PoSitive fit with remperature data. The inverse correlation with 
precipitation and the broad ~34 day ,pan giws the cl0<0st fit In nearly all cases, with coefficients between 
-0.68 and -0.82 for shes with 10 or more ob<ervations. 

One slight exception amon9<t the Inlets and seepages i, Site 15 where the correlations is not promi
nent and is most close for the short~ 1 day interval (r • •0.66). The main exception, are Site 13 and especially 
Site 16 where the main effect is a lagged posir/.te correlation with precipitation (42-62 day period, r = 0.82). 
These are the two wattrfall sites with water is!uing from smill open passages. For Site 3, the same lag occurs 
(42-62 day period, r = 0.61 ). 
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Fig. 1. Plan and section of Whites car show cave with sampling sites 
(based on Waltham 1976). 

Conclusion 
Compared with other cave waters studied in Derbyshire and Yorkshire, only sites 5 and 15 are strictly 

comparable, in that they are seepages which Issue dropwise from tight joints. The other sources, apart from 
the main stream, all emerge from small openirgs and are sampled after flowing as a film or cascade over flow
stone formations.. Nonetheleu, the positive control of temperature i.s clearly evident and the precipitatfon 
effect least marked at the two seep&Qe$ (SitH 5 and 15). Possibly the notabte. and general pattern or negative 
associationi between solute conoenlration and precipitation is related to the processes within the cave, as 
these small streams flow some distance in open tissues and bedding planes, and over depositional features be· 
fore being sampled. On the other hand different geohydrological characteristics could be reflected in the data 
and correlations. The strata are low in the Lower Carboniferous sequence, contain impurities and are inter• 
stratified with several thin shale bends. In addition, the scree and open-scar landsurface is at no great distance 
above the sampling points. The strata are app,oximately 25m thick above Site 7 and not much more than 
35m at the inner end of the show-cave. The Importance of precipitation In modifying the seasonal trend of 
hardness data suggesu that there is a greater opening of joints above White Scar than above caves investigated 
in earlier studies. 

It is hoped to offer more conclusive 9eneralisations ahout the geohydrology In the vicinity of 
White Sc.;r when the regular, intensive sampling has been submitted to multiple correlation and regression 
anaJysis and when the data from the continuws recording instruments near Site 1 are more extensive. 1n 
addition the significance of water temperature relationshiPS, obsef\led in the pre.sent investigation and 
Hlultrated in Figure 2.F, have yet to be evaluited. 
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WATER TEMPERATURES OF A MAJOR KARST RESURGENCE - THE CASE 
OF BLACK KELD, WHARFEDALE, YORKSHIRE 

Geohydrological setting of Black Kekl 

A.F. P1t1y and P.A. Whittel 
Geography Dept., University of Hui I, 
Hull, U.K. 

Black Keld (G.R. 974710) emerges at the foot of the eastern flank of Upper Wharfadale, 1 km south 
of the North Yorkshire village of KettleWell. At this POint in the valley, the lower slopes are made up of Grea1 
Scar Limestone which dips slightly ,outh-easiwards. Higher up the valley sides and on the plateau top, the 
Great Scar Limestone i, overlain by the alte<natlng sandstones, shales and limestones of the Yoredale Series, 
with an outlier of Millstone Grit making up the summit ridge of Great Whernside. According to D. Brook (19741 
the 18 km catchment area of the Black Kaid resurgence is unique In Britain, as most of me ,inks penetrate 
through two 6 m thick bands of sandstone ard shales before entering tha underlying massive Great Scar Lime 
stone. The distinctive geohydrological feature of the "Yoredale" CiNe Is thus its impervious floor in upstream 
reaches. J.O. Myers (19501 and oiher worker, like M.H. Long have dye-tested several sink> and anablished 
their common resurgence point at Black Keld. 

The ttudy of temperatures of cave and lmst ·Nallln 
In order to estimate the combined flow•through time of all underground streams and seepages to the 

Slack Keld outlet, the temperature of the reiurging water was measured every 2 • 3 weeks for a year (Whittal, 
1977). The annual variation of water temperatures has a coefficient of va,iadon of 18.33 per cent, with an 
observed range of 4.29 C. These variations Indicate the degree of narrowing of the water temperature fluctua
tions during passage underground, as the coefficient of variation in the nearby surface river is 50.8 per cent at 

Kettlewell Bridge. 
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Figure 1. The time-lag between air temperatures on sampling da,ys 

and the water temper atures of Black Keld. 
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Tim-lags between 11r and water temperatures 
The time--Jag between air temperan,es and emerging groundwaters-can be predsely stated and it is 

argued that such time-lags are an indication of rate of flow of underground water (Piny, 1976). Lags are identl• 
fied by calculating a series of correlation coefficient, between water temperature observations and for a set of 
a.ir temperatures means for periods at lncrea,ing intervals prior to each sampling day. Thus, it can be seen 
!tom Table 1 that the annual march of water temperatures at the Black Keld resurgence is more closely matched 
with air temperatures at pereods prior to saffl)ling than to air temperatures at sampling time (r • 0.86 for the 
0 · 6 day interval). It seems that the flt is cloiest for tho 28 • 34 day period (r • 0.94), and since air temperatures 

Correlation coefficients between water tempuatures at Black Keld and a range of ant~ent air tempera-
ture means 

0-2 0-6 7-13 14-20 

0-87 0.86 0.83 0,86 
21,27 

0.93 
28-34 

0.94 
35-41 

0.88 

are inevitably highly autocorrelated, a maxirrum effect at 28 days prior to sampling can be suggested by interpola• 
rion from the values for the adjacent 21 · 27 day and 35 • 41 day Intervals. Th15 28-day lag Is a striking charac• 
teristic of the underground courft of the streem and can be attributed to slower mo\liog water than that which 
runs straight through the ma,n stream after r,infall. This lag is noticeably longer than that of 17. 19 days ob, 
served further wen ,n the Ingleton and Malh,m areas but corresponds closely with the 28 • 29 day lag observed 
in waters emerging from tho massive limestone at Castleton in Derbyshire. Such a lag, therefore, may not be a 
distinctively ''Yoredalo Cave" feature. 

The relationships in Table 1 refer to the year as a whole, but ,t ls readily envisaged from Figure 1 that 
the relatiw lmportence of the immediate respanse (correlations for the O. 2 and for the O. 6 day periods). 
compared with the longer-term 28 • 34 day effect remains predominant and hi~ (r • 0.96). In contrast, for 
the earlier March 10 August span, the O • 2, 0 • 6, and th• 28 • 34 dey correlations are all equally close. 
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CERTAINS CARACTERISTIOUES DE LA DISTRIBUTION DES 
ONISCOIDES INFERIEURS DANS LES GROTTES DE LA YOUGOSLAVIA 

(CRUSTACEA, /SOPODAJ 

Milika Pljakic 
Institute za Zoologica, 
Prir, maL fakultet. 
Studentski Trg 16 
Beograd, 
Yugoslavia. 

Following geoes11 of the Oina,,c ch1,n and 1h1 Bllk~~••.n Arc mountain systems, aMt modification by Qr'lt,c 
proctttK. chest reg1ons have become the Offt11'1" of ewlutjon of ·phyloge.ne,re llne, which have Cl\/trn1cofous representa1ive1. 
Ttk,ng as an example two phylogenetic: II net of lowtrOnimdff this atudY illuttraas biogeog.raphic p1culiat·itits of 1htte 
lm.rn feunin. The TrichoniscinN, phylOQtnel~Uy most anClen·t, W.1~ an exc:ep·tJonallv large cewmicolous drversltv, i:s chlrtc> 
1erlttic of the Yu\)OSlavian Dina,ic chain. The 8alkan-Catp,thia" art cons:tituit:1 e ptculiar blogtogrtQhic unit. Trog/otutes of 
Trichonlsctn charecttris. cht een,m Strbf•n mauif. 

Avec fes ehangements dynamiques du palf«ellef de l'Europe .au cours du tertiaire se sont formfes les 
conditions pour la formation de nouveaux t!~mant.s fauni1tk1ue.s; avec !'interruption desponts terrestres 1'6ch
ange de fa faune s'est llmlt~e et eer-uines lig~e-s6volutivH re.staient isoft\es, se stationnant jusqu•, nos jours 
dans.tes divers n1:fuges. 

Les changements pronords qui sont en rappon avec la g6nese du massif des Alpes 5'6tendent sor la 
Peninsole des Balkans, la raison pour laquelle son relief devient un des plus compliqu6 dans la M6dlt6rranee. 

Les changements d'un ancien continent balkanique sont en relation avec la formation de, Dinarides 
t l'est et au sud-oue~ ainsi quc d'arc Karpato-belkanique 6 l'ouestde la Peninsule des Balkans. 

Ces d6rivll• alpim dans la P6ninsule des Balkans deviennent le centre de 1'6volution de la faune terrestre, 
surtout des artropodes et d85 gastropodes terrestres. Mod ifith par le processus karstique, les Dinarides, aussi 
blen que les Karpato-Ballqinides devlennent les centres de la formation dos troglobies; la P6ninsole des Balkans 
devient trlls rlche en 11oglobies e~mique D. apres Gueorgulev (19731 on connait des 11oglobies balkaniques 
terremes 103 genres, 18 sous-genres et 794 especes et sous-esp~. Les r6soltau les plus rkenu. alnsi que les 
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n6tres, $Ont en faveur de la constatat,on que la 'i6terog6nitt! de ta faune trogtobie est beaucoup plus grande. II 
s'agit surtout de la diversit6 des oni.scoide, inferieurs. 

En Yougodavie, l8$ •~ions des Dinarkles et des Karpato-Balkanides repnl<entent les centres tres Im· 
port.an!$ de la radiation de la composanta cavemicole de la sous,famille des TrichoniscinlllJ. 

A juger·d'apris hu donrw!e, sur la distribution des espkes end6miques, eussi blen que des genres et 
sous•g911res, la zone des Oinarides (l'est et sud-tst de le Y ougoslavie) represente une unitll particullere biogtlo
graphique. Entr'outre, certeines troglobies autochtones du deuxlime division de la II legion, d'aillaurs un groupe
ment tres primitif de la llgrn!e 6volutive trichoniscienne, d6signent cette particularite biogt\ographique de la 
faune cavernicole des D1narides. 

Dans les Dinar ides yougoslavs le group& de genres ProtonethlS Absolon et Strouhal, 1932, Titanerhes 
Schiodte, 1849, est autochtone, aussi bien qu'un nouveau genre en train de la publication (Pljakic 19771. Par 
une analyse comparative de !'organisation d&s e,peces, !es relations phylogt\rw!tiques deviennent 6videntes sur 
le plan g6lll!rlque; les etapes successive, de l'holulion de ce groupe de genres troglobiens, 6ndemique dans les 
Oinarldes, peuvent ltre suivies • partir de l'org;nlution du Protonethes monotypique, VOi"$ cetle qui est aussi 
nlalisee chez le nouveau genre monotypique. et enfin chez TitaMthes taxonomlquernent difftrencie (2 .ous
genres et 4 especos). • 

Un groupe important dan?les Oinarides yougos1aves composent les genres: Alp/oniscus Racovftza. 
1908, Macedoniscus Buturovic, 1954, Aegonethss Frankenberger, 1938. Ce groupe de genres, ainsi que le 
prtcedent en caracterise par les pank:ularitts p,ylog,!n6tiques et biog6ographiques. Ce groupe de genres de la 
lignt!e evolutlve trichoniscienne appartient a la mime division et a la meme legion qua le groupe pr6a!dent 
(11 division et 11 l6gionl. 

La radiation la plus intensive dans les Dinarides yougoslaves est constatee chez le genre Alpion/scus; de 
trois .sous-genres de la faunecavernicole de cette r6gion. le plus divers c'est 11/yrionethef Verhoett, 1927 ( 12 
esp6ces tndem1ques et 2 sous,-espec8s}; le$ autte deux soot-genres, ii S8'Joir Alpion;$CII$ s. str avec 4 espkes 
et 2 s01wesp6ces, ainsi que le sous-genre enderrique Mactldonethes Buturovic, 1955, tous les deux de la Mace
doine occjdentale, Hluttrent au.ssi la grande differentiation d'Alpionrscus dans les Dinarides yougoslaves. 

La nlpartition des genres des troglobies Macedoniscus (2 espkesl et Aegonerhes (2 especes) t6moi1t 
nent en faveur de la richesse de la compo .. nte cavernico1e de la lignee trichonlscienne. Le premier est end6mique 
dans les Dinarides yougoslaves. Tous lesdeux !llnres sont d'une affinitll proche allec le genre Alpioniscus. 

La conclusion generate c'est que, dans l'apprfciation de la panicularitll bioge~aphique des Dinarides. 
le rble important jouent les indicateurs bioge01;raphiques des Trichoniscines troglobiens de la deuxieme division 
de la II legion en g,!n~ral. 

Les Karpato-Ba1bnides p~sentent le ~ntre de 1'6volution des 616m:enu autochtones troglobiens do la 
lignee trlchonisc1enne. Ce sont aussi le, Trlchoniscines troglobiens de la II division, mais des lignees phylogt\ne
tiques differentes, a uvoir I, 11 et 111 ltgion. Cependant, dans cette region sont beaucoup plus frequent que 
dans les Dinarides les troglobies de la 111 division, c'est·ll·dire du genre Trichoniscus Brandt, 1883, qui sont 
end6miques dans la region orientale de la Peniosule des Balkans. 

En Yougoslavie, les massifs qui font partie des Karpato-Balkanides (Serbia orientate) sont caracterises, 
d'apr8s nos resultats, par la radiation des reprf!sentanudes troglobies du genre Tricho111SCU$. Mime chacun des 
ma5Sih repf'esente un des centres dans 1'4volti0l des espi:ces end6miques de ce genre. La proche affinite de 
certaines espeC"es repa.ndues en Serbie orientale et en Sulgarie, ainsi que la distribution de la mime espe<:e tro
globtenne daos fes grottes de ce-s deux: n!gions, afflrme la constatation que la partie or-ientale de la Peninsule 
des Balkans form• une unitll biogtlographlque particullere ou les espkes endi!miques du genre Trichon;scus 
presentent la composante principale de la faure troglobienne des T richoniscines. 

Dans las grottas de la Serbie la troglobie Mesoniscus graniger (Frivsldsky, 18651 est c.iracteristique. 
C'est le seuf repr6sentantca\ternicole de la llgNe ligienne de la faune cavernico1e de ta Serbia. C'est en mime 
temps, 1•,1ement commun au)( unit,sbiogeographiques ant6rieurement mentionn6esdans les Dinar ides et 
Karpato-Balkenides qui se rejo1gnent en Serbie. 8 I'm et l'ouest de Moravia, 

En g6neral, la faune cavernicole de la Yougoslavle est compo,ee des repr6sentants de deux ligrll!es 
t!volutives: liglenne et trk:honiscienne. Cette dtuxiBme lig~e en caract,risee par les repr,senants des ,tapes 
successlves l!volutives: le complexe des Trichoniscines phylogt\notiquement plus ancien (II division) avec le 
centre de 1'6volution dons la partie oa:identale de la Y ougoslavie (les Dinarides) et des formes t!ndl!mlques des 
Trichoniscines dans la panie orientate, cu pr4!cominent les troglobies du genre Trichonisr;us (II I division, 1'4tapes 
phylogt\netique r6centel. Les considerations stJr l'origine, ies rappom de l'affinittl et sur la distribution de cer• 
talnes lignt!es phylogent!tique des Oniscoides inftlrieuri en Youg.,.lavie font une base imponante pour di!ter· 
mination des canw:t:6ristiques de, unith particuliins biog6ographiques & l'est et~ l'ouest de la Peninsule des 
Balkans. 
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NEW DATA ON THE STRATIGRAPHY OF PETRALONA CAVE 

Nickos A. Poulianos 
Spelaeological Section of the Anthropological 
Association of Greece 

During the 1976 excavations a new ttial section was done in the Pettalona cave, which uncovered 
about twenty layers. 

The tenth layer divides the pit intc two part5 very distinctly. It is a travertine I eyer, but ve:ry different 
from the top stalagrmte layer. It is a flowstone, formed in a wtt and damp period, as the top layer, but quite 
different in its crystallography. It is a starlit layer, while the top stalagmite has certain bones. tools, or other 
remains in it. During the formation of the tenth layer we suppose man did not enter the cave, while during 
the first (top) man occasionally entered. 

Under the top stalagmite layer the soil is very soft and full of evidence of human activity. We came to 
the conclusion that it was formed during a cold period, which was named the PetraJonian period. Dating of the 
stalagmite allows an absolute date for thi, l1yer (Nos. 2 and 4) of about 400,000 years. which corresponds to 
the Mindel cold period of alpine terminol<>v(. Thus we think the intermediate layers, (3, 5, 7, 8, 9) including 
the 10th belong to an lnte;gtacial named Thermaecian, after the gulf of Salonica, which must have been formed 
at that time. 

Below comes layer 11, very soft scil and with the most abundant evidence of human activity, mainly 
stone implements. It corresponds to anothw cold per1od named Crenian, aher the village Crene in the vicinity 
where man was mainly procuring r-;,w mat.e1ial for his tools. Lower layers correspond to interglacia1s as well as 
interstadials, and the Whole complex should correspond to a pr....,Crome.rian el)OCh of Europe, given that layer 11 
Is daied as a Matuyama boundary. The life of man in this part of Greec. approaches one million years. 
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"CIMETIERES" DE CHAUVES-SOURIS DANS LA GROTTE BARADLA D'AGGTELEK 
"BAT-CEMETERIES" IN THE BARADLA CAVE AT AGGTELEK 

J6zsef Racz 
H-1117, Budape5t, 
Budafoki ut 52. 
Hungary 

The B•radl• Cave Is iilvattd 1n the Kart1lc area of NE-Hungary. From the secorld half of rhe 191h century onwards 
manv have been conc::smed in the ,nw,ping and exwni111bon of the cavt. 

Ofnes GyOrgy•, tPtltological t.eam dt•w to <TIY atttntJon two mud4'1U1 °" wtllch remntnt.s of dead bau. c.n be found, 
The~ hnds ,,. tht bones of common Oiomrelt, (Pfpia,wllus pq,istrellu1) which. according to the literature, llw-s exclusively 
on t!lt 9JrfKt; more<M:1r. It Mlecu its hibe,n1eulum Y\ith leau di ff trance from the open-e1r coodit1ons. 

Dans les environs d'Aggtefek ii y a un des plus beaux paysages karstiques de Hongrie. Ce terrain se 
trouve dan, la panie No,d-Est du pays qui s'appelte Esuki Kbdphegyseg (Massif Borbl) et ,•,tend loin en 
Tchkoslovaquie. Sur ce terrain relatlvement petit on peut 6tudier cer"tains 6venemenrs karstiques, p. e,c_ tes 
ponors en fonction e.t ceux qui sont ~niles, les ;oun::n k.arstiqtH'!$, les difft§rente-s sones de cavernes: les dolines, 
les gouffres. Jes grottes, l!tc. 

Le grotte la plus imponante de cette Z)ne est la Baradla, c'est la 258 des cavernes les plus longues du 
monde. Sa longueur totale, d'apres les ~aluatioos officielles est de 23. 101 metres (Jakucs L. 1975), la Tchkos
lovaquie en pos$8de 7 km. le reste est hongrois. Ence qui concerne le tourisme1 les environs des entr6-es natur• 
elles qui sont ac:hev6s et illumin6s en constituent 1 .. panies les plus imponantes. Ces parties se trouvent ,l Agg
telek, ,l Josvafo et de l'autre cOte de la frontiert: 6 Domica. 

Oepuis la 2• moit~ du sikle passe jusqu'll nosjours on a !alt plusieurs fouilles arch6ologiques et 
pal6ontologiques ,l Baradla. En 1876,77, ce lutNyary Jen6 qui d6couvrlt des cimetieres pr6hlstoriques dens la 
"Salle aux os" (Csonthazl et dans la "Galerie des chaves-souris" (Denevkftg), Au commenc,iment de notre 
sikle Kadi/: Ottokar, Marton Lajos et Tompa Fuence ont lait des exeavations ,l divers point de la grotte. A 
partir de 194S, ce fut Wrtes Laszlo qui <Mcouvrit beaucoup de souvenirs arcMologiques, puis l'annee derniere 
Ko,dos Laszlo a examine les faunes des ~iments des cultures de Bukk (N,olithique) et de Hall5tatt (Age de 
fer), 

la pipistralle commune 
Sous la direction de D6nes GyOf'gy s'est constitu6 un groupe de ~l,ioJogues qui se propose de collecter 

le.s divers travaux de documentation d,jtt 81aboris, d'y apporter certaines prkisions @t de dkouvrir avec des 
m6thodes complexes les parties inconnuos de Baradi a. 

Ce sont eux qui ont "'ei116 mon intt!rl!t pour les colllnes d'argile sur losquelles on peut trouver un grand, 
nombre d'os de chauvu-sourls. Ce qui n'est pas surprenant parce que plusieurs especes de Chiroptires peuplent 
ce systeme caverneux. 

En d4terminant les re-sta.s, j'al auis~ A un 6v~nement curieux. Oan, les faunes de la partie moyenne 
de la Galerie principale (F6-agl lap/pistrell• commune (Pipistre//us pipiscrellus) domino, laquelle - selon la 
litt6rature spkialiso!e-n'appantentpasaux eSP9Ces qui vlvent dans les cavernes. Selon Top61 Gyorgy (sp6ciaHste 
des Chiropt6res) la presence massive de cette espke en bian rare, et elle choisit sa r,sidence d'hlver en un lieu 
ou la teneur en vapeur, l'intensill! de la lumi~re et de la tem~rature n'offrent pas de diff6rence avec: un endroit 
siru6 l ciel ouvert. Les allemands Natuschke et Brehm ajoutent encore que la pipistrelle commune supporte bien 
le froid, elle effectue des vols fr~uents pendantles jours d'hiver plus mod,res. 

Ces falu soulavant la question suivante:comment les restes de cette espice sont•ils parvenus en si grand 
nombre dans !es coins de Saradla qui se trouventlo1'n des entr,e.s nawrelles? Ce n'ett pas le travail de l'eau ou 
de 1'6rosion qui les a falt rouler, parce qua le bon 6tat des os d6truit cene possibifit6. Les 6chantillons, pris dans 
te:s d6pressions at le-s ponors seniles, qui se posent au-desws de la gaferie. 6taient totalement st6riles. On peut 
done en conclure que les cadavres de• animaux n'y ont pas 6te transpon6s par l'eau. Les identltes de, formes et 
de l'osll!om6trie infirment presque wrement l'hypothise selon laquelle U s'agirait d'une sous-espke ou d'une 
variation qui s'est adaptee au cllmat de la cavern,. Ainsi est-ii possible que le grand nombre des sp6cimens se 
soient r4unis dans un creu• 6troit - ~riodiquemant, peut-ttre en cherchant un abri pendant un hiver plus froid 
qu '& l'ordinaire; puis le creux s'est ferm6. Ces animaux ont tlU pris par une "trappe" nature lie. Cette hypothbe 
est 6tayl!e par deJ arguments et aussi par un fait:on peut ttouver beaucoup de restes de cette espke aux environs 
des deux localit6s principales - ce sont peut~treles spkimen$ qu1 ont p6ri en cherchant la sonie. On peut cons• 
tater que plus on s'6lo19ne des loc-ali~s. moins on fait de trouvailles. Ene·ore un fait: ,ur la collioe situ,e exacte
ment ~ 3740 metres d'Aggtelek, j'ai trouv6 les os d'ungrand hamster (Crlcetus cricstus/ et d'un campagnol rous
saue (Myodes glareolus) et en outre une carcassed'e.sca~or qui sont tombes dans la grotto. 

Aucun des rettes n'est earact4rtstiQue d' ,n Age concret, parce qu'ils ont v6cu lnvarlablemant du P16isto• 
cane moyen justqu'/1 aujourd'hui. Pourtant on peut pr6sumer qu'ils datent de l'Holocine. parca qu'ils sont rest6s 
en bon 6tat, et qua fe les al trouv,s 6 la surface dos colllnes d'argile. 

D'apre. las estimations osreom6triques i ya 15-28 pour cent de miles, 55-70 pour cent de femelles et 
16-25 pour cent de jeunes animaux danschaque population. 
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THE KARST HYDROGEOLOGY OF THE SOUTHERN SLOPE OF THE GREATER 
CAUCASUS IN THE RACHA LIMESTONE MASSIF 

K. Rakviashvili 
Speleology Council, 
Georgian Academy of Sciences, 
lbilisi, USSR 

The limestone karst area of Western Georgia is pal't of the Alpine fo1ded system. One of the largest 
is tha Racha limHtone massif (650 km~) formed by dePoS1ts of Middle and Upper Jurassic. Cretaceous and 
Palaeogene-Neogene age,. 

The average relief of the Radia rang, over the bed of the Rloni river (the base level for the northern 
slope of the range) isl 100 m. The surface kartt forms develop at altitudH from 500 to 2400 m. The surface 
of this territory is covered with a rather stab~ layer of earth and the occurrence of denuded karst is there
fore limited. 

Kar'Sl waters are basically formed b\' atmospheric precipitation draining into numerous dolines and 
ponors. 

Analysis of the lithology of the deposits distinguishes the following two water,bearing karst horizons: 
The lower (main) water·bearlng horizon is composed of Lower Neocomian dolomitized limestones, 

Barremian and Lower Apllan thick·bedded 1iS1e>1ones, their thickness being 300.900 m. The underlying Middle 
and Upper Jurassic aqulfuge deposits {thickness 1800 m) form an impermeable horizon below the entire massif. 

The upper water-bearing horizon - highly jointed llmestones of the upper Cretaoeous,Palaeocene have 
a thickness being 150.300 m. This ho,izon is often combined with the lower water-bearing horizon. As a result 
of these two levels of karst waten separated by the Aptian and Alblan aqulfuge deposits (the middle imper• 
meable horizon) are formed. 

In the investigated territory underground basin$ with free. gravitational water exchaBQe in the upper 
parts, as well as arlllsian basins under pressure can be observed. The north-eastern part of the Shaori deprHsion 
with limestone submergence below the sea le,~I serves as a pertinent illustration. 

Due to the shallow incision of the lccal karst valleys an underbed circulation of karst waters can also 
emerge there. On the other hand the left tributaries of the Rioni - Kheora, 8arula, Khoteura and Sharaula 
are fed almost entirely by karst waters. 

The kam waters are mainly hydrocarbonaie-calclc. The constitution of Ca++ is (mg/I) 32.0-100.0, 
Mg++ 3.~20.0, HCD3 162.0-335.0. pH• 7•8. at temperature 4.0 to 11.o•c. 

The complete tectonic structure, the peculiarhy of .. 1he jointing., the erosion of the relief, various 
climatic and hydrographlcal features make for the diversity of the hydrogeologic conditions of kant form•• 
tion inside the massif. 

The Racha range as a structural unit was formed on the verge of the Pliocene and the Quaternary, 
It lies in the tr11nsiuonal zone between of the folded system of the Southern slape of the Greater Caucasus 
and the Georgian Block ceuS1ng the formation of linear asymmetrical folds and rocks disPlac,,ment along the 
tectonic rupture. as wall as the formation of bfocks of hors-t type. 

The diagonal and cross-tectonic dblocations s.eparate underground basins, whose areas and boundaries 
do not coincide with the topographic basins. In the territory under investigation -.ve distinguish four bl.sins, 
each containing isolated streams. Thus, In the most uplifted south-ea.tern part of this territory the synclinal 
hydrogeological basin Shkmeri•Phutietl is divided Into two blocks by a upthrust. Karst water of the uplihed 
block discharges in the zone of laulting at 1740 m above s.1., whereas the waters of the downcast block rise 
under pressure in tha syncline out'of a karst like with discharge 0.4 m) /sec. 

There are alw numerous smaller sp,i,,gs of this isolated basin in zones of local tracture-s and in the 
thalwegs. All of them give rise to the River Kheoro. The interval between Inflow and discharge areas diffefl 
within 600.1100 m. 

In lhe ridge zone of the Racha range karn waters has a bipartite discharge - to the east and to the 
west le.g. the Khikhata basin). 

The hydrogeological basin of the Sluori depression occupies a lmost half of the investigated area. The 
thick Urgonian limestones are intensively kanted, but below 400 m the karst process is less. The Shaori basin 
is al50 divided into two parts by tectonic fractures. 

In the southern slop,e of the depression a monoclinal karst water basin ls observed, whose waters dis
charge out of subhorizontal caves at 1180 m. To the north. two powerful springs emerge in the horizontal 
caves. opening in the Barremian limeuones ard giving rise to the Sharaula river. Their flow-route with the 
underground waters of ttle Shaori basin is e-sublished by means of a colour test. 

Almost all eight horizontal caves In flls region are still active and continue their development, indica
ting the young age of karst. 

Neotectonic movements have exerted a great influence on the karst development. In the course of 
these rising moveme.nts the karst waters of hcrizontaJ circulation penetrate towards the lower horlt.ons and 
form two layer cavts. 

As stated above the direction and redistribution of the kant waters In the investigated massif is deter• 
mined by disjunctive dislocations, as d istinct ;rom the other karst mauifs of the Georgia, where the character 
of folding bear& the greatHt significance. The tectonic dislocations divide the underground waters into the 
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small isolated baslrn end even separate waterstreams. 
It ls our opinion that the Racha karst massif due to its diverse and peculiar hydrogeological conditions 

makes an interesting object for further detailed ln,estigations with the major aim of establishing a pattern of 
karst development. 

KARST DE LA HAUTE-SAUMON, ILE ANTICOSTI, QUEBEC: MODELE DE 
DEVELOPPEMENT D'UNE KARST JEUNE 

Jean Roberge 
Oijparunent de G6ographie, Universi~ McMastar, 
Hamilton, Ontario. Canada 

Andeosti I stand Is COffl.P0sed of very ge.ntlv dl,pp1ng O,dov1eith and Silurl.an Cltbonlt" with low relief. Karst I.I 
limited 10 c~par1t1v11v ou,. members and has dewlOt)ed since degleciation c 13~ YHtt 8P,, S.lmon River besln com• 
prltts 37 km1 of hofok.ltit and perlphetaf ftuviok.arst, ~ting a further 106 km1 of non-kam drainage. Kant he. prop•• 
atttd w•ctw1rds from • slngle resurgence for di1ta1l0H u grtat 11 15.5 \mt 1M with hydraulic gradients es low as 0..3N. 
1ided by • r,ma,l(.ably contlnuou, pattern of vertical joints bearing 110 •290°. OrQlnlMlloo It simple end ptlmhlve, offering 
1n ldeal llbor1tory for swdy of early kantiflcatlon. 

I Cadre physique 
L'lle Anticosti, partie emerg6e de la section oriental a des Basses-Terres du St-Laurent, se compose de 6 

formations pal6o?iQues, de l'Ordovicien supt!riaur au Silurien moyen, de direction 110° avec un 14ger pendage 
S.S.W. d'environ2°. Ce sont surtout des cak:aires avec aussi du schistes argileux, des conglom,rats et des grl,s en 
stratas minces, le tout fracture par un remarquabft systeme principal de diaclases b 110° continues et penis• 
tantes et un systlme seeondaire , 20° moins regul er. L 'Ile ett caracll!rish par une topographie de cuesta. Les 
depots-meubles y sont peu importants. Au-dessus de 75 mltres (I imite maxima le de !'invasion marine post•wis• 
consinienne) ii s'agit surtout d'un till plus ou moins continu d'epaisseur g6n,!ralement inf6rieure l 3 mttre,. La 
degfaciation de l'ile se serait produite ver, 13,000 3.P. 

II Le karst 
Un karst s'est d,veloppf au centre de 11le i l'inttirieur du bas.sin sup6rieur de la rivillre Saumon. dans la 

partie inferieur des calcair01 de Gun River. ,ous dE tris faibles gradients (aussl bas que 0.32%) formant une 
bande de plus de 15 kilomltres de longueur, II ocwpe une surface d'environ 37km. On y distingue une zone 
centrale holokarstique et une zone perif6rique discontinue fluviokarstique. Environ 106 kni' de terrains non•kars• 
tiques sa drainent dans le karst. Une seule r6surgence, ~ l'extrtimitA est, draine toutes les eaux du karst. 

Les formes de surface sont trh jeunes lmoins de 13,000 ans) et presque toutes 6tablles au depens de 
diaelases a 110° , On y note surtout des doline, (dt dissolution, de sou ti rage et d'effondrement) des lits assechh, 
des pavts karstiques el des diaclases 61al'gies. 

Ill Modelo d'ovolution et fllcteurJ determinants 
A/ La topogr8(Jhie 

A l'est du karst la resurgence est srtuee a l'endroit ou l'on trouve un gradient de pente (2 a 3%) bien 
sup6rieur l ceux rencontr6s dans cette partied l'ile sur mtme substraL Cette caracn!ristique locale est probable
ment le responsable initial du d6veloppement karstique. 

8) LB fB$8/HJ de diaclases 
L'org,anlsation, d'abord locale, du drainage lOUterrain a pu se faire trts rapidement et facilement grace 

MJX 2 ensembles de dfaelases pr6exlstants. A caus, de lour r6gularit6 et de lour continuit6, les diaclases a 110° ont 
jou6 un rOle primordial dans l'e.xtenslon du karn progressant ainsi f-acilement d'est en ouest. A partir de ces axes 
principaux, les diaclases moins regtJliires a 20° Ont permis la Jonclion avec d'autres a 110°. Au fur et a mesure 
de son extension, le kal'lt a captur, les cours d'eau de surface atteints. 

Ci La lirhologie 
La lithologie impose des c.ontraintes a !'extension du karst. Vers le nord, la pr6sence de schistescalc.ar· 

eux au sommet de la formation de Becscie inhibe la karstiflcation. Vers ht sud, dan, 11 Gun Riv8f' suptirieur. dts 
lits; de schiste argileux intercell6s dans Its calcaires la ralentissenL 

DJ Aurns fact.urs 
O'autres facteurs controlent le dtvelopp,ment du karst. Leurs effets som limi~s et locaux et ont peu 

d'influenca sur la diSl)osition spaciale du karst dans son ensemble. Les principaux sont la distribution du till, 
son 6paisseur et la localisetion des tourbitres et e,tr01 surfaces humldos. 

EJ L 'Avolution contemporaire: /ff ZOMS pionnilns 
L'hypothm d'oxtension des llmites du karst ven l'ouest se v6rifie de nos jours 6 son extr6mi~ occi

dentale qui constitue une zone pionnilreen ex pans on. C'es1 un sude de tr1nsition entre le terrain non karstiQue 
et l'holokarst. Las cours d'e'"' intercep~s s'y perdent et les tourbilrts, en voie d'asstchement, se drainent sou-
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terrainement. Une tourbiire en paniculier fournit une excellente dfmonstration des processus d'asskhement 
par karstification, preuve de la progression du karSt vers l'ouest. A son extremite est, d .. dolines drainent la plu• 
part des eaux. Trois zones caracterlstiques ¥ sont visibles: A l'ouest une zone humide mal drainee; A !'est une 
zone s'usechant. drainee par des dolines; finalement A l'extrilme-est, dans la foriit, urni zone que l'on suppose 
avoir fait parti de la tourbiilre auparavant. Les dolines A proximite de la zone humide mal drainee; II !'est une 
d'aspect trils recant dralnant surtout le terrain adjacent du cot, ouest. Plus vers l'est les dolines sont des pertes 
reliques, rendues ck!suiltes par la formation de pertes plus jeunes en amont et se comblent partlelloment par 
gllssement du till sus-jacent suivi d'une colonisation vigetale. Dans la forAt adjacente A !'est on ne retrouve que 
ces dolines partiellementcombl6es qui ont ite les premieres pertes A drainer la tourbiere. 

Au sud .. des stratn retativement insolubles limitent la colonisation du terrain par le karSt sans l'arnfter 
totalement. Certalnes perforations ti travers ces strate.s, vis•A•vis diaclase.s importantes permettent localement 
i l'eau de rejoindre le ,vst~me de drainage ,outerrain principal. De plus, le manque de rdgularitd et de continuttt 
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des diaclases b 20° contribue A ralentir la progression du karst vers le sud qui est done plus lente qua celle vers 
l'ouest mais aussi beaucoup plus im!gullere, d6pendant 

- de 1'6paisseur, du dogn! de solubillt6, de la r6sistance m6canique et de la lr6quence des strates peu 
solubles. 

- de la distribution des diaclases majeures (en particul ier ~ 20°). 
- de la localisation das apports d'eau inportants. 
- de la topographie. 

Les tonnes kamiques clans la genise desquelles l'effondrement joue un rl)le Important, abondent dans 
ce secteur. 

Conclusion 
Consid6rant la courte p6riode de temps depuis la d6glaciation wlsconsinienne et la faiblesse des gradi

ents hydrauliques, l'imporumce de ce dheloppe'Tlent karstique parait inattendue et peu commune. En effet, en 
13,000 ans, ce karst que l'on suppose entierement post-glaciaire aurait progress6 vers l'ouest b partir de la risur
gence b une vitesse movenne minimum de 1.2 km parml119naire. On doit toutefoisconsi<Mrer ce taux avec 
n!serve, gardant b !'esprit qu'il ne repn!sente qu'une moyenne, or ii est peu probable que la diffusion du karst 
se soit falte de f~n.1,miform&, les conditions t,yd;O-climattques avant varie depuis la tard1glaciare et fes apports 
d'eau capture$ ne se distrlbuant pas jgalement d'est en ouest. 

L'hypothise selon laquelle ce karst se sarait d6velopp6 enti~rement et si rapidement depuis la deglacia, 
tion, alli6e au fait que l'on n'ait rettouv6 actuellement aucun indice pouvant laisser croire ~ une karstification 
an~rleure pose des probl~mes. En effet cette hypotMse lmplique qu'il a pu en ,tre de mime aux interglaciaires 
p~dentes &t que les glaciations en aurait effid tousles 616ments, ce qui est difficile~ admettre. 

Ce karst en formation qu'on commence Juste A connaitre a encore beaucoup ~ r6v+Her et m6rite beau
coup d'attention d'autant que la simplicit6 relatve du context• g~logique, structural, physiographique et 
hydrographique font de celui,ci un laboratoria id6a1 pour l'~tude du ~va1oppeman1 d'un karst jeune en milieu 
temp6r6 froid. 

. ' 
AU SUJET DE PLUSIEURS ANNEES DE BAGUAGE DE CHIROPTERES 

DANS LE S.W. DE FRANCE 

Pierre Saumande 
18 Rue Gustav Nadaud 
Limoges, 87000, F ranee. 

The rtsvlts of registering the numbers of baulivlng In c,f'lles in the sou1hwes-tem outcrops of lime,1one of the Massif 
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Cent rel trt l'epontd, They show llmlted fl.gilts in that area. wllh few txeeedlng 100 km in• Stta9't lint. 

Depuls 1954, j'ai effec1u6 des ~guages •• ~• contr61es de chirepl~res cavernicoles pour le 'compte du 
C.R .M.M.O. Les premi6res cavith ou ce 1revoil a 6t6 entrepris se situent en Charente. Ce sont la Grotte de 
Rancogne et le gouffre de la Fosse-Mobile. Ces deux cavit6s 1r6s diff6rentes dans leur structure abritaient ~ 
l'fpoque, de trtb lmportantes colonies de chauves--souris. 

La Grotte de Rancogne (1) est unecavit6 complexe: une grande s.alle, entourie de nombreu$es galeriM 
et de salles de petite.s dimensions rfpartie-s t. des niveaux ditMrents, avec une partie fossile et une zone active. 
De nombreuses entn!e$ permettent une circulation d'air assez marqufe A certains endroits, selon le$ saisons. 
C'est dans uN? $Ille du secteur fossite, ~ un ttege sup4rieur que se liunissait la colonie qui j'al pu 1hudie,. Cet 
endroi1 est relativemenl sec, bien abrit6 des courants d'air tou1 en 6tan1 proche d'une des entr6es du versant 
Tardoire. 

La Grouffre de la Fosse-Mobile 12) est sch6ma1iquemen1 constitu6 tou1 au moins clans la panie qui 
concerne mon travail, d'une 5'rie de trois gouffres juxtapo~s • des niveau>C suoces-sifs et communiquant entre 
eux. La colonie la plus lmpor1ante (cellequl a 4'6 6tuditle) 6rail sta1ionn6e au plafond de la salle surplombant 
le troisjime puits. Le1 chiroptef'es y avaient marque leur occupation dans le temps par une immense UIS de guano. 
Cette salle est A l'abri des courants d'air tout en se trouvant I une distance rfduite de l'enHfe du gouttre. Con
trairement b la grone de Rancogne l'hygro ... 6trio y 61ai1 61ev6e. 

Par la suite, apr6s avoir recherche d'autres sites de ~jour de chauve•sourb, j'ai d0 arr6ter mon choix sur 
la grottl! de La Fage (3) ~ la llmlte Sud du d!panment de la Correze. Cette cavit6 a'" d6crite par Martel qui 
en a dress6 un plan dent la pn!cision est sutti,ante pour ce traVail. Longue d'environ cinq ,nu mAtre,, on 
acc/Jde aux galeries par un pults double. La partie Nord. d'une centaine de m~tres de d6veleppemen1 a 616 am6ma, 
g6e poor le tourisme. La galerie Sud est un ~rand cou1oir mesutant it ce.rtains androiu 6 ti 7 mitres de large, 
avee un plafond it une dizaine de m~tres, et d'un trd peu tourment~. A 50 m6tres de l'~boulis terminal on 
trouve une salle baptl56e par Martel "Palai,des chauves•souris" dont le plancher est recouvert de guano sur une 
,!paisseur de 1 ~ 2 metres. Cette galerie Sud n'est pas ouverte aux visiteurs et comme pour !es besoins de l'explol• 
talion touristique l'entr~e du 900ffre compone une c lOture. seuls peuvent y avoir un nombre restreint de per4 

sonnes. On peut consid6rer qu'ainsi elle est bien prot6gt!e. 
Lortque j'al commenc.l ce travail. j'avais pour but d'essaver de vtlrifier la v~racit6 des dlres de cenains 

auteurs qui attflbuaient aux chauves-souriJdes d~placements importants. La Fosse-Mobile avait ~tt! choisle en 
premier lieu parce que j'avals 6t6 lmpressiomt! par le volume de ckljections, qui prouvait que co gouffre 6talt 
fr6quent6 depulS longtemps •t par des groupes nombreux. Puis Rancogne a 6t6 ajout6 lorsque fut trouv6e la 
•alle OU stationnait la co1onie et qui se l)r6s&"ltait d'une facon trtis dltt~rente. Les co1onies y 6taient mains four• 
nlei mais de capture tn!:s tac1le. La couche de guano 6paisse d'une vingtaine de centimetres itait skhe. Par la 
suite, j'ai abandonni! la cavite de la Fosse-Mobile, !es chauves-souris l'ayant c16sert6es, perturbees par de trop 
nombreuses visites d'un groupe peu respectueux du milieu sooterrain: A cause aunl de la fermeture administra· 
tive de ce.ne cavite situee en fOret domaniale de La Braconne. 

A cette fpoque, j'ai pe.ns6 thendre mon ~tude aux chauves-souris qul auraien·t pu di ire domicile dans 
les eavlt6s do la zone calcaire qui borde la partie du plateau cristallin, de la Charente ~ la Correze. Ma prospec
tion b t!tt1: vaine: les cavft6s visft6es, toutes de dimensions relativement modestes, se sont r4v61fes vides de chirop, 
,,,., (quelques rares sujets isoles Que je n'aJ pas voulu <Mtanger). Seu le la grotte de La Fage est apparue comme 
un lieu de stationnemeot r~lier de colonies importantes. Apr6s une premiele Mance de baguage qui m'avait 
montr6 les difficul~s d'une telle entrepr!se, sl on d4sirait l'effectuer dans de bonnes conditions, j'al d6cid4 de 
r6dulre les ~ances A une ou deux par an et de n•~rer cheque fois que sur un p.etit nombre de sujet, avec le 
maximum de precautions. (J'ai 1oujours voolu 6viter !es h6catombes dont j'al pu etre t:emoin deux ou trois 
fois. dans des op6rations qui se voulaient spec.taculaires. de I.a part de petSOnnes qui n'avaiant l'air d'avoir aucun 
exprit scientifique). 

le total de mes lntetventions se di§c:ompose de la f'&COn suiv'ante: 

2238 animaux bagu6s. 
627 animaux control<!s par moi•m6me. 

23 animaux control~s par des tier,. 

Pour evlter de compliquer !es donni!es du prob!tlme, Je me suis cantonni! dam l'etude de 4 espkes: 

Analyse des resull<IU: 

MYOTIS MYOTIS 
RHINOLOPhUS FERRUMEQUINUM 
RHINOLOPhUS HIPPOS/DE ROS 
MINIOPTERUS SCHREIBERSI 

L'espke la plus imponante en nombre est cell• de Myotls myoris: 

1082 suJets b.guh. 
528 sujets ccntro~s. 

suivle de cello de Rhinolaphvs re,,.mequinum; 

989 sujets blgu6s. 
97 sujets control<!s. 
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puis M. myotis beau.coup moins nombreux. Fl. hipposideros est trAs faiblement reprtsenu!e. 
Chez M. schrei~i, M. myoris et R, hiPf)osideros les femelles sont plus nombreuses, alors qua c'est 
!'inverse chez R. ferrumeq1,1inum. 
Ence q~i concerne les deptacements on remarque qu'lls sont peu nombreux: 

501 sujets retrouws sur place . 
115 sufets bag~s dans une autre grotte. 

Les distances 5'parant les c.avitis sont faibles (Charente. Charente-Maritime. Deux-S!Nres, Dordogne, Corrtze. 
Lot, lot et Garonne, Tam et Garonne, Gironde) soit en Ugne droite de l'ordre d'une centaine de kilometres pour 
les migrateun. 

Recapitulation du donnes concernant le temps en mois ou en annees t!coules, entre la date du ba~age 
et la date de controle, met en evidence le fait que la g6neration la plus Important figurant dans las groups con
troM,, est celle de 3 ens d'ige, puis celle de deux ans. L'histogramme qui traduit ces dOnnees montre d'une 
facon plus c:Mmonnrative la diminution progressive du nombre de-s sujets des tranches d'8ge croissant juSQu'~ 
16 an,. 

J'ai vtrifi6 la repartition dessexesdans les sujets les plus ages (de 10 6 16 ans). On peut la considt!rer 
comme 6gele: 35 mites et 37 femelles. 

La cavlte de La Fage prasentant des carartl!ristiques bien dt!finies en ce qui concerne la protection du 
site, j'ai prevu une etude spt!ciate des colonies de cette grotte. De Mars 1965 a Decembre 1967, le deplacement 
des colonies tout au long des galeries de la cavite a lltll lltudih, presque mensuellement, alnsi que le denombre
ment des indlvidus constituantcas colonies. Cette derniere estimation a ete faite par compt~ sur une surface 
aliquote et extrapolation lt la $Urface totale catculee par planimiuie de la colonie. 

Au mffl\e moment Ctaint notties les temp6ratures en surface, 6 la base du puits, t l'e>etn!mlt6 de la 
gale:rie Nord. :i r,boulis central el au "Palais des chauve,souris ... A J•examen de CM donntb, ii est 1nreressant 
de relever la constance de la tem~rature au niveau du "Palais de, chauves.-sourls", surtout si on les rapproche 
deschittres don~• par Martel en d,!cembre 1892 :Les abimes p. 3641 et quej'ai fait figurer a la derniere ligne 
du tableau no. 6. Cela peut expliquer la persistance des colonies dans cette salle et l'appelletion Iris justifi6es 
de Martel . La galerie Nord accuse au contraire des difffrences tras sensibles selon las saisons et on peut se de
mander si la dt!sobstruction faite a l'extremitl! de cette galerie, !ors des fouilles paleontologiques, n'a pas modi
fil! les conditions climatiques de cette parte de la grotte. 

Ence qui concerne les chiroPttres, ii ya une trfs nette p"dominance des M. schreibersi. LM R. ferrum· 
equinum su1vent assez loin en arriere dans le clas.stment par d6nombrement des individu,. R. hipptJsidttros et 
M. myotis ne s.ont Jamais rept~ittntl&s que par quelques sptkimens. On remarQue aus.si que, ct'avrif A Septembre 
la 99lerie Nord est &!sertti.e par fes chauves~souris. Cette ~riode correspond ii la saison touri.stique et nous avons 
ici la preuve flagrante du rl>le perturbateur de l'homme, 11 est aussl curieux de constater I~ d6placernent des 
colonies, du "Palais des Chauves-souris" vers la zo,e de 1'6boulis central l le fin de l'automne. 

Entin je voudrais transcrire une derniere remarque. Lors d'une ~ance de ba~age dans une des grotto 
ou j'operais, j'avais dt!couvert un ou deux squelette d<l chirQPtere sur le guano de la salle. Une recherche syste
matique dans ce guano qui est tres see a permis de retrouver ce jour-li: 33 bagues sur des ossements, ou disper• 
stes. 

Le controle sur les registres du C.R .M.M.O. m·a amen4 it constater que 3 de ces bagues appartenafent 
h des animaux bagu6s le jour, 5 autres felsaient partie du mime lot de ba~es utillMes fa mime journh, l'anlllle 
suivente, et enfin 18 autres ba~es avaient 616 miS>.s en place le mome jour et une autre anlllle. Cette mortalite 
importante et massive laisse presumer des techniques de baguege slngulierement nocives, et permet de conclura 
que dans de telles conditions, cette rrn!thode d'lnvestigation n'est d'aucune utilitl! pour l'etude scientifiqua des 
chiropti!res ... bien au contraire. 

Bibllographie 
1. Martel - Les lblmet p , 384 ,, France tgnorfe p. 36 
2. Ma,iet - Les lbimet p. 380/381 et F,a.nce lgnor6t p. 37. 
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KARST DRAINAGE PATTERNS IN THE LONG MOUNTAINS OF THE 
EASTERN UNITED STATES 

J.W. Saunders, D.M. Med,ille W.F. Koerschner 
1037, Cross Keys Road, 4B, Lexington, (y, 40504 U.S.A. 

Karst development in the Appalachian Wountains of tM eastern U.S. is found primarily In the folded 
and faulted rocks of Cambrian to tower Carboniferous Age. The long mountains under consideration are linear 
elastic-capped mountains with carbonate uniu cropping out in continuous strips along one side of the moun• 
tain$ide. ,:,a,allel to both the strike and the moun1ainside. Relief is 300-600 m. Beds dip 1nto the mountains, 
with dips from 5 to 40°. The fairly uniform relationship between stratigraphy, structure and topography along 
eadl mountain allows one to generalize aboutcav• development and subsurfa<:e drainage based on a number of 
examples that arose under seemingly similar circumstances, Investigated in this study were 730 km of selected 
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k>ng mountains in West Virginia. Virginia, Kentucky and Tennessee. Pine Mountain, the longe.n examined. ex, 
ten<k for 200 km in Kentucky and Tennessee 130 km of it uncrossed by any surface nream. 

Surface drainage follows defini~ patterns. Small streams heading near the mountaintop flow perpendi• 
a.,lar to the strike down to the uppermost limestone exposures. and generally sink. Springs returning drainage 
to the surface are found at the contact of the carbonate rocks with underlying shales or where tho carbonates 
encounter major surface streams- at the foot of the mountain. Water exiting from springs at the lowermost car• 
bonate exposures continues down lhe mounuinside perpendicular to the strike until entering major creeks or 
rivers paraHeUng the mountain alld the strike. In Ptaces th~e major surface streams have cut through the moun• 
tains, at wa-ter gaps. In the J30 km of long mountains examined, there are nine such water gaps interrupting 
the continuity of the urbonate outcrop. 

Recharge for springs- in the limestont and dolomite consist.s of sinking streams. infiluation of precip1• 
1a1lon falling on the carbonate, and Inputs from shafts, with known depths up 10 70 m, Little water tracing has 
been done. so what Is known of flow paths comes largely from cave maps. Over 80% of uve passage Is orientated 
parallel or subparallel 10 the strike. Cassell Cave (10 km surveyed under 1.5 km of mountainside) on Back All•g• 
henv Mountain and Linef·otk Cave (2 km surwyed under 1.6 km of mountainside) on Pine Moumain are exar11ples 
of this trend for lengthy passages. The drainage basins for the long mountain springs appear to b• up 10 about 
5 km long with width$ of 300·2100 m. Although both cave dra,nage and nearby major surface streams flow sub 
parallel 10 the strike, they commonly flow In opposite directions; thus there appears to be no influence of the sur· 
face stream on the direction of cave stream flow. 

The stnke-"SubparaJlel orkmtation of ~ve drainage that is the pattern rn limestone may be understocx:I 
from a consideration of joints and b4dding. Joint Influence is strong in many long mountain caves. Joint orienta
don was found to be generally paraUel to the ;trike in a study in Cassell Cave. the only such joint study available. 
The ideal b&dding pass.age can be geometrlcallf visualized as the line produced by the Inter.section of two pJanes, 
one the bed or bedding plane dipping into 1hemountam and the other the piezometric wrface inclined generally 
parallel to the mountain. Fa, the ideal bedding unit paralleling the strike, the deviation of ~ssage orienm,on 
from true strike-parallel will increa$e wilh greater stream gradient and decrease whh greater strata dip. 

For any watershed draining a linear carbonate outcrop and owrlying elastics, two end member drainage 
basin shapes an, possible· the spring louted (,) at the end or (bl in the middle of the lower edge of the carbonate 
exposure. Only one limestone spring was fourd that clearly drained from both directions along the mountain. 
Mai0< flow in the limestone eaves studied cannot be followed directly into the mountain, but instead along and 
under the mountainside. Tributaries carried down dip ,n steep bedding pas.sages or against the dtp in Joint..eon• 
trolJed passages are known. Based on maps of the few short (less than 150 ml dolomitic spring caves known .. 
10d In the absence of suHiclen1 water tracing,dolomltic springs appear more likely than limestone springs to 
drain from two opposite directions. Available evidence indicates that flow in the dolomitic system$ is more 
commonly independent of strike and from wi:hin rather than along the mountaln. The presence of very high 
gradient trans-strata! major streams in some of the dolomitic spring caves (contramd with nearl\ flat gradients 
in limestone caves) and of major dolomitic springs 30-50 m higher than the lowest available outcroPS in the 
absence of recognizable stratigraphic barriers to solution (contrasted with limestone springs at the Jowe,st avail• 
able ttx.posure) suggest that limited solubility ind/or limited paning abundance may be testrictlng underground 
water in the dolomitic systems from findi"II the lowest lewl as quickly as in the limestone syS1ems. Significantly, 
there are almost no major known caves in tlmtstone over tying the dolomite on two mountains (totalling 100 l<m) 
where drainage is through dolomitic springs, although adjacent limestone springs on the same mountain are 
associated with large caves. The presence of several major limestone caves on a third mountain drained by dolo
mitic springs (26 km) presently remains an exception to this pattern, although the much lower dip in this case 
may b4 Influential. 

Major springs fall Into six categories: (1) dolomitic springs found well above the lowest exposure. 
(2) springs spilling over major shale uniu in the l,i_meslone, (3} spillover springs at the lowest carbonat'e exposure. 
underlain by older shales or in some cases by overtidden younger elastics along a thrun faull, (4) tap springs, 
where a major surface stream has breached a favourable carbonate unit with a meander at the foot of the moun
tain, (5) other springs at the foot of the mountain and graded to major ,urface streams, and (6) gap springs, 
graded 10 surface streams at water gaps. 

Due to the dip into the mountain, ca.es and drainage behind spillover springs a.re graded 10 the spill• 
ower point. Th0$8 spillover springs located at lhe more incised locations will discharge at lower elevations. The 
imPOnance of el,-\'atlonal diHerences in comJElition between adjacent springs ha.snot been clearly observed. 
There are no recognized examples of flow reversals. stream captures, a~ndoned discha,oe $ites, multlple ex• 
surgenoe.s, or oth11r signs of drainage shifts In the study area, except for a few abandoned or intermittent out· 
let, at some gaps. 

Gap springs and caves are considerab1y smaller, where present, than mountainside counterparts. The 
significance of 1h1s finding can be undemood by considering that for most of these springs drainage is poten
tially derived from the identical type of mountainside drained by mountainside spillover springs farther down 
lhe mountain at some distance from the gap. The gap springs are often more than 100 m lower in elevation 
than these sptllover springs, a situation expected to result in greater competiti.ve ability to capture drainage, 
at well as 10 permit larget c-ave development deeper inside the mountain. T~ 'be-st example of this lack of 
comr,etitive tdge at a gap is found at Jellico Gap in Pine Mountain. A hmettone cave stream seen two km from 
the gap and the same size as the gap i;prlng flows away from the gap, despite being 100 m higher in elevatfon. 
No convincing explanation for the small size of gap springs and caves ln the long mountain water gaps has 
been ottered. In other related geological senings in the Appalachians water gaps are favourable IOC11tions for 
sitable springs and caws. 
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AUFZEICHNUNGEN LANGFRISTIGER, TEKTONISCHER WELLENBEWEGUNGEN IN 
OEN WACHSTUMSACHSEN VON TROPFSTEINEN 

CONSERVATION OF TECTONIC WAVES IN THE AXES OF STALAGMITES 
OVER LONG PERIODS 

Bodo Sehlllat 
Lupinenacker 6, 
2104 Haml>urg 92 

The v1ri1dons conctrning the a,ces of stal.1gmitts 1rd natectltes wei-. Mhsurtd a.nd con bt upt1lned at being generated 
by 1ec1onie movements. 

Tht reason (Of the movemenu I• wppo.Md to bl mas innspon between the mande lf'ld the crun of 1ht earth, which 
is foUOW&d by waves in 1ha cru11. The origin of the waYes i1 not know-n. They mlght be compensating processes, It SNmt 8110 
conceivabl,. that convectlva.mowmenu like seafloorspread1n1 art the prCIC)()Md waves. 

8ei der Bearbeitung von erdbebengefillten Stalagmiten (Bodentropfsteinen} aus unterschiedllch alten 
Sinterphas.en und verschiedenen HOhlengebieten zeigtt sich ein bemerkenswert unregetmiSiger Verlauf der 
Wachstumsachsen. Kelner der langsgeschnlttenen Stal1gmiten weist eine gerade oder annihernd gerade Wach• 
stumsachse auf, auch dann nicht, wenn er iiussertich SGheinbar regelmitlig gewachsen ist, 

Im Achsenbild werden Kurven und sprunghafte Verstellungen slchtbar, die in den verschiedenen Stalag• 
miten einer Slnterphase auch in kleinen Exemplaren hlufig einen vergleichbaren Verlauf haben. 

Grob ge1ehen zelgt sich folgendes Bild : Nach Phasen starl<er, SJ>runghafter Vernellungen der Achse 
folgen lange Kurven, die als annahemde Einpendelungauf die vor dem Sprung bestehende Lage angesehen 
werden kOnnen. 

Die Kondnuitit dieser Erscheinung in den foHilen bis relativ jungen Simergenerationen 1st so auffiJlig, 
daB sich die Frago nach der Ursache zwangslliufig stell!. Die M6gllchkeit der willkurlichen Wanderung der Trop
fwasse~ufuhr an der Hclhlendacke oder an Stalaktiten (Deckentropfsteln) ist individuell, ware also nur fur den 
zugehorigen Stalagmiten zutreftend. 

Eine weitere und In der Literatur genannte Ursache ffir die Krummung von Tropfsteinen soil und 1st 
wohl in manchen Fallen der HOhlenwind. 

Eine andere MOglichkeit bMteht darin, die Ver8nderungen der Wachstumsachse in Zusammenhang mit 
tektonischen Geschehnissen. wie Schollenkippungen, zu sehen. 

Die Achsenkl"Ummungen und Sprilnge in den Stal19ffliten als lotrechte Aufzeichnungen langfristiger 
Sehollenbewegungen zu sehen, lag daher nahe. Leider ist dies hier nicht so unmlttelbar moglich wle bei der 
Nachzeichnung ehemaliger Wasseroberflachen z.b. beiSlnterbecken. Zum besseren Verstandnis mag folgendes 
auch in den Abb. 1 und 2 dargestellte 8eispiel dienen. 

In einem waagerecht stehenden Raum w1rd das Lot van einem festgelegten Punkt der Decke-auf bes~ 
timmten Punkt des Bodens gefalh. Bringe ich die.sen Raum in eine Schriglage, so stehen sich zwar Decken-und 
Bodenpunkt im Raum gegeniller, das Lot ist jedoch Ir Riehtung des tiefsten Punktes der Aaumneigung gewan
dert und hat slch dam it vom Bodenpunkt entfernt. ·Je hoher, der Raum ist, deno gr6Ber wird naturgem8B die 
Abweichung des Lores zum 8odenpunkL Obertragen wtr das auf einen HOhlenraum, so wird die Deckentropf• 
stelle oder der Stalktit zu einem Punkt, von dem au, der Wassertropfen uber Jahrtauunde das Lot fallt. Der von 
ihm aufgebaute Stalagmit wiichn so lange in der senkrechten, wie der Raum in der waagereehten steht. Erfihrt 
die Scholle, in der die Hohle beheimatet ist, eine Kippung und der Hohlenraum damit eine Schriglage. so verin
dert sich die Wachstumsachse des Stalaktiten direk t in Form einer Kurve. Die Wachstumsachse des Stalagmlten 
erflihn dabei immer eine stirkere Krilmmung, die vom HOhenabstand der Trop"f-stelle vorge$Chrieben wlrd, 

Gleichzeitig ist die im Stalagmiten vergr6Berte Abweichung der Kriimmung ein lndiz ffir die echte Auf• 
ieichnung einer Schollenk.ippung. WUrde i .8. die Wanderllng der TropfsteUe am Stalak:titen verantwortJich 
sein so kiime es nur zur Ausbildung spiegelbildlicher Kurven, wenn die Wachstum.sge.schwindlgkeit beider Teile 
glelch ist . Erfolgt die Bewegung der Scholle so rasch, caB die Wachstumsachse des Stalagmiten nicht folgen 
kann, kommt H zu einer sprungtaften Verstellung derselben. 

Bei unterschiedlichen Wachstumsgeschwlndi~eiten von Stalaktit zu Stalagmit mu! nur das Hohenab• 
standsverhiiltnis beriicksichtigt werden, da nicht die Linge und Neigung der Kurven, sondern nur lhr Abstand 
von der vormaligen Lotrechten fur die Rekoru.truktior der Schollenneigung nOtig ist. 

Nach der 1969 erfolgten Entdeckung der Rie.,nberg Hohle im Weserbergland mit ihrem ungestorten, 
reichen Tropfsteinbestand. bot sich die MOglichkeit Zl einer OberprOfung em iungen bis recenten Tropfstein
materlal. Vorstudien an Stalaktiten ergaben eine KrGrrmung, die vorwiegend in Richtung 154° orientjert ist. 

Nach diesen Vorstudien wurden 3 Doppelobjtkte (Stalaktlt mit dazugehorigem StalO!J11itl entnommen. 
Vor der Entnahme der Proben wurden die Abstande von Stalaktit zu Stalagmit gemessen und die 

Orientierung der gewahlten Sehnlttrichtung 154° zu 332° auf dem Objekt mlttels KompaB und WidiarelBnadel 
aufgezeichnet. 

Die Tropfsteine wurden in der angez.eichneten Richtung ge.schninen. Die in allen Objekten ubereinttim• 
mende Schichtung und Zonierung, bestatigte die Erwwtung, da11 es sich um eine Altersgruppe (Generation) 
handelt. Die Wach,tumsachsen in den 3 Stalagmiten zeigten groBe Ahnllchkeiten miteinander. 

ore Auswertung der gefundenen Kurven im Ulteren Abschnitt des Objektn 3 wird in Abb. 3 gezelQt. 
Bai der Frage nach der Ursache dleer In den Acllsenkurven aufgezeichneten Schollenkippungen konnte 

man an Ausgleichsbewegungen der Erdkruste nach eis1eitlichen Belanungen denken. Diese Annahme steht je-
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doch in Widerspruch 1u den bisherigen Befunden im geschnittenen Tropfsteinmaterial. So teigen sich die in den 
Wachstumsachsen aufgezeichneten Kippungen bei den meisten und auch fossllen Sinterperioden, h8ufig inmittan 
langer Wachstumsperioden. Wenn man voraussetzt, daB Sinterwac:hnum in unwren Breiten nur nach Eiszeiten 
oder Zwischeneiszeiten mOglich war. mUBten diese Achsenver8nderungen in der Nihe der Basis liegen. Oieses 
trifft zwar bei den unteNuchten Objekten zu, 1st aber wohl nicht als Regel zu betrachten, denn es sind auch 
Anzeichen fOr Verinderungen wihrend re1ner Sedimentationsperioden vorhanden. Betrachten wir die bisher in 
den Wachstumsach.sen sichtbaren Veranderungen, so zeigen sich in lingeren und kOneren Abstinden Kippungen 
verschiedener lntensitit, deren Periodik noch nicht erkennbar ist. FOr die Oeutung dieser Kippungen wird vom 
Verfasser der Durchgang von Wellen twisehen Erdkruste und ~ Mantel angenommen. Untenuchungen im Rah• 
men des Unternehmens Erdmantel ergeben auch in Teilen Deutsehlands junge Niveauveriinderungen der Kruste 
11). Es erscheint jedoch schwierig trotz grollter Prilzision und modernster Gerate, langsame Bewegungen zu 
erfassen, da immer nur eine Art Momentaufnahmaarfolgt, wiihrend die Wachstumsachse von Tropfstelnen uber 
sehr lange Zeitriume regimiert und lnlormationen gespaichert hat. 

Die auffiflige Form der Kurven lieB vermuten, daB am nOrdlichen Schollenrand eine enuprechend tie
freichende Schwe11e oder ihnllches vorhanden sein kOnnte, die indlrekt durch die Lotabweichungen im Hohlen
raum nachg&zeichnet wurde. Man muB sich dazu die vertikale Wachstumsachse des Stalagmi1en um 90° in die 
Bewegungs.richtung gekippt vof1tellen. 

Wle JUngere umfassende Untersuchungen 12) zeigen, exiniert tatsichlich ein ausgedehnter Pluton in der 
Bewegungsrichtung der Wellenfront. Oieser unter cem Namen "Niedersachsisches Tektogen" eingegliederte Tie
fenkorpar emreckt sich in W - E Ai ch tung etwa 160 km und N •S Rich tung 50 - 60 km. In seinem sOdostlichen 
Grenzbereich liegt der Gebirgszug des "Suntels" mit der Riasenberg Hohle. 

Die nach der Arbeit von G. Stadler und A. Teichmuller na<:hgezeichnete Skizze Abb. 5 teigt einen 
Schnin dureh den Pluton. Oie Schnittform dieses Plutons zeigt eine iiberraschende Ahnlichkeit mit der Achs:en~ 
k,urve dM Stal1gmiten und kann auch der fuwegungsrichtung du Wellenfront enuprechend als die vermutete 
tiefreichende Schwelle angesehen werden. 

Die Achsenkurve wurde um 90° gekippt und dem Schnitt unterlegt Abb. 5 und 6. Fiir das Stalagmitan• 
wachstum wurde eine Modellkonstante von 7 mm pro Jahrundert angenommen. 
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HYOROCHEMICAL ZONALITY AND THE VELOCITY OF KARST PROCESSES 

V.I. Shutov 
lnstrtute of Mineral Resources. 
Simferopol, USSR. 

A$ detected by numerous authors: invest~ating karst pc--oblems, there is a certain coincidence of 
hydro-dynamical and hydrochemical zones in karst regions. h is characterised by a cleaf-cut difference in 
velocities of groundwator movement and in volumes of groundwater flow in different hydrodynamical 
zones. It is establi.shed that the mountainous Crimea a correlation between groundwater flow volumes in 
zones of active, restricted and impeded exchange is expre&Sed by ratio of 1:0. 1:0,001. For thi• region the 
zones of hydrocartionate, sulphate and chloride waters (change of mineralization from 0.4 to 7 g/11 are dis• 
tinguished according to their macrooomponent c.cmposition. The microcomponent composition also em• 
phasises this zonality. Both the variew of microcomponent comPOsition and the concentration of separate 
elemenu are Increased with depth. An increase o1 mercury content from 2.10·1 to 1.10·' g/1 take$ place; 
concentrations of manganese, titanium, chromium, vanadium, nickel. molybdenum and other eleme.nts are 
also inereas«I. Their content in deep zones Is usually 1-2 times higher than those typical of upper parts of 
the karst zone. One $hould also notice the increai8d "set'' of elements in deeper horizons in comparison 
with 4-7 microcomponents typical for upper zonts. 

E.arlier (Shutov, 1973) three hydrochemieal zones were reV1taled within mountainous Crimea. In 
the first zone down from the surface, corrosion Is the leading hydrochemical process. It is supponed by a 
considerable quantity of carbon dioxide In the ei· of karst cavities (its phonocontent In the caves of the 
Crimea is 01-0.5%, maximum content - 1.1-7.5%). Below, wateN are In equilibrium in respect to calcium 
carbonate or they are partially saturated. This is 1'ydrochemical zone It; processes of accumulation and 
mixed corrosion prevail here. In the lower, (third from the surface) hydrochemical zone. the processes of 
sulphide oxidation prevail and here sulphate waters of different cation conpooitlon are formed. 

Deficit of saturation, calculated accordil'll to different formula (Roques, 1967, Thrailkill, 1968) 
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for th• first zone fluctuates within (•173mg/ll - (0). for th• second zone - (+6 mg/l)-(+100 mg/I), for 
the third - more than (+100 mg/1). For 111 these aunospheric precipitation normally exhibits the greatest 
aggressivity. Deficit of saturetion for atmospheric precipitation is equal to (0173 mg/I). Aggresslvlty of Infil
tration waters (slowing infiltrating throu1h small caverns and joints) depends to a great extent on depth. 
Thus, at a depth of 80m. aggressivity is e~ua1 to (-90 mg/I), but at a depth of 250m it is zero. Waters of sub• 
terranean streams are less overseturated with respect to calcite, as Is explained by great velocity of transfer 
through different natural situations~ pos.sessing different thermodynamic parameters. This question has been 
considered In detail by Threl1kll1 I 1968). 

The fact>, obtained for different hydrochemical zones, are well coordinated with calculations of 
Potential aggressivity. V.N. Oublyat\Sky (1971). according to analyses of waters. collected at different depths, 
made calculations of gradiemr horizonul and vertical leeching (mineral change during 100 m path of flltra
tlon) for mountainous Crimea and the Western Caucasus. For the upper zone the vertical leaching gradient 
changes from 167 to 18 mg/1/1.00 m, varying normally with depth. In the second zone. where m.ovement 
of underground waters is directed mainly in a horizontal direction, the horizontal leaching gradient forms 
(+3.6)-(+0.5 mg/1) (solution) to (•0.1 )-(17.4 mg/1) (carbonate del)Ollts). 

The fir,t hydrochemical zone from the surface coincides with t,he vadose zone and zone of karst 
seasonal fluctuation. The majority of ktrs1 voids occur within this zone. In the mountain Crimea 57'6 of all 
kam cavities are formed up to 100m below surface; 10% - at• depth from 100 to 300m (vedose zone); 
33% - at • depth of 300-400m (zone of seasonal fluctuation in karst water levels). In the last zone the pro
cesses of erosion play the significant ~rt in formation of karst voids. The cornpe...iively high percentage of 
karst voids at such depths is explained by above-mentioned processes of erosion. 

A similar situation may be obstrved In sulphate karst. I nvestigatioos, carried out on flat rerrltory 
in the Western Ukraine, showed that surface watars entering a kant massif, possess a great deficit of satura
tion (calculations carried out by• method of Zverev, 1967), which is equal to (·1920)- (-1610 mg/I). In 
the zone of active exchange between diffe1ent waters this value is sharply reduc.ed and fluctuated from 
(-160) to (-40 mg/I), depending on lengm of seepage path. Below this zone, where drainage conditions are 
rather difficult, the zone of restricted exchange: between waters is situated. Here water is either in condition 
of equilibrium with gyPSum or slightly 1uper,a1uated (+20 mg/I). 

These investigations, carried out in the karst regions differ due to their natural conditions. Both 
geosyncline and platform karst, hov.,ever, shaNed that karstlng processes as a result of corrosion were pos,, 
sible only within the upper geodyoamic zones, namely. in vadosa zone and zone of seasonal fluctuations 
karst water levels-. Aggressive properties of surface waters going underground are directly connected wl-th 
depth. Anomalous increase of voids in the zone of seasonal flucrnations of karst water levels Is connected 
with processes of erosion by large karst streams having been formed within these two zones. 
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THE UTILIZATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF CAVE RESCUE RESOURCES 

Daniel I. Smith 
US National Cave Rescue Co-ordinator 
834 Louise Oriva, Petaluma 
California, 94952, U.S.A 

For the past uveral years the National Cave Rescue Commission, a member of the UIS Rescue Com
mission, has beffl researching ways to de,elop ways of rapidly locating cave rescue teams and resources, for bolh 
cavers and legal or rather local authoritit!. What was needed was a simple syn.em by which sufficient numbers or 
special skill areas could be quickly obtained ln time of an emergency. All too many times a rescue resource 
would lift only the fact that they were an available source of help, They would not eXJ)and on what special 
skills or the like they could offer;what kind of time frame it would take to obtain their assistance. When a 
caver breaks his leg in a maze type cave the task of removina him is very much straight forward. requiring no 
special or exotic methods. However, take that same caver and break his beck beyond a sump and his friends 
and or the local authorities will need to csll the closest comp,neot specialists. The problffl1$ remain: where 
do the special skills exist; how can I.hey be called; what can they Provide? 

To solve thete problems the NCRC is developing a uniform way to list not only cave rescue teams but 
sources which could assist cave rescue operations, u,d1 as the fire servtce or local military organtsations . .. the 
list could be endless, Additionally, what about the isolated caver who has very special knowledge of a specific 
cave or area yet is not associated with a cive rescue team or organisation, how can he be incorporated? What 
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Ts needed is an inventory of, or rather a directory organised region by region with ALL resource-S listed. who 
they are; what they can provide; what areas the~ are limited in; what areas or area they can offer their best 
service to; how can they be contacted. In the United States the U.S. Alr Forces operates an around the clock 
computer center called the " Inland Rescue Command". The sole function of this center is 10 locate special 
emergency resources for any requesting agency, team or or91nisation and if need be provide free emergency 
air transport of the special resource directly to t"e scene. What this means is that a local cave rtscue unit can in 
effect summon any cave ,escue resources which will prtcisely complement the needs of the situation. 

However, to avoid wordy or lengthy descriptions of ability the NCRC proposes a numerical system 
which would act as a measure of overall technical or the gross ability of• rescue service. In the U.S.A. hospitals 
airporU, fire depu., all hav• established numorle,I codes which describe the gr°" potential ability of the speci• 
fie agency. Since each code is a product of a compilation numerous relatlve factors, the organisation can very 
easily determine what areas could best be lmpro·ted in order 10 improve their ovorall efficiency. Amid organi• 
sations which are staffed by volunteers it could be most beneficial to study the components which ate given 
the highest relative. value; perhaps even promote friendly competition in the spirit of improvement. In order 
to make an honest estimate of the skill level which a cave rescue resource po.sse5se-S the NCRC .studied cave 
rescues of the past 10 years to determine what vrere the major factors for the success or failure of a wlde num. 
ber of caw rescue tncident-1. The res.ulu were tabulated and analyzed to see what skilJs or ab11ities are most 
impamnt and then those items assigned a comparative value. An ideal score of 500 points was decided upon as 
the 100% mark or rather to define an organisation whioh could approach almost any cave,rescue problem with• 
out assistance of any sort. No bottom limits wert set as it was felt that any skill was better than none, Th• 
points system was further developed as a guide to the formation of new ll!1ms or resources, those Just starting 
out and looking for what to do firs-t with therr limited resources or funds, 

The following is a listing of the component point value and areas of specialisation. It sttould be re
membered that this system is designed primarily as a means for ganing the best and most qualified resources 
of a given area; It is not intended for use as a means for exclusion o, snob appeal. Those with limited re50urces 
must knO'N where to look for assistance . . . . . . . . .... 

I Manpow,r Credit in 1hi1 section may not exceed 6°" of the gron 1eor1. 

A.. Em1191ncy M«iical Skill (/Hf man) 

+ 50 OQC1or0 N P&n of the team with both caving and E.A. •~-
+ 30 RN° or 1500 hr paramedic (LA. Co. std.l w/c;evlng & E.R. txPtr, 
+ 18 EMT I I with c.evl!ll end E.A. t,q>tritncit (1160 hr) 
+ 10 EMT I (180 h,I 
+ 5 Advanced firs, aid, or Oun1.-, courw 
+ 2 cerdlo-pulmooary resuJCltation 
+ 1 std. first 1id 

8. Tr,inlng 

+ 10 Monthly training sessions with criti(lut publhhtd 
+ 5 Ou.anerly training senions with cnt~u• publlahtd 
+ 1 St.mi annual training uulont wth crlb(lut oubllshtd 

c. Tqm $~ f,.spo,,,- force of m-,. lflr gro#1ln ,~,,.,r,tvJ 

♦ 17 16+ mtn, In ,wo teems, 8 men whh IHdet 
+ 15 12-15, in two teams, 6 man with leader Plus •eserve. 
+ 13 & 11, in o~ team, 8 man with tlldtt ptus , .. rve 
+ 1 O 6-7, ,n one team wtth leader 

0, Sp«.lal $kill$ (JHI paraon} 

+ 6 wrUc;al ,kill and rislglng 
+ 10 diven. c...,. (must be in Plil'I for c4"tldlt and DOM._ ful/eQ1Jlpment> 
+ 3 exptosiws tec:hnofo;y (state lie. req.) 
+ 5 search & rnc:ue school (na'tionaUv recognltedl 
+ 2 pasc cave rescue oper.,1on1I e,cperience 
+ 5 leadership training (nationally recognized) 
+ 2 active cavers over 6 years 

0 Note: MO's and RN's mun 1'11'4 EMS spec,elity treln,ng to be given etedlt. 

II M«llcal/L.if• Support 

A, Supphes shell ,ufflcient to c,are for a manimum ot MO vtetims end sli•II be 'IPPt0Ptlt1e to 1he highest,kfll ltNel n stared 
unde, Section 1-A. 

+ 15 
♦ 15 

+ 25 
+ 25 
+ 26 
+ 25 
+ 25 
+ 15 

wound dm.s1ng 
airway management (llmpleJ 
111rwav manag«nent 1ach11ncedt: i.e. esophegelf 
fracture immobilization 
I.V. fluid ,eplacemtntltui,ntnuition lhctns«II 
drug infection Ulcmstdl 
shoc:k/hyp01hermia 
•q)tefal tQUiprnent, such as <»ty•n:, suct]on device, etc. Credit upon appllcttion only, 
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Ill Orr,l/'l;utlon (20 polntt minimum} 

+ 10 fotmal optratlng orocedur-,, wrintn ind chain of comm.end 
20 None 

+ 5 recognized by• legally res.ponslbJt reSti.lt agency• 
+ 10 fom,11 and .atM! lnco~tlon with alegel .,.cue egtncy• 
+ 5 qu,,urf'f rwlsfon of call down(manpONtr rc111n 
+ 6 lieb1.Llty coverage m,n. S30,000 ~ fflWl 
+ 15 actlw pre-plan progra,, with lilt 

8. Mobilization 

+ 20 24 hour m,,nned ohone Viter round 
+ 15 24 hour mM'lned phone Fridsy t0 Suncay 
+ 15 toc.ol autho,lty as tnlWl!'ritlg service 

C. R~ (to• staging •nNI; focll/, al)(J with Ml lqU"ipmfflt) 

♦ 36 100% of team in <46 mfn. or flu 
+ 20 100% of toam in GO mJn, or lfls 
+ 10 100% of tum i.n 75 min. Of"teu 
+ 3 1c>c:n& of tqm ir, 90 min. or lets 
♦ 1 l~of re.-n,n owr91 min. 

• credit given tor only one category. 

IV A. Commumcatior'II Eqvlp,Mnt (5polnt fflinlmumt 

+- 5 fltid telephone with ,wltchboarcf a'ld t ml:. wfre 
+ 5 two WIV radio, in pall'I (5 wan min.) 

+ 5 two way radTo/ttfephooe muhi channel, With emet9tncy egency Cl'Yttaf. (subj~ct ,o IOCII conclitlonsJ 

8 . VtrticAI Eoulpmenr { 10 points min,} 

+ 2 J•ytldnylon rope600'+ 7(16" min. diam. 
+ 6 masdam rope winch ("J 
+ 2 cerabfrten, pi ton,, stings 
♦ 2 boft ki1 with menutl or electric bettBty drill 
+ 2 illCtl'lders and brake bars 
+ 2 ~ock Ind tacktt. pul'eys Cbearing 1:yle only) 

C. E.xtrfc•tion Eovll>f'Mnt ( 10 c>Otnt min). 

-t 5 chisel/drill set with hllrnmer. 10 tb. hand or power hammer, 
+ 5 Portl power 1 0 ton se-i 
+ 6 cable Com.along 

-+ 5 1rencM~ tOOlt, 3 shovels. mettockt. cInva bucktu 

D. Tran,portation (12 po/tttz min.I 

+ 25 Nie.1/Rct>emon uretehtr with frame fldcl 10 pt1. If aump stylt! 
+ 10 green IPlint nr.tcher frame 
+ 6 ABS style stokH. undlvld«J 
+ 2 stoktt: - stffl, undlvld.,, Aluminium no1 .:ceptlble. 
+ 10 backboard, long tnc:I short with tits and Cll'Vieal supooru 
+ 5 carriog 1hMt 
♦ 26 txp01ure-bag; neoprtnt, CRC ttendard s-t'tlt 
+ 20 them'\al serong with pump, MRO stvlt, (mountaineers> 

NATIONAL CAVE RESCUE COMMISSION 
RESOURCE EVALUATION - SPECIMEN OUESTIO~NAIRE 

Name, (indlvidu.af If RA, group 1f tNm1 

Addre•: 
PhonelSI 

Da~• of Or;inisatton~ 

Ooeretional base: 

Affm11ions· 

t. Mitlf)(Mltr; ®Uin• each lndlvid:i.,al. UM leptrM:e lhHtl if required 

A. Emeroeney mec:Hcal skill 
8. In _,,,,ce training 
C. Team ,i.u. groes aod respons. force 
0 , 5Ptaat skills, for each DerJOt1 

II. Life-Aioc,ort, lfs1 what 1rtn vou can be ••ftctlve In a,d h..-e lfllilaJ Mlthority to perform. be complete and list ALL equipment. 

Ill QroaniYtlon: 

A. as,.,-atfno proc:edurt1 
8. Ch1tn ot command 
C. lloblllty c-
0 . legal rtcognftion/authoriry 
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,pmonL 

e. mobilluth>n time, ~age. at operaclonet ba,., 
F. how art you moblllstd, bv what system. by wt,o 

IV Equlpmeni: 

A. Communic:ttlont 
B. Vtmc,1/rlggl"II 
C, Extreetion 1oot1 
0. Patient trll"ltPOrtetion 

R eJCUe Ad'vifOr: 

Pttaw outline your complete.skill, experience end treinlng lin wtitt agencies view vou as competent. List wl\at ll't• you 
consider yourself upen In {giooaraph1ce0 

THE CONCENTRATION OF SOME HEAVY METALS IN SEDIMENTS IN SOME 
MENDIP CAVES, AND AN ASSESSMENT OF THE SIGNIFICANCE OF 

UN-NATURAL CONTAMINATION 

Roger Dunning Stenner 
Oep,irtment of Inorganic Chemistry, Univ. of Bristol 

Three streams enter St. Cuthbert's Swallet. Priddy, Somerset (ST 543 505) after flowing through di .. 
turbed land where lead smelting was carried out from pre-Roman times until the early 20th century (Gough, 
1967; Irwin, Stenner and Tilly, 1968). The water ,e,u rges at Wookey Hole Cave as the River Axe {Atkinson. 
Drew with High, 1967; Stenner. 1968). Tho ••ten: of the contamination caused by the lead industry in St. 
Cuthbert'• Swallet, in Wookay Hole Cave, and in the River A-. WO$ not known. NeitMr w .. the magnitude of 
natural contamination by the leedling of metals from mineral veins and from naturally enriched soils. 

Experimental 
Samples were collected from an archaeological dig in the 4th chamber of Wookey in August 1973. 

1974 and 1975, when the stream level in the cave was lowered by opening the weir at the cave ent rance. Samples 
were collected from the first five chambers and tht passage from Wookey 9 to the surface (now dosed). Sample, 
'h'ete also collected from St. Cuthbert's Swallet and three other Mendip caves. Further surface shes provided 150 
samples to provide more comparative data, anaJystd using the same analytical procedures. 

The three sets of results from the Wookey 4 dig were compatible with one another, and a summary o·f 
these results is presented In Table 1.11 is intended 10 publish the results in more detail separal9ly. 

Samples were dried, screened, digested with nitric acid and analysed for Cu, Pb, and Zn by atomic ab
.orption spec1ropho1ome1ry. Full practical details (essential when attempting to compare the figure. with those 
obtained by other workers) will be presented in th, future publication. In 90 samples analysed in duplicate, the 
mean of each mei.l hed a Standard Error of apprC)l(imately 6.51'. Maximum enhancement of lead by calcium 
was 50 p.p.m. 

TABLE 1 

Thlclu11m of Thkknllffof Ducrlption of /Mtal COnc.fntration. 
-,p/1 -Jyl«I depolit, cm. depodt,t p.p.m. 

cm. (11pproxJ 1urhce Cu ,,,, Zn 

18 7200 11 00 
8 (approx> ,.,soft. 

unstratified 25 11000 1600 
2 7 (IA)rox) 

0,9 71 26000 1600 
0.8 hard; 38 24000 2100 
1.6 ttrltlfitd. 29 5200 1800 
0.5 many strata 38 5100 1700 
0.9 containlng 37 4800 780 
0.6 17.5 charcoal or 31 3600 860 
0.5 boo• fragments 34 5100 1500 

5 53 4700 6SO 
4 50 3000 820 

15 compee,, 
2 36 480 760 

15 unstt1tified 
2 75 750 1050 

16 muddy 
2 orevel 28 1100 810 

The e<>ncentrttion ot copper, 11!8d end bnc in Mctions throogh a mud btnk in Wooltev 4 conttlnlng •rc*of0g1ca.J mmriat 
~ bvMMptt1 co1Jecled In August 1913, 1974 and 1975. Not drawn totctft. Oe,:,osits found whhin lht 17.6 cm. nt1tlfltd 
Jave, have been provlllontllv dated 240-280 A.O. 
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Discuuion 
1. Table 1 shows conclusively thn high levels of lead in Wookev Hole sediments are unnatural, a con• 

seq~nce of the lead industry. The contamination pre-dated artefacts which have been provisionally.dated 240• 
280 A.D. (Tratman, 1976, personal communication). It would therefore be quite easy to determine whether 
a Wookey Hole sediment pre-dates the lead industry, or h8' been nrrit!d t,y a stream which is not a part of 
the St. Cuthbert's Swallet to River Axe system. 

2. The analysis of 9 samples from the river bed in Wookey Hole chamber 1 - 5 gives figures similar to 
the surface deposits In Table I.. The mean of Pb was 8500 (S.O. 2400) p .p.m. Eight samples from stream PU• 
sages in St. Cuthbert·, Swallet hod a mean for Pb oi 31000 (S.D. 15000) p.p.m. while 8 semples from th• 3 
feeder streams gave a mean for Pb of 44000 (S.O. 8000) p.p.m. Further down the Axe, at Loxton, four sam
ples from the river bed contained a mean of 90 p,p.m. Pb, The pattern of the distribution of Pb between 
Wookey Hole and Loxton is not known, neither are the biological consequences of the contamination. How• 
ever, in the Axe at Woo key Hole and In the streams sinking into St. Cuthbert's $wallet, concentrations of Pb 
are considerably higher than normal in aquatic plants, invertebrate animals and fish. 

3. A sample of stream sediment WIS collected 3m. above the present stream level in St. Cuthbert,s-
9.valfet. Concentrations of Pb and Zn were 890 and 160 p.p.m. respeclively, similar In range 10 three other 
anctent deposits in this cave, and to the lo.ver (pre-mining) deposits in Wookey Hole, This result gives funher 
s uppon to rhe conclusions ot Paragraph 1, above. 

4. The analysi• of 16 samples from 3 caves with no known association with contaminated streams 
gave figures for Cu. Pb and Zn of 22(9). 140(90) and 170(120) p.p.m. respectively (mean with S.D. In paren• 
thes,s). These figures suggest that s.!dlments in St. Cuthbert's Swallet end Wookey Hole which pre • date the 
tead smelting industry are indeed hiqher Ulan usual, particularly Pb. The natural variability is much higher for 
Cu and .ln than for Pb. The natural enhilloement of Pb is nevertheless very small in comparisori with the man• 
made pollution. 

5. In the upper parts of St. Cuthben's 9'.valtet, di!!posits were found which were clay•like in app&ar-ance, 
unlike other stream deposits. They contained high concentrations of Pb as cerrusite, which had not been trans
ported by streams, and the possibility that els.!Where stream•borne deposits may be enriched in heavy metals 
after their deposition must be cons,dered. Memls removed from solution by limestone (Stenner, 1977) must go 
so<Mwhere I The nature of the anomalous clay-like deposits was shown by X-ray diffraction analysis (Bod ham, 
1974, personal communication). 

6. Of 120 soil samples analysed, 61 contained less than 500 p.p.m. Pb, and only 6 contained more than 
5000 p.p.m. Pb. The samples included verv many from intensively mined land, and this serves to emphasise the 
unusual ma,gnitude of the le\lel$ found in thie sediments in the stream, which sink into St. Cuthben's $wallet, 

7. A similar situation exists in the Charterhouse-on-Mendip to Cheddar syttem. The results preseoted 
here suggest that Cheddar depos;u will show a pattern similar to those et Wookey Hole, with high contamina
tion of post·leod smelting sediments, and bw levels in sedimenu which either pre-date the lead Industry, or 
which have not been carrted by the stream which carries water from Olarterhouse. 

8, While these results are of archaeological and spelaeological Interest, they have no commercial Inter• 
est, since thi1 work clearly shows the impcs-sibility of utilising the deposits without causing intolerable environ• 
mental havoc. 
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THE NATURAL REMOVAL OF SOME HEAVY METALS FROM 
STREAMS BY LIMESTONE 

A.O. Stenner 
Department of Inorganic Chemistry, Univ. of Bristol. 

The treatment of iodu.strial wastewater with lime to reduce the concentration of heavy metals ts a 
well known and widely used process. It ha, been shown that when samples of natural waters are shaken with 
finely powdered calcite, concentrations of low levels of m•ny heavy metals are rt!duoed {Stenner, 1970 and 
1971). This was confirmed in the laboratory, U:$ing synthetic solutions and clielating ion exehanu-, resin to con• 
eentrate the $Olutions prior to analysi, by atomic-absorption spectrophotometry (Burkitt, 1974, personal 
communication). 

It was not known whether limestone could act in a similar way in nature. Surface phenomena, the 
possiblllty that active sites on the hmestona could become exhausted, and the dynamics of the removal of the 
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metals were considerations which could affect the process in nature. Earlier results, which showed low level, 
of heavy metals in resurgences, and results from G.B. eave in 1968 (Table 1) indicated that it was likely that 
limestone naturally removed heavy metals from stream,, and it wu decided to examine the process directly 
by analysing water samples from two meam, wiich enter St. Cuthben's Swellet, Priddy, Somer>et. The hydro
logy of the eave system has been described previously (Stenner 1968). Figure 1 •t>oWl the location of the sites. 

Experiment.I 
Water l8mples were collected In Augu>t 1973 from St. Cuthbert's Stream close to the sink be1ide En

tranc:• Shaft of tha cave, and from the East Inlet and the 2nd. West Inlet, which are both In Pulplt Pauage, 
site, 1, 2 and 3 respectively in Figure 1 and Table 2. Water sample• were al•o collected from Plantation Stream 
at iu source near the Mineries Pool, at Plantalion SwaUet, and at Plantation Junction in the cave, sites 4, 5 and 
6 , .. pectively. Samples ware collected in 2½ litre containers, acidified with 5 cm3 AnalaR HNO, 10 mlnlmisa 
metal lolS, and filtered through a 0.45 µ millipore filter. Metals were then con..,ntrated using the procedure 

Fig. l. The location of the 
sample sites at St. Cuthhert's 
Swallet. Sites 2 and 3 are close 
to Arete Chamber, and their 
separate flow lines from Site l 
have been omitted in the 
interest of clarity. Stream 4 
routes in the cave are based 
on Stenner, 1968, p. 53, fig. 3. 
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described by Riley and Taylor (1968). After adjusting the pH to 5 with AnalaR reagents diuolved in double• 
distilled water the s.,mpl9$ were lmmediatey syphoned through 10 cm.x 1 cm• columns of Chelex 100 che
lating ion excha~ r9$in. The metals were ,luted with 2M HN03 (AnalaR grade in double-distilled water) and 
diluted to 25 cm•. This procedure concentrated the metals by a factor of 100, also removing alkell and alka• 
line earth Interference. The metel concentrations were determined by atomic-absorption spectrophotometry 
using a Varian Techtron AA 6 instrument. The results are presl!nted in Table 2. 

TABLE 1. H11vy metal concemratior-. in tho Main Stream of G.8. ca ... , Chartorhou•~n-Menclip, 1968 
(µg per litre). 

Zn 
Cu 
f• 
Pb 

N.O.: Below the llm1t of dti.ction 

60 
30 
30 
10 

40-110 
20- 60 
N.O. • 70 
N.0.•40 

Main St~11m, tM 
Go,pt. 

(1 fllult Only) 

15 
N.D. 
N.0 
N.O 

TABLE 2. Heavy metal concentrations rt St. Cuthbert'• Swallet, Augun 1973. The stream at Sita 1 flows to 
Sites 2 and 3. The stream at Site 5 flows to Site 6. 

SUHm. Sita. Mtr•/ (;onc,ntntionr, IJII. par /Ju•. 
Cd Cu l't, Zn Mn F• 

St. CuthM.rt!1 Stro..m 
1 , Strum link C,utfect~ 0_40 27 120 89 6.2 1280 
2. Pulph P.u-.ae, £111 lnHtc 0.11 18 60 43 2.1 460 
3. f\,lpic Pnstwt, 2nd. W. fnltt 0.16 16 21 5 N.D. 1060 

PINltation StrNm 
4. Mineries Pool Outlet 0.1 71 20 1 0.7 1240 
5 . Plan1ation Swtlltt hurftctt 2.3 42 94 58 9.4 310 
6. Pr1nteiton Junction (c:aw) 2,4 18 47 36 37 620 

Oiscuslion 
1. The results show natural removal of Cu, Pb and Zn a1 predicted by laboi-atory studies. Although the 

removal of Fe and Mn was also predicted, tllere was an increase of both metals between Plantation SWallet and 
Plantation Junction (Sites 5 and 6). A pouble explanation is that both metals were released Into solution from 
organic substances to which thay had been previously adsorbed or bonded. On the surface, this stream showed 
an increa.e in concentration of Cd, Pb, Zn aid Mn after flowing through land heavily contaminated by lead 
smelting (from Site 4 to 6). Several procenu may be operating; tha loeching of soluble s.ilts from smelter waste, 
the conversion of in,olubte ,pecies to soluble species by chemical proceues or blochemical processes. 

2. St. Cuthbert's Stream sinks into a boulder ruckte at Site 1. Digging at this site (Irwin, Stenner and 
Tilly, 1968) uncovered air spaces between limestone boulde11 and mud at a depth of only 1 m. The ruckle ex• 
tends to Arete Chamber, 32 m. below tha surface. Water from the sink flows in a changeable and diffuse pat~m 
through 1he boulders to emerge at one of se,eral outlets. Temperature and solute measurements have shown that 
water flowed In the fastest route to the Eas1 lnle1 in Pulpit Passage (Site 2), while flow to the smaller 2nd W8St 
lnlat (Site 3) took considerably longer (Stenner, 1968). Removal of metals {e><cePt Fe, which has already been 
shown to be anomalous) was more efficient in the slower route, as expected. 

3. The route from Plantadon Swal!et--10 Plantation Junction b con.sidera.bly longer than the two routes 
to Pulpit Pauage. However, the stream is larger than the streams 10 Eas1 lnle1 and 2nd. West Inlet by the con
siderable factors of approximately 15 and 25 respectively. This, together with the rapid direct flow of this 
stream, reduces the effectlveneu of heavy metal removal between the swaHet and Plantalion Junction. 

4. It has been reported that several metals, particularly lead, inhibit tho solution of calcite by solutions 
of CO, (Terjsen et. al., 1961). Calcium bfca·bonate concentrations In St. Cuthbert's Stream were close to 
those in equilibrium with the air - CO2 of the boulder ruck le, so very small changes took place in solute oon
oentrations between the surface and Pulpit Passage. Three sets of solute and temperatYre measurements were 
made prevtousty ln high disdlarg.e conditions, when surface solute ooncentrations were lower chan usual. On all 
three occasions, solute changes followed the.nme pattern as in G.8. cave. where lead concentrations are low. 
This suggests that 1he Inhibiting effect of low levels of metals is ,mall. 

5. It seems likely that metal$ removed from solution by the limestone surfaces would be mechanically 
removed from the surface and lead to the formation of a metal-rich deposit near the boulder ruckle. It is pos
sible that this proceu led to the formation of deposits with very high concentrations of Pb (as cerussite) and 
Zn which hava been found in this cave (Sterner, 1977). In the deepest pessage in the caw (St. Cuthbert', 2), 
pebbles are ooated with a remarkobly slippery black deposit which has been shown to consist largely of Pb and 
Mn (Priddla, 1971. por,onal communicatlon), and this may likewise have been deposited from solution. 

6. The work pnosenu,d in this P•PII' explains why the major stream risings around the Mendip HIiis 
have low levels of dissolwd metal>. Metal-rkh sediments, however. occur at sol1'M! of the risings. Metals may 
be remobilised into biological sv,tems, and in the past there has been serious poisoning at such risings (Gough, 
1967). 
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RECHERCHES SUR LES INVERTEBRES CAVERNICOLES DE GUATEMALA 

Pierre Strin.ati 
35 Cllomin du Pre-Langard 
1223 Cologny, Switte<land 

In a fir.st Part. the eulhor presents a histort of biospeleology in Guatemala. In a secon<I ~"• he de,cribet t:he csves 
of Guatemeje visited by him in 1973 and preteftll ttle preJlmlnary results concerning c111e feuna colltct1ons.. 

Au cours des quinze dernieres ann6e, de nombreux sp,!16ologues am6rk:ains et europ,!en, ont effectu6 
des explorations et des recherche-s dans les ca,itts du Guetemala. 

Dans une premiire partie, je tenterai d'4tablir l'historique des recherches biospl!ologiques dens ce pays. 
Dans une seconde partie, Je donnerai quelque1 lndieation.s sur les ritcoltes Que rai effectufes dans deux grottes 
guatemalt~u .. en 1973. 

Historlque des recherches bioSptologiques an Guat emala 
Avant d'entreprendre cet historique, ii me faut preciser qu'il ne eoncerne que les lnvertfbr6s. 
Cette restriction thant faite , ii sembl• bien que la premiltre r6f6renc.e ~ la faune caveMicole du Guate

mala -soit due au naturaliste genevois Henri de Saussure. Dans le volume de la "8iolog1a Centrall-Amerieana" 
coruacr6 au• OrthoptAres et publlf entre 1893 et 1899, de Sauuure dl!crit en effet Arachnomimus cavicola r6, 
colte par Champion dons la grotte de Lanquin . 

En 1906, Cook visite quelques grottos dan, la r6gioo de Senahu, n!colte do la faune et publle en 1913 
une note sur des pieges en fom,e de filaments tis5'!s par des larves de diptires. · 

En 1936, dans sa "Monographie des Catopidae", Jeanne I dkrlt Promaphagus giaquinro/; cette nouvelle 
esp6ce avail 6te rkolteo per Giaoquinto Mira dans la Cueva Sepaculte. 

En 1950, Saller montionne la nlcolte de Primicimex cavernls pat R.L. Wenz.el et R. Mitchell den, une 
grotto prb de ChOcoyos {Chimaltenangol. 

Le m6rlte du (ifvelOPP<Oment des recherches ~l6ologiques au Guatemala revient en grande partle A 
deux ~rsoonages fort diff6rents:Jose Storek, g6ologue fix6 au Guatemala et Robert Vergnes, aventurier fran
~is, sptll6ologue mois surtout chercheur de trisors. Vergnes a vislt6 en 1956 et 1957 uncertain nombre de 
grottos du Guatemala en compagnie de Storek. II a nlcolte quelques inver~bn!s qui oot 6te romis au Laboratoire 
de Moul ls. On trouve le rl!cit des explorations de Vergoes dans son livre " Le Pays Vierge" publi6 en 1957. 
Vergnes a, en fait. explonJ peu de grottes. mais ses pub1ications, bien que non-scientifiques, eurent le m6rite d' 
attirer l'attention de, sp,616ol°'ues af'Mricainset eurol,'.>4:ens sur le pays qu' il d8finissait comm.e la "Paradis lnoon
nu des Sp616ologues". 

La premilre exp6ditlon amtlricaine drig@e par Gurnee sutvit en 1959 assez exactement les traces de 
Vergne,. Aid6s per Storek, Gurnee•• ses eoll1bora1eurs visiterent les memes grottes que Vergnes. Des plans d&· 
taill6s des grottes furent 6tablis et de la faune fut rd:col~a. notamment par Varnedoe. Un travatl de Causey 
( 1960) en coosacn! aux diplopodes rkolt4s I ors de cette e•~ition. Quant au• grottos, elles ont fait l'objet, en 
1962, d'un travail de Gurnee. 

En 1968, Gurnee dirige une nouvelleex~ltion au Guatemala . II est accompagn4 de sp,!leologues, de 
chercheurs et de technk:iens char~• de r6alisu des film, pour la t61tlvi,ion . Les r,!coltes de fauoe sont effectu601 
par Nicholas et Charles E. Mohr. Nk:holas (1968) signale la rkohe d'une cinquantaioe d'e,peoesdans douie 
diff6rentes grol'!OS. 

C'est 6galement en 1968 quo Oreux effectue ..,, premiires ex~itions clans l'Alta Veropn. 
Au point de vue sptlleologique egalOf'lent le, equipes de !'Association for Mexican Cave Studies {Texas) 

et cellos venues du Canada qui ont explore u 111 grando partie du territoire mt><icain font de plus en plus d'incur• 
sions au Guatemala, notamment dans la region d'Huehuetenango. Peck se joint db 1969 aux ex~itions cane• 
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diennM 01 offoctuo do tr6s lmportantes rl!cotes d'lnverubr6s cavernicoles (Peck, 1974). 
En 1971, les zoologistos italiens Sbordoni, Argano et Zu11ini visitent quelques grottes dans la nord du 

Guatemala, b proximit6 imm6diate de la fronti6re mexicaine. 
En 1971 6galement, d6bute une exoedition diri~e par Oreox. Les recherchu s'6chelonnent sur 12 mois 

et permettent une prospection intensive de I' Alta Verapaz. 
En 1973, lors d'un court Sl!jour au Guatemala, j'ai !'occasion de recolter de la faune dans deux cavit6s 

de l'Alta Verapaz. 
En 1974 et 1975 se cl6roule l'importante exp6dition nadonale fran~alse. Deux zoologistes partlcipent 

A l'exp6dition: Delamare Oebouneville etJuberthie; ils effectuent d'Jmportantas ricoltes dans quatra g.rottas 
de 1' Al ta Verapaz. Les r6sultat1 zoologiques ont fail l'objet de deux travaux pr61iminaires publiis an 1975 et 
1976. 

O'autret expeditions sp6leologlque, our archfologiques ont lieu en 1975 et 1976; les Canadlens de la 
McMaster University contlnuent lours prospections dans l'Huehuetenango; Michel Siffre de son cllt6 effectue des 
recherches dans le Petl!n. 

Description des grottes visitNS 
1) Gruras de Lanquin 

Situation: Prls du village de Lanqu n (Alta Verapaz). Altitude: 380 m. 
Date: 7 Avril 1973. 
Description: Les Grutas de Lanquin sont partiellement am6nageos; un l!clairage 61ectrique a 616 Install• 

clans la zone proche de l'entrte. · 
La cavit6 se compose d'un r6seau fo$$ile form6 par une s6rie de grandes salles et d'un rt!seau infirieur 

actif. Divers plans de cette grotto ont 616 6ublis; le plu• r6cent 0$t celui publi6 dens Spelunca Spl!cial No. 1 
(Guatemala) a la page 36. 

Les rkoltas de fauna ont 611! etteatJhs uniquement dans la reseau tossile. Sur les parois ont 6t6 r6-
col1's des diptires et des areign6es. Les autres invertebr6s recohh se trouvaient sous des callloux ou parmi des 
d6bris llgneux. lls appartenaient aux groupes suivanu: amblypyges, Schlzomides, diplopodes, isopodes, collem
boles, Mmipt~res, hym6nopteres, "pidopti,es, co16opt,res, gastl!ropodes. 

La temp6rature da l'air 6tait de 25°. 

2) Cut1Va Chirrep«:k 
Situation: A proximit6 de la route menant de Coban A Santa Cruz Verapaz; II 14 km. de route au sud 

de Coban. (Alta Verapaz). II s'agit peut.ftrede la grotto mentlonlll!e par Vergne, a la page 81 de son llvre "Le 
Pays Vierge". 

Altitude: 1.400 m. 
Oates: 6 et 8 Avril 1973. 
Description: le couloir d'entr~.e mine tout d'abord dans une petite chambre, puis H divise. A droita. 

une ~troirure donne dans une iaferie inffriet.1re OU se trouve une petite colonie de cheuves-sourls: la sol est oou• 
vert d'amas: de guano l'eeenL A gauche. on rtncontre tout d'abord une petite chambre utilislie par les lndiens; 
on y trouve en etfet quelques petits autels et des bougies. Un couloir descendent fait suite A certe chambre; ii 
aboutit l un puits terminal peu profond. 

Dans la chambre utilis6e par les lndiens j'ai rl!coltl! sous des cailloux des Schizornides, des acariens, des 
pseudoscorpions appartenant II deux espkei: ldeobisium simile Balzan et Para/iochthonius strinetii Beier (Beier, 
1974), des lsopodes et du collemboles. Dans la ch1111bre la pluseloigrole de l'entr6e )'al r6coltl! de nombreuses 
aralgn6es et le premier Campodt!ld6 cavernicole du Guatemala:Juxt/acampa hauSt!ri Cond6 (Conde, 1975). Sous 
les cailloux se trouvaient de nombreux diplq:,odes et notamment Lophoclesmus pstrlnus Hoffman (1976a) et 
Chirrepeckis /yncileclil (Hoffman 1976b}. Dans la galerie lnf6rieure. sur le guano, j'al surtout r6colt6 des Lop
hodssmus pl!trinus.. Enfin, en divers points de ii grotte,. j'ai rkolt~ quelques exempraires appartenant aux 
groupes suivanu: chilopodes, ht!mlpt6res, dipt6res, gast6ropodes. 
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PALEOKARST OF THE PLAIN TERRITORIES AND SPEC! FIC 
FEATURES OF ITS MORPHOLOGY 

A. V. Stupishin 
Kuan, USSR. 

Pafeokarst or anc,ent karst constitutes a prcblem in the modern doctrine of karst Due to complexity 
of geological substrates. tectonic mobilitV and fragmentation in m0t.1ntafns, paleokarst is difficult to identify. 
More favourable conditions for preservation of paleokant exist within the bounds of the platform structures 
with low relief. The sedimentary cover of platforms ·• formed with wata having nearly horizontal bedding. 
The thicknest of sedimentary covers is often some tl"ousands of metre$. The age range of the rocks starts from 
the ~mbrian period. Many areas of the vast plains (e.g. the Volga•Ural area) are 70.80% formed with soluble 
rocks. namely, limestone, dolomh:e, gypsum, anhydrite, chalk and rock-salt. 

Subaeriaf conditions combined wfth corresponding climat,c-landscape condjtions were nece.ssary to 
form generations of paleokarst. Such favourable conditions were fatmed by positive tectonic epeirogenetic 
movements. It was an epoch of breaks in the order of sedimentation, with weathering, soluble rocks being 
leached and kamed. 

Up to stven kars-t epochs of Paleozoic and Mesozoic were identified in studying numerous geolog1ca.J 
sections in the South of the Russian platform (Stupi!hin, 1960, 1967, 19731. The karstepochs took place in 
the following times: Pre·Famenian (Devonian) Pre-Toumaisian, EarJy Visea~. Pre-Bashkirian. Pre,Ve.reian .and 
Kungarian (Carboniferous.Permian) as wen M In the Lower Mesozoic {Pre-Bathonian time). 

Ancient epochs of karst formation were also in the Kainot:oic, but they should be called a neokarst. 
because their main features of the landscape and re lief were much like the present. and also due to the fact 
that karst developed mostly in present river ~alleys. Morphological levels of karst in different geological sections 
of the sedimentary cover developed in ancient karst epochs. The levels of paleokarst alternated with rocks hav· 
ing thicknesses of some hundred meters. The upper,r,ost level of the paleokarst can be studied m the natural 
exposures and in mines and quarries (the Lower Mesozoic karst). 

The structure of the pafeokarst is analogous that of recent kartt. It consisu of two morphological 
complexes, surface and underground. The surface complex of karst forms consists of sinks, sink holes and 
cauldrons of various sizes. The underground complex of karst f0tms is repres-ented by a complex system of 
diverse karst cavities. The surface and underground kmt forms are filled with the products of inwuh and col
lapse of the overlying rocks - clays, sand,. carbonate breccfa. Mine,al deposits of bauxite, bentonite, etc, are 
related to paleokarst form,. Unlike the present karrt, the peleokarst developed under different climatic and 
landscape conditions. The paleok:arst of continental tPOChs of the Pah?ozoic and Lower Mesozoic was similar 
to the presen·t karst of warm and humid climate, rather compared with the Present karst of moderate tone. 
This paleokarst d8v@'laped in the islands of Paleozoic and Lower Mesozoic eras. In the Paleozoic the karst was 
developed in the Lower Permian carbonate--sulphate layers with• thickness up to 150 meters. 

According to paleogeographic studies. the Li>wer Mecsozoie kars-t landscape was a pecul;ar analogue 
of the present karst landscapes of the Cuban -and Jamaican plains. Under conditions of humid and warm marl• 
time cUmate of the Lower Mesotoic the limestone, and dolomites were undermined by intensive. leaching from 
the surface as well as from below. The surface was pocked with many sink•holes produced by leaching and col• 
lapS8, and with well-like sinks and caves. All these ka,st forms are fllled with clay. ,and and the products of 
collapse (carbonate breccia). A spore·and·pollen analvsis of the clay fill from a core sample revealed that it 
was under conditions of warm and humid climate that the intensive karsting of the Lower Pe:rmian limestones 
and dolomites took place. Analysis of the ancient soi. taken from an ancient karst sink, revealed that in a 
Lower Mesoioie 5oil the humus content reached 19.7%. 

Study of the paleokarst is carried on by various methods. So far the main method is a method of bor• 
ir19, which permits us to take a core sample and to verify the preS8nce of kanted rocks. Analysis of the litho
logic content of the karsted stratigraphic horizons is carried on not only lhrough study of the core. but also 
by investigation of natural exPQSure.s and m,ne openings. Application of a spore-and•pollen anatvsis for study 
of the fill from karst cavJties is of gr~at interest. Reconstruction of the buried kars:t pateolandscape, e.g. of 
the Lower Mesoz<>ec time is possible on the basis of 1he coHected data. 

Definition of the karst age aJong with definition of the spaoe parameters and lhe karst level has a 
speCffic scientific interest and ts one of the important problems In study of paleokarst. Two methods exist for 
defining the time of the karst levels forming. Firrt method is a definition of the age of the kam cavity fill 
with a spore-and-pollen analysis. The second method Is a definition of the karst age with the methods used in 
geomorpholog_y. 
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Peleokarst represents an enclent kmt developed in a specific area. That is why it is not advisable to 
study only present karst. Definition of the particular succession and tendencies in the development of karst 
is POssible after revelation of the epochs of tarst development. The definition of specific trends in karst deve
lopment is important for predicuon of the fi.Jture karu processes. 
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HYDROGEOLOGY OF A GYPSUM KARST IN NEWFOUNDLAND 

Geraldine A. Sweet 
Department of Geography, McMaster University, 
Hamilton. Ontario, Canada. 

Newfoundland lies within the Appalachian Mountain sy<tem. As a result of successive folding the geo• 
logy is extremely comple,, especially In the C..rboniferous rocks of the South West. These are mainly llme
s1one.s and sandttone.s. with local outcrops of gyps.urn. 

It is with the gypsum, particularly at Codroy, that this paper is concerned. The gypsum is massively 
contorted and eff~ively masked by a glacial till mantle varying 2-40 m, deposited >13,000 8.P. This repre
sents the ma•imum age of karst development which is characterized by frequent sinkholes, several dry valleys, 
an excellent example of rfver capture. small caves and oonsiderabte underground drainage. 

The karst area is some 4 km1 • extending from the t>.se of the Anguille Mount-ains to lhe Atlantic 
Coast, where the gypsum outc,ops form rapidly receding sea cliffs about 20-30 m high. Because of complex 
folding the beds are upended, and layers of mudstone and shale form recessions between. Two springs ">O.Je/ 
see ,.sue from conduits in bluff> and in severil places, small semi-permanent trickles flow from the junction 
between the bedrock and till. Small karren futures are abundant, particularly on breakdown boulders and 
the underside of the wave·cut notch which is vvell developed at the base of the cliffs. 

The minimum hydraulic gradient of the kant to the sea is 1:174 and a regional water table is not 
readily defined. Drainage from some of the water filled sinks eppean to be totally independent, while the 
main permanent stream is supplied from a sink. Both surface channel flow and underground springs appear at 
random heights and above• certain water-holding threshold some sinks drain into surface streams with a 
flushl ng action. 

Initial tracing for a flow panern was camed out with Rhodamine W.T. Results indicate regfonal dif• 
fusion with groundwater lafter rain) flowing at at least 3.2m/sec, but the system i, obviously not totally dif
fuse because principal known springs along the coast and in the stream valley are conduit type. From standard 
chemical analysis, waters divide into three categories; surface standing water,.surface flowing water, under• 
ground flow. The most important discriminating vadables were temperature and total hardness. {Waters from 
adjacent non-gypsum areas ranged 54-120 ppm C,,CO1 ). It would appear that water-filled sinks regerdless of 
SIU, were not in contaet with gypsum becau,e their range Is similar (l 10-190 ppm C,,CO1 ). Surface streams 
Increment from 70-90 to 550-1,300 ppm C,,CO, over a run of 2.5 km, crossing the karst belt. Conduit Springs 
msintained an almost constant temperature of ~-8°C, and almost constant discharge throughout the sampling 
season, despite onset of drought conditions punctuated by a violent storm depositing 16 mm of precipitation. 
Hardness ranged from 1440-1800 ppm CaCO, mainly as sulphate anion. Although they were flowing out of 
gypsum conduits it Is difficult to assets how 1ar the water> travelled through tha rock, or for how long. In one 
of these springs erosion seems to be so rapid that the water is constantly cloudy with susJ)Mlded P81"ticles. 

Within the 4 km1 area lhere are 260<- sinkholes ranging rn size from 100 x 200 x 25 m to 1 x 1 x 1 m, 
Some of these are obviously old, but catastrophic collapse produced new individuals as recently as Spring 1976. 

There appears to be no regular sp.ati1I pattern to the sinks but they can be divided into several types; 
In scale there are three sites, the largest llOO • 200 x 26m) all being water•fflled, deep, and close to the Inland 
or upslope limit of the gypsum. Medium size sinks are generally circular or almost circular in shape, 35-45 m 
In diameter and 10.16 m deep. Some are water-filled, but there is apparenlly no real pattem 10 divide them 
from those that are not. Several are Inland, S<>me along the ooast and others in the stream valley. Very small 
Sinks are clustered in random array around the medium sized sinks. 

A second classification can be applied lOrake and Ford 1972), Most large and medium sinks h- su~ 
sidiary or daughter sinks which may be aligned !possibly along geologic eontroll or clustered around them. 

Thirdly they can be classified by shape; a large number of sinks display eharacterlsticelly straight 
steep sides, circular openings and very narrov. bottoms, I.e. funn1>l-shaped. Others have sides shelvfng steeply 
at first, but then flattening out into a bowl shepe In the base. These are almost all water•filled, and have accumu
lated fines at the base which prevents fast flu,hing. It is suggested that there are the older sink• while the funnel
shaped ones are more recent. Th• youngen •hk (<10 years) exhibit typical collapse form in the uncontolidat~ 
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mantle. There Is very little exposure of gypsum in any of the sinkholes, they are expn,ssed in the till. Suffosion 
processes play a pan in their expansion. 

At Romaines Brook, approximately 100 km PIOrthwest an area of intens:fve sinkhofe denisty has deve
loped In a crumbly gypsum. under a 2 m till mantl,. The area I, bounded on one side by the sea and on another 
by the daeply entrencMd stream from which steep gypsum cliff> rise to the sinkhole plain. The hydraulic gr• 
dlent is steep and karst development ls rapid. Sinks ranging from 1 m to 6 m diam., with a local relief of 2· 10 m, 
are t0 close together that the re1ulting landsc.ape is a miniature facsimile of the more usually tropical mogote 
or cockpit kant. 

Successful dye tracing tem, with indicators at several points, plus the thermal and chemical characteris
tics of coastal springs, sugge.i that ideal diffuse flow conditions prevail in the complex structure end lithology 
underlying the till mantle (Shuster & White 1971). Nonetheless the nature of spring resurgences and the abun
dance of point collapse features indicate elements of conduit and chamber development. Hydrol0gic end hydro
chemical elements of diffuse systems, need not ax,lude the possibility of rapid development of karst surface 
features, therefore h would be difficult to assign the Codroy Karst co one of the two conditions. 

It appears that under the appropriate conditions small $Cale mogote karst can be genuated very rapidly 
in gypsum, even in temperate latitudes. 
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INFILLED DOLINES IN NORTHERN PART OF THE POLISH JURA REGION 

Adam Szynkiewicz 
ul. Bacciarellego 39/1 
51-649 Wroclaw 
Poland 

In the region of Dzialoszyn on the Warta River infHled dolines are uncovered as a result of limestone 
exploration. These are near tectonic zones on an upland of Oxlordian and Kimeridgian limestones (Upper 
Jurassic) which dip monocllnally at a small gradient toward the northeast. 

The upland is cut by faults along the War,a valley and bordered on the nonh by the Kle«cz.ow rift. 
The paleokarstic relief of the Malm (Lower Jurasslc) surface of this upland was deeply eroded and 

was covered in the Plelstocene. Small eroded mogotes project through the cover of outwash sands while on 
the uplands fragments of infilled karst depressions are p.reserved and uncovered in Quarrie5. 

lnfilled dolines 
Type 1 are of Holocene age. Small dolines 0.5 min diameter, to 1.5 min depth, appear in the Wurm perl• 

glacial debris. In the contact zone with the limestone there is a brown clay product of karst weather
ing. The small dolines are filled with fine gray quartzic sands, 

Type 2 are of Lower or Middle Pleistocene age. These are karst pits 2 m in diameter and about 40 m deep. 
The walls are covered with btown karst chys similar to those filling the lower horizontal fissures. 
The pits are filled with grey sands and flu,ioglacial gravel. Sometime, the pits are filled with 
varved clayL 

Type 3 are of Pliocene - Lower Pleistocene age. The dolines 5 min diameter and over 10 m deep are filled 
with limestone and igneous boulders strongly weathered with red quarttitic sands, red bone breccia, 
terra rossa and calcite. 

Type 4 are of Tertiary age. They are large kant forms often ovel' 100 m In diameter and about 50 m deep. In 
the contact zone with the dolin8$ the limestones are strongly weathered. The filling of the dolines 
con.sins of white quartz:ltic grain sands. In some margin.al sands blue ctay aggregations have been ob· 
served. The sands are similar to those fourd under the brown coal in the Kle.sz:czow rift (where in• 
filled doliMs were also found) and identical to quarttitic sands deposited under the brown coal in 
dolines near Sulejow on the Pillca River. Beceuse brown coal in Central Poland comes from the Upper 
Oligocene and Miocene, therefore It has been assumed that the infilled dolines of Type 4· could have 
developed before the Miocene. 

Influence of infllled doline.s on exploitation 
The infilled dolines uncovered in quarries 1re the cause of considerable difficulties in exploiting lime

stone. The poor cohesion of rhe infill sediments results in differential stability' of the quarry levels and faces. 
Undercutting the fossil dolines result:s in earth slide5 interrupting exploitation in many working areas. The 
fossil karst reduces the quality of the depesitt and affects the economics of cement or lime production. It Is 
necessary to carry out detailed studies not only on the distribution of karst forms. but also on determination 
of the paleogeographic conditions when the dolines were developed. 
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Fig. 1. Cross-section of the northern part of the Polish Jurassic region 
to the Pilica river. 1. Quaternary deposits. 2. Miocene brown coal. 
3. Tertiary sands. 4. Cretaceous. 5. Upper Jurassic limestones. 

Fig. 2. Dzialoszyn - doline filled with Tertiary sancts. 

Fig. 3. Sulejow - doline filled with brown coal 
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CAVE DEVELOPMENT IN CON-CALCAREOUS ARCHEAN IGNEOUS ROCKS 

Leander Tell 

ArchivM of Swedish Speleology, Norrkoping, 
Sweden 

Generally speaking it Is almost considered an axiom that cave development occurs by corrosive erosion 
in calcareous rocks. One example is the commonly expre1sed old opinion that Scotland, in contrast to other 
paru of Great Britain, is almost void of known caves, a belief that for instance Tony Oldham absolutely rejects as 
unwonhy after having registered more than 400 caves in his work "~ve1 in Scotland" (1975), where an out• 
standing examp!e of non-calcareous caves is the famous Fingal's Cave, developed in be.salt. Therewith we enter Quite 
another field of speleology. 

It ls therefore not true tha1 cavetS only occur in soluble carbonate rocks. Several researchers like M. Gortani 
and 0. Lehmann have found similar phenomena in non-carbonatic rocks. After publications by F. Anelli, the Sut,. 
commission of UIS for terminology has proposed a third group of karstic features besides (1) real Karst and (2) 
Parakarst, namely Pseudokarst, a term for .,a landscape. with forms similar to a karst, but developed in non
karstifiable, non-soluble rocks". Such rocks are found all over the world but are of course more easy identifiable 
in countries where carbonatic rocks are rare, but where in.stead there is a multitude of aystalline archean non• 
calcareous, non-soluble igneous rocks, for Instance Sllleden. This country is almost void of sedimentary Devon•, 
~rbon- and Permian formations and presents only some small rellcts from Trlas and Jurassic. 

Under such circumstances the development of cavH in non.-cate11reous. non-soluble rocks can be studied by 
means of many different phenomen11, and it has been possible to establish a special typ0togy. At the 3rd International 
Congress of Speleology in 1961 I proposed the follollling specification: 

1. Diaclases and Paraclases - still open or moraine-covered fissures, clefts and crevices forming caves. 
originating from tectonic movements in the earth's ctu.st. 

2. Frostwedging and Corrosion caves, principally formed by frost and weathering In coarse-grained 
granites and gneisses. Here It must be pointed out that any effects of hydration of silicates are hard to prove. 

3. Glacial phenomena, e.g. owing to the formidable pressure of the Inland Ice and to the following uplift of 
the d&pressed landseape. This third group represents. nost of the goals of Swedish speleology, owing to their multitude 
and diversity of forms. These caves show different actions of the different tnland Ice glaciers. and the group c&n be. 
subdivided In many sections, e.g. crushing of rock ano accumulating blocks at the foot of hills and mountains or 
dlsper1ing them as erratic blocks all over the country, creating many interstitial caves. Funher abrading or hollow• 
Ing of rocks by ice or melt water. creates natural tunnels and thousands of witches' cauldrons etc .• 

Some Hl'titr papers by the author. u-udng the 18ffe subject Ire; 
1. D'- HOh,.ntV/Hn Schw«len~ Proceedings of 1ne 3rd Intern. Cong,. of Speleology, \Jlerma 1961. 
2. Oit H~l•ntv1)tn Schwect..nt. Archives of Swtdish Sp.,.olo,v nr 2. Norrk6ping 1962 
3. Speleologlcal Studies of SwtdJsh N•h.1~. Arc/1,s-w.d, s,,.1, nr. 4. Norrl(i!,plng 196' 
5. Vtrschi«l#s V11r,,.trtn 11•wi$#t Gruntl9f:$1ti~ Proc. 4th Int. Congr. Speleo1. Ljubljana 1965 
8. HohlenphlJnotTM,-,. Jn G,.nir und andttmn kri..-talllnen Urgesr.iM, Proc. 5th lnr. Cong,. $pel, Stugolrt 1869 
7. Karstic occurrenefl In Sweden, Arch. Swtd. $/HI. nr 12, NorrlcOf)ing 1973 
8. About Karst in,.,,.,., •nd Sw«lll/'I Ktrn in partlculM. Proc. 6th Int. Congr. Spel, Ofomouc 1973 
9. FlftV (Vpical Swedish caves, Arch. Sw«I. S,,.I. nr. 1◄, Norrk6ping 

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN SIZE, BIOMASS, WATER AND FAT CONTENT IN TWO 
SPECIES OF COLLEMBOLA ACCORDINQ..TO THEIR DISTRIBUTION IN THE CAVE OF 

SAINTE-CATHERINE, DISTRICT OF ARIEGE, SOUTH OF FRANCE 

J. - M. Thibaud 
Museum National O'Histoire Naturellt 
Ecologi• Generale 
4 Avenue Ou Petit Chateau - 91B00 Brunoy 
France 

In this paper, we propose to compare two species of Collembola (lnsecta) belonging to the same genus 
and living in the same cave (South of France. Pyrene,n Mountains). Tomocerusproblematicus is a true cave-dwell• 
ing species, while Tomocerus minor normally occur1 In the top litter layer of deciduous forest. but may also be 
found inside a cave. but only near the eave opening. 

Six populations of about 20 individuals wera collected at different levels inside the cave. from the 
entranoe to the terminal room at depth of 80 m. 

Fresh body we,ghU (Y), dry body weights()(), unlatted body welghu (Z), body w11er contents, fat 
contents and sites (L~ were successively measured on each s-ampled lndividual in order to establish mathematical 
equations which express the relationships between the different parameter, wh~eh are in fact proportionel. The 
formula• set out between weights and sites meet thisrequirement, and we have been able to use them to com• 
pare the populations from the point of view of their gatn In weight in adult instars. 

In particular, when comparing two populations of the species. living together at the same place. the 
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fact content of individual• belonging to the c..,e-dwelliog species is always greater than the fat content of the 
ep,gean species, while the inverse is true when calculating their water content. 

Of interest in this nudy is the uceptional bulk of lipids found in cave-dwelling forms. 1 t may be pos
sible to consider these results as a general phenomenon concerning all terrestrial arthrol)Ods living inside a cave
ecosyrtem, and could be interpreted as an adaption of animal species Which live in an extreme and hostlfe med• 
ium where foods are hardly sutfteient and fastng periods are often frequent. 

CAVES, A MOTIVATIONAL FOCUS IN GEOLOGICAL EDUCATION 

Glen H. Thompson, Jr. 
Elizabethtown College, 
Pennsylvania, U.S.A. 

In the United States of America and, I suspect in mon other countries too, college stud ies 1eading to• 
ward a bachelor's degree include a variety of S1bjects outside one's major discipline prewm~Jly for the purpose 
of Intellectual broadening'! Instruction in these so called "core courses" is frequently hampered due to lack of 
student interest. 

Som&What coincidental to the pro~ef'I Just stated is the fact that spelunking as a sport finds iu greate.st 
participation from college students. For what9'er reasons conjectured, eaves are items of interest to this age 
group. They are also phenon,ena in the dfscipline of geology, a $ubject widely elected ro satisfy the core science 
required for the undergraduate degree. 

Thus to me it seemed only l0gical that in a particular geology course in which I as an instructor experi• 
menting with inmuctional techniques did choose caves as a focus around which introductory geology could be 
learned. The course. offered only in summer set$ion. is field oriemed and includes a one week camp experience 
near the famous Germany Valley of West Virginia. Here caves are abundant, accessible and varied and have the 
distinction of engendering classic papers on cer1a,ns aspects of speleogenesjs. Though the results have not been 
analyt.ed If\ a rigorous manner. they have been nonatheless gratifying to me. These result'$ have been in the form 
of student attitudes, completed projects and subsequent ac1iviti8$ of participants even years after they had 
finished the course. 

The balance of this paper will describe how speleology is incorporated as a focal point in geological In• 
struction and will describe some of the specific projecn undertaken by these non-science majors in their first 
geology course. 

Since a cave is defined as a void this le,c easily to the conclusion that relatively little about the cave 
itself can be studied. Ocher than its morpho1ogical aspects one is constrained to consider speieothem,. sediment 
fillings, water and the rock surrounding the cave. This is geology, pure and slmple. 

Studies in the field camp begin with a ,pelunking trip into one of the local undeveloped caves. Some
where at an apprOPriate place inside the cave I present an elementary lesson describing the process by which a 
solution cave forms. This specifically includes aspecn of geochemistry, hydrology, mineralogy, matigraphy and 
structural geology, all of which are introduced a, topics within the realm of geology. Exploration is resumed and 
frequent stops are mode to explain cave related features as they are encountered. Many of these mini-lectures 
are spontaneous and are in answer to questions ,aised by the students. This trip concludes any overt and con• 
trived attempt to capture swdent lnterert regarding the subject of caves. 

Approximately halt 1he course Is devoted to student designed proJects. and this introduction to cave 
geology has proven sutticfent in each of the six \'ears the course has been offered 10 induce some project work 
in the area of speleology. Additional project, in >ther phases of geology were sometimes seeded as cave related 
geology WI$ being consfdered. One project. for inst~ince. where $lrengths of various: rocks were tested and com• 
pared was born In a student's mind when I mentoned their underground safety depended largely upon the 
nrength of limestone and the patterns of joints ind bedding pianos in the cave roof. 

Synopses of some of the more successful speleological projects are given as follows: 

l, A study was made of the sediment in the entrance area of Breathing Cave, Virginia not only inferring 
changing wa1tr flow regimes. but also concluding on a basis of cement-ation that two distinct periods 
of sedimentation had occurred. 

2. A study of the Bullpasture River partially charged by waters trom several cave systems including Butler 
and Breathing Caves was lnst,vctive in elementary geochemistry. In this work en appropriate portion of 
the river was mapped in terms of temparature, pH and hardness and then related to regional geology 
and cavern development. 

3. Three caves have been mapped a, partl1I projects. The maps were accompanied by reports analyzing 
geologic controls on pa$$.age trends and 'Tlofphofogy. 

4. Under the guidance of Hsrold Hamilton of the Carnegie Museum In Pittsburg, Pennsylvania the en, 
trance area of Root Cavt., West Virginia was e)(amined for its potentiaJ of bearing bones-deposited by 
feeding raptors. Though the object was to gain knowledge of climatic changes as deduced from indige• 
nous fauna, unfortunately the site did not prove to be productive. 

5. A project to discover new caves involved the study of geological and topographic maps and caves re
lated literature. An area of discovery po:ential was delineated. A brief search 011 foot verified the pre• 
diction of Mi.ss1\sippian Greenbrier limestone and several large sinkhole$ and a strong flowing s.pring 
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were located. That project is now being continued by the college Geology Club. 
Several projects have involved ground water tracing with fluorescein dye. 

In conclusion, I J'laveobserved more than 120 students who were not majoring fn scieoce learn consider• 
able geology and maintain positive enthusiastic attitudes about their stvdle,, This was aecomptlshed bv provJd .. 
ing tho opportunity to first incorporat:e the natun1l curi0$hy about caves and then to relate their presence and 
morphological features to geological principles. From this Introduction students were then abfe to demonstrate 
a wor'ki~ knowledge as they completed projecn ~•voted to speleological problems. For those not electing to 
work on speleological problems knowledge and attitudes gained in the Introduction to cave science quickly 
transferred 10 other applications of basic geolc,w. Thus caves have served successfully as a motivational focus or 
point of departure in an educational effort.. 

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 
THEN ANO NOW 

E.K. Tratman 

It i.s my pleasant duty to welcome yCAJ al to Britain to this 7th International Speleological Congress. 
You have come from many countrie5 and we are all linked together by our common intetMt in caves and all 
that concern, them. The Congress is an opportunt y to exchange views and Ideas, for co-operation in projects: 
concerned with caves and with the advancement of knowledge about caves. 

Now it has been my good fortune to havt been associated with caving for well over half a century. 
Most of my experience has been limited to the British Isles though I have had opportunities to visit many 
other oountriet notably in connection with the ln1ernational Congresse$. Within that period I have seen many 
Qha~s and developmeou in the study of caves. So 1n this address I am seeking to show what caving was like 
and what It is now. Perhaps a short film mede in 1937 will demonmate better than anything el,e the condi• 
tions of caving at that time. In a sense It ts an historical document. h should be viewed light-heartedly and 
some of the comical peculiarities are due to two facts, poor llghtlng and having to run the cameras at half-speed 
with the actors also trying to move at half normal speed. You will have ample opponunities to see modern 
films at this conference so that you can form yOtJrown views as to how much progress has been made. 

The film shows the types of eQuipment that were standard in 1937 and remained standard till after 
the end of the Second World War. We all know the •ort of equipment that is in use today. New materials and 
new techniques have been developed. Ladden are ,ow ltght•weight ones of steel Wil'e and aluminium allby 
rungs. It is worth recording that the now almost unlversal use of swaged or crimped tube$ on the wir95 to space 
the rungs was introduced from the U.S.A. I recall •eading about this method ln a N.S.S. Newslener and per• 
,uaded my own society (U.B.S.S.) to give the method a try. We u•e the method still and so do many other 
groups of cavers. 

Natural fibre ropes have been replaced with man-made fibre ones. A great advance but not without 
its hazard$ and the need for variations In 1echniqu11 dependent oo the type of rope used. This has in turn led to 
the development of S.A.T. (Single Rope Techniquu), again not without Its hazard$. Many pieces of pe,sonal 
eQUipment have been developed. All this makes for safer caving while at the ••me time lightening the load that 
must be carried in for deep e,cplor.t1ons. 

Even more revolutionary has been the change in clothing used in cave explorations. The 'Neoprene' 
wet suit arrived quite a long way back and will continue to be the ma,mtav for cavers' g,arments. 

Theories of cave formation have been basa,d..for many years on the fundamental paper of Davies and 
Bretz and the terms •Phreatic' and 'Vadose• are in world•wide use. Their general principles still hold good. 
Naturally they have had to be elaborated and charged in detail and the mm paraphreatic has been coined to 
cover caves that may be interminently phreatlc while most of the time vad0$8. Another change ,n view point 
from the Ofiginal theories is that water in caves can move very swlft1y under phreatic conditions. 

From the basic concepts of Davies and Bretz has arisen the srudy of solution of limestone by water 
to form the caves. A notable contribution to this study was the theory of 'Mischungkorrosion· of B09li. Beyond 
this the chemistry of the solution processe, has been very widely studied. The mo,e It was studied the more 
It was realised tha1 the proces, was very complex but for long the basic concept of solution by waten carrying 
CO2 held the field. More recently attention has be1un to be paid to 1he part played in the solution of limestone 
by the complex humic acids, something that I haw long advocated. Arising from the work on solution ar0$8 
investigations into the micro-crystalline structure of limestones and how variations in this affect rates of solu• 
tion. All the techniques used gave no absolutl! meauremenu of rates of development of caves. In 1966 Or. 
Hanna 0toduced the first 'M1cro-eroston Meter'. This has undergone much development and provided the strict 
specifications he gave of the material to be used in the construction of the machines and proper care in use, 
the r-at8$ of solution can be determined far local areas within cave.s. or tor that matter on s.urface karit slte1. 

Even whh all these methods available dating of caves nill r:,-asented major difficulties. Now from 1he 
research work of Or. Ford a new tool has been produced, the method of dating stalagmites by Uranium/Thorium 
Oisequilibtlum Method. Papers onthi, will be given at this conference. Beyond this i1 may be possible. in the 
not too distant future. to use fission tracks in crvs1als to date caves .. 

The tracing of underground water routes s an important piece of cave research. It is not necessary 
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for me to elaborate on this. The use of fluoresamt dyes has been tlie mainstay of this work for a long time. 
Then from Austria came the development of dyed spores for such traces. This was a major development ad• 
vanoe, which in turn has been largely supercedtd by a return to dyes of different categories Including optical 
brightener$ each with different range, of fluorescence. They can be identified, by using a fluorimeter, In very 
low concentration and to ease the labour of collecting samples at regular intervals the automatic water samoling 
apparatus has been developed. 

In cave biology there is still much to t:e done. In Britain the initial stages of collecting spe,eimens is 
largely complete in the simple maner of deterniining the fauna that one can expect to find. This is not true 
of many other areas where very little is known, if anything, about the fauna in the caves. There is a trend to 
move forward and examine the food c.·ains. Laboratories have been set up, notably at Moulis, for the study 
of cave organisms. Under rare cond; dons one may find caves which have been completely sealed for a long 
time and to have been itolated from the active nreamway. In such sltet one may find that tha only living 
organisms ate bacteria on the cave walls. These mav only grow in the laboratory at cav-, temperature. Their 
food chain iJ not obviou, and I support Trevor Ford's tentative Juggestion that they mav derive their food 
trom the actual limettone, 

Cave archaeology is a specialised branch of cave studies. In the past 50-60 yem major advances in 
techni~ues have been m,de. Some, but not all derived from techniques used on surface sites. One major haodi• 
cap is the lack of lighL Even the bestartificial Hght is not as good as daylight. The focus has also changed. h 
is no longer a matter of finding objects but of finding out everything that one can about the conditions under 
which the archaeological deposits were formed: if man is represented, how did he live? It must also bf reme,t't, 
bered that excavation effectively dest.roYJ the evkience and therefore it i.s imperative that every scrap of infor• 
matlon should be retneved. Cave archaeology it a tim&•eon1uming occupation carried out under adverw physi• 
cal conditions. Because excavation mean, destruction then at every cave site one should try to leave untouched 
deposits for future generations. Such deposits should be adequately protected. No archaeological site is com• 
pleted until a full report has been published. 

Transport has changed enormously especially in the period since 1950. The changes have been, on• 
the whole, beneficial to speleology but it does bring in the matter or conservation of caves in a crowded country 
such as Britain. On the other hand modern trarsport has made it POSSible to do what was formerly considered 
fmpossible. E.xpedhio~ can be mounted to go :o out of the way places. Little time is used up in getting to the 
areas. AP travel cvu the time down to a maner of days for even the remotest areas. Helicoptet'5 can be u$&d to 
ferry in gear and supplies from the nearest airfield. It costs rather more but that is balanced by the time saved. 

To conclude, this conferen,:.e is primarily directed to tti"• scientrfic study of caves and all that pertains 
to them. There is always the lure of new discov,ries of all kinds and one may think that every new discovery 
reduces the chanetn of further ones. But every discovery brings forward its ow.n problems, which in turn will 
have to be solved. This is the ,pur to further research into caves. 

THE WESTBURY-SUB-MENDIP CAVE AND THE EARLIEST EVIDENCE FOR MAN 
IN BRITAIN 

E.K. Tratman 
Penrose Cottage 
Burrington 
Bristol, England 

The cave consists of a large single chambe{. It was exposed by quarrying, It runJ west◄aSl with a length 
ofover 1 OOm, width 12m and height 20m. The cave was formed under phreatic conditions and was subsequently 
invaded by a river. Its location Is at the very edge of the southern Mendip escerpment. Here the Carboniferous 
Limestone has a steel) southerly dip. There is a 11ajor thrust fault associated with the ceve. 

When the cave was first exposed It was filled to the roof with ooposits and the roof wa. only about 
1.5m under the surface of the limestone and in places ran right up to the surface. The deposits f■II into two 
major groups, tower and upper. 

The lower group consisu of yellow cla¥S, sands and gravels with evidence of current bedding. Their 
attitude and nature- indicates a surface river running nearly at grade with limited turbulanee within the cave. 
This group is siliceous in nature and the chert mixed in with the gravels is derived from the Greensand deposits, 
which now do not nist at all in the area. In thi1 siliceous group there are scanty mammalian remains: mottly 
small fragments and very much rolled. The commonest animal ls 8i$0n sp, a small variety. Other beasts are 
Hyaena brevirosrrls, Dlcerorhinus sp. and casre, fiber (Beaver). 

The phase of gravel infilling ended with a period of collapse of the roof but for a short while gravels 
were still being deposited be<:.ou,e they are found between the boulders from the roof fall. Upwards the gravels 
merge fairly rapidly into the upper group of deposits. 

The upper group are throughout calcareous in nature. They are divisible into a series of beds some of 
which are sharply demarcated and some are seen as presenting gradual chenge from one layer to another. All the 
layers contain mammalian bones and teeth. ::,Orne btros are reµt -,sented. Most of the remains are fra91nentary 
but some at least of the fr09mentation is due to the effects of blasting in the quarry. By far the commonest 
animal is Ursus deningeri~ the ancestral form of both Ursus speleus and llrsus arctos. The presence of Castor 
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flbH is evidence of a riverine environment. The 101111 of animals represented is 49 1pecies. They include among.st 
the carnivores Crocuta crocuta~ Homoth~rium latiCens (Owen), F. gombaszoege.nsis, Xenocyon /ycaonoides~ 
Omls lupus mosbachensis~ and amonst the Perisod1etlya there Is Dicerorhinus etruscus. 

The evidence for the presence of man (Hcmo. so.) Is found within the calcareous deposits. Firtt the 
accumulation of animal bones within the deposits can be partly attributed to man. Second are the few crude 
flint implements, which can be attributed to the earliest Acheulian and the flint from which they were made 
came from the Upper Chalk. The nearest outcrop of chalk is now some 30km away. Third there Is the presence 
of charcoal, sometimes in such qua-n-trty as to darktn the whole layer. This can only be attributed to man, who 
hed learnt to control fire. 

The fauna of the calc.areous deposits places it within the Middle Pleistocene and the Cromerlan sub
division. The siliceous gravels are older but on the scanty faunal evidenoe also fall within the Cromerian. 

The palynological evidence confirms that lhe climate was temparate and the surrounding country was 
open type with a fair degree of tree cover. The date would be about 400,000 years ago. 

At this time the landscape was very different from that now existing. The main gorges now seen such as 
Cheddar Gorge, Bur,ington Combe, and the gorge, of the Bristol Avon had not bffn formed. It was before the 
Severn changed Its course from ••sterty to southwest via the Iron Bridge lluvio-glacial 110rge to lhe Bristol Chan, 
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nel. How much even of that wide waterway wJS then in existence is at present unknown. 
The picture then i> one of a landscape with only the incipient torms of that now seen. A landscape In

habited by a hunter/food gathering group of unknown numbers and using a territory of unknown extent. They 
were sufficiently advanced to make crude stone implemenu and to have controlled use of fi re. They lived be.side 
1 river not so very far from the cave but no"t In the cave. One of their principal sources of animal protein seems 
to have been Ursus deningeri, 

The physical form of these men is unknown. The Westbury site has close affinities with that at Chou 
Kuo Tien (Pekin area) where there was a variecy of Homo /Nt/Ctus who made implemenu end had the controlled 
use of fire. The people were occasionally canribals. 

In Europe there are sites with Cromerlan fauna and evidence of the presence of man. Sites are known 
in Spain, Hungary. Germany. CtechO$lovakia and in France in the Abbeville area. Perhap>. on the faunal evl• 
dence, it is the Mauer site with the jaw of Homo erectvs heidel~rgensis that ptesents the closett parallel to 
Westbury, so perhaps the men at Westbury were like the man at Mauer. 

But whether this. is so or not the Westbury site at pre.sent marks the most northerly site in western 
Europe to which men of the Cromerian period are known to have reached. It i$ at lea$! probable that further 
sites will be discovered. 

Refe11nces 
e,ahop, M.J. 1914.APrtlimin•JV Report on the Mld<fle Pltlnocene Mamm•t Bearing Oepos:itJ ot we11burv• 

Sub-Menc:hp, Somerset, Proc. Univ. Bristol Spf,IHOI, S<:H: •• 13 (3), 301-318. 

A LATE UPPER PALAEOLITHIC CALCULATOR(?) FROM 
GOUGH'S CAVE, CHEDDAR, MENDIP 

E.K. Tratman 
Penrose Cottage 
Burrington 
Bristol, England 

The problem of how Late Upper Pal1eolithic man could and did count and for what purpos,,s In un• 
solved. Engraved marks in various forms on bone and antler ere commonly found at Late Upper Palaeolithic sites 
in Europe and Nonh Africa. A few have been badly recorded in th• past from sites of similar age in Britain. This 
paper deals with an example of spedal intereS1 from a cave in Britain. 

The object is the tibia of a hare which bone was first made Into a point by cutting ott the dinal end 
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and then gririding and polishing it till a smooth small l)()int was produced. It was used as a point for some time 
and then wu selected and a series of small notches we1e cut transversely across the three natural borders of the 
bone, which hes a natural triangular crou seetlon. The borden are anterior, internal end external. The notches 
are all quite shallow and after they were made the point was not used for lt-s o,lginal purpose any more as there 
is no wear on the notche,. 

The notches were made in groups of 4, 5 and 6. On the anterior border there is, counting from the 
head of the bone, a group of six followed by four groups of 4 and finally there is another group of 6, total 28. 
The length of each group is the same to within 1 mm so that the groups of 6 are closely spaced and the groups 
of 4 more widely spaced. The space between the grou~• vanes but the variation is not great. 

The internal border has been damaged while th• object wa. in the ground. At the head end Is a group 
of 5 cuts followed by three groups of 4 cuts each and 1hen, in the broken area, probably 3 more group, of 4 arid 
finally another group of 4, total 33. 

The external border was also damaged but probably the lint group wa, 5 cuts followed by five groups 
each of 5 cuts, total 30 cuts. 

ll is noticeable that the regularity of the cuts within their groups and the spacing between the groups is 
les.s exact on the internal and external borders than on the anterior border, 

It will be noted that any one line contains only one or two numben of cuts in the groups and never all 
three numbers. if the reconstruction set out in figure 1 is correct.. 

Two paints for consideration are whether the cuts were made by a single person at one time or whether 
they were made SeQuent1alfy with an unknown time gap between the making of one serie$ and the next one. The 
answer to both points is dependent upon the personal ,iew polnt of the individual studying the object. The 
author considers the work was done by a single indMd.Jal at one time. 

The next problem ls the functional significance of the tripartite arrangement of the cuts. The anterior 
border ha, 28 cuts and could be considered as recording the days of a lunar month but totals of the cut~ on the 
other two border$ do not support thi$ suppo$ition being 30 and 33. On the other hand the grand total comes to 
91, whieh could be interpreted as caleridrical repre .. ntir,g a quarter of a year, that is could be possibly connected 
with the solstices end equinoxes. But such a usage would seem quite inapprOPriate to a people in the hunting/ 
food gather1ng stage of civilisation unless it was to do with wme form of religious concept and here we enter a 
vast realm of speC'Ulation. This would be pointleu at our present .stage of knowledge. 

ft can be $lid, though, that Upper Palaeolithic man had evolved some form of arithmetical ocheme 
associated with countjng. How intricate that scheme WIS is H yet unknown but from the Items studied from 
various sites the degree of arithmetical skill would seem to have been quite high and he could make fairly com• 
plex calculations. A precise vocabulary i.s involved. 

A tinal point has been made, by Maroheck ( 1972) in particular, that different markings within a sequence 
demarid • separate tool to make them and it is from this basis that '°me of his ideas on sequential marking are 
derivf!d. A simple experiment by R. Harrison has shown that different mark.ings In a sequence can be made with 
a single tool and the difference lies ln the method of handling the tool and in the skill of the maker. No change 
of tool nor sequential marking Is necessarllv Involved. 
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REACTION RATES AND EQUILIBRIUM LEVELS IN THE DISSOLUTION OF 
LIMESTONES IN ORGANIC ACIDS 

lntrodu~on 

Stephen T. Trudgifl 
Department of Geography 
University of Sheffield, $10 2TN, U.K. 

In laboratory e,c.periments it Is relatively easy to control the variables involved* but they may not 
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necessarily be representative of nawrol conditions. The use of nawrally occurring substances is mon, realistic 
but the variables are mor• difficult to control and the results may be more difficult to interpret. A~rdingly a 
Carboniferous Limestone has been dhsolved in known 'Analar· organic acids and also in extracts from 
naIurally occurring organic materials. 

Solubility levels 
Limestone tablets (2.5 cm diameter, 0.5 cm high I of Carboniferous Limestone (Avon Gorge, 

Somerset, England; sparite; 98% CaC03 , 1% MgCO3 ) were dissolved in 100 ml of 0.025M organic acids. The 
acid was titrated with EDT A for Ca In solution after 7 days. The results are shown in Table 1. The acids 
which showed the highest apparent solubilities were tartaric, citric end salicylic. These are strongly complexing 
acids (Huang and Klang, 1972). 

TABLE 1. mg/I C.COa in solution after Immersion of C.rbonjferous Limestone tables for one week in 
or-genie acids 

Acid 

Tartaric acid 
Citric acid 
Salicylic acid 
Lactic acid 
Acetic acid 
Oxalic acid 
Distilled ware, 
(open to laboratory 
atmosphere) 

,rg/1 

19,8000 
9,200 
8,400 
1,800 
1,000 

200 
300 

TABLE 2. Equilibrium rates~ po"dered Carboniferous: Limestone 

Acid Chart length to srable pH rending (mm) Hours SfablepH 

a Oxalic 55.0 2.8 7.8 
b Citric 34.0 1.7 7.6 
C Tartaric 19.0 0.9 7.6 
d Salicylic 10.5 0.5 7.6 
e Lactic 4.5 0.2 7.5 
f Acetic 2.0 0.1 7.8 

Dissotutlon rates 
In a second experiment lg 11mples of the limestone were dissolved in powder form in 100 ml of the 

o,ganie ,acids, with gentle stirring during the experiment. pH was recorded using a Polymetron continuous 
n,cording pH meter. The results are shown in Figure 1. They are summarised in Table 2, using the measured 
length of chart paper to indicate the dissolution rate (chart speed being 1 hour• 20mm), and measurement 
being to the point of flattening of the curve. It can be seen that the re.sulu do not necessarily agree with the 
result, for the solubility level. It can be suggested that the acids with the highest apparent solubilities may 
have a lower re.action rate than the ones with a lower apparent solubility. though this is not necessarily the 
case. 

It is interesting to note that if the reaction rate$ are superimposed (figure 2} that the differences 
appear most marked in the initial st31e,-of reaction. This may have implications for water residence time/ 
chemical diffusion interactions. though it should be messed that the agreement of the different complexing 
ability of the acids involved. 

The reaction rates for the e,nracu from Calluna litter and lichen material (Figure 31 are of interest 
in that they are faster than the 'Analu' acids but that they show a drop in pH after the initial reaction. It is 
possible that some microbial action or decomposition process may be invo1ved here since the extracts were 
fresh and not sterilised. 

Discussion 
These experiments are still lo progress and a fuller report et a more sophisticated level should be 

available In due course, The primary problems are the high solution to solid ratio and the effect stirring may 
have upon the pH (streaming potential). Further work should include a more extensive use of material 
occurring naturally under more eontrolled conditions. The natural extracts are difficult to analyse bec-.iuse they 
are highly cotoured and often particulate. The experiments Indicate that there is., however, some potential in 
this technique. Thi, is Important sinet organic acids and water contact time/chemical reaction rate$ are 
significant considerations in natural systems. 

Reference 
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THE ROLE OF A SOIL COVER IN LIMESTONE WEATHERING, 
COCKPIT COUNTRY, JAMAICA 

Stephen T. Trudgill 
Department of Geogn,phy 
Univenity of Sheffield, S10 2TN, U.K. 

1 

1 

The aim of tho fialdwork undertaken in Jamaica in May and June, 1975 was to assess whether the 
presence of a son cover influenced the nature of limestone erosion in a tropical limH1one environment. In a 
temperate Carboniferous Limestone environment it hu been suggetted that er05ion under organic and acid 
dr-ift soils is greater than that on bare lfmestone surfaces while that under calcareous solls 1s less (Trudgill. 
1972, 1976a,b). In the present study erosion nites were assessed by placing pre-weighed tablets of Jamaica 
White Llmettone in soil profiles and at the soil/bedr0<k interface. Weight losses measurable after an 
emplacement period are taken as an indication of ero1ion rate. The method is described by Trudgill (1975). 
Supporting data on soil pH, calcium carbonate contert and carbon dioxide levels were also obtained. 

The data prasented are in no way statistically representative, but three sites were studied in order to 
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provide example, of contrasting soil types. Comparisons of weight loss of tableu placed on bare limestone 
surfaces suggested that erosion rates under all soil types were at least equal to and usually greater than those 
where a soil cover was absent. Thi• is thoJght to be due to the leached, acid nature of the soils. The lowest 
sub-soil rates were associated with compact clay soils oecurrfng on the Yellow Limestone. despite the high 
measured carbon dioxide levels of these soils. h Is thought that a high calcium carbonate content of the soil 
and POSJlble impeded drainage may account for the lack of erosion. Impeded drainage would mean that there 
would be a lack of- removal of weathering products. 

The SoilJ 
Several soil types have been rec,;gnised in Jamaica (Jamaican Agricultural Society, 1962) but the 

three present at the site were as follovvs: 
I. A thin (20 cml organic (leaf litter) soil overlying White Lime~tone. 
2. A thicker (30 cml red soil overlying White Limestone. 
3. A thick {40 cm) brown clay soil overlying Yellow limestone. 

The soil sites were all in the vicinity of the village of Troy in N.W. Jamaica. The soils were all 
moderately acid and of lovv carbonate content. with the exception of the Yellow Limestone soils (Figure 1 J. 
The geology of the area is described by Zansel al. (1962). 

The Erosion Rates 
Th• emplacement period wa.s to, approximately one month and the data gained can be multiplied up 

ln order to give a rate equivalent to s rate of mg weight loss per year. The retulu are given In (Figure 2). At 
the limestone/soil interface the red and organic soils have similar results but the Yellow Limestone soils have 
a much lower rate. 

Limestone tablets were also plaC!d on the surface of a red soil (on leaf litter) and also on a bare 
White Limestone surface, well away from any litter or soil. These data are shovvn in Table 3. While the rates 
on leaf litter surfaces remain high, the surface rate is very much lower than the sub-soil rate, except for the 
Vellaw Limestone soils. 

Soil Carbon Dioxide Measurements 
These were carried out at the three sites by the use of a Gastec analyser pump. A number of 

observations were taken throughout the time of the emplacement of the tablets. Clearly, siu disturbance is a 
problem with probe Insertion and some of the variability of the data could stem from the fact that 
re-measurement was not atways possible tt exactly the same spot. The probe was either inserted from the 
surf-ace or, in the case of the deeper soils, inserted sideways from a small cut made in the soil. The soil was 
carefully restored in order to minimis,e artificial aeration, bot with cere so as not to encourage compaction. 
The resulls ar!f grYen in (Figure 3). The organic.soil had e lower mean value at the soil/limestone interfae& 
than the red soil. It is probable that in a more open leaf Jitter soil diffusion to the surface is more rapid than 
in a more compact minerals soil. thus towering the measurable level in the organic soil despite its probable 
hrgh carbon dioxide production rate. The value for the Yellow Limestone soil contact face is higher than the 
others but this site has the lowest erosion rate. These soils do, hovvever, have the hi~est carbonate content 
(Figure I) which will mean that solutional activitY will tend to be !liking place in the soil and not at the soil/ 
bedrock interface~ 

Fig. 1. SOIL ~HARACTERISTICS 
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Fig. 2. EROSION RATES 
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The presence of a soil cover appeal's to rncrea.e the rate of bedrock erosion except in the case of the 
Yellow Limestone soil. Er05ion rate is not necessarily 1elatcd to soil carbon dio,cide content but more to high 
leaching in a rainfall of about 60-100" (1778-2540 mm) per annum and a conseQuent acidity of tho soils. In 
conjunction with free drainage. The presence of soil carbonates must be evidence of poor drainage. otherwise 
the soluble carbonates would have been leached out of the soil. Accordingly. erosion rates will be low under 
the Yellow Limestone soils. but only of the same order of the subaerlal rates, not lower than lhem. It appears 
that the presence of a soil cover could markedly affect lhe development of a dissected toPQ!lraphy, erosion 
being greatest where pockets of organic and red soils occur. These conclusions are based o n pilot examples, 
not on statistical .samples. More work is needed in order to con.solidate the evidence for this potentially 
significant concJu.sion. 
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A COMPARISON OF TROPICAL ANO TEMPERATE MARINE KARST EROSION 

Stephen T. Trudgill 

Introduction 

Department of Geography, Univeriity of Sheffield 
$10 2TN. U.K. 

Work by the author (Trudgill, 1972 1976) on Aldat>ra Atoll, Indian Oc,,an 1e•s, 46. E) suggests that 
on a sand-free limestone to•st biological erosion (boring and gra>ing) effected some 60% of the total mid-tidal 
erosion. This proponion decreases with fncrming expo.sure to southe-1 trade winds as the org:anisms do not 
appear to survive in the face of heavy wave ac-tion. h is suggested that abrasion, wave action and salt weathering 
play dominant roles and that solution is relatively unimportant, except when, mangroves with peaty substrates 
occur. The oceanic waters sampled 1/o/ert satu-ated with respect to calcium carbonate, excePt for inshore waters 
ond tidal pools at night. I-ICY.lever, dossolutior of magnesium carbonate and aregonire was possible in m1ny 
waters. Mid-tidal erosion rat&s were measure<i using a micro-erosion meter (High and Hanna, 1970). The rates 
ranged from 1 mm/yr at a coastal notoh ,Ire 11.25 mm/yr if abrasive sand was presanr) 10 4.5 mm/yr where at 
a ramp site on the southeast coast. TM limestones are well llthified, often by a point cement. but are mostly 
not recrystallised. A high proportion of aregonite and high magnesium calcite is present. The limestones often 
appear to erode by the ,elective removal of the cements, the grains and clests falling out consequently. Coastal 
profiles are presented in Figure 1. 

Certain differences exist ,n environment and lithology, between the Pleistocene and Recent coral lime-
stones erodfng in a tropical marine environmmt, and a massive recrystallised Carboniferous Limestone eroding 
in a temperate. marine envlronment. Field work has been undertaken In Co. Clare in order to compare some 
of the aspecu of processes and rates in the t~o area. A coastal profile is presented in Figure 2. 

The solution potential of the Ma water 
Th,, method used was the double tit11tion technique modified for sea water by Trudgilf ( 1976). Ir,. 

shore waters on the coast of Co, Clare were ,1.mpfed near Fanore. Samples were taken under a variety of condl• 
tions and the results are given in Tabla 1. 

The actual calcium levels in the sea water were in the region of 88().910 mg/I, expressed as calcium 
carbonate. The data suggest that magnesium rarbonate may be able to go Into solution, even though the water 
may be saturated with respect to calcium carbonate. Intertidal pools are to be expected to be unders.aturated, 
given I high population of respiring organisms. Undersaturatlon with respect to caJclum carbonate is apparent 
during the hours of darkness, when it is clear that respiration out,put of carbon dioxide will be prevalent. 

Ermion rates 
An intertidal erosion measurement site, using micro,,erosion meters, has been established in a mid- to 

upper intertidal position at Murroogh, a site described by Coleman (1969). The site does not necessarily re
present the most rapid rate of erosion dnce this may be occurring slightly further down the intertidal xone. 
Here, however, the site is too dissected for the emplacement of a micro--erosion meter site. The mean value 
for erosion Is 0. 198 mm/yr for 14 measurement paints within a 12 cm triangle. This value ls of the order- of 
five to twenty times less than the Aldat>ra value, It is left that this reflects the more recrystallised nature of 
the Carboniferous Limestone, rather than any overall climatic conrrasu. 

BlolOgicaf erosion 

Organisms which are capable of erosion and which frequently occur on the Irish shores are listed In 
Table 2. Other organisms, namely algal grazer~ may also be present but theor effect on tne rock beneath the 
algH Is only very slight. Evidence of the observations of the author and of Ryland-Smith and Nelson (1975) 
sug:Qesu that most of the erosive organi,ms are concentrated in the lower to su~tidal zones. MorphologicaJ 
observations tend to confirm thi.1, in that at very low spring tides e notch, of some 1 m amplitude and 0.2 
to 0.5 m indentation can commonly be seen (e.g. Black Head). This notch suppons a dense population of 
boring molluscs and sea urchins. 

Rates of biological erosion can be estimated for the boring molluscs by measuring the depth of the 
bored hole (by means of a resin cast) and by counting the number of growth rings on the mollusc occupying 
the hole and assuming the rings to be annual (Trudgilf, 1976), Estimates for Gastroch.tena ranged from 0.2 to 
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0.3 cm/yr. The boring rates are of the order of five to three times less than tho,a of around 1 cm/yr obtained 
on Aldabra for similar organisms. Ram for other organisms are mor• difficult 10 establish and have not yet 
been attempted in Ireland. However, penetration o' the boring sPQnge, Cliona~ appears commonly to be limited 
to 0.2 to 0.7 cm. On Aldabra penetration of 0.5 to 2.0 cm was found. 

Conclusions 
From the data presented the chief contra,t between the temperate and tropical regions studied would 

appear to be that the ratM of erosion are far fewer n the temperate area. The potential for solution appears 
comparable, though data are lacking for the winter "'•sons {when photosynthesis would be lower and satur• 
tion levels may possibly be lower). Biological erosion appears to be focussed ,uh-tidally (probably partially 
because under temperate conditions. sedentary organisms would be very vulnerable during winter months If 
exposed sub-ti dally). The lower rates of erosion are probably related to the greater degree of recrvnallintion 
of the Carboniferous Llmenone and the fact that the mineralogical heterogene.ity of the eoral limestones is 
abseru. This is an important factor in the erosion o' Aldabra limes-tones, aragonite and high magnesium calcite 
often being eroded preferentlally. 

It remains to gain further data on the sawration status of sea waters and on the relationships not only 
of the erosive organisms but also of the protective organisms to the formation of coastal lapin 
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TABLE 1. Saturation na1111 of inshore w1111n, Co. Clare, Eire, August, 1971. 

Saturation wirh 'Analar' CaC01 or MgC03 

Site 

1. Intertidal pool 
2. Oceanic water (1 )1 

3. Oceanic wate< (2)b 
4. Ocaanic water, 2015 hrs.c 

(10/11 August) 2400 hr$. 
0245 hrs. 
0545 hr,. 

5. Ooeanic water, 
(16/17 August) 

2130 hrs.• 
0030 hn. 
0315hrs. 
0600 hrs. 
1030 hrs. 
1200 hrs. 
1400 hrs. 

6. Oceanic water (3)• 

= not mea,ured 
a • cool, cloudy 
b hot, sunny 
c • cool, dull, windy 
d • hot, sunny 

,. Saturation eaco, 
94.8 

109.6 
107.9 
100.0 
97.2 
87.0 
93.0 

106.6 
95.6 

, 93.8 
99.4 

104.9 
102.8 
103.7 
107.9 

e • saturated with Cart>ooiferou, Limestone; C.CO3 : MgCO3 - 98: 1 

TABLE 2. Erosive o,vanisms on limestone, Co. Clare 

Organism 

Limpet, Patella vu/gst11 
Sea Urchin, Heterocentrotus lividus 
Boring Mollusc, Hiat11/la arctic,, 
Boring Mollusc, Gastrochaena spt1ngleri 
Boring Sponge, Cliona sp. 

lnterridal Zone 

mid-tidal 
mid-lower tidal 
lower-sub-tidal 
lower .. ub-tidal 
lower-sub-tidal 
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• Saturation MgCO, 

92.5 
98.4 
99.6 

101 

Erosive Mechanism 

'home sc.r', grazing 
boring and grazing 
boring 
boring 
boring 



ENERGY FLOW AND FAUNISTICAL DISTRIBUTION INSIDE KARST: 
THE INFL UENCE OF MODULES OF OPENNESS. 

M.J. Turquln and Y. Bouvet 
Lab de Biologie souterraine, Universite Claude Bernard 
Lyon, France 

The cave entrance is conventionally reparded as the first accessible part of the cave Interior. This 
paper pre5E!nts the cave entrance in biological terms, as a measure of access to the karst by epigean life ("mo• 
dule of openness"). 

On the basis of collections of lnvertebr,tes from the Tunnel de Orom, an artificial tunnel, closed at 
one end and comparable in fauna, climate and biotopes with a cave. three fauna! groups were distinguished 
(Bouvet, Turquin. Michalon, 1972): a threShold community of mainly epigean species, a deep community of 
troglobitic animals, and a transitional community forming an ecotone between epigean and hypogean biOtoPes, 
An entrance community of this type, a functional grouping of animals in a well defined biotope, may not 
exbt in all horizontal or subhorizontal entrance;, 

Climatic conditions in horizontal and SJbhorizontal passages (Bouvet, Turquin, Michalon, 1972; 
Turquin, Bouvet, Renault, Pattee 1975) are substantially different from those in pot-holes. Temperature 
changes penetrate further in pot-holes and light penetrates deeper and for a longer period during the day. Pot• 
holes are cold traps (Gbze 1965), often closed 1)11 ice and snow for most of the year at high eltitudes. Pot•holes 
generally lack the auemb1age of hibernating animals found in horizontal tunnels in winter. although aestivating 
invertebrates migrate in the shafts in summer. 

Observations have been made on the G)uffre d'Antona in French Jura. The 3m x 4m opening lies above 
a nearly vertical pit 30m deep giving access by a debris slope to a shaft 20m deep. This cavity is penetrable to 
• 120m. While lhe shaft walls have very few invertebrates the debris slope is inhabited by several trogloxene o,ga. 
nisms, specimens of which have fallen from the ,urface (Bouvet, Turquin, 1976). These trogloxenes do not move 
away from the debris; further down they are RJpeneded by Royen,lla. P$11Ud0sinella, Onychiurus, Sciara, Phora, 
Rhymosia, Trichocera and nymphs of Speol~ta. 

To quantify the animal input, baited traps were collected every month in 1971 and 1972. It was assumed 
that invertebrates would survive the fall from the cave mouth onto the deP01its beneath, At least 58 systematic 
uniu of organisms were collected in traps on the platform (·30m) and at the bottom of shaft P20, (·20ml, of 
which 33 species were found In less than 25% of the traps. 

Epigean beetles, trapped ln high numbers in summer and autumn but completely absent in winter, make 
up a large part of the trogloxene imported biomass. Acari, which also inhabil the soil ouulde, are present 
throughout the year, decreasing in abundance down the slope. Although a trogtoxene, the collembolan Toma• 
cerus minor uiually inhabiu the platform and slope; it has a summer peak of abundance. The troglophile ttaphy
linid predator QulHlfus masomfllinus is remarkably abundant in all seasons and moves about even in January and 
February. The troglobite collembolan, Pseudosinelfa vandali is present in small number, in the debris through 
the year whlle the troglobite bathysciine Roy•rtlla,villardl is absent in winter but moves towards the entrance 
in summer. The dipteran 1/,i:hocera regslationis is abundant in winter while tbe detritivorous dipterans Sciara 
sp. and Phora aptina, regular cave-dwellers, are tbundant throughout the year. Phora reaches a summer peak 
( 145 per trap), The total fauna! community reaches maximum abundance In summer due to input of troglo
xenes, multiplication of trogloxenes, multiplicatlon of troglophiles like Phora, Sc.iara and T. minor, and up-
ward movement of trogfobites such as R. vlllal'tfi. P. vandali and Trichoniscoides mixtus. 

Gravity transports trogloxenas and litter into pot-holes but not into horizontal passages. Avans can be 
regarded as ecological traps, a role reflected in t'\e ratio of ttogloxene to troglophlle-+ troglobite species of 1.43 
for the P30 of Goutfre d'Antona to 0.84 for the Tunnel de Drom. The fauna! community at the bottom of the 
vertical pit has a relatively high index of diversi1Y l'o: • 9.25) reflecting a heterogeneous fauna partly derived 
from the surface, carried in by gravity. In contrast, a nearby shaft, joined to the surface by breccia with a net· 
work of narrow spaces lined mainly with soil, has a rich but specialised fauna (o: = 2). Here, invertebrates 
such as beetles cannot accidentally fall in, and water seeping through the bedrock is the major agent of trans• 
pon. The animals present, all trogtobites, are characteristic of the subterranean Jura ( Trichoniscoldes mixtus, 
Royan,1/a vi/lard/, Trichaphaenops c•rdonlcus, Plusiocampa sollaudi, Pseudosinella vandell/. 

In general terms. the ease with which cave passage will permit transit of organic matter from the 
epigean zone ("module of openne,s") will depend on iu speleogenesis, the nature of the overlying soil, and 
the extent of passage obliteration by precipitation and weathering products. The nature of the organic input 
will depend on the transport agent involved. F0< large modules, inputs are due to organisms obliged to spend 
part of their life-cycle underground (Biological Vector) and animals falling in by accident and unable to escape, 
together with plant debris similarly transported (Gravity Vector). Living and inert organic matter is carried 
Into pot-notes by water !Water Vector). Entrances Impenetrable 10 man allow entry to large subtroglophile 
insecu such as Lepidoptera and Trichopteta, but have fewer trogloxenes than larger entrances {Turquin, 
Bouvet, Renault, Pattee, 1975). Smaller entrances allow transit of minute elemenu by water seepage. Fo, 
horizontal and subhorizontal passages, in contnst to vertical ones, active penetration by the subtroglophile 
fauna is particularly important; the water vectOf' ii less Important. 

The distribution and abundance of caw communities depends upon the size and distribution of 
penetrable spaces and also the transport of fooc and the mobility of troglobites. The irregularities which 
occur in the distribution of both penetrable spaces and food supplies underground will result in an essentially 
heterogeneous troglobiuc community. 
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TH E BIOSPEL EOLOGICAL IMPORTANCE OF NON-CALCAREOUS CAVES 

Shun-lchl Ueno 
Department of Zoology, National Science Museum 
(Nat. Hist.), 3-23-1 Hyakunin-cM, Shinjuku, 
Tokyo 160, Japan 

Cave zoology has made progress mainly on the basis of the faunas of limestone caves. This is not 
surprising. considering that calcareous caves are the most abundant and widespread natural cavities in the 
world. Caves lying In other kmds of rocks were almost always neglected by biospeleologists before 1960's. In 
the past deeacle, however, the imPQrtance of lava cave faunas has beeo realized; numerous lava tubes have 
been biologically examined in various parts of the world, especially In Japan and Hawaii, and harbour 
specialized cave animals. These studie$ have shown that lava eaves generally maintain subterranean faunas 
fully comparable with those of limestone caves if they are situated within a general area in which rich 
terrestrial trogfobiontic faunas exist, or that they harbour peculiar cave animals if geographically Isolated by 
impassable barriers from calcareous areas. The presence or absence of troglobionu in a certain lava cave lying 
In a fertile territory. for instance, in Japan. solely depends on whether or not the environment in that cave is 
favourable for lhe existence of specialized hypogean animals. 

Further biospeleological impom,nce is attached to lava caves by the fact that they are the only 
natural cavities whose approximate ages can be estimated by geological evidence. They are "primary" caves, 
lhe history of which is the same as that of the endosing lava. The history of blind animals living in these 
caves. at least as cave-dwellers, must be shorter than lhat of 1he eaves themselves. Thus, ancestors of all the 
troglobionts found in Japanese lava caves must htNe colonized them less than ten thousand years ago. Since 
almost all the lava cave forms. belong to the same taxonomic groups as limestone cave ones, and since no 
substantial difference In lhe degree of adaptation can be observed between them, we can safely conclude 
lhat the history of subterranean evolution of troglobiontic animals is not dependent on the difference of 
rocks in which lie their habitat caves. This wes no< expected, as it seemed to indicate a very recent origin of 
cavemicolous animals. 

Encouraged by my findi1191, I extended my studies to other non-calcareous cav ... Sandstone caves, 
especially those developed in calcareoUi 5andstones, usually proved to have rich faunas. Tuff caves were less 
interesting, but at least there were some rich in tr"9lobiontic animals. With one exception, I could not find 
any wavtH:Ut caves wh0$8 faunas were comparable with those of ealcafeous ones, but this may be solely due 
to WI fact that environmentel conditions in wave-cut caves are usually not favourable for the existence of 
terrestrial troglobionu. In any case, all these caves are "secondary" and rather sporadic, and though we have 
gained some new knowledge through their exploration, they cannot equal lava caves In their significance. 

Much more important and striking was tie discovery that mine adits frequently maintain rich 
troglobiontic faunas. In Japan, this fact was fim ,eon in several adits dug through limestones. At lhat time, I 
could not follow up this research, considering that the trogloblontic animals found in the adits should have 
been derived from nearby na1ural caves not peneuable for human beings. However. my assumption was 
proved wrong by recent investigations.. Troglobiontic animals do occur in mine adits Vfflich are considerably 
distant from limestone areas and which are dug Into various kinds of rocks, including mudstone, shale, chert, 
breccia, tuft, rhyolite, diorite, and so on. In effect, so-called uoglobiontlc animals OCC\Jr anywhere under the 
earth and can be met with in adits if environmenml conditions are fovourable for them. 

It is true lhat not all the adiu hitherto examined harbour specielit~ subterranean animals. On the 
contrary. the rate of their occurrence in artificial cavities i$ much IOYJ8r than that in limestone ta1Jes. 
Moreover. population density of such animaJs appears to be generally low in mine.s as compared with caves. I 
have looked tor blind animals in vain in many aditi. However. the age of the adits is not significant with the 
fauna. Various blind animals, inoluding rrechine beetle-s, polydesmid mitlipeds. trichoniscid isopocfs. 
leptonetid and nenicid spiders, havo been met wiil ,n old mines (more than 100 years o ld) as well as In very 
recent ones (only about 20 years old). The main tactors determining their existence seem to be environmental 
coodltiont in adiu and nature of rocks into which adits in question were excavated. 

Needless to say, environmental conditions are the viul factors lhat limits the life of living organisms; 
but a brief comment may be needed on the significance of the nature of rocks. Terrestrial animals of special 
biospeleological interest have seldom been found In natural and artifical cavities lying In a very compact 
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rock, while they are frequent ,n such adits as ~re dug into loose fissured rocks. Most favourable adits seem 
to be those excavated in mudstones. for instance~ manganese and antimony mines. This is not very fortunate 
for biospeleologim, since old adits lying in loose rocks are apt to entail dangers of collapse. On the other 
hand, an interesting deduction can be drawn f,om these findings; compact rocks do not contain continuous 
spaces for harbouring subterranean animal.s1 whereas l005e rocb offer sufficient habitau for them. When 
artificial adiu are dug into those fissured roclo, blind animals emerge from their original habitats and 
secondarily settle down there. This view is supported by discoveries of some anophthalmic trechine beetles 
perfectly .similar to troglobiontie fOfms in layers of mudstones beneath the soil, sometime1 two metres or 
more under the surface. Thus, most of the S<Kalled troglobionts, with possible exception of ultra-evolved 
ones, are nothing but such animals as live deep in the earth or in n .. ures of rocks beneath the soil. 

The discovery delineated above has opened a new promising field in Japanese biospeleo.logy. 
Though fairly numerou5, limestone caves are r,ot uniformly distributed in Japan; they do not exist almost in 
the whole area along the Japan Sea, and even i, the other paru, they concentrate in particular areas. This 
poses a serious problem in analysing distributional patterns of cavernicolous animals. seeing that wide blanks 
remain here and there. Some of those blank$ have been filled by the di.scovery of true cavernico.les in lava 
caves and other non-calcareous natural cavitie~ but they are much less numerous and more locally restricted 
than limestone caves. In such areas as are lackit>g In natural caves, adits of mines are the only means by which 
we can go under the earth and observe subtemnean animals. I became aware of the biospeleological 
imPOrtance of anificial cavrties only a few year5 ago and have not yet had much experience in thi.s field. 
However, I have already succeeded in bridging oortain wide gaps In our knowledge of distribution of 
Jap,ane5e subterranean animals. t expect that a more detailed information of cavernicoles will be gained by 
pursuing investigations of artificial cavities lying in non-calcareous areas. 

SPELEOLOGIC ASPECT OF PACHMARHI (UPPER GONDWANA) SANDSTONE, 
CENTRAL INDIA 

Introduction 

V.K. Verma end V. Ramesh 
Department of Geolo11Y, University of Oelhl. 
Oelhi-110007 (INOIA) 

The paper deals with the development of caves in 1he gently northward dipping and Jointed massive 
coarse11ralned intertiedded with conglomerate, buff to brown Pachmarhi Sandstones (Upper Gondwana -
Triassic), upesed around the hilltown of Pachmarhi (N. Lat. 22°30' E. Long .. 78°26'40"1. The 1'"1dscape 
around Pachmarh i is dominated by precipitous scarps. Scarps ere often affected by cavernous weathering more 
pronounced at the base, in which the interior,; ne wasted away, leaving an exterior shell largely Intact. In some 
ca.se.s these cavities coalesce. This flaking is similar to negative e>doliation (Twidale, 1966). The tubing and 
lar91!r tunnels along joint planes are formed presumably by the voidal concretions (Verma, 1971) coalescing. 

Caves develop 

{aJ where strata of contrasted litho1ogies and hence re.slstances to weathering and erosJon are 
exposed on the scarp face. or 

(b} due to the undermin ing of the scarp by a bani stream which laterally planates, or 
tel due to the panicuiarly I me.nse ..-.-eathering near the phreatic zone of the oscillating ground 

water table. 

The most susooptibJe area for cave formation SEems to~ the scarp loot (just above the piedmont zone). 

Clas,ification of Caves 
Based on theit genesis, their e,cternal geometry, decoration. relation to the litho•strueture af"ld position 

related to landscape, caves are classified as follow$> 

I) Caves formed by spring flushing 
Spring flushing is a process of subsurface mass wasting. Caves formed by spring flushing {Fig. 1) are 

generally found locali%ed along %Ones wherever ground water emerges, and hence cen occur at differing heights 
on the scarp faoo elong joint pianos (caves 91!ne1ally flattened along the joint planes and more or less lensoidal 
in shape) and their int8r!8ctions with them!81ves or bedding planes (caves with a more complex outline}, along 
the intersections of Hthological discontinultits and contrasted lithologies, such as the conglomeratic beds 
{caves generally oval in shape wi1h a marked flattar floor). 

Geometrically spring flushed caves, 15 to 20 fee, at the mouth 1nd up to 60 ft long, are convex out• 
side, and pinching inward. The floor of these eaves may however, be flatter and occasionally covere-ct by a 
thin layer of flushed out sand. The inner POrtio,s of these caves are ornamented by dripstone depesits. 

ii) Caves formed by laterally corrading streams/lateral planation. 
These are very significant in that they are most useful datum reference levels in study the denuda

tional chronology of an area {Ramesh. 1975). Their occurrence Indicates tormer piedmont junctions at the level 
of planation. They are atso found at the s-carp foot at the present pl■nation level. 
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They are formed due 10 the basal smam laterally corrading the scarp foot during periods of stillstand, 
and thus a<e found at elevatlons of remnant planarion surfaces, as the caves seen in the wind gaps of the Bain
O•"ll• river marking the Pachmarhi Surface (Ramesh, 1976); the Nagduarl, Chintaman and Jambudip overhangs, 
are al:so in the same class. 

Geometncally these cave types are l11erally elongate {along the course of the river) and typically con
cave 10 the outside {Fig. 2). 

It is of interest to note that most of these caves are elevated, some 20 to 35 feet above the extant 
Pachmarhi Surface, indicating the extent of ground lowering since that episode of planetion. 

lii} Caves formed by (he combination of abov,s processes: complex caves 
Geometrically their shapes are indeterminable, but may carry the imprint of whichever process is 

dominant. Quite frequently such caves too, are eleva1ed far above the present scarp foot. Such caves (Fig. 3} 
occur on the P&Chmarhi Scarp {Ramesh, 1975), as thtS scarp he, a debris ,lope resting on the piedmont zone. 

iv) Subterranean caves 
Laural planation during periods of 1tlllstand result in overhangs in a valley. During basal sapping t he 

nream impinges against the scarp foot and carves out an overhang (similar to tho$<! at Chota Mahadeo, Nag
duari and Chintamanl. In a later phase of stream incision, consequent upon uplift, the basa l river entrench•• 
Itself Into a gash valley. The intense weathering and the instabUlty of the overhang soon causes collapse and 
in the process entombs the river now flowin'i in the entrenched valley below (Fig. 4). 

The pre.sent stream action In the area Is one of Incision as the entombed stream too flows entrenched 
onto the floor of t he S\Jbterranean cavern. 

Conclusions 
These caves, especially the second and ,he last types, can be useful 

I) in drawing out the former planation levels, and 
ii} to ascert.ain the ground water table level (s.ince the river level is intimately refiled to the ground· 

water regimen). 

Further investigations on the dripstone deposit~ chromatic marks on the cave walls, direction and nature of 
cave-scour marks, Intimately related 10 fluctuations in the groundwater level, are being carried o ut In this area. 
These are closely associated with lhe prevailing river and tectonic environment. 
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RIV ER REGIME ELE\'IENTS AND WATER BALANCE OF A 
MOUNTAIN KARSTIC REGION 

L.A. Vladlmirov and G.N. Giglneishvill 
Vakhushti Institute of Geography 
1bilisi, USSR. 

The karst w11er regime in a mountain country depends on the attitudinal locetion of the underground 
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basin, conditions for the formation of karst rivers md springs, and underground water ••change between ~sins. 
The stability of the regime of karst springs, unlike volcanic ones, does not depend on their discharge. 

There occur episodically functional large springs as well as small springs with a stable discharge. 
The characteristic featur& of the water budget in a karnic region is the lowered evaporetion in view 

of the rapid absorption of precipitation and the presence in the water balance equation of the term t Ucon
nected with underground water exchange, 

A SPECIAL METHOD OF DESCENDING INTO CAVES (Descent by fixed descender) 

Boris Vrbek 
8. Maslarica 9. 41000 Zagreb, Yugoslavia 

When one explores with assistance of ropes only. lhere is always a danger of the rope being damaged 
or in more serious cases cut by falling stones. Norm,1 practice is, of course, to clear the entrance or shelves of 
loose or nearly loose material {stones, branches, bones etc.) before descent. This naturally is never done after 
the ropes have been set. While one part of the team is preparing for the descent, the other is clearing the 
entrance. However, what about the shelves somewhere down the descent which carry po1entially dangerous 
loose materiaJ? 

An attempt to solve this problem waJ madt through carrying a rope in a rucksack.. One eod of the 
rope ts tied to the anchor point and the other end goes through a descender and into the ruckS8Ck. The rope 
is gradually fed from the rucksack and in this way a descent is made. This method applies only for a depth of 
40 metres as It is awkward to carry more than one rope in a rucksack. There is a lso a danger of faulty 
estimation of depth and it can easily happen that one runs out of rope too early. {For that reason the other 
end must be knonedJ. However, these e•periments did not prove successful. 

A solution was found in the use of the F. Paul descender and F. Petti shunt in speleology. A double 
descender i.s tJed to the anchor point by a figure-of-eight knot. A mechanical shunt is attached to the same, or 
if l)OSSible to another anchor poinL ft has to be somewhat lower than the rope, i.e. nearer to the load than to 
the descender. {figure 1, a). Fi11CtJy, the rope Is unwcund and placed beside the anchor point to avoid the 
POSSibility of knots and nooses formm9. The descent is made by double rope. To uplain the technics when 
both ropes are drawn through a descender and shunt (figure 1), The speleologist is tied by both rope, into 
the seat of a body-hamess. The figure-of-eight knot is used but it must not be at the and of the rope. A knot 
is made appro•imately two metres from the end and is passed through the carabiner of the seat of a body• 
harness. The free end of one of the two ropes is drawn through GI BBS and the safety system. This is 
necessary to enable the return in case one runs out of descent material or because of unforfleen technical 
hitches. The Speleologist carries a Walkie-tatkie and 1or this purpose he drags a wire which serves as an 
antenna and conductor of radi~waves. The person controlling the ropes holds a descender as for a normal 
and usual descent, but with hi• left hand controls the shunt. The shunt ,erves as a safeguard which block, 
when descent ceases. 

The speleologist clears all the loose material and throws it down into the pit while descending. 
When desoent stoPS, the shunt is blocked. To continue with a descent it is released by pressure on the lever 
and in this way is deblocked. The descent can be made to any depth allowed by the length of the rope. If the 
ropes are shorter. for example approx. 40, 45 or 50 metres, they have to be tied together and then one has a 
problem of knot:$, since knou cannot ~ss through descender and shunL If the ropes are more than 100 
metres long. no problem exisu. 

The ropes are tied by a principle of a cornplex .,et of pulleys (St. Bernard & FlaschentugJ. (figure 4 ). 
The shunt is blocked and a multi-purpose bloquer (P,121) is placed c loser to the load. The carabiner is 
connected with a bloquer and with insertion of a rope into a carabiner the set of pulleys is ready for use. 
The rope is then pulled out of a descender, the oncoming knot is placed In front of It and the rope put back 
into a descender. Now the knou are belW<!en a descender and a shunt. With the aid of a set of pulleys the 
ropes are stretched iust enough to enable loosening of shunt and fixing of the ropes. The same procedure as 
with a descender is repeated. 

Problem of the knou being solved, the load" with a help of pulleys ,lowly IOW<lred until shunt is 
blocked. After that the set of pulleys is no longer ne«led and descent i• continued bv deblocking of the 
shunt. 

This system is applicable when both ropes an, in a descender and shunt, or if a descent is made with 
only one rope - which Is very rare. 

In a case shown in figure 2 is in question, then we simply let out one rope and keep bacl< the other 
one. In tMs way the load is kept on one rope, Vllhile tt1e other one is used for moving over a descender and a 
shunt. The ropes have ro be of a differe.m length so that knots do not come both at the same time - which 
would ask for a set of pulleys. When the knot on one rope is overco,ne, the rope i.J let out until the whole 
systBm is tightened, and the descent can go on until another knot comes up - when the whole procedure is 
repeated. 

The figure 3 case is simpler. Here a descender and a shunt are on one rope while the other is 
controlled by means of carabiner. When the knot comes, the rope sliding through a carabiner is simply 
stopped, so that the other rope is somev.that released thus enabfing us to move over a descender and a shunt. 
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1. a = shunt Petzl; b = descendeur Petzl. 

2. White letters = first system; black = second. 
a= shunt Petzl; b = descendeur Petzl 
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3. a= shunt Petzel; b= descendeur Petzel 
k = karabiner 

4 . a = shunt Petzel ; b = descenduer Petzel 
c = bloquer Petzl 
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The rope is slowly let out through• carab,ne,, and when !he rope with a descender and shunt is tightened, 
the descent is continued. During use attention should be paid to sharp rocks. At sharp curves roP8! should be 
protected by plastic tubes or even better by i,serting special light pulleys. Figure 2 shows a descent of a same 
type, except that a separate pair of a descender and shunt ,s used per rope. Faster overcoming of knou is-a 
considerable advantage of this system. but tv.o men must control the ropes and their work has to be 
synchronlted. It is suitable for thinner ropes :,ecause the friction is- not ,o high. 

Figure 3 shows a descent by a single rope and a system of a fixed descender with the obligatory 
second rope for the safety reasons. Its simplicity makes chis style most suitable for descending. 

It was for the flr1t lime used in Yugoslavia on 1/5/1973. during exploration ol "Golubinka" pit in 
the Velebit mountain n,nge and the depth reu:hed was 102 metres. 

After Golubinka th,s sy>1em was uSEd in the "Skurjetova gropa" pit down to 123 metres, and finally 
in certain parts of the "Bunovac II" expeditrnn in 1976., where the depth reached was 445 metres. 

THE INFLUENCE OF LITHOLOGY ON J AMAICAN CAVE MORPHOLOGY 

G. Wadge and G. Draper 
Geology Dept •. University of the West Indies, 
Mona. Kingston 7, Jamaica. 

Jamaica is one of the classjc areas in 1he study of tropical kars-t. Cave.s are an euential feature of the 
Jamaican karst although much less work has ~n done on them than on lhe surface karst of the celebrated 
'Cockpit Country', of the north central part o i the island . Here we outline the possible influences that the 
lithology, bedding and jointing of the cavernous limestones has had on cave morphology. 

The Jamaican Caving Club has records of over 800 caves, sinks and resurgences within the island 
(Fincham, in prep). The majority of these are 1ituated In Tertiary limestones in the central area of the island 
{Fig. 1). Caves: are known in $imHar limestones both east and west of this erea but are not considered here~ 
Important caves also occur in the relatively thin limestones within the Cretaceous lnliers but these have not 
been studied in detail. 

The subdivision of the Teniary limeS1one succession is based mainly on palaeontology and microfacies 
variations. The matlgraphy used here Is essentially that of the Jamaican Geological Survey based on the work 
of Hose and Versey (1956); Versey (1962); Wright (1968) and others, Fig. 2. Lithological characteristics do 
vary within most stratigraphic units bot a more refined approach based purely on mapped llthologles is not 
yet possible. The distribution of known cave sites and passage lengths ii presented in Figure 3 and indicates 
that caves have developed preferentia11y In sonte limestones. Factors other than lithology •lone must conu.ibtne 
to chis. 

The Tertiary lime.non&s test unconfo1mablv on Cretaceous, mainJy non-carbonate, rocks and are 
divided into two groups and nine formations (Fig. 2). The composition of the two groups is distinct. The White 
Limestone Group roeks have carbonate contents In excess of 99% (Hughes, 1973, p. 731. The limestones of 
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the Yellow Ummone Group ore le$$ pure with an average carbonate content of 93% (Eva, 1977, p.13). In 
addition, th• Yellow Limestone Group contains appreciable thicknesses of sands and clays, mainly in the 
middle of the succession. Dolomitisation has been extensive in the Chapehon and Troy-Claremont Formations. 
In the latter, the dolomite beds are up to several hundred feet thick and tend to have a lower carbonate con• 
tent of about 98% (Hughes, 1973, p. 70). 

A brief survey of what is hoped are fairly representative lithological characteristics of each formation, 
based on a thin•$ection study, is presented in Ta,te 1. 

Th• thickness of rndlvldual formations are not given as they are laterally variable. Most however, with 
the exception of the Somer$et Formation, are at leas1 100m thick and in the S.W. the thickness of the Newport 
Formation is oYer 1500 m. 

Mo5t of the known caves of great length in Jamaica occur in the Troy-Claremont and Chapel ton For
mations (Fig. 3b). Many of lhese are associated IYith the river$ which flow ofl the Cretaceous inliers and sink 
on reaching the Chapelton and Troy-Claremont Forma1ions which surround them. Hence the explanation for 
the preponderance of large total, cave passage la,gth in these rock, is probably stratigraphic and not lithological. 
In cross•action, some typical examples of which are .shown in Figure 4, th.e caves of the Chapehon and Troy• 
Claremont formations are ch•acterfstically rectangular, Indicating the strong bedding and joint•plane control. 
bolh of which are well developed in the<e rocks. The particularly 5trong joint control exhibited In the caves of 
the Mouth River area (Brown & Ford, 1973) at the Chapelton-Troy boundary is due to the large joints deve
loped in these dolomite-rich rocks. In general, t~e Chapelton Formation caves tend to be higher than wide and 
show stepped profiles indicative of variable solublllty from one bed to another. The more shaly horizons of the 
Chepelton Formations might be expected to produce lilhologlcal perching of l)OS$ages and although examples 
of Jamaican cave systems having developed on more than one level are rare, the Bristol-Ouashies River system 
(Brown & Ford, 1973) does have such a perched upper level. 
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Whils1 the effect of the micrite/sparite ratio on the solubility of cave limestones is not fully under
stood, the work of Sweeting (1968) and Sweeting & Sweeting (1969) suggests that high sparite lim,estones are 
less soluble than organic-rich m,cntes and should favour corrosion and vertical downcutting. Comparison of 
tho Troy (70'J(, organic-rich mrcnte) and Chapel ton (45% micrite) profiles seems 10 bear this out os the former 
tend to be hOfizontal rectanglM and the latter vertically orjentated. 

Similarly, the well-bedded, highly ,.icrinc (70'Jf, ) Montpelier Formation produoe, wide, bedding-plane 
caves, whilst cross sections from cavl!! in the micr~par-rich paru of the massive Browns ToYJn and Walderston 
Formations indicate greater vertical enlargement and lrt"tle bedding plane control. 

The cross-sectional area of cave pas$&g8$ must depend primarily on the total volume of water that has 
paued through it. In terms of absolute slze i,e Swanswick Formation contains tl>e biggest passages. The,e are 
typified by Windsor and Thatchfield Caves Vlhich are huge d ip-tube passoges. The massive bedding and lack of 
Joint! ng in the Swanswick perhaps re.suit in an unusual longevaiy or single passages as ma;or phreatlc routfi and 
hence produce big pass.ages. However. it is possible that some unsuspected feature of the Swanswick lithology 
may be responsible. 

The study described in this paper is at an elementary stage and the conclusions nece$$arily curso(Y, 
Future work will be directed towards lnvettigating the effect of lithological variations within individual systems. 
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TECTONIC CONTROL OF SPELEOGENESIS IN JAMAICA 

G. Wadge and G. Draper 
Geology Department, University of the Wen lndles, 
Mona, Kingston 7, Jamaica. 

The tectonic processes which have ~lifted and exposed to kamification the mid-Eocene to late Mi~ 
cene limestones, in which the majority of Jamaican caves are developed, are still active today. Wadge and 
Draper, ( 1977), have •outlined the varied lrthologies of these Tertiary limestone, and their map roughly delineates 
two areas of contrasting facies. Along the northern coastal region of central Jamaiea and in a roughly N-S. beft 
to the west, deep water micrites of the Font Hill, Bonny Gate•Gfbraltar and Montpelier Formations were cJ&.. 
posited, whilst 10 the south a more varied succe~ion of shallow water shelf limestones was produced. The 
Clarendon Block, which supports the shallow water fecie, is fault bounded. Th• faults to the north (Duanvale 
Fault 1ystem) and west (Santa Cruz - Newmirket fault tone) are the m0$l important speleogenetically. The 
whole of the block itself is tectonically split into ,mailer units by the dominant E.-W. (096°) and N.N.W.-
S.S.E. (155° ) trending faults (Fig. 1). 

In broad terms the tectonic hinory since the Tertiary is well-known (Wright, 1968; Robinson, 1971; 
and Honfield, 1973, 1974) and Is summarised In Table 1. Horsfield, (1975), prHenu evidence 10 suggest that 
significant rates of uplift of the northern side of the island oc.cur at the present time. 

Although strong lineaments in the limestones are easily mapped ftom aerial photographs, the evidence 
fol' the degree and nature of faulting is difficult to assen due to the relatively poor stretigraphleal control. 

There i, surprrsrngly little evidence ct cave, being developed along fault planes. The Brinol•Ouashies 
River system (Waltham & Smart, 1975) has a very high gradient for a major river sink and is deve
loped alonJj$ide a major fault ,vstem, pos,ibly in a ,mall, subsidiary fault. More characteristically, 
major faults produce large collapse featum where they intersect cave passages at high angles. Examples 
of this are seen in the Cave River system where complete passage collapse at Noisy Water and 
Second Collapse mark the inttrsection of two E.-W. faults with the northerly draining river cave and in thti 
potantlallv connected Riverhead and Worthy Park 11 Caves whieh are blocked by huge collap .. s along a sub
sidiary of the main Lluida, Vale Fault. 

In addition to the faulting a signficant degree of foldrng wa, produced by the same tectonic activity. 
In addition to the major axes of folding (Fig. 1), folding also occurs In the vicinity of major faults. Dips of 
40° to 60° are common within a few hundred metres of major fault traces, decreasing to the dips of up to 20° 
common over large areas between faults. Croft's River is developed In this situation where dralnoge is parallel 
to the miko and the retultant pattun of strike passoge - dip tube di,plays some features of Fo,d's (1971, 
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and erosion ratee on lhe limestones of t.he northern 
Clarendon Bloc.k . Rates are tn cm/1000 years. 

The most important type of cave in Jamaica is the very gently graded, large, river passage, tairly Stralght 
and simple in plan, flowing approximately down dip. Hydrologic gradients are small, between 1° and 2"30', 
whilst explored puuge gradients show an even smaller range, 1°30' to 2°. The reason for these low gradients 
lies In the interplay betwsen the ram of relative tectonic uplift and the rates of limeStone surface solution. 
Between the Central Inlier. (which ls1he source of most of the allogenic water) and the north coast, there has 
been 2CKX>m. of relative uplift of the Cretaceou1/T1rtiaty interface. The longest time period available fo, this 
movement ls 25 m.y. (Table 1) and this give< a minimum uplift rate of Scm/1000 y. We are concerned, however, 
with the relative uplift in the period since the general emefllence of the whole Clarendon Block (10m.y. B.P.). 
AJ Horsfield (19731, indicates, relative uplift on th, Spur Tree Fault in the south must have been at a minimum 
rate of &m./1000 y. over the last 10 m,y., thOUgh this takes no ac<:ount of erosion factors. This tault hes the 
maximum vertical throw in the area and It is sugger.ed that a lower uplift rate for the past 10 m.y. would be 
more representative of the northern area. A rate of 7 am/1000 y. of relative uplift is proposed, intermediary 
between the minimum and maximum possible ratesabove, tor the Central Inlier - north coast region, distri
buted in both fault displacements and folding. 
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Table I Major tectonic events aftectlng the Clarendo1\ Block. 

Figure 2 shows the geometry of the interplay between the rate of tectonic uplift and the different 
rates of IO'Nering of the limEl$tone by erosion ,inc:e 10 m.y. 8 .P. The erosion rates u.sed: 7 cm/1000 v. for the 
uplifted central areas with high rainfall, and 4 cm/1000 y. tor the northem coastal areas, are 1hose calculated 
by Smith ( 1971) for the pres•nt day in norlh central Jamaica. Greater ditten,nces In rainfall and hence erosion 
rate e,lst at the present time tha.n is lnd,caud by the$& two rates (20"/y), but the dltterence In erosion mes 
would have been less when relative uplift fim began. Hence from this model the relief of the eroded land sur· 
face will be determined by the net me or wrtace movement which is 4 cm.11000 y. In 10 m.y. the total up-
lift will be 400m. over a distance of 20 km. I the av•rage distance from the Centrel Inlier to the Ouanvale Fault), 
which l5 a slope of 1°9". It i$ thls slope which ;, responsible for die hydrolog:ic gradient, of the present day 
river caves. 

In those caves where hydrologlc gndlent i• less than the average dip or the bedding, evidence of 
phreatic 'lift' passages along joints and faults should be e•pected. These certainly 8"ist but few fos,silised exam
ples of any gntat length and strong development are preserved. One reason for this may well be that rapid sur· 
face lowering by erosion means that the surface karst 'cockpit' relief of 50-lOOm. soon intersects the near para1~ 
Sel course of the cav-e passage and breaks the system into a series of disconnected fragmentary passages occur
ring only in the inter-cockpit hills. An excel ent example of this is the Mouth Mate system I Brown & Ford, 
1972). 

Vertical cave development in Jama ca is, ln many ways, more problematic than that for 1ubhotizontal 
system,. A gntat number of 'cockpit' shafts ore known !Smith, Drew & Atkinson, 1972). most of which pro
bably have some tYP• of Pohl cell origin, wl>il~ a smaller number of shaft> aro of undoubted collapse origin. 
Mon, intriguing are the significant number ot caves with mixed vertical and horizontal development, (e.g. 
Gourie and New Hall Caves). The$& caves seem to be concentrated in specific areas and the arN around the 
Porus graben is particularly favoured with its many faults and steep hydrologic gradients. Some caves in this 
area are clurly abandoned v1dose systems descending very rapidly in a series of shafts, e.g. New Hall Cave. It 
is highly unlikely, however, than an cillogenic stre,m from any of the inliers was reiponsible fol' this example 
or indeod has over reached much of 1he large N.N.W. - faulted blocks of Newport Limestone in the south of 
the island. The ideas of Comer (19741 who pointed out that thin beds 11 • O. lm) of Upper Miocene bentonl• 
tic clays of volCJJnic origin could have provided the source for the bauxite deposit> which rest on large an,as 
of the limestone provide an attractive solutbn to the problem. These thin impermeable layers near the top 
of the limestones could provide sufficient concentration of surface drainage to account for the observed steep 
vadose development. 
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ELECTRONICALLY CONTROLLED CAVE LIGHT 

John Wallace 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
School of Electrical Engineering 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332, 
U.S.A. 

One of the most important consideratio11s in caving Is the personal light souroe and conservation of 
the energy which powers the light. All pha,es of• caving expedition do not require the same light intensity. 
In rn,rrow crewlways a dim light is adequate; whereas, for high dome pits• b<ight light is desirable. Also while 
one is reslfng no light may be needed; additiona11·,. when one Is trapped or lost it is of prime importance to 
conserve light energy, Thus lighting energy can be conserved by using a light source that ls easily turned on 
and off and adjustable in intensity as required. However, to be energy effective, minimal energy should be 
consumed in the circuit components other then the lamp. These considerations led to the development of 
this electronic system, but there were further requirements considered in the design. 

A syJtem shouk:t be inexpensive, reliable, mechanically rugged, water re.sistant and readily c~nrueted 
from easily available componenu by the home bt.ilder. In order co minimize the mechanical work it should 
be IK!aptable to inexpensive commercial head larrps, and it should utilize lamp$ and batteries suitable for 
caving. The foregoing objectives were largely met using a 6-volt solid state switching circuit mounted in a 
Justrite (U.S. manufacture) head lamp. The con of the circuit components (le,s the printed drcuit board) is 
about $4. 

Theory 
The principal problem in reducing the b,illianat of an electric li!llt is that for some schemes no signi

ficant energy saving is realized; as in the case where a vadable resistance is used in series with the lamp and 
battery. 

The disadvantages of such a system arise from the fact that current flow in any circuit resistance gives 
rise to POWef' loss. Thus, for some 1et1ings of the ~ariable resistance~ the power lo$$ In the resistance is greater 
than the power delivered to the lamp. This is obviously a poor situation since we really want all the power de
livered by the battery to be convened 10 light (actually, not all the electrical power to the lamp is con11ertad 
to light). 

An altern.auve ibut lmpractical) method for reducing the average power to the lamp is 10 connect a 
switch in place of the variable resistor, then alternately closing and opening the switch very rapidly. If the 
switch Is closed four-ten dis of the time and open ,ix•tenths of the time, only 40% of the full.ON elec1rical 
power would go to the lamp, thus the brilliance of the lamp is correspondingly reduced. Since there is no 
power loss in the switch, this scheme Is 100% efficient. But, clearly, opening and closing the switch manually 
is impractical. 

In a practical system die function of the switch is performed by a tranStstor which can be operated 
to behave very much like the switch. The transistor is a three terminal device, as shown in Figure 1; the three 
terminals are identified as collector (C). emitter (E), and base {B). The small base current, l9, controls the 
coltector current, le, which Is typically 100 times 1aqier than base current. The collector characteristics in 
Figure lb show how 19 and le are relat«i. For example, when the base curren1 is 1 mA the collector current 
Is 100 mA. Now if a resistance, such as a lamp, is ncluded In the collector circuit, the effect of the lamp may 
be accounted for by drewing die "load line" on the collector characteristics, Figure lb. Widl a load as shown, 
when the base current is 5 mA, operation occurs it A where V CE = 0,4 V and le• 500 mA; on the other 
hand, when base current is zero operation is at B ,vhere Vee= 6V and le• 0. The lamp would be on at A 
since current flows in the circuit, and off at B since no current flows. Since the pOW'er loss in the transistor is 
Vee times le, it ls nearly zero at both Band A. v.hereas the power would be much la,ge:r at operating points 
between A an<! B. The technique. then, is to switch between points A and B by switching the base currenL 
So that if operation is at A 40% of the time and a, B 60% of the tlme .. approximately 40% of the full electrical 
power would go to the lamp, Thus, if the base current "duty cycle" can be varied, the lamp intensify can be 
w,ried. 

The transiuor in the for'egOing description is an n-p-n type while the transistor in the act:ual circuit 
is a p•n•p type, but the operating principles are identical. The ba,e current and its adjustable duty cycle feature 
is deriwd from the cross-coupled NOR gates of tht CO4002AE seen 1n Figure 2; adjustment of the 1 megohm 
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potentiometer varies the duty cycle of the currant from the driving circuit. The transistor is necessary since 
the C04002 Is not capable of supplying adequate current to the lamp. 

The high efficiency on one hand results t rom the small current that the circuit requires; less than 0.8 
mA over its entire range. On the other hand the power transistor which drives the lamp is operated In a switch
Ing mode which minimizas the power loss In the tran,istor. 
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System 
The circuit wa-s mechanically configured to be built mto a Justrite 1904-4 head lamp, one of the more 

popular commercially manufactured ou1fits used in the U,S. However, the sys-tam can be adapted to fit other 
commercial or homebullt systems. 

The ca;pacstor. integrated circuit and tamp $0Cket are soldered directly to the back of the printed 
circui-t as seen in Figure 3. 

The potentiometer with diodes soldered direct I~ to the terminals goes into the hole left aftsr the re
moval of the switch from the original head lamp shell as ..en in Figure 4.-

The power transistor is screwed to the rear of the lamp shell (as seen In Figure 51 with its base and 
emitter connections protruding into the lamp shell where rhey are soldered to the printed cif'CUit board. The 
lauer connections also solder to the circuit board via aw re. which leads through the hard hat to a belt•mounted 
battery pack. 

Results 
As expected the actual operating characteristics were not ideal. First, there was a small drop across the 

transistor during ii. ON period; however, with a 5.6 volt ead acid battery it was less than 0.1 volts. Secondly. the 
total system required somewhat more average current thm the lamp alone. The total current to the circuit, a1 
maximum dury cycle was 450 mA, while of that440 mAwas lamp current. At min,mumduty cycle (lamp off), 
the total current was 0.7 mA. 

Environmental Consideration1 
Shock: No tests have been made to evaluate the circuit's shock resistance; however, no fragile elements 

are involved In the circuit so It is expected it should be as shock•re-sistant as the lamp, 
Temperature: No change In operation is noted alter two hours at .13•c. No observations have been 

made in the high temperature domain, but no difficulty i; anticipated for normally encountered cave temperatures. 
Mo,sture: As with any electric light its $US-CePtibillty to malfunction by splattered water, as from a water· 

fall, is remote. No tests have been made with the circuit totally immersed as the success of such a test largely 
depends upon the oonductivlty of the water. Although on o,,. occasion it did perform When ,ubmerged in a pool. 

Low batt•ry voltage: CMOS Integrated circulu, ,uch as the CD4002AE are rated for operation from 3 
to 15 volts; the circuit should operale oVftr this range with due consideration for the type of tamp used. The proto· 
type circuit operated successfully, but probably with reduced efficiency, at 4½ volu. 

CAVE DEVELOPMENT AT THE BASE OF THE LIMESTONE IN YORKSHIRE 

A.C. W•ltham 
Trtnt Polytechnic, Nottingham, England. 

The Great Scar Limestone lies neatly horizontal y on the impermuble basement of the Askrigg Block 
in North-west Yorkshire. It is a 100·200 metre thick unit of massively iointtd blodastlc calcilutites with thin 
shal• bed,. Wide limestone benches, exposed in the Pleistocene. are overlooked by shale hills feeding water into 
smkho~s illld an extensive series of vadose and phreatic, old and young, caves (Waltham, 1970). Beneath the 
hmestone is an unconformable se,ie.s of slates. and much water resurges at springs along the unconformity out· 
c.rops near the floor5 of glacial valleys which have cut down to this level. 

This simplified picture, of water collection on the base of th• limestone, does hold true on the general 
scale, but in detail the situation is more complex. The ba,e of the limestone is an undulating surface represent• 
,ng a drowned pre-Qirboniferous landmass, and the lowen 20 metres of the succession contains many sh•les, 
sandstones and conglomerates which formed during the early Carboniferous marine invasion. These non·carbo
nate beds acoount tor the presence of many springs a few metres or more above the base of the limestone. It 
has long been suggested (Waltham 1971 : Halliwell et al 1975) that ridges in the sub-Carboniferous unconformity 
could influence the deep hydrological circulation by acting Ii $Ubterranean watersheds. but the situation i$ then 
complicated by the 1ubsequent concentration of cave de,'81opment in the unconformity troughs, where the cla1• 
t1c be-ds, due to their origin. are at maxima. 

White Scar cave is unique in the Yorkshire Dale, as it is the only long series of cave passages accessible 
on a resurgence system which is on tha base of the limestone. Study in the cave could only start in 1975, and 
the pretlminary geological work to date has already inferred some unusual features. The cave passages are of cwo 
major types. A pre-glacial series of abandoned phreatic c•ves are only now seen in segments explored as fat as 
major elastic blockages or collapse zones (figure 2). The Battlefield S.ri11 appear to have been formed by water 
from Chapel-le-Oa~. while the Sleepwalker Series and branches, totelly blocked downstream of Carrot H•II. 
carried water from the pre-glacial Crina Bottom. Following glacial excavation of Chapel•l••Dale, a series of inter
glacial and postglacial vadose passages developed (figure 3). These canyons can be traced upstream to nick points 
where the water flows from the preglacial phreatic tubes which are still active and only partly drained beyond. 

Excepting a few avens, the whole known cave Is formed in the lowest 30 metres of the Great Scar Lime
stone. The bas:aJ unconformity is only revealed in the var ous outleu downstream of First Waterfall. and in a 
~tngle tiny inlier at Grit Falls. The lowest 15 metres of the 1uccession contains a high proportion of elastic beds, 
mainly shale, with sandstone and conglomeratic limestone. There is considerable lateral variation and the un· 
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conformity transgres,.,. the lowest beds to a height of about five metres. Above the 15 metre level, the limestones 
are P<Jre with only thin shale beds. The regional dip of the limestone is northerly and rarely more than a few 
degrees, but is in'8rrupted by shallow folds. There appears to be a plunging anticline crossed by the upper reaches 
of the cave (figure 11 though its axis orientation is uncertain. In most of the eave the d ip is north-west but there 
are more small folds in the entrance series. Though it would seem likel1< that such folds were formed by compac
tion over basement ridges, the Grit Falls inlier appears unrelated to the fold pattern, so at present no postula· 
tion of the shape of the unconformity can be made. 

Th• phreatic caves are all developed in the pure limestones just above the impure basal beds. Battle• 
field Series shows no relationship to structure, and the upstream series passage, follow the bedding up and over 
an anticline (figure 4 ) finding the shortest sink to rising route regardless of structure. 
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There is little collapse in the Phreatic Swies. and the phreatic tube can be seen to change beds al various 
Points for no apparent reas.on and ts enlarged on all the joints. The plan form of the phreatic eaves Is not influ
enced by the joints, and only along one section of Sleepwalker SeriM is the cave guided by a prominent faul, 

The vadose canyons have cut down into the impure ba5ement beds and there has not been e)(tensive roof col
lapoe. Only downstream of First Waterfall has th> initial development been on the unconformity (figure 4 ). 
Hence even in the vadose zone the bulk of cave development is not at the base of the limestone. Downstream of 
where the roof, and site of irotial development, were influenced by pre•existing phreatic caves, the vadose stream-
way was initiated on the thin shale and sandstof1! beds, for most of the cave's length on one horizon, Two steps 
downwards in the lower end of the cave took the lnit"ial pathway into a short phreatic zone ponded by the Ifft 
over the anticline illld basement ridge in the show cave entrance passage. Subsequent development in the adjacent 
syncline axis has formed the modern wholly v~bse route to the resurgence, The major elastic beds en the lime-
stooe have formed ledges in the cave and have controlled pauage aoss sections, but have had almost no influence 
in the long profile. None of the three flights of i;otholes Is located across elastic beds. The ridge on the basement 
is also ignored by the cave development except for the 10 centimetre high cascade of Grit Falls. The overall plan 
of the vadose cave does however appear to be ro,ghly down a strong set of joints which have deflected Far 
Streamway clockwise from true dip. 

In conclusion, though both phreatic and vadose development In White Scar Cave does show a strong 
relationship to geology, it does not appear to be Influenced by the impermeable base of the limestone as strongly 
as is inferred by the over--'SJmplified. cla$$ical. hydrological model. 
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CHRONOLOGY OF CAVE DEVELOPMENT IN THE YORKSHIRE DALES, ENGLAND 

A.C. Waltham R.S. Harmon 
Trent Polytechnic, Nottingham, England. Michigan State University. U.S.A. 

The mas.sfve Great Scar Limestone fom:s a series of k.arst pJateaux in the lngleborough region, separated 
by the glacially modified Yorkshire Dales which have cut down to an impermeable base beneath the limestone. 
The existence of impermeable rocks beyond the Craven Faults, acron the southern margin of the kars1, ensures 
that the limestones would be permanently Hooded without drainage into the Dales which cut into the limestone 
and out across the fault zone. Numerou, cave, have been formed, both by weam, flowing off shale hills which 
rMt on the lime>tone platforms and also by sub-Dale drainage. 

EuentiaHy. there are two main groups of caves of contra.sting age (Waltham, 1970}. Segments of old 
abandoned passages contain extensive fills of elastic material and calcite. and are mostiy fossil phreatic tube,. 
though some related high level vadose passages di) occur. The younger caves carry the modern drainage and con
tain Umtted amounts of either elastic of calcite f II. Most known modern caves are vadose, D.lt active phreatic 
caves have been explored by divers, 

The fact that many phreatic tubes of th> Older series lie 50 metres or so above modern low level vadosa 
caves indicates that a major rejuvenation separates the two main phases of eave development. Similarly, the perch• 
ing of phraatic tube, above the floors of the adjacent Dales. which them'8lves are the modern base level for the 
eaves, suggest1 that this rejuvenation was a functon of the valle·y exc.avation. Without any firm evidence, this 
rejuvenation and valley incision has long been ascribed to the Plelstooene gfaclations, and a fair1y well developed 
relative time scale has been determined for some of the cave systems and their adjacent Dales (in Waltham, 1974). 

It hn only been possible to establish an absolute chronology tor the Yorkshire caves since a framework 
of dates has beeo provided by isotopic age deter11inations of calcite stalagmites from within the caves. The ura
nium isotope concentrations were determined. and the ages calculated from them, at Michigan State University, 
following a procedure slightly modified from that described by Harmon et al (1975). At present, thirteen ages 
have been determined and allow some preliminary comments to be made. but it ls hoped to confirm these with 
a fuwra planned programme of sampling and analysis, 

As shown In table 1, a,11 but three of the me8$Ured nalagmite ages fall into two distinct groups. An age 
range from 14J)00 to 2500 years B.P. encompasses six of the specimens and cleal'ly indicates major post11laeial 
(Flandrian) deposition. A range of 131 ,000 to 90,000 years enclo"'s four more samples and corresponds well 
with a depositional phase In the lpswlchlan inter3lacial period. The top of specimen Y3 stands along at 60,000 
years which dates in the Cheltord inll!rstadial. The age of WS5, 225,000 yea,., correlates with the Hoxnian inter
glacial, and the age of KM 1, at over 350,000 year>, would probably place it in the warm phase of the Cromerian. 
The figu1es thereto,e suggest that, within the statistical limits imposed by the small number of samples solutional 
activity was resuicted to warmer periods be·tore, between and atter the main glaciations. during which solutlonal 
activity ceased. Most dated sta1agmJte5 rest on thick c-lartic sediments which were probably w•hed Into the 
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caves during periods of lntensive medlanic,,I surface weathering under periglacial conditions just proceeding or 
following a glacial coverage. The freshness of the limestone pavement, and some moraine features suggest that 
rho Dale, were glaciated es late as the Devensian. and there were no prolonged periods of purely periglecial activity 
during the cold phase. 

Sample KM 1 is from a flowstone laye< in an old phreatic tunnel, and WS5 is from a vadose cave just be-
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5-lt Location Age (Years 8.P.) Possible erro, Stage 

Gr2 G.vel Pot. GJaafurd's Passage 14,000 • 9000 .Fla1Klnan 

Gl'3 6,000 ;uJOO Fl1Mtri1n 

YI 131,000 ; 18000 lps<w1chi1n 

Y3 toP layer 61,000 ; 4000 CnelfOld 

middle lavtf 92,000 ; 5000 lpsw1ch,an 

bouom layer 112,000 • 5000 lpsw,ch,an 

KM1 K,ngsdale Master Cave. Roof Tunnel 350,000 + 1 1 C,Off'lefllft 

WS2 White Sc« Cave. Main Streamw1" tO, l2y8" 13,000 -; 7000 Flandnan 

baltom fay'e, con1em1n11ed 

Banleheld top layer 2.500 ; 1500 Flandntn 

m ,dcU e layer 6,000 ;2000 Flandtlan 

bcctom l1ye, 90,000 l 11000 lpsw,cti,an 

WS6 ~• n Streamway 226,000 + 15000l •A5000 Hoxnian 

WS6 14.000 • 4000 Flandnan 

TABLE 1 ISOTOPIC AGE OETEJWINATION OF YORl<.Sl!IRI! STALAGMITES 

neath a similar old phreatic tube. Both these. samples therefore post-date the drainage of the earliel' phreatic 
eaves as a result of rejuvenation which, owing to the nature of the Craven Faults, can onty have been accompanied 
by the excavation of the Dales. Both samples lay clc:i•e to present floor levels of the Dales, and therefore indicate 
that the Dales were cut very nearly 10 their pres•nt thalwegs by Anglian times at the latest, and in the case of 
KM 1 by the Beestonian stage (though the relathe proportions of preglacial fluvial erooion or valley glacier erosion 
cannot yet be determined) . The formation of the extentive. large diameter, old phre,tic caves must therefore be 
e$Mtndally preglacial - either Cromerian or Pas-t)nian at th• latest. 

Within the younger caves of intergJacia t and POSl-glacial age. morphological relationships of successive 
phases of vadose and phreatic passages indicate • descending sequence of resurgence levels which may be corre
lated with contemporaneou• valley floor levels. This periodic valley deepening was probably glacial, while cave 
development continued in each of the post-Anglian warm periods. The transitional periglaciel phases then saw 
the partial elastic filling of the caves with ,ubse~uent re-excavation In the active passages but preservation In the 
okt fossil systems. 
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CONTROL OF LOCOMOTION ACTIVITY IN T ROGLOBITE BEETLES 
( Aphaenops, Geotrechus, Speonomus) • 

Friedrich Weber 
Zoologisches lnstlrut der Universitat 
1).44 Miins1er (Westf) 
Bade-Straue 9, W. Germany 
Supported by Deutsches Forschungs Gemeinschaft 

With regard to their behaviour In lime the cavernicol0<1s animals which have so fer been 
investigated can be c lassified in a scheme exemplifying regressive evolution. 

1. Troglophile 51)eCiM with an intact circadian clock operating in DD (dark) as well as in LL (light) 
and LO (light-dark). Examples: the carabid beetle, LatNT1ostsnus terrico/a and ob/ongus1

• 

2. Troglobite species with a circadian dock operating only in LL and LO, whereas in DD stochastic 
activity patterns predominate, e.g. the probably blind carabid beetle LatNT1osrw>us MvtJrrlcu•'. Whether the 
crayfish Orcon«tn Sp belongs to si.p 2 is unknown2 • 

3. Blind troglobite ,pecieo without a sell·su,tained clock but with the capability tor damped 
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oscillations of activity after a uansmission from LO to DD or LL. When the oscillations have damped out 
the animals' activity is stochastically distributed e.g. the blind cave fish Anoptichrhys jordani3

, 

4. Blind troglobite species without self• or foreign-sustained oscillations of activity. Reactions in L-0 
oscillations still exist. e.g. the cavernicolous amphipode Niphargus4 • 5_ Whether the animals' activity is stochas
tically distribute<! is not invenigated. 

5. Blind trogobite species without os,,llations of activity under constant conditions or in LD's. Only 
Changes in temperature induce a periodicity of locomotion. Examples: beetles of the genera Aph&enops, Geo• 
trechus and Speonomus (tab. 11. The activity patterns are $IOChastically structured: neither periodical com· 
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TABLE 1. 

numlH!r of number of numtwaff-,.,.,,:v 
analyzed numbtlr of coffl1l•tions acrograms distrib<Jliotu WI ,,,.,,,t 

Species with signifi- R R A actograms A co,nf 1Jions 
cant corre- posllire negative positive negalive AIR - . e 
lations 

Apha,mops 31 5 2 2 A 4 0 21 
cerberus. 
A pluro R 0 0 0 26 

Georrechus 17 1 1 A 3 8 0 5 
orphtJUS R 4 0 4 8 

Speonomus 11 0 A 2 1 1 7 
diecki R 3 3 0 5 

ponents nor correlations between the durations of succeeding activity bursu and rest pauses can be found. The 
probability of a transition from activity to rest is constant (independent of the duration of the activity already 
passed), or the probability becomes continucusly larger, the tonger a t>urst of activity continues. The corres
ponding is true for the re•t pauses. - the tima-independenoe of the transition probability Is evident if the fre
quency histogram of the durations of the activity bursts (A), respectively rest pauses (R), can be described by 
the Poi$$on or standard function. 

Probably the control of activity by stochastically operating nervous mechanisms is a widespread pheno
menon. 6 In most animals evidence of these basic mechanisms seems to be concealed by a circadian control and 
is therefore often overlooked. When in the regreuive evolution the clock is degenerating, the endogenous random 
generators get the uppe,- hand. No special activity-controlling mechanism appears to have evolved in cavemicolous 
animals. 
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EVALUATING CAVES AND KARST 

N.J. White and Elery Hamilton-Smith 
Australian Speleological Federation 
P.O. Sox 36, Carlton South 
Victoria, 3053, Australia. 

Following the report of its Commit".ee of Inquiry into the National Estate (1974), the Australian Govern
ment has now esublbhed the Australian Heritage Commission. This Commission is charged with the responsibility 
of establi>hing a register of the National Estate, both natural and cuhural, and of advising the government on all 
ma1ters relating to the National Estate (Yenoken 1976). 

The Australian Speleological Federttion has been asked by the Commission to investigate and repon 
upon the principles and criteria which should be used in deciding whether any specific cave or karst feature >hould 
be registered as pan of the National Estate. At first sight, the decision to register or not to register is a simple 
binary one and criteria might readily be determined, but as the investigation has proceeded, so a number of corn
_Pl■x quntions has been raised. 

Div■nity 
Even if one ignores the immense variety of surface landscapes in karst areas. the general concept of 'a 

cave' embraces a remarkable diversity of forms which cannot be treated as a single class. One cannot t reat lime
stone caves, lava cavas, caves in laterites (or many others) as members of a single dau which can be compared 
with eac:11 other. 

Even more importantly, caves may be recognised as 'significant' for a great diversity of reasons. Any 
single cave may be important because of beauty, geomorphic factors. biospeleological Issues, archeological or 
palaentological features or any combination of such factors. 

This problem suggesu that one might design a multivariate matrix against which individual caves or 
.other pl-. could be 'scored' and assi(lned a significance rating. Although this raises a furthtH' set ot questions 
about the relative -ighting which should be assigned to various factors in the matrix, the Federation poten
tially has the basis for such an approach in its computer-based cave data system (Matthews, 1977). 
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The National Estate register •~•rs 10 be based upon an assumption that any specific place might be 
rated as significanl 1n terms of being 'ouutandirg~ on a world. national, state or focal basis. Although one 
obviously cannot discard this assumption, we find it mu5t be Questioned. 

In the first place, any aHessment of significance on this basis is determioed by cultural facton which 
may, and often do, change from one POint in time to another. In Australia, places which were seen as ,ufficiently 
significant In the nineteenth century to warrantspecial re$ervation of land may now be seen as completely unim
portant and the reverse is certainly equally true. Similarly, a determination of significance today may not be 
=n as valid by the residenu of the twenty-first century. 

This and other eomfderatlons tead to the notion of repr&Hntativeness, namely that one should ensure 
registration of a ,ample of all pass Ible tVpe of ftature, even though some may not be judged of great 'signifi
cance' at the present time. This in turn means that one must fint establish a meaningful taxonomy of caves 
and karst features to provide a base lrom which the sample migllt be drawn. An example of a taxonomic 
approach is provided by Grimes 11975) and shown here in Fig. 1. 
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Although the Grimes taxonomy does not (and did not attempt to) deal with the taxonomy of lime
stone caves, It does highlight the potential value of thl, aPPfC>ach. As one example, Australia has p<obably 
many thousands of cavH in laterites, but the1e have received minimal attention from speleologisu ( Letroy 
& Lake 1972, Shannon 1975). The low level of present interest in these cave• means that they are unlikely to 
be considered within the traditional assumption of significance. but adopting a repre.entation viewpoint 
.uggesu that they must not be ignored. 11 is 1xtremely ditticolt to judge how prevalent such caves may be in 
other countries, as they receive little attention in the research literature elsewhere, but it may well be that 
Australia offers an outstanding opportunity tor the $ludy o"f such caves. 

Thus, we see that the criteria for registration must pay attention not oply to the notion of the extent 
to which any pl-ace is judged to be outsuinding, but also the extent to which lt is neceuary to include a truly 
representative eros.s-section of places. 

Two criteria generally accepted as lmpomnt by speleologists and others are those of beauty and 
recreational value. The extremely subjective nature of both these criteria pose a special problem. Although 
attempts have been made in such fields as lardscape evaluation 10 find a systematic way of quantifying •ub
jective a,se$$menu, the validity aod reliabiHtl of such methods has not yel been demonsuated. 

Place 
Purely from the significance viewpoint, one might select a single cave, or even part of a cave, as being 

s-ignficanL However, from the viewpoint of oonservation management, this is obviously inappropriate. As a 
minimum. the whole of a cave and the land ,bove it must be recognised as a unit, and ideally. the total geo
morphic and hydrological system of which the cave f0<ms a part •hould be registered. 

In practice. two constraints are likecv to prevent the ideal being attained. The first is the extent 10 
which e,cisting land use or the sheer size of a watershed may prt\lent registration of a whole unil More im• 
ponantly, we generally lade. the detailed understanding of specific natural systems necessary to determine the 
boundary of any one such system. In some case, d'lis may be relatively self-evident. but this is rarety so. Few 
kant areas in Australia have been the ,ubjeet of eco1ogJcal Of managemen1-oriented studies which have given 
due anentlon to the ls,ue of boundary defin,1ion (but see Hamilton-Smith et al 1974, Richards & OIiier 1976, 
Hamilton-Smith & Champion 19761. 

Management 
A further problem arises from the structure of the Australian legal sv•tem. The National Heritage 

Commission tand the register} are legltimatej under federal law, while most land management is subject to 
state law. This means there is: no neceuary it1tegration between registration of a place on one hand and its 
management on the other. 

Registration may well serve to increase v1sit0f" pressure or even non-conforming use of a site, and if 
there is no provision for adequate managemtnt, the result mav well be disastrous. Thus an element of judge
ment about the outcomes of registration becomes a necessary part of the decision to seek registration. 

Condusion 
On viewpoint expressed by many o:,ncerned Australian speleologisu in that cave, and karn are such 

scaroe re-sources in Australia (Jennings 1976t that every single example must be considered significant. and 
should be protected against destructive action such as mining. The extent ,o which despoilation has alrebcly 
o.:curred at •uch impomnt areas as Bungon,a (Ellis et al 19721 and Ml. Etna {Sprent 1970) demonstrates. 
however. the high priority assigned by govemments to \imes1one mining. 

It is therefore doubtful whether it will prove wise to register all karst areas, or that even if all were 
registered. that this would prevent any future exploimion. 

This paper has been written during me course of the study described here. More information will 
be available at the time of the congrHS, and the result• of the study will be published in book form. 
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COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN BRITISH SPELEOLOGY 

J.O. Wileo<:k 
Chairman, BCRA 
22 Kingsley Close, 
Staff0<d, England 

The modem digital computer can be u-.sed in a variety of interlinked weys: 

(a) for routine processjng of data. 
(b) for information retrieval, 
(c) for starist,cal studies, 
(d) for the production of graphics, and for publication. 

The computer has been used in all these ways within British speleology. A summary of these applications has 
been given by Wilcock (1976a). 

Routine Processing of Data 
The routine processing of data typ,c,lly ari,es in the reduction of cave survey readings (Wilcock, 1976b) 

and geophy,ical survey for the location of ca""5 (see, for example, Palmer and Glennie, 1963; Bristow, 1966). 
catculatlon of cave survey nation coordinates is a tedious bu.$iness, particularly If projected elevations are in
volved; while geophysical survey raises problems both In removal of background effecu and in the interp<etation 
and presentation of results (see Wigley and B~n. 1976): both these applications can be handled with advantage 
by c0<nputer, and would probably be regarded as the most practlcal uses of the c0<nputer in speleology by the 
majority of cave scientists. 

Statlltial Studies 
Once a body of data (generally referred to as a dara b8"') exisu in the st0<age media of a computer, 

it can be submined to all manner of statistical checks and calculations. Examples are Hood pulse analysis in 
hydrologiul studies (Ashton, 1965, 1966, 1967; Wilcock 1968), morph0<netric analysis of Karst landf0<ms 
(WIiiiams, 19661 and of cave passages (Hannaend Hlit,, 1970), and cave chemistry (Picknett, 1976). 

GrllPhlcs .,d Publication 
Computer graphics ,nd linings are an immense aid in publication. Diagrams. graph,, cave surveys aod 

distribution maps may now all be produced automatically by the e0<nputer, using cathode ,ay tubes and pen 
or microfilm ploners. A summary of techniques was given by Wilcock (1970a, 1976a). 

Information Rotriffal 
This paper concentrates on what will probably be the main use of the computer in speleology, viz. 

information retrieval. The cave biological records of the Cave Research Group of Great Britain, and latterly 
the British Cave Reseorch Association, CO<npiled over many years by Glennie and Hazelton, have been compyter· 
ised by the Monks Wood Experimental Station of the Nature Conservancy (now the Institute of Terrestrial 
Ecologyl !Perring, 1967;Jeffenon, 1976). B.C.R.A. is now actively recording British cave archaeological and 
hvdrological data on• central compyter (Wilcock, 1970b, 1976c). Two main tYpes of record are envisaged for 
future additions, the non-1nttNJsivs and the inr.,n$ive, as follows: 

ARCHAEOLOGY: Nor>-intemi'le 
Site reference number 
location (NGR) •• 
Administrative detail.s: county.district, parish, legal status {scheduled, SSSI, etc. 
Description: form (cave unexcavated/partially excavated/completely excavated/lost/destroyed; 

finds only; documentt only) 

condition (undamaged, part ally damaged, destroyed, unknown) 

period (Prehis10<ic, period uncertain; Palaeolithic; Mesolithic; Neolithic; Bronze Age; Iron 
Age; Roman, Post•R0<nan, period uncertain; Migration and Early Medieval; Medieval 
(1066-1485); Post-Medie,al; unknown) 

Control: Date entered into retrieval system, and person entering the record 
Text: Name of site, characterisation, main publication reference. 

ARCHAEOLOGY: lnttnsive 
As above, plus the following: 

Dimensions of cave site 
Environmental data (from sediment, POiien and mollusc analysis, rodent and Insect remains,etc) 
Associated finds 
Dating (including radiocarbon dating, etc.} 
Further records (diagrams, plans. photographs, etc.) 
Archival material (original exc111a'tion records, etc.) 
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Detailed description of site and finds. 
Full bibliogn,phy 

HYDROLOGY: Non-intensive 
Name of 5ystem or cave 
Control: Date entered Into rettieval sv,tem. and persoo entering the record 
Origin: Date of test, operator md club 
Description of test: Dye or tneer used, quantitV 
Inflow description: Test site (NGR) and name of swallet, entrance, etc. 

Exact time of insertion of test agent 
Inflow comments (e.g. low flow, moderate flood, etc.) 

Outflow descrlption:Detector ,ite (NGA) and name of rising, resurgence, etc. 
Through I ow time 
Outflow comments 

Meteorological and other gene,al comments 

Test summary: TMt result (Positive, negative, no conclusion) 
Reason for lnconclusion) .1 1 

• 
Fini.sh time ) , no cone us,on 

Main publication referern:e 

HYDROLOGY: Intensive 
As above. plus the following: 

Administrative detail.$: test area, county 
Environmental data (soil, ground. aQ1,1ifer comments) 

Inflow: Numerical flow (II<), Inflow graph, method 
Colour: Hatel, comments 
pH, method 
ca, Mg, Bicarbona:e, Total hardnesses, with methods 
Chloride, sulphate and trace elements, with methods 
Temperature 
Conductivity; Temperature of meuurement, value µmho cm41 

corrected to temperature: corrected va1ue µmho cm41
• 

total hardness/corrected conductivity ratio 
Parameter accuracies 

Outflow: as for Inflow, plus the following: 

Detection device 
DetectOt assay 
Number of deteetors 
Numbe<lcel value ppm 
Start time or exact time of obsef\lation 
Comments specific to detector $ite 
Relationship to inflow site (horizontel distance, vertical distance, direction) 

Full bibliography 

Conctlllion 
The archaeo1og.ical information is to be seen as a resource f0t the improvement of consetvation and 

protection o f important cave archaeological ,ltes, and may be linked with palaeontological data. In due course 
the hydrological information may be linked with geomorphological, surface and cave survey data to build up 
complete pictures of the Ka!St areas of Britain. 
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TRACING THE PRINCIPAL SOURCE OF NEW ZEALAND'S LARGEST SPRING 

Paul W. WilHams, Umvenity of Auckland, 
Dept. of Geography, Private 8,-g, Auckland, New Zealand 

The Waikoropupu Springs, usually known simply as the Pupu Springs, are the largest springs in New 
Zealand, with an average discharge of about 14 m• /s. The springs are tidal, brackish, anesian and karstlc, and 
issue from three main sites whhin a radius of 130 m of each other. They are located in !he Takaka valley in the 
nonhwest of the South Island of New Zealand at 14-17 m above ••••level, roughly 2.6 km inland from the hffd 
of tide In the neighbouring Takaka River to which their discharge drains (Fig. 11. The waters are clear and cold 
l11.7°C) and show a range of discharl)O of 6-21 m' /s. Tritium analyses suggest a groundwater age ol 3-4 years. 

A research programme was Initiated to u·y to establith: 11) the origin of the Spring'• water5; 12) the 
nature of the ,ubterranean 5\/stem; (3) the fact,rs controlling the siting of the Springs; and also to test 14} the 
limits of pulse-train analysis as a method of karn water tracing. A paper in press (Williams, In press} reports 
the results in detail. This contribution focuses on the water tracing aspects. 

Hydrogool09ical s.ttlng of tlle Spri1191 
The Springs are situeted in a nonh-sooth oriented fault-angle depres,ion. The valley is wedge-shaped, 

broadening and descending to the nonh where it grades gently into the shallow water5 of Golden Bay. To the 
west and east are mountains formed predominantly of Palaeozoic schists and marble that rise to ,..II over 
1,000 m. The marble ls at lean 1,000 m thick and It probably also underlies the Takaka valley, although a 
thick veneer of Ouatemary .. nds and gravels r,,asks most of the lowland bedrock geology. Teniary sediments 
unconformably overlie the Palaeozoics. with Oligocene coal me-asures forming the principal cap rock of the. 
Pupu artesian system in the marble, which extends well below sea-level. 

Tidal cycles at the Springs show an allematlng double amplitude and precede the marine tides in 
Golden Bay by 0.5-1.5 hours (unleu they lag by 10.6· 11.5 hours}, This oscillation pattern seems consistent 
with an earth tides origin, although the saltin8" of the Springs suggests a connettion to the su. Freshwater 
upwelllngs in 12• 14 m of water occur 1·5 km offshore in Golden Bay, and the chloride concentration in the 
water of the Springs suggesu a sea water admixture of up to 1 pan In 200 of fresh. 

Sourcet of tho Springs 
Voriou.-logists have ,uggested tha1 the waters of the Pupu Springs originate from the upper Takako 

River at a dlsunce of 16-18 km inland from tht sea and at 46-58 m above ,ea-level. Tho main evidence in 
favour of this being that the upper Takaka River commonly runs dry in summer in the reach !n quettlon, losing 
up to 9 m3 /sin a course of 4.5 km. However, no large stream"5inks are visible; the river merely infiltrates Into 
iu gravelly bed. 

In attempting to test the connection of the upper Takaka River to the Pupu Springs, severe limitations 
are imposed upon conventional wa-ter tracing methods, because of the likely very large 110lume of the ground
water sy1tem 11.3-1.8 km3 h which could result in dilution of an injected tracer to beyond the limits of datac
llbility. It w• therefore decided to try to proVJ the connection using a pulse-train analysis technique (Jakucs, 
1959; Ashton, 1966; Wllcock, 1968; Brown, 1972). However. since the maximum fall of the possible ground
water system is only 50 m in about 17 km and since the conduits also seem likely to be choked with glacifluvi1I 
gravels, any pulse ttansmitted could be so tenuated and suooresserl •• lo be unde1ectable. The pulse experi• 
ments thus become of interest in themselves, a, t•m of the limitations of the method. 

PulN Anolytl1 
Input and output pulse data were obtoined from water level records from two Hage recorden installed 

20.2 km apart: (il on the Spriog• River below the Pupu Springs and (Ill on the upper Takaka River Where It 
emerges from its confined course through the mountains onto the Takaka lowland (Fig. 1}. Prior to s~atistical 
analysis of the data. field experiments were carried out using plann.ed rel_.,s from the Cobb hydroelectricity 
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dam of up to 7.6 m' /s into the upper Takako River at a time when natural discharge w• only 1-2 m3 /s. At 
the Springs River site the hydrograph showed what was Inferred to be • slight reaction to thesa artificial pulses 
within 10.20 hours of their passage at upperTakakL 

Statistical analysis was next perfomed on the time sede:s of input and output stage records to deter• 
mine If the incoming and outgoing pulse pat:erns could be matched and, it so, what the throughput lag time is. 
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A month's stage records were digitised at 2 hour int1tvab and the date arrays were cross-correlated (Davis, t 973~. 
The rt$ults "1owed a statistically significant peak at a lag of 24 hours (Fig, 2). Other co,relatlon peaks at lags 
of 10· 11 day, and 16 days are not related to pulse tiavel times, being spurious correlations between matching 
periodicity in the data. 

This analysis lends further SUPPOrt 10 the hvPOthesised upper Takaka-Pupu connection but still does 
not prove It because both input and output pulse patterns could be a re,pense to a third independent factor 
such as rainfaJI. The subterranean connection can only be proven by a unique event or series of events at upper 
Takaka beinq reflected at the Springs.. Fonunatelv, 1he u_poer Takaka River has svch a S,eries of events In the 
hydroelectric generating releases from lhe Cobb Dam , Fig.. 1 ). Thus che cross-correlation analysis was repeated, 
taking Input data directly from the power station records. The pulses from generation releases at the dam were 
found 10 be identifiable at Pupu, the response lag from upper Takaka 10 the Springs being 12·18 hours. But in 
general it is nol readily poosible to confirm the matching pulse pattern from simple visual observatlon becauoe 
of much extraneous 'nojse' from tidal, precipitation and other effects. Thus in order to extract the iignificant 
part of the output record, the Springs data were det,ended and subjected to a digital band pass frequency filter, 
which removed frequencies of >1 cycle/1811 10 eliminate tho tidal effect and <1 c:ycle/144h 10 eliminate weekly 
or longer periodicities (e.g. due to power generating). Ctos.s--correladon of the filtered output with the dam re
leases yielded a more sharply defiMd correlation peik than In previous analyses (Fig. 3) and Indicated a pulse
through time from upper Takaka to the Springs of about 10h (15h from the Cobb Dam). Visual confirmation 
of the throughputs may also be obtained using the fltered record (Fig. 4). 

Conclusion 
The field end •tatisticel evidence convarge 10 demonstrate convincingly that a subterranean connection 

exisu between the Weikoropupu Springs and the upper Takako River, which is now confirmed es the principal 
source of the Springs. The successful results from pUlse-traln analysis demonstrate the sensitivity of the method 
and underline the value of applying the teclmique to problems of groundwater hydrology, t$pecially a. related 
to oonduit flow in sltuations where ilrtific1al tracers .:annot readily be used. 
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SOLUTION OF MARBLE IN N.W. NELSON, NEW ZEALAND 

Paul W. Williams 
Universi1y of Auckland. 

This paper pr&Sents a first euimate of karst solution In New Zealand. Some of the results considered 
here come from work by Dowling (1974) ; a more detailed report is in coune of publication (WIiiiams and 
Dowling, In press). 

The catchment studied is that of the Riwaka South Branch which covers an area of 45.1 km1 and 
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occupies an altitudinat rang@ of 60-1,329 m with an extensive ka.rst plateau at 600-,900 m, The basis of the 
karst is Ordm,ician marble of approximately 1,200 min stratigraphic thickness which covers 21.02 km1 of 
the basin ( Fig. 1), The vegetation ls domina1ed by natural evergreen beech•podoearp forest, a 1mall area above 
1,250 m being alpine g111$Sland above the trte-llne. 

The climate is sunny and warm ( 17°C) in summer and wet and cool (7°C) in winter. Average annual 
precipitation over the basin is 2,158 mm, c;;iculated by the isohyetal method. Approximately 525 mm is lost 
by evapotranspiration. 

Dischar~ measurements since 1962 indicate an ~••rage discharge of 2,680 1/s {51. 75 /ls/km'). The 
natlstk.al relationship o'f discharge to rainfall (for which there are 27 years of records) enables the long•term 
average discharge to be estimated as 2.334±483 //s. The error term incorporate.s a :t:5% uncertainty from stream 
gauging and one standard error of estimate from the regression. Throughput of avtogenic waters in the kartt is 
equivalent to 52.57 l/s/km2 . Flow from allogenlc streams that pass through tha karst is 62.52 //s/km1 from 
12.47 km2 of elevated non-carbon catchmeit. 

Rainfall introduces approximately 0.63 m,;// Ca and 0.56 mg// Mg {Blakemore, 1973). Samples of 
runoff from bare karren after flow paths of 50-250 m yield calcium concentrations averaging 10 mg//. At a 
shallow depth (<30ml below tha surface p•colation waters average 36 mg// Ca; a figure that increases to 
45 .. 61 mg// Ca (and 6-11 mg/I Mg) from per,:olation drips 200 m below the surface. The hardness of entirely 
autogenic springs in the area is represented by Flit Cruk Rising with mean values of 49 mg/I (range 42•60) 
and 1 mg// Mg (range 0.5-3.0~. These spring waters are supersaturated in summer. although sometimes aggrH• 
sive in winter. 

Allogenic streams draining to the karsr from metavolcanics and quartzites yield an average ha-rdness of 
approximately 6 mg// Ca, up to 20 per cent of this having been introduced initially by rainfall. Allogenic cave 
stream water inc1eases markedly in hardness. partly by addition of autogenic se-epage water. A spring of mixed 
allogenic/autogenic origin, the South Branch Rising, shows average values (28 samples) of 34 mg// Ca (range 
3040) and 2 mg// Mg. The spring waters were found always to be aggressive in winter. but to be usually super
saturated in summer. StatlsticaJ analysi.s shON'ed a significant positive correlation between water temperatures 
and both field pH and total hardness (as CaCO3 ). 

Characteristic dissolved calcium values In the karst of th• Pikiklruna Range, which is drained by the 
Riwaka River, are indicated on Figure 2. 

Solute Discharge from the Basin of the Riwalao South Branch 
Eighty·two samples ware collected at the I.H.D. Station at th• downstream limit of the basin (Fig. 11 

under a wide range of conditions. Solute concentration displays the usual inverse correlation with discharge. al· 
though dissolved load varies directly with discharge {Fig. 3). The representation of solute load in terms of 
CaCO3 is justified because Mg concentration is usually less than seven per cent of Ca concentration, Cl and 
SO, are low (<3 ,mg/) and alkalinity high. 

Employing the estimate of long.term mean discharge, the average solute discharge may be estimated 
from Figure 3 to be 198.1± 1.1 g/s. Hence t0tal solute discliage (as Ca CO)) of the Rlwaka South 8ranch is 
6,252±1,246 tonnes/year. Solute inputs from n1infall and allogenic sources contribute about 15 per cent of 
the Ca+ Mg concentration of the river; thus the n•te solute load (Williams 1968) is approximately 5,3142±1,059 
tonnes/year, which is equivalent to 95±19 m3 /y/km2 • This figure acco<ds quite well with the 'Arctic/Alpine' 
relationship of Smith and Atkinson (1976, Fig. 13.5). 

From knowled~ of the Ca and Mg values end discharge throughputs In different parts of the corrosion 
system, the distribution of marble solution ,n the basin may be calculated as follows: 
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Source of Solute Lwd 

Marble: by autogenic 
waters 

Marble: by allogenic 
water& 

NETT KARST SOLUTION 
From non•karst rocks 
From precipiuttion 
TOTAL SOLUTE LOAD 

Tonnes/ytJar 
±~ 

4,394 

920 
5,314+ 

597 
342 

6,253 

Percentage of: 
{a) Kor,t solurlon {b) Total solute /osd 

93• 

17 .. 
100 

70 

15 
85 

9.5 
5.5 

100 

•• 
+ 

mainly surface lowering at 79 mm/ 1.000 y 
mainly cave condu,1 development 
equivalent to 95±19 m• /y/km2 

The frequency-duration relations ot solute discharge may al,o be estimated (Fig. 41 from flow dura
tion characteristics and the solute load rating curve. h may be Jeen that just as in non-kant rivers. where at• 
most all mechanical work is accompltshed during low frequency but high magnitude events, so in the Riwaka 
South Branch it is the flood flows that are exceeded only 5 per cent of the time that transport about 44 per 
cent of the annual dissolved load. But whereas in non,karst fluvial system, negligible work occurs during low 
stageS, in the Riwaka South Branch some 35 per corn of the annual solute load is trensported by mean to low 
flows that occur for 75 per cent o·f the time. 
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CAVE RESCUE FACILITIES UNDER DIFFERENT CONDITIONS 

Or. lnz. A. Wojciak 
ul. Tyszowiecka 11 
PL 04-949 Warszawa 
Poland 

The final results of a cave re=• action depend on many factors, objectlw and subjective. The first 
group comprises the physical condition of a viaim, seriousness of injuries or shoc,k, place of incident~ difficulties 
of approach io the entrance of cave, weather etc. The latter is something ov« which we have no influen«. 
Other factors are organisation of rescue teanu. presence or absence of a physician in the team, experience end 
skill or rescuers and other cavers present, 0111anisation of emergency servioes, transpon, means of communica
tion, technical equipment and so on. These 1actors are subject to atteration - improvement or change for the 
worse. It is obvious that every person resporsible will do his best to make the final rescue successful - or let 
us say - to Increase changes of the victim strViving. However, the methods can differ greatly. The aim of this 
paper is to discuss two subjective factors, namely problems of organisation ancf the cal)<lcity of men. 

Organitation 
Some countries have already develcped weciaJ services to deal with cave accidents. Cave rescue organi

sations oPeratlng In Belglum, Great Britain er Alpine Countries are vtry good and pretty well known. If we 
$Imply Imitate them, will we get equivalent effects? No, of course noL Those systems are working under their 
own conditions, and if transferred to some other country may prove of no use at all. This is simply because of 
the natura of kant regions in the latter country. Two different types of this location problems can be distin
guished. 

Localisation type A 
Dissipation of karst reg1ons - and 1herefore caving regions also - over the whole country is characteris,

tic. It is possible to organise Mveral rescue stations. Cities with strong caving cltA:>s. are not very far from them. 
With their most experienced cavers they prCNide immediate support. If need be, second assistance can be sup-
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plied -from other clubs owr longer distance$. Moreover. cavers' activities during the peak season are t.erritorially 
dispet$0d, 

Localisation type B 
Kam regions concentrated on a small irea, but strong clubs dispersed in many places through the 

whole country, There is only one rescue Hation provided by a local club. Because of concentration of caving 
expeditions in the area, supPQrt from other clubs becomes a neceuity. But primary suppon CQmes from a dis• 
tance and it will take many houn till suitable teams arrive. 

Type B terms are typical for meny countries like Poland, Hungary, Mexico, Naw Zealand and many 
others. There is no possibility of making an adequate emergency system, based on amateurs being temporarily 
in the area. They are involved in expeditions of their own clubs. Also the duration and operating centres of 
different groups are always changing. Therefore, it is imposstbte to establish a system of fixed re5CUe teams 
and fixed communication lines, well known to lhe community and always ready to usa. An alternative for 
such countries may be seen In making each exploring or training group bigger, stronger and more self-sufficient 
This is panly a problem of equipment, but first of all it is a problem of capacity of men. 

Capacity of men 
Sometimes professional mountain resOJers can co-operate with emergency service-:s. In Poland. for 

instance, there is a certain specialised group corisisting of professional -surface re-scuer-s additJonally trained 
for action in caves. Well trained 3$ they are, they still can not be equated with most experienced amateurs
familiar with the majority of different caves. The capacity of amateurs to operate in cave condltions will be 
much better, with their training lasiing hours and years - hours of active caving and year, of development of 
their skill, knowledge and mysical resistanoe, 11/oleover, analysis of statistical data taken for more than ten 
years leads to the following conclusions CWojdik 1972}. Amateurs were involved In every rescue action known 
- professional rescuers 1n a Quarter of cases only. Even then, they were amateur cavers, who reached the place 
of the incident first. 

So the main task will be ro increase the capacity of amateurs invofved in re5CUe action. This may be 
done through adequate modification of tea,:hing and training programmes, appropriate requirements connected 
with giving out <2rtificates (if such exist}, orgarisation of meetings dedicated to "self-service" in rescue - or 
better "self - rescue techniques" - and many other means. 

A good idea would probably be to crene a net of club rescue teams (CRn. Such CRrs - formed in 
each club. having an adequate special training programme meetings for exchange of experience and central co
ordination or supervision - could significantly increase the general level of security in caving. The author 
would like to suggest, that the concept of the CRT,synem may be discussed in detail and evaluated by the IV 
tho cave Rescue Conference. If it Is approved, the UIS International cave Rescue Commission could give its 
recommendation. The principal idea ii that they are amateurs who reach the victim fist, and immediate help 
is certainly the best help. 
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THE ORIGIN AND MORPHOLOGICAL DIVERSITY OF LAVA TUBE CAVES 

C. Wood 
6 Trafalgar Road, 
Long Eaton, 
Nottingham. 
England 

This paper, based upon research carried out by the writer in loeland, Tenerife and Sicily, describes 
the common, multi-stage development of lava tJbe caves and explains how morphological diversity inevitably 
results from these caves evolving in widely differing environmental situations. 

The evolution of a lava tube cave occurs In three steges: ( 1) conduit (lava tube} construction, (ii) 
conduit drainage, (iii) breakdown and collapse. 

Conduit (lave tube) construction 
Cave development commences with the construction of a complicated network of conduits. or lava 

tubes, beneath the congealed surface of the lave flow, through which liquid lava is transmitted from the vent 
to the advancing front. Conflict over the validity of models depicting the formation of lava tubes (Wood, 1976) 
was recently resolved by observations of actively forming lava tubes in Hawaii (Greeley, 1971 & 1972: Cruik· 
shank and Wood, 1972; Peterson and Swanson, 19741. These observations showed that lava tubes evolve from 
either 0) open lava channels, or (ill small flow units and 'pahoehoe toes', depending upon the distanoe from 
the vent. 

(i) Major htader tubes result from the roofing of the lava river c•ried in open channels. Roofing 
may be accomplished in a varietv of ways: through the accumulation and fusing of crustal plates; 
through the eccumulation and fusing of a surface scum; through the growth of a $!able crust 
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from the sides to the centre of the channel; or through the aggl1.11inatlon of spatter to form 
arched levees which eventually fuse with the opposing levee. 

(ii) Smaller distrib1.1tary tubes are constrUC1ed further from the vent as part of the process of 'toe 
budding', a frequent method o/ extention of fluid lava flows. Toes and small flow units are 
amoeboid-like tongues of llquij lava which override one another as they push out from the 
front of the flow. They develoa a surface skin through chilling: this is inflated by the addition 
of new lava from behind, the S<in ruptures, liquid lava breaks 01.11 and a new toe or flow unit is 
formed as the proeess is repeamd. 

Although the full extent of a lava tube network-in a larget basalt le now is never wen, the composite 
picture is envisaged as resembling a vast number of anastomosing small tubes ramifying from one or more larger 
feeder tubes. (Wentworth and Macdoneld, 19S3). 

Conduit drainage 
The evacuation of lava from a lava twe commences with the cessation of effusive vent activity, or when 

flow in one lava tube has been 'pirated' by a "10re favourable flow ro1.1te in another. In addition, for evacuation 
to proceed, two further conditions must be fulfilled: the residual lava must mainteln mobility on the existing 
11ope and there must be a space into which this lava can drain {Wood, 1975L These collditions are rarely met 
throughout the whole tube network and drainage is usually selectively related to favourable topographic situa
tions. During drainage the lava in the tube mav be lowered either constantly or sporadically, and the tube may 
be emptied either wholly or partially, This is ,ecompanied by extensive passage modification caused by the accre
tion of cooled lava to the root and walls of the conduit, forming such features as linings, benches, shelve, false 
floors, etc. 

Breakdown and collapse 
Modification through breakdown and collapse may occur in the earlier genetic S'tages but mainly it is 

confined to the period succeeding drainage. when the lava cools and is eventually open to sub,aerial attack. 
Lava tube caves are partirularly prone to coll,pse because of the abundance of flow unit contacts, partings 
and joints in the parent lava flow. Many caves collapse becavse the roof cannot support tts own weight dunng 
o, after evacuation of the liquid core ( Hatheway and Herring, 1970). In colder climates frost wedging Is an 
obvious procass leading to extensive breakdown and collapse (Wood, 1971). 

A$ an inevitable cons.equence of the varying influences of the controlling factors on cave genesjs in 
wktely differing environments. each genetic s1age offers a vast number of alternative morphogenetic routet 
(Wood, 1975) The result Is 1hat as a group lava tube caves exhibit enormou:s morphological variety. ranging 
as they do from the complicated, three<:llmensfonal passage networks of caves like the Cueva del Vien to, 
Tenerife, to the single, vast, meandering passages of cave like Vidgelmir, Iceland. Specifically, diversity may 
be recognised in the lengths and complexities of cave networks and in their constituent passage forms. 

Diversity in the lengths (i.e. extent) of cave networks results because the factors controlling the drain• 
age of lava tubes - principally, viscosity and gradient - vary in influence from flow to flow, or even from one 
port of a flow to another pan. For example, the Icelandic caves Surtshellir/Stephanshellir (4km) and Vidgelmir 
(1.8km) each occur on the tread of steps in the long profile of the 34km long Hallmundarhreun ('hraun' • 
lava) and, because the steeper gradient of the fall of each step encouraged the complete evacuation of the fluid 
residual lava from the tube on the tread above: the length of each cave bears a relationship to the extem of 
the tread of the step upon which It is situated. In contrast, the considerable drainage of viscous residual lava 
from the lava tube network that Is today the 10km long Cueva del Viento, Tenerife, is a consequence of both 
a constancy of slope and a very high slope angle of 11°. 

Diversity in the complexities of lava tube caves mainly reflects a diversity in the complexities of the 
lava tu.be networks from which they or~inated. The reason for complicated internal flow patterns In fluid lava 
flows remain equivocal, but it is clear that the individuality of a pattern is a product of the particular environ· 
ment in which it fOfmed. Again, the controlling factors - for e,c:ample, the perfod and rate of effusive vent 
activity, the viscosity of the lava. the nature cf the pre•flow topography, etc. - vary from flow to flow. Some
thing is known of the developmenu leading to the formation of complex la-va tube networks from ob$ervation 
In Hawaii. It u,ems that lava channels may po;sess some c""'plexlty even before they are roofed over and the 
following confirmed proce&Ses are believed to add to this initial complexity: fluvial-like processes of bank
cutting, mundering and channel deepening (',rosion'); nream 'pirating': breakthrough of lava from a higher 
to a lower lava tube; the convergence and divergence of flow accommodated in 511\811 flow uniu or toes. The 
picture is further complicated because on1y panicvlarly favourable segments of the lava tube network drains 
of lava and then parts may collapse. 

The diversity in passage forms in lava tube caves ls Illustrated in Fig. 1 and an explanation o·f some 
common forms In the caves studied by the writer b offered In Fig, 2. Differences in the size of a passage de
pend upon whether it carried a large or a sma I discharge, whether It originated as a feeder tube or as a distri• 
b1.11ary tube, whether 'erosion' has enlarged it, or whether It has been extensively modified by lava accretion. 
The passage profiles of the Icelandic caves {Raufarholshellir and Vidgelmir), for example, are vast, for they 
carded an immense vO,ume of flufd lava which, at the cessation of activity, drained almost completely from 
the tube and caused very lltrle pa=ge modification by accretion. In contrast, the passage profiles of the Cueva 
del Viento are smaller and more varied, and these resulted from extensive modification caused by th@ slow 
and difficult drainage of very viscous retidual lava from the tube. There is some correlation between passage 
type and varying gradients in the Tener-ife caws. 
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